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E C1A SCRIP-ACT F USE 2, 185s.

D. C. HARDEE.

The third section of the act of June 2, 1858, authorizes the issuance of scrip only in
cases of confirmed private land claims, and requires satisfactory proof of such
confirmation.

The third section of the act of March 3, 1819, expressly excepUs from confirmation
lands claimed or recognized under sections one and two of said act.

In the case of a claim depending for confirmation upon section 3, act of March 3, 1819,
the confirmee, or his legal representative, must identify the land in order to de-
termine whether it was covered by a claim under sections one or two of said act,
and whether the claim thereto has been satisfied in whole or in part.

Secretary Vilas to Commnissioner Stockslager, July 7, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of D. C. Hardee, as legal representative
of Saiiiuel Phares, from the decision of your office of January 31, 1887j
denying his application for the approval and delivery by your office of
the certificate of location, issued by the surveyor general of Louisiana,
under the third section of the act of June 2, 1858 (11 Stat., 294), in sat-
isfaction of the Louisiana private land claim of said Samuel Phares.

In 1803 the Louisiana Territory was ceded to the United. States by
France, and April 25, 1812, Congress passed au act " for ascertaining
the titles and claims to lands in that part of the Louisiana territory,
which lies east of the river Mississippi and island of New Orleans and
west of the river Perdido." The act provided that " the lands within
said limits shall be laid off into two land districts, between which Pearl
River shall be the boundary, and for each of which districts a commis-
sioner of land claims shall be appointed bsy the President."

These commissioners were charged, in the first place, with the duty
of investigating and having a record made of all claims to lands within
their respective districts, based upon "any grant, order of survey, or
other evidence of claim whatsoever, derived from the French, Brit'sh,

3263-VOL 7- 1 1
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or Spanish governments," and were reqnired to make abstracts thereof

and forward them to the Secretary of the Treasury; anti in section

eight of the act it wag further enactedi

That the said comniissioners are hereby anthorizel and reqnired to collect and re-

port to Congress. at their next session, a list otf all the act'sl settlers on land in said

districts, respectively, who have no claims to land derived either from the French,

British, or Spanish Governments, and the time at which such settlements were made.

James 0. Cosby was appointed Commissioner for the district west of

Pearl river, and pursuant to said section eight of said act, he reported,

June 7, 1813, a supplemental list of settlers, among whom was Samuel

Phares. (Am. State Papers, Vol. 3, p. 69, Green's Ed.)

Congress next passed the act of Mardb 3,1819 (3 Stat., 528), by the first

section of which, certain claims to land derived from the Spanish or

British governments, reported by the commissioners under the acts of

1812, are recognized as valid and complete titles, and by the second

section, other claims founded on. written evidence of title from the

Spanish authorities, and reported by the said commissioners, though

incomplete, are confirmed. By the third section of said act, a grant, as

a donation, is made to a class of claimants and actual settlers who had

no written evidence to sustain their claims, but who had actually in-

habited or cultivated the lands claimed or settled on prior to April 15.

1813, and whose claims were comprised in the list of settlers reported

by said commissioners; but it is provided, i' that no lands shall be thus

granted which are claimed or recognized by"7 sections 1 and 2 of said

act.

The settlement of Samuel Phares appears to have been made in 1811

and his claim falls within the class designated in said third section of

the act of March 3, 1819.

Under this act parties were " confined to the lands settled on and in-

habited or cultivated, and the original settlement and inhabitation or

cultivation fixed and determined the locality of the claim, and they

were not permitted to go elsewhere and take up an equal quantity, and,

as it sometimes happened, that the government, through inadvertence

or mistake, thisposed of the land eml)race(l in the original claim," or

from some other cause, it became impossible to locate thereon, Con-

gress, to prevent the injustice which would otherwise result in such

cases, passed the act of June 2, 1858, the third section of which con-

eludes as follows:

Where any private claim has been confirmed by Congress and the same, in whole

or in part, has not been located or satisfied, either for want of a specific location
prior to such confirmnation, or for any reason whatsoever, other than a discovery of

fraud in such claim subsequent to such confirmation, it shall be the duty of the sur-

veyor-genieral of the district in which such clain was situated, Upon satisfactory

proof that such claim has been so confirmed, and that the same, in whole or in part,

remains nusatisfie(l, to issue to the claimaant, or his legal representatives, a certificate

of location for a quantity of land equal to that so confirmed and nnsatisfied; which

certificate may he located upon any of the public lands of the United States, subject
o sale at a private entry at a price not exceeding $1.25 per acre.
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Jnder this provision of said act, thle surveyor general of Louisiana
in 1870, issued certificates of location on the claim of Phares, and the
same were transmitted to your office for authentication. Your office
denied the application for authentication of these certificates, upon the
ground, that "1 the basis for indemnity in this case under the act of 1858
has not been established."

The act of 1858, as appears from the above quotation therefrom, au-
thorizes the issue of certificates of location only in cases of " confirmed 7'
private land claims, and requires "satisfactory proof of such confirma-
tion." The claim of Phares depends for confirmation upon the third
section of the act of March 3, 1819, which expressly excepts from its
operation lands "claimed or recognized under sections one and two of
said act." If the land claimed by Phares was " claimed or recognized "
under either of said preceding sections of the act, then the claim of Phares
thereto- was not confirmed by the act and the issuance of the certificates
of location was unauthorized by the act of 1858. The burden of prov-
ing confirmation of the claim is upon the confirmee or his legal repre-
sentatives. In order to do this, it is absolutely essential at the outset
to, sufficiently identify the land or establish its locus. Until this is
done, it can neither be determined whether the land is covered by a
claim under sections one or two of the act of 1819, nor whether the
the claim thereto has been satisfied in whole or in part. Moreover, the
definite location of the claim would seem to be necessary, to prevent the
Lovernnent from being defrauded by the duplication of claims by the
original confirmees or their legal representatives. (Instructions of Com-
missioner Drummond of August 26, 1872, Land Office Report for 1873,
p. 40.)

There is no evidence whatever in this ease showing either the exact
or approximate boundaries of the land claimed by Phares, or in any
way identifying it; hence, no basis for indemnity under the act of 1858
is established. (John Shafer 5 L. D., 283.) The proof is, also, silent as
to how EHardee, the alleged legal representative of Phares and in whose
behalf as such representative the application is made, acquired title
to the claim.

The decision of your office is accordingly affirmed.

PRE-EMPTION-RESIDENCE-JOINT ENTRY.

EDWARD J. DOYLE.

The purpose of the departmental rule requiring of the pre-emptor six months actual'
residence preceding entry is to secure an assurance of good faith on his part, and
where good faith is otherwise sufflciently established, the object of the rule is
attained, and a literal compliance therewith is not necessary.

In the event of settlement befbre survey, and award of joint entry, the parties are not
anuthorizedlto divide eqjually the forty acre tract in conflict aud thereafter enter
the sapp~accordance with such partition; nor is there any authorityunder the

- 7 law flutsghIt an entry.
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In such a case the whole -tract in conDflict may be entered by either party on condi-

tion that he tenders to the other an agreement to convey to him that portion of

the land covered by his occupation.
If both parties fail or refase to make entry on the terms thos prescribed then they

will be allowed to make joint entry nnder section 2274, R. S.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 7, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Edward J. Doyle from the decision of

your office of September 15, 1886, rejecting his final pre-emption proof,

for the N. J of SE. 1 and SE. J of SE. J, See. 8, and "W W. I of NW. i of
SW. 1" of Sec. 9, Devil's Lake district, Dakota.

Doyle filed declaratory statement. No. 126, November 2, 1883, alleg-

ing settlement March 21, of that year. His proof shows, that he made

settlement as alleged in his declaratory statement, March 2 L, 1883, and

resided on the land from that time until May 1, 1883; that from the

latter date to August 15, 1883, he slept on thi land two or three nights

each week and made such improvements thereon " as his very limited
means would allow;" that from August 15 to November 1, 18S3, he

was confined to his bed by fever, and, being numarried and without

family, "had to be removed about six miles to the house of a friend to

be cared for; i" Itat from November 1, 1883, to January 1, 1886, he was
on the land about half the time, and from the latter date to the time of
his making final proof, July 23, 1856, a period of six months and twenty-
three days, he was on the land all the tine, except two weeks in the
first part of January, and one week in July, dluring which week he was
absent hunting his team which had run away; and that his absences,
except during his said illness and the last Damed week when he was
hunting his team, were necessary to enable him to earn a support, and,

from the time of his said settlement on the land, he neither had nor

claimed any other home. His improvements consisted of a frame house,

ten by twelve feet, well built, a frame stable, a well, thirty acres of landc

broken, and six acres cultivated in crops-all valued at $300.
The local officers rejected the proof, "on the ground of insufficient

residence," and your office affirmed this action of the local officers, hold-

ing that, "In default of a continuous residence of six R)ouths next prior
to date of proof, the proof must be rejected."

In this finding, I can not concur. The two weeks' absence in Jaunu-

ary, 1886, were in the first part of that month, and this left more than

six months before the d ate of final p roof, July 23, 1886. The week's

absence in July, 1886, for the purpose of hunting his lost teami, was en-

tirely consistent with an intent to maintain his residence on the land,

and, in legal contemplation, did not break the continuity thereof.

Moreover, the purpose of the departmental rule, requiring of the pre-

emptor six months actual residence preceding entry, is to secure an as-
urance of good faith on his part, and where good laith is otherwise
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sufficiently established, the object of the rule is attained and a literal
compliance therewith is not necessary. (Joseph Hoskyn, 4 L. D., 287;
Israel Martel, 6 L. D., 566.)

Your office does not find that Doyle acted in bad faith, and, in my
opinion, the proof leaves no-rootn to doubt his good faith.

DQyle's declaratory statement embraced the 'NW. 11 of the SW. I of
said Sec. 9, but one, A. A. Dion had filed a declaratory statement for
the whole of said SW. ;4, and, it appearing that both claimants had set-
tled upon and improved said tract prior to survey, this Department, on
contest by Doyle of Dion's claim, held, " that the proper way to adjust
the rights of the parties is to allow a joint entry of the tract in dispute,
under Sec. 2274, Rev. Stat." (Doyle v. Dion, 4 L. D., 27.) But Doyle and

. Dion, disregarding the said departmental decision, agreed between
themselves upon a division of the land as to which their claims con-
flicted, Doyle taking the W. 2- and Dion the E. i of the NW. 1 of said
SW. I, and under this agreement, Doyle embraced said W. i in his proof
and Dion made each entry of said E. A. Your office properly held, that
this was " unauthorized by law and' by the said decision in Doyle v.
Dion," and held Dion's entry as to said E. 0 for cancellation.

Section 2271 of the Revised Statutes provides that in such cases "it
shall be lawful for such settlers to make joint entry of the land * * *

or for either to enter into contract with his co-settler to convey to him
his portion of said land after a patent is issued to him, and, after mak-
ing said contract, to file a declaratory statement in his own name, and
prove up and pay for said land, and proof of joint occupation by him-
self and his co-settler, and of such contract with him made, shall be
proof of sole occupation and pre-emption by the applicant. * * * 

Under this statute, I direct that Doyle be permitted to make entry
of the entire tract, upon condition that he tenders to Dion an agreement
in writing to convey to Dion that part of the tract claimed and occupied
by Dion, and if Doyle decline to enter into such agreement, then Dion
may make entry of the entire tract, upon the condition, that be tender to
Doyle an agreement to convey that portion of the tract in dispute
claimed and occupied by Doyle. If both parties fail or refuse to make
entry upon these terms and conditions, then they will be allowed to
make joint entry, in accordance with the provisions of said statute.
See Coleman v. Winfield, decided June 26, 1888 (6 L. D., 826).

The decision of your office rejecting Doyle's proof, as to the other
land embraced therein, to wit, the N. of SE. 4 and SE:. 1 of SE.j1 of
Sec. 8, is reversed.
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MINTING CLAUIM-EVIDENCE OF DISCOVERY.

SILVER JENNIE LODE.

Evidence as to the discovery of the alleged vein or lode should be furnished showing
the place where, and when such discovery was made, the general direction of the
lode or vein, and all the material facts in relation thereto; and such evidence
should be clear and positive, and based on actual knowledge and the -witnesses'
means of information be clearly set forth.

Secretary Vilas to CommissiQner Stocks lager, July 7, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of William N. Nason et al. from the de-
cision of your office or January 8, 1887, holding^ for cancellation mineral
entry, No. 66, for the " Silver Jennie Lode," G-unnisou district, Colorado.

In view of the facts disclosed by the record in this case and which
are recited in the decision of your office hereto attached, your office
properly required, in the letter of March 2, 1886, that " If a vein or
lode has actually been discovered within the claimed ground " evidence
must be furnished showing " the place where, and when, such discovery
was made, the general direction of the lode or vein and all the material
facts in relation thereto, and must be clear and positive and based on
actual knowledge of the facts," and, "the witnesses' means of information
must be clearly set forth."

The claimant first petitioned for a modification of these requirements
and filed in support of said petition the affidavit of Frank P. Tauner,
one of the claimants, and attorney in fact for the others, dated April
19, 1886, which sets forth that "affiant believes that said vein" (the
Silver Jennie Lode) "extends throughout said location, but that said
vein does not crop out from the surface so that such fact could be de-
termined without a great deal of additional development, and that
such additional development would cost many hundreds, if not thou-
sands, of dollars and would not aid at all in the working of said mine
or assist materially in extracting ore therefrom

This petition being denied, claimants, as a compliance with said re-
quirements of your office, filed the affidavit of James J. Lockhart, one
of their number, dated O'eptemoer 7, 1886, "s that during the month of
September, 1886, he made a careful examination of said mining claim;
that a mineral bearing lode or vein was discovered on said location, as
stated in the application for patent; that said vein or lode, as depo-
nent has ascertained from personal observation thereof, extends in its
onward course or strike into the ground claimed in said application,
and the general direction of said vein or lode is along the center line
of said location as shown by the official plat thereof now on file in the
General Land Office."

Your office held this affidavit insufficient, and allowed claimant sixty
days after notice of said ruling within which to make fall compliance
with the requirements in said letter of March 2, 1886, and thereupon
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claimants filed affidavits of Frank M. Cobb, George J. Ressolt, and
said James J. Lockhart, bearing the same date, October 5, 1886, and
each in these words: "that he (affiant) is familiar with the ground
claimed, having been upon and examined the same; that there has been
discovered within the ground claimed in said entry a mineral bearing
vein or lode, and that the vein or lode for which patent is claimed ex-
tends in its onward course or strike into said ground clairned."

These affidavits were, also, held insufficient by your office, and this
presents the only question in this case. I am of the opinion that this
ruling was correct. In the first place all these affidavits are evasive.
The letter of March 2, 1886, called for evidence of a discovery of a vein
or lode within the ground now claimed. The first affidavit of Lockhart
states, that there has been such discovery "on location as stated in the
application for patent," and the last three affidavits, that there has been
such discovery within the ground claimed in said entry." The "a1ppli-
cation for patent" referred to in the first affidavit only mentioned the
discovery of the "Silver Jennie Lode," which is on another entry and
not on the land now claimed in the present application, and part of the
ground originally claimed in theentry in the case has been relinquished,
so that the statement in the last three affidavits might be true and yet
there might have been no such discovery on the ground ntow claimed.

Moreover, the requirement was for evidence of a discovery of a vein
or lode on the claimed ground or that the " Silver Jennie Lode" extends
into or through said ground. The. response, if it be held to apply to.
the ground claimed, is a bare assertion that there has been such discov-
ery and that said vein does so extend, and no fact is stated tending to
establish the truth of these assertions. The affiants, also, state as their
means of information, that they have been upon and examined the
ground. This would not be sufficient if we are to credit the affidavit of -. -
Tanner, made in behalf of the claimants and quoted above, " that said
vein does not crop out from the surface and the fact that it extends
through said location can not be determined without a great deal of addi-
tional development, which would cost many hundreds, if not thousands,

-of dollars."
There was first, then, an abortive attempt on the part of the claimants

to be relieved of the requirement of proof by a petition alleging facts
i: tending to show that it was impracticable, if not impossible, to obtain

such proof; in the next place, an evasive and otherwise wholly insuffi-
cient affidavit was filed as a compliance with the requirement, and
lastly when this is rejected, and farther time given for a proper response,
three such evasive and insufficient affidavits are filed.

It appears also from the proof and official plat of survey, that these
claimants are applicants for three entries (including the present appli-
cation), each of which is based upon one and the same discovered vein
or lode, and it is not shown that said vein or lode extends beyond the
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boundaries of the " Spirit of the Times Lode Entry," on which it is ad-
mitted to have been discovered.

The decision of your office is affirmed, and the entry will be can-
celed.

TIMIBER C'TLTURE CONTEST-DEFAULT CURED PRIOR TO NOTICE.

HUNTER V. HAYNES.

A contest should be dismissed when the default charged -was not attributable to the
neglect or bad faith of the entryinan, and was cured on tle daythat notice issued
for publication.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 7, 1888.

I have considered the case of Millard F. Hunter v. Harvey R. Haynes,
involving the SE. 1 of Sec. 6, T. 21 S., R. 17 NW., Larned, Kansas, on
appeal by Hunter from your decision of October 13, 1886, dismissing
his contest against timber entry, No. 5212, made by Haynes upon said
tract.

Said entry, it appears, was made December 4, 1883.
The affidavit of contest was filed December 8, 1884, charging failure

to break five acres, or any part thereof, during the first year after entry,
or any time prior to the date of said affidavit of contest.

Notice issued by publication, citing claimant to a hearing to be had
at the local office March 11, 1885. Said hearing was duly had April 6,
1885, to which date it had been continued, and both parties appeared
with witnesses and submitted testimony. The register and receiver
found in favor of the entryman, and held that the contest should be
dismissed. Upon appeal, you affirmed the action below, and dismissed
the contest.

A careful examination of the whole record discloses no good reason
for disturbing your said action. The contest affidavit was filed four
days after the expiration of the first year after entry. On the same day
the requisite five acres were plowed. The entryman, in August, 1884,
contracted with one Still to do the necessary breaking, paying him
therefor in advance. This was nearly four months prior to the expira-
tion of the first year after entry. Still, on December 6, 188, employed
another to do the plowing, and the person thus employed proceeded on
December 8 to do the work, December 7, the intervening day, being
Sunday.

Still testifies that the reason he did not have the breaking done
sooner was because, having made inquiry at the local office as to when
the year would expire, he had been informed that it would not expire
until January 4, 1885, and he therefore supposed he was in time. At
any rate, the requisite five acres had been broken prior to notice of the
affidavit of contest. They were broken on the same day that said affi-
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- davit was na(le and filed. The entrylnan had nearly four nmouths be-
fore made a contract and had paid the umonty to have the plowing done.

The sub-contract was made on Saturday, December Oth, to have it
done immediately, and on Monday, December 8th, it was done. The
notice of contest issued on that day for publication, contestant swear-
ing that after diligent search and inquiry he was unable to ascertain

the whereabouts of claimant. The first publication was on December
12, 1884. At that date the plowing had been done, and whatever of
laches had existed had been cured. There was therefore at the date of
notice no ground for contest.

I find nothing in the record to indicate that thle entryinan, Hlaynes,
has acted otherwise than in entire good faith. Your decision, dismiss-

ing the Pontest, is accordingly affirmed.

TIMBER CULTURE CO-NTEST-APPLICATION.

KINGSBURY V. HOLT.

The contestant of a timber culture entry is .not required to file an application to
enter at.ihe time of initiating contest. If saccessail he secures a preference right
of entry under the second section of the act of May 14, 1880.

Secretary Vilas to Coimmissioner Stocksltager, July 7, 1888.

I have considered the case of Dudley A. Kingsbury v. George L.
olt, on appeal by the latter from your office decision of August 24,

1886, wherein his timher culture entry, No. 357, for lots 2, 3 and 4, Se50.
6, T. 49 N., R. 82 W., Cheyenne, Wyoming, is held for cancellation.

The facts are sufflcieutly stated in your said decision, and reference
is made thereto.

In the case of Bundy v. Livingston (1 L. D., 152), the Department
held that section three of the act of June 14, 1878, restricts a contest
against a prior timber culture entry to one who seeks to enter it under
the homestead or timber culture law, and in the absence of any such
application, there is no right of contest.

Section 29 of the circular approved by the Department July 12, 1887
(6 L. D., 284), after referring to Rule 1 of Practice, cited in your decision,
provides that:

Contestants of timber culture entries since the adoption of the foregoing rules of
practice are not required to file an application to eter the land at the time of the

. f initiation of the contest, but the successful contestant secures a preference right of
* entry under the second section of the act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140).

This regulation' overrules the decision in Bandy v. Livingston.
The rule of practice referred to took effect, as stated, on September

1, 1885. This contest was initiated on September 12 of the same year.
Your decision is affirmed.
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REPSYMNENT-TMVBER LAND ENTRY.

FALIL STEINHARDT.

Repayment Will not be allowed where a timber land entry is camicelegl because the
land is not subject thereto, and it appears that the preliiinary affitlavit waas
made without examination of the land or knowledge of its condition.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, Jitly 7, 1888.

By your office decision dated Sept. 11, 1886, the timber land cash
entry No. 2051 of Falk Steinhardt, made August 25, 1883, for the SE.
i Sec. 20 T. 6. N. R. 3 W. Oregon City land district, Oregon, was held
for cancellation oln the ground " that the land is not such as is subject
to entry under the act of June 3, 1878."7

It appears that a bearing was had in the case in July 188i, which
had been previously ordered upon the report of special agent James A.
McCormick, and in your said office decision it is stated that " from the
testimony for the government, which is not contradicted by that for
the defense, it appears that Steinhardt had never seen the land, and his
witnesses to final proof had only a general knowledge as to the char-
acter of the land in the whole township, and not as to special tracts;
and that said land, when cleared of its timber, would be well suited to
agricultural purposes."

From. said decision no appeal was taken, and the same having become
final, your office on December 24, 1886, canceled said entry in accord-
ance therewith.

On January 10, 1887, tne local officers transmitted the application of
said Steinhardt for re-payment of the purchase money, to wit, the sum
of $400, paid by him on his said entry. Your office, on January 20,
188?, denied said application, and advising the local officers that said
entry was canceled as fraudulent, held that "the law governing the re-
turn of purchase money does not provide for re-payment in cases of
fraud,."

From this decision Steinhardt appeals, assigning as error, in sub-
stance, that there is no evidence showing or tending to show that said
entry was fraudulent, or that the same was canceled by your office for
fraud.

While it is true your said office decision of Sept. 11, 1886, does not
expressly state that said entry was held for cancellation as fraudulent,
yet the findings of fact therein, as hereinbefore stated, show that Stein-
hardt, at the date of his said cash entry, had never even seen the land
covered thereby, and by his affidavit made preliminary to said entry, as
required by section 2, of said act of June 3, 1878, he is shown to have
sworn " that said land is unfit for cultivation, and valuable chiefly for
its timber."

It is evident from these facts, that said affidavit was made by Stein-
hardt, without examination of the land or knowledge of its condition,
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upon which to base the same, and this view is supported by the further
fact, found by your said office decision, "that said land, when cleared
of its timber, would be well suited to agricultural purposes." This
state of facts I think, fully warrants the conclusion that said entry was
obtained through fraud.

In the timber-culture case of Charles F. Coffin (6 L. D. 389) it was
held that (quoting from syllabus) " on cancellation of an entry made
for land not subject thereto, by reason of a natural growth of timber,
re-payment will not be allowed where the entryman, without examiina-
tion of the land or knowledge of its condition, made oath that the land
was devoid of timber.

The preliminary affidavit required of the entryman, is the same nuder
both the, timber-culture and timber land laws, to the extent that the
condition of the land must be set forth in each case, which necessarily
implies a personal knowledge thereof on the part of the eutryman.

Applying therefore, by analogy, the principle enunciated in the case
just cited, to the case now before me, I think the decision of your office,
denying the application of Steinhardt was right, and the same is there-
fore affirmed.

TIMBER CULTURE CONTEST-FIRE.BREAI. '

lu[pp tv. OVERALL.

The absence of a firebreak in a locality liable to be swept by prairie fires is not in
itself evidence of want of good faith, though it may be evidence of a want of

that precaution which should characterize a prudent and careful man.
If the claimant is attempting in good faith to comply with the law, the loss of the

larger portion of his trees by fire, does not warrant the cancellation of his entry,
where it appears that uo ordinary precaution cocld hive prevented such loss.

Secretary Fitas to G9qnmmissioner Stockslager, July 7, 1888.

I have considered the case of Andrew Hupp, Jr., v. E. R. Overall, on A:
appeal by the latter from your office decision of August 16, 1886, hold-
ing for cancellation his timber culture entry, No, 383, made May 7, 1878,
on the SE. I of Sec. 32, T. 24 N., R. 7 W., Neligh, Nebraska.

Hupp initiated contest April 21, 1883, charging that claimant had
failed to replant the second five acres to tree seeds or cuttings between
May 8, 1882, and the date of contest; that he failed to care for, culti-
vate or keep in a healthy, growing condition all the trees planted on
the tract between said dates, and that he has failed to protect the trees
from prairie fires.

Hearing was set for June 24, 1885, on which date both parties ap-
peared with witnesses and counsel, and the case was proceeded with
before the register and receiver, who, upon the evidence adduced,
found for the claimant, and held that the contest was not sustained and
should be dismissed.
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Your office, by the decision appealed from, reversed that finding, and
held the entry for cancellation, on the ground that there had not been
cultivation, care and protection of the trees planted.

The charge of failure to plant is fully met by evidence showing that
claimant had planted on said second five acres t4,500 trees in the
spring of 1882; that on the same five acres were two replantings, one
in 1883 of 4,000 trees, an(d a second in 1884 of 11,000 trees. It appears,
however, that at the date when contest was begun there were growing
of said planting and replantings not to exceed 800 trees.

Ordinarily such scant result might furnish a ground to seriously ques-
tion the good faith of the entryman in the matters of proper planting,
cultivation and care, but in this case the answer is made that an unusu-
ally severe prairie fire swept over the tract, destroying many of the
trees. This fire occurred in the early spring of 1883, only a short time
prior to the initiation of this contest.

Contestant claims that the entryman is entitled to no consideration,
because of his loss of trees by said fire, for the reason that he had not
protected from fire by having a fire-break around his trees.

The absence of a fire-break in a locality liable to be swept by prairie
fires is not of itself evidence of want of good faith, though it may be
evidence of a want of that precaution which should characterize a pru-
dent and careful man.

It appears in this case, however, from the testimony of witnesses for
contestant, as well as of those for claimant, that the fire referred to was
a very violent and an unusually destructive one, by reason of the high
wind prevailing at the time; that because of this fact an ordinary fire-
break would have been no protection; that in some cases said fire leaped
over breaks one hundred feet wide.

It is shown that there was cultivation of the trees each year, but as
to the character of that cultivation the testimony is conflicting. It is
admitted by claimant that the ground planted to trees was in places
weedy, but it is stated that in sucb places it was not deemed advisable
to destroy all the weeds, for the reason that if this were done, the soil
being loose and sandy, the high winds would blow it away from the trees
thus killing them.

If claimant was in good faith attempting to comply with the law un-
der which his entry was made, I do not think that said entry should be
canceled simply because a devastating fire had swept over the land and
destroyed the major portion of his trees, it appearing that no ordinary
precaution could have prevented such destruction.

Upon a careful examination of the whole record, I am unable to find
that the evidence shows that there was on the part of claimant any
such laches or omission to comply with the requirements of the law as
to justify the conclusion that he had acted in bad faith, or that his entry
should be canceled.

The decision appealed from is accordingly reversed.
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RAJLROAD GtRNT-PRE-EMPTION FILING-PRACTICE.

MALONE V. UIIoN PACIFIC RY. Co.

The existence of a pri7ntafacie valid pre-emption filing at the date when the right of
the road attached, excepts the land covered thereby from the operation of the
grant.

The Commissioner of the General Land Office has authority to review a decision of

his office sua sponte, and without notice to the parties, where such action is re-

quired to put the office in accord with its own records.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 9, 183S.

I have considered the case of Wmn. H. Malone v. The Union Pacific
Railway Company, involving the N. A of the NE. 1 and N. I of the NW.
i, See, 7, T. 4 S., R. 67 W., Denver, Colorado, on appeal by Malone from
the decision of your office, dated March 26, 18S4, rejecting his home-
stead application for said land.

The tracts in question are within the primary limits of the grant to
the above-named company, Kansas Division (formerly Eastern Divis-
ion), by the acts of Congress approved July 1, 1862 (12 Stat., 489) July

2, 1864 (13 id, 356), and July 3, 1866 (14 id., 79). The withdrawal from
sale for the benefit of this road became effective in this district Decem-
ber 25, 1866; and the road was definitely located May 26, 1870.

The record shows that one Ward Dennison filed pre-emption declar-
'atory statement No. 2636 for the S. I of SE. 4 See. 6, and N. 4 of NE. 4
Sec. 7, T. 4 S., R. 67 W., September 21, alleging settlement September
20, 1866; that Thos. B. Morton filed pre emptiou declaratory state-
ment No. 3206 for the same land March 14, 1867, alleging settlement
December 20, 1866; and that Edgar A. Farr filed pre-emption declara-
tory statement No. 2547 for the S. 4 of lots 1 and 2 of SW. I Sec. 6, and
N. 4 of lots I and 2 of NW. 4 Sec. 7, same T. and Rt., Sept. 1, 18b6, alleg-
ing settlement the same day. These filings were all canceled as the re-
sult of contests instituted against them by the railway company in 1872,.

that of Dennison being canceled May 9, 1874, that of Farr February 16,.
and that of Morton Febrnaiy 17, same year. and the land here in con-
troversy was then awarded to the company. The notice to said pre-
emptors of the pendency of said contest proceedings was by publication;
none of them appeared, and the evidence adduced was exparte, being
on behalf of said company only.

This land was listed by the coin )any April 28, 1883; and on the 31st
of August following Malone made his homestead application, which was.
"rejected. for the reason this tract is clairmed by the Union Pacific Rail-
way Company." From this rejection be appea ed to your office, on tbe
ground that saiil tracts being coverle(l by filings prima Jacic valid at
the date of the withdrawal, and also at the (late the grant to the com-
pany took effect, were thereby excepted from its grant.

* Upon consideration of this appeal, your office on the 16th of Novemn-
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ber, 1883', overlooking the fact that the above mentioned claims of
Morton and Farr had been rejected by it, their said filings canceled and
the land in question awarded to the company in 1874, stated that said
filings still remained of record and ordered a hearing to determine their
validity at the (late of the withdrawal and also at definite location of
the road.

Your predecessor's attention having been called to these errors of
record by letter from the attorneys for the road, he, thereupon, on the
26th of April, 1881, reconsidered and revoked the said decision of No-
vember 16, 1883, ordering a hearing in the premises, and approved the
action of the local office in rejecting Malone's said homestead applica-
tion.

From this last decision, Malone appealed to this Department, alleg-
ing two grounds of error, to-wit: " First, Because after ordering a hear-
ing in the case, he (the Commaissioner) reconsidered his action and re-
scinded said order, without notice to the claimant or his attorney.
Second, In refusing to allow Malone's application to enter the land."

As to the first ground of error, it is true that under the rules of prac-
tice a motion for review or reconsideration of a decision of your office,
or of this Department, should not be entertained until after due notice
to the opposing party. In this case, however, the review of the case
by your office on March 26, 1884, was in effect a review sua sponte, and
was made to put itself in accord with its own records. Consequently, as
to the first alleged error the appeal is without merit. Parker v. Castle-
on review-(4 L. D., 84).

As to the second ground of error, it is insisted on behalf of the ap-
pellant that at the time the grant to the company tool effect, the lauds
in question were covered by primna facie valid pre-emption declaratory
statements, and hence were excepted from the grant by the terms of

;the granting act. And second, that the proceedings by which said fil-
ings were declared by your office to have been illegal and void, were
merely ex parte, an(l therefore no bar t, a subsequent thorough and
proper investigation where the facts in the case may be fully looked
into.

At the outset we are met by the claim of the company that " This
case is res adjudicata; that it is no longer a question open to discussion
in this Department; that it has been finally determined and must be
forever at rest here." And second if the case is still within the juris-
diction of this Department, then it is insisted that the said filings cov-
ering the tracts at the date of the withdrawal and also at the definite
location of the road, were illegal in their inception and void; and hence
did not except such tracts from the operation of the company's agent.

The claim of the comnjaly that this case is res adjudicata is unten-
able. Againist this contention, it is simply necessary to cite Stark-
weather v. Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe R. R. Co. (6 C. L. O., 19);
White v. Hastings and Dakota Ry. Co. (id. 54); Griffin v. Central Pa-
cific R. R. Co. (5 L. D., 12); and Chas. W. Filkins (id., 49).
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Hlaving ascertained that the case is not res adjudicata the next and
only remaining question to be consiidered is: Were the said pre emiption
filings of record at the date of the withdrawal and also at the definite
location of the road, such pre-emption claims as served to except the
tracts covered thereby from the operation of the grant to the railway
company within the meaning of the third section of the said act of
July 1, 1862, as amended by the fourth section of the said act of July
2, 1864, making the grant.

Though the precise question in its present shape may not have been
previously decided, I am of the opinion that the general principles gov-
erning all cases of this character are pretty well settled.

Said third section as amended by said fourth section provides:
That there be, and hereby is, granted to the said company, for the purpose of

aiding in the construction of said railroad and telegraph line . . . . . every
alternate section of public land, designated by odd numbers, to the amount of ten
alternate sections per mile, on each side of said road, not sold, reserved, or otherwise
disposed of by the United States and to which a pre-emption or homestead claim may
not have attached, at the time the line of said road is defiaitely Fined * *

Expressed in other language the precise question here to he deter-
mined is whether within the meaning of this section of the statute just
quoted apre-emption claim had attached to the lands in dispute at the
time the line of the road was definitely fixed. An intelligent solution
of this question necessarily involves a consideration of the pre-emption
law, the use and purpose and the force and effect of the declaratory
statement thereunder.

The original pre-emptionr law of September 4, 1811, allowed pre-emp-
tions of surveyed lands, both offered and unoffered. In the case of
unoffered lands no declaratory statement was required. In the ease of
offered ]ancrs the claimant was required within thirty days after his
settlement to file his declaratory statement and within twelve months
to make proof and payment for the land claimed by him. This declara-
tory statement was filed with the register and receiver, and operated
to prevent any other sale of the land embraced within it than to the
settler during the time allowed by law fMr him to make proof of his
right of pre-emption and payment, unless it should be sooner proved
and adjudged that he was not entitled to, or by failure to maintain
compliance wi; h the law had meautime lost, his pre-emption right. Its
effect was so far to reserve the land from sale to others, a presumption
of his preference right being raised by his filing, of such force that
proof must be made sufficient to overthrow it before any other sale is
permissible. Johnson v. Towsley ([3 Wall., 72). The pre-enuption act
of 1843 introduced a new feature into the pre-emption law, and required
the settler on unoffered lands to file his declaratory statement within
three, nionths after his settlement, and to make proof and payment for
the lan(l evnbraced in his claim at any time before the commencenzent of

the puiIic sale which shall embrace the land claimed (I Lester 374), (2
Id., 241). This was the condition of the pre-emption law, so far as is
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necessary to the determination of this case, at the time the filings in
question were made.

On the 14th of July, 1870, Congress passed an act (16 Stat., 279), re-
quiring pre-emption claimants to lands in Colorado to make proof and
payment for the land claimed by them within eighteen months after the
date prescribed for filing their declaratory notice shall have expired:
"Provided, That where said date shall have elapsed before the passage
of this act, said pre-emptors shall have one year after the passage hereof
in which to make such proof and payment." The filings in question it
will be observed, came within the proviso. Afterwards by the joint
resolution of March 3, 1871 (id., 601), the time within which such set-
tlers were required to prove up their claims was extended another year
in addition to the time heretofore specified, so that the filings in this
case did not expire by limitation until July 14, 1872, more than two
years after the definite location of the defendant's road, and no attack
had then been made upon any one of them by the defendant herein or
by any one else.

As already stated the declaratory statement in the case of offered
lands had the effect of reserving the land described in it from market
for the time in which the party had the right to purchase. If such dle-
claratory statement has the force and effect of a reservation or quasi
withdrawal, it seems to me, on principle, that a declaratory statement
for unoffered land (which is upon exactly the same footing) should have
a similar effect. To be sure, the declaratory statement for unoffered
lands would not operate to reserve the land embraced in it from sale,
unqualifiedly, but does operate to reserve the land from other disposi-
tion, at least to the extent of subjecting all subsequent claims to it.

That a filing is considered at least as the record assertion of a pre-
emption claim, is evidenced by the fact that the rule is to allow only
one to any one individual. That is to say, if an individual files a pre-
emption declaratory statement for a tract of laud subject at the time
to pre-emption, he can not thereafter abanlon suclh filing, and pre-empt
another tract of land. Again, that the filings here under consideration
were considered as pre-emlnptJn clains" i"is evidenced by the fact that
the derenL(da1It herein iiistitatedl three separate suits to have them cau-
celed. If they were of no force and effect, why take the trouble to can-
cel them out of existence "

Passing from principle to authority I find that in the case of St. Paul
and Pacific R. It. Co. r. Larson (3 L. D., 3l)5), this Dopartment held that
aprintafacie valimI pre-emption filing existing at the date of a with-
drawal of lands for indemnity purposes is such a claim as will except
the land embraced in it from such withdrawal.

From what has already been said, I am of opiniOn, that, in the lan-
guage of the statute itself, a pre-emption claim had attached to the land
in question and was in existence when the defendant's roal was died-
nitely located. True, such claim-did nor, like a homestead entry, oper-
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* ate as a segregation of the land from the public domain. Bat that is
immaterial. For in the ease of Emmmerson v. Central Pacific R. R. Co.
(3 L. D., 117 and 271) it was held that a mere settlement on land in rail-
road limits at the date of the definite location of the road was sufficient
toexcept such land from the grant; anda settlement cannotin any sense
of the term be held to operate as a segregation of the land from the
public domain. It nevertheless was a claim, authorized by the law,
and asserted in the manner required by the law; or such, at least, is
the theory of that decision.

But it is contended on behalf of the defendant that the pre-emption
claims referred to in the act are "lawfule" claims. This contention is so
thoroughly answered, and shown to be untenable, by the decision of
the supreme court in the case of Newhall v. Sanger (92 U. S., 761), that
nothing further need be said by me with reference to it. Burlington
and Missouri R. R. Co. v. Abink (14 Neb., 95).

Bat it is said that there is no evidence that these parties, Dennison,
Morton and Farr, or any one of them, ever settled or established a resi-
dence upon the land embraced in their respective filings. To this it
may be answered that it need not be shown. Such settlement is claimed
thereby, and the claim is of a right of pre-emption because of it. It is
a universal -principle of law, that men are presumed to act in accordance
with the law. And when a pre-emption declaratory statement is filed
in the local land office, the presumption, or the claim, is always that
the party in whose name it is filed has already made settlement on 'the
land. True, it very often happens that such filings do not ripen into
perfect titles, because of the failure of the pre-emptor to perform the
conditions required of him under law. But as was said in the "Dan-
meyer case" (113 U. S., 629), " With the, performance of these conditions
the company had nothing to do." And the reason therefor is given by
the court earlier in the same decision, as follows:

It is not conceivable that Congress intended to place these parties as contestants
for the land, with the right in each to require proof from the other of complete per-
formance of its obligation. Least of all it is to be supposed that it was intended to

* - raise up, in antagonism to all the actual settlers on the soil, whom it had invited to
its occupation, this great corporation, with an interest to defeat their claims, and
to come between them and the government as to the performance of their obliga-
tions.

That the settled policy of the law is that a railroad company is pre-
eluded from inquiring into the validity of all claims to lands within
its granted limits at the date of the definite location of its road is
evidenced from the fact that in the case of Newhall v. Sanger (supra)
the court went to the extent of holding that lands claimed under an
alleged Mexican grant, which was sub judice at the time the railroad
grant took effect, did not pass to the company, although it afterwards
appeared that the alleged Mexican grant was forged and fraudulent.
To the same effect see also Southern Pacific R. R. Co. (Branch line)
v. Colorado (3 L. D., 88); and the same company Bryant (id., 501), where6 2 6 3-VOL 7--2
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this Department held that a voidable State selection, existing at the
time when the grant to the road took effect, excepted the land covered
thereby from the operation of the grant.

When it is considered that all grants of this character are construed
strictly against the grantee, that when doubts arise respecting the ex-
tent of such grants, the government is to receive the benefit of them,
and when it is considered further that in the administration of the
law a prima facie valid homestead entry, a voidable State selection of
indemnity school lands, a mere claim of settlement without any filing
at all, and even a forged and, fraudulent Mexican grant, one and all
have been considered sufficient to except land embraced therein from
grants such as the one under consideration, I have no hesitancy in
holding that the lands in question were also excepted from the grant
to the defendant herein.

The case of Freeman v. Texas Pacific R. P. Co. (2 L. D., 550), and
all other cases so far as they conflict with the views hereinbefore ex-
pressed are overruled.

The decision appealed from is reversed.

FINAL HOMESTEAD PROOF-DEATH OF ENTRYMAN.

WILLIAM H. BOWmAN.

A homestead entry, wherein final proof was made at the local office by the adminis-
trator of the deceased entryman's estate, and final affidavit executed outside of
the land district by the heir of said entryman, may be submitted to the Board of

Equitable Adjudication; it appearing that said heir was prevented by old age,

bodily infirmity, and distance of residence, from making said proof within the

land district.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 9, 1888.

In the case of William H. Bowman, administrator of the estate of
Kinsey T. Plummer, deceased, appealed from the decisions of your office,
dated May 14, 1886, and December 1, 1886, the record discloses the fol-
lowing facts.

On March 28, 1881, said Plummer made homestead entry for the N.
iof NE. i Sec. 24, and S. i of SEB. of Sec. 13, T. 6N., R. 51E., B. E.
M., Dakota Territory. His military service of over four years in the
late civil war entitled him to a deduction of four years from the usual
time required to perfect title under the homestead laws. He was a sin-
gle man, and on or about February 7, 1885, departed this life intestate.
On March 2, following, said Bowman was appointed administrator of
his estate by the probate court of Lawrence County, Dakota, and as
such administrator, after giving due notice of his intention so to do,
tendered final homestead proof on behalf of the heirs of said decedent on
May 15, 1885. This proof shows that decedent had on the land a house
fourteen by sixteen feet, out buildings and stable, twenty-five acres
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fenced and broken, and that he had cultivated twenty acres for four
seasons; that the total value of his improvements was $350.00 and that
he had continuously resided on said land from April 1881, up to the
time of his death, Febrtuary 7, 1885.

In addition to making proof Bowman made the final affidavit re-
quired of homestead claimants and obtained the register~s final certifi-
cate of entry " in behalf of the heirs of Kinsey T. Plum mer, deceased."

The proof was rejected by your letter "C 1" of May 14, 1886, on the
grounds that it could not be made by the entryman's administrator, and
that the final affidavit must be made by an heir of the deceased, who is
a citizen of the United States.

On October 13, 1886, before the clerk of the district court of Linn
County, Iowa, Abram Plummer made affidavit that he is the father of
Kinsey T. Plummer, deceased; that he is a citizen of the United States
and a resident of said Linn County, and was eighty-six years of age on
November 3, 1885, and that on account-of his age and infirmity he can-
not go to the Deadwood land office to make the required affidavit' and
he asks to be allowed to make it before the clerk of the court of Linn
County, Iowa. This affidavit is corroborated by his son, Talbert Plum-
mer, and is accompanied by a final homestead affidavit made before
the aforesaid clerk in which said Abram Plummer swears that he is the
sole heir of Kinsey T. Plummer deceased.

By your letter "'C" of December 1, 1886, you held the final certificate
issued to Bowman for cancellation, but allowed the original entry to
stand subject to future compliance with law, and say " age and debility
do not exempt an heir from compliance with the law in the mnatter of
making final proof within the limits of the prescribed district."

There is no express provision of the statute which confers on the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office the authority to accept the proof
made in this case, but to insist, under the facts shown herein, that fidial
proof and affidavit must be made by the heir " within the limits of the
prescribed district," and that distance of residence, old age, and bodily
infirmity, afford no excuse for relaxing the rule generally enforced in
such cases, would deprive an aged parent of property fully earned by
his son and to which the father succeeds under the Dakota Code (page
909), as the only heir. The statutes have undertaken to provide for
exceptional cases where for sufficient reasons the affidavit can not be
made before the register. Section 2294 R. S. was designed for cases
similar to this, and although it be not literally within the terms of that
section the case is within its spirit, and one entitled to equitable
consideration and relief.

Entertaining these opinions, I herewith return the papers in the case
for the purpose of having it submitted to the Board of Equitable Ad-
judication, and in view of the delay already suffered, it should be so
disposed1 of as soon as practicable.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly.
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PIRACTICE-APPEAL-RITILE 48.

DOVENSPECK v,. DELL.

tJnder rule 48l of practice, failure to appeal from the decision of the local office ren-
ders sueb decision (subject to certain exceptions) firalastotbefacts so far asthe

parties to the case are concerned, but the General Land Office is not thereby de-
prived of jurisdiction to pass on the evidence where the interests of the govern-
ment require such action.

Secretary l'Vas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 9, 188S.

I have considered the case of Nelson J. Dovenspeck v. Alfred B. Dell,
on appeal by the latter from the decision of your office of December 24,
1886, holding for cancellation his mineral application, No. 723, for the
SE. J of Sec. 24, T. 3 N., R. 8 W., Helena district, Montana.

The contestant, Dovenspeck, it appears, failed to appeal from the de-
cision of the local officers, and the appellant assigns, among other alleged
grounds for reversal, that your office erred " in reversing the register
and receiver when no appeal had been taken from their decision." This
specification of error is based upon the 48th Rule of Practice, which pro-
vides, that "In case of a failure to appeal from the decision of the local
officers, their decision" (with certain named exceptions) " will be consid-
ered final as to the facts of the case." This Department holds that this
Rule " was only intended to apply to parties with reference to their
rights between themselves," and while the failure of Dovenspeck to ap-
peal may be treated as a forfeiture of whatever right he might have
acquired by pursuing his contest to a successful issue, yet, as between
Dell and the government, your office committed no error in exercising

the jurisdiction to cancel the application of Dell, if the evidence, in the
judgment of your office, showed the land was of such a character as not
to be subject to entry under the mineral law. (See Morrison v. McKis-
sick (5 L. D., 245; Caledonia Mining Co., v. Rowen t2 L. D., 714).

After careful examination of the entire record, I concur in the finding
of your office upon the facts as to the character of the land, and the de-
cision of your office is accordingly affirmed. The application of Dell
will be canceled and the land held subject to the proper entry by the
first legal applicant.

P]RE-EMNPTION FINAL PROOF; APPROXIMATION ENTRY.

J. B. BURNS.

Where the evidence of the witnesses was not taken before the officer designated it
may be accepted, after republication, in the absence of objection to the entry.

A pre-emptor may enter a quarter section, platted as such, regardless of what may be
the actual area thereof.

An entry however which embraces tracts lying in different quartersections is limited

in the acreage thereof, and must be required to approximate, as nearly as may be,

one hundred and sixty acres.
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An entry for more than one hundred and sixty acres cannot be referred to the Board
of Equitable Adjudication for confirmation under rule 7, unless the quantity of
land entered is as near as one hundred and sixty acres as existing sub-divisions
will allow.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 9, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of James B. Burns from your decision,
dated December 17, 1885, suspending, on account of insufficient proof,
his cash entry, No. 7754, for the E. i NW. , BA. J SW. i, being lots 1, 2,
3 and 4, Sec. t8, T. 120 N., R. 66 W., Huron, Dakota, and requiring new
publication and proof; also requiring claimant to relinquish one legal
sub-division of said tract.

It appears that Burns made pre-emption filing for the land described
September 26, 1883, the plat of survey having been filed in the local
office August 19, 1882. December 17, 1883, he gave the usual published
notice of his intention to make final proof before the register and re-
ceiver on February 26, 1884, and that his witnesses to prove his compli-
ance with the law would appear on February 25, 1884, at Northville,
before a notary public named in the notice. His own testimony was
taken in exact accordance with the published notice, but that of his
witnesses, while taken on the date named, was taken before a notary
different from the one named in the published notice. On the proof
thus taken the register and receiver allowed the entry, accepted
claimant's money in payment for the land and issued final certificate.

Your office suspended said cash entry and required new publication
and new proof because a portion of the proof made to wit, the testi-
mony of the entryman's witnesses, had not been taken before the officer
designated in the notice; and you also required claimant to relinquish
one legal subdivision in order to make his claim more nearly approxi-
mate one hundred and sixty acres.

It appears that his entry as made embraces 189.68 acres. In thus
reducing the area you allow the entrymen to hold that part of the land on
which his residence and improvements are, provided to do so does not
break the contiguity of the sub-divisions. Claimant appeals and urges
that your decision was error on both the points above indicated.

On the day that the testimony of his witnesses was taken, to-wit,
February 25, 1884, claimant made affidavit that the reason said testi-
mony was not taken before the notary named in the notice of proof was
that said notary was absent from the town in which his office was. In
an affidavit filed with his appeal he reiterates the above statement more
in detail. He also files the affidavit of the notary before whom his wit-
nesses testified, who states, that the notary advertised to take the testi-
mony was absent from Northville on the (lay on which said testimony
was advertised to betaken; that therefore affiant (whose office is in the
same town) took the testimony and that no one appeared to object. In
addition appellant files the affidavit of the notary advertised to take the
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testimony stating that he, the said notary, was necessarily absent from
Northville on the day named in the notice.

Referring to your requirement that he relinquish one of the sub -divisions
embraced in his claim, appellant states in his affidavit filed with his ap-
peal, that he has improvements on each and every sub-division in his
claim; that under the rule as to contiguity he can only relinquish lot 4,
which is at the south end of the claim, his house being on lot 1, at the
north end of said claim; that to relinquish said lot 4 he would lose five
acres of breaking and his claim would be reduced to about 141 acres,
and that he would be cut off from communication with the road which
runs along the south line of his claim as now of record.

The claim as now of record gives him an excess of 29.68 acres over one
hundred and sixty acres, while to relinquish Lot 4 would leave him with
about 19 acres less than one hundred and sixty acres.

The proof as to settlement and improvement shows compliance with
the pre-emption law, and I find nothing going to show that claimant has
not acted in good faith. I

I do not think the case is one which, on the record as it now stands,
calls for new proof. Following the decision of the Department in the
case of Richard Nolte (6 L. D., 622), claimant will, however, be required
to give new notice, after which, if no one appears to object to the entry
the proof already in the case may be accepted. Your decision on thi&
point is modified accordingly, and you will direct an alias notice by new
publication, for the purpose indicated.

This leaves for consideration the question raised by the excess of
acreage.

It seems that the four lots differ but little in area. They contain, re-
spectively, 46.35, 47.06, 47.78 and 48.49 acres, in the order of their num-
bers. So far as the acreage is concerned, therefore, it would make but
little difference whether lot one or lot four were relinquished. In either
case the area of the claim would be reduced to considerably less than
one hundred and sixty acres. To relinquish lot four, the only one which
he can relinquish without losing his buildings, claimant would have left
141.19 acres, or 18.81 acres less than one hundred and sixty, whereas if
he be allowed to retain the entire claim as entered he will have an ex-
cess of 29.68 acres. In other words, by relinquishing said lot four, the
entry would be made to approximate one hundred and sixty acres more
nearly by 10.87 acres. To do this will take fiom him 48.49 acres, which
he has entered and paid for in apparent good faith, and upon which he
has five acres of breaking; and he states that it will cut him off from
the public road running along the south end of his claim as now of rec-
ord. This will doubtless work some hardship to him, but the Depart-
ment can not go outside of the law to furnish relief.

Were the land embraced in appellant's claim all in one technical
quarter section, there would be no question about his right to enter it
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as a whole, notwithstanding the excess over one hundred and sixty
acres. William C. Elson (6 L. D., 797).

It has long been a rule of the Land Department, " Where the excess
above one hundred and sixty acres is less than the deficiency would be
should a subdivision be excluded from the entry, the excess may be in-
eluded, and the contrary when the excess is greater than the deficiency."
H. P. Sayles (2 L. D., 88).

The Sayles case, however, changed the former practice in this, that
it made the approximation rule apply to all cases, that is, to those
-where the land claimed all lay within a technical quarter section, as
well as to thosa in which it lay in two or more quarter sections. So far
as it was made applicable to claims lying entirely within a technical
quarter section, the Sayles case and those following it were in effect
overruled by my decision in the Elson case, supra, which adopted the
doctrine enunciated by this Department in the case of G. G. Shaw, de-
cided as long ago as July 11, 1871, (1 C. L. L., 309), and which was fol-
lowed until the decision in the Sayles case, September 8, 1883.

The rule uinder the Elson case is, that a settler has a right to enter
a quarter section platted as such, regardless of what may be the actual
area thereof. This rule does not cover the case under consideration.
The land embraced in this claim lies in two quarter sections and runs
the full length thereof, north and south, along the west side.

Moreover, among the rules adopted for the guidance of the Board of
Equitable Adjudication, I find that rule 7 provides for a reference to the
Board of pre-emption entries of legal subdivision of a fractional section,
which contain more than one hundred and sixty acres, but which are as
near that quantity as the existing subdivisions will allow.

This case, can not be referred for equitable adjudication under the
- rule cited for the reason that the quantity of land entered is not as

near one hundred and sixty acres as existing subdivisions will allow.
It will be 10.87 acres nearer to that quantity after reduction by the
cancellation of lot four.

I must therefore conclude that this Department is without authority
under the law to furnish the relief asked with relation to acreage and
that the area embraced in the entry must be so reduced as to bring it
within the provisions of the law. As appellant's house is in lot one, the
north lot, the above conclusion will necessitate the cancellation of lot,
four, the south lot.

Your decision as to this branch of the case is accordingly affirmed.
After republication; as herein indicated, you will, if no one appears to

object, and upon relinquishment by claimant of said lot four, approve
for patent the residue of the entry.
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TIMIBER CULTURE CONTEST-AGENT.

FLETCHER v. GATES.

The contestant is estopped from eharging non-compliance with the timber cnlture
law, where he, as the agent of the entryman, had undertaken to fulfill the re-
quirexuents of said law.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 9, 1888.

I have considered the case of Thomas Fletcher v. Alonzo Gates as
presented by the appeal of the latter from the decision of your office,
dated October 18, 1886 holding for cancellation his timber culture entry
No. 28, of the N. i SW. 1, SE. I SW4. 1, NW. i SE. 1, Sec. 13, T. 8 N., R.
5 E., B. H. M., made February 27, 1880, at the Deadwood land office in
the Territory of Dakota.

The record shows that said Fletcher, on June 9, 1885, filed his affi-
davit of contest against said entry, alleging that said Gates has wholly
failed to comply with the requirements of the timber culture law as to
the planting of trees, tree seeds, or cuttings.

A hearing was daily had and upon the evidence submitted by both
parties, the local officers, on Uctober 21, 1885, found that this was the
second contest againstsaid entry, the first having been decided in favor
of contestant by the local officers, but on appeal their decision was re-
versed by your office for misdescription and defective notice. The
local land officers also found that the testimony showed that said Gates
through his agent, the contestant, who was his wife's brother, endeav-
ored to comply with the timber culture law; that said agent failed to
plant the trees, tree seeds, etc., as required by law ; that five years
after entry, no trees were growing on the land that were planted by
Gates or by his said agent Fletcher; that it would hardly be possible
for Gates to repair this laches within the life time of his entry, even if
allowed to do so, and the entry should not be contested by any other
party; that the government can not undertake to remedy the neglect
of agents; that the testimony tends to show that the wife of Gates and
her said brother were in collusion to obtain a forfeiture of said entry,
and it is probable that Gates had notice of thesame; that as it appears
from the testimony of Fletcher (Ev. P. 19) that no trees were growing
on said land i' except what is growing by nature," and the field notes
show that said section has thereon " a few cottonwood trees," said land
is not subject to timber culture entry. The local officers, therefore,
held that said entry should be canceled and the application of Fletcher
to enter said tract should be rejected. (On appeal your office affirmed
,the decision of the local land office so far as related to the cancellation
of said entry, but held that the claim that the contest should be dis-
missed because the neglect to comply with the requirements of the law
was caused by the failure of Fletcher to perform his agreement could
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not be allowed, for the reason that said agreement was positively de-
nied by Fletcher. and also because it was the duty of Gates to see that
the law was complied with.

It has been the ruling of this Department that the contestant is es-
topped from charging insufficient cultivation where he had control of
the land for that purpose. Lucas v. Ellsworth (4 L. D., 205). So, like-
wise, in the case of Johnson v. Johnson (ibid., 158) this Department held
that the wrongful act of an entryman, whereby the settlement rights
of another claimant for the same tract were not protected by filing or
entry, will not be allowed to inure to the benefit of such entryman.

The weight of the evidence shows that Fletcher agreed to plant and
cultivate the required quantity of trees on said land. The claimant
wrote to one of the witnesses, Whitehead, to see if Fletcher had planted
the trees as he had promised, and if he had not done so, Whitehead was
requested to plant the required number of trees. When Whitehead
went to the claim to see if the necessary planting was done, Mrs. Gates,
in the presence of Fletcher, as he thinks, said "L We have already planted
the trees according to Mr. Gates' orders on his tree claim. Fletcher is
contradicted by the claimant, the witnesses Geo. M. Topliff, James
Whitehead, Hlenry R. Brown, on material points, and the evidence
shows Gates bad no intention of abandoning his said claim.

The only evidence going to show that said section is not naturally
devoid of timber, is the evidence of the contestant that there are no
trees growing on said. land "' except what is growing by nature," and
the field notes which show that " there are a few cottonwood trees " on
said section. This does not affirmatively show that the land was not
subject to entry at the date thereof under the rulings of the Depart-
ment then in force. Allen v. Cooley (5 L. D., 261).

If the land was not subject to entry, or if the claimant has not in
good faith complied with the law, then, unquestionably the entry is
subject t6 contest, or the' Department may of its own motion cause an
investigation to be made looking to the cancellation of the entry.
Cleveland v. Dunlevy (4 L. D., 121); McMahon v. Grey (5 L. D., 58).

It follows therefore, that since the bad faith of Gates is not shown,
and the contestant is estopped by his-own conduct from charging fail-
ure to comply with the requirements of said act, the contest must be
dismissed.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly.

x //J q PRACTICE-SECOND CONTEST-APPLICATIOX.

KISER v. KEECH ET. AL.

To avoid unnecessary circuity of action and consequent delay, the Department will
determine rights presented by the record on appeal, where the parties in interest
are present in court, although the questions thus presented have not been passed
upon by the General Land Office.
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A second contest should not he allowed tb proceed to a hearing while the first is
pending. The proper practice in such cases is to receive the second contest, and
hold the same, until the first has been determined, when in the event of success
in the first, a hearing in the second would be unnecessary.

On the final cancellation of the entry in litigation under the first contest, the second
contest should be dismissed.

An application to enter, filed by a second contestant with his affidavit of contest,
operates to reserve the land, on judgment of cancellation under the prior con-
test, subject only to the rights of the first contestant.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 11, 1888.

I have considered the case of John R. Riser v. Cyrus F. Keech and
Cyrus N. Purdy, as presented on appeal by Riser from the decision of
your office, dated October 15, 1886, dismissing his contest against the
timber culture entry of Keech for the NW. i of Sec. 20, T. 13 N., R. 38
W., North Platte land district, Nebraska, because of the prior cancel-
lation of said entry, by virtue of the contest of one Otto S. Gore against
the same.

The record shows that the contest of Gore was initiated on Novem-
ber 17, 1885, and hearing had at the local office on February 11, 1886;
that default was made by Keech, and, as the result of such contest, his
entry was canceled by your office on July 10, 1886; that Kiser's con-
test was initiated on March 13, 1886, and charges of contest being the
same, substantially, as in the case of Gore, and hearing was had at the
local office on May 11, 1886. Keech again made default, and, on June
22, 1886, the papers in the latter case were transmitted to your office,
with the result aforesaid.

Kiser presented with his affidavit of contest an application, in due
form, to enter the tract named, under the timber culture law. Gore
has made no application to enter the land, and it is shown by the rec-
ord that he had, prior to the initiation of his said contest, exhausted
his right of entry under both the homestead and timber culture laws.

It also appears that, after the cancellation of Keech's entry by virtue
of Gore's contest, as stated, to wit, on July 31, 1886, one Cyrus N. Purdy
made timber culture entry for said tract of land.

A copy of the appeal herein was served upon said Purdy by regis-
tered mail, after which he filed his affidavit in the case, and is now a
party to the record. His affidavit is, in effect, simply, that he made his
entry in good faith, and that he did not pay or agree to pay to Gore
any consideration for the land.

The specifications of error contained in Kiser's appeal amount, sub-
stantially, to a contention that his rights to the land in question are
prior to those of Purdy, by virtue of the pendency of his said contest
and application, at the time the entry of Purdy was made, and he asks
that Purdy's entry be set aside and that his application to enter be
allowed.

I see no canse for disturbing your office decision, dismissing the con-
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test of Kiser, on the ground stated, for, the entry of Keech having been
canceled prior to such dismissal, there was nothing remaining to fur-
ther contest. Said decision was therefore manifestly right, and must
be affirmed. Such. affirmance, however, does not affect the question of
prior right to the land in controversy as between the present parties
litigant. This question has not been passed upon by your office, so far
as the record shows, but, in order to avoid unnecessary circuity of no-
tion and consequent delay, and inasmuch as the parties in interest are
all before the court, I can see no good reason why the same may not
now be passed upon and disposed of by this Department, instead of re-
turning the case for further action by your office.

Kiser having presented his application to enter the land in question,
along with his contest filed March 13, 1886, such application operated,
upon the ascertainment of the default, to reserve the land, subject only
to rights of the first contestant, Gore. The entry of Purdy was there-
fore made subject to the rights of both Gore and Kiser.

The local officers erred in allowing the contest of Kiser to proceed to
a hearing while that of Gore was pending. The proper practice in such
cases is to receive the second contest and hold the same until the first
has been determined, when, in the event of success in the first, a hear-
ing of the second would be unnecessary.

Gore having made no application to enter the land within the thirty
days allowed successful contestants under the act of May 14, 1880, and
the application of Kiser having been filed prior to that of Purdy, it is
clear that the latter's rights are subject to those of Kiser, and you will
*therefore direct the local officers to allow the entry of Kiser, upon his
original application therefor, if within thirty days from notice hereof,
he shall show that he is qualified to make such entry; whereupon the
entry of Purdy will be canceled, otherwise the same will remain intact.

TIMBER CULTURE CO:NTEST-EQTUITABLE DEFENSE.

CAREY V. CURRY.

A timber culture contest must be dismissed, though the requisite number of trees are
not growing on the laud, where it appears that the entryman had duly complied
with the law in good faith for a number of years, and the subsequent default was

caused by a severe illness whereby the claimant was mentally and physically in-
capacitated for the transaction of business.

* - Secretary Vilacs to Commissioner Stockslager, July 11, 1888.

In the case of George W. Carey v. Thomas Curry, involving the N. 3
of the N. W. -1 and the W. W of the N. E. - Section 23, T. 7 N. t. 18 E.
North Yakima land district, Washington Territory. I have considered

-the appeal of the former from your office decision of October 1881 dis-
missing the contest.
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The entry dates from November21, 1878.
May 30, 1886 George W. Carey applied to file a preemption declara-

tory statement for said land. The application was rejected because
Curry's entry was of record; whereupon Carey filed the necessary affi-
davit of contest, and a hearing was ordered.

The affidavit charges that " Thomas Curry has failed to plant and
eultivate trees as required by the timber-culture act; and that at present
there are no trees growing on the tract."

The hearing was had May 19, 1886, at which both parties appeared,-
Curry by his guardian and Carey in person, and each NN ith counsel.

From the testimony it appears that Curry built a house on the land
in the fall of 1878 or spring of 1879 into which he moved with his family,
consisting of three small boys, in 1880. Soon after making the entry
he commenced improving the land and broke five acres and a little
over, which he properly planted within the time prescribed by the tim-
ber-culture act. He enclosed thirty acres and cultivated more than
half of it to crop. The testimony is somewhat indefinite-as to the
amount of seeds and cuttings planted the fourth year; but there seems
to be no doubt that Curry had in entire good faith complied with all
the requirements of the timber-culture act up to September 1883, by
planting and cultivating and causing to grow, the requisite number of
thrifty trees.

In September 1.883, the entryinan, Thomas Curry, was stricken with
paralysis which rendered him perfectly helpless, speechless and unable
to move, and affected his mind in such a manner that he was incapable
of attending to his own affairs. He became an inmate of the hospital
at Seattle, a charge to Yakima County. At the date of the hearing he
was able to walk a short distance but his mind was so far affected that
the was " as helpless as an intant", and he was still an inmate of the
hospital.

November 12, 1883, J. HI. Conrad was appointed guardian of the per.
son and estate of said Thomas Curry, but he did not file his bond and
qualify until February 1885, for the reason, as he states, that " perhaps
Mr. Curry would be able to attend Lo his own business."

Although Conrad did not qualify until 1885, yet he endeavored to pre-
serve Curry's right, but he states that he knew nothing of the require-
ments of the timber-culture law except what he learned from his neigh-
bors. He, however, made several unsuccessful efforts to procure some
one to attend to the place. On account of Mr. Curry's mental condition
he could not learn what was his interest in an irrigating ditch which ran
through the place and supplied the water necessary for the healthy
growth of the trees. Other parties claimed the ditch and used the wa-
ter for their exclusive benefit, and the result was that the trees on Cur-
ry's' place, with the exception of probably less than one hundred lan-
guished and died.

After he learned the nature of his duties, Conrad applied for and se-
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cured an extension of time for one year. Both Curry and Conrad acted
in entire good faith, and it is stated that previous to his illness the im-
provements made by the former on the place were of the value of $500
or $dOO.

Since Curry was stricken with paralysis very little work has been done
on the claim. The receiver found that he had no jurisdiction to con-
sider the case in other than its legal aspect, and therefore felt con-
strained to hold "that the trees have not been planted and cultivated
as required by the timber culture law " and recommended that Curry's
entry be canceled and that the contestant be allowed to file. The reg-
ister simply found that " the law has not been complied with."'

October 21, 1886, you reversed the finding of the local officers, and dis-
missed the contest. You hold that Curry has shown good faith; that
the equities are strongly in his favor and that the failure, if any, was
due to the " act of God" and for that reason excusable, and you cite
several decisions of the Department in support of your opinion. I at-
firm your decision dismissing the contest.

REPAYMENT-DOUBLE MINIMUM EXCESS.

THoastAs KEARNE Y.

Repayment is provided in ease double minimum price has been paid for land after-
wards found not to be within the limits of a railroad grant.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 11, 18S8.

October 14, 1885 Thomas Kearneymade pre-emptioncash entry-
2377-for the W. J of the NE. I and the N. J of the NW. 1 of Section 4,
T. 8 N., R. 4 W., Vancouver land district, Washington Territory, pay-
ing therefor at the rate of $2.50 per acre.

Kearney made application to have repaid to him the sum of $200
overpaid on said entry; and by letter of March 1, 1887, you denied the
application on the ground that the law governing the return of pur-
chase money does not provide for repayment in cases like this, where
persons have paid too much money on their entries, if the title may
be confirmed. The tract entered is within the limits of the lands
granted to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from
Portland to Astoria and McMinnville in the State of Oregon. Said
grant was declared forfeited by the act of January 31, 1885 (23 Stat.,
296), and the lands embraced therein were restored to the public domain
and made subject to disposal under the general land laws of the United
States as though said grant had never been made. July 8, 1885, the
Department issued a letter of instructions based on the provisions of
said act wherein it was stated, that the price of all land within the re-
stored limits was fixed at $1.25 per acre. (4 L. D., 15.)
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Kearney made cash entry October 14, 1885. At that time the price
of the land was $1.25 per acre. He was erroneously charged $2.50 per
acre, and paid $200 more than he should have paid.

When the entry was made and double minimum price paid for the
land it was not, and since the date of the forfeiture bad not been, with-
in the limits of a railroad grant. It had ceased to be double minimum
and had become single minimum land and when the local officers
charged $2.50 per acre they not only disregarded the terms of the let-
ter of instructions above referred to but the following language in the
act forfeiting the grant:

Provided, That the price of the even numbered sections within the limits of said.
grant and adjacent to and cotermninous with the uncompleted portions of said road,
and not embraced within the limits of said grant for the completed portions of said
road, is hereby reduced to one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre.

Besides providing for repayment in cases where entries have been er-
roneously allowed and cannot be confirmed, the second section of the
act of June 16, 1880, (21 Stat., 287), further provides, " and in all cases
where parties have paid double minimum price for land which has after
wards been found not to be within the limits of a railroad land grant,
the excess of one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre shall in like man-
ner be repaid to the purchaser thereof, or to the heirs or assigns."

It being found that the land entered was not when entered, within
the limits of a railroad land grant, it follows that the application of
Kearney falls within the provisions of the act above quoted. 1, there-
fore, reverse your decision and direct the repayment to Thomas Kearney
of the excess of one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre overpaid by
him on his pre-emption cash entry No. 2377.

SECOND FIlLING-OSAGE LAND.

ScHENcic v. TREBILCOCK.

A second filing will not be allowed where the first failed through the fault of the pre-
emptor.

When a person, having the qualification of a pre-emptor, makes one legal filing on
Osage land, he cannot make a second, for the reason that by making the first filing
he has divested himself of the qualifications of a pre-emptor.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 11, 1888\

I have considered the case of John Schenck v. James H. Trebileock
involving the SE. 4 of section 29, T. 26, S. R. 23 W. Garden City land
district, Kansas. (Osage Indian trust and diminished reserve land) on
appeal by the latter from your decision of November 26, 1886, rejecting
his proof and holding his filing for cancellation.

It is admitted that Trebilcock filed declaratory statement for the SW. i
of section 27, the SE. - of the NE. i and the E. 4 of the SE. 4 section 28,
'T. 31 S. R. 24 W. Kansas, April 26, alleging settlement April 23,1881.
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He claims that said filing was illegal because it was not preceded by
settlement and hence cannot affect the legality of the second filing.

Admitting that the settlement was not on the land filed for, it was
within the power of the claimant to cure the defect by making settle-
ment upon it at any time before the attachment of an adverse claim. It
is not contended that there was any adverse claim, and no reason is
shown why he did not make settlement upon the land filed for.

Moreover if he desired the land upon which he had made settlement
he could have applied for permission to amend his filing. So far as the
record shows there was no reason for preventing the amendment.

When Trebilcock made his declaratory statement he stated that he
had made settlement upon the land described therein April 23. It
appears that said statement was not a true one.

To permit Trebileock to make a second filing would be to allow him
to take advantage of his own wrong.

Either by making settlement .on the tract described in his filing or
by amending his filing to embrace the tract actually settled upon, he
could have had a filing capable of ripening into an entry. He did
neither, but abandoned the tract on which he was living, and filed, and
moved on the land in controversy.

In the case of George Osher (4 L. D. 114) it was held that where the
record showed that the applicant had made one filing under which,
through his own fault, he failed to make final proof the restoration of
the pre-emption right would be denied.

Section 2261 It. S. is as follows:
"No person shall be entitled to more than one pre-emptive right by virtue of the

provisions of section 2259; nor where a party has filed his declaration of intention
to claim the benefits of such provisi ons, for one tract of land, shall he file, at any
future time, a second declaration for another tract."

In the case of Baldwin v. Stark (107 U. S. 463) the supreme court of
the United States, construing said section, held that when a party has
filed a declaration of intention to claim the right of preemption, he can-
not thereafter, at any future time, file a second declaration for another
tract.

In the case of Cowan v. Asher, recently decided (6 L. D. 785), it was
held that a second filing is not permissible except in cases where the
claimant through no fault of his own was unable to perfect entry under
the first.

The second point made by the appellant is that the law under which
the Osage lands are disposed of contains no provision forbidding the
making of a second filing. The act of May 28, 1880 (21 Stat. 143), pro-
vides that the Osage trust and diminished reserve lands shall be "sub-
ject to disposal to actual settlers only having the qualifications of a
pre-emptor."

"The exercise of a right due alone to a pre-emptor is necessarily the
exercise of a pre-emption right." Case of Todd Knepple (5 L. D. 537).
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When a person having the qualification of a pre-emptor makes one legal
filing on Osage land he cannot make a second, for the reason that by
making the first filing he has divested himself of the qualifications of a
pre-emptor.

For the reasons stated, I affirm your decision holding Trebilcock'&
filing for cancellation.

REPAYMENT-CASH ENTRY.

W. J. CHAMBERS.

Repayment may be allowed of money paid for land in excess of the area actually em-
braced within the entry.

Secretary VTilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 11, 1888.

I have before me the appeal of William J. Chambers from your office
decision of February 14, 1887, refusing repayment of $10.75 paid by
him, in making cash entry No. 45,400, on account of a quantity of 8.60
acres of land, part of the quantity of forty acres for which said entry
was originally allowed on the erroneous supposition that the tract en-
tered contained forty acres, whereas it in fact contained but 31.40 acres.

On June 29, 1886, Chambers made said cash entry for the E. i of Lot
3, in the SW. I of Sec. 6, T. 29 N., R. 8 W., 5th P. M., Ironton district,
Missouri. It being supposed that the tract so entered contained forty
acres, the receiver charged and Chambers paid the legal price of forty
acres, namely $50. The true area, however, was 31.40 acres, and on
February 7, 1887, the receiver, by authority of your office, corrected the
cash certificate thereto issued by him, so as to make it show that the
entry had been made for only 31.40 acres, at $1.25 per acre, or $39.25
in all.

Your refusal to make repayment of the money exacted and paid for
land erroneously assumed to have been included in said entry, is based
upon the ground that " the law authorizing repayments does not pro-
vide for return of the excess when parties have paid too much money on
their entries if the title may be confirmed". But in my opinion this
case is one in which, as respects the 8.60 acres mistakenly supposed to
be included in the tract, the " entry was erroneously allowed, and the
title cannot be confirmed." To that extent the statute literally ap-
plies, and the corresponding proportion of the purchase money ought
to be repaid.

Your said decision is accordingly reversed.
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IIOMESTEA ADJOINING FARM ENTAY-ACT OF MAY 14,I1880O

PATRICE LYNCH. -4

Credit for residence on the original tract may be allowed nnder the act of May#14, 7 .
1880, in the case of an adjoining farm entry.

Secretary Vilag to Commissioner Stockslager, July 11, 1888.

Patrick Lynch established residence in 1871 upon the NE. 4'of the ,
NW. 4 of Sec. 5, T. 19 S., R. 2 W., S. B. M., Los Angeles district, Cali- ;
fornia, and purchased the same at pre-emption cash entry February 20, N,

1874. On February 19, 1883, he applied to make adjoining farm entry
of the W. A of the NW. L and theeSE. 4 of the NW. I of the same see-
tiony township and range. On July 8, 1884, he offered final proof for
the tract last described, which the local office rejected on the ground
that proof of citizenship was not satisfactory.

The proof was in due course of proceeding transmitted to your office,
which, on October 9, 1881, decided:

Without considering the question as to citizenship at this time, I have to state that
the proof is rejected because not properly made. The entry is dated February 19,
1883, and claimant must show compliance with the requirements of the statute for
five years subsequent thereto.

Claimant, according to his final proof presented, bad (prior to offer-
ing said proof) occupied, cultivated and improved the tract since
1875-more than nine years. The reason why he did not earlier make
application to enter was because the tract was within the limits of the
withdrawal for the benefit of the Texas Pacific Railway Company, and
according to the former rulings of your office the entry of odd sections
was not allowed. It having afterward been decided, however, that
tracts occupied at date of such withdrawal were not affected thereby,
he made application and proof as above stated. He contends that his
case comes under the third section of the act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat.,
140):

Any settler who has settled, or who shall hereafter settle, on any of the publio 
lands of the United States, whether surveyed or unsurveyed, with the intention of
claiming the same under the homestead laws .... . his right shall relate back
to the date of settlement, the same as if he settled under the preemption laws:

In my opinion this contention is correct. I can see no reason why the
act of May 14, 1880, should not apply to an adjoining farm entry as well
as to an original homestead entry for a full quarter section. Had the
claimant made entry of one hundred and sixty acres, and shown resi-
dence thereon and cultivation thereof for nine years, there can be no
question that the provisions of the third section of the act of May 14,
1880 would have been applicable (in the absence of any intervening
adverse right). As the claimant was debarred by the fact of owning
and residing upon aforty-acre tract from making [adjoining] homestead
entry of more than one hundred and twenty acres, the act of May 14,
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1880, is as applicable to the entry of one hundred and twenty acres as
it would have been to an original entry of one hundred and sixty acres.

The only remaining question in the case is that of the sufficiency of
claimant's proof of citizenship.

The local officers held " that the proof of citizenship is not sufficient
and not in accordance with the rules of the General Land Office, which
require a certified colpy of the certificate of citizenship." As I find
among the papers in the case the claimant's original certificate of citi-
zenship in connection with and a part of his proof upon making pre-
emption entry of the first forty acre tract, a certified copy of such cer-
tificateis not necessary.

For the reasons herein given, I reverse your decision, and direct that
patent issue to claimant on the proof already made.

OSAGE LAND-SECTION 2262, R. S.

SUSAN flUNTSMAN.

The law providing fir the sale Of Osage land does not require, as the pre-emption law
does, an affidavit before entry, that the entryman has not made any contract
whereby the title he may obtain will inure to the benefit of another.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 11,1888.

December 23, 1886, you rejected the proof made by Susan Huntsman
on the W. W of SW. I Section 17, the E. A of SE. i Section 18, T. 33 S.R.
16 W. (Osage Indian trust and diminished reserve land), Laraed, Kan-
sas, on the ground that having made a contract to sell the land Hunts-
man could not make the affidavit required by section 2262, Revised
Statutes.

In the case of United Statesv.Woodbury (5 L. D.,303) it was held that
the act providing for the sale of the Osage land does not require, as
the pre-emption law does, the makin g of an affidavit before entry can be
allowed, that the entryman has not made any contract whereby the
title he might obtain -will inure to the beneft of another.

Section 2262 not applying to Osage lands your decision was erroneous.
It is accordingly reversed.

FINAL PROOF-SOLDIERS' IIOMIESTEAD-GUARDIAN,

EDWARD BowicER.

Final proof made by a guardian, after his ward has reached his majority, cannot be
accepted.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 17, 1888.

I have before me the appeal of Edward Bowker from your decision of
December 30, 1886, holding that as he, Bowker, caine of age on the 31st
day of January, 1882, final proof made December 1, 1883, by his former
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guardian, under section 2307 of the Revised Statutes, cannot be alt
lowed, and that the final certificate No. 1660, issued on such proof; must.
be canceled. The land involved is the NW. -, see. 26, T. 139 N., R. 63
W., Fargo district, Dakota.

After a careful examination pf the case I see no reason for disturbing
your said decision, and the same is accordingly hereby affirmed.

As was held in the case of David Thomas (4 L. D., 331) " the cancel-
lation of the certificate issued upon the proof submitted by the guard-
ian can not, however, bar the right of the beneficiary to make the final
affidavit and submit proof," with all the rights and privileges he (would)
have bad if proof had been offered by him at the date it was offered for
him by his guardian."

You will therefore direct the register and receiver to notify Bowker
of his right so to make proof within ninety days after notice hereof.

2I4OMESTEAD CONTE3T-DIVORCED WIFE-RESIDENCE.

GAiES v. GATES.

The residence of a settler is presumed to be where his family resides.
The contest of a divorced woman against the homestead entry of her former husband,

on the charge of abandonment, must fail where the evidence shows that duringhis absence from the land his family continaed to reside thereupon, andthat
:. upon his return thereto, the contestant forcibly and unlawfully retained posses-sion thereof.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner iS~tockslager, July 19, 188S.
I have considered the appeal of Alonzo Gates from your decision of

October 15, 1886, holding for cancellation his homestead entry of Feb-
ruary 27, 1880, for the S. j of SE. i, See. 13, and NW. i of NE. 4 and
NE. I of NW. 1, Sec. 24, T. 8 N., R. 5 E., B. HI. M., Deadwood land dis-

- trict, Dakota.
Contest was instituted by Frances E. Gates June 27, 1885, alleging

abandonment, change of residence and failure to settle upon and culti-
vate said tract.

Contestant is the divorced wife of claimant, having filed her com-
plaint April 3, 1885, alleging desertion and non-support, and was granted
a decree of divorce June 27, 1885, the proceeding being exparte, andupon the day that her decree was granted she instituted contest, al-
leging abandonment of said tract from October 3, 1882.

The evidence taken at the hearing in the contest before the local office
discloses the following facts:

Claimant settled upon the tract in 1878, and commenced plowing.
He made his homestead entry February 27, 1880; erected a house, vari-
ously estimated at from $900 to $1,500. He married the contestant atDeadwood, Dakota, December 5, 1880, and took her to his homestead
in the spring of 1881, where she has ever since resided continuously.
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Settlement, residence, improvement and cultivation appear to be con-

ceded by contestant, but she alleges that claimant abAudoned his home-

stead and deserted her on the third of October, 1882.
This claimant denies, but admits his absence from about October 3,

1882, until about the time of the commencement of this contest, when

he returned to his house upon the tract, where he found the house

locked, and he was compelled to remove a staple to obtain entrance.

That, after having entered his house with the intention of remaining,

he went out to look over the tract, and on his return to the house he

found the door barricaded and his entrance opposed by his wife. His

improvements, in addition to his house, which was large and contained

four rooms, consisted of a granary, corral, a stable about one hundred

feet long, ice house and over a hundred acres of breaking. The per-

sonal property upon the place in 1882, belonging to claimant consisted

of farming tools, a reaper, wagon, span of horses, two cows, chickens,

eight hogs, calves, a colt, a pony, one hundred and seventy-two bushels

of corn, two hundred bushels of potatoes and some sixteen to twenty

tons of hay-all of which property contestant appears to have had the

benefit of.
The claimant seeks to excuse his personal absence from the tract

from October, 1882, until the summer of 1885, upon the ground of busi-

ness necessity.
It appears, that while living upon this homestead with his wife, claim-

ant was engaged in the lumber business as a saw-mill proprietor; that

in the conduct of his business it became necessary to remove his saw-mill

and logging outfit to Montana. Having failed to secure a contract at

the National Park and other points on the Northern Pacific road, he

finally located his mill at Livingston, Montana, some five bundered miles

from his homestead. Claimant appears to have been considerably in

debt about the time of removing his mill property to Montana, his in-

debtedness amounting to between $4,000 and $5,000, and the removal

appears to have been made for the purpose of realizing on his saw-mill

property, and extricating himself from his financial embarrassment. In

reference to his intention, he says: " I never had any intention of stop-

ping in that country," referring to Montana; " I always calculated to

come back." 'I have been trying to sell the mill ever since I have been

there. Have tried to sell it or trade it for cattle, for the purpose of get-

ting home again. I have had no other home than the one oa Belle

Fourche River, the land in question."
The testimony shows that claimant sent money home to his said wife

during his absence, wrote to her, but received no reply, paid her bill for

drugs and medicinie, and engaged his Iriends to look after her. In com-

paring his wife's condition with his own, he testifies: "I calculate she

was independent, and I was mighty hard up. I didn't call upon her for

a five cent piece and was struggling along."
The evidence shows that contestant was the owner in her own right
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of three hundred and twenty acres of land, for which her husband paid
$1,300. This property was cultivated by tenants of contestant, she re-
ceiving two-fifths of the crops. In addition, she received the entire pro-
ceeds of the homestead, which was cultivated by her brother, she
receiving two-fifths of the crops. Some two thousand bushels of wheat,
besides other crops, were raised upon the homestead in 1883. I can
not find that contestant suffered for lack of support. Her means
appear to have been sufficient to suitably supply her needs. One of
her principal witnesses is her brother, who is engaged in contesting a
timber culture claim of claimant, yet his testimony fails to show that
contestant suffered for lack of adequate means of support.

Up to the date of obtaining her divorce and instituting contest, con-
testant was holding possession of the homestead and occupying.the
premises of claim ant as his wife. Her residence up to June 27, 1885,
was therefore based upon the settlemnent and residence of her husband.
Bray v. Colby (2 L. D., 78). Her residence was his residence, " His acts
affecting the claim are her acts, his abandonment her abandonment, his
neglect her neglect." Vance v. Burbank (tOL U. S., 5L4).

Bearing in mind the principles that the burden of proof is upon the
contestant, and that contestee has also the benefit of the presumption.
that his residence is presumed to be where his family resides; I do not
thinli that contestant has sustained her chargb. The large amount of
improvements made on the premises by contestee and his apparent good
faith, his absence even for the period of nearly three years, explained
as they are by the circumstances of the case, do not justify the conclu-
sion that he had abandoned the tract. As was stated by the Depart-
inent, in the case of Higgins v. Mills (3 L. D., 22); " the homestead law
is a practical law, and is so devised that it may have a practical enforce-
ment. The law itself provides its own evidence of good faith in im-
provement, cultivation and residence, if these exist as facts, the law is
satisfied."

Wheti this case was before your office, January 21, 1885, on the final
proof of contestant as the deserted wife of claimant, you decided that
she utterly failed to substantiate the claim of desertion, and rejected
her proof, resting your decision upon the caseof Bray v. Colby (2 L. D.,
78), heretofore cited.

One of the rules announced in that case is:
That when the entryman has established a residence and placed his wife upon the

land, no one but his wife shall be heard to allege the desertion in proof of his change
*50 of residence, or abandonment, during the period of seven years from date of entry,

provided that she maintains a residence on the land.

In discussing the rules there announced, the Department said:
* 0 Since only the family can actually know that the entryman's absence is a desertion,

only they should be heard to allege it. Since the Land Department holds that ex-
cusable absence does not forfeit the homestead right, it is bound to regard absences
as excusable until the contrary is shown, and to treat the land as the entryman's
home, so long as his family occupy it.
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This was announced as the law of the Department January 29, 1884.
At this time claimant had occupied his homestead tract a year prior to
entry, and continued to reside upon it for over two years after entry,
making a continuous residence of over three years before she even
charges abandonment. Claimant's present status is that of afeme sole,
and her rights as contestant must rest upon the same ground as that of
any other contestant, and can not be either enlarged or abridged by
reason of her former marital relation with contestee. Under the rule
heretofore cited in the case of Bray v. Colby, no other contestant could
be permitted to allege or offer evidence of desertion in proof of the en-
tryman's change of residence or abandonment. Claimant testifies that
he never intended to abandon the land, and such appears to have been
his declared intention as communicated by him to others during his
absence. He frequently referred to his return home, and his return ap-
pears to have been delayed by his failure in disposing of his saw-mill
and logging outfit. As soon as he succeeded in leasing them, he ap-
pears to have returned to his homestead, where he was confronted by
contestant, who, being in possession, forcibly opposed his entrance to
his own house. Her action in this regard was unlawful and unauthor-
ized, and she should not now be permitted to allege his absence from
the tract when she forcibly and unlawfully detained the same. Having
failed to show that claimant's absence constituted an abandonment of
the homestead, her contest must fail.

Your decision. sustaining the contest and holding claimant's home-
stead entry for cancellation, is reversed.

PRE-EMPTION-SECOND FILING.

GEORGE M. SIMPSON.

The right to make a second filing may be properly allowed where the first, through
mistake, was made for land not included within the settlement of the pre-emaptor,
and his right of amendment was defeated by a prior adverse claim covering the
larger portion of the land embraced within his settlement.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 19, 18.3S.

On April 21, 1879, George M. Simpson filedl pre-emption declaratory
statement for the SW. x of the SW. 4, See. 7, T. 2, R. 31, and the SE.
4of the SE. 4, Sec. 12, T. 2, R. 35, and N. i of the NE. 3, Sec. 13, T. 2,
R. 35, Kirwin land district, Kansas, alleging settlement March 20, 1879.

The local officers, on April 4, 1880, forwarded the application of
Simpson to amend his said filing so as to embrace, instead of the fore-
going, the corresponding tracts in township 3 of ranges 31 and 35, same
series, alleging that his settlement was made on the latter described
land, but that through the mistake of the party who made out his pa-
pers, his application and filingf became of record, calling for the wrong
township.
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Oa April 27, 1880, your office rejected said application, as to all the
land therein described, except the SE. I of the SE. A, Sec. 12, tor the
stated reason that the same was not subject to entry at that date, be-
cause it was covered by the homestead entry of one S. M. Rodgers,
made October 16, 1874; but held that Simpson was entitled to amend
so as to include said remaining subdivision, if he should so desire.

It also appears that said remaining subdivision was covered by the
homestead entry of one H. W. Evans, made January 3, 1880.

On August 27, 1886, the local officers at North Platte, Nebraska, for-
warded to your office the application of said Simpson, asking that his
said original filing be canceled, so as to clear the record, and that his
right of pre-emption be restored to him, in order that he may be al-
lowed to file for the NW. i of Sec. 21, T. 16 S., R. 43 W., North Platte
series.

In his said latter application, Simpson states that he did not amend
his original filing as allowed by your office letter of April 27, 1880, so
as to embrace the one subdivision therein mentioned, for the reason
that the same would have been valueless t) him, inasmuch as his im-
provements were all on another subdivision of the tract he had origi-
nally endeavored to obtain; and also that he would have become in-
volved in litigation with Evans, by reason of his said homestead entry
covering said subdivision, if he had made such amendment.

On January 25, 1887, your office rejected said application, and the
case is now before me on appeal from this decision.

Simpson insists that his settlement on the tract he first sought to
enter was made in entire good faith, and that, inasmuch as his filing
was, through mistake, placed of record for the wrong tract, he has never
had the benefit of the " one pre-emptive right" allowed by statute, and
should not now be deprived of the same, by reason of his said mistaken
and futile filing.

In the case of Hannah M. Brown (4 L. D., 9), it was held that "w when
the law restricted persons otherwise qualified to ' one pre-emptive.right,'
it meant a right to be enjoyed in its full fruition; not that a fruitless
effort to obtain it should be equivalentto its entire consummation. So,
when the law declares that a party having filed a declaration.of inten-
tion to claim such right as to one tract of land should not file a second
declaration as to another, it meant the filing on a tract open to such
filing, and whereon the right thereby claimed could ripen into entry."
See also the case of Goist v. Bottum (5 L. D., 643).

It is very clear that Simpson has never enjoyed " in its full fruition,"
the "one pre-emptive right" to which he is entitled. His filing, through
a mistake, was placed upon land on which he had never settled, and
which he never sought to obtain under the pre-emption law. He was
defeated in his efforts to amend such mistaken filing so as to embrace
the tract settled upon, as stated, by the discovery of a prior adverse
claim to three-fourths thereof, and his excuses for leaving the remaining
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one-fourth are reasonable, and such, I think, as justify his act in this
respect. An amendment of his filing could not have been allowed in
its entirety, as asked for, because of the existence of the prior home-
stead entry covering the larger portion of the tract sought to be em-
braced. Simpson was not bound to persist in adhering to his claim to
this tract after he discovered that there was a prior adverse claim thereto.
His case, in my opinion, comes clearly within the rules established by
the authorities above cited, and he is not therefore within the inhibition
of section 2261 of the Revised Statutes.

Your said office decision is accordingly reversed, and Simpson will be
allowed, upon his offering in due form a relinquishment of his existing
tiling, to make a new filing for the tract last applied for, as stated.

TIMBER ENTRY-REPAYMENT.

HARRY BANE.

On the cancellation of a timber entry, for the reason that the land was not properly
subject to such appropriation, repayment may be allowed itf it appears that the
entry was not fraudul nt in character.

Secretary Tilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 19, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Harry Bane from your decision of
November 4, 1886, and February 26, 1887, declining to recommend
the return of the purchase money paid on his timber land entry, No.
1567, for the NE. I of Sec. 13, T. 23 N., R. 45 E. Spokane Falls land
district, Washington Territory, made April 14, 1884.

His application for repayment is rejected because, as stated by your
office letter, his entry was canceled "for fraud." Whilst this may
have been one of the reasons, it was not stated in the letter ordering
the cancellation. That order was stated to have been made because
Bane failed to appeal from the decision of the register and receiver.
Subsequently, in your office letter of June 24, 1886, it is said that the
entry was canceled because the land was not of the character contem-
plated by the act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 89). The reason for the
adverse finding of the register and receiver is not stated, nor is that
finding in the record; but I conclude it was based upon the ground
ihat the land was not timber in character.

The testimony taken at the hearing, ordered on report of special
agent, as related in your office letter on June 14, 1886, is calculated to
create a serious doubt as to the character of the land; and the conclu-
sion arrived at by your office is based upon what was considered a fair
preponderance of testimony. It is apparent that it is a question about
which men might hoinestly differ. Bane, himnselffainiliar with the land,
seems at one time to have been in doubt on the subject, for he states

that he first made homestead entry thereof but afterwards believing it
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to be properly timber land, made in good faith, the entry which was
canceled.

You state that his witnesses testified at the hearing that an ordi-
nary crop could not be raised upon the land, while the witnesses for
the government were of the opinion that such crop could be raised,
basing their opinion on the fact that crops were raised on similar land
in the vicinity.

Immediately upon the entry being canceled the entryman executed a
relinquishment of his right of appeal, and made application for a re-
payment of the purchase money and fees. The entry not being fraud-
ulent his application for repayment shqiuld be allowed.

Your decision is therefore reversed.

PRACT rCE-CONTEST AFFIDAVIT- URISDICT1I0N.

STROUT V. YEAGER.

A contest affidavit is in the nature of an information, and when it is accepted, notice
issued, and service made thereof, jurisdiction is acquired.

First Assistant Secretary ilfuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, July
20, 1888.

On October 14, 1884, Adrian Yeager filed declaratory statement
alleging settlement the day before upon SE. 1, Sec. 23, T. 3 N., R.
32 W., McCook, Nebraska.

Hie made proof in support of his claim on June 25, 1S85, and cash
entry June 29, following.

On February 24, 1886, Frank H. Strout initiated contest against said
entry. At the hearing had in pursuance of your office letter of April 5,
1886, the parties appeared by counsel. No testimony was submitted by-
the claimant, and on that in behalf of the contestant the local office find-
ing-the evidence to be not sufficiently clear to warrant a recommenda-
tion to cancel the entry, and that the affidavit of contest (made before
a circuit court commissioner) was "sworn to before a relative who is also
attorney and a principal witness in the case," dismissed the contest.

By decision dated December 2, 1886, your office reversed the action
below, rejected the claimnant's proof and held his entry for cancellation,
allowing contestant the statutory preference right to enter the land.

From this claimant appeals here.
The contestant's affidavit of contest sets out that the claimant did not

maintain a residence on the land and that before making proof he sold
or contracted to sell the same.

The claimant averred in final proof that he established actual resi-
dence on the land, December 19, 1884 and that the same was continuous;
that he built a house fourteen by sixteen feet, dug a well, broke five
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acres which he did not cultivate, and that his improvements were worth
$150.

From the testimony submitted it appears that the walls of a sod house
about ten by twelve were put up in the fall or early winter of 1881, that
the roof was not put thereon until after February 15, 1885, that the im-
provements were worth about forty dollars, that in the latter part of
February, 1885, the claimant had a bed, stove and table hauled to the
tract, and that from early in the fall of 1864, until March, 1835, he lived
in the town of Calberson, some three miles distant, where he worked as
a jeweler.

Considerable testimony was ilitroduced to the effect that the claimant
had stated prior to making proof, that he had sold the land and that
he would be paid therefor when he made the entry. The abstract of
title submitted in evidence shows that on June 30, 1885, the day after
his cash entry he transferred the land by warranty deed.

It further appears from the testimony that shortly after making cash
entry the claimant's vendee hauled the former's furniture to Culbert-
son, where the same was, on July 2, 1885, sold it at auction and on the
day following (July 3), the claimant left the country.

It appears from the record that ff. B. Strout before whom the affida-
vit of contest was made subsequently represented the contestant. This
is not material. The Department has held in Gotthelf v. Swinson (5
L. D., 657), that a contest affidavit is in the nature of information and
when it is accepted, notice issued and service made, jurisdiction is ac-
quired. Furthermore, I am satisfied from the record that the claimant
failed to comply with the law in the essential requirements of residence
and good faith.

Your decision is accordingly affirmed. This disposition of the case
renders it unnecessary for me to pass upon that part of your decision
which refers to the form of the claimant's proof and the sufficiency of
his published notice thereof.

PRACTICE-REVIEW-PRIVATE LAND CLAIM.

CHARLES B. MCMANUS.

Where notice of a decision rendered by the Commissioner of the General Land Office
has not been given, his successor in office may properly review said decision oil
motion for reconsideration.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 21, 1888.

On the 31st of January, 1879, the surveyor general for the district of
Louisiana submitted for the approval of your office two certificates of
location, No. 422, A. and B., each for three hundred and twenty acres,
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and both together for six hundred and forty acres, issued by him on
the same day under section 3 of the act of June 2, 1858 (11 Stat., 294)
in satisfaction of the confirmed and unlocated private land claim of
Charles Bergeron, entered as No. 496 in the report of the old board of
Commissioners for the eastern district of the Territory of Orleans, (Amer-
ican State Papers, Green's ed. Vol. 2, p. 363).

This claim it appears was confirmed by said board, acting under
authority of the act of Congress approved March 2, 1807 (2 Stat., 440),
and certificate of confirmation issued January 3, 1812.

* The claim for certificates of location acted upon by the surveyor
general as above stated, was filed by Charles B. McManus, claiming as
the legal representative of the corifirmee by purchase at public sale.
The surveyor general further reported that no order of survey ever
issued respecting this original claim, and that had such orders issued,
its survey would have developed total conflict with other titles. He
therefore issued the certificates of location, or scrip as such certificates
are commonly called.

May 2, 1879, your office having under consideration the matter thus
presented held said scrip for cancellation on the ground that confirma-
tion by the board acting under the act of 1807, was not confirmation
within the meaning of the 3rd section of the act of 1858.

The matter thus rested until the 27th of April last when the attorney
for McManus addressed a letter to your office asking informnation as to
the status of the case. May 10, following your office by letter informed
said attorney, in reply to his inquiry, of the action of your office under
date of May 2, 1879, holding for cancellation the scrip which had been
issued by the surveyor general in satisftction of the claim of Charles
Bergeron, and that no appeal had been filed, nor had any report after
said'decision been received from the surveyor general relative thereto.

On the same date (May 10, 1888), your office addressed a letter to the
United States surveyor general at New Orleans, asking him to examine
his records and report whether proper notice of said decision was given
and whether an appeal or notice of appeal had been filed.

May 15, 1888, that officer replied that lhe could find nothing in the
records of his office showing that the claimant or his attorney had ever
been notified of your said office decision of May 2, 1879. He further
stated that said decision was on file properly endorsed, and that in ad-
dition to the formal endorsement appear the following notations in the
hand writing, as he is informed, of the then chief clerk: " The attorney
in this case has replied that he will take no further action in the case,',
and in pencil, "Chas. B. McManus notified J. L. Bradford."

Id * May 24, 1888, there was filed in your office a motion for review of
your said office decision of May 2, 1879. Said motion set out that until
a few days previously thereto no notice of said decision of May 2, 1879,
had ever been received. The affidavits of McManus, the claimant, and
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Bra(lfordl, the attorney, are filed with said motion in corroboration of
the statement therein relative to notice. June 12, 1838, your office de-
nied said application for review and on the same date by a letter to the
attorney stated that the surveyor general of Louisiana had "been in-
structed to give proper notice of said decision in order that appeals
may be filed, and the claims be brought before the Department of the
Interior on their merits." The reasons assigned by your office decision
for denying the motion for review do not go to the merits of the case,
but rest on the position taken by your office that it will not review and
overrule the decision of the former Commissioner upon the identical
record which formed the basis of that decision. I

Under the circumstances I do not think the position of your office in
the matter is tenable. Having found, as your office decision does, that
*due notice of the decision of 1879, had never been given, and having
directed that notice be given, your office by such action for the first
time fully promulgated that decision.

Any motion or application recognized by the rules of practice and
filed within the time allowed by said rules, after notice, is proper, and
is entitled to recognition and action on its merits.

The decision in this case was not final in your office until after ap-
peal, or until after the time allowed for repeal and the time allowed for
appeal could not commence to run until notice had been daly given.

It follows from your office finding as to notice, that the motion for
reconsideration was entitled to recognition and action by your office on
the questions therein raised.

The papers in the case are returned herewith for the action of your
office on the motion for review and reconsideration of the decisioa of
May 2, 1879.

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-AMENDMENT.

JAMES BRADY.

Au application for amendment should set forth specifically what efforts were made
to learn the true description of the laud desired, how the alleged mistake occurred,
and show that every reasonable precaution had been used to avoid such error.

Acting Secretary Muldrow to Commnissioner Stockslager, July 21, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of James Brady from the decision of
your office of December 3, 1886, denying his application to amend his
homestead entry, made September 6, 18S6, on the S. j of SW. I of See.
26, and N. N of NW. -I of Sec. 35, T. "916" N., R., 10 W., Niobrara, Ne-
braska, so as to make it embrace, in lieu of said land, the E. - of SW.
i and NW. i, of SE. I Sec. "'26," and NE. i of NW. 14 of Sec. 35, in T.
32 N., R. 10 W., in said district.
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The appellant's application sets forth that he intended to enter the

last named tract in township 32 and his entry on the first named tract

in township 26, was by mistake; that lie discovered his mistake just

before he reached his home on his way back from the local office, after

making his entry, which office was distant thirty-five miles from his

home, and on the next day, September 7, 1886, he returned and made

said application to amend. The alleged mistake, it will be observed,

relates not only to the township but, also to the smaller subdivisions of

the laud, and the land embraced in the entry forms a square, while

that proposed to be substituted is in the shape of an L. It is stated in

the application, that Brady had "carefully examined the land before

entry" and well knew the land he intended to enter. If so, he knew

its shape to be that of an L, and if he understood the meaning of the

letters and figures designating the subdivisions of the land in his entry,

he knew that the land therein described constituted a square and con-

sequently was not the land he intended to enter. If he was ignorant

of the meaning of those figures and letters, he was negligent in not in-

formilg himself before he employed them in making his entry.

The application, moreover, is silent as to what efforts he made to find

out the correct numbers of the land before entry, how he happened to

make the alleged mistake, and what brought it to his attention on his

-way home from the local office. I am of the opinion that it was in-

sufficient and properly denied.
It is stated, however, in an affidavit filed by Brady with his appeal to

this Department, " that he has valuable improvements, consisting of a

frame house, fourteen by sixteen feet, one story high, reasonably worth

$100.00, and a good spring of water, and is residing on said tract " em.

braced in his proposed amendment. The local officers found that he

had acted in good faith, and it, also, appears that no adverse claim has

intervened. You will, therefore, direct the local officers to forthwith

notify Brady, to file with them, within thirty days after such notifica-

tion, his own affidavit, with such additional evidence as can be pro-

cured, showing the mistake of the numbers of the tract intended to be

entered and that every reasonable precaution and exertion had been

used to avoid the error, and to transmit .the evidence so filed, together

with their written opinion, both as to the existence of the mistake and

the credibility of each person testifying thereto, to your office; where-

upon, if you are entirely satisfied that the mistake has been made and

that every reasonable precaution has been taken and exertion made to

avoid it, you will allow the amendment.
The decision of your office is modified accordingly.
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PRACTICE-TIMIBER CULTURE CONTE ST-RELINQUISHIMENT.

KURTZ V. SUMMERS.

A relinquishment, made after an affidavit of contest against the entry hall been placed
of record, but before issuance of notice thereon, and without knowledge of said
contest, does not inure to the benefit thereof.

A pre-emption filing, offered after cancellation of the entry on a relinquishment thus
made, should be allowed, subject to the rights of the contestant.

The preferred right of the contestant in such a case depends upon his subsequently
establishing the grounds of cancellation as charged in his affidavit of contest.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, July
21, 1888.

I have considered the case of Lewis Knrtz v. Fred E. Summers, in.
volving the NW. i of Sec. 1, T. 111 N., R. 63 W., Huron Series, Dakota
Territory, on appeal by IKurtz from the decision of your office of Janu-
ary 5, 1887, by which the homestead entry of Kurtz, No. 10744, on said
land is allowed to stand but is made subject to the pre-emption filing,
No. 17,167, of Summers thereon.

Herschel K. Summers, the brother of the pre-emptor, Fred E. Sum-
mers, made timber culture entry for said land November 28, 1882.

November 13, 1885, the appellant, Kurtz, Sled an affidavit of contest,
alleging failure of said timber culture entryman to comply with the re-
quirements of the law during the first and second years after entry. On
the next day, (November 14, 1885,) alter the filing of this affidavit, Fred
E. Summers, filed the relinquishment of Herschel K. Summers, which
was placed on record by the local officers and the entry canceled, and
on the same day also offered his said pre-emption declaratory statement
(alleging settlement, November 14, 1885) which was rejected by the local
officers, but two days thereafter, November 16, 1885, was accepted and
filed. November 18, 1885, Kurtz having been notified by the local offi-
cers of the cancellation of the timber culture entry of Herschel K. Sum-
mers, made his said homestead entry, claiming a preferred right of entry
as contestant.

Fred E. Summers, had been niegotiating with Herschel K. Summers
for some months prior to the initiation of said contest for the purchase
of the latter's relinquishment of his timber culture entry, and had
finally given him $60.00 therefor, being at the rate of $6.00 per acre for
the ten acres of land broken and cultivated by him on the tract, and,
at the date of the relinquishment, no notice of the contest hail been is-
sued and the Summers-testified they had no knowledge whatever thereof.
The relinquishment appears to have been made in good faith for the said
consideration and not in consequence of said contest. The entry of
Herschel K. Summers having been canceled on his relinquishment thus
obtained, the filing of Fred E. Summers, which accompanied the relin-
quishment should have been received, and was subsequently properly
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allowed, subject to whatever rights the contestant may have had in the
premises. Mitchell v. Robinson (3 L. D., 546). A hearing upon the al-
legations of the affidavit of contest was had, after due notice, September
30, 1886, at which both sides introduced testimony, and the local officers

* found that said allegations were not sustained and decided against the
contestant, and, on appeal, your office affirmed the finding of the local
officers.

The evidence shows that Herschel K. Summers, had five acres broken
the first year and cultivated to oats the second year and an additional
five acres broken the second year.

I therefore, concur in the finding of your office and the local officers,
as the allegations of the affidavit of contest only apply to the first and
second years after entry.

As Kurtz could only acquire a preferred right of entry, under the
circumstances of this case, by prosecuting his contest to a successful ter-
mination, it follows, that, having failed therein, he has no such right,
and there was no error in subordinating his entry to the filing of Fred
E. Summers.,

The decision of your office is accordingly affirmed.

TIMBER CULTURE CONTEST-EVIDENCE OF DEFAULT.

PHELPS V. tAPE.

Failure to have trees growing within the time required by the statute is not concla-
sive evidence of default on the part of the entryman, bht it is primafacie evidence

* ~ of such default, and casts upon him the burden of showing that such failnre was
without fault on his part.

First Assistant Secretary MIfldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, July
21, 1888.

I have considered the case of 0. B. Phelps v. Edmond T. Rape, on
appeal by the latter from the decision of your office dated December 22,
1886, holding for cancellation his timber culture dntry, No. 670, for the
SW. - of Sec. 14, T. 11 S., N. 23 E., Visalia district, California.

The entry was made, April 24, 1882, and Phelps first initiated con-
test July 6, 1885, which was dismissed without prejudice by the local

* officers on the grounds of insufficiency of the affidavit and defective serv-
ice of notice. On the day of said dismissal October 9, 188a, Phelps filed
a new affidavit of contest, alleging, substantially, bad faith on the part
of the claimant, and failure to plant and cultivate trees, seeds, or cut-
tings, as required by the law. Hearing was had after due notice Novem-
ber 17, 1885.

The claimant, as is shown by the evidence, complied with the require-
ments of the law during the first and second years after entry, but he
failed to plant any trees, seeds, or cuttings, during the third year, which
ended April 24, 1885. About April 10, 1885, he plowed five acres which
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had not previously been cultivated or broken, and after the expiration
of the third year, about May 1, 1885, he planted tree-cuttings on said five
acres. The ground was so hard that it was necessary to use a crowbar
to make holes of sufficient depth to receive the cuttings. These cut-
tings failed to take root and died, which is attributed by most of the
witnesses to insufficient preparation of the ground, and the lateness of
the season when the planting was done, coupled with the heat and dry
weather. Some of the claimant's witnesses testify that the cuttings
were killed by the grasshoppers, but it appears that they withered and
commenced to die before the grasshoppers came. During the month of
July, 1885, (the third month of the fourth year after entry), after the
claimant had learned that a contest had been or was about to be begun,
he attempted to cure his default for the third year, by marking out rows
-with a cultivator on five acres of land, that had been broken the first
year, cultivated the second year and was then sown to wheat. The rows
were made through the growing wheat, and locust-seed were sown
therein, bat they failed to grow. The wheat was not harvested, but
'Was destroyed by four or five hundred hogs which were pastured on the
land during a portion of the cropping season of 1883.

It is contended by the claimant that his default in failing to plant
trees, seeds, or cuttings during the third year, was cured by what he
did during the fourth year or prior to the initiation of the present con-
test, October 9, 1888.

Planting the cuttings, May 1, 1883, on the five acres which had not
been broken the first year, nor cultivated the second, as required by
the law, and which did not grow, can not be relied on by the claimant
as curing his default. This planting was not only done after the ex-
piration of the year in which it should have been done, but on ground
unprepared as the law directs. Here was a double default, to which,
according to the evidence, the failure of the cuttings to grow was-in
part, if not entirely-attributable. The locust-seed sown in rows among
the wheat in July, 1835, also, failed to grow. While the failure to have
trees growing is not conclusive evidence of default on the part of the
claimant, yet it is prima facie evidence of such default, and casts upon
him the burden of showing that such failure is without fanlt on his
part. No attempt is made by the claimant to exonerate himself, and
the failure of the locust-seed to grow is attributed by some of the wit-
nesses to the planting in the dry season, when there had been no rain,
and to the manner of the planting in the midst of the wheat.

It, also, appears that in the spring of 1883, the claimant through a
real estate agent offered his claim for sale at a stated price, but before
the commencement of the second contest withdrew it from market and
afterwards told said agent that the withdrawal was only pending the
contest.

The failure to comply with the law the third year after the entry has
not been cured by what was done the fourth year, and the conduct of
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the claimant, on the whole, does not evince an intent on bis part to
comply in good faith with the requirements of the law.

The decision of your office is accordingly affirmed.

PRACTICE-PRE:FERENCE RIGHT-NWOTICE.

LuNDY V. HOEBEL.

An entry of land apparently free from the preference right of a sucoessful contestant,
is presumptively legal, and should not thereafter be canceled without due serv-
ice on the entryman of the notice required in contest cases under the rules of
practice.

Jurisdiction is not acqxuired by the local office in the absence of due and legal service
of notice.

First Assistant &Scretary JRulzdrow to Commissioner Stoccstager, July 21,
1.888.

In the case of William H. Lundy v. August W. Hoebel, appealed by
Hoebel from the decision of your office, dated October 19, 1886, the,
record discloses the following facts:

Lundy contested the homestead entry of one Aaron Everhard for the
SE. X Sec. 23, T. 113 N., R. 25 W., Watertown district, Dakota, and,
by the decision of your office, dated September 15, 1885, procured the
cancellation of said entry. On January 2, 1886, Hoebel made timber
culture entry, No. 11,400, for said tract of land. On March 22, follow-
ing, ILundy presented his affidavit and the affidavit of C. J. Thomas,
his attorney in this case, and in the said contest against Everhard, deny-
ing the receipt of notice of said cancellation, and asked to be allowed
to enter said land. On the same day a notice to August W. Hoebel,
St. Paul, Minnesota, was given by publication in a newspaper, to ap-
pear at the local office, May 20, 1886, and show cause why his entry
should not be canceled and Lundy's application, allowed. Two days

* afterwardst a copy of said notice, enclosed in a registered letter and ad-
dressed- to said Hoebel, at St. Paul, Minnesota, was mailed at De Smet,
Dakota. There is nothing in the record to show that this letter was
ever received by Hoebel, or that a copy of said notice had been posted
in the register's office or on said tract of land. No affidavit or other
evidence of the non-residence of the appellant, or that any effort what-
ever had been made to obtain personal service on him, before said pub-
lication was made, is found in the record.

On the day fixed for hearing, appellant, by his attorney, entered a
special appearance, and moved that the proceeding against him be
dismissed, because he had not been served with notice as required by
law and the rules of practice. The motion was overruled, and appel-
lant made no. further appearance in the case.

The evidence of Lundy not having received notice of the cancellation
of the Everhard entry, in addition to the aforesaid affidavits of Lundy
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and his attorney, consists of the register's certificate that the only no-
ftie given of said cancellation by the local office was sent to A. N.
Waters, Esq., of De Smet, Dakota, and the affidavit of Waters, dated
March 31, 1886, that he received and returned to the land office said
notice, and that he was not Lundy's attorney in said contest case against
Everhard. These affidavits could not be received as evidence at a hear-
ing, if objected to by the appellant. On this evidence Lundy's entry
was allowed by the local officers. In which action your office concurs,
and holds appellant's entry for cancellation.

Where, as in this case, the cancellation of an entry has been pro-
cured by a contestant, and more than three and a half months there-
after such contestant has not come forward to signify his intention to
exercise his preference right of entry, and the tract of land embraced
in the canceled entry, after such period, is entered by a third party,
such entry is presumptively legal, and should not be canceled without
due service on the entryman of the notice required in all contest cases
by rules of practice in force in this Department.

The attempted service of notice in this case was unauthorized and
conferred no jurisdiction on the local officers over the person of the de-
fendant and consequently no jurisdiction to hear and determine the
matter submitted to them on the ex parte affidavits furnished by Lundy.
Appellant is entitled to his day in court, and to an opportunity to show
cause why his entry should not be canceled.

The decision of your office, holding his entry for cancellation on the
ground that it conflicts with Lundy's, is therefore erroneous. The ac-
tion of the local officers in overruling appellant's motion to dismiss was
proper, but the case should have been continued for service of notice
on the defendant.

For the reasons given, Lundy's entry will be suspended, and a day
fixed by the local officers for a hearing in the case, giving him a reason-
able time, after receipt of notice of this decision, to secure service on
Hoebel, whose entry in the meantime will remain of record.

The decision of your office is accordingly reversed.

TIMBER CULTURE ENTRY-PRELIMINARY AFFIDAVIT.

ALBERT D. BoAL.

A timber culture entry, made through an agent, and without the preliminary affidavit
required by the statute, is illegal; but the defect may be cured by filing an affi-
davit properly executed, which will, when made, be held to relate back to the
date of the entry.

Acting Secretary lfuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, July 21, 1888.

In the matter of the application of Albert D. Boal to perfect timber-
culture entry No. 5,487 for the NE. i Sec. 17, T. 9., R. 40 W., North
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Platte district, Nebraska, before me on appeal from the decision of
your office dated December 13, 1886, the record discloses the following
facts:

Said entry was made October 11, 1884, and is illegal in that Boal did
not make the affidavit required of an applicant by section two of the
act of June 14, 1878, (20 Statutes 113), either before the register or re-
ceiver, or any other officer authorized to administer oaths in the district
where the land is situated. In fact he did not take the required affida-
vit in said district or elsewhere.

The entry was made through the agency of one Fred C. Powers. On'
September 7, 1886, special agent George B. Coburn obtained from Boal
an affidavit in which he says that he did not go to Nebraska to make
entry but signed the papers in Illinois; that the entry was made in
good faith and with the intention of raising trees on the tract and that
he had no knowledge of the timber-culture law and supposed the entry
was perfectly regular.

On September 28, 1886, said special agent reported the facts in the
case to your office and recommended " cancellation of entry unless claim-
ant desired to perfect same by filing legal affidavit, in which case he
should be allowed a reasonable time for that purpose, upon promptly
signifying his desire so to do." He further says-" I think he (Boal)
did this in good faith not knowing the requirements of the timber-cult-
ure law."

On October 9, 1886, the register at North Platte, Nebraska, trans-
mitted to your office Boal's application-signed September 30,-to be
allowed to file the affldivit required by law to make the entry valid.
In this application, which is sworn to by the applicant and corroborated
by the oath of James F. Boal, applicant states, that about October 5,
1884, he was informed by his father James F. Boal,-who had been
looking at land in Keith County, Nebraska that he, (Jas. F.,) had been
informed by Fred C. Power, that residents of Illinois without going to
Nebraska, or appearing before the land officers, could make legal tim-
ber-culture entries; that said Powers was a land agent and locator and
if affiant desired would send him papers to sign and return and he
(Powers) would make filing in full compliance with the timber-culture
law; that he received and signed the papers in Illinois and returned
them to Powers with fee inclosed, and received from Powers receiver's
receipt No. 5487 dated October 11, 1884; that he took the claim in good
faith and has complied with the law as to plowing and cultivation, and
that he had no knowledge that the entry had not been made in full
compliance with law until informed to the contrary by Coburn.

Claimant's entry was held for cancellation on the report of special
agent Coburn, and in the decision appealed from his application is de-
nied on the ground that if he " was misled and deceived as he avers,
it was through no fault of the United States, but presumably due to his
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ignorance of the law (wvhich he is supposed to know) which does not
excuse his error."

All men are presumed to know the law and the general rule unques-
tionably is that ignorance of law is no excuse. Some exceptions, how-
ever, have been made to this rule, where ignorance really existed and
no intentional wrong has been done, and no actual fraud perpetrated.
In the case of Ferguson v. Hoff (4 L. D., 491) ignorance of the same
provision of the timber culture act shown in this case was excused.
Appellant will be allowed sixty days from receipt of notice of this de-
cision within which to make the required affidavit. When made, it
will relate back to the date of entry.

The decision of your office is therefor reversed.

PLACER TVINING CLAIM-EXPENDITITRE.

TRICKEY PLACER.

Work done on a ditch outside of a placer claim, and prior to the location thereof,
cannot be accepted in proof of the required expenditure, where it is apparent
that such ditch was not made for the purpose of developing the claim.

Acting Secretary Miluldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, July 21, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of The Alice Mining Company from the
decision of your office of January 27, 1887, holding for cancellation the
mineral entry of said company No. 2751, for the E. L. Trickey Placer
claim, located in the SW. I of Sec. 2, S. I of Sec. 3, N. I of Sec. 10, and
NW. 4 of Sec. 11, T. 3 S..Range 74 W., 6 P. M., Upper Fall river mining
district and Central City land district, Colorado.

Your office hold the entry for cancellation upon the grounds, that " i t

does not appear that the expenditure required by Sec. 2325, U. S. Re-
vised Statutes, has been made upon this claim, and in addition thereto,
it is not satisfactorily shown that any mineral has been discovered
therein."

In response to a letter from your office dated October 19, 1886, the
surveyor general certifies that the value of labor and improvements
upon this claim is not less than $500, and that said improvements con-
sist of "a one-half interest in a mining ditch 8,000 feet in length in earth
and rock, starting from Fall River." From the approved plat of survey
it appears that said ditch is situated entirely outside of the limits of the
"E. L. Trickey Placer claim" and runs through a large part of the
"Texas Placer claim", which is contiguous to and north of the " Trickey
Placer Claim", and the deputy surveyor in his report states that
" no workings have been done on the claim itself (the Trickey Placer),
but a ditch has been constructed from a point on Fall River, about a
mile above the claim, and runs within a short distance of the north
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side of the claim, and that said ditch was built for the purpose of work-
ing this and other claims, and that any part of the "TrickeyPlacer
claim" can be reached by the ditch described above.

The " Trickey Placer claim " and the " Texas Placer claim-" are both
owned by appellant and a one-half interest in the said ditch, which is
estimated to have cost $5,000, is allotted to each.

It further appears, however, that said ditch was constructed during
the period of time from May to December, 1881, inclusive, and the claim
involved in this case (Trickey Placer) was not located until nearly three
years thereafter, August 1, 1884. It is difficult to understand.how the
ditch could have been built in part for working this claim so long a time
before the location thereof. It certainly seems improbable, that costly
improvement would have been made for the development of a claim
not located and which was suffered to remain unlocated for nearly three
years, during which it was subject to location and entry by outsiders
not interested in said improvements. There is no explanation of this
circumstance in the record.

The cases, in which work done outside the claim, has been held to be
"as available for holding the claim as if done within the boundaries
thereof," are cases where the work has been done in whole or in part, for
the purpose of prospecting or developing the particular claim involved
in the controversy. Chambers v. Harrington (111 U. S., 350).

It is true the deputy surveyor reports that the ditch "was buiLt for
the purpose of working this and other claims," but this is a matter as to
which he doubtless had no personal knowledge and his statement was
evidently based upon those of interested parties.

Without passing upon the question whether the work relied on in
this case could be held as available for holding the claim if it had been
done after the location thereof and in part for its development, I am of
the opinion, that under the circumstances of this case and in the absence
of all explanation, it should not be so held. The purpose of the law in
requiring improvements, was to compel " every person who asserted an
exclusive right to his discovery or claim to expend something of labor
or value on it as evidence of his good faith and to show that he was not
acting on the principle of the dog in the manger." Chambers v. Harring.
ton, su~pra.

- To allow claims upon which as in this case, no work whatever has
been done and which are and for an indefinite time may continue to be
wholly unused for mining purposes, to be tacked on from time to time to

*0 - improvements made long before their location, would open the door and
let in the evil which the law was designed to remedy.

This claim embraces all the land between said "Texas Placer" and
the Fall River and extends 250 feet beyond said river, no work had been
done upon it, and it does not appear that mineral has been discovered
on it.
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These facts clearly indicate that the claim was not located for placer
mining thereon, but with a view to the ownership and control of the
banks of the river, which runs through the entire length of the claim,
parallel with and about two hundred and fifty feet from its southern

boundary.
The decision of your office is affirmed.

MNIING CLAIM-SCHOOL LAND-R.ES JUDICATA.

BOULDER AND BUFFALO MINING CO.

Though the language of a decision may in terms purport to definitely settle the ques-

tion as ta whether a certain section of land was excepted from the school grant

because of its known mineral character, yet such question is in fact only res ju-

dicata as to the land actually involved in the case wherein such decision was

rendered.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stocikslager, July 2-1, 1888.

In the matter of the application of the Boulder and Buffalo Hunter

Consolidated Mining Company, for patents on entry No. 141, Buffalo

Hunter mineral claim, and entry No. 142, Boulder lode mineral claim,

appealed from the decision of your office, dated Jan. 14L, 1887, the

record discloses the following facts.

Said claims are in the E. I N. W. 4, and the N. W. I of the N. E. :t of Sec.

16, T. 22 S., E. 72 W. 6. P. M. Pueblo Colorado land district. After

giving the notice and making the proof usually required in such cases,

said entries were allowed on December 31, 1883, and the register's final

receipts therefor obtained.
The survey of said township was approved February 10, 1872, and

said section sixteen, was returned as agricultural land. The State of

Colorado, notwithstanding her presumptive right to the land covered by

said entries under the grant to the State of the 16th and 36th sections

for school purposes, had no special notice of the proceedings taken by

said mining company, and was not made a party defendant therein.
It seems to have been taken for granted by said company that the min-

eral character of the land in said section had been authoritatively set-

tled in the case of Town-site of Silver Cliff v. the State of Colorado de-

cided December 15, 1879, by Acting Commissioner Armstrong (Copp's

M. L. 279), and the company, at the time of making proof, tendered no

evidence of the mineral character of the land entered; nor was there

any demand or suggestion on the part of the local officers that such

proof was necessary.
On February 16 and 17, 1886, your office held said entries for cancel-

lation, on the ground that the evidence on file did not show that the

land entered "was known to be valuable for mineral prior to the date
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of the admission of Colorado as a State, to wit, August.1, 1876," and
that said land " passed to the State under the provisions of the act of
Congress approved March 3, 1875."-

Subsequently appellant made a motion for review in your office, and
* asked that said entries be passed to patent on the evidence in the case,

and in support of its motion insisted that the case of Town site of Sil-
ver Cliff v. The State of Colorado, determined thecharacter of the land
in said section sixteen, and that it did not pass to the State for school
purposes. Appellant further asked-if its position as to the effect of
said decision was not deemed correct,-that further time be given it to
enable it to show that the mineral character of the land entered, was
known long before the admission of Colorado, and consequently that it
did not pass to the State under the provisions of said act of March 3,
1875.

The decision of your office from which this appeal is taken, denied
the motion for review and failed to grant appellant leave to make sup-
plemental proof in support of its claim.

The language used by the Assistant Commissioner, in deciding the
case of Townsite of Silver Cliff v. The State of Colorado, is very broad
and might quite naturally warrant the conclusion that the character
of all the land in said section sixteen, had been authoritatively adjudi-
cated and determined. The language used is as follows:

The declaration of the claim ofthe town was filed, and after due notice to the State,
a hearing was had, commencing May 8, 1879, to determine tihe character of the land in
said section sixteen, and whether it was known as mineral land prior to survey. *
At said hearing all parties were present. The testimony submitted shows beyond a
reasonable doubt that the land was known as mineral as early as 1864, and that at
different times between that date and 1878 various parties prospected the land, took
out specimens of mineral, some of which were assayed and found to yield a good re-
turn in silver with traces of gold. The State cross-examined the witnesses but intro-
duced none. * * * The taed in question is clearly not within the grant to Colorado
for school purposes, but is government land, and subject to sale only under her laws.

In said townsite decision there is no description given of " the land
in question " in that case, but an inspection of the record in said case
shows that only the south half of said section was in controversy, and
the language of the Assistant Commissioner must be construed as ap-

*- plying only to the land in said south half.
Your decision, so far as it holds appellant's proof insuffic0ient, is there-

fore concurred in. No good reason however can be discovered for re-
fusing to allow appellant to make supplemental proof on giving due
notice to the State of Colorado, of its intention so to do, and of its ap-
plication for patents for said land. Appellant will therefore be allowed
sixty days from receipt of notice of this decision within which to insti-
tute the proper proceedings in the premises against said State.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly.
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RAILROAD WITHDRAWAL-ACT OF JUNE 22, 18T6.

FLORIDA RY. & NAVIGATION Co. v. BOARDMAN.

The act of June 22, 1876, which repealed the statute prohibiting the disposal'of pub-
lic lands in Florida otherwise than under the homestead law, did not operate to
relieve lands from the effect of a subsisting railroad withdrawal; nor did the
"offering," under the proclamation of July 13, 1878, of lands-thas withdrawn af:-
feet their status as, by the terms of said proclamation, " lands reserved for rail-
road purposes" were expressly excepted from the lands to be offered.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, Juily 245 1888.

I have before me the appeal of the Florida Railway & Navigation
Company from your decision of November 3, 1886, holding for approval
Charles A. Boardman's cash entry No. 1339, of February 7, 1881, for
the SW. I SE. I See. 15, T. 10 S., R. 24 E., Gainesville district, Florida.

As your said decision states, the tract in question " is within the fif-
teen mile, indemnity limits of the grant of May 17, 1856 ( 1I Stat., 15),
for the Florida Railroad Company-now Florida Railway and Naviga-
tion Company-a withdrawal for the benefit of which was ordered in
the year 1856."'

Your said decision adds, however, that "said land was offered on
November 9, 1878, under act of June 22, 1876, in compliance with the
President's proclamation No. 837, dated July 13, 1878; i" that " on Feb-
ruary 7, 1881, the same was purchased by Charles A. Boardman, in
connection with the N. I of NE. 4 and NE. 4 NW. i, Sec. 22, of the town-
ship specified, per cash entry No. 1339," and that " the land in question
has not been selected for railroad purposes."

Upon this basis of fact you hold that " Mr. Boardman's entry, having
been made subsequent to said offering, and prior to the withdrawal of
March 26, 1881, was properly admitted."

But in my opinion the so-called offering of 1878, did not really, in
law, affect the status of the tract in question.

Both at theodate of said " offering"-Novemnber 9, 1878-and at the
time of Boardman's attempt to purchase-February 7, 1881-the with-
drawal for the benefit of said grant was subsisting in full force and effect
(Atlantic, Gulf, and West Indies Transit Railroad Co., 2 L. D. 561;
Florida Railway and Navigation Co., 5 L. D., 107); and neither the " act
of June 12,1876 (which, by the way, became law on July 4.1876) nor the
" proclamation of the President, No. 837," in any way authorized the
land officers to make the attempted sale to Boardman in disregard of
said withdrawal.

The act referred to simply repealed the previously existing statute for.
bidding the disposal of the public lands otherwise than under the home-
stead law. It neither revoked the withdrawal itself, nor excepted the
land in question from the operation of the withdrawal.

The President's proclamation, on the other hand, expressly excepted
from among the lands to be offered, " lands reserved for railroad pur-
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poses." This exception, in view of the withdrawal mentioned, should

have prevented the attempted "offering" of the tract afterwards in-

eluded in Boardman's entry.
Under such circumistances I cannot concur in your statement that

"the government saw fit to exercise its right to sell the tract in ques-

tion, and offered the same in 1878, thus in effect revoking the with-

* - ldrawal of 1856."
Your said decision is accordingly reversed.

PRE-EMPTION ENTRY-RESIDENCE.

DANIEL LoMB ARDI.

The fact that land is not inhabitable throughout the entire year will not preclude its.

* purchase under the pre-emption law.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 24, 1888.

This is an appeal by Daniel Lombardi from your office decision of

January 3, 1887, wherein you affirm the action of the local office in re-

.2 f jecting his pre-emption proof submitted November 13, 1886, under his

X declaratory statement filed March 17, 1884, alleging settlement in 1874

upon W. 4, SW.4, Sec.4 and N. A, SE. 1, Sec. 5, T. 12 N., R. 15 E., Sac-

ramento, California.
The plat of said township was filed March 25, 1876.

The claimant averred on final proof taken by the county clerk of El

Dorado county that he settled and established residence on the land in

June, 1874, that his-improvements consisted of a house of hewed logs

* 0 twenty by thirty feet, stable, corral, milk house, fencing, about four'

* - acres broken, total value $600, that he used the Ihnd for grazing stock

and raising hay and that his residence had- been continuous "except

when compelled to leave on account of snow."
* From the further testimony of the claimant and witnesses to his final

- proof, it appears that after his settlement in June, 1874, he inhabited

the land from about June 1, to November 1, of each year, that in con-

* 0 sequence of the heavy snows, the tract being of great altitude, he re-

moved with his stock to the lower foot hills.

The claimant stated that he did not own other land but let his stock

"run on unclaimed land daring the winter;" also that the tract in

question was his only home.
The action of both the local and your office, is based upon your office

decision of July 10; 1886, in the case of Clough v. Morrow. In this case

Morrow a homestead entryman, contested the right of Clough, a pre-

emption claimant, to make cash entry. Without passing upon the,

merits of the controversy, your office, finding from the testimony that

the land was inhabitable only four or five months during the year, held

that it was not subject to entry under any law requiring continuous-

residence. In this I cannot concur.
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The statute does not prohibit pre-emption entry upon land of like
character to that involved herein. While it is true that the claimant
is required to show a continuous residence, the department has repeat-
edly held that absences which do not impeach his good faith may be
excused. This claimant, in my opinion, settled upon the land with the
honest intention of making it his home, he has established and for
twelve years has continued his occupancy of the same and has put val-
uable improvements thereon. His absences, although extended, have
been the result of a cause beyond his control. They are fully accounted
for and do not in any manner indicate that he has acted with fraudu-
lent intent.

The entry should be allowed. Your decision is reversed.

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-RESIDENCE-NATURALIZATION.

A. 1I. ARCHIBALD.

Residence alleged under the homstead law is not consistent with the maintenance at
the same time, in another State, of the residence required as a pre-requisite to
citizenship under the naturalization laws.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslsaer, July 24, 1888.

The record in this case shows that on December 9, 1882, A. R. Archi-
bald made homestead entry for the N. W. 1, Sec. 23, T. 149 N., R. 66
W., Devil's Lake land district, Dakota, and that he commuted the
same to cash entry No. 35, on December 1, 1883.

The commutation proof of the claimant shows that he established his
residence on the land on May 15, 1883, and that he and his family, a
wife and one son, have resided thereon continuously since that date.
He was "absent a few times on business," but his family was on the
land all the time. His improvements consist of a frame dwelling house
twelve by fourteen feet, with an addition ten by twelve feet in size,
and 15 acres of breaking, valued at $250. He swears that he is a nat-
uralized citizen of the United States, but no record evidence of such fact
accompanied his proof.

On February 1, 1887, your office rejected this proof because of claim-
ant's short residence and slight improvements, and for the reason that
no record evidence of his naturalization had been furnis hed, and there
upon his cash certificate was held for cancellation, but his original entry
was allowed to stand subject to his making new proof showing full
compliance with the law in every respect.

From this decision claimant appeals. With his appeal he offers the
required record evidence of his naturalization, showing that prior to
the date of his original entry he had declared his intention to become
a citizen of the United States as required by law, and that on Novem-
ber 12, 1883, lie was duly admitted to citizenship by the district court
of Hennepin county, Minnesota, upon taking the oath prescribed and
furnishing the proof required by law.
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His final proof, aside from the question of his citizenship, appears on

its face to be satisfactory. His residence on the land is shown to have

been continuous for the required period of six months prior to the time

* of making proof, and his improvements are quite as extensive as are

usually found in such cases.

*X He was required, however, by the third clause of See. 2165, Revised

Statutes, to prove to the satisfaction of the court which admitted him

to citizenship, as aforesaid, that he had resided within the United States'
five years, at least and within the State or Territory where such court

is at the time held, one year at least, and he seems to have furnished

this proof. By it he must necessarily have shown and his certificate

so recites that he was a resident of the State of Minnesota for one

year previous to the time of his admission to citizenship, as stated. It

is evident that the one year here referred to, must mean the year next

preceding the date of said naturalization. This period covers the time

during which he asserts, in his final proof that he resided continuously

-on his claim.
The residence required by the naturalization laws is a domiciliary

residence, and the same in character, as that required of a claimant

under the homestead law. The claimant here, could not therefore, have

maintained a residence in the State of Minnesota, under the naturaliza-

tion laws, and also the required residence on his homestead claima in the

Territory of Dakota, at one and the same time.
Upon the state of facts, thus disclosed, the case is one, I think, that

requires further investigation on the question of claimant's alleged resi-

* dence on the land, and his proof and cash entry are for that purpose

suspended.
You will, therefore, direct the local officers to call upon him to furnish

supplemental evidence satisfactorily explaining, if he can; the apparent

conflict in his present showing, as herein pointed out. and if within

sixty days from notice hereof he shall make the required explanation to

the satisfaction of your office, his proof will be approved and passed to

patent, -otherwise the same must be rejected, but without prejudice to

his submitting new proof within the lifetime of his original entry, show-

ing full compliance with the law in all respects.

Your office decision is accordingly modified.

FINAL, PROOF-PUBLICATION-ACT OF MARCH 3, 1879.

The paper to be designated for the publication of final proof notice must be a bona

fide newspaper in general circulation, published nearest the land for which proof

is to be made, whether such paper is published in the county where the land is

situated or otherwise.

- Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslcager, July 24, 1888.

On November 18, 1886, the register and receiver of the land office at

San Francisco, California, addressed to your predecessor, Hon. W. A. J.
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Sparks, then commissioner, a letter for the purpose of obtaining from
him his construction of the provisions of the act of March 3, 1879, (20
Statutes at large p. 472) regarding the notice of final proof.

In reply, your predecessor by letter dated November 30th construing
the said statute, instructed the said local officers, that the newspaper
selected for the publication of the applicant's intention to make final
proof should be the bona fide paper in general circulation published
nearest the land for which the proof is to be made, irrespective of the
fact, whether the paper is published in the county in which the land
lies or not.

The local officers, excepting to this construction of the statute insti-
tuted an appeal to this Department.

It might be said, that your office letter of November, 1886, i8 not a de-
cision in a case pending, nor are the local officers in a position to appeal;.
they are not parties but public officers, bound to execute their official
duties under the direction and instruction of your office; but the allow-
ance of said appeal may be taken as equivalent to a request on the part
of your office for a departmental expression of opinion on the question
involved.

The local officers argue with great stress, that the paper designated
for the publication of the notice of final proof should be one published
in the county wherein the land is situated, though such paper might not
be the one published nearest to the land; and the reason given is that
the inhabitants of a county will take and read their own county paper
in preference to the paper of another county. This may be true, but
the words of the statute are clear and precise and permit of but one in-
terpretation. The act of March 3, 1879 (20 Stat., 472) provides-

Upon the filing of such notice, the register shall publish a notice, that such applica-
tion has been made, once a week for the period of thirty days in a newspaper to be
by him designated as published nearest to such land.

The practice has been in conformity with the plain requirements of
the statute. (See circular of April 21, 1885, 12 C. L. 0., 34.) The
paper designated must be a bona fide paper in general circulation " pub-
lished nearest the land geographically measured." See also circular
approved August 1, 1884, (3 L. D., 52); David B. Wellman, (5 L. D.,
503).

The instructions expressed in your office letter of November 1886, are
accordingly approved.

PRACTICE-CONTESTANT-NOTICE; TIMBER CULTURE.

I7PPENDAHL V. WRITE.

The personal attendance of the contestant at the hearing is presumptively essential
to the proper presentation of his case, and a contest should be re-instated 'Where
it was dismissed in the absence of the contestant; and such absence was the fault
of the claimant.
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A notice of contest properly served on the defendant, containing a description of the
land, the charge against the entry, the contestants name, and the time and place
fixed for the hearing is not fatally defective because of a misnomer of the defend-
ant occurring in said notice, as the process is amendable in that respect, either

before or after jndgment.
Motions for continuance are addressed to the sound discretion of the local officers.

The cancellation of an entry is warranted where the evidence shows that after the

lapse of six years no trees are growing on the land, and no excuse or explana-

.* t.ion is offered for such failure.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, JTuly 24, 18S8.

In the case of John Uppendahl v. Ada E. White, appealed from the
*decision of your office dated November .10, 1886, reference is made to
said decision for a statement of the case and the material facts dis-
-closed by the records.

Appellant insists:
1st. That the testimony is insufficient to justify the forfeiture of the

entry;
2nd. That the reinstatement of the case on November 26, 1884, and

March 26, 1885, was error;
3rd. That over-ruling the motions made by claimant at the hearing

September 30, 1885, to dismiss the case for want of service, and to con-
tinue it because of the absence of material witnesses; was also error.

The contest in this case was commenced six years-less 27 days-after
the entry was made, and the evidence clearly shows that there were
then no trees growing on the tract. This evidence in the absence of
-any explanation or excuse on the part of the entryman for her failure
to meet the requirements of the timber-culture law is sufficient to
justify the cancellation of the entry.

Appellant's agent prevented the contestant from being present at
the time fixed for the hearing in July, 1884, by having him arrested on a
criminal charge and it will be presumed, in the absence of all testimony
to the contrary, that his presence was essential to the proper presenta-
tion of his case. In less than two weeks he made application to have
the case re-instated and a hearing ordered, which on the showing made
by him was allowed November 26, 1884. The facts fully warranted this
action of the local officers.

At the hearing fixed for March 26,1885, at 10 o'clock A. M., service on
the claimant was not had in time and there was no appearance entered
for her. Contestant not appearing at the hour the contest was dis-
missed by the local officers. At 2.30 o'clock P. M. of the same day con-
testant by his attorney asked that the cage be re-instated and continued
for service, which request on the showing made was granted. This
was not error.

The citation in this case was to "Ida" E. White, and it is contended
that its service on " Ada" :E. White was not good. The motion to dis-
miss on this ground was properly overruled. The process contained
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a description of the land entered by her and a notice that the entry
was contested by Uppendahl, the grounds of the contest, and the time
and place fixed for the hearing. The misnomer did not warrant her in
disregarding the service of notice as the process in this respect was
amendable either before or after judgment. (Code of civil procedure,
Dakota, Sec. 142 p. 43). Or can I say that the local officers committed
any error in refusing the continuance asked for by appellant. Motions

t> for continuance are addressed to the sound legal discretion of the trial
court, and as appellant failed to show due diligence in preparing for
her defense I eannot find that such discretion has not been exercised
in this case, nor that any manifest injustice has been done appellant.

The decision of your office herein is accordingly affirmed.

PRE-EXAIPTION ENTRY-RESIDENCE.

MARY A. SHA NESSY.

There is no rule of law, or of the Department, which requires the pre-emptor's col-
tinuous actual personal presence on his claim for six months immediately pre-
ceding the offering of his proof. He is required to show a six months continuous
residence dnring such period; but such a residence is entirely compatible with
temporary absences which are satisfactorily explained.

First Assistant Secretary llluidrow to Commissioner Stockslager, July 24,
1888.

In the appeal of Mary A. Shanessy from the decision of your office,
dated July 19, 1886, reference is made to said decision for a detailed
statement of the case.

In the new final proof tendered by the pre-emptor on January 13,
1885, she and her witnesses testify that for more than six months prior
to that time she has continuously made her home on the land claimed.
Testimony elicited by the cross-examination of these witnesses, and by
the examination of other witnesses, shows that during this time she
has not been actually present on her claim more than about thirty days.
Her proof 'was recommended for acceptance by the local officers but
was rejected by your office, on the ground that " under the present
practice of this office the pre-emptor must show a continuous residence
of six months next prior to the date of proof." In view of the evidence
found in this case, you seem to construe the phrase "C continuous resi-
dence" as meaning continuous actual personal presence. If such con-
struction were correct, your rejection of said proof would have been
proper. But I do not concur in said construction. There is no rule of
law or of the Department which requires the pre-emptor's continuous
actual personal presence on his claim for six months immediately pre-
ceding the offering of his proof. What the pre-emptor is required to
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do is to show a six months' continuous residence during such period.
But such a residence is entirely compatible with temporagy absences,
which are satisfactorily explained. (Israel Martel, 6L. D.,E66; William
Thompson, id., 576).

In the case of Shanessy v. Bond, decided by the Secretary January 8,
1884, on appeal from the Commissioner's decision of Jane 15, 1883, the
finding of facts by the Secretary as to appellant's residence is as follows:

The elaim of Bond that Shanessy was not resident on the land is not sustained. It
satisfactorily appears that she resided continuously thereon from the date of her filing
(January 2, 1880,) to the date of her mother's death in May following. Thereafter
she visited her father (who resided about one mile distant) once a week to work and
iron for him, usually remaining at his house one night, and visited him occasionally
at other times, but always returning to and occupying the land as her home. She
has ahouse and other improvements sufficient to meet the requirements of the law.

It is conceded by your office, and borne out by the testimony, that
Mrs. Shanessy's absences during the seven months immediately preced-
ing her tender of final pre-emption proof were " rendered necessary by
her poverty." During her absences she was at work for wages earning
a living for herself and family.

The evidence in this case, taken in connection with the facts found
by the Secretary, January 8, 1884, is sufficient, in my opinion, to show
appellant's good faith, and her application to make pre-emption cash
entry will be allowed.

The decision of your office is therefore reversed.

PRACTICE-CONTINQYUANCE-TI)IB:BER CULTIURE.

SMITH V. SMART.

An affidavit for a continuance based on the ground of absent witnesses should show
that the absence of the witnesses is not by the consent or procurement of the ap-
plicant, and set forth facts showing the exercise of proper diligence to secure the
attendance of said witnesses.

The entryman is responsible for the negligence of his agent in planting.
While failure to secure the requisite growth of trees would not in itself conclusively

establish the charge of non-compliance with law, yet proof of such failure casts
upon the eutryman the burden of showing that it was not attributable to any
fault or negligence on his part.

Secretary, Vilas to Commissioner Stockslaper, July 24, 1888.

I have considered the case of Edwin L. Smith v. Wellington F. Smart,
on appeal by Smith from the decision of your office of November 17,
1886, dismissing his contest of the timber culture entry of Smart for
SE. i of Sec. 9, T. 107 N., R. 64 W.. Mitchell district, Dakota.

Smart's entry was made, May 25, 1881, and on August 12, 1885, about
four years and two and a half months after the entry, Smith initiated
contest, alleging substantially as ground of contest, failure on the part
of Smart to comply with the requirements of the timber culture law
during the third and fourth years after entry.

.::
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The testimony was taken by a Commissioner October 15, 1885, and
hearing had before the local officers, October 25, 1885. The claimant

by his agent, A. B. Smart, filed the following affidavit for a contin-

That Mathew Shepard, R. Wiley, and Enlgene Coleman are material witnesses in
this case; that I saw Mathew Shepard and R. Wiley, yesterday, who said they

-could not attend the contest today but could later; that about one month ago, I saw
Eugene Coleman, who said he would come when I wanted him and about a week ago
- wrote him that I should want him today, but he is not here; that said witnesses
are all residents of this county and I believe said witnesses can be had at the time to
-which it is sought to have the trial postponed.

The affidavit then sets forth what the absent witnesses would testify
to and the materiality thereof.

The local office denied the continuance, aind your office expresses the

opinion that the affidavit was sufficient and therefore the local officers

erred in this ruling.
It appears from the affidavit of Mathew Shepard, one of witnesses

mentioned in the affidavit for continuance, that the said agent of Smart

who made the affidavit and who was authorized by Smart to represent
him in the conduct of the case, consented to the absence of said Shep-

;ad and also, of Wiley, another of said witnesses. Shepard in fact

appeared on the day the affidavit for continuance was made, and testi-

fied, and Wiley might have done so but for such consent. The state-
ments in the affidavit for continuance as to the third witness, Eugene

Coleman, may have been true and yet he may have been absent by the

consent or procurement of the affiant after writing the letter to him.
Rule 20, of Practice sub-division (1) requires that such affidavits

-shall " show," that "' one or more of the witnesses is absent without the
eonsent or procurement" of the party applying for the continuance.
The affidavit should expressly negative, that the absence of the wit-
nesses is by the consent or procurement of the applicant, and support

this statement by facts showing " the exercise of proper diligence to
procure the attendance of the absent witnesses."

Seeing a witness the day before the trial or mailing a letter a week
before, may or may not be the exercise of proper diligence to procure

his attendance; it depends upon circumstances, such as the proximity

or remoteness of residence of the witness from the place of trial, the
mail facilities and the occupation and condition in life of the witness.
A witness who might be unable to attend on a day's notice, might do

so, if notified earlier, and a letter mailed to a witness particularly in*

the rural districts-a week before the trial, might not be received by him

- until after the trial or too late to enable him to attend. The affidavit

states, that the two witnesses who were seen the day before the trial,

said they could not attend. The cause of this inability should have

been given, so that it could be determined whether it was removable
by reasonable effort on the part of the applicant for the continuance.
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Motions for continuance are addressed to the sound discretion of the
local officers, and I am of the opinion, that discretion was properly ex-
ercised in this case in the. denial of the motion.

Your office, while holding that the local officers erred in refusing to
grant the continuance, proceeded to pass upon the merits of the case as
disclosed by the evidence, and reversing the ruling of the local officers,
dismnissed the contest. As stated at the outset, the ground of contest
alleged was substantially failure to comply with the requirements of
the timber culture law during the third and fourth years after entry.

The proof shows that during the third year after entry (which ended
May 25, 1884), A. B. Smart, as agent of the claimant, had ten acres
of the land backset and five acres planted in ash and box-elder seed.
The five acres so planted were first planted in corn and afterwards the
tree seeds were planted among the corn by putting them in holes about
four feet apart, made by a sharpened stick. The witness who did the
planting, testified, that the seeds were so wormy as to be materially
damaged; that he called said Smart's attention to this at the time of
the planting, telling him that he did not think they would grow, and
Smart told him, to " mind his own business." The tree seeds in fact
failed to grow.

In April of the fourth year (which ended May 25, 1885) the ten acres
were replowed and planted in wheat and ash seeds. The planting was
done with a "clipper press wheat drill" and the tree seeds, and wheat
were sown together in drills an inch deep and four feet apart. The
witnesses, testified that this was not the usual way of planting tree
seeds, and that the harvesting of the wheat was done with a " Twine
binding harvester" and not in such a manner as to protect small trees,
if any had been growing on the land, and the height of the stubble after
harvesting was from three to four inches. There was no cultivation of
the land after the tree seeds were planted, and there were no trees
growing on said land at the date of initiation of contest August 12,
1885. The seed planted this year was good. The season was favor-
able for growing trees and ash seed planted on the same section and
in the immediate vicinity (lid well that year.

The claimant resided in Massachusetts and intrusted to A. B. Smart,
as his agent, the superintendence and management of his tree-claim as
well as of his defense to the contest. Information of the defective qual-
ity of the tree-seed planted the third year communicated to the agent
binds the principal, and the latter is responsible for the negligence of
the former in planting such seed. The planting of seed, so defect-
ive as to render it improbable that it will germinate, with knowledge of
its defective character, and which does not in fact germinate, unless the
failure to germinate can be clearly traced to sonie other cause than the
defect in the seed, is not such a planting as will satisfy the reqnirement
of the timber culture law.

3263-VOL 7--5
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I am, therefore, of the opinion, that the allegation of failure to com-
ply with the law (luring the third year was sustained. Was this failure
cured by what was done upon the ten acres thefourth year?

The statute requires the land to be cultivated to crop or otherwise
the year preceding the planting of the tree-seed, and the year the
tree-seeds are planted, it is contemplated that the land shall be devoted
primarily if not exclusively to the planting and growth of such seed.

The land is set apart for the culture of timber, and the use of the
land for other crops must be in subordination to or promotive of that
object. In this case the land was planted the fourth year in wheat
sown in drills with the tree-seed, and the wheat was harvested with
no precaution taken to protect the young trees, if there were any. The
wheat crop seems to have been the primary object of the claimant's
care the fourth year as the corn crop was the third. Sowing tree-seed
in drills with wheat was shown by the evidence to have been an unusual
mode of planting such seed. Seed of the same kind (ash) planted (it
is presumed in the usual manner) that spring on the same section of
land and in the immediate vicinity of the land planted by claimant,
did well and the evidence does not disclose any cause for the failure of
the claimant's seed to grow, unless it be the unusual mode in which they
were planted or the destruction of the young trees in harvesting the
wheat. While failure to have trees growing on the land would not
alone conclusively establish the charge of non-compliance with the law,
yet proof of this fact would cast the burden upon the claimant of ex-
cusing such failure or of showing that it was not attributable to fault
or negligence on his part?

I am of the opinion that the failure in this case is inexcusable and
that the facts are inconsistent with a bone fide attempt on the part of
the claimant (through his agent) to comply with the requirements of
the law. The decision of your office is accordingly reversed.

MINI-NG CLAIM-PLACEP-MINERAL PAINT ROCK.

- aCHARLES A. BARNES.

A tract containing " a valuable deposit of mineral paint rock in place," is not sub-
ject to entry as a placer claim.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 24, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Charles A. Barnes from your office
decision, dated November 11, 1886, which was an approval of the action
of the local officers rejecting his application to purchase as mineral land
the E. 4 of NE. j oF NW. i, Sec. 28, T. 13 S., B. 62 W. Pueblo, Colorado,
containing twenty acres, more or less.

Said decision was based upon the ground that " there is no evidence
whatever of compliance with the mining laws or official regulations
thereunder."
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Applicant filed his application in the local office September 26, 1885,
setting oat that the tract applied for "contains a valuable deposit of
mineral paint rock in place, and afflant prays that he may be allowed
to pay the government price for said tract, as required under the laws
for the disposal of public lands containing valuable mineral deposits."

So far as the record discloses, he has done nothing beyond the mere
filing of the application, as above, and the tender of purchase money
for the land. There is no evidence of development, or that any im-
provements have been made, nor does it appear that any notice of ap-
plication was given by publication and posting as required.

In short, the application, while purporting to be a mineral applica-
tion, is, on the record, rather in the nature of an application to make
private cash entry of twenty acres of land which is not subject to such
entry. If treated as a mineral application, it is not only without any
evidence of compliance with the mining laws or regulations, but it is
inconsistent in itself, for the statement of the applicant, under oath, is
that the "tract contains a valuable deposit of mineral paint rock in
place." This would constitute it a lode claim, if at all a mineral claim
within the meaning of the law, but it is for twenty acres of land which
amount could be taken only as a placer claim.

Your office action rejecting the application was proper, and the de-
cision appealed from is affirmed.

PRACTICE-APPEAL-CERTTOPIA1I.

JENNIE M. TARR.

An appeal will not lie from the action of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
requiring a claimant to furnish an additional affidavit in support of his entry;
but only from final action in the case, upon the refusal or failure of the entryman
to comply with such requirement.

* Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stoclslager, July 24, 1888.

Jennie N. Tarr has filed an application to have certified to the;De-
partment her appeal from the action of your office of May 28, 1887,
alleging the following facts:

That on October 8, 1884, she made cash entry No. 10637, Huron series, for the north-
west quarter of section twenty-five township one hundred and eleven, range sixty-
nine.

That on May 26, 1887, the Honorable Commissioner of the General Land Office, by
his letter ' C " of that date, suspended said cash entry and required the claimant to
furnish, an affidavit, stating the number, cause and duration of all absences from
said land during the six months immediately preceding. date of entry proof, Sept. 29,
1884.

That on the 15th day of September 1887, the said Jennie M. Tarr, filed an appeal
to the Hon. Secretary of the Interior from the action of said Commissioner.

That on June 7th 1888, the Hon. Commissioner refused to entertain said appeal,
for the reason that his action of May 26th 1887, was not a final one, and on that day
held said cash entry No. 10637, for cancellation.
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An appeal will not lie from the action of the Commissioner of the Gen-
eral Land Office requiring a claimant to furnish an additional affidavit
in support of his entry, but only from his final action in the case upon
the refusal or failure of the eutryman to comply with said request.

If it is true as alleged by applicant that your office, by letter of June

7, 1888, held said entry for cancellation, said decision is subject to ap-

peal by the entryman within the time prescribed by the Rules of Prac-

tice after notice of said decision, but you committed no error in refusing

to transmit her appeal from the interlocutory order of May 26, 1887.

The application is refused.

SETTLEMENT RIGHTS-TRESPASS.

CHRISTIAN V. STRENTZEL.

Settlement rightsto the detriment of a party in possession under color of title, can-
not be acquired by acts of trespass.

First Assistant Secretary Mulidrow to Commissioner Stockslager, July
24, 1888.

I have before me the record in the case of William E. Christian v.

John Strentzel, B. R. Holliday and the State of California, involving

the validity of Christian's homestead claim to lots 5 and 6 in section 25,

and lots 1 and 2 in section 36, T. 2 E., R. 3 W., Mount Diablo Meridian
California, appealed by Strentzel from the decision of your office dated

July 2, 1886.
The contest in this case arose on Chrisdan's tender of final home-

stead proof, May 6, 1884, and a hearing was had April 30, and May 1,
1885. The State of California made default, and Hiolliday filed a relin-

quishment of his claim, and asked that his filing be canceled without

prejudice. This leaves Strentzel the only claimant to any part of the

land included in Christian's entry, and his claim is confined to lot 5 of

said section 25.
The material facts touching the question which of these parties has

the superior right to said lot are as follows:
Lots 5 and 6 were formerly embraced with the claimed limits of the

El Sobrante grant and from 1867 up to about March 23, 1882, had been

fenced and in the possession of Strentzel under claim and color of title,

he having a small undivided interest in said grant. The limits of said

grant, as established by the decision of the Secretary of the Interior of

February 23, 1.882, did not include said lots, and Strentzel, on May 13,
1882, located with Valentine scrip the laud in controversy, the same

then being unsurveyed. The township plat of survey was filed Decem-
her 10, 1883, and on the same day Strentzel's said location was adjusted

to the proper legal subdivision, to wit, to said lot 5.
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Christian's entry was made December 14, 1883, and the evidence
shows that he settled on land just outside Strentzel's enclosure, on what
are now lots 1 and 2 in said section 36, as early as February 28, 1879.
On or about March 23, 1882, he entered Strentzel's enclosure without

A permission and built an eight by eight shanty near the fence on said
lot 6. He had a short time prior to this, for the first time, notified
Strentzel that he claimed the land inside the enclosure, since designated
as said lots 5 and 6. Christian has no improvements whatever on said
lot 5, nor has he ever cultivated or exercised any acts of ownership over
it. The principal part of said lot susceptible of cultivation has, since
1867 been cultivated by Strentzel, and been in his actual possession as
a part of his home farm.

The facts stated are shown by a clear preponderance of the evidence,
and as their legal effect is not impaired by any other evidence found in
the case, they constitute all the facts necessary to be considered in de-
termining the rights of the respective parties involved herein.

Christian's settlement in 1879 on the uusurveyed land in section 36,
gave him no rights as against a party in possession under color of title
to the enclosed land in section 25, nor (lid his intrusion on Strentzel's

* possession in 1882, give him any such rights. Said actual entry was
made by breaking appellant's close, and was an unlawful trespass on his
possession. Settlementrights to the detriment of a party in possession
under color of title, cannot be acquired in this manner. (Atherton v.
Fowler, 96 U. S., 513; Coleman v. Collins et al., 10 C. L. O., 199; and
Turner v. Bunmgardner, 5 L. D., 377).

Strentzel's location will therefore remain-intact, and Christian's entry,
so far as it affects said lot 5, is directed to be canceled.

The decision of your office herein is modified accordingly.

PRE-EiM[PTION-SETTLEMENT-2260, R. S.

BOOTH V. SHORT.

A pre-emptor is not relieved from the inhibition of section 92260 R. S., by a prior
pretended transfer to his wife of the homestead, from which he removed when he
settled on his pre-emption claim.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 24, 1888.

I have considered the case of William H. Booth v. Samuel P. Short,
on appeal by Short, from your office decision of June 10, 1886, rejecting
his final proof and holding for caiicellatiou his pre-emption filing for
the _NW. 4, Sec. 20, T. 1 N., R. 25 W., Bloomington, Nebraska land
district.

Short filed pre-emption declaratory statement for said land March 26
1884, alleging settlement March 1, and on September 22, 1880, made
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final proof thereunder, against. the acceptance of which Booth, who on
April 7, 1884, made homestead entry for said tract, filed protest alleg-
ing that the claimant removed from and abandoned a residence on land
of his own in that State to settle on this land; that the protestant made
homestead entry for said land April 7, 1884, and that at that time clainm-
ant was not living on the land in controversy, nor had he any improve-
ments thereon except what were put there several years before. A
hearing was had the testimony being taken before a notary public.
The local officers decided in favor of Booth. -Upon appeal to your
office said decision was affirmed and the pre-emption filing of Short was
held for cancellation.

The testimony shows that Short made homestead entry for the tract ad-
joining the one in controversy upon which final certificate issued in 1880.
He with his family, lived on that tract until about April 15, 1884, when
he took up his residence on the tract which he now seeks title to under
the pre-emption law. He claims to have sold his homestead tract to his
wife, and conveyed the same to her by deed dated January 10, 1884.
This deed was recorded April 28, 1884. The consideration mentioned
in said deed is $200 and it is made subject to a mortgage for $200.
Short claims that at the time of the sale to his wife he retained the pos-
session of the land for two years; and the testimony shows that during
the time covered by his final proof he used the homestead tract keeping
his stock there and that he continued to improve it. He refuses to give
his reasons for selling. When asked why he sold his only answer was,
"Because I wanted to." These things all go to impeach the bona fides
of this transaction between Short and his wife, and to show that it was
simply a pretended transfer for the purpose of enabling Short to exe-
cute the affidavit required of pre-emn)tion claimants, and therefore his
filing was illegal. Under the authority cited in your office decision, be-
ing the case of Aultman Taylor & Co. v. Obermeyer et al. (6 Nebraska,
260). it is doubtful if the deed from Short to his wife, even if made in
good faith, operated to divest Short of title to the homestead tract so
as to relieve him from the inhibition of Sec. 2260, R. S.

In that case it was said:

By the common law neither the husband nor wife could convey lands to each other.
And our law still regards them in relation to each other as one person notwVithstand-
ing the statute enlarging the rights of the wife. The deed which Obermeyer at-
te,mpted to make directly to his wife, in law was absolutely void.

Short's filing being illegal it becomes unnecessary to decide whether
he had, prior to the entry of Booth, done anything on the land that
amounted to a settlement thereon, the testimony relating to that ques-
tion being conflicting and contradictory.

Your said office decision rejecting Short's final proof and holding his
pre-emption. filing for cancellation is affirmed.
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PREE-EMPTION FINAL PROOF-SUPPLEMENTAL PROOF.

H. L. HENRY.

A period should be fixed for submitting supplemental proof, where the statutory life
of the filing has expired.

First Assistant Secretary Mifuldrow to Comnmissioner Stockslager, JTuly 25,
1888.

I have before rme the appeal of Harrison L. Henry from your decision
of December 7, 1886, rejecting the final pre-emption proof offered by
him on July 6, 1884, for the S. 0 of SE. i and. the SE. ± of SW. i of
Sec. 14, and the NW. 1 of NE. 1 of Sec. 23, T. 46 N., R. 62 W., Huron
district, Dakota, and allowing him " a reasonable time in which to fur-
nish supplemental proof, showing full compliance with legal require-
ments."

After a careful examination of the case I see no reason for disturbing
* your said decision, except that, as the statutory life time of Henry's

filing has expired, a period should now be fixed within which, if at all,
* f proof shall again be made.

You will therefore direct the local officers to give. immediately, writ-
ten notice to the claimant, that his proofs heretofore submitted are re-
jeeted, and that his entry will stand canceled unless within sixty days
from the service of such notice, he shall furnish proof satisfactorily
showing full compliance with the law in good faith, and that upon fail-
ure to furnish such proofs within the time limited, they will cancel the
entry accordingly; and that upon receipt of such further proofs as shall
be proffered within the time, they will promptly report the same to you,
with their opinion thereon.

Your decision is modified accordingly.

MINING CLAIM-MINERAL LAND-EXPENDITURE.

JOHN DOWNS.

* The existence of mineral, in such quantities as to justify expenditures in the effort to &
seenre it, should be established as a present fact, in order to bring the land within
the class subject to mineral entry.

The proof should show that the improvements have been made for the purpose of de-
veloping the particular claim applied for.

* 3Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stocleslager, July 28, 1888.

I have examined the appeal of John Downs from the decision of your
office, dated November 24, 1886, holding for cancellation his mineral
entry, No. 735, as a placer mining claim, including the S. I of the SE.
and the SE. I of the SW. I of Sec. 17, T. 3 N., R. 7 W., made Novem-
ber 28,1881, at the Helena land office, in the Territory of Montana.
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The record shows that said Downs, on August 1, 1881, filed in said office
his application for patent for said land as a placer mining claim, and,
there being no protest filed or objection made, the local officers received
payment for said land and issued certificate therefor.

The proof as to improvements upon which said entry was allowed is,
the affidavit of the claimant, who swears that the value of the same
equals fifteen hundred dollars, and they consist of "ditching, bar min-
ing, and reservoir;" also the joint affidavit of Jacob H. Seeple and
Charles Huss, who swear that they are well acquainted. with the loca-
tion and extent of said claim, and that the value of the labor and im.-
provements placed thereon by said Downs equals the sum of "five hun-
dred dollars, and consists df ditching, bar mining, and reservoir, cost-
ing at least fifteen hundred dollars."

Counsel for claimant, on June 23, 1881, and November 14, 1885, sub-
mitted additional evidence, tending to show that the land is mineral in
character.

On November 8, 18863, the local officers transmitted the report of the
United States deputy surveyor as to the character of said claim. On
November 24, 1886, your office considered the papers in said cases and
held the entry for cancellation, for the reason "that the land is not
shown to be of the character for which a mineral patent may issue, and
five hundred dollars are not shown to have been expended in its devel-
opment."

The United States deputy mineral surveyor, upon his examination of
said claim, reports " that the soil is of a sandy character, composed of dis-
integrated granite, apparently the country rock of the mountains to the
eastward; that the mineral value of the land has not yet been proven,
but is believed to be equal to that of the many other tracts which
have been extensively worked in this district; that the land possesses
no value for agricultural purposes, as well on account of its great alti-
tude, as from the poverty of its soil; that the land has no present value
for municipal or towiusite purposes. . . . . That there is no timber
upon the claim. . . . . That there exists no surface or underground
workings of either placer or lode within the boundaries of the claim.
* . . . That the surface of the claim is underlaid by a deep bed of
gravel bearing placer gold that its successful working as a placer de-
pends upon the united action of the owners of the continuous chain of
placer claims along Silver Bow Creek (flowing southwestward one quar-
ter mile west of the northwest corner of the claim) in building a bed
rock flume. It is believed that this, when done, will enable the claim-
ants to sucessfully open and develop this placer claim. . . . . That
if this land does not prove valuable for placer purposes, it is entirely
worthless. . . . That the expenditures placed upon this claim by
the applicant and his grantors exceeds ($S500) five hundred dollars, and
that said improvements consists of a mining ditch, two by four and 5,280
feet long, constructed during the era of high prices preceding the date of
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mining application No. 962, and believed to have cost upwards of $500.
This ditch is a spur from Noyes and Barnards' large mining ditch, about
one quarter mile to the east, and enters the claim one hundred and twenty-
five feet north of the southeast corner, and following the south margin of
the depression before mentioned crosses the south boundary of the claim
about three hundred and fifty feet west of said corner, and running west-
ward near the south boundry re-enters the claim one thousand feet west
from the southeast corner. Thience, it maintains a generally west uorth-
west course and crosses the west boundary about five hundred feet north
of the southwest corner."

Your office held that, although it appeared that said ditch crossed said
claim, yet it "is not shown to contribute to its development."

The appellant insists that the evidence submitted is sufficient to war-
rant a finding that the land is mineral in character, and that the re-
quired amouAt has been expended to develop said claim, but, if it should
be held otherwise, he " is willing to make such further developments as
you may deem necessary," and he asks that he may be allowed to sub-
mit further evidence in case the proof already furnished shall not be
deemed satisfactory.

By Sec. 2319 of the U. S. Revised Statutes, it is provided that " all
valuable mineral deposits in lands belonging to the United States, both
surveyed and unsurveyed, are hereby declared to be free and open to
exploration andi purchase . . . . . under regulations prescribed
by law."

It has been repeatedly held by this Department that it must appear
that the land applied for is at the time of the application mineral in
character, and that it is not enough to show that adjoining tracts are
mineral, or that the tract applied for may in the future develop the
presence of mineral. Commissioners of Kings County v. Alexander,
and cases cited (5 L. D., 126).

In the case of IDeffeback v. Hawke (115 U. S., 404), the United
States supreme court, after stating the provisions of law relative to the
sale of mineral lands, said: " It is plain from this brief statement of the
legislation of Congress, that no title from. the United States to land
known at the time of sale to be valuable for its minerals, of gold, silver,
cinnabar, or copper, can be obtained under the pre-emption or home-
stead laws, or the townsite laws, or in any other way, than as prescribed
by the laws specially authorizing the sale of such lands.
We say 'land known at the time to be valuable for its minerals,' as there
are vast tracts of public land in which minerals of different kinds are
found, but not in such quantity as to justify expenditures in the effort
to extract them. It is not to such lands that the term ' mineral' in the
sense of the statute is applicable."

The same court, in the case of the Colorado Coal Company v. United
States (123 U. S., 307), quoted from Deffeback v. llawke (suara), and
applied the rule enunciated therein to coal lands claimed to be'reserved
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from sale under the pre-emption law under the term "known mines."
The court said:

We hold, therefore, that to constitute the exception contemplated by the pre-emp-
tion act under the head ofI 'known mines ' there should be upon the land ascertained
eoal deposits of such an extent and value as to make the land more valuable to be
worked as a coal mnine, under the conditions existing at the time, than for merely ag-
ricultural purposes. The circumstance that there are surface indications of the ex-
istence of veins of coal does not constitute a mine. It does not even prove that the
land will ever be, under any conditions, suficiently valuable on account of its coal
deposits to be worked as a mine. A change in the condition occurring subsequently
to the sale, whereby new discoveries are made, or by means whereof it may become
profitable to work the veins as mines, can not affect the title as it passed at the time
of the sale. The question must be determined according to the facts in existence at
the time of the sale.

Applying the principle announced in said decisions to the case at
bar, it is quite evident that the proof as to the mineral character of said
land is insufficient.

The report of the U. S. deputy mineral surveyor expressly states that
"the mineral value of the land has not been proven," and while he
states that " the claim is underlaid by a deep bed of gravel bearing
placer gold," lie also states that the successful working of said claim as
a placer will depend upon the building of a bed rock flume, and, when
this is done, it is believed that the claimant can " successfully open and
develop this placer claim." Besides, the surveyor also reported that
there had been "1 no surface or underground workings of either placer
or lode within the boundaries of the claim." So far as this record shows,
there has not been a dollar's worth of mineral taken from said claim or
disclosed thereon, nor is it shown how much gold there is in the " deep
bed of gravel " underlying the surface of said claim.

I think, also, that the proof as to improvements is not sufficiently ex-J plicit. It is not shown that the ditch built across said claim was placed
there for the purpose of developing said claim. It does appear that
said ditch was placed on the claim prior to the filing of the application
for patent, namely, August 1, 1881, and the report of the surveyor,
dated April 5, 1886, shows that no use has been made of said ditch for
the working of said claim. The proof should show that the improve-
ments have been made for the purpose of developing the particular
claim applied for. See circular, approved September 23,1882 (1 L. D.,
685); Smelting Company v. Kemp (104 U. S., 655). Although said proof
is deficient, since there is no protest filed and no evidence of bad faith
on the part of said applicant, I am of the opinion that his request to be
allowed to furnish satisfactory evidence of the mineral character of said
claim, and of the value of the improvements placed thereon for its de-
velopment, should be granted.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly, and the applicant
will be allowed sixty days from notice hereof within which to submit
the supplemental proof required. In case he fails to do so -within the
time allowed, his entry will be canceled.
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TIMBER CULTURE ENTRY-" DEVOID OF TIMBER."

CANDIDO V. FARGO.

A timber culture entry will not be canceled on the groand that the land is not " de-
void of timber," where said entry was allowed in accordance with departmental
ralings then in force, and, the entryman snbsequently proceeded in due compli-
ance with law.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stochslager, July 28, 1888.

I have considered the case of Packiota Candido v. Charles G. Fargo,
as presented by the appeal of the latter from your office decision of
November 9, 1886, holding for cancellation his timber culture entry,
No. 779, of the W. i of NE. J and the E. A of NW. , Sec. 17, T. 9 N., R.
2 E., B. II. M., Deadwood, Dakota.

It appears that said entry was made May 2-1, 1884, and that Candido
initiated contest June 27, 1885, charging that " said tract is not com-
posed of prairie land, nor land devoid of timber, but that in said section 17
there is a large quantity of growing timber; also that said Fargo did
not plow five acres on said land for the year ending May 24, 1885, nor
up to this time, and has not to this date complied with the timber cul-
ture laws."

Hearing was ordered and had at the local office July 30,1885, both
parties being present.

On the evidence adduced, the register and receiver found, as to culti-
vation, in the following language: "Fargo has complied with the tim-
ber culture law since making entry. There appears no reason to ques-
tion his good faith in making entry, nor in cultivation." As to the
charge that the tract is not prairie land, they find that there are from
" 150 to 400 scrubby trees growing along the bed of a creek in Sec. 17,
almost useless for all purposes," and that, except for your office decision
of May 25, 1885, in the case of Dotson v. Thomas (12 C. L. O., 71), the
entry would be sustained oil authority of Bartch v. Kennedy (3 L. D.,
437), and numerous other decisions of this Department.

Followin- the rule laid down in the above cited case of Dotson v.
Thomas, however, in which your predecessor held that land in a section
containing any timber whatever was not subject to entry under the tim-
ber culture law, the register and receiver found for contestant, because
of the few trees growing on section 17, as above stated.

On appeal, your office found from the evidence that the law had been
complied with in the matter of breaking, but finding that there are on
the section about two hundred trees, the conclusion was reached that
the entry was illegal, and it was accordingly held for cancellation.

On appeal it is contended that said decision of your office was error:
1. In deciding that the land embraced in the section was not land de-

void of timber within the contemplation and meaning of the timber
culture act.

2. In deciding that Fargo's entry was not in all respects legal and
valid.
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3. In not deciding, inasmuch as the rulings and decisions of the land
department in force at the time when said entry was made, permitted
and encouraged the making of timber culture entries upon land such as
that embraced in the section in question, that said entry was protected
by said rulings as being the interpretation of the law at that time.

4. In adjudging that said entry should be held for cancellation.
Appellant concludes by asking that your said office decision be over-

rnled and reversed, and that the contest in this case be dismissed.
Upon an examination of the evidence, I find no trouble in arriving

at a conclusion as to the facts. It is clear that claimant had at the date
of the initiation of contest done the requisite amount of breaking, and
that so far as his acts were concerned, he had met the full requirements
of the law as to breaking and cultivation. It is admitted by him that
there are on the section, in which his entry was made, about one hun-
dred and fifty scrubby trees, along and between the banks of a creek,
which runs through or across a corner of said section. The finding of
your office that there are about two hundred of such trees is, I think,
not far from the fact. These trees are of scrubby growth, uutit for
making lumber, but would make firewood.

Upon a full consideration of the whole record, I arn satisfied that the
exceptions to your office decision appealed from are well founded.

Under the rulings of this Departmient, in force at the date of the
entry, the tract was undoubtedly subject to the timaber culture entry as
made by Fargo. Blenkner v. Sloggy (2 L. D., 267); Wheelon v. Tal-
bot (id., 273); Box v. Ulstein (3 L. D., 14:3); Bartch v. Kennedy (id.,
437).

Since said entry was allowed by the local land officers in accordance
with the construction of the timber culture law by the Department then
in force, and upon the faith of such entry the claimant has proceeded
to comply with the law, it is not in harmony with the principles of jus-
tice to deprive him of the fruits of his labor. Allen v. Cooley (5 L. D.,
261). Fargo having made his entry upon land subject to entry under
the timber culture law, as construed at the date of said entry, and the
evidence showing that since the date of entry, he has complied with the
law, I am of the opinion that the contest should be dismissed, and that
the entry should remain intact, subject to future compliance with law.

Your office decision is accordingly reversed.

CONFLICTING SETTLEMENT RIGHTS-NOTICE.

HEMSWORTH v. HOLLAND.

The notice given by settlement and improvement extends only to the quarter section
as defined by the public surveys.

Secretary Viias to Commissioaer Stockslager, July 23, 1883.

The land involved herein is the W. i N'W. I, Sec. 4, T. 16 N., R. 20
W., Grand Island, Nebraska.
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This tract was embraced in the homestead entry of one Pendleton P.
Lee, made September 28, 1883, for the NW. 1 of said Sec. 4.

On March 29, 1884, James Holland initiated contest against the en-

trymentioned. On April 12, 1884, Edgar A. Hemsworth presented the
relinquishment of Lee and at the same time made application to file
declaratory statement for the land in question and the S. i, SE. 1 Sec.
33, T. 17 N., and range aforesaid.

The records of your office show the tracts last named to be contigu -
ous.

The local office held the relinquishment so presented for special affi-

davit to explain why it was given, and rejected Heemsworth's said ap-
plication to file.

On May 16, 1881, Holland submitted testimony in support of his con-
test (Lee making default) and the same was on June 4, following, sus-
tained by the local officers. On June 25, 1881, Heemsworth again pre-
sented Lee's relinquishment accompanied by the required affidavit.
Thereupon the local officers " dismissed the said contest but rejected
the application of Heemsworth to file as aforesaid for the reason that the
same conflicted with the preference right of Holland."

On July 26, 1884, Holland (having been notified by the local officers
on June 26th, 1881, that his said contest was sustained) filed declaratory
statement alleging settlement on July 23, of the same month.

On August 16, 1884, yonr office on appeal by Hemsworth from the
rejection by the local office of his application to file, directed that the
same be allowed "subject to the prior "right" of Holland."

It appears from the records of your office that Hemsworth filed such
declaratory statement August 25, 1884, alleging settlement October 10,

1883, and also that he made homestead entry on September 15, 1884,
for the land embraced in his said filing to wit: S. A, SE. t, Sec. 33,

T. 17 W., and W. A, NW. i, Sec. 4, T. 16 W.
Upon Hemsworth's application for hearing your office on July 7,

1885, found that Holland's contest was premature and that he acquired
* no preference right thereby and directed a hearing to determine the

rights of the parties " by virtue of settlement and improvements ".

From the foregoing no appeal was taken. Upon the testimony submit-
ted before a notary public, the local officers on February 6, 1886, sus-
tained the filing of Holland.

On July 24, 1886, your office affirmed the action below and held the
* entry of Hemsworth for cancellation so far as it related to the land in-

* volved.
From this decision Hemsworth appeals.
Hemsworth testified that he made settlement October 16, 1883, upon

S. i SE. i of said Sec. 33, with the intention of securing Lee's relin-
quishment of his said homestead entry, when he proposed to file for
the tract named together with the W. i, NW. 41 of Sec. 4, i. e., the tract
involved, that failing to obtain said relinquishment he applied on No-
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member 7, 1883, to file declaratory statement for said S. A, SE. I and also
E. A, SW. I section 33, that on April 6, 188-, he learned by "a decision
from Washington " that he could not file for the E. A SW. i, and there-
upon on April 7, 1884, he forwarded to the local office, Lee's relinquish-
ment together with his said application to file for S. A SE. 1, See. 33
and the W. A NW. 1, Sec. 4.

His improvements consistingofa board house twelve by fourteen feet,
pig pen, chicken house, well forty-se%,en feet deep, some ten acres culti-
vated and a number of trees planted, are on the SE. : of section 33.
He states that he has no improvements on the land in dispute, and
that he has resided on his claim since May 3, 1884.

Holland established residence on the NW. X, Sec.4, some time between
August 15, and 28, 1884, occupying a house which he had previously
built. He said residence was thereafter continuous. His improvements
are on the land in dispute and consist of a frame house fourteen by
eighteen feet and ten feet high with tin roof a cave, well and some
three acres of breaking; total value between $375 and $400).

Counsel for the appellant insist that Hemsworthis entitled to the land
in question by virtue of his application of April 12, 1881, to file there-
for and that Holland is concluded by his failure to appeal from your
office finding of July 7, 1885, that his contest being premature, he ac-
quired no preference right thereby, and that his filing in July, 1884,
was without effect. I have not deemed it necessary to pass upon the ques-
tions raised by this contention. The sole question presented by this rec-
ord is that of the respective rights of the parties by virtue of settlement
andimprovement. lenisworth'sclaimto thisparticular tract did not ap-
pear of record until August 25, 1884, when he filed declaratory statement
as stated. The local office find in effect that Holland settled upon and
improved the land without the knowledge of Hemsworth's claim. Hol-
land seems, prior to the hearing on his contest against Lee's entry, to
have known that Hemsworth held the relinquishment of the same. He
testified that he refused Hemsworth's offer to sell him said relinquish-
ment, but that finally, as a consideration for the same, he agreed in the
event of his said contest being successful, to dig a well on the land and
allow Hemsworth to use it, that upon his arrival at the local office he
found no such relinquishment, although Hemsworth had previously said
it was there, and that he " then felt as if I had been duped."

Hemsworth stated thfat he offered the said relinquishment to Holland
on the condition (agreed to by Holland) that he would put a well on
the land in dispute and allow him (Hemsworth) to use it for five years,
and that he told Holland-" I will give you an order on the Register

-. ... . to give you the relinquishment when you arrive there
May 16, 1884."

Holland swears that he had his house in the course of construction
and his well dug before he received notice that Hemsworth claimed the
land.
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The evidence satisfies me that the finding of the local office in this
regard was correct. The homestead entry of Lee was canceled on June
4, 1884, and Holland became the first claimant oC record by his declara-
tory statement filed July 26, following.

Whatever rights Heemsworth can obtain to this tract must result from.
his settlement in October, 1883, and subsequent residence upon the S.
W SE. 1, Sec. 33. That he has no such right against those which Hol-
land has acquired by virtue of his filing and actual settlement prior to
notice of his, Hemsworth's, claim, is plain. The department has held
that the notice given by settlement and improvement extends only to
the quarter section as defined by the public surveys. (L. R. Hall 5
L. D., 141). Hemsworth's rights, if he has any, are confined to the SE.

o Of Sec. 33.
For the reasons stated, I concur in your conclusion that the filing of

Holland should remain intact, and that the entry of Hemsworth, so far
as it relates to the land in dispute, should be canceled.

Your decision is affirmed.

IDESERT LAND ENTRY-FINAL PROOF.

RILEY GARRETT.

Final proof may be accepted and the entry sent to the Board of Equitable Adjudica-
cation, in the absence of an adverse claim, where reclamation is not effected
within the statutory period but such delay is satisfactorily explained.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, July 28, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Riley Garrett from the decision of
your office, dated December 30, 1886, rejecting his application for ex-
tension of time in making final proof and holding for cancellation his
desert land entry No. 111 of the SW. A of the NE. j, and Lot 2 of Sec.
0, T. 33 N., R. 99 W., and the SW. 1 of the SE. ± of Sec. 31, T. 34 N.,.
R. 99 W., made June 28, 1883, at the Evanston land office, in the Ter-
ritory of Wyoming.

The record shows that your office on November 19, 1886, directed the
local office to require. said Garrett to show cause why his entry should
not be canceled for failure to make proof within the timeirequired by
law. In response thereto the local land office forwarded the duly cor-
roborated affidavit of the entryman alleging that the reason he had not
been able to reclai m all of said land, was on account of the mistake of
the deputy surveyor of the county, who was employed to survey a water
ditch on said land, and the entryman requested that he be allowed one
year's additional time to comply with the law and make final proof on
said tract.

Your office, on December 30, 1886, held that it had no authority to
extend the time of making final proof, and held said entry for cancel-
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lation. On appeal, the claimant has filed a duly corroborated affidavit
averring that said laud can only be irrigated by bringing water thereon
from a point five miles distant; that he had made arrangements for ob-
taining water to irrigate said land, and that by reason of a mistake in
the survey of the ditch, and through no fault of the claimant, the land
has not been fully reclaimed within three years from the date of said
entry.

The claimant further avers that he took said entry in perfect good
faith and has expended on said land, in labor and improvements, the
sum of $500.

I concur with you that your office has no authority to grant an exten-
sion of time within which the claimant may make final proof. But it
by no means follows that the entry must necessarily be canceled for fail-
ure to make final proof within the statutory period, in the absence of
an adverse claim, if the claimant shows a reasonable excuse for the de-
lay. His final proof, if it shows full compliance with thp law as to rec-
lamation (even where such reclamation was made subsequently to the
statutory period), in the absence of any adverse claim, may be accepted
after the expiration of the time designated by law. Such has been the
ruling of the Department, and I see no reason for changing the same.
Larson v. Parks (1 L. D., 487): Fraser v. Ringgold (3 L. D., 69): Alex-
ander Toponce (4 L. D., 261): Dunlap v. Raggio (5 L. D.. 440).

The decision of your office must be modified, and you will direct the
local land officers to advise the claimant that he will be allowed sixty
lays from notice thereof, within which to offer final proof showing full
conapliance with the requirements of the desert land law, as to reclama-
tion, etc., and the same, if offered, will be duly considered.,

If said proof shall show full compliance with the reqnirnments of the
law, and a satisfactory explanation of the delay in making said proof,
the case may be submitted to the Board of Equitable Adjudication for
its consideration. See case of Alexander Douglas (6 L. D., 548).

H-IOMESTEAD ENTRY-INDEMINITY SELECTION.

RUDOLPH NEMITZ.

An entry should not be allowed of land embraced within a pending railroad indem-
nity selection; but if thus allowed it will not be canceled, but treated as an ap-
plicatibn to enter, and held subject to the company's claim under its selection.

Secretary Vilas to Coqmmissioner Stockslager, July 28, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Rudolph Nemitz from your office de-
cision of July 8, 1886 holding for cancellation his adjoining farm home-
stead entry for the NW. 1 of the NE. 4 of Sec. 33, T. 116, N., R. 29,
W., Benson, Minn., land district.

This land is within the ten mile (granted) limits of the Hastings and
Dakota Railway under act of July 4, 1866 (14 Stat. 87), under which
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act the rights of the grantee are held to hare attached June 26, 1867,
the date when the map of definite location was accepted.

It is also within the twenty-mile indemnity limits of the St. Paul,
Minneapolis and Manitoba Ry. Co. under the act of March 3, 1865,
(13 Stat. 526). It is said in your office decision that this tract " was
selected on account of the grant last mentioned November 14, 1866,
and the selection was intact upon the official records at the date of the

*> attachment of rights under the Hastings and Dakota grant and ex-
; - f cepted the land from the operation of the latter."

On September 23, 1885, Nemitz made adjoining farm homestead en-
try for said tract. Afterwards the Hastings and Dakota Ry. Co. filed

X a relinquishment of all its claim to said land. The facts concerning
this relinquishment are in all material respects similar to those in the
ease of Halgrin Tostensen decided by the Department on the 23d day
of June, 1888 (6 L. D., 820), and your office decision herein should be
modified as to this question in accordance with the views expressed in
that decision.

While it was error on the part of the local officers to allow an entry
for this land while the application of the St. Paul, Minn. & Man. By.
Co. to select the same as indemnity was pending, and they should only
have received it as an application to enter, yet since it has been allowed
I can see no good reason for cancelling it provided the selection by the
company should for any reason be rejected, but it may be considered
as if it were an application to enter and remain intact upon the record

- subject to the company's claim under its selection, which claim you will
cause to be adjudicated as speedily as possible.

Your said office decision' is modified accordingly.

lMrENrG CLAIM-LOCATION-SrnVEY.

'LINCOLN PLACER.

An official survey must be made in accordance with the location notice upon which
the survey is ordered, and this rule is applicable to amended, as well as original
locations.

* An entry, allowed upon a survey that did not follow the amended location, should
*: ; not be canceled, but a new survey should be made in eonformity with said loca-

.- . tion.
The claim as amended is an entirety, and it is not necessary that the improvements

should be upon any particular part thereof.
The report of the surveyor as to the character of the land is sufficient in the absence

of anything bringing in question the bone fides of the claimant, or tending to
show that the ground added by the amendment is valuable, or is sought for any
other than mining purposes.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslsager, July 28, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of The Alice Mining Company from
the decision of your office of January 12, 1887, holding for cancellation

3263-VOL 7--6l
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the mineral entry, No. 2748, of said company for the Lincoln placer
claim, survey No. 2080, Upper Fall River mining district and Central
City land district, Colorado.

The last amended location notice referred to in your office decision
was made and sworn to Augfust 1, 1881, but it was not recorded until
2 P. M. of August 5, 1884, the day on which the survey was begun and
ended. The location was made, but your office presumes it was not
recorded, before the survey, the record being silent as to whether the
survey was before or after 2 P. M. But whether made before or after
the location notice had been recorded, it was irregular, because, as
stated in your office decision, it was not made " in accordance with the
location notice upon which survey had been ordered," as such surveys
are directed to be made in the letter of instructions to surveyors-general,
lated November 20, 1873. (Copp's U. S. Mineral Lmtnds, Ed. of 1881,

p. 68; see, also, letter of September 13, 1878, ib., p. 71, and case of
"Sulphur Mine and Sulphur King Mine," ib., p. 248.) In said letter
of November 20, 1873, surveyors-general are instructed " to require the
applicant for survey to furnish a copy of the original record of location,
properly certitied to by the recorder having charge of the records of
the mining locations in the district where the claim is situate, and cause
all official surveys of mining claims to be ma(lein strict conformity to
the lines established by the original location as recorded; " and it is
said, "A survey mide in accordance with the dictation of p trties in
interest and not in accordance with the location upon which it is ordered,
is a private and not au official survey, and has already caused great
confusion and been productive of great injury to bona Jide claimants."
It is insisted by counsel for appellant, that this rule was intended only
for original locations; but the reason of the rule, and therefore the rule
itself, is applicable to amended as well as original locations. The entry,
however should not be canceled on account of this irregularity, but a
n4.w survey should be ordered to be made in conformity to said last
amended location.

In the case of Sulphur Mine and Sulphur King Mine, supra, it is said:
" While the application for a patent of the claim thus surveyed should
not be rejected solely on account of said irregular proceeding, I am of
the opinion that, before a patent issues, an actual survey of the claim
on the ground should be made subsequent to the recording of the notice
of location, as provided by law." In that case, the survey was made
even before the location.

In reference to the mineral character of the land, the surveyor reports
that " the ground has prospected well in gold in various places," and
the value of I he labor done and improvements made upon the claim for
mining purposes is shown to be largely more than five hundred dollars.
This applies to the last amended location of the claim, as, after careful
comparison, I find said location and the survey to substantially corres-
pond.
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Your Office holds as one ground of cancellation of the entry, that " it
is not satisfaictorily showin that mineral has been di icovered within the
ground claitned in addition to the ground originally located, or that anyJ improvements have been mnasde thereon." The claim as amended is an
entirety an(l it is not necessary, that the improvements should be upon
any particular part thereof, anil the report as to the mineral character
of the claim is sufflcient, in the absenue of anything bringing in ques-
tion the bonafldes of the clainsanid, or tending to show that the ground
added by the amendmnent is valuable or is sought for any other than
mining purposes.

You are, therefore, instructed to direct the local officers to allow the
claimant to obtain an order of survey, based upon and to be made in
accordance with the last amended location, and thereupon apply for
patent in conformity to law. The decision of your office is modified
accordingly.

MINING CLAIM-ADVERSE PROCEEDINGS.

MEYER RT AL V. HYMAN.

An entry allowed prior to the final disposition of adverse proceedings must be can-
celed and the parties placed ie statmqueA, where it appears thatsuch adverse claim
is still asserted and remains undetermined.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stock7slager, Jaly 28, 1888.
* I have considered the case of William B. Meyer et al. and Jerome B.
Wheeler et al. v. David M. Hyman, involving the latter's mineral entry,
No. 14, for the "D Durant Lode Mining Claim," Glen wood Springs dis-
trict, Colorado, on appeal by the said plaintiffs from the decision of your
office of January 15,1887.

August 11, 1881, Hyman made application for patent on said mining
claim and during the period of publication of notice of said application,

- Meyer et al. and Wheeler et al., respectively, filed adverse claims, and
within thirty days thereafter, brought suits in the district court of the
5th judicial district of Colorado, for the county of Pitkin, againist said
Hyman, to determine the right of possession to said claim. (Revised
Statutes, 2326.)

These suits remained pending in the said district court of Colorado
until October 1, 1883, when., on the petition of Hyman, they were duly
removed to the circuit cQurt of the United States for Colorado.

On January 29, 1885, after said cases had been so removed, the attor-
neys for said adverse claimants (plaintiffs in said suits), without their
knowledge (as they allege), ordered the clerk of said district court of
Colorado to enter orders upon the records of said court of dismissal of
said suits, and, thereupon, Hyman procured from said clerk a certifi-
cate, that there was then no suit pending in said district court involv-
ing the right of possession of the " Durant Lode Mining Claim " (the
claim in dispute), anid, having filed this certificate in the Land Offlie,
made application to enter said claim, and, on the faith of said certifi-
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cate, said entry was allowed by the land officers, February- 4, 1885.
The adverse claimants, as soon as they heard of these proceedings, made
motions to vaeate said orders of dismissal and to re-instate said causes
on the docket of said court, which motions, after hearing and argument
thereon, were granted by the court, and said causes, respectively,
were re-instated, February 14, and May 11, 1885. There is no explana-
tion in the record in this case of the conduct of the parties and action
of the district court, recognizing said suits as still pending in said court
after their removal therefrom. The proceedings in said court after
said removal would seem to be coram non judice and void.

On March 21, 1885, W. B. Meyer et al. filed with the local officers a
protest, and, August 14, 1885, J. B. Wheeler et al., a petition, reciting
the above facts, and asking that said entry of said mining claim so ob-
tained be canceled, and this protest and petition were duly forwarded
to your office. On June 22, 1886, there was received at your office from
the clerk of said United States circuit court certified copies of judg-
ments in said suits, rendered by said circuit court December 7, 1885, in
favor of the defendant, Hyman, awarding to him the ground in contest,
and on December 7, 1886, your office, relying upon said certificates of
judgment as showing the then status of said causes in said court, dis-
missed the said protest and petition of said adverse claimants; but,
evidence having been filed in your office, December 18, 1886, of the
re-instatement of said causes after judgment set aside in said circuit
court on May 6, 1886, and that they were still pending and undeter-
mined in said court, your office, by the decision of January 15, 1887,
reviewed said decision of December 7,1886, dismissing said protest and
petition, and recalled the same and held that Hlyman's entry should re-
main suspended until said suits were finally determined. Meyer et al..

and Wheeler et al. now appeal from said decision, on the ground that
the entry should have been canceled and not merely suspended.

Sec. 2326 (Revised Statutes) provides, that " Where an adverse claim
is filed .. ... all proceedings, except the publication of notice
and making and filing the affidavit thereof, shall be stayed until the
controversy shall have been settled or decided by a court of compe-
tent jurisdiction, or the adverse claim waived." At the time iyman's
entry was allowed, February 4, 1885, the suits of the adverse claim-
ants were pending and undetermined in the circuit court of the United
States for Colorado, to which they had been removed on the petition,
of Hyman, and the adverse claims had been in no way waived. The
allowance of said entry was, therefore, contrary to the above provision
of the statute.

As authority for suspending and not canceling the entry, the case of
the Gunuison Crystal Mining Company (2 L. D., 722) is cited in the de-
cision of your office. In that case, there were two applications for

patent, and the claimants under the second application, having ad-
versed the first and brought suit in support of the adverse, prematurely
entered the ground in conflict before the suit had been decided, and,
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it being afterwards decided in their favor, and the claimants under the
first application having acquiesced in the judgment by taking no ap-
peal therefrom and conforming their entry thereto by eliminating the
tract in dispute, it was held, that there was no longer any conflict be-
tween the claimants, and, hence, that the question at issue was one
solely between the second (or adverse) claimants and the government,
and the entry being otherwise unobjectionable and there being no useful
purpose to be subserved by the cancellation of the entry, that it was
"competent for the department to sanction the same."

I call discover no analogy between that case and the present. At
the date of the decision of your office, the suits between the parties
were still pending and undetermined, and there was no acquiescence
in the claim of lyman or waiver of their adverse claims by the adverse
claimants. The conflict still existed between Hyman and the adverse
claimants, and the issue was between them, and not between Hyman and
the government.

Furthermore, the conduct of Hlyman, in filing in the land office the
certificate of the clerk of the district court of Colorado, that there was
no suit involving the claim in dispute then pending in said court, and,
on the faith of such certificate inducing the land officers to allow his
entry, when on his own petition said cases bad been removed from said
court to the United States circuit court and were then, as he must be
held to have known, pending in said last named court, and in subse-
quently, June 22, 1886, procuring the dismissal of the protest and
petition respectively of the adverse claimants, on the strength of judg-
ments in his favor in said circuit court which had been previously, May
6, 1886, vacated-exposes him to the charge of practicing an imposi-
tion on the land officers, in order to obtain an unfair advantage over
the adverse claimant; and this charge derives further support from the
fact, shown by the evidence, that Hyman has set up said entry so
obtained as evidence in his behalf in another suit, in said United States
circuit court, between himself and some of said adverse claimants,
involving large interests, and known as the " Darant-Emma case.'

I am of the opinion, that the parties should be placed in stCatu quo by
a cancellation of the entry, and so direct.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly.

RAILROAD GRANT-PRE-EM1PTION FILING.

MILLICAN V. NORTHERN PACIFIC R. Pi. Co.
A pre-emption filing of record, which had attached at the date of withdrawal on gen-

eral route, and when the line of road was definitely located, excepts the land
covered thereby from the operation of the grant, and the company cannot ques-
tion the validity of said filing.

Secretary Vilas to Comn missioner Stockcslager, July 28, 1888.

I have considered the case of James K. Millican v. the Northern Pa-
cifie Lailroad Companly, as presented by the appeal of the latter from
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the decision of your office, dated April 8, 1886, rejecting its claim to the
S. 4 of the SE. 1, and S. of the SE. 4 of Sec. 25, T. 13 X, It. 17 E.,
North Yalkima land district, in the Territory of Washington.

The record shows that a hearing was duly had upon the application
of Millican to make timber culture entry of said land, alleging that the
same was excepted from the grant to said comnpany by act of Congress,
approved July 2, 1861 (13 Stat.. 365), by reason of the claim of Edward
Wilson.

The hearing was fixed for January 26, 1886, and due notice given to
both parties. The company did not appear, but Millican was present
and offered testimony tending to sustain said allegations.

Upon the evidence submitted the local office deci(led that said tracts
were excepted from said grant, and recommendied that said timber cul-
ture application be allowed.

On April 8, 1886, your office examined the papers in said case, and
found that said tracts are in an odd numbered section, within the lim-
its of the witlldrawal on general route for the benefit of said company,
dated July 18, 1879, and also of the withdrawal, on the filing of the
map of definite location, dated May 21, 1884; that said Wilson filed his
pre-emption declaratory statement, No. 2962, for said land on May 2,
1879, alleging settlement thereon April 21, same year; that he also filed,
a second declaratory statement for said tracts on March 3, 1883, alleg-
ing settlement same day; that the evidence shows that Wilson built a
house upon said land about May, 1879, resided therein and improved
his claim for about one year, when, according to the testimony of one
witness, *' he seems to have neglectedl it; " that upon making said sec-
ond filing, he returned to said land, cultivated and improved it, and
built another house and dug another well; that said second filing is
invalid, but the claim under the first filing still of record is good, " except
as against another settler," and served to except said land from the oper-
ation of the grant to said company.

From the foregoing. it is apparent that the claim of the company was
properly rejected, for, at the date of the withdrawal on general route,
and also when the line of the road was definitely located, there was a
pre-emption filing of record, which had attached to the land in contro-
versy, and the company can not question the validity of said filings.
William ]E. Malone v. Union Pacific Railway Company (7 L. D., 13.)

The decision of your office rejecting the claim of said company is
affirmned.

COMMUTED HOMESTEAD-FINAL CERTIFICATE.

SAMUEL H. VAINDIVOORT.

The official acts of the register and receiver are subject to supervision and may be ap-
proved or disapproved by the Commissioner of the General Land Office.

A final certificate, Until approved by the General Land Office, is only prima facie evi-
dence of equitable title.
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The right of commutation depends upon prior comnpliance with the homestead law.
If the cash entry fails the original entry falls therewith.

Where good faith is not manifest from the final proof, and bad faith does not affirma-
tively appear, the cash entry will be suspended with the right tousubmit new final
proof within the life of the entry.

First Assistant Secretacry Muldrow to Coimmissioner Stoockslcager, July 30,
1888.

I have considered the appeal of Samuel H. Vandivoort from your de-
cision, dated January 3, 1887, rejecting the final proof in his commuted
homestead entry of the SE. i of Sec. 1, T. 106, N., R. 62 W., 5th P. M.,
Mitchell, Dakota, and holding for cancellation his cash certificate issued
by the local office on said final proof.

It appears that Vandivoort made homestead entry of the tract de-
scribed December 15, 1884, and that he made final proof and commuted
to cash entry (final certificate No. 14,044) August 8, 1885.

Your office' upon reaching the case for action was not satisfied with
* the proof, and by letter of July 26, 1886, to the register and receiver,

directed them to call upon claimant to furnish his affidavit corroborated
by at least two disinterested persons having personal knowledge of the
facts sworn to showing the number, duration and causes of all absences
from the tract. You also required him to state whether he had main-
tained his residence upon the land since making final proof, and what
improvements if any, he had made on said tract since said final proof.

The register and receiver reported that claimant was duly notified of
the above 'requirements and that no response had been received.

You thereupon by the decision appealed from held his cash certificate
* for cancellation, but allowed the original entry to remain intact subject

to future proof, and directed the local officers to so notify claimant.
From that decision he appeals to the Department, and urges in sub-

stance that his proof having been made after due notice and h ving been
*5 accepted by the register and receiver as satisfactory, those officers hav-

ing received his money and issued final certificate, said certificate is final
and conclusive-as against the government, whose agents the register
and receiver are, and is equivalent to patent, especially in the absence
of any charge of fraud.

He instaaces the rule as to principal and agent aud contends that it
is applicable in his case and is binding upon the government. It is too

aid - well settled to call for argument or citation that the olficial acts of the
register and receiver are subject to supervision and may be approved
or disapproved by your office. A final certificate is, until approved by

it your office only primajacie evidence of equitable title.
It may be sus-pendlbd or it may canceled, and when this is done there

is no right to patent, except upon the production of proof satisfactory to
your office, unless on appeal the action of your office is overruled by the
Department. It is therefore clear that the position contended for by
appellant is untenable. Upon an examination of the final proof I find
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no good reason for disturbing or interfering with the requirement of
your office that supplemental proof be furnished. The proof as to the
number, duration and causes of the absences is not sufficiently specific
and while bad-faith is not shown the evidence is not of a character to
warrant a satisfactory conclusion that claimant has acted in good faith..
His refusal or failure to furnish supplemental affidavits certainly adds
no strength to his case. I concur in that part of your decision declin-
ing to accept the proof in its present condition. I do not, however,
agree with that portion of your decision which holds for cancellation
the final certificate and at the same time allows the original entry to
stand subject to further proof. The right of commutation depends upon
prior compliance with the homestead law. If the cash entry fail the
homestead entry falls therewith. Greenwood v. Peters, (4 L. D., 237);
Oscar T. Roberts (5 id., 392).

This is a case of insufficient evidence of good faith, not of affirmative
evidence of bad faith. It is, therefore, a case in which the final certifi-
cate should be suspended, not canceled, since cancellation of the certi-
ficate would involve the cancellation of the original entry.

The proof being unsatisfactory, but bad faith not being affirmatively
shown, I so far modify your decision as to direct the suspension instead
of the cancellation of the final certificate in this case, and that appel-
lant be notified that he may at any time within the lifetime of his entry,
make such proof either supplemental or new as may properly be ac-
cepted.

PRE-EMIPTION FINAL PROOF-WITNESSES.

CASSIUS C. HAMMOND.

Final proof cannot be considered without the testimony of at least two witnesses as
to the settler's qualifications and compliance with law.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stocklcager, July 30, 1888.

I have considered the case of Cassius C. Hammond in which, by your
office letter of March 21, 1887, you modified the decision of the local
officers at Bismareck, Dakota, in rejecting final proof of said claimant
upon pre-emption declarato ry statement upon W. 2 SE. I and E. 2 SW. i
Sec. 18, T. 130 N., R. 70 W., said modification preserving to the said
Hammond the right to offer new proof of his continuous residence
prior to date of your letter.

It appears from the evidence that said entryman is clerk of the court
of the county in which said land is situated, and that bor the two months
immediately preceding the presentation of his final proof he had been at
the county seat some four miles distant from the land, performing the
duties of said office, but going out to his claim on Saturday and remain-
ing over Sunday.
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-Under the rulings of this Department (A. E. Flint 6 L. D., 068), I am
of the opinion that the other evidence being sufficient, the discharging

by entryman of the duties of said office, should still be counted as con-

tinuous residence.
The difficulty in the case, to my mind, is the recantation by the wit-

ness Briggs, on November 1, of his testimony of October 30, previous,
which left the local officers in the predicament of having to act upon a.

case in which applicant was corroborated by a single witness, while a

rule of the Department under See. 2263 of the Revised Statutes, pro-
vides that " Final proof, in addition to the affidavit (of claimant) must

consist of the testimony of the claimant corroborated by that of at least

two witnesses, taken separately, to the facts 9constituting his qualifica-
tions, and his compliance with the law as to settlement, inhabitancy,
improvement, non-alienation, etc."

Two witnesses therefore being jurisdictional, the local officers could

not legally accept his final proof.
The record contains no implication of bad faith on the part of the

claimant, and as he must have long since completed the necessary resi-

denee, as construed in the Flint case, and as your decision provides for

the claimant's right to present new evidence of continuous residence,

your said office decision is accordingly affirmed.

TIMBER CULTURE CONTEST-FORFlfITURE.

ANDREWS V. CORY.

J- Where the rights of a third party are not involved, the government will not insist on

a forfeiture of the rights of the entryman unless bad faith is shown on his part.

Secretary Vilas to Conwmissioner Stockslcager, July 30, 18S8.

In the case of Millard J. Andrews v. William fi. Cory, ap~jealed. by

- Cory from the decision of your office dated November 29, 18S6, the

record shows the following facts:
On May 5, 1879, said Gory made timber culture entry for the SW. i

Sec. 2, T. 138 N., R., 55 W., Fargo district, Dakota, and on May 26, 1884,

Andrews initiated this contest against said entry. Hearing was duly

had July 18, and September 1, 1881, before the register and receiver.
The allegations of the contest affidavit are "that the said. William

H. Cory has failed to plant five acres of said tract to trees, tree seeds,
nuts, or cuttings during the third year of the existence of his said entry,

and also failed to plant five acres of said tract to trees, tree-seeds, nuts,

or cuttings during the fourth year of the existence of his said entry, and

also failed to cultivate said tract during the fifth year of his said entry.

That the said Wim. H Cory has not planted any part of said tract to

trees, tree-seeds, nuts or cuttings up to the present time as required by
law."
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From the testimony taken at the hearing I find the following facts:
Within the first year after entry five acres of said tract were plowed.

Within the second, this five acres was cultivated to crop, (oats) and
five additional acres were plowed. Within the third, the second five
acres plowed was cultivated to crop, (oats) and the first five acres
planted to ash and box-eider seed. This planting was done between
the first and fifth of May, 1882, and the ground had not been cultivated
since the oats were harvested in the summer of 18SL. The land was
marked with a plow in rows four feet apart, and the seeds dropped in
the furrows, covered with a hoe and the furrow then dragged. This
ground received no farther cultivation that year or up) to July the fol-
lowing year at whichl time it was baolly overgrown with weeds and
grass.

Only about five per cent of the number of trees that should hare been
on the ground were 1o be found in July, 1883, and four of the five acres
were then plowed and the few trees on it turned under with the Wveeds
and grass.

In May, 1883, and not later than the 5th of the month, the second
year's breaking, which had been put in oats the third year, was planted
to ash and box-elder seed. Before plantingl, the ground was plowed
and dragged and marked with rows four feet apart each way. From
two to four seed were dropped in each hill and covered with the foot,
and the covering finished with a crusher. Nothing more was done with
this piece that year, and this planting having also proved a failure, not
more than one tenth of the seed having grown, the entire tea acres
was plowed in the spring of 1834 and prior to May 5. This was the
condition of the claim at the time of the institution of the contest. It
has since been re plowed and harrowed for the purpose, as testified to
by the entryman and his agent, A. S. Lowry, of getting it in proper
condition to plant to trees in the fall. Said Lowry also testified that
in the fore part of May, 1834, he wrote to the land officers at Fargo,
Dakota, in relation to getting an extension of a year's time to get the
ground in proper condition for planting; that an answer to his letter
was received but that he neglected to make a formal sworn application
for such extension.

The foregoing are the material facts bearing oln the matter under con-
sideration.

The decision appealed from reverses the decision of the local officers
dismissing the contest and holds that the entryman was in default at
the time contest was initiated and, the entry should be canceled.

The evidence in my opinion shows that the five acres on which the
first planting of tree-seeds was done, had not been properly prepared
for such planting and no reason is given why this five acres was not
replanted, as it should have been, some time during the sumnner or fall
of 1883. This is the only failure or default on the part of the entryman
which is clearly shown by the evidence, and a failure to properly plant,
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and replant the first five acres plowed is not charged in the contest af-

fidavit. The contestant herein has wholly failed to prove a single alle-

gation made by him, and having so failed he has lto right to insist on a

forfeiture of the claim because of some default not charged in. his con-

test affidavit. The question, therefore, of whether the partial failure

to comply with the requirements of the timber culture law shown in

this case-and that by testimony not relevant to the issue made by con-

testant-is sufficient to warrant a forfeiture of appellant's improvements
and right of entry, becomes a question solely between the, entryman,

and the government. Where the rights of a third party are not in-
volved the government does not usually insist on such a forfeiture un-

less bad faith is shown on the part of the entrymnan, or such gross care-
lessness and utter indifference to legal requirements as would clearly

warrant the inference of a want of good faith. The evidence in this

case does not, in my opinion, show or warrant the inference of bad

faith on the part of the entryman, and his entry will therefore remain

of-record.
-'- Tlhe decision of your office is therefore reversed.

INDEMNITY-SCHOOL SELECTION-CERTIFICATION.

*X 0 f THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

A school selection, of land subject thereto according to the official surveys, approved

and duly certified, precludes the allowauce of another selection in lieu thereof,

*000 until such certification shall be set abide by proper authority.

Secretory Filas to Commissioner Stock-sla ger, July 31, 1883.

This is an appeal by the State of California from your office decision

dated December 28, 18S6, declining to reconsider your office decision of

February 27, 1886, holding for cancellation State indemniity school selec-

tion No. 1391, for the SE. i NE. 1, Sec. 14, T. 1, N.. It. I I W., S. B. MI.

' + Your siaid office decision of February 27, I886, held said indemnity

certificate for cancellation for the following reasons, viz:

The official plat of T. 1. N., R. 5 W. S. B. M., on file in this office shows that section

36 thereof contains 243.51 acres of public laud in place, the balance 396.49 acres being

within the rancho.
In satisfaction of the latter amount, selections have been made as follows. R. &

* ' H0 R. No. 1391 for Lot 1, Sec. 10 and Lots 1, 2, and 3, SE. 1, NW. i, NE. i SW. I and S. W

SW. i Sec. 11, T. 2 S., R. 1 W., containing 270.56 acres, made April 22, 186-;, in lieu

of the NE.-, N. j NW. 4, and SE. i of NW. i, See. 36, T: I N., R. 5 W., S. B. M., ap

proved November 24, 1871, in clear, list No. 1; and R. & R. No. 2299, for the NW. i

of NW. 4, Sec. 17, and SE. 4 Sec. 18, T. 7 N., R. 29 W., made July 24, 1869, in lieu in

part of the SE. 4, Sec. 36, T. I N., R. 5 W., S. B. M., approved July 1, 1870.

The deficit in said school section has been more than satisfied and no additional

selections upon the basis therefore should be allowed.

* A- It was subsequently suggested in the argument of conusel that a por-

tion. of this indemnity school selection was included in another Mexican

An,~~~I
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grant, rancho "Paso dle la Tyera," and in your office letter to the local
office, of December 28, 1886, refusing to reconsider the cause, you say,
"The grounds for asking a reconsideration of the decision of this office
referred to as set forth in the communication of the States Attorney,
are, that a portion of the lands selected per R. & R. 139.1, and approved
as above stated, viz Lot 1 of Sec. 10 and W. 0 of Sec. 11 (except 120
acres) are within the limits of a Mexican grant, rancho "Paso de la
Tyera,"1 which was patented May 22,1873; and hence that the selection,
so far as relates to the last above mentioned tracts and the approval
thereof, was void and of no effect."

Your said office decision states further that,

It is true as stated, that a portion of the selection R. & R. No. 1391 is now shown
to be within the limits of the grant referred to; at the time the selection was made
and approved however, the official plat on file in this a id the local office, showed the
same to be public land unsurveyed, being outside of the limits of the grant as therein
defined.

Hence, having according to the official plat of survey, been public land at the time
of its selection and approval, this office has no authority to set aside the listing,
nor to certify another selection upon the same basis, until the former one has been
legally set aside.

I must therefore decline to reconsider the decision of February 27, last, as requested
by the attorney for the State.

It appearing from your said office letter of December 28, 1886, that
selection No. 1391 was approved and certified to the State, and it being
conceded by the counsel for claimant in his argument, that said selec-
tion was approved and certified to the State by clear list No. 1, dated
November 24, 1871, this Department has now no jurisdiction until said
certificate shall be set aside by the proper authority.

Your decision is, therefore, affirmed.

SETTLE1ENT..,TRESPASS -PRE EMPTION.

LAGIER v. HUNTER.

Settlement rights can not be acquired by trespass upon the rightful possession of an-
other; and a growing crop of grain on land is quite as much notice of possession,
as an inclosure thereof would be.

The right of pre-emption is not lost thronuh recognizing the title of another to the
laud in question, and holding the sanie as his tenant, when such action was the
result of erroneous decisions of the Land Department, and the pre-emptor re-as-
serted his claim as soon as he learned that the land was in fact open to entry.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stoc.slager, August 1, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Jean Lagier from yonr office decision
of December 1, 1886, rejecting his proof and holding his pre-emption

filing of June 22, 1886, upon the NW. 1A of SW. - of See. 24, T. 3 S., R.
14 W., S. B. '.U, Los Augeles land district, California, for cancellation,
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and holding the homestead entry of Robert J. Hunter, made May 19,
1886, for the same tract intact.

It appears from the record that Lagier settled upon the tract in ques-
tion in 1876, and imsade application to file his pre-emption declaratory
statement for the same and offered final proof and payment at the local
office which was refused for the reason that the tract had been selected
and approved to the State of California, as indemnity for certain six-
teenth and thirty-sixth sections lost to the State by reason of said see-
tions being included within the survey of certain Mexican grants.

From this action Lagier appealed to your office whereupon your office
affirmed the decision of the local office which decision asserted title in
the State to the tract in question. Thereupon Tagier rented the land
from one O'Connor, who succeeded to the supposed title of the State and
has since occupied the land as his tenant and has continued to cultivate
the same.

It is conceded by your office that your said decision and the decision
of the local office were erroneous, that said land had been erroneously
listed to the State and was in reality government land and open to set-
tlement and survey.

May 19, 1886, Hunter made homestead entry of said tract and imme-
diately proceeded to erect a house thereon in the midst of a growing
crop of wheat, belonging to Lagier. 'This was the first notice that La-
gier had that the. tract did not belong to his landlord O'Connor, or that
it was government land or that your decision rejecting his pre-emption

*; declaratory statement was erroneous.
fle thereupon, to wit, on the 22nd day of June, 1886, filed his declara-

tory statement for the tracts, alleging settlement 1876, and in accord-
ance with the notice made proof July, 1886, to the acceptance of which
Hunter protested.

The register and receiver rendered their opinion August, 10, 1886,
awarding the tract to Lagier upon the grounds that he had used due
diligence to ascertain his right to the premises and was not charged
with laches; that his possession was sufficient to put Hunter upon no-
tice and inquiry.

Hunter having appealed from the decision of your office, you re-
versed the decision of the register and receiver, upon the ground that
Lagier had no legal claim to the tract and does not seem to be entitled
to equitablerelief in the matter; that he was entitled to no greater con-
sideration than he would have been had he made noi former application
to enter the land.

I can not concur in your conclusion. If the tract had been enclosed
by a fence and Hunter had broken down the fence in order to make an
entry upon the land every one would recognize at once the fact that in
so doing he was a trespasser, but the growing crop of grain was quite
as much notice to Hunter of Lagier's possession as a fence would have
been and Hunter's entry under the circumstances was as clearly a tres-
pass as it would have been had he broken a fence to make it.
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This is not a case il Which tile tenant may not dispute his landlord's
title. Lagier's origlinl pl)stsssioh1* of the tract was not obtained from
his lan(dlord, bnt was based upon what is now conceded by your office to
be his legal right, lie having been prevrented from exercising( that right
by the erroneous decision of the local office and your office, and having
re-asserted his right imnmediately upon learnit.g that the land was sub-
ject to entry, can not be said to be guilty of laches. His case is clearly
the stronger in equity and I am of the opinion that his proof in other
respects being sufficient, his filing and proof should be allowed and the
homestead entry of Hunter canceled.

Your decision is hereby reversed.

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-ACT OF JUNE 15, 1880.

J. S. CONE.

The second section of the act of Jane 15, 1880, should not be construed to permit an
entryman, or his attempted transferee, to purchase lhnd covered by an entry which
depended, for its inceptive right, upon false and fraudulent statements, and
forged documents, or where such entry was canceled as fraudulent prior to the
passage of said act.

The case of George W. Ma ighan overruled.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stock-slager, Augfist 1, 18i8.

I have considered the appeal of J. S. Cone from the decision of your
ofcice, dated October 13, 18S6, refusing his application to purchase under
the act of Congress approved June 15, 1880, (21 Stat., 237), the SW.
NE. 1, See. 26, T. 14 N. R. 16 W., M'. D. M., San Francisco laud district,
California.

The decision appealed from states that said tract was " entered as a
soldier's additional entry, 2192, November 10, 1875, in name of William
Farmer; " that said entry was canceled by your office on March 27, 1877,
for the reason " that said entry was based on forged and spurious papers,
and as said entry was invalid and illegal," the application to purchase
under said act of Congress must be rejected.

The decision appealed from does not state what particular papers
upon which said entry is based are "forged and spurious." An inspec-
tion of the entry papers, however, shows that said Farmer applied at
said local office to enter said tract as a soldier's additional homestead,
claiming the right to enter said land, by virtue of his service in the
army of the United States, in Company H, Eighth Regiment Missouri
State Militia Cavalry Volunteers. The applicant filed a paper claimed
to be a copy of his discharge, stating that he enlisted in said company
on April 14, 1862, to serve three years, and was discharged from the
service of the United States on April 13, 1865, at Springfield, Missouri,
by reason of expiration of term of service.
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The record also shows that the register of the land office at Spring-
field, Missouri, certified, on October 15, 1875, that said Farmer filed on
November 6, 1865, his homestead application for Lot 7 and the E. * of
Lot 6 of the NW. 1 of Sec. 1, T. 24, R. 20, and on November 19, 1870,
made final proof upon the same, and final certificate No. 148, was issued
thereon. There also appears in the entry papers a certificate from the
Secretary of War, dated August 2, '1876, that "the name William
Farmer is not borne on the rolls of Company A, Eighth Regiment Mis-
souri State Militia, Cavalry Volunteers, as shown by the records of
this Department."

Upon the proot presented, the local officers allowed the entry and is-
sued final certificate, No. 5618, for the tract applied for, on November
10, 1875.

The appellant claims the right to purchase said land under the pro-
visions of the second section of said act, and contends that the entry-
man, by his attorney in fact, N. P. Chipman, on January 3, 1876, con-
veyed or attempted to convey to him said land by a bona fide instru-
ment in writing; that, if there was any fraud in the procurement of
said entry, the applicant was no party thereto; that throughout he has
acted in good faith, and he now seeks to complete the entry under the
second section of said act.

The second section of the act of June 15, 1880, reads:

That persons who may have heretofore under any of the homestead laws entered
lands properly subject to such entry, or persons to whom the right of those having
so entered for homesteads may have been attempted to be transferred by bona fide
instrument in writing, may entitle themselves to said lauds by paying the govern-
meut price therefor, etc.

It appears from the papers in the case, that said entry was made
upon false and fraudulent evidence; that the entryman never was a
member of said company, as alleged by him; and this fact is not de-
nied by the transferee.

The construction of this section has not been altogether uniform by
your office and this Department. The original circular, paragraph 10,
approved October 15, 1880 (7 C. L. O., 141), by my predecessor, Secre-
tary Schurz, prescribed that under the second section of said act, trans
ferees would be allowed to enter only when " the original homestead
entry was a valid entry under the homestead laws."

On August 25, 1881, your office decided, in the case of George W.
Maughan (l L. D., 25), that:

It is now held by this office that a party having made entry of land properly sub-
ject to such entry, prior to the passage of the act of Jane 15, 1880, is entitled to make
cash entry of the land, under the second section of said act, although the homestead
entry may have been invalid in its inception.

The decision of your office was affirmed by my predecessor, Secretary
Teller, on April 28, 1882.
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In the case of John W. Miller (ibid., 57), on June 3, 1882, Secretary
Teller decided that, " The act of 1880, section two, specifically grants
the right of purchase in all cases where the land was properly subject
to the original entry, limited only by the proviso that ' this shall in no
wise interfere with the rights or claims of others who may have subse-
quently entered such lands under the homestead law.'"

In the case of Thomas F. Weaver (ibidem, 53), this Department held
that said section recognized a right to purchase by those ' to whom
the right of those having so entered for homesteads may have been at-
tempted to be transferred by bone fide instrument in writing," and that
"to insist upon all the technical niceties of a legal form of deed would
work great injustice, even if warranted by law ;" that if the writing
attempting the transfer be evidently made in good faith, its precise form
is immaterial.

The foregoing rulings were substantially embodied in the depart-
mental circular of March 1, 1884 (p. 16), Which allows entry under said
section, "provided it was originally subject to entry, and provided it
had not been subsequently entered by any other person under the pro-
visions of law."

In the case of William French, 2 L. D., 238-on review-this Depart-
ment held that the additional homestead entry made by said French
"was illegal at its inception, because the service upon which the right
to make such entry was based, was not in the army of the United
States." But it was also held in said decision that "the present holder
of the right of William French, upon showing his possession of said
right by bona fide instrument in writing, will be entitled under the pro-
visions of the foregoing law (June 15, 1880,) to purchase said lands."

In the case of the Northern Pacific Railway Company v. Burt (3 L.
D., 490), my predecessor, Secretary Lamar, held that under the second
section of said act:

It matters not that Burt's entry was canceled, the right of purchase is specifically
granted by said act, where the land was properly subject to the original entry, and
is not excluded by the proviso.

In the case of Gilbert v. Spearing (4 L, D., 465), Secretary Lamar
held that:

It has been uniformly decided by this Department, that the right of purchase un-

der said section depended upon three conditions, to wit: (1) That the entry was made

prior to June 15, 1880; <2) That the land entered was " properly subject to entry,"

and (3) That the land has not been subsequently entered or the right of entry has

not been subsequently acquired by some other person. Gohrman v. Ford(8 C. L. O.,

6); JohnW. Miller (1 L. D., 57); Bykerk v. Oldemeyer (2 L. D., 51); Whitney v. Max-
well (ibid., 98); Pomeroy v. Wright (ibidem, 164).

The case of Gohrman v. Ford (supra) was overruled by Assistant
Secretary Hawkins in the case of Freise v. iHobson (4 L. D., 580), in
which he held that, an application to purchase under the second section
of said act, made after the initiation of a contest against the original
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entry, should 1)e suspended until the final disposition of said contest.
It was also stated in said decision:

*. That the spirit of the act of June 15, was to afford relief to those who had violated
* the law, or failed to comply with it, but certainly dlid not contemplate that an entry-

oman should invoke its aid to the detriment of one who had faithfully followed the
law.

* Again, in the case of Hollants v. Sullivan (5 L. D., 115), Acting See-
retary Muldrow decided that the entryman had the right to purchase
the land covered by his entry, although the affidavit upon whiclh the
-entry was allowed was illegal, because made before an officer not au-
thorized to take the same, and that the illegality of the affidavit could
be cured by the filing of a properly executed affidavit. It was also
stated in said decision that

, .

It was long held by your office, and that view has been sustained by the Depart-
*; anent (see case of George W. Maughan, 1 L. D., 25), that purchase may be made under

section two of the act of June 15, 180, although the entry was void at inception. I
-do not stop here to consider the correctness of the view thus en unciated, for it is not
necessary in this case, but refer to it to show the ex tent to which the Department has
gone in admiinistering the act of June 15, 1880.

In the case of George E. Sandford (5 L. D., 535), Acting Secretary
it Muldrow, construing said section, held that it conferred "a right to
purchase, by cash entry, lands theretofore entered under the homestead
laws, in the same way, and without other restrictions than are imposed
in the case of ordinary private cash entry; that is to say, the land must
be subject to such sale and the price must be paid." The Acting Se&-
retary further said:

"This has. een the uniform construction which this second section of said act has
received in the land department, from its passage to the present day, and I do not see
bow any other could have been placed upon it."

See also Holmes v. Northern Pacific R. R. Company (5 L. D., 333);
McLean v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (ibid., 529); Northern Pacific R.
R. Co. v. Dudden (6 L. D., 6).

But in the case of J. B. Haggin (6 L. D., 457), Acting Secretary Mul-
*: drow decided that:

If the so-called entry was made without the authority of the party in whose name
it was mnade, it was fraudulent and void at its inception. Such an entry does not
e come within the act of June 15, 1880, however innocent the applicautto purchase may
be of participation in, or knowledge concerning the fraud. The doctrine of innocent
-purchaser does not apply in such cases, but that of caveat em ptor does.

After a careful consideration of said act, I am clearly of the opinion
-that the second section should not be construed to permit an entryman,
or his attempted transferee, to purchase land covered by an entry which
depended for its inceptive right upon false and fraudulent statements
and forged documents, or where such entry was canceled as fraudulent
prior to the passage of said act.

The case of George W. Maughan (supra) and other cases, in so far as
they conflict with the views herein expressed, are overruled.

Said decision of your office is accordingly affirmed.
3263-VOL 7--7
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PRACTICE-APPEAL-RIjLE 4S.

LINDGREN v. Boo.

In the ahsence of an appeal, the decision of the local office is final as to the facts,
unless the case falls within one of the exceptions to Rule 4S of Practice. And
this is true although the said decision may rest on evidence not, as satisfactory as
(lesirable, and that the appellate tribunal imight have arrived at a different con-
clusion, if au appeal had been taken.

Secretary Vilds to Commissioner Stockcslager, August 1, 1888.

I have considered the case of John Lindgren v. Nels G. Boo, on ap-
p eal by the former from your office decision of August 28, 1886, dismiss-
ing his contest against the pre-emption filing of Boo for the SW. i of
Sec. 12, T. 3 N., R. 31 W., McCook, Nebraska land district.

Boo filed his pire ernption declaratory statement for said land October
23, 1885, alleging settlementon the same day.

On February 17, 18S6, Lindgren filed affidavit of contest againstsaid
filing alleging " that the said Nels G. Boo has not established an actual
residence on the land described since date of entry to the present time,
that said tract is not settled upon and cultivated as required by law;
that said Nels G. Boo has wholly abandoned said land."

A hearing was ordered and set for April 15, 1886. Boo was person-
ally served with notice thereof on March 11, 1886, but made default.
The testimony of the contestant and one other witness was taken, upon
which the local officers found " from the testimony presented it appears
that the land embraced in said D. S. No. 2626 has been wholly aban-
doned, claimant never establishing an actual residence thereon nor
improving the same in anyway;" and decided that the filing should
be canceled.

Due notice of this decision was given the defendant but no appeal
was taken therefrom.

When the case came up for examination in your office it was said,
"no appeal having been filed under Rule 48 of Practice said decision
has become final as to the facts, but upon review of the testimony I find
that Boo made his settlement at time he claims, put up a house, ten by
twelve, and broke about ten acres. Also that he remained upon the
tract until some time in November 1885, and that he has only been ab-
sent some few months. I find further that after the initiation of the
contest he returned to the tract."

Under this finding of facts it was decided that there was no such
evidence of bad faith as would justify the cancellation of the filing, and
therefore, the decision of the local officers was reversed and the contest
dismissed.

From that decision Lindgren appealed, contending that the finding of
the local officers became final in the absence of appeal therefrom, and
that it was error in your office to consider the testimony since the case
did not come within either of the exceptions to rule 48 of Rules of
Practice.
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It is not stated in your said office decision under which of the excep-
tions this case is supposed to have fallen, nor am I able to discover that
it properly falls within any of those exceptions.

While the testimony upon which is based the findings of the local
officers that the pre-emptor had wholly abandoned the land, and had
never established an actual residence thereon is not as full and satis-
factory as is desirable, and even though tlhe appellate tribunal might
have arrived at a different conclusion as to the facts established by the
testimony yet the defendant having, by his failure to appeal, acquiesced
in that finding your office was not justified in interfering with that find-
ing unless the case came within one of said exceptions to rule 48.

Your said office decision is therefore reversed and the filing of said
Boo will be canceled.

REPAYMENT-ADVERSE TITLE.

ABRAHAM f AYS.

*<0 The patent having rightfully issued, there is no authority for repayment to one hold-
-ig thereunder who claims such repayment by virtue of another title derived
through a different source.

First Assistant Secretary MYuldrow to Commissioner Stoc7vslager, August
1, 18S8.

*= a-- This case comes before me on appeal from your officea decision of Feb-
-- ruary 12, 1887, refusing repayment of the purchase money paid for the

SW. SE. , Sec. 11, T. 8 N., R. 7 W., St. Stephens Meridian, Jackson,
Miss. land district.

It appears from the record that on the 16th day of November 1860,
* W. J. Trigg, of whom claimant is grantee, made cash entry of said land

paying $2.50 per acre, and that patent for the same was issued to said
Trigg May 1, 1861, but that the same has never beeim delivered toghimn
and remains on file in the General Land Office.

It appears, from an intimation in the argument of counsel that the
aapplication is made for the reason that claimant has purchased said land
from the State of Mississippi as swamp land.

* Said land was selected and reported to the General Land Office Feb-
; mruary 8, 1854, as swamp and overflow land.

Said land is within the six mile (granted) limits of the land granted
to the States of Illinois, Mississippi and Alabama, in aid of the con-
struction of a railroad from Chicago to Mobile, by act of Congress ap-
proved September 20, 1850, and therefore, being an odd numbered see-

* tion did not pass to the State of Mississippi by the swamp land grant
(1 Lester, 521; 2 C. L. L., 1069 and 1071), as suggested in your decision.

Under the facts shown in the record, and the law as construed by the
decisions of the Department, this case does not come within the pro-
visions of section 2362 of the Revired Statutes.

.t 0 . f.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The Secretary of the Interior is authorized upon proof being made to his satisfac-

tion, that any tract of land has been erroneously sold by the United States, so that

from any cause the legal sale cannot be confirmed, to repay to the purchaser, orto his

legal representatives or assignees, the sum of money which was paid therefor, out of

anymoney in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.

Nor does it come within the further provision for rel)ayment in cer-

tain cases provided in act of Jane 16, 1889. (21 Stat., 287.)
It would seem that this applicant has hastily purchased from the

State of Mississippi, land which already belonged to himself as grantee

of the person to whom patent issued, and as the patent has loug since
been rightfully issued, this Department has no jurisdiction to order re-

payment.
Your said decision is accordinglyaDr ied. / 

/tg tt REIL1EOAD GRANT-WITHODREWAL-INDEMNITY SELECTION.

NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R. Co. V. MILLER.

The grant of July 2, 1S64, provided for a statutory withdrawal when the map of gen-

eral route was en.lv This statutory withdrawal became effective in Washington
Territory when the map of July 30, lnaO was filed and approved. The statu-

tory withdrawal, once exercised, was thereby exhausted, and could not be re-

peated, and it continued in duration until the definite location of the road.
It therefore follows that the filing and acceptance of an amended map of general

route was without authority of law, and the executive withbrawal, made by the
order of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, on the filing of said map
was without validity or sanction of law.

The language in SeCtioD six of the granting act, which expressly directed that the
homestead and pre-emption laws should be " extended to all other lands on the
line of said road when surveyed, excepting those hereby granted to said com-
pany," was a mandate effectually prohibiting the exercise of the executive au-
thority to withdraw any " lands on the line of said road; " and an order, made on
definite location, continuing in effect, for indemnity purposes, such a withdrawal
is in violation of law and without effect, except as notice of the limits within
which the company would be entitled to select indemnity.

A tract of public land net within the limits of the statutory withdrawal on general
route of 1870, but falling within the indemnity limits on definite location, was
free from the operation of the grant, and subject to appropriation under the gen-
eral land laws, until such time as properly selected by the company under the
direction of the Secretary of the Interior.

No absolute right to granted lands exists, and no right of selection for lands lost from
the granted lands can possibly arise, until the definite location ofthelineismade.

The fee simple of lands to which the Indian title had not been extinguished, along
the line of said road and within the limits of the grant, passed to this company
by virtue of its grant, subject only to the right of Indian occupation, which the
government could at its pleasure extinguish, and said lands therefore afford no
basis of claim to select others in lieu thereof.

The opinions of the Attorney General are merely advisory, and do not in anywise
oblige the heads of Departments who have sought them, to follow them con-
trary to their own independent judgment.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 2, 1888.

This appeal brings up the decision of your office refusing to cancel

the homestead entry of Guilford Miller, for the S. E. 4 of Sec. 21, T. 15,
B., R. 4-2, E., in the Walla Walla land district, Washington Territory 0
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This entry was made on the 29th of December, 1884, but Miller claims
lhis settlement to date from June 15, 1878. The Railroad Company in-
sists that the settlement and entry give him no rights, because the lancE
is within the indemnity limits of its land grant and had been withdrawn
from market before the settlement, and so continued withdrawn until
after the time of the entry, and because it has been selected in lieu of
deficiencies in the grant.

After the appeal had brought the case from your office to this Depart-
ment, my immediate predecessor, on the 9th of October, 1886, trans-
mitted the papers to the Attorn ey-General for his opinion upon the points
involved. On the 14th of March, 1887, the Attorney-General's opinion
was received, in response to that request, to the effect that the with-
drawal was valid and operated to exclude the land from settlement and
entry, and that Miller's entry should, therefore, be canceled. After

-receiving that opinion no farther action was taken by this Department,
and it remains for me to dispose of the appeal. I have given the facts
and the points of law involved careful consideration, and it appears that
material facts were not shown in the papers transmitted to the Attor-
ney-General, and that a different conclusion might probably have been
reached by him, had all these facts been before him. I do not suppose
that it is obligatory upon me to decide in accordance with that opinion,
for this and other reasons which I shall discuss; and, after careful ex-
amination, my convictions of the right of the case are so strong that I
am unable to do it. lUnder the circumstances, I will state the facts
fully and the reasons for the judgment I am compelled to enter.

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company was incorporated under act
of CUngress, approved July 2,1864, (13 Stats., 365) and was thereby

Authorized and empowered to lay out, locate, construct, furnish, maintain and en-
joy a continuous railroad and telegraph line with appurtenances, namely, beginning
at a point on Lake Superior, in the State of Minnesotaor Wisconsin; thence westerly
by the most eligible railroad route, as shall be determined by said company, within
the territory of the United States, on a line north of the forty-fifth degree of latitude
to some point on Puget Sound, with a branch via the valley of the Columbia River to

-a - a point at or near Portland, in the State of Oregon, leaving the main trunk line at
the most suitable place not more than three hundred miles from its western terminus.

Its grant of land was made in section 3 of that act in the following
words:

That there be, and hereby is, granted to the ' Northern Pacific Railroad Company,'
its successors and assigns, for the purpose of aiding in the construction of said rail-
road and telegraph line to the Pacific coast, and to secure the safe and speedy trans-

*. portation of the mails, troops, munitions of war, and public stores, ova r the route of
said line of railway, every alternate section of public land, not mineral, designated
by odd numbers, to the amount of twrenty alternate sections per mile, on each side of
said railroad line, as said company may adopt, through the territories of the United
States, and ten alternate sections of land per mile on each side of said railroad when-
ever it passes through any State, and whenever on the line thereof, the United States
have full title,. not reserved, sold, granted, or otherwise appropriated, and free from
pre-emption, or other claims or rights, at the time the line of said road is definitely
fixed, and a plat thereof filed in the office of the commissioner of the general land-
office; and whenever, prior to said time, any of said sections or parts of sections shall
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have been granted, sold, reserved, occupied by homestead settlers, or pre-empted, or
otherwise disposed of, other lands shall be selected by said company in lien thereof,
under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, in alternate sections, and desig-
nated by odd numbers, not more than ten miles beyond the limits of said alternate
sections,

The provisos to the grant not affecting this subject are omitted.
In the 6th section it was further enacted,

That the President of the United States shall cause the lands to be surveyed for
forty miles in width on both sides of the entire line of said road, after the general
route shall be fixed, and as fast as may be required by the construction of said rail-
road; and the odd sections of land hereby granted shall not be liable to sale, or entry,
or pre-emnption before or after they are surveyed, except by said company, as pro-
vided in this act; but the provisions of the act of September, eighteen hundred and
forty- one, granting pre-emption rights, and the acts amendatory thereof, and of the act
entitled "An act to secure homesteads to actual settlers upon the public domain," ap-
proved May twenty, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, shall be, and the same are
hereby, extended to all other lands on the line of said road, when surveyed, except-
ing those hereby granted to said company. And the reserved alternate sections shall
not be sold by the government at a price less than two dollars and fifty cents per
acre, when offered for sale.

The 8th section declared every grant and privilege given to be con-
ditioned on the work of construction being commenced within two years,
and to be fully completed by July 4, 1876. By the joint resolution of
May 7, 1866, (14 Stats., 355) " the time for commencing and completing
the Northern Pacific Road and all its several sections" vwas "nextended
for the term of two years." By joint resolution of July 1, 1868, (15
Stats., 255) the 8th section of the original act was amended so as to
require the company to commence the work within two years from J.uly
2, 1868, and to complete the whole by July 4. 1877.

By joint resolution of April 10, 1869, (16 Stats., 57) it was enacted:
That the Northern Pacific Railroad Company be, and hereby is, authorized to ex-

tend its branch line from a point at or near Portland, Oregon, to some suitable point
on Puget Sound, to be determined by said company, and also to connect the same
with its main line west of the Cascade mountains, in the Territory of Washington;
said extension being subject to all the conditions and provisions, and said company
in respect thereto being entitled to all the rights and privileges conferred by the act
incorporating said conipany, and allacts additional to and amendatory thereof: Pro-
vided, that said company shall not be entitled to any subsidy in money, bonds, or
additional lands of the United States, in respect to said extension of its branch line
as aforesaid, except such lands as may be included in the right of way on the line of
such extension as it may be located: And provided further, That at least twenty-five
miles of said extension shall be constructed before the second day of July, eighteen
hundred and seventy-one, and forty miles per year thereafter until the whole of said
xtension shall be completed.

In 1S70, by joint resolution, approved May 31st, (16th Stats., 378) the
company was authorized to bond and mortgage the road

And also to locate and construct, under the provisions and with the privileges,
grants, and duties provided for in its act of incorporation, its main road to some point
on Puget Sound, via the valley of the Coluombia River, with the right to locate and
construct its branch from some convenient point on its main trunk line across the
Cascade mountaims to Puget Sound; and in the event of there not being in any State
or Territory in which said main line or branch may be located, at the time of the
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final location thereof, the amount of land per mile granted by Congress to said Com-
pany within the limits prescribed by its charter, then said Company shall be en-
titled, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, to receive so many sections
of land belonging to the United States, designated by odd numbers, in such State or
Territory, within ten miles on each side of said road, beyond the limits prescribed in
said charter, as will make up such deficiency, on such said main line or branch, ex-
cept mineral and other lands as excepted in the charter of said company of eighteen
hundred and sixty-four, to the amount of- lands that have been granted, sold, pre-
served, occupied by homestead settlers, pre-empted, or otherwise disposed of snbse-
quent to the passage of the aet of Jnly two, eighteen hundred and sixty-four. And
that twenty-five miles of said main line between its western terminus and the city of
Portland, in the State of Oregon, shall be completed by the first day of January, anno
Domini, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, and forty miles of the remaining portion
thereof each year thereafter, until the whole shall be completed between said points:
Provided, that all lands hereby granted to said company which shall not be sold or
disposed of or remain subject to the mortgage by this act authorized, at the expiration
of five years after the completion of the entire road, shall be subject to settlement
and pre-emption like other lands, at a price to be paid to said company not exceed-
ing two dollars and fifty cents per acre; and if the mortgage hereby authorized shall
at any time be enforced by foreclosure or other legal proceedings, or the mortgage
lands hereby granted, or any of them, be sold by the trustees to whom such mort-
gage may be executed, either at its maturity or for any failure or default of said com-
pany nuder the terms thereof, such lands shall be sold at public sale, at places within
the States and Territories in which they shall be be situate, after not less than sixty
day's previous notice, in single sections or subdivisions thereof, to the highest and
bestbidder: Provided further, That in the construction of said railroad, American

* iron or steel only shall be used, the same to be manufactured from American ores ex-
elusively.

The foregoing presents, I think, all the legislation upon which the
right of the company arises, or which it is necessary to refer to with
verbal accoracy.

The first action in respect to the location of the route of the road, so
far as the records of the land office disclose, was a letter by Josiah
Perham, then President of the company, under date of the 6th of March,
1866, to the Secretary of the Interior, stating that

Under authority from the Board of Directors of the Northern Pacific Railroad Com-
pany I have designated on the accompanying map in red ink the general line of their
railroad from a point on Lake Superior in the State of Wisconsin, to a point on Paget
Sound, in Washington Territory, via the Columbia river, adopted by said company
as the line of said railroad, subject only to such variations as may be found necessary
-after more specific surveys,

and asking that it be filed in the General Land Office and the lands
granted to the Company marked and withdrawn from sale in conform-
ity to law. On the 9th of March, in the same -year the Secretary (Mr.
Usher) transmitted the map to the Commissioner of the General Land
Office with a letter stating that he thought

That the odd-numbered sections along the line for ten miles in width on each side
in Minnesota and Wisconsin, and for twenty miles in width on each side along that
part of the line extending through the territories westward to Puget Sound, may be
withdrawn as requested, as preliminary to the final survey and location of said rail-
road,

unless the Commissioner should perceive some ,objection to it. This
map was a veriy general indication of a line as " a practicable "1 railroad
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line, as surveyed by Governor Stevens, and indicated in the territories
of Dakota and Montana another line as " worthy an examination for
a railroad route." The map bears no mark of approval and the line
indicated on it is not marked with sufficient definiteness to indicate
through what townships even, much less sections, the line of the road
would pass. There is not even sufficient representation of the topo-
graphical features of the country to define the location, except on por-
tions of the line. On the 22d of June following, the Commissioner of
the General Land Office, in a communication to the Secretary (Mr. Har-
lan) states that the late Secretary enclosed to his office a diagram show-
ing the proposed route, accompanied by a request for withdrawal of
land, but as no withdrawal was ordered no action had been taken, and
then sets forth at length his objections to the proposed action, the ob-
jection being based in large part upon the insufficiency of the map
as a definition of the location and the inconvenience which wvould
follow a withdrawal upon such a conjectural line. No further action
appears to have been taken in reference to this map.

On the 30th of July, 1870, the company filed in the Department two
maps showing the proposed general route of the road; one exhibiting
that portion beginning on Lake Superior at the month of the Montreal
river, and extending thence to a point on the right bank of the Colum-
bia river, opposite the mouth of the Walla Walla river in Washington
Territory; the other, that portion extending from the point at the mouth
of the Walla Walla river along the course of the Columbia to about
the first range line west of the Willamette principal meridian, and thence
north to the point where the international boundary first touches the
tide waters of the Pacific ocean. These maps were accompanied by
the affidavit of the Chief Engineer of the company, giving full descrip-
tive notes, and by the certificate of the President that the certified por-
tions of the line of route were so far definitely fixed by resolution of the
Board of Directors of the company on the 8th of July, 1870, as to make
it the duty of the President to request the Secretary to withdraw or to
withhold from sale or settlement, the public lands to wfhiclh the com-
pany was entitled on either side of the lines of their road so described
as aforesaid in the certificate of their Engineer in Chief, and request-
ing withdrawal accordingly. These maps, with the accompanying notes,
defined with sufficient precision and certainty the line of the road in
Washington Territory, and, the Engineer states, were the result of sur-
veys and explorations made for the purpose of determining the proper.
location of the road. By a letter dated the 13th of August, 1870, the
Secretary (TMr. Cox) transmitted the maps as " showing the designated
route of the Northern Pacific Railroad," and ordered the Commissioner
to-
immediately direct the proper local land officers in the States of Wisconsin and Min-
nesota to withhold from sale, pre-emption, homestead and other disposal the odd-
numbered sections not sold, reserved, and to which prior rights have not attached,
within twenty miles on each side of the route, and in like manner direct those officers
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in Washington Territory to withhold such odd-numbered sections as lie south of the

town of Steilacoom. The unsurveyed as well as surveyed lands will be included in

the reservation, and you will direct the local officers to give notice accordingly; and

as the township plats are received by them, they will makethe propernotes of reserva-
tion thereon.

The withdrawal will take effect from the receipt of the order at the local office.

On the 15th of August the Secretary wrote the Commissioner as fol-
lows:

Referring to my letter of the 13th instant, directing a withdrawal of lands on ac-

count of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, to be made in Wisconsin and Min-

nesota, aud the territory of Washington, I now direct that in the State of Oregon,

the odd-numbered sections falling within twenty miles of the route of said road be
withdrawn, conformably to the instructions of my said letter.

Un the 16th of August he wrote the Commissioner again as follows:

Upon a further examination of the Railroad Surveys of Governor Stevens, in Wash-

ington Territory, and the surveys of Puget Sound by the U. S. Coast Survey, I have

concluded to extend the withdrawal in that Territory for the Northern Paci c Rail-
road Company as far north as Seattle. You xvill issue instructions accordingly.

On the 20th of September, in the same year, the Commissioner tr;ns-
mitted to the register and receiver at Vancouver, in Washinigton Ter-
ritory, a diagram showing the designated route of the Northern Pacific,
Railroad, and an order-

To withhold from sale or location pre-eniption or homestead entry all the odd

numbered sections of public lands falling within the limit of 20 miles as designated
on this map;'

and also to increase the price of the even numbered sections to two
dollars and fifty cents per acre; the order to take effect from the date

-l of its receipt, which was acknowledged October 17, 1870. Oin the 21st
of November, in the same year, the Commissioner wrote the same land
officers that the Secretary having ordered the withdrawal of twenty
additional miles on each side of the line of the railroad in their district,
he enclosed a map showing the extent of such additional withdrawal,
and directing them-

To withhold from sale or location, pre-emption or homestead entry, all the odd
numbered sections of land falling within the additional limit of twenty miles as indi-
cated on the map;

andl also to increase the price of the even numbered sections to two
dollars and fifty cents per acre; the order to take effect from the date
of its receipt, which was acknowledged December 8, 1870.

These withdrawals extended from the east line of Washington Terri-
-tory westwardly along the line of the general route so fixed through the

* Territory. The line of general route so established, and upon which
the withdrawals were ordered and made, entered the Territory near
the southeast corner thereof, at a point about ten miles north of the
Oregon line, and thence ran nearly due west to the junction of the
Walla Walla and Columbia livers, and thence as before stated to be
shown on the second map.

Notwithstanding this action of the company and the Department,
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by which the line of the general route was once fixed and withdrawals
ordered in accordance with the act of Congress, again in 1872, on the
16th of February, the company filed another map in the Department,
and the President of the road in transmitting it stated it to be "A map
of the preliminary line of road of this company, from. the Red River
-of the North to the Columbia, at the mouth of the Walla Walla river,"
requesting that the lands along said route may be withdrawn from set-
tlement and sale. On the 21st of the same month, the Secretary (Mr.
Delano) wrote the Commissioner of the General Land Office as follows:

I transmit herewith, for appropriate action, a map of the preliminary route of the
Northern Pacific Railroad (received yesterday, with letter of 16th inst. from J.
Gregory Smith, Esq., Prest of the Co.) from the crossing of the Red River of the

North, at Fargo, in Dakota, to a point opposite the mouth of the Walla Walla river,
Washington Territory, a distance of about 1448 miles.

A postscript was written on the margin of this letter, as follows:
"P. S. Before you take final action please confer with the Depart-
ment."

On the 30th of Marclh, in the same year, the Acting Commissioner of
the General Land Office (Mr. Curtis) wrote the register and receiver
at Walla Walla, as follows:

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company having filed a corrected map of the line of
their road in your district, I herewith transmit a diagram showing the amended line
with the 40 mile limits shaded pink, and in blue pencil the liuiits of former with-
drawal.

You are directed to withhold from saleor location, pre-emption or homestead entry,
all the surveyed and unsnrveyed odd numbered sections of public lands falling within
said amendedlimits.

You will also increase in price to $2.50 per acre the even numbered sections within
those limits, and dispose of them at that ratability and under the pre-emption and
homestead laws only, no private entry of the saute being admissible until these lands
have been offered at the increased price.

You are also directed to restore to homestead and pre-emption entry at $1.25 per
acre, the odd sections in former withdrawal, but now falling outside of the south 40
-mile limits of said road.

This restoration will be made after 30 days public notice, which you will give by
advertisement in the newspaper of the largest circulation in your district.

The order of withdrawal was directed to take effect upon its receipt,
-which they were requested to acknowledge without delay, and which was
acknowledged by letter dated April 22, 1872. The new line of general
route so designated on the map last aforesaid, entered the Territory at
a point about one hundred and eight miles north of the point at which
the line designated by the map of 1870 crossed the eastern boundary,
and thence ran in a general southwesterly direction to the mouth of the
Walla Walla river, where it joined the line of 1870. It thus appears
that, after having once filed a map of general route, and after a with-
fdrawal accordingly had once been made, the Company filed another
map of general route, not of definite location, and again, with no writ-
ten instructions from the President or the Secretary, other than has
been stated, the Acting Commissioner of the General Land Office or-
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dered another withdrawal of a belt of land forty miles in width on
either side, in a considerable degree entirely distinguished from the first.

Besides this action on the main line, it may be briefly mentioned that
in 1873 a map of general route of a branch line from a point on the
eastern boundary of the Territory, west of Lake Pend d'Oreille, in
Idaho, to Tacoma, lying entirely north of the main line, was accepted
by the Department and a withdrawal ordered of eighty miles breadth
thereon; that this was followed by another amended map of general
route of this branch line accepted by the Department in 1876; and
again by still another such in 1879, and by withdrawal thereon. These
do not affect the land claimed by Miller, however, and only serve to
illustrate the consequences of the, theory of authority in the Land Office,
to make such withdrawals, which is discussed later.

No further action touching that region of the Territory east of the
Columbia, appears to have been taken in the Department or the Land
Office, or by the railroad company, until the year 1880, when, Onl the
4th of October, the map of definite location of the railroad was filed in
the General Land Office, extending from the east as far west as to the
month of the Walla Walla river; which definite location was duly ap-
proved, and in accordance with it the road has been constructed. From
the mouth of the Walla Walla westward as far as Vancouver no defi-
nite location has been made nor any road constructed, a distance above
two hundred miles, although the public lands in the odd-numbered sec-
tions have remained in reservation along the general route fixed by the
map of 1870, by virtue of the legislative withdrawal put in effect by the
Department upon the approval of that map, as I have already stated.

The line of definite location in Washington Territory crosses its east-
ern boundary some miles south of the point where the line of general
route, claimed to have been ic-established by virtue of the map of 1872,
entered it, runs westerly to a point near Spokane Falls. crossing there
that second line of general route, and thence departs from that line so
far north-westerly as that the average distance of the line of definite
location therefrom between Spokane Falls and the mouth of the Walla
Walla river is some fifteen to twenty miles.

Upon the acceptance by the Department of the line of definite loca-
tion, as so established, by a letter of the Commissioner of the General
Land Office (M~lr. Williamson) to the register and receiver at the land
office at Walla Walla, in the Territory, those officers were instructed
that the company had filed its map of definite localion on the 4th of Oc-
tober, "on which last named (late by the terms of the grant the right
of the company attached to the odd sections in the ' granted ' or forty-
mile limits according to the definite location," to which was added the
following:

I enclose herewith a diagram showing the line of road, as definitely located, the
corresponding forty-mile limits designated by blue lines, and the tifty-mrille limits des-
ignated by vermilion lines.
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The diagram also shows the former withdrawals ordered by letter of March 30,
1872, for the main line, and the letter of July 3,1879, forthe branch line. The former
on the line of general route within the limit of forty miles, designated by a bream.
line. The said withdrawals of 1872 and 1879, will remain effective as heretofore ex-
cept as hereinafter set forth.

The only effect of this adjustment as to lands in your district is as follows: The
even numbered sections, to the east of the road, and lying between the blue line
marked " 40-mile limits " and the vermilion line marked " 50-mile limit " heretofore
held at double the minimum price, you will now reduce to minimum ($1.25 per acre),
under the pre-emption laws. The odd numbered sections lying between the -ermil-
ion line marked " 50-mile limit" and the brown line marked '140-mile limit (tempo-
rary) " heretofore withdrawn, you will restore to entry at the minimum rate, and the
even numbered sections in the same limit will also be subject to pre-emption at the
mninimnm rate.

Under the act of March 3, 1879, homesteads on the reserved even numbered sec-
tions will be permitted to the full extent of 160 acres, irrespective of the limits inl
which the lands entered may be situated. In order to carry the above restoration
into effect, you will cause a notice to be published in the newspaper having the largest
circulation in your district, that upon a day to be fixed by you and not less than thirty
days from date of notice the lands to be restored will again become subject to pre-
emption and homestead entry.

At the same time the Commissioner by letters to the officers of the
Colfax and the Yakima Districts, directed withdrawal of all odd num-
bered sections within the limits of fifty miles from the line of definite
location.

No other order withdrawing or revoking withdrawal of lands for the
road in the eastern part of Washington Territory appears to have been
made, except as stated; but on the 15th of August, 1887, all indemnity
withdrawals for the benefit of the road theretofore made by the Execa-
tive were revoked by the Department with the President's approval.

The land claimed by Guilford Miller was entirely without the limits
of the withdrawal made upon the line of general route in 1870; it fell
within the forty-mile limits of the line of general route filed. in 1872,
and it lies without the limits of forty miles from the line of definite lo-
cation, and between the forty and fifty-mile limits, thus falling within
the indemnity belt.

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company filed in the United States
Land Office at Spokane Falls, Washington Territory, on the 15th of De-
cember,1883, a list of lands (marked list No. 2 of selections of publiclands
made by the Northern Pacific R. R. Co., inuring to it under the grants of
July 2, 1864, and May 31, 1870, within the indemnity limits of the Col-
fax, Spokane Falls, land district) which it claimed to select from the
indemnity limits; in such list a total number of six hundred and fifty
tracts, aggregating 59,548.74 acres, is claimed; and the one hundred and
forty-ninth number is the quarter section homesteaded by Miller. This
selection list was accompanied by no statement showing what lands

were lost from the granted limits in lieu of which selections are claimed,
and no fact was stated beyond the mere claim of selection to justify it.
The register and receiver allowed and approved the filing on the 17th
of December, and appear to have dated it upon that day.
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On the 26th of October, 1887, the company filed in the Walla Walla
land office, Washingtoni Territory, a list called a " specification of losses
in place covered by indemnity selections, list No. 2, Spokane Falls land
district, now Walla Walla in part, Washington Territory." It begins
with a declaration of selection specified as being numbers 1 to 650 in-
elusive, in the following words: "All those certain tracts or parcels of
land embraced in selection list number two, comprising in the aggre-
gate 59,548.74 acres; " then follows a specification of lands, lying north
of the base line and east of the Willamette principal meridian within
forty miles of the line of the railroad describing thirty different tracts
as having been patented or certified, or otherwise taken up on claims,
amounting in total to 4,011.04 acres. No further definite specification
of losses is made, but there follows a list generally of certain sections
indicated by numbers and unsurveyed in three townships; and then a
specification of all odd-numbered sections in three other townships, in
the Yakimna Indian reservation, aggregating in all, as stated in the
list, 55,680 acres, making a total of alleged losses of 59,691.04 acres.
But it is obvious that this latter gross specification does not disclose
the true description or acreage of any lost land with accuracy, the al-
leged acreage being computed at the rate of six hundred and forty
acres to the section, without reference to actual quantity; and the see-
tions being only guessed at in a large degree. The 4,011.04 acres,
specifically shown to have been excepted from the grant, would be en-
tirely satisfied by the appropriation in compensation of the first fifty
-or sixty numbers of the tracts listed in the original list number two.

No action has been taken by the General Land Office or the Depart-
ment in approval, or determination, of this claim of selection; but the
whole matter is open for such decision as may be proper.

The foregoing statement embraces all the facts known to exist which
are regarded in any wise material to the proper determination of the
-controversy.

The alleged date of the first settlement by Miller is not contradicted
by any proofs offered, and for the purposes of this opinion, it may be

* accepted as true. If there be any question of his right upon the facts,
which must be further inquired into when final proofs shall be offered,
it can be subsequently determined. Nothing has yet appeared that
should affect the views I take of the case as it stands.

Two general questions are presented; the first, whether upon these
facts Miller must be denied the benefit of his alleged settlement or of
his homestead entry, because in contravention of law as applicable to
the condition of the land when made; the second, whether the selection
of the company ought in any case, to be approved to the deprivation of
his claim under that entry.

1. This grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, as made in
section three, above recited, was like other railroad grants of similar
character, a grant in praesenti, and, undoubtedly, is to be interpreted
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and governed by the now established principles applicable to such dis-
positions of the public domain. If there were nothing else in the act
affecting the question, it would be comparatively easy to determine it.
But a peculiarity in legislation of this character is found in the sixth
section of the act, in which a provision authorized the "general route"
to be fixed, and required lands to be surveyed for forty miles in width
on both sides of the entire line so fixed, and directed that the odd-num-
bered sections granted by the act should not be liable to sale or entry
or pre-emption before or after they were surveyed, except by said com-
pany. In the language of the supreme court, in Buttz v. Northern Pa-
cific R. R., (119 U. S., 71)

The act of Congress not only contemplates the filing bythe Company, in the office
of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, of a map showing the definite loca-
tion of the line of its road, and limits the grant to such alternate odd sections as
have not, at that time, been reserved, sold, granted, or otherwise appropriated, and
are free from pre-einption, grant, or other claims or right; but it also contemplates
a preliminary designation of the general ronte of the road, and the exclusion from
sale, entry, or pre-emption of the adjoining odd sections within forty miles on each
side until the definite location is made.

The factswhich have been recited, show beyond all reasonablequestion
that the privilege given to the company of fixing, first, a line of gen-
eral route, upon the basis of which the odd-numbered sections within
forty-mile limits on either side were to be withdrawn from sale or
entry or pre-emption before and after survey, was fully exercised by
the company in Washington Territory, from the eastern boundary
to the mouth of the Walla Walla river, and thence along the Colum-
bia to the first range line west of the Willamette principal meridian,
and thence north to the international boundary, by its filing and the
Department's approval of its maps of location on the 30th of July,
1870. These maps and the action taken thereon fully met every require-
ment of the statute in that behalf. The company, by resolution fixed
this line as the basis of withdrawal, made its formal request that the
land should be withdrawn thereon, the line was plainly and sufficiently
described, the Department accepted it, and applied the statutory con-
sequence by directing the local land officers in Washington Territory to
withdraw the odd-numbered sections along that line as far north as the
town of Steilacoom, first, for a width of twenty miles on either side, and,
later in the same year, within the limit of an additional twenty miles;
and also by increasing the minimum price of the even-numbered sections
within the same limits to two dollars and fifty cents per acre. Thus
the action of the company and of the Department co-operated to give
official determination to the fact upon which the statute became appli-
cable, both to withdraw the odd-numbered sections and to double the
minimum price of the even-numbered sections, and both effects were
formally recognized and declared. It can not be doubted that, had no
other action been taken before the line of the road for construction Was
definitely located, this action in regard to the line of the general route:
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of 1870, must have remained continuously operative upon all lands
within the limit of forty miles on either side of the line so established.
So obvious is this, indeed, that from the mouth of the Walla Walla
river, westwardly along the Columbia, that withdrawal remains to
this day obligatory and operative by force of the statute and of that
location.

*: If authority be wanting to so manifest a proposition, it is found in
the following language of the supreme court in the case already re-
ferred to:

* ¢ The general route may be considered as fixed when its general course and direction
are determined after an aetual examination of the country or from a knowledge of
it, and is designated by a line on a map showing the general features of the adjacent
country and the places through or by which it will pass. The officers of the Land
Office are expected to exercise supervision over the matter so as to require good faith
on the part of the company in designating the general route, and not to accept an
arbitrary and capricions selection of the line irrespective of the character of the coun-
try through which the road is to be constrncted. Wlhen the general route of the road
is thus fixed in good faith, and information thereofgiven totheLand Department by
filing the map thereof with the Commissioner of the General Land Office, or the See-
retary of the Interior, the law withdraws from sale or pre-emption the odd sections to
the extent of forty miles on each side. The object of the law in this particular is
plain: it is to preserve the land for the company to which, in aid of the construction
of the road it is granted. Although the act does not require the officers of the Land,
Department to give notice to the local land officers of the withdrawal of the odd
sections from sale or pre-emption, it has been the practice of the Department in such
cases, to formally withdraw them. It cannot be otherwise than the exercise of a
wise precaution by the Department to give such information to the local land officers
as may serve to guide aright those seeking settlements on the pn'blic lands; and thus
prevent settlements and expenditures connected with them which would afterwards-
prove to be useless.

By virtue of that withdrawal the odd-numbered sections within forty
miles of all that portion of the route lying east of the Columbia remained
for nearly two years, at least segregated from the public domain, and

; all purchasers of the even-numbered sections were required to pay the
double minimum price for the land they bought. And the homestead
of Guilford Miller lies outside of the lines of this reservation and is.
entirely unaffected by the statute as applied to the line of general
route by the company and the Department.

II. In 1872. the company undertook to exercise a stcacnd time, in the
eastern part of Washington Territory, this peculiar privilege of fixing
a general route, and the question is, what effect, in law, is to be given
to this action so far as it affects the clain of Miller.

The new line is entirely distinct and different from the one which had
* been located, being so far distant on the eastern boundary of the Ter-

ritory, that even the f'oty-mile limits do not over-lap. The order of with-
-- drawal was made by the Acting Commissioner, not by the Secretary,

and can be presumed to have been known to the Secretary only upon
* supposition that the marginal postscript upon his letter of transmittal

was observed by that officer, unless by virtue of a general presumption
that all acts of the Commissioner are to be taken to be the acts of the
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Secretary, a presumption not warranted by law. The maps, or plat, of
route were required to be filed with the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, not the Secretary, and his duties are prescribed by law,
though subject to supervision by the Secretary.

I think this withdrawal of the Acting Commissioner must be deemed
invalid; to the extent, at least, that it could not deny to a settler the
right given to him otherwise by the statutes. The power of the Presi-
dent to reserve any portion of the public domain to some authorized
public purpose is undeniable; and it is also well settled that the action
of the head of a Department may be presumed to be the action of the
President when taken according to law, andl when it is to be presumed
the President directed it. (Grisar v. McDowell, 6 Wall., 380; Wolsey v.
Chapman, 101 U. S., 769; Wolcott v. Des Moines (Jo., 5 Wall., 688.)

The extent to which the supreme court has gone in its decisions, and
the extent which the reason of the thing supports, appears to be that
the President may, in execution or furtherance of a public purpose
committed, generally or specially, by Congress to the Executive to
effectuate, when in his judgment such action is desirable to the accom-
plishment of that purpose and will not infringe any limiting provision of

statute governing the particular case, withdraw or withhold by his order
any portion of the public domain from the operation of the general laws
for its disposition, and devote it to such public use subject to review
by Congress; and also that, in such a case, the order of the Department
or Land Office will be conclusively presumed to have been directed by
him, without proof of the fact and probably irrespective of it. Thus,
many of the reservations for the care of the Indians have been estab-
lislhed; and thus are sustained withdrawals of land grants in further-
ance of the construction of railroads, where no legislative direction has
manifested the will of Congress. The principle does not, however,
contemplate an arbitrary or capricious suspeDsion of the statutes,
much less the contravention of a particular mandate, expressed or
clearly implied, even by the President's direct act. But it ought not to
be presumed, and it seems to me it cannot rightfully be, to support
the act of an inferior executive officer, that the President of the United
States directed the withdrawal of public lands beyond the clearly ex-
pressed purpose of a statute or contrary to the clear implication of the
negative force of a statute. Such a presumption cannot be rightfully
imputed to him, whose offlcial oath obliges, and whose highest function
is, to faithfully execute the laws; and if he himself were to make a with
drawal under such circumstances, its validity would be open at least to
grave question.

In this case, the legislature undertook to direct with explicitness the
condition and extent of the preliminary withdrawal. The legislative
will having been expressed with definiteness, it must be taken to have
been exhaustively expressed, and that direction implies that no other

withdrawal should be made. The force of the act of Congress is as
much negative as affirmative, and equally obligatory in both aspects.
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Having provided the condition upon which a withdrawal of the public
domain should be operative upon a preliminary general route for the
benefit of this company, without any latitude of authority for any other,
the legislative will must be regarded as exclusive of any other. The

* effect of the statute of 1864, when it became operative by the filing and
acceptance of a map fixing the general route, was not to be interrupted
by any official of the government. No provision was made that its
mandate, that the odd sections should "not be liable to sale, or entry,
or pre-emption, except by the said company," should be terminated as
to the particular lands to which it became applicable, at the will of a
Department officer, and applied to other and entirely different lands.
The duration of that withdrawal was, as the supreme court has said in

* the case referred to, "until the definite location is made."
And in addition to this plain inference, are the explicit words of the

statute that-
The provisions of the act of September, eighteen hundred and forty-one, granting

pre-emption rights and acts amendatory thereof, and of the act entitled " An Act to
secure homesteads to actual settlers upon the public domain," approved May twenty,
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, shall be and the same are hereby extended to all

i- - other lands on the line of said road, when surveyed, excepting those hereby granted
to said company.

If the land of Guilford Miller became, or is, in any correct sense,
on the line of road, these words were made applicable to it, when they
were made applicable at all, by the fixing the line of general route; and
being once applicable, they were not repealable by any action of the
Department. This point will become important in another aspect of
the case.

This peculiar privilege given to this company to lay a line of general
route as a basis for withdrawal of its granted lands, to be followed at
some later time by fixing a line of definite location for the purpose of
construction, is analogous to a franchise given by a special charter to a
railroad company to locate and build a railroad between designated
points. OIf such franchises it has always been held that one location,
definitely fixed, exhausts the franchise, and that a chartered com-
pany cannot, after one exercise of such a privilege, again re-locate,
and reconstract its line. (Pierce on I.O R., pp. 254; Mason v. R. R. Co.,
35 Barb., 374; People etc. v. E. R. (o., 45 id. 73; Del. Can. Co. v. R.
R. Co., 9 Paige, 28; State v. Turnpike Co., 10 Conn.)

The same rule has been applied to the franchise given in these acts
of Congress, granting public lands, to definitely fix a line of location. In
the case of Van Wyck v. Knevals (106 lI. S., 366) the supreme court said:

Until the map is filed with the Secretary of the Interior the company is at liberty
to adopt such a route as it may deem best, after an examination of the grant has dis-
closed the feasibility and advantages of different lines. But when a route is adopted
by the company and a map designating it is filed with the Secretary of the Interior
and accepted by that officer, the route is established; it is, in the language of the
act, definitely fixed, and canaot be the subject of future chaige, so as to affect the
grant, except upon legislative consent.

3263-VOL 7--8
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There is nothing in the fixing of the general route to require a differ-
ent governing principle from the fixing of the final location. The con-
sequences declared by the statute to attach in the one case, as much
attach as in the other; and so soon as the statute has thus become ap-
plicable, its force is unchangeable but by the creator of it, and there
is an end of the privilege.

If this interpretation of the act of Congress be correct, it must fol-
low that the Department, much less the Acting Commissioner of the
General Land Office, could not alter it by any action of its own. In
every just sense, the so-called withdrawal by the Department is only
a notification to the public of the effect of the act of Congress itself.
The law was exhaustive; the Department could only act to give appli-
cation to its provisions to the land and, notice to the world thereof.
And so the supreme court said in the case of this company already re-
ferred to, of the withdrawal made on another portion of the line-

This notification did not add to the force of the act itself, but it gave notice to all
parties seeking to make a pre-emption settlement that lands within certain defined
limits might be appropriated for the road.

This reading of the statute limits the power of the Commissioner as
much in one aspect as the other; he could neither by his order ter-
minate, suspend or alter the vigor of the expressed will of Congress in
respect to what lands were to be withdrawn, or for what period to re-
main so; nor could be by his order give any added force to a law
which proprio vigore accomplished independently of, and prior to, his
order, all which could be effected. To hold otherwise would be to de-
clare that the force of the act of Congress was terminable, or alterable,
with respect to the specific lands to which it related, at the pleasure
of the Commissioner of theGeneral Land Office; a conclusion for which
neither this act, nor any other statute, furnishes the least found-
ation. He could not restore to the market, rightfully, lands which the
act of Congress had withdrawn for a period the duration of which ex-
tended by clear and necessary implication beyond the time when he
undertook to restore them; and, if he could not restore those lands to
market by his order, contrary to that statute, it is impossible to up-
hold the exercise of an assumed authority, in the face of the plan and
purposes of this act to withdraw again another belt of eighty miles in
width. The law intended that but one such belt should be withdrawn
before definite location should give fixity to the grant. To permit him
to withdraw another is manifestly to recognize an act contrary to the
purpose of the Congress.

The lands west from Walla Walla to Kalama along the line of the
general route of 1870 cannot be regarded as having been withdrawn,
by force of the act of Congress, since the date of the establishment of
that line, as has been and still remains the accepted consequence by
the Department and the company of the action then taken unless the
same consequence adhered to the line between the eastern boundary of
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the Territory and the mouth of the Walla Walla, equally well fixed at
the same time equally recognized by the Department, and to which the
consequences were by Department declaration equally applied. It can-
not be true, under this act, that its force abides as to the lands west of
the Columbia and was terminated by the action of the Commissioner
as to the lands east of the Columbia, unless it be true that the Commis-
sioner could suspend or alter a law of Congress.

- This interpretation of the statute, as affecting the authority of the
* Land Office, results from the application of well established canons of

construction, and is arrived at without respect to the argumentum ab
inoonvenienti. If, however, attention be directed to the serious and
inequitable consequences which such a theory so pursued necessarily
involves, it becomes still more impossible to suppose that the Congress
could ever have designed such effects. The projected line of this rail-
road extended from east of the Mississippi river to the Pacific ocean,
leaving open to the company's choice any route north of the 45th
parallel of latitude. If what was done in the eastern portion of Wash-
ington Territory were legally done, it might have been as well inflicted
upon any portion of that entire expanse of the northwestern country.
A line of general route is fixed by the company, accepted by the Depart-
rment, and the act of Congress declared applicable, so that half of the
public lands are withdrawn from the use of settlers throughout a belt
of eighty miles wide, and the other half are to be purchased only at
double ruinimurn price. Such a condition of things remains for years,
the road, meantime, not being constructed; a serious blight upon pro-
gress and settlement is necessarily inflicted; but many, adventurously
pushing into the new country and expecting the coming of a railroad,
buy lands at the price fixed upon the basis of such an expectation. Is
all this to be rendered worse than vain at the mere option of the com-
pany, with the compliance of the Land Office, and another belt of
eighty miles in width to be again marked with these effects e The Coin-
missioner undertakes, indeed, to unloose the withdrawal of the lands
within the first, and to open them to market; but they are necessarily
left charged with the cloud already placed upon them and with the in-
justice arising from the disappointment to those who have paid a double
price in reliance upon a justifiable expectation.

It must be noted, also, that unless the restriction on the power to
change and re-locate the line of general route be applicable to the first
location, there is no limitation, whatever. If the second location and
withdrawal were authorized, so was the third, or any number.

Instead of this great enterprise proving an inducement to settlement
and a promoter of development, under such a course of action it could
-not but be a mighty agent of wrong to individuals and injury to the pub-
lie retarding instead of accelerating the course of advancing civiliza-
tion. These consequences were a priori so obvious and the privilege
proffered to this company, within its strictest limitations, so extensive
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and unusual, that it must be regarded as having been clearly within

the legislative purpose to confine the exercise of such a privilege strictly

to its boundaries as expressed by the act, with no latitude of authority

in any officer of the government to amplify and enlarge them.

The conviction of the correctness of the foregoincg propositions is so

strong in my mind that I feel entirely content to rest upon them the

affirmance of the conclhsion reached by your office upon other grounds;

it being apparent from the facts stated that, unless the withdrawal of

1872, was valid to forbid the exercise by a settler of the rights given by

the pre-empl)tion and homestead laws upon any public lands otherwise

subject to them, Miller secured by his settlement in 1878, and his resi-

dence thereafter such a right as would prevent the selection by the coni-

pany, if otherwise valid, from attaching to the quarter section taken by

him. But there are other points involved in this cause which require

discussion; and if my conclusions in the foregoing particulars be wrong,

I think his rights are still to be supported, and the claim of the com-

pany to select this land to be denied upon other foundation.
III. The Attorney-General, in his opiuion of the 14th of March, 1887,

proceeded in entire want of information, so far as the opinion discloses

of the establishment of the line of general route and the withdrawal

thereupon, in the year 1870; and he bases his conclusion upon the as-

sumption that the general route was fixed, and the withdrawal made,

for the first time, in 1872. This lack of information resulted from the fact

that the decision of your predecessor (Mr. Sparks) from which the ap-

peal was takeu, does not in any wise disclose the first location of the

general route which I have discussed; and no information of it was

given to the Attorney-General in the case submitted to him.

It was therefore upon the erroneous assumption that he was deal-

ing with the first and only exercise of the privilege of establishment of

general route, that he proceeded in every part of his opinion. ile first

discusses the validity of the Land Office withdrawal, and in respect

thereto he says:
The withdrawal just adverted to does not rest upon any express statutory provis-

ion requiring it, but upon a general authority in the Land Department, the existence

of which has been recognized by CongresM (Act of March 27, 1854, chap. '25; Rev.

Stat., sec. 2281) and repeatedly affirmed by the supreme court (Wolcott v. Des Moines

Co., 5 Wall. 6t1; Riley v. Wells, unreported, Dec. Term, 1869; Williams v. Baker, 17

Wall., 144; Wolsey v. Chapman, 101 U. S., 755; See also 8 Opin. 246; 16 Opin. 87), and

may nqw be regarded as too well established to be questioned. It appears, moreover,

to be in entire harmony with the provisions of the land grant act, which, as already

intimated, in effect made a corresponding withdrawal, and it accords with the prac

tice of the Land Department in like cases. But the existence of a statutory with-

drawal, including the samne lands, which had previously taken effect, may suggest

the inquiry whether the Department withdrawal referred to had any legal efficacy

as such. In other words, did it operate as a withdrawal, when the lands covered

thereby were thus already withdrawn ? The answer is, that if the act of the Depart-

ment was within the competency thereof-and of this there appears to be no room

for doubt-its validity and force were not affected by the fact that it embraced the

same subject matter and was directed to the same end as the statute. It operated
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concurrently with the statute, and the lands may properly be deemed to have been
withdrawn as well by the one as by the other. Although, as remarked by the court
in Battz v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co., supra, it did not add to the force of the statute
itself in that regard, yet it gave notice to all parties seeking to make a pre-emption
or homestead settlement that lands within certain defined limits might be appropri-
ated for the road, and was "the exercise of a wise precaution by the Department to
give such information to the local land officers as may serve to guide aright those
seeking settlements on the public lands, and thus prevent settlements, and expendi-

tures connedted with them, which would afterwards prove to be useless.' Viewed in
the above light, I arrive at the conclusion that the withdrawal of March 30, 187'2,
was valid and efficient for the purpose intended.

Inasmuch as the ground upon which I place the conclusion that the
withdrawal of 1872, was invalid was in no manner considered by the
Attorney-General, there remains no occasion for any argument in dis-
sent from the view taken by him, as above exhibited; and. if the case
turned upon this point, I should long hesitate to arrive at a conclusion
in opposition to so eminent and able an authority. I will venture, not-
withstanding, in respect to the theory of independent force in the de-
partmental withdrawal, to direct attention to the language of the su-
preme court already quoted in haec Zverba in respect to this particular

*: action, that it "did not add to the force of the act itself," but simply
* gave notice of the consequences of the act.

Yet it is so familiar a rule that the opinions of the courts even, are
not to be regarded as declaratory of the law, except as applied to the
particular facts before them, and it is so obvious that the conclusions
before enunciated are in no conflict with this opinion of the Attorney-
General, that I ought to feel, for that reason, at liberty to follow my
own convictions upon the case. But, in addition to that, it ought to be
stated that the Attorneys-General have never looked upon their opinions
as in any wise obliging the heads of Departments who may have sought
them to follow them contrary to their own independent judgment; and
the difference of opinion implies no want of that respect due to the ree-
ognized learning and official position of that officer. It only implies
obedience to convictions, which it is the duty of the officer, upon whom
action is devolved, to possess before he acts, and the perception of
which depends upon his mind and not another's.

Said Attorney-General Crittenden to the Secretary of the Interior:
The opinions of the Attorney-General are merely advisory. f I may say

confidently no law has made it binding on you. (5 Opin., 390.)

-;* Said Attorney-General Black (9 Opin., 36) to the Postmaster-Gen-
; eral:

The duty of the Attorney-General is to advise, not to decide. A thing is not to be
considered as done by the head of a Department merely because the Attorney-Gen-
eral has advised him to do it. You may disregard it if you are sure it is wrong. He
aids you in forming a judgment on questions of law, but still the judgment is yours,
not his. You are not bound to see with his eyes, but only to use the light which he
furnishes in order to see the better with your own.

A similar view was expressed by Attorney-General Cushing (7 Opin.,
700); and ly Attorney-General Speed, (1 Opin., 470.) And in accord-
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ance with this doctrine there are many precedents in this Department
of action by the Secretary contrariwise to advice of the Attorney-Gen-
eral, in which he was unable to concur. These opinions of the Attorneys-
General, these precedents, and the plain reason of the thing, make it
obligatory upon me, although with diffidence and with deference, to
pursue the course of action which I regard to be my dnty.

I remark this more particularly because in the next point to be dis-
cussed I find myself more nearly at variance with the other -prtion of
the opinion referred to.

IV. It has been seen from this statement of the facts, that, when the
line of definite location was made and approved, the Commissioner of
the General Land Office, while assuming to make no withdrawal of the
lands within the indemnity limits, beyond forty and within fifty miles
distant fromn the line of definite location, yet refrained from revoking
the withdrawal of so much of the indemnity limits as happened to fall
within the withdrawal made in 1872, upon the basis of the second es-
tablishment of a general route; and the Attoruey-General, in the
opinion referred to, used the following language upon the validity and
effect of such continuance in reservation by the order of November 17,
1880, viz.:

That withdrawal, when ordered, embraced only the odd sections within the forty
mile limits; but part of these lands having subsequently fallen within the indemnity
limits, the point now is whether thereafter such part still continues in reservation.
Upon this 1 hold the affirmative; being of opinion that when public lands have once
been withdrawn from private appropriation under the general land laws by compe-
tent authority, they do not again become subject to such appropriation until restored
to entry by like authority. This is understood to be a settled rule of the laud-law
system, and is (as well as the executive power of withdrawal) recognized by Congress
(see section 1 of the act of April 21, 1876, chap. 72).

The result to which the foregoing leads is, that at the date of the order of Novem-
ber 17, 1880, the tract in question was still subject to the withdrawal referred to.

That order, indeed, assumes the continuation of such withdrawal as regards lands
that fell out of the forty mile limits as above, in formally restoring to entry some of
these lands while continuing the withdrawal as to others. So far as appears no res-
toration of the said tract took place then or thereafter up to the time of its selection
by the company.

Such tract being thus in a state of reservation during the period which intervened
between the filingof the plat of definite location and the selection by the company, it
was not during that period (nor was it prior thereto from the filing of the map of geu-
eral route) open to homestead settlement, and therefore no rights thereto adverse to
the claim of the company were acquired by Miller by his alleged settlement.

I remark that in some of the papers submitted the' order of Noveumber 17, 1880, is
dealt with as if it originated a new withdrawal, and the question is much discussed
whether it was competent to the Land Department to withdraw from pre-emption or
homestead settlement lands lying within the indemnity limits of the grant, after those
limits had become established by the filing of the plat of definite location of the road.

In denial of the authority of the Department to withdraw in such a case, it is urged
that the provision in the 6th section of the act, extending the pre-emption and home-

stead laws " to all other lands on the line of said road, when surveyed, excepting the
lands hereby granted to said company," in effect prohibited a withdrawal of any lands
within the indemnity limits.
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Assuming that its terms comprehend all lands within such limits, I do not under-
stand the provisions referred to as having that effect. It does nothing more than
declare what was already enacted by general laws. By these laws all unappropri-
atecd public lands, surveyed or nnsurveyed, were thrown open to pre-emption and
settlement, and all such lands, when surveyed, were thrown open to homestead set-
tlement, before the passage of the land-grant act. The provision of the latter pro-
duced no modification of the previous law as regards the lands mentioned, nor did it
place any restriction upon the exercise of the executive power of withdrawal thereto-
fore existing.

After the indemnity lilnits were fixed by definite location of the road, a right of
selecting "lien lands" within such limits, under the direction of the Secretary of the
Interior, accrued to the company under the 3d section of the act; and it would seem
to be within the general power just mentioned, and also within the discretionary
authority specially conferrell upon the Secretary of the Interior by that section, to
place in reservation those lands to which the right of selection is limited, fur the
purpose of adjusting the grant and effectuating its objects.

This view assumes, apparently, that the lands within the indemnity
limits, as fixed by the definite location of the road, are not to be re-
garded as withdrawn by any force of the statute itself independently
of departmental action. and also that, but for a concurrent departmental
withdrawal of the lands, within forty miles of the general route, lands,
which by force of the statute stood withdrawn as being within the pre-
scribed distance of the general route, would not after the definite loca-
tion of the road remain withdrawn, unless they then fall within the
granted limits. It other words, it appears to proceed upon the theory
that, upon the definite location of the line of the road, the lands granted
immediately vested in the grantee so that no withdrawal of them was
longer necessary; and that the preliminary withdrawal made by the
statute instantly ceased its operation upon the definite location of the
road, so that the grant became definite. This theory of the statute ap-
pears to me to be correct. It corresponds with what the supreme court
said of it as already quoted. The withdrawal upon the line of general
route enacted in the sixth section must have some period of termina-
tion, and it plainly was designed by Congress that it should be oper-
ative only to secure the lands granted, and proceeds upon the supposi-
tion that the general route would probably be in the end finally accepted,
substantially, as the definite location. The declaration of the sixth
section is not that all the lands in odd-numbered sections within forty
miles of the entire line of the general route shall be withdrawn; but the
declaration is that " the odd sections of land hereby granted shall not be
liable to sale," etc. Thus, the meaning of the act appears to be that the

* provisional line of general route should, in the first place, be taken as
the line upon which the grant was made, and, during the period while
no other line was fixed than such line of general route, the lands in the
odd-numbered sections within forty miles should be taken as the granted
lands, and, therefore, they are declared by the statute to be the "hereby

*0 granted" lands; but, when this line should come upon maturer con-
sideration to be, "definitely fixed" the grant should shift accordingly
and the lands Ahereby granted" would then be such as shoald be found
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within the odd-numbered sections of forty miles on either side. Thus,
no withdrawal, by force of the act, could continue after definite location,
since no withdrawal, properly speaking, was otherwise made than as
the lands upon either side of the general route were, provisionally, as-
sumed to be the granted lands. It would seem, therefore, necessarily
to follow that the assumption of the Attorney-General's opinion in re-
spect to the proper interpretation of the act in this particular, is beyond
criticism. It follows from this, as he assumes, that unless there were a
departmental withdrawal of lands within the indemnity limits, they
remain open to settlement, not being withdrawn by the act.

The consequence which he derives fails, as a matter of course, if the
departmental withdrawal were invalid and ineffectual for the reasons
which I have previously discussed.

But I find it difficult to accept his conclusion, even if it be assumed
that the withdrawal upon the line of general route of 1872, must be re-
garded as within the authority of the granting act, and that the change
of the line of general route from the one established ift 1870, to that of
1872, must he regarded as legally fixed and that the act became applica-
ble thereto so as to cause a withdrawal to follow accordingly. I am un-
willing to accept the conclusion that there was any force whatever, in-
dependently of the statute, in the order of the Acting Commissioner of
the 30th of March, 1872; or that, properly construed, it was designed
to mean any more than a direction to the local officers to comply with
the granting act. I have drawn particular attention to the language
of the act to show that it did not, in terms, withdraw the lands from
sale or location but it declared the lands "hereby granted"1 not to be
liable to sale. Proceeding upon the assumption that the grant was de-
fined by the line of general route, the lands were not salable because
they had been, after that line was fixed, conditionally granted, and be-
cause that line of general route was to be taken provisionally as being
the same as that authorized to be definitely located under section three
of the act. The term "withdraw", therefore, is not accurate, and is
misleading because it is otherwise employed in the usage of the Land
Office, and then means to withhold from sale lands of the United States
which would otherwise remain salable. And It is for this reason, I sup-
pose, that the supreme court used the language already referred to in
which this letter of the Acting Commissioner is denominated a "notifi-
cation" and it is said that it did not add to the force of the act itself..

In my opinion, and it is with great deference that I present it, the
granting act not only did not authorize a withdrawal of lands in the in-
demnity limits, but forbade it. The difference between lands in the
granted limits, and lands in indemnity limits, and between the time and
manner in which the title of the United States changes to and vests in
the grantee, accordingly as lands are within one or the other of these
limits, has been clearly defined by the supreme court and it is sufficient
to state the well-settled rules upon this subject.
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As to the lands in the primary, or granted, limits:
The title to the alternate sections to be taken within the limit, when all the odd

sections are granted, becomes fixed, ascertained and perfected in each case by this
location of the line of road, and in case of each road, the title relates back to the act
of Congress. (St. Panl E. P. v. Winona R. R., 112, U. S.,726; Mo., Kans. & Tex. R.
R. Co. v. Kans. Pac. B. R. Co., 97 U. S., 491, 501; Van Wyck v. Knevals, 106 U. S.,
360; Cedar Rapids Co. v. Herring, 110 U. S., 27; Grinnell V. R. R. Co., 103 U. S., 739.)

As to indemnity limits:
The time when the right to lands becomes vested, which are to be selected within

given limits under these land grants, whether the selection is in lieu of lands deficient
within the primary limits of the grant, or of lands which for other reasons are to be
selected within certain secondary limits, is different in regard to those that are ascer-
tained within the primary limits by the location of the line of tbe'road. In Ryan v.
Railroad Co., 99 U. S., 382, this court speaking of a contest for lands of this class,
said: "It was within the secondary or indemnity territory where that deficiency
was to be supplied. The railroad company had not and could not have any claim to
it until specially selected, as it was for that purpose;" and the reason given for this
is that "- when the road was located and maps were made the right of the company
to the odd sections first named became fixed and absolute. With respect to the, lien
lands, as they are called, the right was only a float, and attached to no specified
tracts until the selection was actually made in the manner prescribed."

The same idea is suggested, though not positively affiruied, in the case of Grinnell
v. Railroad Co., 103 U. S., 739.

In the case of the Cedar Rapids Railroad Co. v. Herring, 110 U. S., 27, this prin-
ciple became the foundation, after much consideration, of the judgment of the court
rendered at the last term. And the same principle is announced at this term in the
case of the Kansas Pacific Railroad Co. v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa F6 Co., ante, 414.

The reason of this is that, as no vested right can attach to the lands in place-the
odd-numbered sections within six miles of each side of the road-until these sections
are ascertained and identified by a legal location of the line of the road, so in regard
to the lands to be selected within a still larger limit, their identification cannot be
known until the selection is made. It may be a long time after the line of the road
is located before it is ascertained how many sections, or parts of sections, within the
primary limits have been lost by sale or pre-emption. It may be still longer before
a selection is made to supply this loss.

The consequence of this difference is, that until a valid selection by
the grantee is made from the lands within the indemnity limits, they
are entirely open to disposition by the United States or to appropria-
tion under the laws of the United States for the disposition of the pub-
lie lands. There is nothing to the line bounding the indemnity limits
to distinguish lands within it from any other public lands; the only
purpose of that being to place a boundary upon the right of selection
in the grantee to make> good losses sustained within granted limits.
This effect has been most explicitly declared by the supreme court in
the case of the Kansas Pacific Railroad Company v. The Atchison, To-
peka, and Santa F6 Railroad Company (112, U. S., 414) and in other
cases. In that case, the court said of an order of the Commissioner of
the General Land Office similar to this, so far as applicable to indem-
nity limits:

The order of withdrawal of lands along the probable lines of the defendant's road
made on the 19th of March, 1863, by the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
affected no rights which without it would have been acquired to the land nor in any
respect controlled the subsequent grant.
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It also said of the indemnity limits under discussion there:
For what was thus excepted from the granted limits other lands were to be se-

lected from adjacent lands, if any then reemained, to wrhichL vo other valid claims Sad orig-
in ated. But what unappropriated lands would thus be found and selected could not
be known before actual selection. A right to select them within certain limits, in
case of deficiency within the ten-mile limit, was alone conferred, not a right to any
specific land or lands capable of identification by any principles of law or rules of
measurement. Neither locality nor quantity is given from which such lands could
be ascertained. If, therefore, when such selection was to be made, the lands from
which the deficiency was to be supplied, had been appropriated by Congress to other
purposes, the right of selection became a barren right, for until selection was made
the title remained in the government, subject to its disposal at its pleasure.

It was in view of this difference and its consequences that the lan-
guage of the granting act was employed by Congress, by which it was
explicitly provided that the provisions of the pre-emption and home-
stead laws " shall be, and the same are hereby extended to all other
lands on the line of said road, when surveyed, excepting those hereby
granted to said company." If lands within the indemnity limits are
to be regarded as " on the line of said road," this declaration appears
to me prohibitory of any withdrawal, for the benefit of this road. It
might be that such lands could be withdrawn for some other public
purpose, within executive authority to provide for, such, for example,
as to constitute a reservation for Indians. But this language was in-
troduced into the same section which declared the granted lands not to
be liable to sale, etc., and, immediately following that declaration, and
in the same sentence, so as obviously to mark the legislative intent to
make clearly distinguishable the lands beyond the granted limits as
being liable to disposition under those laws. Having so explicitly de-
clared, it was not necessary to add a prohibition upon executive officers
against withdrawal for the benefit of the road. It gave to any person
entitled under the pre-emption or homestead laws to take any such
lands, the absolute right to acquire any proper quantity thereof, in
accordance therewith; and this right an executive officer could not de-
prive the settler of. The act as much makes that his right, as it makes
it the right of the company to take the others.

I cannot be satisfied with the idea that this language was so intro-
duced in immediate qualification of and distinction upon the words ren-
dering lands in the granted limits " not liable to sale or entry," for the
mere purpose of declaring " what was already enacted by general laws."
Tihe general laws applied without this declaration, and they applied
more extensively than this would apply. them, since by the general laws
entries of other kinds might, if conditions concurred, be also made.
The aim of this language was, as I am forced to read it, towards the
availability to settlement of all lands not granted. It was a vast grant,
and even as so limited, a threatening shadow to fall on the settlement
of the Northwest. Well might Congress say, " the lntls granted you
shall have, but you shall tie up no more from the actual settler to the
prevention of development."
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It may be claimed that the words, " all other lands ou the line of said
road," d(o not embrace lands within the indemnity limits. That con-
struction would seem still more to deny the Commissioner's power to
withdraw them; since it cannot be supposed Congress intended him to
withdraw lands not on the line of the road. But the phrase immediately
after employed in the section-" the reserved alternate sections 7"-when
speaking of the lands to which the double minimum price must be at-
taclied, seems to indicate clearly that Congress had, in the use of the
former, a more comprehensive meaning than simply to include by it the
lands of the even-numbered sections within the granted limits.

The supreme court appears to have fairly set this question at rest in
the case of The United States v. Burlington, etc., B. R. Co., 98 TJ. S., 339,
where it is said of the similar point raised in respect to the line then
-under consideration

And the land was taken alobg such line in the sense of the statute, when taken
along the general direction or course of the road within lines perpendicular to it at
each end. The same terms are used in the grant to the Union Pacific Company, in
which the lateral limit is twenty miles; and if a section at that distance from the road
can be said to be along its line, it is difficult to Give any other meaning than this to
the language. They certainly do not require the land to be contiguous to the road;
and if not contiguous, it is not easy to say at what distance the land to be selected
would cease to be along its line.

The general rule alluded to in the opinion that lands once properly
withdrawn by executive order remain so until restored to market by
like order or by statute is not questioned. But ev6ey such general
rule yields to the will of the legislature in a; particular case; and the
considerations presented are designed to show the grounds of my opin-
ion that the legislation is in this case particular and exhaustive.

*- Inasmuch, however, as I cannot regard the original order of with-
| drawal in 1872 as obligatory to deny Miller's rights for the other rea-

sons given, it is unnecessary further to press the argument that when
his land fell within the indemnity limits of the road it was open to his
appropriation under the homestead law, until selected by the company.

V. In the view I have taken, it may not be necessary now to dispose
of the claim of the company to select this land, other than to say it has
been validly entered under the homestead law by Miller, and any right
it may have must be subject to his right to make final proof.

Yet I think it proper to draw your attention to the manner in which
this claim of selection has been made. And, first, 1 think it should be
observed that a mere claim of selection, not based upon such founda-
tion as the law and the regulations of the Department require, cannot
give a right; the selection must be one which is both well-founded in
the necessity for it and the manner of making it, and, therefore, one
within the direction and approval of the Secretary of the Interior. In
this case, the original selection list gave no indication of the basis upon
which a right of selection of this tract could be claimed. It proceeded
upon the assumption that the company might "select as many lands
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as it saw fit, and make proof of its losses afterwards. This practice
was, indeed, permitted for some time in the General Land Office, and
thus it has happened that some railroad companies have selected, in
lieu of lost lands, and procured certification of, lands much in excess in
acreage of their losses for which the selections were admissible. It was
also specially allowed in the case of this company. But it was so al-
lowed only upon condition that the basis was subsequently to be sup-
plied, and no selection was valid until approved after such basis should
be determined. It was thus only a question of the order of procedure.

This practice was of doubtful validity, at least to give a right from
date of first selection, and was changed some time since, by depart-
mental regulation. The act is explicit that, whenever, prior to the defi-
nite location of the line,

Any of said sections or parts of sections shall have been granted, sold, reserved,
occupied by home stead settlers, or pre-empted, or otherwise disposed of, other lands
shall be selected by said Company ik lieu thereof, under the direction of the Secretary
of Interior, etc., etc.

Manifestly it was necessary to point out the section, or the part of a
section, which had thus been lost to the grant, and the manner of its
loss, in order to authorize the taking of another tract of land in place
of it. The Department ought, before approval of a selection, first to
determine whether the land lost to the grant was so previously appro-
priated as to furnish the basis of a selection, and it ought to be partic-
ularly shown for what specific lands lost, specific selections were made.
Until these facts appear, the company has not established the right to
appropriate from the body of lands open to its choice, but is confined
to those specifically granted.

In accordance with this rule, my predecessor (Mr. Lamar) on the 4th
of August, 1885, approved a circular from your office to the local officers,
in which they were directed as follows:

Before admitting railroad indemnity selections in any case, you will require pre-
liminary lists to be filed specifying the particular deficiencies for which indemnity is
claimed. I I I Where indemnity selections have heretofore been made without
specification of losses, you will require the companies to designate the deficiencies
for which such indemnity is to be applied before further selections are allowed.

It was in obedience to the last clause that this company filed on the
25th of October, 1887, the list of particular deficiencies upon which the
claim of selections in list number two before mentioned, was based.
That list excellently illustrates the necessity for the rule mentioned.
Since 1883, the claim of this company to take the 58,000 acres in list
number two has remained a cloud upon all the lands embraced within
it. Yet when called upon to specifv particular lands lost from the
granted limits, for which such a right of selection can exist, only 4,011
acres are shown, except by claiming indemnity for about 55,000 acres
of lands, for the most part not particularly defined, lying within the
Yakima Indian Reservation. But that Indian reservation lies about
two hundred miles south-westerly from the land of Miller; no.th of, and
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opposite to, that portion of the main line along the Columbia river,
embraced in the map of general route of 1870. Those lands stand
yet only as provisionally granted, the line of road has not yet been defi.
nitely located, and no construction, whatever, has been begun upon it.
The company may, perhaps, in the exercise of the right of definite lo-
cation, so change the main line of its road that the Yakima Indian res-
ervation shall not be within the granted limits of the main line. In
order to do this, it would not be necessary to-make so radical a depart-
ure as was made from that line by the definite location east of the Co.
I .luibia river. But, discarding that supposition, no absolute right to
granted lands exists, and no right of selection for lands lost from the
granted lands can possibly arise, until the line of definite location is
made. It is unnecessary to elaborate so clear a proposition.

The larger part of the lands of the Yakima reservation are within
the forty mile limits of the main line general route, and so far the fore-
going observations are sufficient to exclude them as a basis of selection.
They are also, it is true, within forty miles of the amended branch line
of 1879. It may, perhapis, be sometime claimed that selections can be
made from the indemnity limits of the main line for deficiencies in the
granted limits of the branch line. This claim does not now appear to
be necessarily involved, as these lists are made, and will not, therefore,
be discussed, it being sufficient now to say that, at least, it appears to
me sound discretion would deny approval of such selections, if the right
exist at all, until the indemnity limits of the branch line are shown to
be exhausted.

Blt the final and governing answer to this claim of a basis for selec.
tion for lands embraced within the Indian Reservation has been fur-
nished by the supreme court in the case of Buttz against this company,
supra, in which it has been explicitly adjudged that such lands passed
by the grant to the company, in fee, subject to the Indian right of occu-
pancy which the government will at its pleasure extinguish. The
tracts listed in October, 1887, as lost to the grant because lying within
the Yakima Reservation, in fact passed to the company by the grant,
and afford no basis of claim to select others in lieu thereof.

The entire extent, then, to which a right of selection can now be ac,
corded to this company, upon the basis upon which they have claimed
it in this list, is to indemnity the loss of about 4,011 acres. If the lands

-* which they have chosen to select in this list number two, be applied in
the order in which they liave named them for selection, to this deficiency,
the entire right is satisfied by the lauds in the first fifty or sixty tracts
designated; while the land of Gnilford Miller is, as has been stated
the one hundred and forty-ninth tract claimed. There does not appear,
therefore, from any showing yet made by the company, that it has any
right, whatever, to claim this land because of anything lost from the
granted limits; nor has it, to this time, made any such claim, other than
in this list number two.
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Meantime, whatever may have been the validity of the order of with-
drawal, it was revoked on the 15th of August last. If I were bound to
regard Miller's homestead entry as irregular, because in conflict with
the subsisting withdrawal at the time it was made, yet, inasmuch as
that withdrawal has entirely ceased, and no objection remains in any
right of the company, or otherwise, so far as known to the Department,
to his taking this land, and, inasmuch as his settlement and long resi-
dence (assuming his claims in respect thereto will be established by
final proofs) entitle him to equitable consideration, it would appear to
be not an improper exercise of discretion to now direct the allowanceof
his application for a homestead entry.

I do not, however, for the reasons already so elaborately given, find
myself under any necessity to sustain his claim upon any tender prin-
ciples of merely equitable nature. He stands, in my judgment, upon a
solid legal foundation in his claim upon the government to the recogni-
tion of his rights as a homesteader, and his entry should remain intact.

Your decision to this effect is affirmed.

PRACTICE-PRE-E-APTION CONTEST.

BROWE:R v. SPRAGUE.

Only in exceptional cases should contests be allowed against pre-emption claims be-
fore offer to make final proof.

First Assistant Secretary 3f-uldrow to Conmmissioner Stockslager, Angust
2, 1888.

This is an appeal from your office decision of February 8, 1877, affirm-
ing the refusal of the local officers to allow the contest of said Brower
against the pre-emption declaratory statement of Emma Sprague for
SW. i, Sec. 24, T. 1 N., R. 44L W., Denver laud district, Colorado.
I Brower first presented his affidavit for cont est June 29, 1886, but for
irregularity of affidavit the local officers rejec ted the said application.
On August 30, 1886, the same was amended and refiled and again re-
jected.

On October 5, 1886, Sprague presented final proof which was rejected
by the local officers, and from which Sprague appealed, and on January
5, 1887, she formally withdrew her appeal and signified her desire to
abide by the decision of the local officers.

In view of this action of Sprague your office by said letter of Febru-
ary 8, 1887, dismissed her application to enter and also Brower's appli-
cation to contest Sprague's right to pre-empt. You did not, however,
pass upon the issues presented by Brower's appeal, viz: was the refusal
to allow Brower to contest, solely upon the ground that his affidavit
was sworn to before the register of the land office at Mc~ook, Nebraska,
in accordance with law.
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In view of the conclusion I have reached in this case upon another
ground, it is not necessary to decide whether or not a register of a local
land office, has authority to administer oaths in connection with the
entry or purchase of any tract of public lands even though said lands
are outside of his local district.

The local office properly refused to entertain his affidavit of contest,
as said Brower was undertaking to contest a mere declaratory state-
ment.

Contests against pre-emption claims unless in exceptional cases should
pot be permitted before offer to make final proof. Bailey v. Townsend
(5 L. D., 176); Percival v. Doheney (4 L. D., 134).

Therefore as Sprague has withdrawn her appeal from your said de-
cision and no right claimed by her is to be decided in this action and as
the attempt of Brower to inaugurate a con test was prematurely brought,
your said office decision is affirmed.

PRE-EMPTION FINAL PROOF-RESIDENCE.

LIZZIE B. LARKIN.

Evidence showing a sufficient period of residence warrants the conclusion that the
land was taken for a permanent home, where it does not appear that the settler
had any other home, and nothing in the character of the improvements on the
land is inconsistent with the claim of an actual home thereon.

First Assistantt Secretary MJuldrow to Commissioner Stocokslager, August
2. 1S88.

This is an appeal from your office decision of February 11, 1887, hold-
ing for cancellation claimants pre-emption cash entry for the SW. 
NW. I, W. i SW. i, and SE. J SW. {, Sec. 22, T. 152, N., l. 62 W.,
Grand Forks district Dakota, for the reason that the improvements
made are insufficient to establish the fact that the land was taken for a
home.

The evidence shows that the improvements consisted of a house six
by eight feet, well and twelve acres of breaking, valued at $125.

The claimant filed declaratory statement March 18, 1884, and alleged
settlement July 1, 1882. The township plat was filed March 17, 1884.

The proof shows she was a single, woman and that she did not become
twenty-one years of age until May 16, 1884, but that when she made
said filing she was not aware that it was necessary for her to be twenty-
one years of age in order to make filing on public lands: She further
swears that she made said filing in good faith and without intention to
prevent other qualified settlers from settling thereon. On October 14,
1886, her final proof was rejected by the local officers for the reason " that
at the time of filing she was not twenty-one," which decision was re-
versed by your office, on her appeal, on the ground that, "tunder the
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present practice of this office, a filing made by a party before attaining
his majority, may stand in satisfaction of his pre-emption rights, pro-
vided no valid claim intervenes prior to the date of the removal of his
disqualification," and the proof was returned for the further consider-
ation of the local officers, with the suggestion that, " It may be remarked
that the improvements are not, it would seem, of a sufficiently substan-
tial character to lead to the conclusion that the land is taken for a per-
manent home.",

Upon this suggestion and without further proof the local officers re-
jected claimant's proof for the reason above given and by your said
office letter of February 11, 1887, you affirned their decision.

The witness Avery, whose affidavit was filed in the final proof, tes-
tified on cross-examination; that he had lived near the said land from
May 1884, that claimant had resided thereon most of the time from that
date until April 1, 1886, after which date she had lived there all the
time without interruption. "I have been on her claim and at her house
many times. Her house is in plain view from mine, I know positively
that she has resided there as I have stated and has improved and cul-
tivated the land as stated. Claimant is obliged to support herself by
her labor."

The other witness, George Hipple, on cross-examination corroborated
this in every particular.

The improvements mentioned in final proof affidavits are frame house
six by eight feet, and twelve acres broken.

The question of the age of claimant at date of filing being decided
by your said office letter of December 30, 1886, it only remains to re-
view the latter decision, viz: " that the improvements made are insuffi-
cient to establish the fact that the land was taken for a home."

In West v. Owen, (4 L. D., 412,) it is held that

In order for an individual to establish residence on atract of public land as re-

quired under the homestead law, it is necessary that there be a combination of act

and intent upon his part, the act of occapying and living upon said tract and the
intention of making the same his home to the exclusion of a home elsewhere.

-Upon reading the case it will be observed that the entryrnan had
never established his home upon said land at all, bat that he lived
most of the time with his family in Marion, Iowa, and only made occa-
sional visits to the land which was occupied by his tenant.

In Elliott v. Lee (4 L. D., 301), the eutryman had never established
a residence, but had merely stayed all night once in a shanty erected on
the land by some prior settler, and that six msnths from the date of
his homestead entry, and hired ten acres of breaking done. In this case
it was held that the evidence (lid not show that the entryman had
established a residence on the land.

In the Van Ostrum case (6 L. D., 25), the entryman's family occupied
another home between one-fourth and half a mile from the land claimed
and never removed to the alleged homestead at all.
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In case of Lula Marshall (6 L. D., 258), it was held that a continuous
presence of two months only, with erection of a house and six acres of
breaking not cultivated to crops was sufficient, it being shown that sub-
sequent absence was on account of illness.

In Van Gordon v. Ems, (6 L. D., 422) it was held a claim of residence
was not consistent with the substantial maintenance of a home else-
where, the evidence showing that the pre-emptor had another home in
the immediate neighborhood in which he resided with his family most
of the time.

J In case of F. [1. Sellmeyer (6 L. D., 792), this office said, "A person
can not have the bona fide intent to make a home on two different
tracts at the same time." 

In ea6h of these cases the decision of this Department was based
upon the fact that the evidence in the case showed a real home at some
other place or other facts incompatible with the conclusion that claim-
ant had established an actual home upon the land claimed.

Under the evidence in this case I cannot concur in your decision,
there being no showing or indication that claimant had any other home,
or that anything in the character of her improvements was inconsistent
with its being her actual home, more especially as the evidence shows
her continual personal presence for more than six months, and most of
the time for more than four years, which is of itself evidence of per-
manency at least during that, length of time.

Your decision is, therefore, reversed.

PRACTICE-DISMISSAL-INTERVENING CONTEST.

ROUSCH ET AL. V. FORSYTH.

The wrongful dismissal of a pending contest in the local office, and the intervention
of a secondcontest, will not defeat rights asserted under the first. when said dis-
missal was not brought about through any fault of the first contestant.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Comnmissioner Stockslager, August
2, 1888.

This case comes before me on appeal by contestant Henry Davies
from your office decision of August 31, 1886, and from your office letter
of November 12, 1886, refusing a reconsideration of your said decision.

It appears from the record that on December 11, 1885, Peter J.
Rousch filed his contest affidavit against the homestead entry of Ed-
ward Forsyth, involving NW. 1 Sec. 33, T. 118 N., B. 72 W., made
April 7, 1884 at Huron, Dakota land office, alleging that said home-
stead claimant had not resided upon the tract for more than six months.

March 3, 1880, was fixed for hearing but neither party appeared and
contest was dismissed by the local officers.

On the same dlay, and after the dismissal of said contest, Henry Da-
vies filed a contest against the said homestead entry.

3263-VOL 7--9
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March5, 1886, counsel for Rousch filed a motion for re-instatement of

his contest, which was sustained and time for hearing was extended for

sixty days. On April 12, 1886, Rousch filed a motion for continuance

which was sustaiiied and June 4, 1886, fixed for hearing.
May 4, 188(, Davies filed a motion to reconsider the re-instating of

Rousch's contest, and on May 8th said motion was sustained and

Rousch's contest again dismissed. I

From this decision Rousch appealed to the Commissioner of the Gen-

eral Land Office, and upon this appeal your office by said letter of Au-

gust 31, 1886, reversed the said decision of the local officers and re-in-

stated the Rlousch contest, deciding further that the " Davies contest

may remain on file subject to the final determination of Rousch's con-

test,"
By your letter of November 12, 1886, you overrule the motion of

counsel for Davies to reconsider your said office decision and Davies
appeals.

The question at issue is whether or not Davies became, as a matter

of law, first contestant upon the dismissal of the Rousch contest on

March 3, 1886, and whether by such dismissal his rights as contestant
became superior to the rights of Rousch.

It appears from the evidence that no attempt had been made to have

the notice of contest served on Forsyth at the date set for the hearing,
viz: March 3, 18S6, for the reason, that a defect was discovered in the

jurat of the notary public to the affidavit of contest, and the clerk

of the local office who had charge of contest mattters agreed with

Rousch's attorney that notice should not issue until after said defect

was cured, that he destroyed the notice written up but failed to erase

the entry on the records of the office showing that notice had issued;.

that such defect in the jurat was cured within thirty days, but the local

officers failed to issue notice fixing time for hearing of contest and un-

dertook to hear the same on the day originally set therefor, viz: March

3; and it does not appear that either Rousch or his attorney, was in-
formed of the time for such hearing.

It will be observed that this is not a case of defective notice, but of
no notice at all.

Counsel for appellant bases his claim on the alleged fact that he filed

his contest upon a statement made to him by the local officers that
Rousch's contest having been that day dismissed, there was no other

contest pending for said land. This would doubtless be true had

Rousch's contest been rightfully dismissed, but the said dismissal hav-

ing been found to be wrongful and Rousch not having been shown

guilty of any laches which brought about the same, he must be placed

in statu quo, and his rights cannot be prejudiced by such wrongful
dismissal.

Counsel for appellant rely upon Mangin v. Donovan (3 L. D., 565), as

"establishing the practice, that if a contestant fails to appear at the
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hearing he loses all rights under his contest if another contestant has
intervened."

While this may be the rule of practice in the abstract it is not appli-
cable to this case, for the reason that Mangin, the contestant (supra),
had due notice but failed to appeal because " a land agent told him it
was not necessary."

I can see no sufficient ground for didturbing your said decision, which
is accordingly affirmed.

RAILROAD GRANT CONFLICTING SETTLEMENT CLAIMS.

NoRTHERN PAC.- R. R. C(o. V. EVANS.

The failure to file a declaratory statement will not defeat a settlement right as
against the United States, and the land covered thereby will be excepted from
the operation of a withdrawal for the benefit of a railroad company attaching
after the inception of snch settlement right.

A claim, resting on settlement, improvement, and oceupancy, existing when the
withdrawal on general route took effect, serves to except the land covered
thereby from the operation of such withdrawal.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 4, 1888.

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company appeals from your office
decision dated December 11, 1886, holding that the S. j SW. j, the

* SW. J SE. i, and the NE. i SW. -1, Sec. 21, T. 6 N., R. 36 E., La Grande,
Oregon, were excepted from the grant to said company, of July 2, 1864
(13 Stat., 365).

The tracts in question are within the forty mile limits of the statutory
withdrawal for the benefit of said company, on map of general route of
its road, filed August 13, 1870.

No map of definite location of said road, opposite to this land, has, as
yet, been filed, nor has that part of the road been constructed.

On November 12, 1885, the defendant, Thomas J. Evans, made appli-
cation to file pre-emption declaratory statement for the land in contro-
versy, accompanied by the affidavits of himself and two corroborating
witnesses, alleging that the said tracts were covered by a settlement
claim prior to and on the 13th day of August, 1870, which excepted
them from the operation of the statutory withdrawal which took effect
on that day.

' ' The company being uotified of said application, appeared by counsel
and filed its objection to the allowance thereof, and thereupon the local
officers ordered a hearing to determine the rights of the respective par-'
ties litigant.

The hearing was accordingly had, and upon the testimony taken, the
local officers found for the claimant, Evans, holding that the land in
dispute was not included in the said withdrawal for the benefit of the
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company. On appeal from this finding your office affirmed the same

and rejected the company's claim to the land.
* The testimony in the case shows that one Stephen Cottichu settled

on the land in the year 1862, and made valuable improvements thereon.

He built a log house, dug a well, fenced about one hundred acres and

broke thirty-five or forty acres. In the year 1865 he sold his improve-

ments and possessory right to one Alfred Evans, the -father of defendant,

and present claimant, who, it appears, occupied, claimed and improved

the said land until the year 1868, when he sold the improvements then

existing thereon, together with his possessory right, to his said son, the

defendant.
The defendant settled upon the land in October, 1868, and remained

in possession of, and occupied, cultivated and improved the same, from

that time up to the date of the hearing.
It is further shown that defendant's improvements on the land were

worth, on August 13, 1870, about $800, and at date of hearing, bv rea-

son of the additions ma(le thereto in the meantime, such improvements

were worth about $1500. Defendant swears that he settled on the land

with the intention of claiming the same under the pre-emption law, and

it is shown that he applied to file therefor in the spring of 187 1, but his

application was then rejected by the local officers, because of the sup-

posed effect of said withdrawalof August 13, 1870. He erected a dwell-

ing on the land in the spring of 1883, and appears to have established

his residence therein soon thereafter, and from that time to date of

hearing, he resided on the land, together with his family, consisting of

a wife and five children, continuously. He is also shown to have been

a qualified pre-emptor in all respects.
The sole question presented for determination in this case, is whether

the land in question was, at the date of said withdrawal for the benefit

of the company, August 13, 1870, free from a pre-emption or other

claim ? If it was free from such a claim at that date, it comes within

the operation of such withdrawal; if not, the withdrawal did not effect it.

Now, while Evans had no pre-emption claim of record at the date

when said withdrawal took effect, it nevertheless is shown that he had

a claim upon the land which he had acquired by his settlement thereon

in October, 1868, and by his purchase from his father at the same time,

of certain valuable improvements previously made thereon by the lat-

ter and another and prior pre emption claimant by the name of Cottichu.

True he did not establish actual residence on the land until the year

1883, but he continuously exercised acts of ownership thereof, and oc-

cupied, cultivated and improved the same from the date of his settle.

ment as stated, until the time of the hearing. He applied to file for the

land in 1871, and was denied, as shown, but notwithstanding this fact,

he adhered to his claim to the land and continued to improve it.

His acts taken all together, I think, furnish strong and convincing

proof of the truth of this statement; that at the date of his settlement
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and purchase, as shown, it was his intention to claim the land and to
acquire t tle thereto under the pre-emption law. He was in possession
of and claiming the land prior to and at the date of said withdrawal,
and there being no adverse settlement claim, it was within his power,
under the law, during the period of his possession to have made and
perfected a pre-emption claim to the land. This is what he endeavored
to do in 1871, as stated.

It is well settled by departmental rulings that the omission to put
a claim of record, while it might defeat such claim as against a subse-
quent settler who duly files, will not defeat it as against the United
States, and the land covered thereby will be excepted from the opera
tion of any withdrawal for the benefit of a railroad company attaching
subsequently to the inception of the settlement right. See case of St.
Pail, M. & M., Ry. Co. v. Klosterman, decided April 26, 1888 (not re-
ported); Trepp v. N: P. R. R. Co. (I L. D., 380); Emmerson v. Central
Pac. R. R. Co. (3 L. D., 117 and 271); Pointard v. Central Pac. Rail-
road Co. (4 L. D., 353); Ramage v. Central Pac. R. R. (5 L. D., 274).

In the case under consideration I think that Evans had, by his settle-
ment and purchase of improvements as shown, and by his subsequent
occupancy, cultivation and improvement of the land, made such a settle-
ment as indicated his purpose to make the tract his home, and such as
gave him a right, as between himself and the government, to take the
land under the pre-emption law. Besides, he swears that such was his
intention and is in no sense contradicted.

- I must, therefore, hold that he had such a claim to the land as excepted
it fromt the operation of the withdrawal mentioned.

Your office decision rejecting the claim of the railroad to said tracts
is therefore affirmed.

FORT SANDERS MILITARY RESERVATION.-EXECUTIVE ORDER.

MORTIMER N. GRANT ET AL.

An order setting apart lands for penitentiary purposes would not operate to relieve
said lands from a prior military reservation; but such second appropriation of
the land, made by the authority of the Interior Department, with the concurrence
of the War Department, and for a purpose not inconsistent with the original
withdrawal, would be conclusive as against any other appropriation of the

* ;; . laud.
A reservation thus created for penitentiary purposes, would not, in the absence of

express words indicating such intent, be held to have been abrogated by an act
of Congress relieving said land from the military reservation.

Acting Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stoclkslager, August 4, 1888.

I have considered the several appeals of Mortimer N. Grant and
Eleanor M. Corthell from your office decision of May 10, 188f3, rejecting
their several applications to enter certain lands under the desert land
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act. Their applications were made to the register of the Cheyenne
land office, February 24, 1886; Mortimer N. Grant for the S. A of SW. {
and NW. I of SW. i, Sec. 32, T. 16 N., R. 73 W.; Eleanor M. Corthell
for the W. i of NW. 1 of the said section, township and range, Cheyenne
land district, Wyoming.

Thereupon, February 28, 1886, the register at Cheyenne, for the
reason that " an examination of the plats reveals the fact, that the
United States Penitentiary for Wyoming is situated on NE. J of SW. i
of the same section," referred the said applications to your office, re-
questing instructions in the matter.

Your office in letter to the local officers of Cheyenne land district,
dated May 10, 1886, states:

" In a communication of the Department, addressed, August 4, 1871,
to M. C. Brown, Esq., Superintendentof Construction, Wyoming Peni-
tentiary, Laramie City, W. T., by R. B. Cowen, Acting Secretary, is the
following paragragh:

The penitentiary will be located on a tract of land containing six hundred and
forty acres, within the Fort Sanders military reservation, in the Territory of Wyo-
ming, and designated by the Commissioner of the General Land Office as the east
half of Sec. 31 and W. a of Sec. 32 of Township 16 north, Range 73 west, being the
site selected by the Commissioners for that purpose by Governor Camphell, pursuant
to an act of said Territory, approved December 8,1869.

" From this paragraph, it appears that the tracts therein described
are reserved for the purpose indicated. Therefore the land embraced
in said application being a portion of the land thus reserved, is not sub-
ject to entry. You will reject the application and notify the party in
interest of the contents hereof."

The said applications were therefore rejected and the applicants ap-
pealed to this Department.

The tracts in question formed a part of the Fort Sanders reservation,
established by Executive orders of January 7, 1867, and June 28, 1869.

By act of Congress, approved June 9, 1874, the said tracts, together
with other lands, were eliminated from said reservation, and made sub-
ject and liable to the operation of the laws of the United States in the
same manner and to the same extent, as if the said lands so eliminated
had never been included within the limits of the said reservation.

By act of Congress, approved January 22,1867 (14 Stat., 377), the net
proceeds ofthe internal revenue ofthe territories of Nebraska, Washing-
ton, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Arizona and Dakota, for the term of three
years, were set aside and appropriated to andfor the purpose "of erect-
ing, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, penitentiary
buildings, in said several territories, at such places therein as have
been or may be designated by the legislatures thereof and approved
by the Secretary of the Interior."

The Territory of Wyoming was organized by act of Congress, ap-
proved July 25, 1868, and in an act, approved July 15, 18 70 (16 Stat.,
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314), Congress provides and appropriates " For the erection of peniten-
tiary buildings in the Territory of Wyoming, forty thousand dollars, or

so much thereof as shall be necessary: Provided, That the said sam be
set apart from the proceeds of collections of internal revenue tax in

that Territory, to be appropriated for said purpose only, and expended
under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior."

The legislature of the Territory of Wyoming, by act of December 8,

1869, and through duly authorized commissioners, appointed by the gov-

ernor of said Territory, under the provisions of the said act, designated
the east half of Sec. 3], and the west half of See. 32, T. 16 N., RL. 73
W., as the site for the erection of penitentiary buildings for the said

Terri tory. Secretary Delano, February 13, 1871, addressing J. C. Camp-
bell, Governor of Wyoming Territory, referring to the erection of such

buildings and the selection of a site for the same, writes:-

The act of 1870, was bht a continuation of the policy inaugurated by the act of

January 22, 1867 (ref. Vol. 14, page 377). This latter act expressly requires that the

sites of the penitentiary buildings in the territories therein named shonid be approved

by the Secretary of the Interior. The act of 1870, prescribes that the fund shall be

expended under his direction. This provision, by clear implication, and in the ab-

sence of any preceding legislation with regard to the other penitentiaries, requires

that the site should receive his sanction ..... The buildings when completed will be

the property of the United States, and I shall make the contract therefore and ap-

point a superintendent of construction..... The following action will be my approval

of the site, and to that end a duly certified copy of the legislative act, designating

it, is indispensable.

By your office letter of April 20,1887, addressed to the local officers,

at Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory, you state, among other matters, as

follows: "' On August 4, 1871, the east half of section thirty-one (31) and

the west half of section thirty-two (32), township sixteen (16) N., range
seventy-three (73), Wyoming, were designated and set apart by the
Acting Secretary of the Interior, with the consent of the Secretary of

War, as a site for the United States Penitentiary for Wyoming."
The consent of the Secretary of War, referred to above, was given

August 1, 1871.
It may be conceded that the order setting apart these lands forpeni-

tentiary purposes would not operate to relieve said lands from the prior
reservation made for military purposes, yet it does not follow, that such.

second appropriation of said lands, made by the authority of this De-
partment and with the concurrence of the War Department, and for a
purpose not inconsistent with the original withdrawal, would not be

conclusive as against any other appropriation of the land. The reserv-
ation thus created for penitentiary purposes can not, in the absence of

express words indicating such intent, be held to have been abrogated
by the act of Congress, which relieved said land from the military re-

servation. The said applications of the appellants were therefore prop-
erly rejected.

Your decision is accordingly affirmed.
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HOMESTEAD DECLARATORY STATEMENT-APPLICATION.

MARIA C. ARTER.

By the filing and abandonment of a soldier's homestead declaratory statement, the
right to make homestead entry is exhausted; and there is no distinction in this
particular between a filing made by the soldier himself, and one by his widow, or
the guardian of his minor children.

A legal application to enter, while pending, withdraws the land embraced therein
from any other disposition nutil final action thereon.

First Assistant Secretary Mfuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
4, 1T88.

I have considere(l the appeal of Alaria C. Arter from the decision of
your office of March 23, 1887, affirming the action of the local officers
in rejecting her application to make homestead entry on the SW. 4, Sec.
35, T. 32N., lt. 17 W., Valentine district, Nebraska.

The appellant made such application under the general homestead law
March 1, 18S7, and it was rejected by your office on the ground, first,
that applicant had exhausted her homestead right by filing October 12,
1883, as widow of a deceased United States soldier, a soldier's declara-
tory statement, No. 48, for another tract of land-to wit, the E. I NE. i,
Sec. 34, T. 32, R. 17, in said land district. This filing was made under
Sections 2301 and 2307 of the Revised Statutes, and was subsequently
abandoned, no further I)roceedings being had thereunder.

By the filing and abandonment of a soldier's homestead declaratory
statement, the right to make homestead entry is exhausted. Stephens
v. Ray (5 L. D., 133); Circular of December 15, 1882, Sub-div. 4, IL.
D., 648; General Circular of March 1, 1884, p. 22. There is no distinc-
tion in this particular between a filing of such declaratory statement by
the soldier himself and such filing by his widow or the guardian of his
minor children.

The application of the appellant was also rejected by your office on
the further ground that " the application of one A. A. Brubaker, to enter
the same land, was pending on appeal "; to this Department. " A legal
application to enter, while pending, withdraws the land embraced
therein from any other disposition until final action thereon." Pfaff v.
Williams et al (4 L. D., 455); Davis v. Crans et al (3 L. D., 218.

The decision of your office is affirmed on both of said grounds.

PRACTICE-u VIDENCE-RYEREARING.

SUTTON ET AL. V. ABRA-MS.

The statements of a party to his attorney are not admissible in evidence as against
the interest of such party, and an offer to prove such statements would therefore
not furnish any ground for a new trial.

Anew trial will not be granted on the ground of newly discovered evidence, where
such evidence tends simply to discredit or impeach a wvitness; nor unless it is of
that character as to necessarily cause the trial court to arrive at a different con-
clusion.
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In motions for rehearing, resting on alleged newly discovered evidence, it should be
shown that such testimony could not have been discovered by due diligence, and
the facts relied upon to show such diligence should be specifically set forth.

-First Assistant Secretary Mldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
2, 1888.

On December I, 1887, the attorney for David H. Sutton and Henr~y A
Hockett, filed a motion asking for a review of departmental decision of

- October 26, 1887 and for a rehearing in the case of said parties against
David A. Abrams, involving the E. i NE. 1, and the NE. 1 SE 'i of See.
8, and the NW. I SW. 1 of Sec. 9, T. 5 S., R. 84 W., Glenwood Springs,
Colorado land district.

Said departmental decision awarded the land in con troversy to Abrams
and held for cancellation the pre-emption filing of Hockett as to the NE.
I NE. of said section 8, and also the pre-emption filing of Sutton as
to the SE.I NE.1 and the NE.4 SE. i of said section 8, and the NW.i
SW. : of said section 9.

V 'The motion now under consideration was made "on the ground of
newly discovered evidence, viz: the testimony of Charles A. Hiickley,
Robert Matthews and William F. Wood, which shows that the settle- e

ment of contestee was not made in good faith, but for speculative pur-
poses and that the filing by him was therefore void" and the affida-
vits of the witnesses named are filed with said motion. The motion is
verified by the affidavit of R. A. Burton, attorney for the applicants
wherein he says, "the facts set forth as a basis for rehearing, re-exami-
nation and review were not known by him, nor by the contestants as
he is informed and believes, at the time of the hearing had before the
local office."

Ott December 6, 1887, the attorney for Abrams filed an argument
against granting the motion for a rehearing, urging that Mr. Burton
not being engaged in the case at the time of the trial before the local
officers, could have no personal knowledge of the efforts to obtain this
testimony at that time and was therefore not the proper person to make
the affidavit required in such cases; that it is not alleged, that due
diligence was used to discover the evidence now desired to be intro-
duced, that this evidence is not in fact newly discovered and that
Hinckley, whose affidavit is one of those filed in support of the motion,

; was Abrams' attorney at the time the statements he swears to in his
affidavit are alleged to have been made, and as such attorney con-
ducted the trial of this case before the local officers.

On January 7, 1888, the attorneys for Abrams filed affidavits contra-
dieting the statements made in the affidavits in support of said motion.

On January 14, 1888, there was filed in support of said motion the
affidavit of J. A. Ewing, setting up that he was one of Sutton's attor-
neys, that he had from time to time during the entire contest as to this
land consulted with said Sutton and knew at all times the facts known
by Sutton; that he knows that the facts set forth in the affidavits of
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Hinckley, Matthews and Wood were not known to Sutton, or the affiant,
and that they could not have been discovered by due, ordinary or rea-
sonable diligence, at the time of the hearing before the local office, and
that he makes this affidavit as the attorney of said Sutton because of his
(Sutton's) death. On March 3, 1888, the attorneys for Sutton filed the
affidavit of Win. E. Goodal in support of their motion for a rehearing.

The evidence upon which the motion is based is to the effect that
Abrams, in his life time and about the time he made his filing, had told
these parties that one Dr. Eyer, of Leadville, Colorado, was interested
with him in the claim, that said Eyer was furnishing the money to im-
prove the claim and was to have one-half of it after patent was is
sued. It also tends to show that Abrams in paying for work and im-
provements on the place, frequently gave orders on said Eyer who paid
'the same.

Goodal, one of the witnesses whose affidavit was filed states that, he
did certain work for Abrams and received in payment therefor an order
on Dr. Eyer of Leadville, who paid the amount thereof. Upon his cross-
examiniation in the triil of this case Abrams was asked if he did not pay
Goodal for work by an order on Eyer, and answered that he did, and
admitted the same as to other parties, so that these statements ean not
be called newly discovered evidence since the fact was admitted on the
hearing.

The other newly discovered evidence consists of the testimony of
Hinckley. Matthews and Wood, to the effect that Abrams had stated
to them that Eyer was to have an interest in the land covered by his
pre-emption claim. It appears that Hinckley at the time of the state-
ments he refers to, was acting as attorney for Abrams and that the state-
ments, if made, were made to him or in his presence in the capacityof
such attorney. This testimony would not be admissible on a new trial,
and therefore, his affidavit does not furnish grounds for a new trial.

From an examination of the testimony taken at the hearing in this
ease it will be seen that the plaintiffs endeavored to show that there
was an agreement between Abrams, the defendant, and Eyer, by which
Eyer was to furnish money for the improvements on Abrams' claim,
and in consideration thereof was to have one-half the land embraced
in this claim. On cross-examina ion Abrams was asked if there was
not such an agreement between him and Eyer, and positively denied it.
He explained the business relations existing between him and Eyer by
saying, that they had an agreement by which Eyer furnished a certain
number of cattle which he, Abrams, cared for and that they shared in
the increase of those cattle, and that Eyer still owed him something as
his part of the profits of that undertaking. The testimony now pro-
posed to be submitted would tend to contradict the testimony of
Abrams, who has since died, but would not necessarily establish the
fact that Abrams' filing was illegal, nor would it necessarily change
the findings on this question.
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It is a well established rule that a new trial will not be granted on
the ground of newly discovered evidence where such evidence tends
simply to discredit, or impeach a witness nor unless it is of that char-
acter as to necessarily cause the trial court to arrive at a different con-
clusion.

Even if the testimony relied on for gaining a new trial in this case
was competent and sufficient, the motion does not show what diligence
was used to discover this prior to the trial, nor is it shown when the
testimony was first discovered, nor is it shown or even stated that
Hockett, one of the contestants, did not know of the testimony prior
to the trial. His affidavit is not filed nor is any reason given for not
filing it.

In motions of this kind it must be shown that said testimony could
not have been discovered by due diligence, and the facts relied on to show
due diligence should be set forth in the motion.

For the reasons herein set forth the application for a new trial and
a rehearing is denied.

COMIUMUTED H[OME,$STEAD ENTRY-FINAL PROOF-EQfITABLE ADJUDI-
CATION.

JOHN R. PAYNE.

In the absence of any protest against the entry, or adverse claim, it may he sent to
the Board of Equitable Adjudication, on filing new final affidavit, where the tes-
timony of the claimant and his fiual affidavit were taken prior to theday fixed
therefor in the published notice.

First Assistant Secretary lluidrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
2, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of John R. Payne from your office decis-
ion of March 11, 1887, rejecting his final proof under homestead entry
for Lots 2 and 4 and the E. 4 SE. 1, Sec. 14, T. 151 N., R. 61 W., Grand
Forks land district, Dakota.

Payne made homestead entry for this land September 19, 1884, and
advertised to make final commutation proof thereunder on October 1,
1886, before H. D. Fruit, probate judge and ex-officio clerk of probate
court of Nelson county, Dakota. The claimant's testimony was, how-
ever, taken on September 18, 1886, he filing therewith his affidavitstat-
ing " that the reason he appears on this the 18th day of September,
1886, at Dakota, Dakota Territory to have testimony taken in support
of his homestead proof for Lots 2 and 4, and the E. 4 SE. 4, Sec. 14,
T. 151 N.;1R. 61 W., is that affiant will be temporarily absent at the
time set for taking affiant's proof on account of being necessarily
called away to settle up an estate of a deceased relative in England.
Afflant further swears that he leaves all his stock on said land in care
of his agent on said land and that affiant fully intends to return to said
land and to continue to cultivate same and to reside thereon."
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The testimony of the witnesses to the final proof was taken at the
time and place specified in the published notice. This proof was re-
jected because the "evidence and final affidavit of claimant was not
taken on the day designated in his published notice of intention to
make final proof."

Upon appeal to your office the action of the local officers was ap-
proved; said proof was rejected with the proviso that - the claimant
may proceed to republish and submit the proof already taken, filing
therewith a new final affidavit, and his own testimony taken on the
dav fixed."

The final proof submitted shows improvements on the land to the
value of $700, and a continuous residence for two years immediately
preceding the date of said proof; and that the claimant when he started
to England on September 19, 1886, left on his claim all his farm ma-
chinery and stock. In an affidavit dated April 18, 1887, and filed with
the appeal from your office decision, the claimant states that he was
then residing on the land and had fifty acres thereof in crop, and that
all his stock, farm machinery, household goods and personal effects had
been on the land ever since the offering of final proof.

Although the claimant's testimony was submitted prior to the date
fixed therefor by the published notice, yet the testimony of the wit-
nesses being taken at the time and place fixed, an opportunity was
given to all interested to appear and object to said proof. It appears
from the papers before me that no one objected to said proof, and that
there is no adverse claimant for the land. Under all the circumstances
of this case it seems to me that justice will be done and the rights of all
parties in interest properly protected by allowing the claimant to com-
plete his entry by filing within sixty days of notice hereof, a new final
affidavit and making payment for the land at the same time, upon
which said entry should be submitted to the Board of Equitable Ad-
judication for action thereon. Or if he so prefer the claimant may re-
advertise and submit new final proof at any time within the life of his
original entry.

Your said office decision is modified in accordance with the views
herein expressed.

PRACTICE-ENTRY-TIMBER LAND PYURCHASE.

GROVE v. CROOIfs.

During the pendency of a case on appeal, the local office should take no action affect-
ing the disposal of the land until instructed by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office.

A filing should not be allowed for land while it is covered by the homestead entry of
another.

An application to purchase under the act of June 3, 1878, must be rejected, unless it
appears that the land would be unfit for ordinary cultivation if it was cleared of
timjbor.
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First Assistanit Secretary Muidrow to Commissioner Stocksatfger, Auigust
6, 1888.

I have considered the case of Luther E. Grove v. William IT. Crooks,
as presented by the appeal of the latter from the decision of your office,
dated March 23, 1s86, rejecting his application to purchase, under the
act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat., 89), the S. j of the SE. i, the NW. I of the
SE. : and the SE. 1 of the SW. Iof Sec.33, T. 5 S., R..1 LE., M. D. M.,
Stockton land district, in the State of California,

The record shows that said Crooks filed his timber land application,
No. 43, for said land(, on November 11, 1882; that one Sidney F. Had-
sell filed his pre-emption declaratory statement, No. 11,0(3, for said
tracts on July 11, 1881, alleging settlement thereon July 7th same year;
that one Alvin M. Acton filed his p)re-emnption declaratory statement,
No. 12669, for said land on October 6, 1884, alleging settlement thereon
July 10tb, samne year; and that said Grove made homestead entry, No.
4197, of the land in question on July 19, 1.884, alleging settlement July
10th, same year.

A contest was had between said Cbrooks and Hadsel], which was fin-
ally determined by departmental decision, dated December 17, 1884
(3 L. D., 258), wherein it was held that Hadsell had the prior claim, and
that Crooks application should be subject thereto; that if Hadsell failed-
to make the required proof, "Crooks may proceed to show the character
of the land, and prosecute his case under the act of June, 1878."

It appears that Grove was allowed to make homestead entry of the
land, after the publication of notice by Crooks, and that Acton was al-
lowed to file for said land after the entry of the same by Grove. This
action of the local officers was irregular. Grove should not have been
permitted to make entry of said land while the case of Crooks v. Had-
sell was pending in this Department. See Rule of practice No. 53. Acton
should not have been allowed to file for said land so long as the same
was covered by Grove's said entry. James et at. v. Nolan (5 L. D., 526).

It further appears that at the request of said Crooks, all parties in
interest were duly notified to attend a hearing to be held before the local
and officers, on May 22, 1885, and show cause why the timber appli-
cant should not be allowed to enter said land. The hearing was duly
had, and from the evidence submitted by both parties, the local land
officers found that Eladsell sold his improvements to Grove on July 19,
1884, for the sum of ten dollars; that Gr6ve repaired the house and
fence, and planted a few vegetables; that his own statement shows that
Grove carried his blankets to said claim and slept thereon ten or twelve

' nights in July or August, 1884, while he was repairing the house; that
in the latter part of August, 1884, Grove went to San Francisco and
obtained employment until December, when he obtained leave of ab-
sence and slept on the land, one night, and he had not been again upon
'the land up to the date of hearing; that he has had no furniture in the
house, except a stove put there by his father in October or November,
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1884; that Grove voted in San Francisco in November, 1884, having
registered as a voter in September prior thereto; that six witnesses tes-
tified concerning the character of the land, two of whom, namely Grove
and his father, may be considered partiesin interest, and due allowance
should be made in weighing their testimony; that the testimony of F.
HI. Gould, county surveyor, shows that a portion of said land is rocky,
all of it hilly, except one or two places along the creek; that the land
is covered with heavy timber, and is chiefly valuable for the same; that
there are not more than five acres on each forty that can be cultivated,
and not more than fifteen acres on the whole tract that can be profit-
ably cultivated; that two thirds of said land might produce a crop if
cleared, but it would cost more to clear the land than it is worth; that
the witness Flemmons thinks that not more than fifteen acres of the
land could be profitably cultivated; that the witness LaTonche changed
his opinion as to the character of the land, from that given by him at a
former hearing; that his cross-examination, as well as that of O'Neal,
shows that, although they have attempted to farm land similar in char-
acter and near to the tracts in question, yet they have not succeeded in
deriving any profit therefrom; that the contestant and his father be
lieve that three-fourths or two-thirds of the land in question could be
cultivated, if cleared.

The local officers further state in their opinion that most of the land
entered in the immediate vicinity of the land in controversy has been
entered as timber land, and they hold " that the land in contest is unfit
for ordinary cultivation, valuable, chiefly, for its timber" and that the
filings of Hadsell and Acton andtheentry of Grove should be canceled.

Your office, on appeal, held that the timber land applicant had failed
to show " that the land in question, at the date of the application, was
unfit for cultivation and without improvements other than those ex-
cepted by the act."

From an examination of the testimony, I am of the opinion that the
land in question is not subject to entry as timber land. The witness.
Gould, upon whose evidence the local officers lay special stress, in an-
swer to the question, " How much of this land is subject to cultivation,
for a crop, without first removing the timber?" testified (Ev. p. 19),
"'There are little spots here and there in several places, but really I don't
believe you will find more than five acres of land that is not covered with
rock and timber; " that there are not, in his judgment, five acres on each
of the forty acre tracts that "could be cultivated at present." In answer
to the question, " In Your judgment, except the two small spots of about
five acres that you speak of, would this land produce a crop if cleared
and cultivated," Gould answered (Ev. 1). 20), "1 I am inclined to think it
would, judging from the character of the soil." Being asked "' about
what portion", the witness replied, " two-thirds of it could be cultivated;
would raise a crop, that is, the soil is such." Gould was a witness for
the timber applicant, and his evidence as to the character of the soil is
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corroborated by the witness is for the entryman. Since the applicant
has failed to show that the land would be unfit for ordinary cultivation
if it was cleared of timber, his application must be rejected. Spithill v.
Gowen (2 L. D., 231); Rowland v. Clemens (ibid., 633).

While the evidence shows that the land is not subject to entry under
the act of June 3, 1878, it is also proven that the homestead entryman
has not complied with the law in good faith. This is shown by the very
short time spent on the land, the meager improvements made, and the
fact that while claiming to reside on said land, he voted in the city of
San Francisco, many miles away, and in a different precinct from that
in which said land is situate. The homestead entry should be canceled.
Showers v. Friend (3 L. D., 210); Merritt v. Short (ibid., 435).

Acton having failed to appear at said hearing, or appeal from the
decision of the local office, his said filing should be canceled, and the
land held subject to the claim of the first legal applicant.

The decision of your office is accordingly modified.

ADDITIONAL TOWNSITE ENTRY.

MORGAN CITY.

An additional townsite entry cannot be allowed to a town that holds, under its for-
mer entry, more land than its present population wonld entitle it to enter.

Acting Secretary Muldrouw to Commissioner Stockslager, August 6, 1888

I have before me the appeal of Samuel Francis, mayor of Morgan
City, from your decision of January 18, 1887, holding for cancellation
said city's (additional) townsite cash entry for the SE. I, Sec. 36, T. 4 N.>
R. 2 E., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Section 4 of the act of March 3, 1877 (19 Stat., 392), under which said
addititional entry was made, provides, that (any) such additional entry

* shall not together with all prior entries be in excess of the area to which
the town maybe entitled at the date of the additional entry by virtue
of its population as prescribed in section 2389 of the Revised Statutes.

It appears by the record that " at the date of the additional entryT
Morgan City had only six hundred inhabitants; a number which, under
section 2389 of the Revised Statutes would entitle it to no more than
six hundred and forty acres in all. The town, however, already holds,

- under its former entry, eight hundred and eighty acres, or two hundred
and forty acres more than its present population would entitle it to get.
* It is clear, therefore, that the allowance of the additional entry would

cause the town's holding to be still more largely " in excess of the area
to which the town (was) entitled at the date of (such) additional entry
by virtue of its population."

*: it Your said decision, cancelling such excessive entry, is accordingly
affirmed."
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H-IOMESTEAD ENTRY-RESIDENCE.

PATRICK MANNING.

Residence on land and presence thereon are not synonymous or convertible phrases.
Actual presence on the land is necessary in the first instance in order to acquire
residence, as the entryman must go on the land for that purpose, but continuous
presence thereafter is not essential to the continuity of such residence.

First Assistant Secretary ]Jfuldrow to Commissioner Stocks layer, August
6, 1688.

I have consitiered the appeal of Patrick Manning from the decision
of your office of December 7, 1886, rejecting his final proof and sus-
pending his homestead entry No. 999, for the N. 4 of SE. 1, W. I NE.
1, See. 30, T. 23 . R. 38 E., Spokane Falls district, WashingtonTerri-
tory.

The claimant made said homestead entry, March 27, 18S0, and final
proof thereon August 15, 1885.

The proof shows that the claimant went upon the land in August, 1880,
and built a house, and "i during the years 1880-1-2, he was on the land
about two or three months each year, never being absent more than
three months at a time and then remaining on the land two or three
weeks," and since May, 1883, about two years and three months before
making proof, he lived upon the land all the time. He was a single
man with 0o means of living or improving his claim except his daily
labor, and his absences during the years 1880-1-2, were necessary to
enable him to make a living and improve the land. His improvements
consisted of lumber dwelling house, twelve and one half by sixteen
feet, with one door and one window; a stable, cellar, corral, well, twenty-
five acres broken, and two hundred and forty rods of fence-of the total
value of not less than $500. He cultivated one acre the first year, eight
acres the second, ten acres the third year, and at date of proof had
twenty acres under cultivation. He has had no other home since going
upon the land in August, 1880.

The local officers accepted theproof and issued final certificate August
20, 1885. Your office held the proof insufficient, mainly on the ground
that residence was not established until May, 1883, the date at which
his continuous and uninterrupted presence upon the land commenced.
In this I do not concur. " Residence is established from the time the
settler goes upon the land with the bona fide intention of making his
home there to the exclusion of one elsewhere." Grimshaw v. Taylor,
4 L. D., 330.

The extent and character of the claimant's improvements, the increase
each year alter the first in his acreage under cultivation, his continuous
presence upon the land the two years and three months preceding his
proof, and the fact that he had no other home, all combine to show
clearly that when he went upon the land in August, 1880, and built his
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dwelling his intention was "to make his homethere to theexclusion of
one elsewhere," and, hence, that he then established residence upon the
land. He was actually uDon the land, it is true, but a comparatively
short period of time during the first three years, but his absences were
with the intent of returning and necessary to enable him to live and to
improve the land; hence, they were not evidence of an intentto abandon,
and the residence which he had established was not lost or forfeited by
such absences.

It is stated as one ground of the decision of your office that the
claimant's " residence " was not " continuous " doubtless meaning there-
by,' that his actual preseuce upon the land was not continuous. Resi-
dence on land and presence thereon are not synonymous or convertible
phrases. Actual presence on the land is necessary in the first instance
in order to acquire residence as the entrymen must go on the land for
that purpose; but continuous presence there after is not essential to the
continuity of such residence once acquired. Residence having been es-
tablished, subsequent absence animo revertendi and for a purpose which
the law recognizes as a sufficient excuse for such absence, does not in-
dicate an intent to abandon, and without such intent, the legal con-
tinuity of the residence is not broken, as, in such cases, the act and in-
tent must concur.

If further evidence of the good faith of the claimant in this case were
required, it is furnished in the affidavit which lie files with his appeal
to this Department, dated March 7, 1887, and corroborated by two wit-
nesses, from which it appears that since making his proof he has lived
upon the land uninterruptedly and put additional improvements thereon
of the value of $300.

The decision of your office is reversed and the entry will be passed to
patent.

-PRACTICE-StJCCESSFUE CONTESTANT-ACT OF JUNE-15, 1880.

SCHABER v. HOYT.

Where the successful contestant is apparently disqualified to enter the land, a cash
entry thereof, under the act of June 15, 1880, made pending contest, will not be
canceled, but suspended, and due opportunity given the contestant to assert-his
claim to a preferred right of entry.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockrslager, August
6, 1888.

*i- ; I have before me the appeal of James Hoyt from your decisions of
July 3, and July 31, 1886, holding for cancellation his homestead entry
No. 1459, and cash entry No. 1704, for the SW. I, See. 19, T. 19 S., R.

*-: 21 W., Wa-Keeney district, Kansas.
Said homestead entry No. 1459 was made May 9, 1878. 0

3263-VOL 7--10
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Contest was instituted against the sarme, on the ground of abandon-
ment, by Hilger Schaber, and notice of hearing under said contest, for
June 22, 1885, was given by publication. At the hearing Hoyt did not
appear, but Schaber and two other witnesses testified in support of the
contest.

On January 16, 1886, the local officers decided in favor of the contest-
ant, and on February 25, 1886, the entryman appealed.

On July 3, 1886, you affirmed the decision of the local officers in
favor of contestant, and held the original homestead entry for cancel-
lation.

On July 31, 1886, you held said cash entry No. 1704, for cancellation,
"for the reason that said homestead entry was adjudged forfeited by
this (your) office July 3, 1886, on the charge of abandonment made by
Hilger Schaber April 22, 1885, and also because said cash entry was
made pending contest in the case of Schaber v. Hoyt (13 Copp, 30)."1

It was no doubt irregular to allow the cash entry during the pendency
of Schaber's contest; but, as the suspension, pending a contest, of the
contestee's right to purchase under the act of June 15, 1880, is insisted
on solely for the sake of the contestant's preference right to enter in
the event of his succeeding-and as the contestant here, Hilger Schaber,
is apparently shown by the records of your office to be disqualified to
enter the tract in question (he having it would seem already used his
homestead, pre-eaption, and timber culture rights) the irregularity is
in this case a merely technical one, which need not he held fatal. The
utmost that in my opinion should be done, under the circumstances, is
to hold Hoyt's cash entry subject to such right to enter as Schaber
may show himself qualified to exercise and shall actually offer to exer-
cise within thirty days from and after notice to him of this decision.

Your said decision is modified accordingly.

PRACTICE-TnECONSIDERATION-RES JUDICATA.

FRANCIS PAL1IS ET AL.

A final decision by the Secretary of the Interior is conclusive as to departmental ac-
tion on the question therein involved, and will not be disturbed by his successor
in office where no new question is presented for consideration.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager. August 7, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Francis Palms, Ephraim A. Lynn,
William S. Adams, George Riley and Frederick Xeefer, transferees, from
the decision of your office, dated Arcb 11, 1887, refusing to re-instate
military land warrants, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8i issued on account
of the military services of Dan. Drake Henrie, under the provisions of
the act of Congress approved January 26, 1849 (9 Stat., 755).

The record shows that said warrants were canceled by the Hon.
Commissioner of Pensions, on July 13, 1871, pursuant to a request of
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your office, dated March 18, 1871, for the reason that they had been
erroneously is'sued, because your office, on February 17, 1849, issued
two special warrant certificates of one section each, authorizing said
Henrie, or his assignees, to enter free of cost one section of any of the
public lands subject to private entry, which warrants were delivered to
said Heurie, thus satisfying the provisions of said act relating thereto.

It further appears that upon the appeal of the transferees, the action
of the Hon. Commissioner of Pensions, canceling said warrants, was
affirmed by my predecessor, Secretary Delano (Pension Records, Vol.
1, p. 330); that, on the petition of the attorney of the assignees, my
predecessor, Secretary Schurz, on June 19, 1879 (Pension Records, Vol.
6, p. 29), declined to re-opeu the case, as to the law, or the facts, on the
ground that the same was res judicata. Your office declined to recon-
sider the case, for the reason that the decision of the Commissioner of
Pensions has been twice affirmed by the Secretary of the Interior, and
the case has passed in remn judicatam.

From the foregoing, it is quite evident that your office has no juris-
diction to review and revoke the adjudications of this Department.

The precise question presented here was passed upon by my prede.
cessor, Secretary Schurz, who declined after the lapse of six years to
re-open the judgment rendered by Secretary Delano. The objection
urged against the decision of Secretary Delano, namely, that it was
made inadvertently and without full knowledge of all of the material
facts in the case, and did not state any reason for his decision, is
without force, for if the question of the rights of the innocent purchas-
ers of said warrants was not properly presented, it was the exact ques-
tion involved, and must have been decided by the Secretary; as the ap-
peal was taken by the transferees, claiming to be innocent purchasers.

The United States supreme court has repeatedly decided that a ques-
tion properly involved, and which might have been raised and deter-
mined in a former case, is barred by a decision therein. Stockton v.
Ford (18 How., 418); Aurora v. West (7 Wall., 82); Moore v. Corner
(2 L. D., 594). But there can be no question that my predecessor, Sec
retary Schurz passed upon the exact question presented by the appel-
lants, on precisely the same state of facts, and refused the petition of
theappellants. This action is conclusive upon the Department. Rancho
Corte De Madera Del Presidio (1 LI D., 232); Higgins v. Wells (3 L.
ID., 21); Mansfield v. Northern Pacific R. R. Company (ibid., 537); State
of Oregon (ibid., 595); Rancho San Rafael De La Zanja (4 L. D., 482).
In the last named case my predecessor, Secretary Lamar, said:

It is unnecessary to determine what conclusion I might reach, if the question as to
the issue of the order was before me as an original question; but having been passed

-I - upon by my predecessor, with all the facts and law before him that are now submit-
ted to me, I do not deem it consistent with good administration to reconsider his ac-

* tion. Unless the principle of -es jedicata is recognized, administrative action may
-become involved in chaos; the labors of the Department would become too cumbrous
to admit of their intelligent discharge; uncertainty would cloud every inchoate title,
and, in many instances, vested rights would be endangered.
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See also the case of Henry A. Pratt et al. (5 L. D., 185.)

The application for the re-instaterient of said warrants must be de-

nied. The appeal in said case is dismissed.

RAILROAD GRANT-HIOMIESTEAD ENTRY-.ACT OF JUNE 16, 1880.

NORTHERN PAC. R. R. Co. v. TAYLOR.

A cash entry, mnade under the act of June 15, 1880, and subsisting at date of definiteo

location, excepts the land covered thereby fronm the operation of the grant, and

this without regard to any subsequent decision as to the validity of such entry.

Secretary T1ilas to Coommissioner Stockslager, August 7, 1888.

I have considered the case of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company

v. Jacob B. Taylor, on appeal by the former from your office decision of

November 1, 1886, holding that the following tracts of land, viz: the

S. i NE. 1, and the NE. 4 SE. 1 of Sec. 31, T. 15N., R. 18 E., North Yakima,

Washington Territory land district, were excepted from the grant to

said company of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 365).
This land is within the limits of the withdrawal made on the filing of

said company's branch line of road which took effect July 13, 1879. It

is also within the granted limits of said grant as determined by the map

of definite location of said road west from Yakima City filed May 24,
1884.

On January 2, 1877, Taylor filed pre-emption declaratory statement
for said land, alleging settlement thereon December 23, 1876, which filing

still remains of record uncanceled.
On June 20, 1879, Taylor made homestead entry for the same land,

which entry was canceled September 18, 1880, upon the filing by Tay-
lor of a relinquishment dated May 26, 1880, and acknowledged Sep-
tember 4, 1880. On October 9, 1883, said Taylor made application to
purchase said land under the provisions of the second section of the
act of June 15, 1880 (21 Stat., 237), which application was approved by

the register, whereupon the applicant paid the purchase price for said

land and cash certificate issued bearing date of February 7, 1884. This

entry remained intact on the record at the date of the filing of the map

of definite location. It is admitted by the appellant that Taylor's

homestead entry under the rulings of the Department, excepted the

tract from the withdrawal on general route, but it contends that his

relinquishment after the passage of the act of June 15, 1880, was a

complete waiver of any right he had under that law, and the admission

by the local officers of his entry under said law, was an illegal act

without authority of law, and said entry was consequently void and

could not operate to defeat the company's claim. This contention can-

not be sustained. This entry so long as it remained of record, served

to segregate the land covered thereby from the public domain, and this

without regard to any subsequent decision as to its validity.
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The question as to the validity of this entry so far as the records be-
fore me show has not yet been determined in your office.

I concur in the conclusion reached in your office decision, that Tay-
lors cash entry prevented the attachment in the company, of any right

*3 to the land covered thereby, on the filing of the map of definite loca-
tion, and the same is hereby affirmed.

RAILROAD GRANT-SELECTION-PRE-EMPTION FINAL PROOF.

CENTRAL PAC. R. B. Co. v. GEARY.

*0 :; A pending selection of record entitles the railroad company to special notice of in-

*0 tention to submit final proof and make entry of the land.

Final proof should not be received, or considered, while the land for which it is

.* .- offered is covered by a pending indemnity selection.

Secretary Vilas to Comm111Zissioner Stockslager, August 7, 188S.

* - I have considered the case of the Central Pacific Railroad Company
v. John Geary on appeal by the former, from your office decision of
'November 3, 1886, affirming the action of the local officers and allow-
ing Geary to make pre-emption entry of the NW. J of Sec. 27, T. 36 N.,
R. 1 W., M. D. M., Shasta California laud district.

This tract is within the indemnity limits of the grant of July 25,1866
(14 Stat., 239) to the California and Oregon Railroad Company, now
the Central Pacific Railroad Company, Oregon branch, as shown by
said company's map of definite location filed August 5, 1871. The
lands in the indemnity limits were withdrawn by letter of August 25,
1871, received at the local office September 6.

Township plat was filed in the local office August 17, 1883.
On November 27, 1885, one Jennie V. Frisbie made application to

purchase the SW. N NW. I and the NE. I NW. i of said section, as
timber land.

On January 5, 1886, Geary filed pre-emption declaratory statement for
the NW. i of. said section alleging settlement November 23, 1885.

*-- On January 7, 1886, the Central Pacific Railroad Company applied
at the local office to select as indemnity the land covered by Geary's
filing, which application was rejected, and appeal taken to your office
which appeal was still pending there at the date of your office decision
of November 3, 1886 now under consideration.

On January 18, 1886, Geary filed his affidavit alleging that said land
;* ; was morevaluable for agricultural purposes than for the timber thereon

and asking that a hearing be ordered to determine the character of the
land.

Hearing was ordered for March 3, 1886, and notice thereof duly

*0 served on the timber land applicant. On that day Frisbie made dew-

* fault. Geary appeared with his witnesses and the attorney for the
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Central Pacific R. R. Co. appeared and filed protest against the hearing
and against the allowance of either Geary's or Frisbie's claim, alleging
that said company had not been served with legal notice of said hear-
ing and that said lands being within the withdrawal in favor of said
company were not subject to disposal as public land.

Testimony respecting the character of the land was submitted and
the local officers decided "that the laud in question is agricultural in
character and fit for cultivation." No appeal was tal en from that de-
cision. The local officers, it seems, did not pass upon the protest filed
by the railroad company nor has any thing been done to determine the
questions raised thereby.

On June 24, 1886, Geary after giving notice therefor by posting and
publication submitted final proof under his filing which proof was by
the local officers approved. The claimant paid the purchase money for
the land and final certificate was issued to him.

In your office decision approving the action of the local officers it is
said, "No appearance was made in behalf of the Central Pacific Rail-
road Company, when Geary submitted proof, to contest his claim in
response to his published and posted notice of his intention to make
the same and by such failure to appear, said company waived its claim
in the premises and is barred from objecting to subsequent action on the
entry by this office-(Forrester case, 1 L. D., 475-St. P. M. M. Ry.
Co. v. Cowles 3 L. D., 226-A. & P. R. B. Co. v. Buckman, 3 L. D.,
276.)"

The company appealed from that decision.
It is claimed on behalf of the appellant that the local officers had no

authority te allow an entry on said land while it was withdrawn, that
the company being a claimant of record by reason of its application to
select said lands should have been specially cited to appear and contest
Geary's right to the land, and that it was error in your office to hold
that the company had waived its claim to the land by its failure in the
absence of special notice, to appear and contest Gearv's claim. I can-
not concur with your office in the conclusion th it the comp)any has
'waived its claim to this land. It had filed a formal protest against the
allowance of an entry therefor, and it had selected this land as indem-
nity. This selection by the company constituted it an adverse claimant
of record, and as such adverse claimant of record it should have been
specially notified of the intention of Geary to submit final proof.

It was error to hold That the company had by its failure in the absence
of such special notice to appear when Geary offered his final proof and
object to its acceptance, waived its claim to the land and was barred
from objecting to subsequent action on the entry. It was also error to
receixe or consider Geary's final proof while the claim of the company
to said land was l)ending undetermined in your office. Geary's claim
slhould have been held to await the disposition of the company's selec-
tion.
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I find from an examination of the records of your office that the com-

pany's appeal has not yet been disposed of. In order that the respective
claims of Geary and the railroad company may be properly considered
and determined the case is returned to your office. If the company's
claim should upon such consideration be rejected Geary should not be

required to make new final proof, but that already made may, if satis-
factory, be accepted.

RAILROAD GRANT-EXTENT OF GRANT.

ST. PAUL, M. & M. RY. Co.

Under the grant of March 3, 1857, as extended by the act of March 3, 1865, the right

to take lands as granted lands, is confined to the ten mile limit.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 7, 1888.

I have examined the appeal of the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Mani-
toba Railway Company, from your office decision of October 21, 1886,
rejecting its application to select certain lands under the grant by act
of March 3, 1857 (11 Stat., 195, as extended by act of March 3, 1865 (13
Stat., 526').

The lands embraced in said selections are as follows:

Total area 2,079.70 acres.
These tracts are all outside the ten mile granted limits and the appli-

cation was made to select them as granted lands under the authority ot

the decision of the United States supreme court in the case of theWinona
and St. Peter R. R. Co. v. Barney (113 U. S., 618), decided March 2,

1885, where it was held that the additional grant made by act of March
3, 1865, was one of quantity to be selected within the limits named.
Before the case reached your office that ruling was changed in the de-

cision of March 1, 1886, in the same case (117 U. S., 228), where it 'was
held that the grant was one of land in place, and not one of quantity.

Under the authority last cited said company could not take lands
outside the ten mile limit as granted lands and said selection was for
this reason properly rejected.

In the decision of your office said selection was discussed as an ap-
plieation to select indemnity land and the right of the company to take
these lands as indemnity was passed upon.

In its appeal from the action of the local officers the company states
distinctly that these lands are not claimed as indemnity but as granted
lands. It was therefore unnecessary to discuss the questions that might
have come into the case if the application had been to take these tracts
as indemnity, and the ruling of your office npon those questions has not
been passed upon here.

For the reasons herein set forth your office decision rejecting the ap
plication under consideration is affirmed.
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PRIVATE LAND CLAIM-INDEMNITY.

MCDONOG-H SCHOOL FUND.

The third section of the act of March 3, 1819, con firmed the amount claimed by the
parties named in the commissioner's listreferred to therein; and indemnity is not
authorized for any land in excess of the amount so claimed and confirmed.

Secretary 7ilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 8, 1888.

On October 12, 1885, the duly authorized attorney for the "John
MeDonogIh School Fund, City of New Orleans," legatee of John McDo-
nogh, deceased, made application to the surveyor-general at that place
for certificates of location to be issued in pursuance of the third section
of the act of June 2, 1858 (11 Stat., 294). in satisfaction of the certain pri-
vate land claim of Brown and McDonogh, and designated in the " supple-
mentary list of the number of actual settlers in that part of Louisiana
which lies east of the river Mississippi and island of New Orleans and
west of Pearl River,"( dated June 7, 1813., by James 0. Cosby, commis-
sioner, as No. 181 (American State Papers, Gales and Seaton's Edition,
Vol. 3, p. 76).

The applicants having produced sufficient evidence of authority, the
surveyor-general issued and on April 24, 1886, transmitted for your
approval two certificates of location, designated as 447 A and 447 B,
for 80 and 20.37 acres, respectively, "' in part satisfaction of the con-
flirmed and partially located land claim to Brown and McDonogh, con-
firmed for six hundred and forty acres by act March 3, 1819, being cer-
tificatt5 No. 87, and entered as No. 184 in James 0. Cosb5's supplemental
list, etc.

August 12, 1886, your office declined to authenticate these certificates
and held the same for cancellation. From this action the applicant
appeals.

The record contains a copy of notice, dated St. Helena, September
27, 1814, addressed to James 0. Cosby, commissioner, etc., by John
McDonogh and Shepherd Brown to the effect that they claimed

Four hundred arpents of land on the east side of the river Amite, about one league
from its mouth (being within your district), by virtue of the settlement rights of John
Tuley and Peter Sides, made in the month of February, 1802; etc.

This copy is duly certified by the register as " a true copy of a notice
on file in this office " for the claim of Brown and McDonogh, designated
as " No. 184"7 on the supplemental list by Cosby, commissioner, as afore-
said.

Section three of the act of March 3, 1819, sujpra, provides:
A d be it further enacted, That every person, or his or her legal representative, whose

claim is comprised in the lists, or register of claims, reported by the said commission-
ers, and the persons embraced in the list of actual settlers, or their legal representa-
tives, not having any written evidence of claim reported as aforesaid, shall, where it
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appears, by the said reports, or by the said lists, that tile land claimed or settled on had
been actually inhabited or cultivated, by such person or persons in whose right he
claims, on or before the fifteenth day of April, one thousand eight hundred and thir-
teen, be entitled to~a grant for the land so claimed, or settled on, as a donation: Pro-
vided, That not more than one tract shall be thus granted to any one person, and the
same shall not contain more than six hundred and forty acres; and that no lands
shall be thus granted which are claimed or recognized by the preceding sections of
this act.

September 8, 1830, the register and receiver of the land office at St.
Helena issued their certificate No. 87, which states:

In pursuance of the act of Congress passed March 3, 1819, entitled an act for adjust-
ing the claims to land and establishing land offices in the district east of the Island
of New Orleans, we hereby certify that Brown and McDonogh are entirled to a section
of land situate in the parish of St. Helens, claimed by inhabitation and cultivation,
and so reported by the commissioner in his report of actual settlement claims.

The register and receiver, on the same day, September 8, 1830, issued
an order of survey in accord with said certificate. This order was
amended by a subsequent order of survey, issued February 3, 1854, and
the claim was finally located as Sec. 52, T. S S., R. 6 E., and Sec. 37, T.
9 S., R. 6 E., Greensburg district, Louisiana, containing an aggregate
of 539.63 acres.

*8 The applicants contend that the said claim No. 18t was confirmed for
six hundred and forty acres and scrip should issue under the act of 1858,
for the difference between that amount and the amount so located, i. e.,
100.37 acres. I fully concur in your conclusion that this can not be
allowed..

Section three of the act of 1819, supra, i)rovides that the parties named
in the commnissioners' list of actual settlers shallibe entitled to a grant
for the land claimed or settled on before April 15, 1813.

The act further provides that not more than one tract shall be thus
granted to any one person, and the same shall not contain more than
six hundred and forty acres.

The commissioner's list herein describes claim 184 of Brown and
McDonogh as one settlement claim acquired by purchase, but in no
way does said list indicate the amount of land claimed.

The act of March 1819, supra, confirmed the amount clained by the

parties named in the commissioner's list referred to. Clearly, therefore,
the confirmation to Brown and McDonogh was for the amount claimed
in the said notice of September 27, 1814, to wit, four hundred arpents, or
340.28 acres. See John Shafer (5 L. D., 288).

This claim being confirmed only to the extent of 340.28 acres, its sub-
sequent certification and location in the manner stated was erroneous.
Instead of the government being liable for the idemnity claimed, this rec-
ord shows that claim No. 184 has received 199.35 acres more than the
amount to which it was legally entitled.

Your decision is affirmed.
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J' Go
to1 OSAGE INDIAN LAND-FINAL PROOF.

.S V 1 .. A REED V. BUFFINGTON.

Failure to submit final proof within six months after Osage filing renders the right of

entry thereunder subject to intervening adverse claims.

First Assistant Secretary 1lIuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
8, 1888.

This cause comes before me on appeal of Jennie Buffitigton from your
office decision of February 17, 1887, holding for cancellation her tiling
for SE. J, See. 7, T. 28, S., R. 16 W., Larned land district, Kansas.

The land in question is Osage Indian trust and diminished reserve
lands. These lands have been the subject of several acts of Congress.

In the Woodbury case (5 L. D., 307) it was held that the act of May
28, 1880, applied as well to those who should settle upon such lands
after the passage of said act, as to those who were actual settlers at the
date of the passage thereof, but who had failed to comply with the pro-
visions of law theretofore governing the entry of such lands.

The record in this case shows that Reed filed his declaratory state-
ment October 16, 1884, alleging settlement July 29, 1884, and that Buf-
fington filed her declaratory statement for the same tract December 3,
1884, alleging settlement September 4, 1884. Buffington made proof
May 8, 1885, and Reed May 14, 18S5.

It will be observed that Reed offered his final proof nearly seven
months after his filing, and that Buffington made her proof only a few
days over five months after filing, each however, filed within the time
required after settlement.

Upon protest by Reed against the acceptance of Buffington's proof,
hearing was had by agreement of parties and the evidence introduced
shows substantially the correctness of a finding in your said office let-
ter of February 17, 1887, viz: "Both parties appear to have the qualifi-
cations of pre-emptors upon the public land, and each was an actual
settler at the date of his offer of proof."

I cannot, however, concur in your said decision that the land in such
a case must go to the one who was the first actual settler.

Under the act of May 28, 1880, the Department formulated instrue-
tions governing the entry and sale of such lands, and on June 23, 1881,
the register and receiver of the local office (5 L. D., 309) were instructed
that filing should be made within three. months after settlement and
final proof submitted within six months after filing, which requirements
are still in force, as will be seen by reference to circular of April 26,
1887, (5 L. D., 581).

Now any failure to comply with the law and with the requirements
of the Department as above set out, on the part of a claimant. would
operate to subject his filing or settlement to that of an intervening
claimant who had fully complied with the law,
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In this case while the evidence shows that Reed's settlement was
prior to that of Buffington in point of time, yet as decided in Rogers v.
Lukens (6 L. D., 111), "he could only maintain such priority by due
compliance with law."

In Rogers v. Lnkens (sypra) it was held that, a failure to make final
proof within six months after filing, would subject claimant to the
rights of an adverse claimant.

It appearing without contradiction in this case that Reed's time for
making proof had expired before proof was offered by Buffington, and
that the filing of said Buffingtou was made less than six months prior
to the offer of her proof the right to enter must be awarded to her, sub-
ject to her completion of the entry in due form.

Your said office decision is accordingly reversed.

ENTRY-APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT.

CnRnISTOPn NITSCHICA.

Although the provision in section 2372 R. S., which requires in the case of an ap-
plication for amendment the written opinion of the register and receiver as to the
existence of the mistake, and the credibility of the witnesses testifying thereto,
is not in terms applicable to timber culture entries, yet a similar rule may be
properly applied, not only to such entries, but to all classes of claims to which
said rule was not made specially applicable by said statute.

Directions given for the formulation of a circular in conformity with the views here-
inl expressed.

Pending applications will be adjudicatedl upon their merits, and under the practice
heretofore prevailing; but where the evidence therein is not found satisfactory
under the former rulings, such cases nicy be remanded to the local office for fur-
ther evidence to be furnished and passed upon under the regulations as herein
provided.

A timber culture entry may be amended so as to take the lands intended to be en-
tered, where a satisfactory explanation of the mistake is furnished.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stocks lager, August 8, 1888.

*? . I have examined the case presented by the appeal of Christoph
Nitschka from your office decision of September 28, 1886, rejecting his
application to amend his timber culture entry, No. 4649, made Decem-
ber 1, 1885, for the NE. I of Sec. 25, T. 189 N., R. 69 W., Aberdeen
Dakota, so as to have it describe the NW. -t instead of the NE. - of
said section.

* - Said application was made in June, 1886, under oath, corroborated by
two witnesses, and sets out the following facts:

Appellant, at the date of his application to enter, intended to enter
the NW. { of the section described, and supposed he was entering
that quarter; that so supposing he proceeded to and did make improve-
ments on said NW. I, breaking thereon ten acres; that the NE. A is in
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a lake and can not be used for farming purposes; that he is a Russian-
German and unable to speak, read or write the English language; that

the error or mistake must have been made by the United States land
office at Aberdeen, or by the agent who prepared his papers, and hav-
ing acted in good faith and in ignorance, for the reasons above given,
he asks that his entry as of record be amended as indicated.

Your office decision concludes that " the claimant must abide the eu-
try as made, as no considerable hardship, it appears, will result there-
from."

With his appeal, the claimant filed another corroborated affidavit,
reiterating his former statement that " he meant to file on the NW. i

of Sec. 25, T. 129, R. 69, which is the tract he chose when looking for
land in November, 1885; that acting under the impression that his en-

try papers described the NW. 1 lie proceeded to make improvements
on said NW. 1 and broke ten acres thereof before he learned of the
mistake; that said mistake occurred by reason of his inability to read
or understand English; that he had lived in the neighborhood for about
four and a half months previous to his entry, and well knew the land
which he wanted to enter, to wit, the NW. 4 of said section 25; that

the NE. I of said section is nearly all in marsh, too wet to be plowed
and at the time of his said appeal, water is standing on it; that only
about ten acres of it is fit for plowing, which fact was well known to him
when he selected the NW. i as the. tract which he would enter; that
he told the agent which tract he wanted, to wit, the NW. I of said sec-
tion 25, and the mistake occurred through no fault of his.

In this connection, it may not be amiss to review, to some extent, the
practice and rulings of the land department relative to amendments of
record claims.

There has never been any doubt of the propriety of permitting amend-
ments in certain cases. The chief questions have been, and are, under
what circumstances and on what sort or character of evidence should
they be allowed.

As long ago as March 3, 1819, Congress, by an act of that date (3 Stat.,
526; Sec. 2369 R. S.), provided for change or amendment of private cash

entries, where mistake had been made through fault of the government
officers, or error in the public records.

The act of May 24, 1823 (4 Stat., 301), extended the above provisions
to cases where patents have issued or may issue. This provision is em-
bodied in section 2370 of the Revised Statutes.

By act of March 3, 1853 (10 Stat., 256), the provisions as above stated
were further extended, so as to be made applicable to errors in the lo-
cation of land warrants. This provision is now to be found in section
2371, Revised Statutes.

Mav 24, 1824, an act was passed providing for the correction of mis-
takes made by the entryman himself, in certain cases, where he had
wrongly described the tract intended to be entered. The provisions of
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said act were incorporated in section 2372 of the Revised Statutes,.
which reads as follows:

In all cases of an entryhereafter made, ofa tract of land iiot intended to be entered,
by a mistake of the true numbers of the tract intended to be entered, where the tract,

thus erroneously entered, does not, in quantity, exceed one half-section, and where

the certificate of the original purchaser has not been assigned, or his right in any way

transferred, the purchaser, or, in case of his death, the legal representatives, not be-
ing assignees or transferees, may, in any case coming within the provisions of this

section, file his own affidavit, with such additional evidence as can be procured,

showing the mistake of the numbers of the tract intended to be entered, and that

every reasonable precaution and exertion had been used to avoid the error, with the

register and receiver of the land-district within which such tract of land is situated,

who shall transmit the evidence submitted to them in each case, together with their

written opinion, both as tothe existence of the mistake and the credibility of each per-

son testifying thereto, to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, who, if he be

entirely satisfied that the mistake has been made, and that every reasonable precau-

tion and exertion had been made to avoid it, is authorized to change the entry, and

transfer the payment from the tract erroneously entered to that intended to be entered
if unsold; hut, if sold, to any other tract liable to entry; but the oath of the per-

son interested shall in no case be deemed sufficient, in the absence of other corrobo-

-rating testimony, to authorize any such change of entry; nor shall anything herein

contained affect the right of third persons.

March 11, 1858, Secretary Thompson having before him a case which
in effect presented an application to amend a pre-emption filing, ruled
that an error in a declaratory statement may be corrected before the in-
ception of an adverse claim (1 Lester, 402). In that case there was an
adverse claim to the land covered by the second filing, or, as it may more
properly be termed, an application to amend. Said adverse claim, how-
ever, was not initiated until after the application to amend, and said ap-
plication-to amend was allowed.

With respect to homestead entries, your office, under date of June 5,
1872, issued to registers and receivers circular instructions irt the fol-
lowing language:

Hereafter, when parties mate application to be allowed to amend their respective

homestead papers, on the ground that they do not describe the land they intended to

D - apply for, and have actually settled upon; or in case they relinquish their entries, in

view of prior conflicting claims, you will, in all cases, require them to file papers with

you as follows; and, in all cases, you will require their papers to be filed before trans-

mitting the applications:

K 1st. The affidavit of the party setting forth that he had, within six months from

date of his original application, actually settled on describedtract, givingin fullthe

character of the improvements made.
2d. Said affidavit to be corroborated by those of two witnesses.

3d. If a party desires the cancellation of his entry on account of a prior legal claim
having attached to the land so entered, you will require-

1st. The filing of his affidavit, giving the number, date, and nature of the prior
claim, and the extent of the improvements, if any, which may have been made.

2d. The facts, as alleged in said affidavit, to be corroborated by two witnesses.

3d. In transmitting the papers to this office you will, in each case, make a joint

report. (1 C. L. O., 26.)
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In the case of Thomuas C. Marks, who had made a homestead entry
in conflict, in part, with a prior cash application, your office, tinder
date of February 20, 1875 (1 C. L. O., 180), allowed him to amend by
retaining so much of the land embraced in his original entry as did not
conflict with the cash application, and to take, in lieu of that in con-
flict, an adjoining tract which was free.

In the case of Jefferson Newcomb, decided by this Department Jan-
uary 12, 1876 (2 C. L. O., 162), it was ruled, in substance, that where
by mistake the homestead entry papers failed to properly describe the
land intended to be entered, the intention in making the application is
a proper subject of inquiry, and if mistake was actually made, the en-
tryman " should be allowed full opportunity and a reasonable time after
discovery to rectify the error, and secure to himself the fruits and
avails of his labor, performed in good faith and in strict compliance
with the requirements of law. . . . . His case is like that of a
pre-emptor, who, being entitled to the land embracing his residence
and improvements, has misdescribed the same in his filing, and is all
ways allowed to amend, unless by gross laches, negligence, or by some
act or declaration, amounting to an estoppel, he has himself barred his
right, in favor of an adverse interest."

August 8, 1878, your office, in a circular relative to changes of en-
try (5 C. L. O., 134), quoted sections 2369, 2370, 2371 and 2372 of the
Revised Statutes, cited supra, and proceeded to define their scope and
purpose. That circular stated, among other things, that section 2372
of the Revised Statutes

Applies to all classes of entries, and also embraces cases where the error was not
occasioned by any act of the surveyor or of the land officers, but restricts changes of
entry to cases in which the tract erroneously entered does not in quantity exceed one-
half section, and where the certificate of the original purchaser has not been as-
signed or his right in any way transferred.

Change of entry may thereafter be allowed in accordance with these provisions,
in respect to either of the following classes of cases, viz:

Purchases at public sale.
Private entries.
Pre emption entries.
Military bounty land-warrant locations.
Scrip locations, etc.

A change of entry, when allowed, will be made from the tract erroneously entered
to that intended to have been entered, if vacant; but if not vacant, the change may
be made to any other tract liable to entry.

The application must, in all cases, be made by the party making the original entry,
or, in case of his death, by his legal representatives, aot being assignees or transferees.

The applicant must file an affidavit showing the nature and particular cause of the
error, and that every reasonable and proper precaution had been used to avoid it, ac-
companied by the best corroborative testimony that can be procured. The oath of
the party interested is not of itself sufficient.

The affidavit must also show that the land erroneously entered has not been trans-
ferred or otherwise encumbered.

This evidence, together with your joint opinion as to the existence of the mistake,
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and the credibility of each person testifying thereto, will be forwarded for the decis-
ion of this office.

Where a patent has not been issued you will require the surrender of the duplicate
receipt, or certificate of location (as the case may be), accomuauied by the affidavit
of the party that he has not sold, assigned, nor in any way encumbered the title to
the land described in the application, and that said title has not become a matter of
record.

I fail to find any decision of your office or of the Department which
applied the requirements above quoted as those of Sec. 2372 of the Re-
vised Statutes to homestead or timber culture entries, or to pre-emption
filings.

In Neubert v. Middendorf, decided by this Department April 2, 1883
(10 C. L. o., 34), it was said that the right to amend a homestead entry
"is recognized by the practice of the Department to obtain the correc-
tion of a misdescription in the original papers, growing out of accident
or mistake, clerical or otherwise, when the settlement of the party is
boncafide upon a particular tract, and he is in danger of losing his actual
home and improvements ..... Technical objections should not be in-

:: voked to defeat such right."
* In the case of Thomas Hammill, decided by the Department July 27,

1883 (2 L. D., 36), the same rule was stated, and the application to
amend homestead entry was allowed, on the corroborated statement of
the entryman as to his intention.

In Sederquist v. Ayers, decided August 28, 1883 (2 L. D., 575), the
general right of amendment was recognized by the Department, but the
application was denied in that particular case for want of due diligence
and because a valid adverse right had intervened prior to the applica-
tion to amend.

In Northern Pacific Railroad Company v. Curry, decided February
19, 1884 (2 L. D., 852), the Department recognized the right to amend
a timber culture entry, and amendment was allowed. See also Goyne
v. Mahoney (2 IL. D;. 576); Johnson v. Gjevre (3 IL. D.,. 156); Brown v.
West (id., 413).

In these and in other cases which might be cited, no particular rule
seems to have been followed by which any particular method of pro-
cedure was required of applicants for amendment. Each case was
decided on its merits as presented, independently of and without the
application of any specified rule as to the form or character of the
evidence. Ordinarily, if no adverse claimappeared, the evidence con-
sisted of the affidavit of the applicant, corroborated by two or more
affiants. Thus, the pratice continued, until October 25, 1884 (3 L. D.,
161), when this Department approved a circular, prepared by your office,
which reads as follows:

The very large number of applications for changesof entriesandfilingsandfornew
entries or filing under the pre-emption, homestead, timber culture, and other acts,
render it necessary to advise you that the allowance of such applications is, as a rule
-without authority of law.

It occasionally happens that an error has been made in the description of land ap-
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plied for, but that such error is as universal as would be implied by the frequent ap-

plications for a change to another tract is not to be presumed.

You wvill exercise the greatest care and discrimination in accepting such applica-

tions, and you will hereafter in every case require applicant to prove that the tract

was erroneously entered by a mnistake of the true numbers of the tract intended to

be entered, and that every reasonable precaution andl exertion had been used to

avoid the error, and showing particularly how the same occurred. You will require

corroborative testimony upon these points. The affidavit of the party in interest

uncorroborated by other testimony will not be deemed sufficient.

You will also require satisfactory evidence, by sufficient affidavit or affidavits, that

applicant has not assigned, transferred, sold, or disposed of, nor agreed to sell, as-

sign, transfer, or dispose of any right or interest under said erroneous entry or filing,

nor received or been promised any consideration whatever for abandoning said land

or for relinquishing his claim thereto, and that he has not executed any relinquish-

ment thereof, nor agreed to do so, and that his application for a change of entry is not

made for the purpose of enabling any other person to enter the originally entered tracts.

In the case of a pre-emption entry or filing, or a homestead entry made upon alle-

gation of existing residence upon the land, applicant will be required to prove to your

satisfaction that be was actually residing upon the tract to which change is desired,

at the date of such filing or entry, and that he intended to enter that land, and did

not know that his application or filing embraced other or different land.

You are anthorized to reject applications for insufficiency of proof, or when you are

satisfied that the same is not made in good faith or that no actual mistake has oc-

curred. If appeal is taken you will transmit the testimony with your opinion in

writing. In all other cases you will transmit the testimony, together with your

joint written opinion both as to the existence of the mistake and the credibility of

each person testifying, and your recommendation in the case.

You will bear in mind that every person is restricted by law to one entry nuder

the pre-emption, homestead, timber culture, timber land, and desert land laws.

Applications for second entries or filings, or changes amounting to second entries

or filings, under these laws should not be allowed where the defect in the original

entry or filing was one that the party himself might have avoided by the exercise of

due diligence and proper compliance with law. Non-compliance with law, or alleged

ignorance or misinformation in regard to the requirements of the public lands laws,

or want of a proper examination of the land, or the alleged existence of prior adverse

claims of which the subsequent entryman had notice, or was bound to take notice,

are not valid reasons for change of entry or for the allowance of new or second

entries or filings for different land.

The existence of a pre-emption filing or declaratory statement for a tract of land,

proof not having been made, is not a bar to the entry of the land by another person,

and is not sufficient ground upon which to base an application for a change of entry

or for a new entry of other laud by a party who has made entry over such filing.

You will not receive or transmit to this office applications based upon that ground.

Second pre-emption filings for different land are not permissible when the land

originally applied for was subject to pre-emption at date of filing, and applications

for such second filings will not be received or transmitted.

This circular was in force only about four months, when it was by

the Department expressly revoked in the case of Crail Wiley, decided
February 27, 1885 (3 L. D., 429). In that case it was said that:

the Department did not deem it advisable to deny by arbitrary rules the right of

settlers to apply voluntarily for such amendment as will enable them to secure the

right to their homes, where clerical mistakes or conflicting claims have been made

to their prejudice. It is the duty of this Department to aid rather than obstruct the

prosecution of settlement rights, and all cases should be fairly heard and adjudged

upon their merits, without the restriction of technical regulations.
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This decision restored the practice which had prevailed prior to the
circular of October, 1884 (supra), of receiving and passing upon appli-
cations to amend pre-emption filings, and homestead and timber culture
entries, on such evidence as might be offered, and on their merits, as
shown by the evidence in each case, without regard to its form or man-
ner of presentation. In other words, an application to amend, on the
ground of error or mistake, might be allowed on ex-parte affidavits, if
therefrom it appeared that the applicant had acted in good faith, that
he had exercised ordinary care and diligence, and the records showed
that superior rights would not be interfered with.

The difficulty in fixing and attempting to follow literally in every
case an unbending rule, in regard to amendments and changes of en-
tries, is illustrated by the case of Mathias Florey, decided by my prede-
cessor, Secretary Lamar, August 27, 1885 (4 L. D., 112).

In that case the entry was so changed as to permit the applicant,
who was a timber culture entryman, to change his entry so as to take
an adjoining and entirely different tract of land, and one which orig-
inally he had not intended to enter.

The mistake which had occurred was due in part to the local office
-and in part to the claimant, and on the peculiar facts, as shown by the
record and the statements of applicant, his application was allowed.

In the case of Henry E. Barnum, decided by this Department March
11, 1887 (5 L. D., 583), it was ruled that the right of amendment should
be recognized where the entry as of record was not for the tract intended
to be entered, and due care and prudence had been exercised. In that
-case the applicant averred that being a stranger in the country, he had
employed a "land locator," who appeared to be familiar with all the,
land thereabouts, who, after applicant had selected the tract which he
desired to enter and to which he asked to amend, gave him as the de-
scription of the same what proved to be the description of another and
different tract. Applicant was corroborated in his statement by the
"locator," and the decision, after finding that the applicant had acted
in good faith, and that his mistake was such an one as is liable to be
made by a man exercising ordinary care and prudence, directed the
-allowance of the application.

it - March 2, 1887 (5 L. D., 534), the Department, in the case of Daniel
Keesee, although denying his application on the facts presented, which

i showed a change of mind after original entry, used the following lan-
guage:

The Department has always permitted the amendment of an entry, in the sense of *

the correction of an incorrect record (where an error had been made whereby the rec-
ord failed to describe correctly the land which the claimant intended to enter), pro-
vided no superior adverse right intervened prior to the application to amend.

* The case of Christian Zyssett, decided by the Department November
23, [887 (6 L. D., 353), was similar to the Barnuam case, cited supra, ex-
.cept the latter was a homestead, while the former was a timber culture

3263-VOL 7- 11
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entry, and his application, which stated that he was misled by a mis-
take of the person who located him, was allowed, his statements being.
corroborated by the affidavits of two persons.

In the case of A. J. Slootskey, decided by me January 31, last (6 L.

D., 505), though it was held that the application could not be treated

as one to amend, because it was for a tract different from that originally

intended to be entered, the following language was used:

If this application bad been to armend the original entry, in accordance with the

original purpose of the entrynian, so as to designate the tract he had intended to enter,

and if no intervening right inconsistent with his proposed entry had been established,

I think the application to armend should have been granted; certainly, if he satisfac-

torily excused his contribution to the mistake, this would have been the rectification

of an error without injury to the rights of others, and would have been demanded

upon the plainest principles of equity and the established usages of the Department,.

as shown by various decisions.

The case of William Barr, decided by me April 25th last (6 L. D., 644),

was that of an applicant to amend timber culture entry, so as to de-

scribe the land vhich he intended to enter. The application, which was.

duly corroborated, set out that a mistake had been made by the notary

'who prepared the entry papers, he having made a mistake in the num-

ber of the township; that as soon as applicant received the receiver's

receipt, he returned the same to the notary and requested him to have

the error in description corrected.
My decision in that case ruled that, if the allegations of the applicant

be true, the change in the entry as desired should be allowed; but your

office having expressed a doubt as to the existence of an error as alleged,.

and the record failing to show that the evidence had been submitted to

the register and receiver, or that they had transmitted an opinion therein

as to the existence of the mistake and the credibility of each person.

tfestifying thereto, I directed the return of the application and evidence

tor the opinion of the local officers on the points indicated. In doing:

this, reference was made to the requirements of section 2372 of-the Re-

vised Statutes, the rule in which, I stated, did not apply by the terms,

of the section to timber culture cases, inasmuch as they were later pro,

vided by law, but " may well be applied to them in proper cases, out of

due caution." In other words, while the statute (2372 R. S.) does not

specifically apply to and operate upon timber culture entries, the rea-

sons thereof may be appropriately applied to such cases, and the Depart-

ment may therefore properly make a rule containing a requirement rela-

tive to applications to amend timber culture or homestead claims similar

to that contained in said section 2372 of the Revised Statutes.

The laws providing for the disposal of public lands constitute one

general system intended for the development of the country and the

benefit of its citizens. They are consequently to be construed il parn

materia, and the rules and regulations under which they are adminis.

tered should be as nearly uniform as the several methods of disposaL

will permit, with a view to securing satisfactory evidence of compliance-

with the law and of good faith in each case.
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I therefore reiterate what was said in the Barr case, snpra, that in
proper cases a rule similar to that contained in section 2372 of the Re-
vised Statutes relative to mistakes, may properly be and should be ap-
plied to timber culture cases, and not only to timber culture cases, but
to all classes of claims, to which it is not made specifically applicable
by said section of the law.

You will accordingly please formulate and forward to the Department
for approval a circular in conformity with the views herein expressed,
which circular will govern immediately upon its promulgation and re-
ceipt at the several land offices.

Pending applications will be considered and acted upon on their
merits, and in the light of the evidence found in each case. Should that
be such as to warrant the conclusion in any case that a mistake was
actually made; that the applicant was not guilty of inexcusable careless- 
ness or negligence, and that he has acted in good faith, amendment may
be allowed on the evidence submitted and under the practice heretofore
prevailing. Should the evidence in any case, however, not be deemed
satisfactory, when considered under former rulings, such case should be
remanded to the local office for further evidence, to be furnished and
passed upon by the register and receiver, in accordance with the views

'herein expressed and in compliance with the circular to be issued as
directed.

E - In the case immediately under consideration, your office expresses no
doubt as to the fact of the mistake, nor as to the good faith of the ap-
plicant, the decision appealed from simply stating that " the claimant

^* must abide the entry as made, as no considerable hardship, it appears,
will result therefrom."

-Upon the showing made by appellant, as set out in the opening pages
hereof, I am of the opinion that he from the first intended to take the
NW. 1; that a mistake occurred in making the record of the entry, which
is satisfactorily explained, which under the circumstances is excusable,
and which may properly be corrected as asked, if to do so does not in-
terfere with any superior adverse right.

Your office decision is accordingly reversed, and the application will
be granted, subject to the condition above mentioned as to an adverse
claim.

RAILROAD GRANT-ENTRY-ORDER OF CANCELLATION.

ANDERSON V. NORTHERN PAC. R. R. CO. ET AL.

The cancellation of an entry by the order of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office takes effect as of the date when the decision is made; and the fact that such

-: order was not noted on the records of the local office until after the definite loca-
.*; tion of the road, though made prior thereto, would not operate to defeat the

operation of the grant.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, Augutst 9, 1888.
On June 3, 1884, Christian Anderson offered declaratory statement

for the NE. N SW. i See. 21, T. 132 N., R. 42 W., Fergus Falls, Minne-
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sota, alleging setflement the same day. The local officers rejected the

filing on account of the claim of the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba

Railway Company. Anderson appealed.
Your office by letter of July 16, 1885, found that the tract is within

the granted limits of the road now known as the St. Paul, Minneapolis

and Manitoba Railway, formerly St. Paul and Pacific. St. Vincent Ex-

tension, and within the indemnity limits of the Northern Pacific Rail-

road; that the former road was definitely located December 19), 1871,

and that one John Green made homestead entry for the tract, No. 5359,

St. Cloud series, July 28, 1868, which was canceled on the records of the

local office January 4,1872; that this entry subsisting at the date of

definite location of the St. Paul road excepted the land from the grant

for that line, that the Northern Pacific road can have no claim to the

tract, as the law does not allow one road to go into the granted limits

of another to seek indemnity, and allowed the filing of Anderson to go on

record.
Both companies appealed.
It appears from the records of your office that the judgment of cau-

cellation of said entry was made by the Commissioner December 14,

1871, five days prior to the definite location of the St. Paul road. Prior

thereto testimony had been submitted before the local officers on the

allegation that the eutryman Green had abandoned his entry The

local officers on the testimony submitted recommended that the entry,

with certain others in like situation, be canceled. Your office thereupon

by said letter of December 14, 1871, notified the local officers that the

respective claims of said entryman " have been adjudged forfeited."

No appeal was taken therefrom.
Your office in the decision appealed from in effect holds that the can-

cellation of Green's entry did not take effect until the local officers noted

the cancellation on their records.
This question was disposed of in my decision of March 1, 1888, in the

case of John H. Reed (6 L. D., 563), as follows:

The only other question presented in this case is, at what date was George C. Reed's

entry canceled and the land restored to the public domain ? There is no question as

to the authority of the CoMmissioner of the General Land Office to cancel an entry,

and his jndgment of cancellation can be vacated and set aside by the appellate tri-

bunal only at the instance Ulf the entryman, or his legal representatives.

When, therefore, a fiual judgment of cancellation is rendered by the Commissioner,

the entry in question is thereby canceled, and the land then becomes subject to ap-

propriation under the provisions of the laws relatiugtopublic lands. A judgmentis

final as to the tribunal rendering it, when all the issues of law and fact, necessary to

be determined, have been disposed of so far as that tribunal had power and authority

to dispose of them.

Following the rule stated in that case it is held that the cancellation

of Green's entry took effect as of the date of the Commissioner's de-

cision, December 14, 1871. At the date of definite location therefore

the land was free and passed to the St. Paul company. This disposi-
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tion of the case renders it unnecessary to pass on the right of the North-
ern Pacific to select land within the granted limits of the other road, and
no ruling is made on that question. The filing of Anderson is rejected.

Said decision is modified accordingly.

POSSESSORY RIGHTS .SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD ENTRY.

WACHTER ET AL. V. SUTHERLAND.

The assertion of a possessory right to land does not confer any right thereto nnder the

settlement laws. I g d 7/
A soldier's additional homestead entry will not be disturbed where it appears to have

been made under the interpretation of the law then in force and recognized by

the Department, although nnder the changed construction of the law such entry
would not now be admissible.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stoccslager, August 9, 1888.

I have considered the case of J. F. Wachter and J. W. Campbell v.
Janes Sutherland, on appeal by the latter from your office decision of
September11, 1886,holding for cancellation his pre-emption filingfor the
SW. J of Sec. 2, Tp. 2 S., R. 2 W., M. D. M., San Francisco, California
land district.

Township plat was filed July 8, 1S7S. On that day Wachter made
soldier's additional homestead entry for the north half of said tract.
On the same day Campbell made soldier's additional homestead entry
for the south half of said tract. Un (Jctober 7. 1878, Sutherland filed
pre-emption declaratory statement for said SW. 1 of Sec. 2 Tp. 2 S.,
B. 2 W., alleging settlement December 23, 1865.

By letter of your office of January 5, 1882, the local officers were di-
rected to issue final certificates in the above mentioned soldiers' addi-
tional homestead entries, together with a number of other entries of the
same character which was done January 17th, of that year.

Sutherland advertised to offer final proof under his filing, fixing Oc-
tober 1, 1884, as the day for making said proof. Upon a protest by the
homestead claimants, a hearing was had and the local officers awarded
Sutherland the NE. - of the SW. I of said section; and advised the
cancellation of his filing as to the rest of the Lund covered thereby.

From that decision both Sutherland and Wachter al)pealed. In your
office it was decided that Sutherland was not entitled to enter any por-
tion of said tract and his filing was held for cancellation.

In 1871, Sutherland and one Charles Damage bought from one Crym-
ble his improvements on a tract of land of about five hundred acres and
embracing a part of the tract in controversy. They occupied said land
together, being engaged in cattle raising until 1874, when Sutherland
sold to Ramage his interest in the cattle and all the land occupied by
them, except the particular tract in controversy, which he claims he re-
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served for himself, intending to take it under the pre-emption law when
it should be declared government land. He, however, took no steps to
make a settlement there until after the homestead entries before men-
tioned had been made. On July 11, 1878, he stayed all night on this
land in a tent placed there by Ramage without his (Sutherland's) knowl-
edge. In his testimony Sutherland said in regard to this occurrence,
Ramage told me there was a tent there and told me to go and sleep in
it. I don't know who the tent belonged to." He was next on the land
two or three weeks later and staid in the tent all nigbt. In September
of that year he had a frame house eight'by ten feet put on the laud and
stayed there occasionally, up to the spring of 1883, when he claims he
begun a continuous residence there. At the time he first stayed all
night on this land he was making his home with Ramage, and took his
supper there that day and his breakfast the next morning. Sutherland
was at this time blind and it was impossible for him to live on the land
without some one with him. For years prior to making his filing he
had made his home with Ramage and others in the neighborhood and
continued this mode of life for at least about five years after making his
filing. It is clear that Sutherland had not at the date of said soldier's
additional entries any valid claim to said land under the settlement
laws, nor had he acquired any such claim at the date said entries were
approved by your office and final certificates issued thereon.

It is contended that the entries of Wachter and Campbell are invalid
and illegal. The certificates of your office showing that Campbell and
Wachter were each entitled to an additional homestead entry not ex-
ceeding eighty acres, bear dates respectively of November 1, 1877, and
February 28, 1878. On August 24, 1877, Campbell appointed William
BR. Meade, his attorney to locate at any land office any land he might
be entitled to under section 2306, of the revised statutes of the United
States, etc.

On February 6, 1878, Wachter appointed D. B. Talbot, of Sioux City,
Iowa, his attorney to obtain the approval of his claim for an additional
entry and authorized said Talbot to locate for him at any land office in
the United States such lands as he might be entitled to enter and giv-
ing him full power of substitution, etc. On June 13, 1878, Talbot sub-
stituted and appointed William H. Meade in his place, under the power
granted by the said power of attorney. On July 8, 1878, Meade, it
seems, appeared at the local office and located the land embraced in
these entries and at the same timie filed all the necessary papers and
exhibits. These entries were made on the same dav and under similar
circumstances as the entry of George Thomas, the validity of which was
considered and passed upon by this Department in the decision rendered
December 16, 1T86, in the case of (Oliver v. Thomas et at. (5 L. D., 289).
It was held in that case that when the entry there under consideration
was made, it was the practice to allow entries made under similar cir-
cumstances an(l having been made and allowed under the rulings then
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in force, and not being in conflict with the law as then interpreted,

should be allowed to stand. The entryman complied with all the regu-

lations of the Department in the matter of his entry and be should not

be prejudiced now, because those regulations have been changed. I

perceive no good reason for changing the rule laid down in that case

and under the authority of that case the entries here under considera-
tion must be allowed to stand.

* Your said office decision is affirmed.

DESERT LAND ENTRY-FINAL PROOF-PUBLICATION.

WILLIA M G. RUDD.

Proof which does not show reclamation cannot be accepted, although it may appear

that the entryman has attempted in good faith to reclaim the land.

Proof showing what has been done in the matter of reclamation since the submission

and rejection of the original proof, cannot be treated as supplemental, but is

new proof, and due publication of notice should be made prior to the submission

thereof.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 8, 188S.

I have considered the appeal of William G. ELRdd from your decision

of December 29, 1886, rejecting his final proof in the matter of his desert

land entry, No. 1068, for the SW. i of SE. i, the S. i of SW. i Sec. 20,

the W. J of NE. J, the NW. I the N. ~ of SW. I and the NW. of SE.

i Sec. 29, T. 29 N., R. 62 W., Cheyenne, Wyoming.

The record shows that Rudd made his original entry of the land de-

scribed November 19, 1883, and made the first payment of twenty-five

cents per acre as required by law. November 19, 1886, he offered

final proof which was on the same day rejected by the local officers "be-

-cause the land is not shown to have been irrigated or reclained.)

Claimant appealed to your office, which, after stating that he on No-

vember 13, 1886, relinquished of the land claimed by him as above, the

following subdivisions, to wit, the NW. i of SE. i and the W. J of the

NE3. 1 Sec. 29, amounting to 120 acres, because it was hilly, affirmed the

action of the local officers rejecting his proof as to the residue. The

relinquishment left his claim containing an area of 360 acres. He ap-

peals from your said decision rejecting his proof. In his appeal he

admits that he had not reclaimed the land nor conducted water thereon

as required by law, but avers that as the proof shows that a large

amount of work had been done with a view to reclamation of the land

by conducting water thereon, and since the failure to conduct water

upon said land within the time required by law was owing to no fault

of his, but was caused by matters over which he had no control, there-

fore said proof should have been accepted as satisfactory and as evinc-

ing his good faith. The contention of appellant cannot be sustained.
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A showing of his intentions, however good they may have been cannot
avail in the absence of proof showing that what the law requires to be
done in the matter of reclamation has been done.

It appears from the proof which was offered and which the local office-
and your office rejected, that ditches had been dug to conduct water
upon the land but that no water had been so conducted.

The reasons assigned for the failure are that the water from which
appellant expected to get his supply was by another compa1iy, different
from the one which was to supply him, conducted away by ditches to
other lands and that he was thus deprived of its use; that the matter
of the right of the respective companies to the water was in litigation
in the courts; that while so in litigation the prairie dogs and gophers.
burrowed under and through his ditches so that when water could be
procured they wouid Lot contain nor conduct it as desired; also that
while awaiting the result of said litigation the dam which had been
constructed to store and turn the water to his ditches was washed
away and had to be repaired. All these things while a misfortune for
appellant, would not justify the land department in accepting proot
which fails to show reclamation as required by law. The action of
your office in. rejecting the proof offered was therefore correct.

The appeal from your decision on rejecting said proof also contains,
the following alternative petition, to wit: in case the proof cannot be ac-
cepted on appeal, then claimant asks that his entry be not canceled but
that he be allowed to submit additional proof showing full reclamation
of the tract in question.

Since the case came here on appeal, additional proof has been fur-
nished andis nowwith the papers in the case. It was made November
30, 1887, before the local office, and consists of sworn statements by
three afflants, setting forth that they are familiar with the land claimed
by Rudd as desert land, having been upon and assisted in ditching and
irrigating it; that it has been irrigated, reclaimed and rendered pro-
ductive, etc.

Said proof cannot properly be treated as proof supplemental to that
originally offered. It is rather in the nature of new proof because it
covers a new period of time and shows a new state of facts, viz: what
has been done since the original proof was offered and rejected. At
the date when said original proof was offered, publication of notice of in-
teution to make final proof was not required in desert land cases.

On June 27, 1887, however, a circular relating to desert land entries
was issued by your office with the approval of the Department requiring
among other things, that

Before final proof shall hereafter be submitted by any person claiming to enter
lands under the desert land act, such person shall be required to file a notice of inten-
tion to make such proof which shall be published in the same manner as required in
homestead and pre-emption cases. (Paragraph 13 of Circelar (5 L. D., 703.)

The additional, or more properly speaking, the new proof in this case
was offered on November 30, 1887, about six months after the promul-
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gation of the circular above mentioned. Not having been made in con-
formity with the requirements of said circular it cannot properly be
considered.

Your decision rejecting the proof originally offered is affirmed and the
i papers transmitted are returned herewith. You will remand the case

to the register and receiver with direction to require new final proof to-
; be made after publication and in accordance with the other requirements-

of the circular of November .30, 1887, supra, which proof may be made
and offered at,any time within sixty days from receipt of notice hereof.
More than three years having elapsed since the original delaration of in-
tention to reclaim. the tract, the case will, should new proof be offered,
be referred to the Board of Equitable Adjudication for action under
rule 30 of the rules governing said Board (7 L. D., 799).

MINING CLAIM-31TRVEY-IEARING.

-EMMA LODE.

A hearing may be allowed for the submission of evidence in explanation of an appar--
ent discrepancy between the survey and the claim, as marked out upon the
ground and described in the location.

Secretary Yilas to Commissioner Stockslafger, August 8, 188.

By letter of October 14, 1886, you held for cancellation mineral entry
No. 61, made August 25, 1881, by Levi Smiley for the Emma Lode mnmi-
ing claim, on the ground that "' the survey is not in accordance with
the original location of October 5. 1878, nor with the amended loca-
tion of September 8,1879, nor with the stakes found upon the ground,
all of which embraces different ground."

* On appeal from said, decision it is urged that the same was made-
without giving the owners opportunity to explain the alleged discrep-
ancies or to be heard as to the effect of such discrepancies as there may
be, and affidavits are filed to the effect that in point of fact the survey
correctlyrepresentsthe claim as "'staked upon theground, held, worked,
and claimed." And, unless patent can now issue, a hearing is prayed
for, to establish these facts.

While it is clear that as the field notes and plat of survey on their-
face indicate a discrepancy between the land surveyed and the claim

* as staked out upon the ground, and described in the location, no pat-
ent can on this record issue, the allegations made in the papers on
appeal seem to me to justify the granting of the hearing prayed for as-
alternative relief.

Your said decision is modified accordingly.
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HOMESTEA-D ENTRY- RESIDENCE.

MARY E. BAILIFF.

After the settler has inl good faith established a residence on the land, to the exclu-
sion of a home elsewhere, absences rendered necessary by the sickness of a parent
may be properly excused.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 8, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Mary E. Bailiff from the decision-of
your office of December 21, 1886, rejecting her final proof and holding
for cancellation her final certificate, No. 6077, and homestead entry,
No. 20,042, for the E. .- of NE. 1, and N. I of SE. 1, Sec. 20, T. 106 N.,
R. 59 W., Mitchell district, Daklota Territory.

The claimant was the widow of a soldier, who served three years in
the army of the United States during the late war, and was honorably
,discharged at the expiration of his term of service, and as such, she
was entitled to a deduction of said three years from the time of resi-
dence, otherwise required to perfect title. Her entry was made, May
23, 1882, and, October 2, 1885, about three years and four months after
entry, her final proof was offered and approved by the local officers and
final certificate issued thereon.

The improvements of claimant consist of a house, ten by twelve feet,
-a well and fifteen acres of breaking, of the total alleged value of $150.00,
and, as stated in your office decision, she "established actual residence,
September 15, 18829."

It appears from a supplemental and corroborated affidavit filed by
her with her proof, that from September 15, 1882, the date of her estab-
lishment of residence, to the latter part of October, 1883, a period of a
little more than a year, she remained continuously on the laud. At the
latter date, she was summoned to attend her mother, who had been an
invalid for fourteen years, and had suddenly grown worse and was not
-expected to live. She obeyed this summons, and remained with her
mother, nursing her and attending to her wants, until January 1, 1884,
when she returned to the homestead tract and lived there until the
latter part of lay, 1884. She was then again called to the bedside of
her mother, where she was detained until August 1, 1884. From the
date last named ito March 1, 1885, she lived upon her claim. From
March 1, 1885, to June, 1885, and, also, during July, 1885, she was in
attendance upon her mother, and the remainder of the time, until final
proof was made, October 2, 1885, she was on her claim.

It appears, their, that from the time of her establishment of residence
-on the land, September 15, 1882', until she made her final proof, October
2, 1885, a period of about three years and seventeen days, she lived upon
her claim about two years and two months, and was absent in attend-
ance upon her mother, from time to time, as above stated, about ten
months.
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The claimant states that she left said land only for the purpose above
stated, and that she did so on the urgent entreaty of her parents-
sometimes, by letter, and sometimes, by telegram. She is corrobor-
-ated in her statements by the affidavits of the two physicians, who at-
tended her mother, and who state, that her mother was an invalid of
;long standing, who at times grew worse and at such times was expected

; to die, and that on these occasions, the claimant would be sent for to
* nurse her mother, and that claimant obeyed these calls and. faithfully

cared for her sick parent, and her services were necessary and very
beneficial, and when her mother was temporarily relieved and out of
-danger, she returned to her claim.

The proof being unsatisfactory to your office, the claimant, in re-
;spoDse to a call for a corroborated affidavit, showing *' whether or not
.she had maintained continuous residence since the date of her final
proof," filed, September 27, 1S86, an affidavit, duly corroborated, " that
since making final proof she has not maintained a continuous residence

*- upon said land, for the reason that she had been obliged to be absent
froin said land to care for her mother, who was an invalid and who died,
June 15,'1886 . . . . . and since the death of her mother, she has

*E; been compelled to care for her father, who is an old man and left alone
with no one to care for him except her; and that she has not alienated
said tract nor any part thereof, and has fifteen acres of said land culti-

' ' vated to crops each year and forty acres fenced, and a good habitable
: house upon said land."

Your office holds, that the fact, that the mother's illness had been of
*-: long duration when the entry was made, shows that the claimant " well

knew it would be impossible for her to properly comply with the home-
;stead law in the matter of residence and cultivation," and, therefore,
she never intended l making the tract her home to the exclusion of every
other, and that this view is strengthened and corroborated by the fur-
ther fact, shown by her last affidavit, that since her mother's death she
sets uLp as an excuse for continued absence from the land, " that she has
to take care of her father, who lives in a distant State (Iowa), though
-she declares at the same time, that her house upon the claim is a habit-
-able one."

In this finding, I can not concur. The nature of the mother's malady
* is not stated, but the fact, that it had become chronic and had lasted so

long without fatal result, necessarily relieved the claimant's mind of
immediate apprehension. It seems, also, that the disease did not neces-
-sitate the claimant's attendance all the time, but only at intervals of
-considerable duration. She lived on the tract over a year after estab-
lishing her residence, before she was summoned to her mother's bed-side,
-and, while the illness had become chronic at the date of the entry, it
-does not appear that previous to that time, it had been characterized by
those dangerous attacks, which occurred at intervals of varying dura-
' tion after the entry. I am of the opinion that the claimant established
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residence in good faith, September 15, 1882, with the intent to make the
tract a permanent home to the exclusion of every other, and that her
absences thereafter, and prior to her proof, being in obedience to calls of
filial duty, are not evidence of an intent to abandon.

The decision of your office rejecting the proof and holding the entry
and final certificate for cancellation is reversed, and the entry will be-
passed to patent.

COA-L ENTRY CONTIGUOUS TRACTS SECTION 2347 R. S.

C. P. MASTERSON.

A coal entry made under section 2347 R. S., must be restricted to contiguous tracts of
land.

Where a statute has received interpretation by long continued usage and practice in
the proper burean or department empowered to enforce it, so that such construc-
tion must be deemed generally known and accepted, similar words and phrases
in a subsequent statute, with reference to the same subject matter, will be con-
strued as having been used in the sense in which those in the former statute have
been interpreted.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 10, 1888.

C. P. Masterson made coal entry for the SW. 4 of NW. 4, SW. i of
SW. 4 and E. j- of SE. 1, Sec. 34, T. 16 N., R. 6 E., Olympia, Washing-
ton Territory.

The entry embraces three tracts of land separate from each other.
The tracts are not only non-contiguous, but they do not corner.

You held the entry for cancellation as to two of the tracts, allowing
the claimant to designate which of the two tracts shall be canceled.
From this action claimant appealed, alleging error in holding, that the-
act of March 3, 1873 (Sec. 2347, R. S.), restricted entries thereunder to-
tracts contiguous or compact in form.

The sole question presented in this case is, whether coal entries may
be made of separate tracts, non-contiguous, or whether the rule of con-
tiguity applies as in other cases.

The act of March 3, 1873 (17 Stat., 607), provides that:
That any person above the age of twenty-one years, who is a citizen of the United

States, or who has declared his intention to become such, or any association of per-
sons severally qualified as ahove, shall, upon application to the register of the proper
land-office, have the right to enter, by legal subdivisions, any quantity of vacant coal
lands of the United States not otherwise appropriated or reserved by competent
anthority, not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres to each individual person, or
three hundred and twenty acres to such association, upon payment to the receiver of
not less than ten dollars per acre for such lands, where the same shall be situated
more than fifteen miles from any completed railroad, and not less than twenty dollars
per acre for such lands as shall be within fifteen miles of such road.

The pre-emuption law provides that every person possessing the quali-
fications therein named may enter, " by legal subdivisions, any number
of acres not exceedingy one hundred and sixty acres, or a quarter see-
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tion of land," and further provides that no- person shall be entitled to
more than one pre-emptive right.

The coal land law provides, that every person, possessing the quali-

fications therein named, may enter " by legal subdivisions any quantity

*of vacant coal lands of the United States . . . . . not exceeding -

-one hundred and sixty acres, to such individual person," and the act

i authorizes only one entry by the same person.

There is in this respect very little difference in the phraseology of the

two acts. They both authorize an. entry of any quantity of lands by

legal subdivisions, not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres, and both

restrict the entryman to one right of entry.

In administering the pre-emption law, the Department has always

required that the several legal subdivisions comprising the entry shall

be contiguous.
tIn the circular issued by the Department September 15, 1841 (1 Les-

ter 360), providing rules and regulations for the purpose of carrying

into effect the act of September 4, 1841 (5 Stat., 453), it is provided that

tracts liable to entry under said acts are:

First. A regular quarter section.
Second. A fractional section, containing not over one hundred and sixty

acres. ..
Third. Two adjoining half-quarter sections (in all cases to be separated by a north

and south line, except on the north side of townships, where the surveys are somade

-as to throw the excess or deficiency on the north and west sides of the township) of

the regular quarters mentioned in the first designation; or, two adjoining eighty- j
* acre subdivisions of the irregular quarters found on the north and west sides of town-

; ships, where more than twvo such subdivisions exist, or the excess may render them

necessary, provided in the latter case the aggregate quantity does not exceed one

hundred and sixty acres.
Fourth. Two half-quarter or eighty-acre subdivisions of a fractional or broken sec-

tion, adjoining each other, the aggregate quantity not exceeding one hundred and

sixty acres.
Fifth. A regular half-quarter and an adjoinileg fractional section, or an adjoining - -

half-quarter subdivision of a fractional section, the aggregate quantity not exceed-
ing one hundred and sixty acres.

Under these regulations entries of quarter quarter sections were not i

allowed, unless it was a residuary forty acre lot, that is, a forty acre

tract remaining after the sale of the other portions of the same quarter

section, pursuant to the act of April 5, 1832 (4 Stat., 503), allowing such

minor subdivisions, but if such entries embraced two or more subdi-

* visions, they were required to be contiguous. The reason for this was,

because the act of April 5, 1832, provided that no person should be

permitted to enter more than one half quarter section in quarter quar-

ter sections, but this was repealed by the act of May 8, 1846 (9- Stat.,

0D), and thereafter entries comprising quarter quarter sections were alt

lowed tnder the same regulations allowing entries of adjoining half

-sections.

Again, the act of March 3, 1843 (5 Stat., 619), provided for joint en-

tries, where two or more persons were residing oln the same quarter
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section, or fractional section of land, no reference being made in the-
act to contiguity.

The circular of May 8, 18{3 (1 Lester, 370), providing rules and regu-
lations for the exceution of this law, requires that:

Where the persons cultivating do not abandon the tract resided on, ajoint eniry by
all the residents may be made of such tract and other "coetiguous unocutpied lands,
by legal subdivisions,~' to the extent of as many times one hundred and sixty acres,
in the whole, as there are residents on the first mentioned tracts entitled under the
same law. . . . . The "contiguous" unoccupied land referred to in this section
of the act is to be understood as laud separated from the tract resided on, by a line
only, not land in the neighborhood as near as may be; and where there is no such
contiguous land, by reason of its being rightfully claimed by, or in the occupation of
others, the right fails. Such eentgigots land is to be embraced in the same certificate
with the land on which the claimants reside.

The pre-emption law has been uniformly administered under these
rules. As said by the Secretary, in the case of Svang v. Tofley (6 L. D.,
621):

It is a regulation of this Department, co-existent with the pre-emption law itself,
that the tracts embraced in an entry under that law must be contiguous (citing Hugh
killer, 5 L. D., 683).

This requirement was made evidently for the reason that it is con-
trary to public policy and the theory of the land laws to allow an entry
to be comprised of separate legal subdivisions, where persons are re-
stricted to one entry, and I can see no reason why the rule should not
apply with equal force in the administration of the law, authorizing en-
tries of coal lands-the phraseology of both acts in this particular being
similar.

Besides, where a statute has received interpretation by long-contin-
ued usage and practice in the proper bureau or department empowered
to enforce it, so that such construction must be deemed generally known
and accepted, similar words and phrases in a subsequent statute, with
reference to the same subject-matter, will be construed as having been
used in the sense in which those in the former statute have been inter-
preted, because Congress is taken to have so employed them.

Section 2351 of said act provides that-
The Commissioner of the General Land Office is authorized to issue all needful rules.

and regulations for carrying into effect the provisions of this and the four preceding
sections.

Juder this authority, rules and regulations were adopted, which de-
dare-

1. Sale of coal land is provided for:
By ordinary _prirate entry under section 2347
By granting a preference right of purchase, based on priority of possession and im-

provemnent under section 2348.

It is contended by appellant that, as to entries made under section
2347, " the term ordinary private entry cal only refer to the rules gov-
erning the disposition of agricultural lands by private entry . .

the only restriction being as to quantity."
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The termn, " ordinary private entry," as used in said rules, has no ref-
erence to the rules governing the disposition of lands by private cash
entry under section 2357 of the Revised Statutes.

In the sale of public lands under section 2357, the purchaser is not

restricted, either as to quantity, or the number of entries. He may

under one application purchase one or more legal subdivisions in one-

section of the township, and in another application purchase another
one or more legal subdivision in the same or a different section of the

township. Hence, a rule limiting each private cash entry to tracts lying
contiguously to each other, could accomplish no good result. Having
the right to purchase an unlimited number of non-contiguous legal sub-
divisions, under the different applications, the purchaser is not prohib-

ited from embracing in one application any number of legal subdivisions,.
whether they are contiguous or not. But where the purchaser is re-
stricted to one entry of a limited quantity of land, a rule requiring that
such entry shall be of a single body of land, being practical and in har-
imony with the general policy of the land system, is not, in my opinion,.
in derogation of any legal right. It can not be questioned that the
value of the remaining subdivisions may be greatly affected by allow-
ing selections of the most valuable legal subdivisions throughout the
township, and-for this reason it is the policy of the government to re-

Quire such entries to be made in one body, where such rule can be
practically enforced.

I affirm your decision.

FINAL COMMUTATION PROOF-NEW FINAL PROOF.

MACrUs J. DE WOLF.

* On the rejection of commutation proof and suspension of the cash entry, because

made during the pendency of a contest, the new proof, though confined to the

same period as that embraced within the former, may be accepted, and held to

apply, by relation, to the date of the suspended entry and rejected proof.

First Assistant Secretary Mitddrow to Convmissioner Stockslager, August,
10, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Marcus J. De Wolf from the decision,
*- . of your office of November 15, 1885, rejecting his final proof and hold-

Ing for cancellation his cash entry, No. 11,032, and homestead entry, No.
- 18,042, for the NE. i of See. 22, T. 105 N., R. 61 W., Mitchell district,-

Dakota Territory.
De Wolf made said homestead entry March 1, 1882, and, November

* 9, 1883, he made commutation proof and said cash entry. At the time

the cash entry was allowed, contest of the homestead entry, by one
Rachel W. Stroud, was pending, and your office, by letter of Septem.-
ber 18, 1884, sustained said contest and held the homestead entry for-

cancellation, and suspended the cash entry and proof, "because im--
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properly allowed pending final determination of sai(l contest." De Wolf
appealed therefrom and this Department, February 25, 1886, reversed
the action of your office in sustaining said contest, and holding the
homestead entry for cancellation, but concurred in the suspension of
the cash entry and proof, because of the pendency of said contest at
the time or their allowance; and directed that " The cash entry will re-
main suspended, and the claimant will be allowed to make new coin-
mutation proof; after due notice, showing full compliance with the law."
(Stroud v. De Wolf, 4 L. D., 394).

De Wolf made said "' new proof" June 2, 1886, upon which the local
officers rendered dissenting opinions. the register holding it insuffi-
cient and recommending the cancellation of both entries, and the re-
ceiver holding, that it "fulfilled the requirements" of this Department
in the decision in said contest case of Stroud v. De Wolf and should be
accepted.

Your office, in the decision now appealed from, concurring with the
register, rejected the proof and held the entries for cancellation.

This proof does not show, that the claimant or his family resided
on the land from November 11, 1883, two days after the first proof
was made, and is a substantial reproduction of the said proof first
made. It relates to and covers the period of time from the date of the
homestead entry to November 11, 1883, two days after the date of the
first proof and cash entry, November 9, 1833, and is to the effect, as
stated in the decision of your office, that " the claimant established
residence on the tract, August 2, 1882, having that day completed a
twelve by sixteen house thereon, and has broken and culivated twenty
acres-his improvements being worth $300.00; that his wife and two
children resided continuously on the land from the latter part of Au-
gust, 1882, to November 11 1883, except from October 29, 1882, to April
27, 1883, when they were in Madison, Wisconsin, to enable the children
to go school and that his wife might be treated by the family physician;
that claimant himself was absent from August 3, 1882, to March 13,
1883, and from that time to June 20, 1883 and fromn July 4, 1883, to
November 1, 1883, and his absences were for the purpose of carrying
on his business as a vendor of picture frames in Madison, Wisconsin,"
It further appears that the claimant is a man of very limited means.

This proof is substantially the same as the proof introduced on the
hearing of the contest case of Stroud v. De Wolf, supra, in reference
to which this office held, that:

The fact that claimant continued to do business at Madison is not sufficient to dis-
prove the positive testimony of witnesses that his residence was upon the land in
question. It is conceded that . . . . . claimant built a comfortable house on the
land, and remained there two weeks; that his family lived on the land up to the time of
the contest, with the exception of temporary absence which is accounted for; that
the improvements and cultivation are sufficient to show compliance with the require-
ments of the law. The evidence is not sufficient to warrant the conclusion that the
claimant never settled in good faith on said tract or established his residence thereon.
Grimshaw v. Taylor (4 L. D., 330).
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The cash entry made November 9, 1883, while improperly allowed
pending the coutest, was not void, and accordingly said entry was not
canceled, but only suspended by your office. The above proof, now
under consideration, as stated before, relates to said cash entry and
covers the period of time from the homestead entry to said cash entry.

Commutation of homestead entries is allowed where the " homestead
settler does not wish to remain five years on a tract " (General Circular
of March 1, 1884, p. 16), and may be made " at any time before the ex-
piration of said five years." Revised Statutes, section 2301.

The claimant paid the government the consideration required by the
law, the proof then offered showed compliance with the law to the date
thereof, the entry was allowed by the local officers and cash certificate
issued, and the contest (by reason of which the entry was suspended)
was subsequently found to have been groundless and was dismissed.

Moreover, the question is one between the government and the citizen,
and, if the claimant was in fault in attempting to commute his home-
stead entry pending a groundless contest thereof, the officers of the
government are in Sari delicto in receiving the claimant's money and
admitting said entry.

-*f Under the circumstances 1 am of the opinion that the proof last
offered should be held to apply by relation to the date of the suspended
cash entry, and proof first offered, and inasmuch as it shows substantial
compliance with the law in good faith to said date, that it should be al-

- lowed.
*h; The decision of your office, holding said entries for cancellation, and

rejecting said proof, is, therefore reversed, and the cash entry will be
passed to patent.

DESERT LAND ENTRY-SURVEY; PRACTICE.

W. L. RYNERSON.

In the case of a desert land entry made prior to survey, the entryman is entitled,
on survey of the township, to bave his claim properly described by legal subdi-
visions.

Though a contestant fails to prosecute an appeal, amd thus abandons the contest, the
Department may in the interest of the government, consider the evidence sub-
mitted with a view to determining whether the entry should be canceled or a
further investigation ordered.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 13, 1888.

- I have considered the appeal of William L. Rynerson from your office
* decision of November 24, 1886, refusing his application to amend his

desert land entry No. 211, so as to embrace therein the SW. i of the SE.
* 1, the E. i of the SE. 1, and the SE. i of the NE. 4 of Sec. 31, and the

NW. 4 of the SW. 4 of the S. i of the NW. 1 and the NW. ± Sec. 32 T.
13, S., R. 11 E., Las Cruces, New Mexico land district.

3263-VOL 7--12
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Rynerson made his desert land entry September 23, 1883, for a tract of
land described by metes and bounds as follows: commencing at a mnonu-

ment at a point one mile due east of the NE. corner of the SE. i of Sec.
1, T. 14 S., R. 10 E., thence east four hundred and forty yards, thence
north four hundred and forty yards, thence east eight hundred and
eighty yards, thence north eight hundred and eighty yards, thence east
four hundred and forty yards, thence north four hundred and forty
yards, thence west eight hundred and eighty yards, thence south four
hundred and forty yards, thence west four hundred and forty yards,
thence south four hundred and forty yards, thence west four hundred
and forty yards, thence south eight hundred and eighty yards, to place
of beginning.

On Nove mber 15, 1883, Rynerson filed his application to amend said
entry alleging that the former description was obtained by a private
survey, that after his original entry was made the land was surveyed by
a deputy U. S. surveyor, when it was found that the description in his
applieation was wrong and did not describe the land he intended to enter,
and that the land covered by the description in his entry was unfit for
cultivation, being situated on low hills over which water could not be
taken and asking that his entry be amended to read as follows: com-
mencing at NE. corner of T. No. 14, south range No. 10, east of the N.
M. Pr. Mer. thence north twenty chains, thence east forty chains, to
initial monument of claim, thence east forty chains, thence north twenty
chains, thence east twenty chains, thence north twenty chains, thence
east sixty chains, thence north twenty chains, thence west sixty chains,
thence south twenty chains, thence west sixty chains, thence south
twenty chains, to place of beginning containing three hundred and
twenty acres."

This application was allowed by your office June 4, 18S4, and the
proper entries were subsequently made by the local officers on their
records.

On December 3, 1884, there was filed in your office affidavit alleging
that the land covered by Rynerson's entry was not desert in character
and that his entry was therefore fraudulent. Upon this affidavit a hear.
ing was duly had before the local officers who decided in favor of the
entryman. An appeal was filed, although Brown, the contestant, after-
wards wrote to the local officers that the appeal was not authorized by
him. that he was satisfied with their decision and would not further
prosecute the contest. The case was, however, considered in your office
and the contest dismissed because the testimony did not refer to the
land described in Rynerson's amended entry, and no appeal was taken
from that decision.

On August 12, 1886, Rynerson ftled another application setting forth
that after making his entry a government surves or had the contract to
subdivide townships 13 and 14 south range, 11 east, that after this sub-
division had been made he (Rynerson) hired a surveyor to survey the
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tract actually taken by him and to furnish him a description upon which
his application to amend was made, that after the survey subdividing
said townships was made and before the work was accepted it was dis-
covered that a mistake had been made and the work had to be done
over, and new corners established. After this resurvey was made
Rynerson employed a surveyor and went with him and caused to be
made a survey of the lands claimed by him and then in his possession.
As a result of this survey it was discovered that the lands originally in-
tended to be entered and to which his original declaration applied, were
embraced in the following description, to wit: the SW. 4 of the SE. i,
the E. i of the SE. i and the SE. 4 of the NE. I of Sec. 31, and the
NW. of the SW. 1, the S. j of the NW. - and the NW. I and the NW.
ioftheNW.*ofSec. 13,T.13S., R. liE.

The local officers after an examination of the facts became convinced
that this last description covered the lands intended to be embraced in
the original entry and thereupon adjusted said entry accordingly on the
records of their office. He also sets forth that said description embraces
the lands which he had been in possession of ever since making his
entry and that he had in good faith expended large sums of money in
constructing ditches, reservoirs, and irrigating canals for getting water
upon this land, that much of the land has been fenced and is now under
cultivation and asks that his entry be amended to embrace the lands
last above described, and upon which the records of the local office
show it to have been made. This application was denied by your office
apparently because the testimony taken at the trial in the contest
heretofore mentioned, showed that the land applied for was not desert
land.

The record in this case shows that Rynerson at the time of making
- his entry took possession of and has ever since then been claiming a

certain tract of land. When the township was subdivided, he found
that the starting point for the description by metes and bounds, had

* been wrongly described and at once applied to amend this entry rely-
ing upon the survey made in subdividing the township for data in fix-
ing his starting point. This petition was allowed and the entry was
amended in accordance therewith. It was, however, found that the
survey upon which the entryman had relied in making the amendment
was wrong and it was set aside and a new survey made. The entry-
man in his present application is seeking to have the land which he took
possession of under his original entry and which he has since that time
been in possession of and upon which he has expended considerable
time and money in his efforts to reclaim and improve it, properly de-
scribed on the records. His failure to have it properly described by the
former amendment seems attributable alone to the mistake in the snr-

- vey of the township. The entryman should not be made to suffer for
this mistake but should be allowed now to do that which he was by that
mistake prevented from doing under his former application, i. e., to ap-
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ply to the land he claims under his desert land entry the proper de-
scription by legal subdivisions.

While the contestants in the contest heretofore mentioned have failed
to appeal from your office decision dismissing that contest and have
thereby abandoned the same, yet it is in the interest of the government
for this department to consider the testimony taken at the hearing held,
with a view of determining whether or not said entry should be can-
celed. The facts established by the testimony submitted at that hear-
ing are substantially as follows: The land embraced in this entry lies
along and upon both sides of a small stream known as the Tulerosa
river. Adjacent to this stream there is a small strip of land varying
in width from ten yards to one hundred yards which is low and unfit
for cultivation without drainage, grown up with tule and with some
willow and cottonwood bushes growing on it. It is stated that this low
land after being rendered fit for cultivation by drainage could not be
successfully cropped without artificial irrigation. The amount of this
character of land in the entry is not definitely fixed but is estimated as
from five to ten acres. The other land in the entry is rolling and rises
from the bottom laud in some places abruptly leaving a bank ten to
fifteen feet in height and in other places by more gradual slopes. On
this upland there is a growth of native grasses affording some pas-
turage but not sufficient to render it profitable for hay. There are on
these slopes also some cedar, juniper and mesquite bushes. The pre-
ponderance of the testimony shows that none of this upland could be
successf'ully cultivated to any crop without artificial irrigation and in
order to irrigate it, it would be necessary to construct a ditch, from
some point on said river at least one mile and probably a greater dis-
tance above the land embraced in said entry. It is also shown that one
who could control the water front embraced in this entry would thus
be enabled to control a large section of country that affords very good
pasturage. This entry and that of John II. Riley adjoining it on the
south and extending down the river embrace the same character of
lands, and together extend along said river for a distance of two to
three miles. While this testimony is not perhaps sufficient to justify
an order at this time for the cancellation of this entry, yet it is sufficient
to cause an investigation to be made in behalf of the government to
determine whether th6 land covered thereby is desert land within the
meaning of the law, and also to determine whether the entry complies
with the requirements as to compactness. You will therefore cause such
investigation to be made and if deemed necessary a hearing should be
had at which testimony both against and in support of the locality of
said entry may be submitted.

Your said office decision is accordingly modified.
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COAL LAND ENTRY-SECOND DECLARATORY STATEMENT.

JOHN MOMILLAN.

The failure of the entrymau to apply for leave to file a second declaratory statement,
being satisfactorily explained, and it appearing that such filing would have been
authorized, and that no adverse claims exist, it is accordingly authorized azac
_pro te'n and the entry based thereon confirmed.

The statute provides that only one entry shall be made by the same person; butthis
prohibition does not relate to the filing of the declaratory statement provided
for, as is the case in the pre-emption laws.

,Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stoc7cslager, August 13, 1888.

I have before me the appeal of John McMillan from your office decis-
ion of February 28, 1887, holding for cancellation his coal entry No.
7, made May 3, 1884, for the W. A of the SW. I of Sec. 34, T. 16 N., R.
18 W., Santa Fe district, New Mexico.

Said entry was based upon coal declaratory statement No. 97, cover-
ing the whole of the SW. - of said section, and executed and filed
April 11, 1883; and the ground of your action is that said McMillan had
previously-to wit, on June 19, 1832-filed another coal declaratory
statement No. 61, covering the SE. I of the same section.

Such declaratory statement No. 61 not having been canceled, and it
not appearing that MeMillan ever applied to be allowed a change of
filing, you hold that "in view of paragraph 9 of the circular approved
by the Honorable Secretary July 31, 1882 ", said entry must be canceled.
The paragraph cited says that "one person can have the benefit of
one entry or filing only."7

* The circumstances under which the second filing in this case was
made, are thus set forth by McMillan himself, in an affidavit dated
May 17, 1887: 

Some time after (he filed D. S., No. 61, for the SE. j of See. 34) he learned that a
prior filing had been made for said tract, by one John J. Phelan (Coal D. S., No. 56, 
made May31, 1882. On hearing this, deponent went to the Land Office again, and ex-
plained his case to the register and receiver, and they advised him that he could con-
test said Phelan's filing No. 56, or that he had not had the benefit of the coal land

* laws and could file on another tract: On this advice deponent filed coal D. S., No. 97,
for the SW. 1 Sic. 34, T. 16 N., R. 18 W., April 11, 1883; He (deponent) was then
in actual possession of said land and has been in continuous and uninterrupted
possession from that time until the present, and is now in possession. On the
3d of May, 1884, he made cash entry (No. 7) of the same, and paid the govern-
ment its price; He has made valuable improvements in developing the same, and
in such developments and improvements he has expended fifty thousand dollars
and upwards; said improvements consist in shafts, tunnels, drifts (&c.) and all the '.
necessary machinery for such improvements in and about such coal land. He has
built up a good trade in the coal business and made permanent improvements on said
land relying on the good faith of the government to perfect his title. Should his
title not be perfected by issuance of his patent, his business will be materially ruined
(and) his earnings of the past five years taken from him without any fault, bad faith,
or laches on his part, so far as he has been advised in the premises. He was never
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advised by the officers of the local land office, when he made his final proof or at

any other time that it was necessary for him to file a relinquishment or cancella-

tion of the coal D. S., No. 61 (or) he would have done so, and he is now ready and

willing to do so, and herewith tenders the relinquishment in due form.

The relinquishment thus tendered is on file with the affidavit just

quoted from. The ex-register corroborates the allegations as to the ad-
vice given to McMillan.

In another affidavit, dated December 17, 1886, McMillan swore "that
he, in making his filing, declaratory statement No. 97, for a different
tract than the tract described in declaratory statement No. 61, acted
in good faith, upon competent advice and because his improvements
were made upon the tract contained in declaratory statement No. 97,
and the coal upon that tract, W. t SW. 1, Sec. 34, T. 16 N., R. IS W.,
was of better quality, easier handled more valuable and in much larger
quantity than upon SE. i" of said section.

The prior claim of Phelan to the SE. 4 having been in the way, Mc-
Millan would have been allowed, on application to change his filing to
a vacant tract. His not having applied is explained and excused by
his having been advised by the local officers in effect that the failure
of his first filing of itself entitled him to file again for a different tract.

No adverse claims to the W. i of SW. I having intervened, and Mc-
Millan's good faith not being impeached, and his improvements on the

tract actually entered being very valuable the authorization of the filing
for said last mentioned tract the W. I SW. -- may be and is hereby made
œunc pro tune and the cash entry No. 7, on the basis thereof, confirmed.

It is unnecessary to go further in this case, and the question is re-
served for further consideration when it shall arise, whether in any case
a mere filing will defeat a second entry. The statute says a qualified
person shall " have the right to enter" etc., "L upon payment to the re-
ceiver" etc., but provides that "only one entry" shall be made by the
same person. This prohibition does not relate to the filing of the de-
claratory statement provided for, as is the case in the pre-emption law.

Your decision is accordingly reversed.

RAILROAD GRANT-INDEMNITY SELECTION-SETTLEMENT RIGHT.

NORTHERN PAC. R. R. Co. V. WALDON.

A homestead settlement right, existing at the date of indemnity selection, excepts

the land covered thereby from the operation of such selection, and warrants the

rejection thereof.

Secretary Iilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 13, 1888.

I have considered the case of the Northern Pacific Railroad Co. v.

John S. Waldon, on alppeal of said railroad company from your office de-
cision of June 17, 1886, allowing homestead entry to be made by said
Waldon for W. A SW. A, See. 5, T. 30 N., R. 79 W., Bismarck, Dakota.
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The said land is not within the granted limits of the said railroad
company, but is within the fifty mile indemnity limit, and was included
in the land selected by said company January 8, 1885, under the act of
July 2, 1864.

On April 6,1886, Waldon, who is qualified to enter, applied at the
local office to make homestead entry of said land presenting the neces-
sary affidavit and tendering the proper fees.

His application was refused by the local officers for the reason that
said land had been selected by said railroad company on March 7, 1885.

From Waldon's affidavit filed with said application, it appears that
on July 25, 1884, he went upon said land for the purpose of effecting a
settlement and began his improvements thereon, and that he began the
erection of this house thereon August 2, 1884; that said house is two
stories high and twenty-four by fifty feet; that he dug and curbed a
well, built stables and made other permanent improvements amounting
in value to $2500.

That said land had not been surveyed at the time of such settlement
and improvement and was not in fact surveyed until December 13, 1884,
township plat being filed December 26, 1884.

That at the time he made such settlement and improvement, he in-
tended and still intends in good faith to make said land his permanent
home and residence, and to enter and acquire title thereto under the
homestead laws.

The claim of the railroad company is based upon the fact that Wal-
don failed to make his entry within three months after the filing of the
township plat in the local office and that his right so to do became ex-
tinguished. The township plat was filed December 26,1884, and conse-
quently no question of Waldon's rights could arise before March 26,1885.

The railroad company made its selection of indernity-lands, includ-
ing the land in controversy, January 8, 1885, within a few days after
the filing of the township plat and before the expiration of the three
months allowed the settler for making entry.

Waldon being a settler upon said land at the date of its selection by
said railroad company, and there being at the time no legal reason why
his settlement should not ripen into a title, said land did not pass to the
said railroad company by the same being included in their list of selec-
tions No. 2.6.

A settlement right, existing at .he date when the grant became effect-
ive, excepts the land covered thereby from the operation of the grant.

These principles are so well settled by decisions of this Department
that the citation of authorities is unnecessary. While the same ruleis
not declared by the statute to apply to selections, yet it is provided that
no selection shall be operative until approved by the Department, and
it may well be laid down as a rule that what was esteemed by the Con-
gress as sufficient to prevent land passing by the grant shall be suffi-
cient to deny approval of a selection.
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The fact of Waldon's bona fide settlement and actual residence upon
the land at the time said railroad company made its selection, which
fact is practically conceded by the railroad company, with a legal right
at that time to make homestead entry, is sufficient to deny the right of
selection claimed, and the consideration of the other questions raised
becomes unnecessary.

Your said decision is accordingly affirmed.

RAILROAD GRANT-STATE RELINQUISHMENT.

ST. PAUL M. & M. RY. CO. V. MOLING.

By the acceptance of the terms fixed by the State legislature, in extending the time
for the completion of the road, the company relinquished all rights in lands to
which it had not acquired full and legal title, and that were oecupied by actual
settlers prior to the passage of said act, and authorized the Governor of the State
to reconvey such lands to the United States.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 13,1888.

The St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway Company appeals
from your office decision of date November 1, 1886, holdling for cancel-
lation its selection of the W. A of SE. - and SW. 3 of NE. 1 and SE. :
of NW. i, Sec. 29, T. 13[ N., R. 39 W., Fergus Falls, Minnesota.

The land in question is within the ten mile granted limits of the grant
to the State of Minnesota of March 3, 1857 (11 Stat., 195), as amended
by act of March 3, 1865 (13 Stat., 526), for the benefit of the St. Paul,
Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway Company (St. Vincent Extension),
and is also within the thirty mile indemnity limits of the grant to the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 365).

The rights of the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway Com-
pany attached on filing map of definite location of the St. Vincent Ex-
tollsion, December 20, 1871. The indemnity lands of the Northern Pa-
cific Railroad Company -were ordered withdrawn by letter of your office,
received at the local office January 10, 1872.

The tracts in dispute, were listed by the St. Paul, Minneapolis and
Manitoba Railway Company, on account of the St. Vincent extension,
October 28, 1879, and such listing is still intact upon the official records'
but the land has never been certified to the State as enuring to the ben-
efit of the company under said grant.

On November 24, 1883, August Moling applied to file pre-emption
declaratory statement for the land in controversy, alleging settlement
thereon August 1, 1872, and basing his right to make such filing on an
act of the legislature of the State of Minnesota, approved March 1, 1877.
(See Special Laws Minn., 1877, p. 257.) Upon the presentation of said
application the local officers ordered a hearing to ascertain the facts re-
specting the applicant's settlement and residence on the land. Notice
of said hearing was duly given to said Moling and the St. Paul, Minne-
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apolis and Manitoba Railway Company, and the same was regularly
had on Februarv 8, 1884.

Upon the testimony taken, the local officers found that Moling had
settled on the land in controversy prior to the date of the passage of the-
said act of March 1, 1877, by the legislature of Minnesota, and that the
same was thereby excepted from the operation of the grant to the com-
pany-and they thereupon held that Aloling's application to file should
be allowed.

On appeal by the company, from this finding, your office affirmed the

same, and held the company's listing of the tracts involved for cancel-
lation.

The testimony in the case shows that Moling erected a dwelling
house on the land and (lid some breaking in the year 1871; that he re-

sided on the land during a part of the year 1872, cultivating the same,

and established his permanent residence thereon early in 1873, which
he maintained continuously up to date of the bearing. He was legally

qualified to make a pre-emption entry, and had on March 1, 1877, im-
provements on the land worth from $500 to $600.

The company of which the present com pany is the successor, having

failed to build its road within the time first prescribed, the legislature
of Minnesota, by the act of March 1, 1877, aforesaid, provided, among
other things, for an extension of time within which the road could be
built, imposing certain conditions and limitations to the enjoyment of

the privilege therein granted.
Among the conditions and limitations imposed by said act was the

following:
SEc. 10. The Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad Company, or any company or corpo-

ration taking the benefits of this act, shall not in any manner, directly or indirectly,

acquire or become seized of any right, title, interest, claim or demand in or to any

piece or parcel of land lying or being within the granted or indemnity limits of said

branch lines of road, to which legal and full title has not been perfected in said Saint

Paul and Pacific Railroad Company, or their successors or assigns, upon which any

* person or persons have in good faith settled and made or acquired valuable improve,

ments thereon, on or before the passage of this act, or upon any of said lands upon

i which has been filed any valid pre-emption or homestead filing or entries-not to ex,

ceed one hundred and sixty acres to any one actual settler; and the Governor of this

State shall deed and relinquish to the United States all pieces or parcels of said lands

so settled upon by any and all actual settlers as aforesaid, to the end that all such

*:: actual settlers may acquire title to the lands upon which they actually reside, from

the United States, as homesteads or otherwise, and upon the acceptance of the pro-

/: visions of this act by said company, it shall be deemed by the Governor of this State

as a relinquishment by said company of all such lands so occupied by such actual

settlers; and in deeding to the United States such lands, the Governor shall receive

aspriveaface evidence, of actual settlement on said lands, the testimony and evi-

dence or copies thereof heretofore or which may be hereafter taken in cases before

the local United States land offices, and decided in favor of such settlers.

The portion of the company's road opposite the land in controversy
was not constructed until after the passage of said act of March 1, 1877,
and it thus appears that, at the date of the passage of said act, by the
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legislature of Minnesota, the " legal and full title " to this land had not
been perfected in the railway company.

On June 23, 1880, the Governor of Minnesota, acting under and by
virtue of the authority vested in him by said act, executed to the United
States a deed of relinquishment covering a quantity of lands in the
limits of the St. Vincent grant, for the benefit of certain settlers therein
named. Among the tracts conveyed by said deed is the tract here in
controversy, aud the beneficiary na med is the present applicant.

From the foregoing, it will be seen that the facts of this case are in
all material respects similar to those of the case of the St. Paul, Minne-
apolis and Manitoba Railway Company v. Chadwick, decided by this
Department September 6, 1887 (6 L. D., 128).
- This case comes within the principle of the decision in that case, and
is therefore ruled in accordance therewith. See also case of St. Paul,
M. & M. Ry. Co. v. Morrison, decided December 26, 1885 (4 L. D., 300).
Your said office decision, rejecting the company's claim to the land in
dispute, is accordingly affirmed.

It is proper further to state that the Northern Pacific Railroad Com-
pany does not, so far as the record shows, make any claim to the land in
dispute.

DESERT LAND CONTEST-RIGHT OF SUCCESSFUL CONTESTANT.

WELCH v. DUNCAN ET AL.

On the cancellation of an entry under contest, the laud covered thereby is at once
open to settlement and entry, subject only to the preferred right of the successful
contestant.

During the period accorded the successful contestant for the exercise of his preference
right the application of another to enter may be allowed subject to the right of
the contestant.

The right conferred on the successful contestant by section 2, act of May 14, 1880, is
a personal right which can not be transferred to another.

A preferred right of entry can not be acquired through a contest prosecuted in the
name of another.

The fact that the homestead applicant failed to tender the fees and commissions, and
file his preliminary affidavit, will not defeat his right of entry where the appli-
cation was rejected on the ground that the land was excluded from entry by the
preference right of a successful contestant.

First Assistant Secretary JIJuldrow to Commuissioner Stockslaqer, August
13, 1888.

In the matter of desert land entry No. 1833, made June 9, 1886, by
Robert G. Welch, for Sec. 8, T. 11 N., R. 3 W., Salt Lake meridian,
Utah, appealed by Welch from the decision of your office, dated No-
vember 2, 1886, holding said entry for cancellation, the record discloses
the following facts:
I On January 29, 1883, desert land entry No. 671 for said section was
made by one Malissa Groot.
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On February 18, 1886, one Lea Owsley initiated a contest against

said entry, and against desert land entries Nos. 48, 49, 668, 670, 673,

674,; 676, 678 and 679, all of which entries were made January 29, 1883,

except the first two, which were made May 17, 1877. You state in

said decision that these ten entries cover 5,880 acres.

Hearing in each of said contest cases was set for April 19, 1886. On

April 10, Malissa Groot executed a relinquishment to the tract of land

above described and asked therein that said desert land entry No. 671

be canceled.
*:l . On the day fixed for hearing in the said contest cases initiated by

Owsley, this relinquishment, together with a relinquishment in each of

; said cases, except No. 679 which was filed June 26, 1886, as appears

from said office decision, was filed in the local land office. All of said

L entries were subsequently canceled, and on June 3 and 4, 1886, all the

- cancellations noted on the records of the local land office, except in en-

tries 679 and 674, which were canceled respectively July 16, and on

August 31, 18S6.
Entry No. 671 for the above described section eight having been can-

celed and the cancellation noted in the local office on June 3 or 4, the

following named parties on June 8, .18S6, applied to make homestead

entries in said section eight,-to wit:

Charles Duncan for the NE. :
" Smith " " NW. i

Wm. H. Evans " ' SE. I

Hyram (Hiram?) Smith " SW. J

Each of said applications was rejected by the receiver of the local

* land office on the ground that Owsley had a preference right of entry.

Afterwards, but on the same day, the above named parties, together

with other parties similarly situated, asked, by their attorney, that they

each be " allowed to make said entries as asked, subject to the pref-

erence rights of contestant Owsley; that is to say, on the condition that

such entries be relinquished hereafter so far as they may conflict with

the preference rights of contestant when lie shall exercise the same."

Still failing to secure favorable action, the above named applicants and

others, on June 9, filed a protest in the local land office " against the

allowance of any filings or entries of any kind upon said tracts by any
other parties" while their said applications were pending. Afterwards,

and on the same day, June 9,1886, the appellant, Robert G. Welch, was al-

lowed to make desert land entry No. 1833 for the above described sec-

tion eight. This entry was made with the approval of contestant Ows-

i*: ley, who has made no application to enter any part of said section or of

any of the lands covered by said several canceled entries.

On July 6, following, each of the above named homestead applicants

- luly appealed to the Commissioner from the action of the local office

rejecting his application and allowing Welch's entry. Answers to said

appeals were filed July 28, on behalf of Welch.
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An affidavit of Lea Owsley is attached to said answers, and askedto
be made a part thereof, in which he says, that on February 18, 1886, he
filed a contest against desert land entry 671 made by Malissa Groot on
the above described section eight, and "on the same day made a num-
ber of other contests against other desert land entries and succeeded
in obtaining the cancellations." He further says:

I now on oath declare that I made the contest against desert entry No. 671 for and
in behalf of Robert G. Welch so as to save the expense of litigation if so many con-
testants and witnesses would have to appear, and which I individually could and did
accomplish. That said contest was not made by me for the purpose of speculation,
nor for the acquisition or holding a large body of land, but solely for the purpose of
cancellation of desert land entry No. 671 for and in behalf of the said Robert G.
Welch, and to enable him to make entry for the said contested land under the act of
May 14, 1880.

Your predecessor in office, Commissioner Sparks, held that on the
cancellation of said entry, No. 671, and said other canceled entries, "the
lands covered thereby were subject to entry by the first qualified appli-
cants," and Welch's said desert land entry, and certain other enumer-
ated entries made subsequent to June 8, 1886, were held for cancella-
tion.

It is stated in the argument submitted in behalf of Welch that he
and the parties who made desert land entries Nos. 1828, 1829,1830, 1831,
1832, 1834 and 1835, on the same day his was made, were in reality the
contestants in said cases, " they using Owsley to make complaint and
thus save great expense in clearing the record of abandoned entries ;"
and appellant contends that it would not be just or right to allow others
to avail themselves of his labor and capital, and that the rejection of
said homestead applications " by the register and receiver was strictly
in accordance with the spirit and intent of the second section of the act
of May 14, 1880."

Appellant contends further, that the contestant, Owsley, not only had
a preference right to enter any particular tract of the land he caused to be
restored to the public domain, but that he could waive that right and
confer its benefits on another party selected by him; that he (Owsley)
" controlled all such lands for thirty days . . . . or until he volun-
arily waived such right (preference right of entry) and immediately upon
such waiver the land was open to the first legal applicant, and not until
then ;" and that he was the first legal applicant after waiver by (Jwsley,
and therefore entitled to enter said section; that the Commissioner erred
in holding that any application to enter any of said lands (made within
thirty days after notice to contestant Owsley) could legally be allowed,
" until the contestant is fully satisfied by entry or waiver."

I cannot assent to the correctness of the doctrine contended for by
appellant, and can discover no material error in the decision of your
office herein.

The section of land in controversy having been restored to the pub-
lic domain by the cancellation of Malissa Groot's entry, it became at
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once open to settlement and entry, subject only to Owsley's preference
right. If he did not possess the qualifications of a pre-emptor or en-
tryman, or possessing such qualifications did not choose to exercise his
preference right, then said land was subject to settlement or entry, as
other public land, free from any right of contestant of whatever char-
acter. The law does not confer on the successful contestant a right to
control such land for thirty days after notice, nor the right during such
period to select a particular party and by waiver of his preference right
at an opportune moment confer on such party the benefits conferred
by law on the successful contestant. Such a doctrine is not sanctioned
by law or by sound public policy. The right conferred on a successful
,contestant by section 2, act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140) is a personal
right which can not be transferred to another.

The aforesaid applicants, if qualified, should have been permitted,
on June 8, 1886, to enter the several tracts applied for subject to Ows-
ley's preference right. Shanley v. Moran (1 L. D., 162); Alonzo Phillips

*: (2 L. D., 321); Boory v. Lee, 6 L. D., 643).
The claim that the contest prosecuted by Owsley against said entry

No. 671 was in reality appellant's contest can not be recognized. To
snake it his contest it should have been prosecuted in his name.

Appellant further objects that said homestead applicants have not
shown themselves to be-qualifled entrymen, and that they did not tender
the usual fees and commissions to the officers and that, therefore, their
-applications were not legal.

Their applications being rejected on the ground stated, the tender of
-fees and commissions would have been an idle formality, and the usual
affidavit of qualification may yet be made.

Should any of the aforesaid applicants fail to show that he was quali-
: fied to make ho mestead entry at the time appellant's entrywas allowed,

such failure would leave his said entry intact to that extent, and to
*- that extent only.

The decision of your office holding appellant's entry for cancellation
unconditionally is modified accordingly.

OMAHA LAND-DATES OF PAYMENT.

WACLAV HRUBY.

A claim for Omaha land based on settlement and filing made after the time fixed by
: the proclamation under the act of August 7, 1882, and prior to the passage of the

act of August 2,1.886, falls within the second proviso of the latter act; and the
first payment on such claim is not due until two years from the passage of said
act.

Secrelary Vilas to Commissioner Sitockslager, August 13, 1888.

- By letter of February 18, 1887, your office affirmed the action of the
*local officers at Neligh, Nebraska, in rejecting the proof and application
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of Waclav Hruby to pay interest due under his Omaha declaratory
statement-No. 545-made September 15, alleging settlement Septem-
ber 10, 1885, for the W. i NE. i, and SE. i NE. J, Sec. 25, T. 24 N., R.
5 E. The rejection was made on the ground that claimant was "in de-
fault for more than sixty days from August 2, 1886." Claimant ap-
pealed.

Proof was made December 29, 1886, before the county clerk of Cum-
ming county, Nebraska, and January 10, 1887, claimant tendered the
accrued interest due on $1,320 (the appraised price of the land) from
September 10, 1880, to January 10, 1887.

On August 7, 1882, an act was passed providing for the sale of a part
of the reservation of the Omaha tribe of Indians in the State of Ne-
braska (22 Stat., 341), in the following manner:

SEC. 2. Fhat after the survey and appraisement of said lands the Secretary of the
Interior shall be, and he hereby is authorized to issue proclamation to the effect that
unallotted lands are open for settlement under sucln rules and regulations as he may
prescribe. That at any time within one year after the date of such proclamation,
each bona fide settler, occupying any portion of said lands, and having made valuable
improvements thereon, or the heirs at law of such settler, who is a citizen of the
United States, or who has declared his intention to become such, shall be entitled to
purchase, for cash through the United States public land office at Neligh, Nebraska,
the land so occupied and improved by him, not to exceed one hundred and sixty acres
in each ease according to the survey and appraised value of said lands as provided for
in section one of this act; Provided, That the Secretary of the Interior may dispose
of the same upon the following terms as to payments, that is to say, one-third of the
price of said land to become due and payable one year from the date of entry
one-third in two years, and one-third in three years, from said date, with interest at
the rate of five per centum per annum; but in case of default in either of said pay-
ments the person thus defaulting for a period of sixty days shall forfeit absolutely
his right to the tract which he has purchased and any payment or payments he might
have made.

March 19, 1884 the Secretary of the Interior issued public notice that
the lands in townships 22 and 25 north, ranges 5, 6, and 7 east, in said
reservation, would be thrown open to settlement on Wednesday, April
30, 1884 at 12 o'clock noon. The regulations require the filing of a
declaratory statement within thirty days from date of settlement, and
some time within one year from April 30, 1881, the settler must make
actual entry of the land, submit final proof and make payment thereon.

As Uruby did not initiate or perfect his claim within the time pre-
scribed by this act the payments in his case are not governed by its
provisions.

On August 2, 1886, an additional act governing the disposition of
said lands was passed, (24 Stat., 214) as follows:

That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to extend the
time of the payments of the purchase money under the sales tade under the two
acts one entitled "Au Act to provide for the sale of the remainder of the reservation
of the confederate Otoe and Missouri tribes of Indians in the States of Nebraska
and Kansas, and for other purposes", approved March third, eighteen hundred and
eighty-one, the other entitled " An act to provide for the sale of a part of the reser-
vation of the Omaha tribe of Indians in the State of Nebraska, and for other pur-
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poses " approved August seventh, eighteen hundred and eighty-two, as follows, The
time of each payment shalt be extended two years beyond the time now fixed by
law: Provided, That the interest now dne on said payments shall be paid annually at
the time said payments are now due : Provided also, That all persons who have set-
tled or shall settle upon said Omaha lands and who have filed their declaratory state-
ment or, who may make bona fide settlement improvement and filhingprior to the date
of the passage of this act and subseqnent to the date authorized by proclamation of

the President in pursuance of the act aforesaid for such settlement filing and im-
provement in all other respects except as to ti me in conformity with said act may
make the first payment as therein required two years from the date of the passage

of this act, and the second payment one year thereafter and the third payment two
years thereafter but the interest required thereon by law shall be paid annually on
the date of the passage of this act Provided, That all other provisions in the acts
above mentioned, except as changed and modified by this act shall remain in full
force: Provided further, That no forfeiture shall be deemed to have accrued solely
because of a default in payment of principal or interest becoming due April thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and eighty-six, if the interest due upon said date shall be paid
within sixty days-after the passage of this act.

The case of firaby is governed by the second proviso of said act.
He settled and filed subsequent to the time fixed by the proclamation
under the former act, and py ior to the passage of the latter. His first
payment therefore by the express letter of the law, did not fall due
before two years from the passage of the latter act.

Said decision rejecting the proof and offer of payment as stated is
accordingly reversed.

UTE INDIAN LANDS--WHITE RIVER MILITARY RESERVATION.

HENLrY C. ROCK.

The establishment of the White River military reservation on lands subject to dispo-
sition under the act of June 15, 1850, providing for the sale of the Ute reserva-
tion, did not operate to defeat or impair the trust created by said act, but had the
effect to merely suspend the execution thereof.

On the abandonment of said military reservation, the land embraced therein became
subject to disposal under the act of June 15, iS80, and not under the law provid-
ing for the sale of abandoned military reservations.

Secretary Vilst to Commissioner Stockslayer, August 13, 1888.

* lHenly C. Rock made pre-emption cash entry for the SE. 1 NE. I (Lot
2) and E. J SE. 4 (Lot 3), Sec. 4 T. E S., R. 93 W., Glenwood Springs,

if: Colorado. Declaratory statement was filed April 14, 1885, alleging
settlement May 26, 1884.

On February 2, 1887, the local officers transmitted the application of
* * Rock to purchase adjoining tracts under the act of July 5, 1884 (23 Stat.,

103), providing for the disposal of abandoned military reservations, al-
leging that he has lived upon and improved said lands since May 26,
1884, with the intention of filing forthem when they should be surveyed,
and that he could not file for said lands at the time he filed for his ad-
joining pre-emption claim because said lands were then within the limits
of the military reservation known as " Camp on White River."
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Said reservation has now been abandoned and placed under the con-
trol of the Department of the Interior, the survey thereof having been
accepted by your office April 1, 1887.

You rejected said application by letter of October 13, 1887, upon the
grouni that if Rock was qualified in all other respects, his settlement
made in May 1884, did not bring him within the terms of the act of
July 5, 1884, and his application must therefore be refused.

On December 27, 1887, Rock filed a motion for review of your decision
upon which no action seems to have been taken by your office, and on
February 8, 1888, the local officers forwarded to your office an applica-
tion to amend his pre-emption declaratory statement supported by af-
fidavits showing that he settled upon said tract a-bout December, 1882,
instead of May 26, 1884, as stated in his original application; that said
land was settled upon, together with the land embraced in his pre-emp-
tion entry, in good faith for the purpose of securing a home under the
general laws, supposing at the time that it was not within the limits of
the reservation. That in October, 1884, he tendered his declaratory
statement for said tract which was rejected by the register because one
of the subdivisions fell within said reservation. That in April 1885, he
again filed said declaratory statement, but when he came to prove up
he was only allowed to make proof and payment for seventy-two acres,
and that-he then applied to purchase the remaining eighty-two acres,
but his application was rejected because he had not brought himself
within the terms of the act of July 5, 1884.

By letter of April 20, 1883, you submit all the papers in this case to
this Department "'for instructions as to whether the lands within the
late abandoned military reservation are to be disposed of under the act
of July 5, 1884, or under that of June 15, 1880 (21 Stat., 199), providing
for the sale of the Ute reservation in Colorado. "

Said act of June 15, 1880, after providing for the sale of said reserva-
tion to the United States and for the allotment of certain lands to the
Ute Indians, further provided:

And all the lands not so allotted, the title to which is. by the said agreement of the
confederated bands of the Ute Indians. and this acceptance by the United States, re-
leased and conveyed to the United States, shall be held anddeemedto be public lands
of the United States and subject to disposal under the laws providing for the disposa1

of the public lands, at the same price and on the same terms as other lands of like
character, except as provided in this act: Prorided, That none of said lands, whether
mineral or otherwise, shall be liable to entry and settlement under the provisions of
the homestead law; but shall be subject to cash entry only in accordance with
existing law; and when sold the proceeds of said sale shall be first sacredly applied
to reimbursing the United States for all sums paid out or set apart under this act
by the government for the benefit of said Indians, and then to be applied in pay-
ment for the lands at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre which may be ceded
to them by the United States outside of their reservation, in pursuance of this agree-
went. And the remainder, if any, shall be deposited in the Treasury as now pro-
vided by law for the benefit of the said Indians, in the proportion hereinbefore stated,
and the interest thereon shall be distributed annually to them in the same manner as
the funds provided for in this act.
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Under this provision these lands are held and deemed to be public
lands of the United States and subject to disposal under the laws pro-
viding for the disposal of the public lands at the same price and on the
same terms as other lands of like character, the only exception being
that they shall not be subject to entry under the homestead law for the
reason, that they are to be disposed of in trust for the benefit of said
Indians. But while said lands are subject to disposal under existing
laws, they cannot be sold at private cash entry until a public offering
and until offering has been made of said lands they are subject to entry
only under the pre-emption law, or other laws authorizing sales for
cash.

The White River military reservation was established by Executive
order April 26, 1S81, after the creation of the trust by the act of June
15, 1880. The establishment of this reservation did not defeat or im-
pair the trust, or change the status of the land, but had the effect
merely to suspend and prevent the disposal of land within said reser-
vation during its existence, and when abandoned and placed under the
control of the Secretary of the Interior, the land became subject to dis-
posal undler the act of June 15, 1880, and not uinder the act of July 5,
1884. (L. V. Bryant, 3 L. D., 296; Wenie v. Frost, 6 L. D., 175 and 539.)

No ruling is hereby made upon the application of Rock, and the
papers are herewith returned to your office for decision thereon under
the instructions herein given.

PRIVATE CASH ENTRY-SWAMP SELECTION.

HENRY W. SAGE.

That a tract of land had been embraced within a list of swamp selections would not
exclude it from private entry, where it appeared from the field notes of survey,
that the land was not subject to selection, and the claim of the State was not
noted of record.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 13, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Henry W. Sage from your office
decision of March 18, 1887, holding for cancellation his private cash
entry-No. 6625-as to the SE. J of the NE. 4, Sec. 24, T. 34 N., R.3 E.,
Eau Claire land district, Wisconsin, for the reason that said tract was
not subject to ordinary cash entry because it was claimed as swamp
land by the State of Wisconsin.

The township was offered April 20, 1869, and June 11, 1886, Henry
W. Sage made cash entry for the NE. i SE. 1, Sec. 12, and the SE. 
INE. i of Sec. 24, of the township and range above described.

In the adjustment of the swamp land grant the State of Wisconsin
agreed to accept the field notes of the survey as the basis on which to
determine the character of the land. At the time the private entry
was allowed the said State had filed in your office a list of the tracts of
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land which it claimed under the grant. The tract in controversy was
embraced in said list, but an examination of the field notes showed
that it was not swamp and overflowed land within the meaning of the
act and the claim of the State was, consequently, rejected November
30, 1886. From this action no appeal was taken. The land in question,
was never certified to the State and there was no notation on the rec-
ords of any claim thereto.

The question for determination is whether the claim to this land as-
serted by the State, which was afterwards found not to be valid, oper-
ated to withdraw it from private cash entry. You decide in the affirma-
tive, but I cannot agree in your conclusion. The tract was regularly
offered for sale and has not been withdrawn. The register of the
local office writes that a careful examination of the records of theoffice
fails to disclose that there was ever made any entry, filing or selection
for the tract in question other than the private cash entry of Mr. Sage;
and the Treasurer of Wisconsin writes that the land is not State land.
Such being the facts the entry of Mr. Sage should remain intact.

Your decision is reversed.

PRACTICE-HOMESTEAD CONTEST-ACT OF JUNE 15, 1880.

SMITH v. FERGUSON.

The suspension of the right of purchase during the pendency of contest is for the sole

benefit of the contestant. A purchase under said act, while a contest is pending,.
is good as against the government, and all persons except the contestant.

An entrythus allowed should notbe canceled, but should be suspended, and held sub-

ject to the exercise of the preference right of the contestant.

First Assistant Secretary 3ifuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
14, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of John B. Smith, in the case of John
B. Smith v. Joseph Ferguson, from your office decision of January 3,
1887, rejecting his application to make homestead entry for the NW. j,
Sec. 32, T. 21 S., R. 23 W., Larned, Kansas land district.

It appears from the record that on April 27, 1885, said Smith filed an
affidavit of contest alleging abandonment against Ferguson's entry
made December 5, 1878.

The contest was tried July 24, 1885, Ferguson making default, the
local officers recommended that the homestead entry be canceled for
abandonment, but as there was an incomplete proof of service of no-
tice, allowed an appeal to be taken on September 7, 1885, to your office.
This appeal has never been decided formally but was probably included
in your said decision of January 3, 1887, and is consequently included
in this appeal to this office.

On October 12, 1885, Ferguson made cash entry of said tract under
the act of June 15, 1880, the contest being still pending on appeal and
on June 14, 1886, the appeal being still undecided, Smith applied to the
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local officers to make homestead entry of the same, but such applica-
tion was rejected.

From such rejection Smith now appeals.
When the contest was inaugurated the right to purchase under the

act of June 15, 1880, was suspended pending the same, in so far as the
purchase can affect any rights of the contestant under the law.

This, however, does not affect the rights of such cash entryman as
against the government,.or against the claim of any person other than
the contestant. said Ferguson having the right as against all persons
except Smith to make such purchase.

In your said decision you say:
The allegation of abandonment appears to be proved. I must therefore hold the

homestead entry for cancellation therefor, and also hold the cash entry for cancella-
tion nuder the rule in the case of Freise v. Hobson (4 L. D., 580).

As the cash entry of Ferguson is good against all the world except
the preference right of the contestant it is not proper that his cash
entry should be absolutely canceled, even though the evidence sustains
your conclusion, that "the allegation of abandonment appears to be
proved,." which I concede it does.

If for any reason Smith should fail to avail himself of his preference
right, or if it should appear that he is not qualified to make entry, then
the cash entry of Ferguson should not be canceled.

Should Smith under his preference right make an entry and perfect
the same the said cash entry of Ferguson should be canceled but not
otherwise.

Ferguson's cash entry will therefore be suspended pending the exer-
eise of his preference right by Smith within thirty days after notice to
him of this decision. Should he fail to exercise such right Ferguson's
entry will stand.

Your said decision is therefore modified.

PRE-EMPTION-SECTION 2260, REVISED STATUTES.

FRANE E. CROSIER.

Aperson who removes from land of lhis own, acquired under the homestead law, to re-
side on a pre-emption claim, in the same State or Territory, is within the second
inhibition contained in section 2260 of the Revised Statutes.

That the homestead was under mortgage at the time of the removal therefrom will
not operate to relieve the pre-emptor from the inhibition of the statute.

First Assistant Secretary iuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
14, 1888.

I have considered the case of Frank E. Crosier, as presented by ap-
peal from the decision of your office, under date of June 12, 1886, rejec t-
ing his final proof and holding for cancellation his pre-emption filing,
covering the E. i of the SE. ,, Sec. 14, T. 6 N:, R. 11 W., Bloomington
district, Nebraska, for the reason that he had removed from land of his
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own in the State of Nebraska, acquired under the homestead law, to

reside on his pre-emption claim.
It appears from the record that on the 24thl day of September, 1873,

said Crosier filed homestead deelarator~y statement for the W. 0 of the

SE. u, the N. 4 or the SW. I of said section; that on March 9, 1874, he

made homestead entry for same, and on February 11, 1879, final cer-

tificate was issued to him; that on February 25, 1884, he filed his de-

claratory statement for said first mentioned tract, alleging settlement

on the same date; that on September 29, 1884, Amanda Chapman made

timber culture entry for the same tract, and on March 20, 18818, after

duly published notice, claimant made final proof under his said pre-

emption declaratory statement, before the clerk of the district court

of Adams county, Nebraska.
From this proof it appears that claimant resided continuoasly on

said claim for the period of two years next preceding the date of mak-

ing proof; and that his improvements, made thereon since filing, con-

sist of a frame dwelling house, fourteen by twenty-six feet, and one and

one half stories high, with an addition, a frame stable and frame gran-

ary; a wind mill. some fruit trees, a fence enclosing the whole tract and

twenty-four acres, which remained unbroken at the date of his filing,

reduced to cultivation, and that the same, in the aggregate, are worth

from $700 to $800. That there were other improvements on the land

when he settled upon it, which he had purchased of one Tappan, and

that at the date of making proof, the whole of said tract was under cul-

tivation.
It also appears from said proof, that claimant removed from his said

homestead and took up his residence on the claim in question.
This proof was submitted to the local oBcers, and on March 24, 1886,

they rejected the same, because it appeared that claimant had removed

from land of his own in the same State to make settlement upon this

claim, and claimant appealed.
In support of his appeal, under date of April 9, 1886, he filed his

sworn statement, corroborated by the affidavits of two other persons,

setting forth, in substance, that prior to the date of his said filing,

claimant had resided for several years, on his said homestead, but

owing to poor crops and various misfortunes, he was obliged to mort-

gage the same for a loan of $1200, and being at the same time, in-

debted to a party in the east, he gave him a mortgage for $950, on the

same tract, making in all, $2150, in mortgages, which was the full value

of the land. That claimant offered to sell the same to the second mort-

gaeee, for the amount of said two liens but he refused to take it at that

price. That under these circumstances, claimant made his filing for

the tract in question, considering that he had no longer any interest in

his said homestead, as he had virtually deeded it away and he sup-

posed he had a perfect right to the benefits of the pre-emption law at

the time he made his filing; and that the same was made in good faith.
An abstract of title accompanied said sworn statement, showing
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successive mortgages on said homestead from March 15, 1875, to Sep-
tember 26, 1884. An additional statement of claimant is also submitted
in support of his said appeal, in which he states that he paid $1000 for
the improvements purchased by him as aforesaid, making in all, $1700
or $1800 expended by him on the pre-emption claim. The record does
not disclose any contest on the part of Chapman, nor any objection by
her to the acceptance of claimant's proof.

It has frequently been held, and is now the established rule of this
Department, that a person who removes from his residence on land of
*hi own, acquired under the homestead law, to reside on a pre-emption
claim, in the same State or Territory, is within the second inhibition
contained in section 2260 of the Revised Statutes, and that his pre-
emption filing is consequently illegal and void, and no rights can be
acquired under it. See cases of John Longnecker (1 L. D., 535) ; Goyne
v. Mahoney (2 L. D., 576); McDonald v. Fallon (3 L. D., 56); and Clay-
ton M. Reed (5 L. D., 413).

It is shown by the abstract of title above referred to, that said mort-
gage for $950 was not given until September 26, 1884, more than six
months after Crosier had, according to his said final proof, removed to
and taken up his residence on his pre emption claim; so that, at the
date of his removal from his homestead the then existing mortgage
thereon, did not according to his own showing amount to the value of
the land covered thereby.

There can be no question, therefore, that claimant in removing from
his said homestead did remove from " land of his own," notwithstand-
ing the existence of the aforesaid mortgage of $1200, to reside upon his
said pre-emption claim; and applying to this case the rule laid down
in the cases above cited, which has, been uniformly followed in a long
line of departmental decisions, it would seem that there is no relief for
him, although the case is one of peculiar hardship.

I therefore concur in your conclusion that claimant's filing was ille-
gal and must be canceled, and the decision of your office is accordingly
affirmed.

FINAL PROOF-NOTICE-TRANSFEREE.

MILO ADAMS.

The published notice must state definitely before whom, and at what place the
*: S j final proof will be made.
* i- - Republication of notice may be made by a transferee, and the proof submitted by the

claimant accepted in the absence of protest, where the first publicatiou was in
sufficient, but due compliance with law appears in other respects, and the present
whereabouts of the claimant cannot be ascertained.

*v First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
14, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Milo Adams, transferee of Frank R.
VanDusen, from your office decisions of November 11, 1885 and August
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23, 1886, rejecting the latter's final proof under homestead entry No.

2038, for NW. 1 of Sec. 20, T. 113 N., R. 68 W., Huron land district,
Dakota.

VanDusen made his homestead entry March 3, 18S3, and his final

commutation proof September 11, 1883 before the clerk of the district
court of Hand county, Dakota. The local officers accepted the proof
and final certificate was issued.

It appears that the published notice for the making of the final proof
was defective, for it failed to state before whom, or at what place such
proof would be made.

The notice in this case says, " the proof will be made before the judge
or clerk of a court of record in and for Hand county, Dakota Territory.

Such notice is insufficient and the proof was properly rejected. Jacob
Semer (6 L. D., 345).

The affidavits accompanying the appeal show that VanDusen after

transferring the land has left the Territory of Dakota, and that his

whereabouts cannot, after diligent inquiry, be ascertained. To require

the claimant to give notice anew of his intention to submit final proof
would, therefore, answer no purpose.

While the legal requirements regarding the final proof of claimant

cannot be disregarded, unnecessary hardship should not be inflicted
upon innocent parties. Inasmuch as the final proof of VanDusen and

the supplementary affidavits show his compliance with the law regarding
residence and improvements, and his qualification as a homesteader, I

direct that notice of final proof may be given anew by the transferee and
that, if at the time appointed by such notice no protest or objection is
filed, then the proof heretofore made may be accepted; should a pro-

test or objection be filed then a hearing must be had to ascertain if Van
Dusen had fully complied with the law during the time covered by his
final proof.

Your decision is modified accordingly.

A CPRACTICE-NOTICE- URISDICTION-NBANDONIENT.

STAYTON V. CARROLL.

Jurisdiction is acquired by due service or notice upon the claimant, and if there has
been no legal notice to the clairnant, then there is no authority in the local office
to adjudicate his rights.

A contest charging failure to establish residence and abandonment must fail, where,
prior to legal service of notice thereof, the entryman had cured his laches.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
15, 1888.

I have considered the case of Charles F. Stayton v. Michael Carroll,

as presented by the appeal of the latter from the decision of your of-
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f-ee, dated August 21, 1886, holding for cancellation his homestead en-<
try of the SE. : of Sec. 22, T. 20 S., R. 27 E., made August 16, 1882, at X 
the Visalia land office, in the State of California.

The record shows that said Stayton filed his affidavit of contest
against said entry on December 24, 1883, and attempted to perfect serv-,
ice of notice by publication. A hearing was had upon the testimony
submitted by the contestant, the claimant not appearing, the local land
officers held that said emtry should be canceled. The claimant subse-
quently entered an appearance specially and moved that said contest
be dismissed because no notice had been served upon him. Your office,
on February 14, 1885, held that the claimant had not been duly noti-
fled, and the proceedings were accordingly set aside and the local land
officers were " directed to resume proceedings from the point of depart-
ure from the requirements of practice." Thereupon, at the request of
contestant, a notice was issued and duly served by the contestant upon
claimant to appear before the local land officers and furnish testimony
relative to the charge of abandonment of said entry. The parties ap-
peared and offered testimony. After the evidence was submitted the
claimant moved to dismiss said contest, for the reason that the testi-
Mony showed that any failure of the claimant to establish residence
upon said tract was cured long prior to the service of legal notice upon
him. The local land officers granted said motion for the reason that the
contestant by his attorney, insisted upon having an alias notice issued
in accordance with the decision of your office; that at the time of serv-
ice of said notice the claimant 'l was living in good faith upon the home-
stead land and had been so living for more than one year." On appeal
your office, on August 21, 1886, reversed the action of the local laud of-
ficers and found that the claimant failed to establish his residence upon
said land until March, 1884, more than eighteen months subsequent to
date of entry and "he offers no explanation whatever for his failure to
meet the requirements of the statute in this respect; " that except to dig
a well claimant made no improvements upon the land until subsequent
to the first hearing; that the testimony taken at the rehearing fully
substantiates the evidence submitted at the first hearing, and in the
absence of any excuse furnished by the claimant for his absences, said
entry must be forfeited.

There is no conflict in the testimony. The evidence submitted shows
that the claimant was absent in Texas engaged in herding sheep for
more than six months after making said entry; that prior to his depart-
ure he contracted to have a house moved upon the land and forty acres
broken; that claimant broke thirty acres besides the forty acres which
had been broken on said land in his absence and paid for by him; that
the entryman returned to said land on March 3, or 4, 1884, and was re-
siding in good faith thereon from that time to the date of first.hearing,
March 20, 1884, and has been continuously residing upon said land up
to the date of second hearing.

\
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It has been repeatedly held by this Department, that jurisdiction is
acquired by the due service of notice upon the claimant, and if there
has been no legal notice to the claimant, then there is no authority in
the local office to adjudicate his rights. Houston v. Coyle (2 L. D., 58);
Thorpe et al. v. McWilliams (3 L, D., 341); Winans v. Mills et al. (4 L.
D., 254); Shinnes 'v. Bates (Ibid., 424); United States ?'. Raymond (Ibid.,
439); Gotthelf v. Swinson (5 L. D., 657); Harkness v. flyde (98 U. S.
476).

The entryman had cured his ladhes prior to the service of notice of
contest and hence the allegations of the contestant that the claimant
had abandoned his homestead claim or failed to establish his residence
thereon were not true at the time of service of notice.

The decision of your office must be and it is hereby reversed.

COMMUTATION PROOF*-GRAZING LANDS.

MARY A. TAYLOR.

Proof of the requisite improvements to secure pasturage and the production of grass,
may be properly accepted in lien of the usual proof of cultivation, where it ap-
pears tbat the land is better adapted to grazing purposes than to the cultivation
of crops that require tillage of the soil.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commiissioner Stockslager, August 15,
1888.

In the case of Mary A. Taylor, appealed from the decision of your
office, dated July 9, 1886, rejecting her commutation homestead proof
and holding her entry for cancellation, the record discloses the follow-
ing facts:

(On August 2, 1882, Mary A. Taylor, widow, made homestead entry,
for the S. J of SW. 1, Sec. 9, T. 115, I. 62, at the Watertown, Dakota,
land office, having prior thereto made affidavit that her settlement on
said tract was commenced May 15, 1882, and that her improvements
consisted of a frame house, eight by sixteen feet, and one hundred and
sixty rodls of wire fence. On January 8, 1883, she made commutation
proof-which was accepted by the local officers-and on the 15th. of the
same month paid for the land and received her final certificate.

Appellant's proof not being satisfactory to your office, she was re-
quired by your letter of November 6, 1885, to the local officers, to fur-
n)ish a special affidavit, duly corroborated, showing, "wlither ornot she
has since the date of her commutation proof maintained an actual resi-
dence upon the tract, and describing all her improvements, and giving
the value of each, also showing the kind of stock, if any, as well as the
number and value of each kind, owned by her, upon said tract." The
local officers were also directed to advise Mrs. Taylor '"that she can not
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obtain title to the land until she satisfies this office that she desires the
land in good faith for her permanent home, and that all legal require-
ments have been observed." The required affidavit was duly made. It
and the commutation proof show, that appellant commenced an actual

residence on said tract Jane 1, 1882, and resided thereon continuously
up to the date of making proof, a period of seven months and a few days;
that said tract is bottom land bordering on the James river, which
runs through it, and that it is rocky and uneven, and chiefly valuable
for grazing purposes-for which she designs it-and the advantages it
affords for reaching water; that appellant has a prairie farm of one
hundred and sixty acres adjoining this tract and which is destitute of
water; that the two tracts make a good farm for mixed farming, and
that disconnected with another tract, the land in question is compara-
tively worthless. Appellant swears that all these facts were made
known to the local officers at the time she made proof and payment for

the land, and that no deception was used by her in the matter; that
since making proof she has lived within forty rods of said tract and
that she was not aware the law required her to live on the land after
she had comnmuted her homestead to a cash entry.

Appellant's improvement and their estimated values are, house, eight
- by sixteen, $50.00; barbed wire fence $200.00; and she cut and put up

on said land during her residence thereon some forty tons of hay.
The decision appealed from holds that, "the homestead law was not

passed to enable parties to obtain land in the manner and for the pur-
pose indicated," and that said proof should be rejected and the original
and cash entries canceled.

The proof in this case shows that said tract of land was not taken for

*- the purpose of tillage, or cultivation, in the ordinlatry sense of these
terms, and no actual settlement, in such sense is shown. It further

*- shows that said tract is illy adapted for tillage and the raising of grain
or other agricultural crops, requiring the breaking and cultivation of
the soil. But raising stock and grass is an agricultural pursuit, and
the evidence shows the kind of improvement and cultivation of this tract
requisite to secure pasturage, stock water, and the production of grass,
Appellant maintained an actual residence of over six months on the
laud described before making proof and cash entry, and there is noth-
ing to indicate that the land has not been taken for her exclusive use
and benefit.

It is believed that under the interpretation heretofore given by this
Department to section 2301 of the Revised Statutes, her proof of settle-
ment, inhabitancy, improvement and cultivation, is sufficient.

The decision of your office rejecting her proof and holding her entry
for cancellation is therefore reversed, and said entry will be passed to
patent.

X, S-:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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SOLDIERS' HOMESTEAD DECLARATORY STATEMENT- AGENT.

HERZOG V. NEVILLE.

A soldiers' homestead declaratory statement, filed by an anthorized agent, and ac-
cepted by the local office, will protect the homesteader, although said agent may
not have the power of attorney required by the departmental regulations.

Secretary Tilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 15, 1888.

On April 2, 1881, George Hlerzog filed declaratory statement, alleg-
ing settlement June 15, 1874, upon lot 2, Sec. 18, T. 47 N., B. 4 W.,
Shasta, California. From the statement of the local officers, it appears
that this tract was embraced in the homestead entry of one John F.
Bloomenchamp; that Herzog presented his relinquishment for the same
on March 28, 1882, and that this relinquishment being returned for cor-
rection, was duly filed on April 24, 1882.

On March 15, 1882, Herzog presented his application to make sol-
dier's homestead entry upon the SE. I of SW. i, lot 4, Sec. 18, and NE.
iof NW. 4, lot 1, Sec. 19, in same town and range. This application
was rejected by the local office, for the reason that the affidavit failed to
show a residence upon the land as required by section 2294 of the Re-
vised Statutes. Thereupon, as stated by the local officers, Herzog's at-
torney sent " a soldier's homestead declaration for the same land, signed
by said attorney as his attorney in fact, which was duly filed March 28,
1882."

Herzog subsequently (April 26, 1882), made the said required affi-
davit before the clerk of the Siskiyou county court. This affidavit was,
however, not received at the local office until August 14, following,
when the said application to enter was allowed.

On May 13, 1882, John Neville filed pre-emption declaratory state-
ment, alleging settlement March 21, 1882, upon the E. t of SW. i, and
lot 4, Sec. 18, and lot 1, Sec. 19.

On April 23, 1883, Neville submitted proof, in due form, at the local
office, and on the same day EHerzog appeared and prodnced testimony.

On April 24, 1883, and during the pendeucy of the hearing Herzog
applied to so amend his filing as to embrace therein all the land claimed
by the claimant Neville. This application was denied.

The local officers transmitted the record "without the usual award in
such cases." They found, however, that Herzog was the first settler on
the land.

The testimony on behalf of the claimant (Neville) shows that, on
March 2, 1882, he wrote to said Bloomenchamp, his father-in law, accept-
ing the latter's offer to sell him certain improvements on the land for
$250; that on March 7, 1882, Bloomenchamp, acting for the claimant,
hauled some lumber to the tract; that the claimant went on the land
March 20, 1882? and on the following day built a house thereon, in
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which he slept that night; that he remained on the land until May 26,
1882, when, in consequence of the sickness of his wife and child, he went

to San Francisco, where, owing to the death of his child, he remaified

some two or three months; that after his return he built (in the fall of

1882) another house, sixteen by sixteen feet, in which he has resided

continuously; that himself and wife took some of their meals at his

father-in-law's (Bloomenchamp's) house, some three hundred yards dis-

taut; and that his improvements consist of two houses, some twenty

acres cultivated, thirty acres in sumier fallow, and some fencing-
value $300.

From the testimony on behalf of Herzog it appears that, after living

upon his pre-emption claim, i. e., Lot. 2, Sec. 18, for some eight years,

he abandoned the same, on account of conflict, as stated; that when he

made his said soldier's application, he found that he had failed to'bring

"certificate of my pre-emption"' (presumably receiver's receipt), but
that his certificate of abandonment (presumably relinquishment) for

said lot 2 was forwarded to the local office on March 16, 1882, that

he went on the land March 17, 1882, dug out a few rocks on the 18th

he laid two boards in position for a foundation, and same day put up a

notice.to the effect that he had "filed a soldier's homestead" thereon,
and on the 19th placed two more boards, thereby completing the said

foundation. He then returned to said lot 2, where he seems to have re-

mained until April 3, 1882, when he moved his family into a small rail

house, that he had placed upon the land, in which they remained about

a month, when he bought a log out house, sixteen by eighteen feet,

from a neighbor, which he moved on the land, and in which he has
since resided continuously.

Herzog testifies that his improvements consist of a house stable,

chicken house, three acres fenced, two acres plowed and put in garden,

some fruit trees and rail fence.
On cross-examination, Herzog stated, that he had never executed or

delivered a power of attorney to W. J. Nichols, who, as attorney in fact,

signed his soldier's declaratory statement, filed March 28, 1882, as afore-
said.

Without considering the suspicion, which the evidence, in my opinion,

creates, that the claimant Neville filed for land in the interest of his

father-in-law Bloomenchamp, I am disposed to concur in the finding
that the contestant Herzog was the first settler on the land.

It becomes, however, material to determine whether or not Eerzog

acquired, by virtue of his soldier's declaratory statement, signed and
-filed by his attorney on March 28, 1882, a valid claim of record.

Should it be held that this filing was illegal and of no effect, it would

be necessary to find that Herzog's claim did not properly appear of rec-

ord until August 14, 1882. This being more than three months after

the date of his settlement, he could acquire no rights against the in-

tervening claim of Neville. If, however, the said tiling is valid, then
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the rights of Herzog, who commenced his settlement and improvement
of the land within the statutory period, and who has continue(l his
residence thereon, should prevail.

Section 2309 of the Revised Statutes provides that a soldier's declara-
tory statement may be filed "as well by an agent as in person."

The departmental regulations, prevailing at time mentioned (see p.
21, Circular, approved October, 1880), required the agent who made
such filing to "produce a duly executed power of attorney from the
principal desiring to make the entry, who will be bound by the selection
his agent may make, the samne as though made by himself It would,
therefore, seem that the purpose of this regulation was to establish
beyond a question the fact that the filing was the act of the principal.

In this case, while the attorney was without such power of attorney,
the evidence shows that he was empowered to act. Herzog swears
that he "authorized him to do business for me the best way he knew
how."

Now, while it may have been an irregularity in the local officers to
have accepted the soldier's declaratory statement from the attorney,
who failed to produce the prescribed evidence of authority, I am of the
opinion that when they did accept it and it became filed in the local
office, it was sufficient to give notice of Hlerzog's intention with regard
to the land named therein. Herzog's subsequent acquiescence in the
act of his attorney, as indicated by his settlement, residence and im-
provenment of the land, gives to his said soldier's declaratory statement
the same force and effect as if he had filed in person.

In accordance with the views expressed, I concur in the conclusion
reached in the decision appealed from.

It only remains for me to say that Herzog's said application to so
amend his filing as to include therein land to which the rights of Neville
had attached, was properly denied.

Your decision is affirmed.

VREIE W-JTURISDICTION.

CAYCE V. ST. Louis & IRON MOUNTAIN R. R. Co.

The Department will not take jurisdiction where such action involves the considera-
tion of a question finally determined by a decision of the Sapreme Court of the
United States.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 15, 1888.

This record presents a motion for review, filed by William H. Cayce,
in the case of Cayce v. St. Louis & Iron Mountain railroad company de-
cided by this Department November 25, 1887. (6 L. D., 356.)

In that case it was held that the record presented no ground for dis-
turbing the former action of the Department in certifying the tract in
dispute to the State of Arkansas for the benefit of said road, and the ap-
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plication of Cayce to make homestead entry for the same was rejected.

In reaching that conclusion the Department said: "Every question

that might now be presented seems to have been fully passed upon by

the court" in the case of Nix v. Allen (112 U. S., 129).
It appears that in 1846 one Mrs. Nix settled upon and took possession

of the NE. i, Sec. 30, T. 15 S., R. 28 W., Camden land district, Arkansas,
and on April 22, 1853, filed her pre-emption declaratory statement al-

leging settlement April 1, 1853; and that on March 31, 1854, she made

pre-emption cash entry for only a portion of said tract, viz: the NE. J

of said NE. I, and a patent therefor issued to her. William HI. Cayee

herein seeks to make homnestead entry of the remniant of Mrs. Nix's orig-

inal claim, viz: the W. J and the SE. I of NE. I of said section on the

ground that said last described land was excepted from the operation

of the railroad grant, within the limits of which it lies, by the chlim of
Mrs. Nix.

On February 9, 1853, Congress passed an act granting lands to the-

State of Arkansas to aid in building a railroad from a point on theMis-

sissippi opposite the mouth of the Ohio to the Texas boundary line near

Fulton, in Arkansas. The grant was of even sections along the line and

the land in controversy lies in one of such sections. The line of the

road was definitely located opposite said land as found by your office

on August 11, 1855.
The granting clause of said act is as follows:

That there be and is hereby granted to the States of Arkansas and Missonri, re-

spectively, for the purpose of aiding in making the railroad and branches as afore-

said, within their respective limits, every alternate section of land designated by even

numbers, for six sections in width on each side of said road and branches; but in case

it shall appear that the United States have, when the line or route of said road is de&-

nitely fixed by the authority aforesaid, sold any part of any section hereby granted,

or that the right ofpre-emption has attached to the same, then it shall be lawful for

any agent or agents, to be appointed by the governor of said State to select subject

to the approval aforesaid, from the lands of the Unitid States most contiguous to the

tier of sections above specified, so much land in alternate sections or parts of sections

as shall be equal to'such lands as the United States have sold, or to which the right

of pre-emption has attached as aforesaid, khich lands, being equal in quantity to

one-half of six sections in width on each side of said road, the States of Arkansas and

Missouri shall have and hold to and for the use and purpose aforesaid.

It will be noted that the only exception from the grant was of such

of the even sections as should, upon definite location of the line, be

found to be sold or to which the right of pre-emption had attached. The

precise question presented therefore is: Had Mrs. Nix a right of pre-

emption to this land on August 11, 1855, the date of definite location ?

This question involves a further recital of the facts in the case.

It appears that on September 28, 1858, Mrs. Nix conveyed the forty

acre tract entered by her as above recited, to her son John B. Nix, who

with his mother continued to reside on said tract, at the same time used

and cultivated some parts of the adjoining tracts now in dispute. The

actual residence of both however until the mother's death in 1863, and
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thereafter the home of the son was on the forty acre tract patented to
Mrs. Nix as aforesaid.

On January 16, 1855, the State of Arkansas transferred said grant
so far as it relates to this land, to the Cairo & Fulton railroad com-
pany, of which the present claimant company is the successor.

On July 13, 1857, the Commissioner of the General Land Office cer-
tified the land here in dispute to the Cairo company which company on
May 14, 1875, sold and conveyed it to one Thomas Allen, who thereupon
brought suit in ejectment against John B. Nix to recover possession of
the same and obtained judgment against him.

Nix brought a suit in equity, in the circuit court of the United States
to enjoin the execution of that judgment and the case reached the su-
preme court of the United States on appeal. (supra.)

After reciting the facts of the case that court said:
The settlement and claim of Mrs. Nix were made tinder the act of September 4,

1841, (5 Stat., 453) and in that statute it was expressly provided (sec. 10) that 'Ina
person shall be entitled to more than one pre-eruptive right by virtue of this act.'
When, therefore, Mrs. Nix, on the 31st of March, 1854, made her pre-emption entry
of the NE. J of the quarter section on which she settled, and as to which she filed
her declaratory statement in 1853, she, in law, abandoned her settlement on the other
three-quarters of the quarter section for the purposesof pre-emption, and surrendered
all the pre-emption rights she ever had in them. This is clearly shown by the pro-
visions iu sec. 13, 'that before any person claiming the benefits of this act shall be
allowed to enter such lands I he shall make oath ' that he has never had the benefit
of any right of pre-emption under this act.' The right of pre-emption is the right
to enter lands at the minimnm price in preference to any other person, if all the re-
quirements of the law are complied with. The prior settlement, declaratory state-
ment and proof are not the pre-emption, but only the means of securing the right of
pre-emption. By entering the forty acres in 1854, Mrs. Nix exhausted the one right
of that kind which the lawv secured to her, and she could not claim another. She
could have entered the whole one hundred and sixty acres at that time if she xvished
to, and had the money, but such an entry would have required two hundred dollars,.
and she had but fifty. The fifty woeld pay for forty acres, and so she bought that
and gave up the rest. The law made no provision for entering a part of the quarter
section at one time, and saving a right to enter the remainder at another.

The court refused the injunction.
In view of that decision I am of opinion that the question whether

Mrs. Nix had a right of pre-emption in said tract on the 11th day of
August, 1855, is not open for me to pass upon. The supreme court of
the Ijnited States have settled the exact question by deciding that she
had no right of pre-emption at that time. It seems to me it would be
somewhat strange after Thomas Allen had recovered in a suit of eject-
ment the possession of these three forties and turned Mrs. Nix's repre-
sentative and heir out of possession and after the supreme court had
refused at the suit of such heir to interfere with that decree, for the
Department to take jurisdiction of the case and issue patent to some-
body and start him into a lawsuit. I cannot regard it as within our
jurisdiction at all.

Without entering further into other phases of the case, the motion
for the reasons herein stated is denied.
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RAILROAD GRANT -RIGI-ITS AT DEFINITE LOCATION.

HASTINGS & DAKOTA Ry. Co. v. MCCLINTOCK.

The right of the company, tnder its grant, attached to lands that were disembar
rassed atfthe date of definite location, notwithstanding such lands were reserved
at the date of the grant.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 15, 1888.

On January 19, 1883, Charles McClintock applied to make homestead
entry for the SE. 1, Sec. 13, T. 115, R. 3 L, Redwood Falls, Minnesota..
The application was rejected by the locai officers. By letter of October
8, 1883, your office found that the tract is within the granted limits of'
the grant for the lHastings & Dakota railroad by act of July 4, 1866
(14 Stat., 87); that on April 15, 1865 one Philip Shaw, had made home-
stead entry for said tract, which was canceled on relinquishment on
August 4, 1866; and held on the authority of the case of White v..
ilastings & Dakota Ry. Co. (6 C. L. 0 54), that a homestead entry
subsisting at the date of the grant though canceled prior to the time
the grant became effective excepted the tract so covered from the grant,.
and therefore that the tract in controversy was excepted from said
grant. Your office, however, instructed the local officers not to allow
any entry for the land until instructed.

The company alone appealed.
While it seems your office ruling on the legal question involved was.

fully justified by the case cited the doctrine therein announced has been
departed from in the subsequent case of Rees v. Central Pacifie R. 1R.
Co. (5 L. D., 62) and on review, (idem 277), wherein it was held thatthe
right of the company attached to lands that were disembarrassed at
the date of definite location, notwithstanding they were reserved at the-
date of the grant.

The question there presented was in all material respects similar to-
that here. It does not appear that any claim to said tract intervened
between the cancellation of Shaw's said entry and the attachment of'
the company's rights. On the authority of said Rees case your action
rejecting the claim of the company as stated is reversed, and the order-
forbidding entry of the tract is affirmed.

Said decision is accordingly modified.

SCRIP 1OCATION -RETIURNS OF THE SVIhVEYOR GENERAL.

ALEXANDER GRIGGS ET AL.

Under a scrip location patent duly issued. It is now alleged that by au error in the
original survey a large part of the land described in the patent did not in fact
exist, and application is accordingly made for permission to snrrender the patent,

- pay cash for the land actually conveyed, and for a return of the scrip.
The application is denied, as the original survey must be accepted as correctly show-

ing the true area of the land, in the absence of proof showing that at the time-
of the location, the land taken in satisfaction of the scrip, was not, as a fact in
place and of the area designated on the official plats of survey.
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Secretary Vilas to Comtmissioner Stockslager, August 15, 1888.

1 have considered the appeal of Alexander Griggs and M. L. Mc-
Cormick from your office decision of January 8, 1887, rejecting their
application to be permitted to surrender the patent for the SE. I of the
SW. I, and lots 4, 5 and 6 of Sec. 25, T. 155 N., R. 51 W., Grand Forks,
Dakota, located with scrip, to pay cash for the land actually in their
possession and to have the scrip delivered to them.

The record shows that February 16, 1874 Hans Fletcher attorney in
fact, located Red Lake and Pembina half breed scrip-No. 246-issued
to Augustine St. Germain upon the land above described. April 10,
1875, a patent was issued for said land in 152.35 acres in the name of
St. Germain.

June 25, 1883, the local officers transmitted a statement, under oath,
by Alexander Griggs and Michael L. Mcormick, that they had be-
come possessed of said land (which, it appears borders on the Red
River of the North) in February 1875, and that thereafter, by a private
survey, they found but sixty of the one hundred and fifty-two acres,
embraced in said location which they could designate, locate or describe
as their property; that the difference as to the quantity of land embraced
in said locations is not the result of a change in the course of the river,
but of an error in the original survey of the lands; that, in fact but a
small portion of the land above described ever existed. Therefore,
they say, they are ready and willing to execute a deed to the United
States for said land, relinquish all claim to the patent and pay the
regular price per acre for the actual number of acres in said tracts,
provided the United States cancel the patent and surrender to them
the said piece of scrip.

December 28, 1883, your office declined to comply with the request
of Griggs and McCormick holding that the proper course for them to
pursue to procure redress was to apply to the party from whom they
purchased the lands. From this decision an appeal was taken, and
July 2, 1884, Secretary Teller rendered a decision in which he said:

Their claim that the government has been paid for more landthan it sold and that
by force of circumstances they are the sufferers appears to be true, and in my view
they have an equitable right to relief, if all the facts which they set up are sustained
by evidence and if the Land Department can give it.

But they have not filed a copy of their deed from St. Germain or an abstract of
title, nor have they stated that they have not or cannot obtain and redeliver the pat-
ent to the United States or that the grantor will not give them relief. The facts re-
ferred to being verified if they can re-deliver the patent, I think that a new patent
may issue for the correct amount of land for which they may pay cash and thereupon
the scrip which has not been satisfied may be delivered to them. If they cannot re-
deliver the patent 1 think your office may properly prepare a bill for Congress au-
thorizing them to deed the land to the United States and otherwise adjust theirin-
terest in an equitable manner.

This decision was communicated to the parties in interest and Febru-
ary 17, 1885, the local officers transmitted the patent issued to St. Ger-
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imain for the land in question, together with a duly authenticated ab-
stract of title and a copy of the deed from St. Germain, by his attorney
in fact Fletcher, to Charles M. Loring; andalsoa copy of a deed from
Charles M. Loring to Alexander Griggs and Michael L. McCormick.
Said papers were transmitted in accordance with theSecretary's decis-
ion, and they show that Griggs and McCormick own the land. They
further state that they can secure no relief from their grantor.

By letter of January 8, 1887, you hold the decision of Secretary Tel-
ler left for your determination, in the first instance, the question
whether the Land Department had power to grant the relief sought;
and you decide that the land having been surveyed and disposed of ac-
cording to law, and patent issued for the quantity or area ascertained
by the survey, the Land Department has no authority to take back the
patent and dispose of the land anew as containinga less area than that
legally ascertained by the original survey, according to which survey
the location was made and the patent accepted by the locator. More-
over if the plan suggested could be carried into effect, you say that you
knowvof no authority of law to allow an entry of the land for cash, with-
out a previous pro. lamation and offering of the land at public sale as
required by section 2357, Revised Statutes.

There is nothing in the record to show that this land was not in place
when the location was made. It is embraced in the returns of the snr-
veyor general and the record of the survey made under his direction, is
evidence of the highest character, and no private survey can be allowed 
to overcome it. There is filed in this case a plat of survey inade years
afterwards by a private surveyor corroborating the statemients made by
the appellants. They have also a diagram of a survey made November
1877, by Charles Scott, deputy United States surveyor, differing very

' little from the private survey. But there is nothing in the record before
me to show that the land located with the scrip was not in place at the
time of the location, or to show that thefirst survey was notacorrect one
when made. The land is situated in a bend of the Red River and between
the date of the location and the second survey the river may have
changed its bed; but whether or not the discrepancy can be accounted
for in this way, the original survey will be accepted as correctly show-
ing the true area of the land in the absence of proof showing that, at
the time of the location the land taken in satisfaction of the scrip was
not, as a fact, in place and of the area designated on the plats of the -.

survey filed in the local office. Such evidence is not in the record be-
fore me.

I therefore affirm your decision denying the application.
3263-VOL 7- 14
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PRIVATE CLATIM-SECTION 7, ACT OF JULY 23, 1866.

WELCH V. i1 OLINO ET AL.

The right of purchase under the seveiith section of the act ot July 23, 1856i, is as-

signable, and, in the absence of any adverse claim, should be accorded to one

who, in good faith, buys a tract of land and enters into possession thereof after

the final survey of the grant excluding said laud therefrom.

Secectary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 16, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Samuel B. Welch from the decision
of your oftice, dated March 18,1887, rejecting his al)plicatioln to pur-
chase under the seventh section of the act of Congress, approved July
23, 1866 (14 Stat., 218), Lot 6, Sec. 3, Lots 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, and1l
N. 4 of SE. I (if Sec. 4, aid Lot ;1 and 8, Sec. 5, T. 1 S., I. 3 \V., MkI. I).
Al., Sail Francisc( la(d otffice, in the State of Califorii ja.

The record shows that the towishlip p)lat ot Surv-ey was filed in the
local lanl offi(e, on December 1(, ISi:l. Oil Oviolier 8, 188t, WielcLh
offered his said aplplicattio)1 to purclase, bilt prior thereto SoMilI0 of the
other parties had tiledl t; r, enteredl or located some port ion of thle hluid
included ill said applicuation.

A hearing was ordered, and tMe pal ties i u interest a pp icare(l and
those whose claius colntlictetl with s;;aid applicatiomi waivod t leir riglihts
as againrst t le claioii of Welch . Upoll tie proof submiitted by NWehlh,
the local laii d otti omrs hoidol rhll t the contestants had waived all right
to the land actually clain.ed by Welch, arid that his application sholi]l(
be allowed.

No aippval \Vas taken froin the deckision of the register andl receiv.er,
but 3onr office, on Alarch 18, ]887, colisi(lererl the peovrs in said case,

anld held that the appilication should be denied, because the land in
questiou was excluded from the Sobrante grant by the final survey,
approved by your office onl August 11, 1883, and the 1nrclhase by Welch

was not made until September 8, 1884, and hence the land was not
subject to purchase under the seventh section of said act.

'The evidence shows thalt in January, 1859,-one H. Houston pur-
chased the land in question front the assignees of the grantees of the
i\exican government by metes and bounds; that Houston tooli pos-
session o* the land, entlose(l it with a. good feuce, and resided thereon,
with his family, until 1869, when he died ; that on November 1, 18(;9, the
widowof said Houston in her own right, and as executrix of tile last will
tind testament of said Houston, deceased, conveyed said lands to Hora-
tio G. French ; that said lands wvere duly conveyed through diifterent;
owilers to said Welch, who went into possession thereof on Septemnber
8, 1884. So far as Welch is (concerned, there is no adverse claimalet,
except the United States.

Tihe question at issue is, whether a party who purclhases and enters
the ossession of a tract of land, after the final survey of the grant
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excluding the auil, caii be purinittedI to purchase under the seventh
section of said act. In other words, is the right of purchase assign-
able I

The seventh seetion of said act prosvides:

That where, persons in good faith and for a valuable consideration have purchased
lands of Mexicari g.rantees, or assigas, wVhlich gru. its have silbseqaently been rejected,
or hliere the lands so purchased nive been exclinleldfrol. the timialssrvey of any Mex-
ican grmnI., and have nsed, improved, and cnimtiine(l in the actual possession of the
same as according to the lines of their original purchase, and where no valid adverse

* right or title, (except of the United States) exists, such purchasers rnay pni-chase the
same after having such lands snrveyed under existing laws, at the miimuin price es-
tablished by law, upon first making proof of the facts as required in this section, etc.

It is strenuously urged by the appellant that said act is remedial, and
should be so construed as to allow his said application, although his
purchase was made subsequent to the final survey.

From the record before Tie, I think there can be no doubt that said
Houston, in his lifetime, was entitled to purchase said land, under said
section, and that his right of purchase was assignable, unless there is
some inhibition in the act itself.

* - In the case of TMyers v. Croft (13 Wall., 296), the United States su-
preme court, considering the pre emption right, said:

This was the right to pre-empt a quarter section of land by settling upon and im-
proving it, at the miniuminui price, no matter what its value ihight be when the tinue
limited for perfecting the, pre-eunption expired. This right was valuable and, inde
: pendently of the legislation of Congress, assigna'ale:

citing Thredgill v. Pintard (12 How., 24); Lamb ma Davenport (18 Wall.,
* 3\07); Hussey v. Smith (99 U. S., 20).

In the case of Wilson v. California & Oregon Railroad Company (1
C. L. L., 471) this Department held, upon the principle ruled in Myers
v. Croft, supra, that the right conferred by said seventh section is alien-
able and is descendible. It appeared that Wilson claimed by virtue of
his purchase, subsequent to survey; that he used, improved and con-
tinned in the actual possession of the laud in accordance with the lines
of his original purchase, and that the possession of his grantor was in all
respects in full compliance with the provisions of said act. His appli-
cation was allowed.

The local land officers find that the applicant, Welch, has acted in
entire good faith. He paid over ten thousand dollars to his grantor
for said land, containing only 276.59 acres, and since there is no ad-
verse claim, other than the United States, I am of the opinion that his
apdlication to purchase should be allowed.

The oecision of your office must be, and it is hereby, reversed.

T. -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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PRACTrCE-CONTEST-SPECIAL AGENT; SETTLEMENT.

KRUGER v. DUMBOLTON.

A special agent is withlit onthority to rpeeive contests, and contest papers placed in

his hands can ill no sellbe be Lonsidered, or treated, as filed within the mLeaning

of the law.
While an entry stands of record, settlers on the tract covered thereby can secure n,

right by v irtne of such settlement as against the record entryman, or the United

States; yet as betweell tle~ parties w ho have this settled, the settletnent first

made in point of tilme is entitled to the higher consideration.

.First Assistant Secretary ilMuldrow ta Commissioner Stockslager, August
16 1888.

I have considered the case of Julius Kruger v. Mary Dumbolton, nee

Butterfield, involving the N. i of NW. I and the N. 0 of NE. 1, Sec. 32,
T. 110, R. 61, Huron, Dakota, on appeal by Kruger from your office de-
cision, dated November 12,1885, holding his pre-emption filing for can-
cellation.

It appears that one Frederick Tafft had made timber culture entry
May 7, 1880, for the tract described, and that said entry was canceled
on relinquishment September 24, 1883. On the same day (September
24, 1883,) Kruger flIed pre-emption declaratory statement, No. 6562, for

the tract, alleging settlement August 27, 1883.
October 3, 1883, Butterfield made homestead entry covering said

tract, and on the 31st of March, 1884, she, having married in the mean-

time, offered final commutation proof in the name of Dumbolton, which
she now bears.

Kruger filed protest against the acceptance of said proof, alleging
that he as the prior settler had a superior claim to the land under his
pre-emption filing, and also that Dumbolton had not complied with the
homestead laws in the matter of residence.

A hearing was ordered and had, at which both parties were present
in person and by counsel. A number of witnesses were examined, and
a large amount of testimony was taken, upon examination and consid-
eration of which the register and receiver found in favor of the home-
stead claimant, on the ground of priority of settlement.

Kruger appealed to your office, which also decided in favor of the
homestead claimant, but upon a different ground, to wit, for the reason

that she had by virtue of her contest a preference right of entry. Hence
the appeal now before me.

The local office found that the homestead claimant made her settle-
ment August 24, 1883, and that she was the prior settler.

Your office, on the other hand, in the decision appealed from, found
that Kruger made settlement August 27, 1883, and that appellee did
not settle till the day following, to wit, August 28, 1883. Said decision
also finds that both parties have complied with the law in the matter of
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residence, though Kruger had, at the date of hearing, made no culti-
vation of the tract.

It is seen from the foregoing that both parties settled upon the tract
* prior to the cancellation of the Tafft timber culture entry. Your office

decision stated, in substance, that if the case were to be determined oln
the question of settlement the equities would control, since both parties
were on the land at the date of the cancellation of the Tafft timber cal-
ture entry, and the land would be awarded to the prior settler in fact;
but said decision found that this contest had been practically decided
by your office letter 'Ca, addressed to the local office, under date of
October 1.0, 1884.

A copy of said letter is not in the record before me, but the decision
appealed from states that:

From said letter it appears that on the 26th of August, 1,883, Mary Butterfield pre-
seuted a contest against the timber culture entry aforesaid, alleging fraud in the
entry, relinquishnment and abandonment of the sane; that without action on your
(the register and receiver's) part the papers passed into the hands of a special agent
of this Department; that on September 24, 1883, a relinquishment, executed on the
day previous, was presented at the office and cancellation made. The special agent
aforesaid failing to take appropriate action in the premises, they were returned to
you (the register and receiver) by his successor; thereupon Butterfield filed an appli-
cation to have her contest go to record as of the date of its presentation; that said
relinquishment inure to her benefit and she have the preferred right to enter the tract.

The application and the papers were forwarded by you for the consideration of this
office March 8, 1884. On the 10th of October, 1884, my predecessor granted said ap-
plication. The following paragraph appears in said decision, viz: "The allegation of
abandonment was sufficient to have sustained the contest, if true. The production
of the relinquislnment, dated prior to the filing of contest. is the best possible proof of
the truth of said allegation, and consequently the cancellation of the entry should
inure to her benefit."

An examination of the records in your office discloses the fact that
the relinquishment by Tafft of his timber culture entry was executed
August 23, 1883, and not September 23, 1883, as stated in the above
quotation from your office decision.

Your offlce letter of October 10, 1884, above referred to, was written
in the case of Butterfield v. Tafft, and is not binding upon Kruger, who
claims the land and who was not a party to that record. If he can show
that your office erred in allowing Butterfield's contest to go of record as
having been filed August 28, 1883, or if lie can show that as a matter
of fact it was not filed until after September 24, 1883, the date of Tafft's
relinquishment, he is entitled to the benefit of such showing.

In such case Butterfield, now Dumbolton, could claim no preference
right or other benefit, by virtue of her contest affidavit, for the reason
that after the filing of the relinquishment of Tafft and the cancellation
of his entry on September 24, 1883, there was nothing to contest. On
this point your office letter of October 10, 1884. (supra,) shows that the
contest affidavit had not as a matter of fact gone of record prior to that
date, for said letter directed that it be placed of record as of August 28,
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1883, when presented. Neither had it gone into the hands of the local
officers, or of either of them.

Dambolton at the hearing in the trial of this case testified on direct
examination

I think it (the contest) was filed with a detective at the land office.

When asked on cross-examination-
"Why did you file it with detective James ?"

she answered,
'-That was mny choice."
Q. Yon had some reasons for it?
A. Yes.
Q. What were the reasons ?
A. Becanse I wanted it to go to Washington before the General Land Office.
Q. Is it customary to file contests with the special agents'?
A. I am not qualified to answer that question.

The evidence, I think, clearly shows that the contest of Mary Butter-
field, now Dumbolton, ag, ainst the Tafft entry, was not filed, nor intend-
ed to be filed in the local office August 28, 1883, nor at any date prior
to September 24, 1883, the date of Tafft's relinquishment.

It further shows that it was placed in the hands of a special agent of
your office, where it remainedl until after your office letter of October 10,
1884, herein referred to, pursuant to which it was made of record, as
has been stated.

The evidence on this point in this record I find to be corroborated by
examination of the files of your office in the case of Butterfield v. Tafft.

Since the special agent was without authority to receive contests,
a contest placed in his hands could in no sense be considered or treated
as filed within the meaning of the law. " In every case of application
for a hearing an affidavit ]nust be filed by the contestant with the regis-
ter and receiver, fully setting forth the facts wh ich constitute the grounds
of contest." Rule 2 of Rules of Practice.

It is not necessary to discuss the reasons for such rule; they are obvi-
ous.

It must be concluded that at the date of Tafft's relinquishment and
Kruger's filing (September 24, 1853). Butterfield, now Dumbolton, had
on file no contest against the Taffi entry, and therefore she acquired
no preference right by virtue of her contest affidavit to enter the land
in question.

The only question left for determination, ihen, is, which party, Kru-
ger or Dumbolton, has the superior claim to the tract by virtue of set-
tlement?

As has been shown, both made settlement before the cancellation of
the Tafft entry, and both were on the land at the date of said cancella-
tion.

It has been ruled by this Department that, although while an entry
stands of record, settlers on the tract covered by such entry can secure
no rights by virtue of their settlement as against the record entryman,
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or the United States; yet, as between the parties who have thus set-..
tled, the settlement first made in point of time is entitled to the higher
consideration. Geer v. F'arrington (4 L. D., 410); Wiley v. Raymond
(6 L. D., 246). Tarr v. Burnham (id., 709).

On the question of priority of settlement in this case, I find the tes-
timony very conflicting, an(l much of it irrelevant and utterly without
bearing npon the matter in issue. But, npon carefully weighing the
testimony in point, I have no difficulty in concurring in the conctlusion
reached by your office that Kruger was the prior settler. I think it is
clearly established that Dunabolton, nee Butterfield, did not ma1e set-
tlement until after August 27, 18Y3, on which dlate the evi(lence shows
that Krruger made his settlelntlt by purchasing and hauling on to the

tract a load of lumber for the purpose of erecting a house, which he
soon after did.

-0 ~Having conclude(l, first, that Butterfield, now Duimbolton, hadI no
* contest on file against the Tnftt timbber culture entry at the (late of its

cancellation by relinquishmeut, and, second, that Kruger was first in
lile in the matter of settlement, it must be held that Kruger has the

* -0 superior right, and therefore that Iumlolton's commutation homestead
proof can not be accepted. Her entry, however, will be allowed to re-
main of record, subject to Kruger's right to make final proof on his pre-
eluption claim, which he wvill be required to dlo within sixty days after
notice of this decision.

Your office decision is modified accordingly.

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-PRE-EMPTION C LATM.

ARTHUR P. Toomivrs.

A homestead entry, made while the entryman has a pending nupertected claim nnder
the pre-emption law, is not void, butprima facie valid, and only becomes voidable

; 00 by the subsequent maintenance of the pre-emption claim.
An entry thus voidable wvill be canceled, and the right to make new entry for the

same tract denied, where the entryman perfects the pre-emption claim, and, pend-
ing subsequent application for the right to make new entry, submits commuta-
tion proof under the first..

' -: Fir.st Assistant Secretary JIMuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, Augiust
16, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Arthur P. Toombs from your decis-
jions of November 19, 188t6, and January 31, 1887, holding for cancella-
tion his homestead and commuted cash entries, embracing the E,. j of -
Sec. 18, T. 31 S., I'. 2i W., Garden City land district, K insas, and re-
jecting his aIpldication to have said cancellation mna:le owithtont prejudlice,
so that he might be allowed to re-enter said tract.

It appears Irom the recordl that appellant, on June 14, 1SS4, filed pre-
emption declaratory statement, No. 211, fbr lots 3 adll 4, and the E. :
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of SW. 1 of said Sec. 18, on which claim lie made final proof and cash
entry, No. 238, March 10, 1885.

While his pre-emption claim was pending, to wit, August 9, 1884, he
made homestead entry of the tract in question. Having learned that
his said homestead entry was illegal, because made while his pre-emp-
tion claim was pending, he on August 4, 1885, filed his application,
stating, under oath, corroborated by two affiants, that before making
homestead entry, as aforesaid, he made diligent inquiry as to its legal-
ity, and was informed that the local office at Garden City had ruled
that such entries were allowable; that, acting on said advice, he made
the homestead entry before he had made final proof and received final
certificate on his pre-emption claim.

In view of these facts, lie asked to be allowed to re-enter the same
tract as a homestead.

November 16, 1885, before action by your office on the application as
above, Toombs made commutation cash entry of the tract under the
provisions of Sec. 2301 of the Revised Statutes.

Your office, by its decision of -November 19, 1886, held for cancella-
tion said homestead and commuted cash entries as illegal, because the
homestead entry was made while appellant was claiming other land
under the pre-emption law. Thereupon claimant applied to your office
for a further consideration of the matter; and a ruling upon that part of
his former application which asked the privilege of a new entry. Said
application stated that the cancel]atioa of the entries by your office
was correct and in accordance with the wishes of claimant; that what
he wants is a recognition of his right to make a new homestead entry.

January 31, 1887, your office considered said petition, and rejected
the same. Hence the appeal to this Department.

It is urged therein that the homestead entry was void and in legal
contemplation never had any existence. This contention can not be
sustained.

The entry was on its face valid, an(l might have ripened into comI-
plete title. Had appellant abandoned his pre-emption claim and gone
upon the homestead, and complied with the homestead law, his entry
could not have been successfully assailed. It was not therefore void,
and it became voidable only as a result of his own acts. He did not
abandon his pre-emption claim, but remained on the same and made
final proof and received final certificate therefor seven" months amid one
day after he had made his homestead entry.

He lays much stress upon the fact that the local officers with full
knowledge of his pre-emption claim allowed him to make homestead
entry, and because of such allowance, and the holding of the local office
at that time that a homestead entry could legally and properly be
made by one having a pending pre-emption claim, he claims strong
equities, and that having been so misled, the equities should protect
himl.
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The view referred to as having been held by the Garden City land
office for a time seems to have grown ont of the fact that because a
homestead entryman had six months after entry within which to actu-
ally go upon an(l occupy the land entered by him, therefore he could
at the same time have a preemption filing on one tract and a home-
stead entry on another, provided the dates of filing andl entry were so
arranged that he could prove up on his pre-emlption claim before the
expiration of the six months within which he must go upon his home-
stead claim. It is scarcely iecessary to say in this connection that this
view is not in consonance with the law, and that it has never been so
held by the Department.

Appellant is not in position to claim any equities,becaause of the view
of the law entertained bv the local office, and of the fact that that office
allowed his homestead entry knowing that lie had, at the date of said

* entry, a subsistintg pre-emption filing, for not only did he fail to prove
up on his pre-emption claim and go on to his homestead claim within

*f six months after making his homestead entry, but after he had learned
* 4 that his homestead entry was ille-al and after he, because of such in-

formation, had applied to have it canceled with permission to him to
be allowed to make a new entry of the same tract, he continued to assert
said homnestead claim and connmute(l the same to cash entry. As has
been stated, he did not make final proof on his pre-emption claim until

*i: March 10, 1885, which was over seven months after the date of his home.
* stead entry. If the proofs in his pre-emption claim are to be accepted,

his actual residence oil his homestead claim could not have commenced
unntil a (late subsequent to March 10, 1885, and consequently not until
consi(lerably more than six months after entry.

i; If this were the only fact apparently adverse to appellant, it Night
perhaps be susceptible of such explanation as to justify favorable ac-
tion on equitable grounds, but when to this is added the fact that, after
he had admitted the illegality of his said homestead entry, anl had ap-
plied to have said illegality cured by cancellation and a new entry, he
proceeded while said application was pending in an attempt to acquire
title under said invalid homestead entry, by commuting the same to
cash entry, it seems to me he is by his own act estopped from pleading

-*00 such equities as might otherwise have been entitled to consideration.
*^-0 Having asked for one remedy on equitable grounds, he proceeded to

apply another which was ineffective, and which tended to show want of
good faith in his application to have his invalid entry canceled and a
new entry allowed.

Upon a careful consideration of the whole record, I find no good rea-
e son for disturbing the action of your office, holding for caneellam ion ap-
pellant's homestead and commuted cash entries and refusing to allow
him to make a new homestead entry.

The decisions appealed from are accordingly affirmed.
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PRIVATE ENTRY-EQUITABLE ADJUDICATION.

FRANK V. HOLSTON.

In the absence of an adverse clai m, a private cash entry for land included within a
prior swanip selection, may be snbmiitted to the Board of Equitable Adjudica-
tion, where the selection was subsequently canceled, and good faith is manifest.

First Assistant Secretary Mllldrow' to Commissioner Stockslager, August
16, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Frankz V. Holston froan the decision of
your offiee, ilated August 2, 18S6, holdinlg for canvcellation his priVate
cash entry No. 4360 as to the SE. '- of the SW. 1of Sec. 34, rP. 43 N., R.
3 W., made MA.arch 22, 1SS;, at the Baytield lanId office, in the State of
Wisconsin.

Your office helmI said entry for cancellation for the reason that said
tract ha(1 been previously selected by said State " ais swamlp land," and
thereby withdrawn from private cash enltry. An inspection of tlhe rec-
ords of your office shows that the selection of said tract by said State
was held for rejection by your office on June 26, 188i;, beca.se " the
field notes (if the U. S. survey do not show that said land is swamp and
overtlowed." The State, after due notice, waived its right of appeal,
andI the selection was finally canceled by your office on July 22, 1886.

The local land officers nuder date of October 25, 1886, report that
the tract covered by said entry was in the same status as the NE. 1 of
the NW. 1 of said section, which was entered by one A. J. Whitman
aud patented May 9, 1885, some months prior to the entry of the land
in question by the appellant; that both of said tracts were in said list
of State swamp selections and, as your office by letter dated July 27,
1883, had directed that Whitman's entry be allowed, and the same had
passed to patent, the local officers fully believed that appellant shoald,
be allowed to enter said tract; that no fraud was practiced by appel-
lant, andI, as there is no adverse claim of record, the register and re-
ceiver recommended that said entry be submitted to the Board of
Equitable Adjudication.

The appellant submits a letter from the chief clerk of the office of
the Commoissioner of Public Lands in said State, dated February 3,
1886, prior to the date of said entry, in which he states that the State
hlas no claim to said tract.

The entryman alleges that he made said entry in good faith; paid
his money for the land, and he now asks, if said entry was not properly
allowed by reason of said swamp selection, since the selection has been
canceled, and there is no adverse claimn to said land, that his entry be
submitted to the Board of Equitable Adjudication.

There is nothihg in the record to indicate that said ent-y was not
made in good nitl , an(d, in immy jundgnien t, it should be referred to the
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Board of Equitable Adjudication nuder the appropriate rule. Such

reference is accordingly directed. See Pecard v. Caniens (4 I. D., 152).

The decision aI)L)ealed from is modilied in accordance with the views

herein expressed.

TIMBER CULTURE ENTRY-AMEND-MENT.

ALOYS LCK ET AL.

The right of amendlmelnt will be dlenied, vwbere the failure to obtain the tract desired

was the result of relying solely on the statements of a land locator, and the entry-

man made no personal inspection of the laud previous to entry.

Acting Secretary Muldrow to CJonzmmissioner Stockslager, August 17, 188S8.

I have before me the several appeals of Aloys elk, Ignatz Eck anti

Martin Berns, from you;r office decision of December 14, 18S6, disallow-

igo their several applications to amend their respective timber culture
entries.

Aloy-s Eck applies for permission to amend lis timber culture entry

matde February 13, 1886, from the NE. j1 to the SE. j, Sec. 31, T. 26 S.,

B. 35 WV.
igiiatz Eck applies for permission to aniend a like entry made the

sanle (lay front the NW. 4 to the SW. {- of Sec. 32, T. 26 S., R. 35 W.

Martin Berns applies for permiission to amend a like entry mnade the

Rs111e day from the SE. + of Sec. 30. T. 26 S., It. 35 W. to the SE. E

Sec. 19, sanme township and range. All of land district Garden. City,

-; usas.
The various applications were mnade on the 21st (lay of August 1886;

* antid basel upl)ont similar facts. It appears that in each case the re-

sp)VCti\-e eutrymen, relied on the knowledge and judgment of oiie' B. MI.

Keyser, a lai(] locatOIr.

ilu the case of Aloys BElt, thet sail Keyser represented to the forimer

that lie, Aloys Eck, was being located when lie made his said en try, iu

a valley; that a fter location it was discovered, that the said valley was

on the SE. I section 31, T. 26 S., 1. 35 W.; that, in fact, the said NE.

;* 4 of said section the tract lie actually entered, was \wholly sand hills not

lit for agricultural pursuits or the raiting of trees; that the said Aloys.
BEck intended to enter the said valley and not the said saud hills.

In the case of Ignatz F. Eck, the said Keyser represeited to the

*0 0 former, that he Iguatz F. Eck-, was being located in a valley, that after

t locationl it was discovered that the said valley was on the SW. { of sec-

tion 32, T. 2*6 S., R. 35 W.;, that, in fact the said NW. 4 of said section,

the tract he actually entered, was wholly sanid hills not fit for agri-

cultural pursuits or the raising of trees; that the said Ig'natz F. Eck

intended to enter the said valley and not the said saud hills.

In the case of Martin Berus, the said Keyser represented to the for-

mer, that he, Martin Berns, was being located in a valley, that after
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location it was discovered that the said valley was on the SE. i of sec-
tion 19, T. 26 S., r. 35 W., that in fact, the SE. j of section 30, same
township and range, the tract he actually entered was wholly sand hills,
niot fit for agricultural pursuits, or the raising of trees; that the said
Martin Berns intended to enter said valley and not the said sand hills.

It appears in each of the said applications that at the time of these
various locations the weather was stormy and the earth covered with
snow. In each case the respective applicant is corroborated in his
statements by the other two appellants. Upon this evidence theentry-
men ask for the amendment of their respective entries.

The right of amendment is recognized when the entry was not for the
tract intended and due care and prudence has been exercised. Henry
E. Barnum (5 L. D. 583).

In the cases under consideration the evidence fails to show any proper
care on the part of the entrymen in making their respective selections;
they seem to have acted solely upon this advice of the man Keyser, that
the land by them selected respectively was situated in a valley; before
entry they did not visit the land, they did not make personal inspection
of the same, the land was not pointed oat to them. No mistake was
made in describing the respective tracts the parties intended to enter,
but they wholly relied upon the representations made to them by the
said Keyser regarding the character of the land. That the weather
was stormy and the earth covered with snow at the time cannot excuse
their want of care and prudence in making selections of land that now
prove to be undesirable.

Your decision is affirmed.

LOCAL OFFICERS-ENTRY-ALTERATION OF RECORD.

EATON V. SHAFER.

The government is not bound by the illegal acts of its officers.
The local officers have no authority, by mere erasure, to change an entry of record

from one tract of land to another.

Acting Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August 17, 1888.

Elliot S. Eaton mlade timber culture entry for the NE. 1 of section
4 24,"' T. 102, R. 68, Mitchell land district, Dakota, on March 4, 1882.
Subsequently on a (late which does not appear of record but which
Eaton swears to be the 9th or 10th of April 1882, his entry was changed
by erasure on his register's receipt from section 24 to section 32. This
change was made by 0. T. Letcher, described in an affidavit as the
chief clerk of the office, and at the hearing as the register. The entry
was also changed from section 24 to 32 on the plat books of the office
by erasure. The change was made to avoid conflict with the prior tim-
ber culture entry in the same section made by D. G. Grippin.
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From the date of said change the entry of E~aton was of record in the
local office as for the northeast quarter of section 3;23, while on the rec-
ords of the General Land Office it has always been for the northeast
quarter of section 24, having on both records the same number viz:

''9.

By letter of June 12, 1882, Eaton's timber culture entry was held for
cancellation lbecause of conflict with the prior entry made by DI. (G.
Grippin for the NW. i of section " 24; " and upon report byl the local
officers, that no response had been made after due notice given of the
action of July 12, the said entry was canceled by letter of June 18,
1883.

February 13, 1881 Thomas Shafer made homestead entry for the NE.
1 of section 32, T. 106, R. 68, and began his settlement and improve-
ments May 20th following. By letter of August 5, 1884, the local offi-
cers forwarded the corroborated affidavit of Eaton, setting forth a prior
claim to the tract covered by Shafer's entry, under his timber culture
entry No. 7779. It appeared from this affidavit that Eaton made his
entry in section " 24" as above stated. -Ele subsequently called at the
local office in person to find whether or not his entry was all right and
was informed by 0. T. Letcher, chief clerk of the office that there was
already a timber culture entry in section "24," but that if he, Eaton,.
would leave his receipt he would change it to a tract where none had
been entered. This clerk thereupon made Eaton's entry appear upon
the receipt and plat book of the local office as made in section "32,'t
erasures appearing upon the office records as reported by tie local offi-

cers in letter dated August 5, 1884. Eaton claimed to have cultivated
* | eleven acres' in the season of 1884, and that he has since 1882, in good

faith cultivated and improved said NE. I of sectionl "32 ;" that the first
intimation he ever had of anything being wrong with the claim wash
during the spring of 18S4, when Thomas Shafer took possession of the
land by virtue of his homestead entry; that he employed au attorney
to look after his rights and then for the first time found the letter of
June 18, 1883, cancelling his timber culture entry for conflict with G-rip-
pin's entry in section 24; that he never supposed he had any right to
the.NE. i of Sec. 24; and he asks that his rights in the NE. of see-
tion " 32 " (for which he has had receipt for over two years) be protected
and he asks to amend his entry to make it cover the NE. : of section

: "32."1
Upon consideration of the matter by letter of December 30, 18S4, it

was held:
Said timber culture entry was made during a period when the local officers were

authorized to make changes in entry papers with the consent of the entryman. In

*f; this case it would seem that the failure to correct the application of entry was an.
oversight on the part of the register. Eaton appears to have acted in good faith

and in compliance with the law. His improvements upon the tract in section " 32 :

were notice to Shafer of its appropriation. In view of the circumstances it would
seem that he is entitled to relief.
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Shafer was noitilied that liee would I)e jllwve(d to shvv-w cause wily his
eitry sl,, inliu nit he: caiceled anin Eatoni's tiinmher culture entry re-in-
stated .

December :3, 1884, Shafer pithlishedl notice of his intention to make
proot on Jo ii miry 14), 188(3. The pr iof was accordingldy made on that
day aiid shows imn ivelielit4, coilsisti hg ol a traine hloiinse, frame 1arii,
well, cow-shed, root house ad(l twenity auvei of hue tkinig, valued at
$a(0, alnd contilluous residence by himself and fuamily from May 27,
1884.

Against the acceptance of this proof Eaton filed a protest; and the
local officers ordered a hearing in order to deterinine :' which has the
superior right to the tract." At the hearimig testiinoimv was given as
to the fnieprovemimeiits each had ina(le npon the tract and as to the cir-
eumstances of their entries. Eaton reheated substantially the state-
inents comitaliied inl his affidavit above referred to, aln(d Shafer testified
that lie was assured by various parties including the chief clerk of the
land office that his entry was all right. [le saw some breaking, but slid
not until some time aMterward learn who had made it, anld his neighbbors
to whom hle applied for the informnatioin could not tell him.

The local officers rendered a decision in t;avor of Eaton. They say
Itisacommoilrpiinei)le of lawthat wlhei a partvydoesevery tbiaig iiiminbeutlupon

him nunder the law, that. he shiall not suffer from the ignorant or illegal act or imeg-
lect of the local office to perform their clulies. I ani unable to see, therefore, that
Eaton is in default or that he has waived any of his rights and equities to the claim
in controversy. Shafer's homestead entry should be canceled.

Your decision of February 7, 1886. reverses the finding of the local
officers, awards the superior right to Shafer and holds:

Eaton's original application, and the records of this office have always shown his
timber culture entry to be made in section " 24," and no other entry has ever been
recorded in the NE. 1 of section " 32 " except Shafer's homestead. If, as will appear
from decision of December 30, the local officers were at one time authorized to make
changes in entry papers I do not find that they were ever vested with the authority
to change an entry that had been duly recorded both on the records of the local and
General Land Office. It may be that Eaton has acted innocently in the nuatter, al-
though he has attempted to sell the claim, but his acts are none the more so than
those of Shafer, who niad- his entry upon a tract which your office at that time, as
well as the records of this office showed to be vacant. Both parties are doubtless en-
titled to equitable consideration and in the initiation of their respective claims they
seem equally so; the law therefore mast prevail. Shafer having made the only legal
entry for section 32, this office recognizes his superior right to the tract and decision
is rendered accordingly.

Both parties seem to have acted in entire good faith, and one must
suffer from the erroneous action of the local officer. I concur in your
opinion that that one must be Eaton. The government is not bound by
the illegal acts of its officers; and the local officers had no power, by
mere erasure, to change Eaton's entry from one section to another. If, as
stated in your letter, such changes were some times made, the provis-
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ions of the circular of March 10, 1SS0, should have been followed. From
that circular I quote:

Therefore, if it has been your practice, after an entry or declaratory statement has

been permitted, to allow the party making the same to relinquish the tract andl sub-

stitute other lands therelor, at anly time prior to the eopiration of the month during

which the entry or filing was made, yoa are informued that such practice lutist not be

contium d except in case of clear illegality or mistake.

*- Eaton's entry does not present as strong equities as those permittedi

by the practice forbidden by the circular. He did not relinquish the

entry in section "24" antI substitute an entry in section "32," nor did

he apply to have his entry changed until, is lie testifies, more than a

month had elapsed from the date upon which it was made. Moreover

when his entry was canceled by letter of June 18, 1883, he be(id Not ap-

peal Both the' law and the equities in the case being with Shafer I

affirm your decision awarding hinl the superior right to the tract.

RAILROAD GRANT-ACT OF APRIL 21, 1876.

CATEs v. HASTINGS & DAKOTA By. Co.

The right of the company under its grant attached to lands that were disembarassed.

at the date of definite location, notwithstanding they were reserved at the date
of the grant.

The phrase "at a tite subsequent to the eapihation of such grant" Lus td in section

3, act of April 21, 1876, has reference to the date at which the road shoulll be com-

pleted, and not to the time when by legislative or judicial action a forfeiture

might be declared.

An entry made within the limits of a railroad grant, at a time subseqnwit to the ex-

piration of such grant, is confirmed by the third section of the act of April 21,

1876.

* Secretary Vitas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 18, 1888.

The E. i NW. 4, Sec. 31, T. 116, R. 32, Benson, Minnesota, lies within

the granted limits of the grant for the Hastings & Dakota railroad made

July 4, 1860, the map of definite location of which was filed June 26,

1867..
It appears that on May 24, 1865, one Merit B. Case made homestead

entry for the tract, which was canceled January 22, 1867; that on March

' ' 161, 1878, Arnold Cates made homestead entry No. 8249, for the same

which was canceled May 21, 1881, by your office under the ruling then

'a 0 in force as announced in the case-of Kniskern v. Hastings & Dakota

Ry. Co. (5 C. L. O., 50), which held that an entry made under section

2293, Revised Statutes by a single man in the military service of the

United States, who had not made a bona fide settlement and improve-

ment on the tract, was illegal, and would not defeat the right of a rail-

road company attaching (laring the existence of such entry.

This ruling was adhered to but a short time, and it is now the estab-

*0-t 00flished ruling of this Department and of the courts that a homestead
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entry subsisting at the date of the attachment of the company's rights
will except the land covered thereby from the operation of the grant.

Cates' entry was therefore wrongfully canceled.
In the case of Whitnall v. Hastings & Dakota Ry. Co. (4 L. D., 249),

it was held that, (syllabus)
Although inder a decision that became final the claim of an entryman was rejected

and the land awarded to the railroad company, it now appearing that the company
has no valid claim to the land, thus leaving the question between the government and
the entryman, he is allowed to make new entry for the land.

On April 6, 188:3, Cates was allowed to make homestead entry No.
11,411 for the tract, and on May 19, 1883, he made final proof and re-
ceived final certificate.

By your office decision of -March 7, 1SS4, the tract was awarded to
(Cates on the ground that the said homestead entry of Case, subsisting at
the date of the grant excepted the tract from the operation thereof
citing the case of White v. Hasting & Dakota Ry. Co. (6 C. L. O., 54).

The company appealed.
Wvhile it seems your office ruling on the legal question involved was

fully justified by the case cited, the doctrine therein announced has
been departed from in the subsequent case of Rees v. Central Pac. R. R.
Co., (5 L. D., 62) and on review, (ideal 277) wherein it was held that the
right of the company attached to lands that were disembarrassed at the
date of definite location notwithstanding they were reserved at the date
of the grant.

The question there presented was in all material respects similar to
that here. As tie entry of Case was canceled prior to definite location,
the ruling of your office cannot be sastained on the groand stated.

Another con sideration ho wever presents itself.
The grant for the Hastings & Dakota road provided:
That if said roads are not completed within ten years from the acceptance of this

grant the said lands here granted and not patented shall revert to the United States.

The grant was accepted by the State March 7, 1867. (Pub. Domain
804).

The time limited for the completion of the road therefore expired
March 7, 1877, prior to Cates' entry. The road had not then been com-
pleted.

Section 3 of the act of April2 L, 1876, (19 Stat., 35), provides:
That all such pre-emption and homestead entries which may have been made by

permission of the Land Department, or in pursuance of the rules and instructions
thereof; within the limits of any land grant at a time snbsequent to expiration of
such grant, shall be deemed valid, and a compliance with the laws and the making
of the proof required sball entitle the holder of such claims to a patent therefor.

In the case of Wenzel v. St. Paul, M. & M. Ry. Co. (1 L. D., :333), it
was held that in using the language " at a time subsequent to the ex-
piration of such grant" Congress has reference to the dates named in
the various granting acts to railroads, as the dates at which the roads
should be completed, and not to the time when by legislative or judicial
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action a forfeiture might be declared, and further that a settlement and
filing made under the pre-emption laws, or lands within the limits of a
railroad grant, at a time subsequent to the expiration of such grant, is
an entry which is confirmed by the third section of the act of April 21,
1876.

This ruling was followed in the case of Alabama & Chattanooga R.
R. Co. v. Clabourn (6 L. D.. 427), in which it was said that under the
third section of the act of April 21, 1876, an entry, in other respects
satisfactory to the Department, should not be rejected because of a
prior withdrawal, if at the time of such entry the grant under which
the withdrawal was ordered had expired by lapse of time.

The proof shows that Cates has resided continuously on the tract since
1878, and has valuable improvements.

On the authority of the cases above cited the conclusion reached by
* your office awarding the tract to Cates is affirmed.

HOMESTEAD SOLDIERS' DECLARATORY STATEMENT.

ROBINSON V. PACKARD.

The law does not permit a person to hold one tract of land as a pre-emptor, and at
* thVe same time hold another as a homestead entryman, for the reason that both

the pre-emption law, and the homestead law require residence, and a person
can not maintain two residences at one and the same time.

If a soldiers' declaratory statement is illegal because filed when the claimant was
: residing on a tract claimed under the pre-emption law, stch illegality may be

considered as cured by subsequent entry under snch filing, after the submission
of pre-emption final proof, and in the absence of any intervening right.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
18, 1888.

In the case of Zury Robinson v. Harlan P. Packard, involving the
- SW. W , Sec. 4, T. 116 N., R. 64 W., Huron land district, Dakota. I have

considered the appeal of the latter from your office decision of May 1,
; 1886, adverse to him.

Harlan P. Packard filed soldiers homestead declaratory statement
for said tract July 2, 1881, and made homestead entry thereon Decem-
ber 31, 1881, and commuted the same to cash entry December 28, 1882.

June 29, 1881, Packard made settlement upon the SE. , Sec. 5, of the
township and range above named and on July 6,1881 filed his declaratory
statement therefor, and October 19, 1881 gave notic* of his intention
to make final proof upon his pre-emption claim.

Zary B binson filed a protest against said proof charging fraud and
bad faith, upon which a hearing was ordered by the local office Decem-
ber 31, 1881, on which day Packard tendered proof. The case coming
up for final determination the Department decided February 11, 1884,
that no fraud had been shown and that the proof was sufficient tojustify

3263-VOL 7- -15
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the allowance of the cash entry. Cash entry-No. 7932-was, accord-
ingly made March 1, 1884l.

Pending the determination of the safficiency of the proof submitted

by Packard on his pre-emption claim, he on the (lay he made the proof

and before entry was alloweed, perfected his soldiers declaratory state-

ment for the SW. i, Sec. 4, which he had filed July 2, 1831, by making

entry thereof December 31, 188L.
The local officers found that Packard's soldiers declaratory statement

was illegal because it was made while he was living on and before he

had proved up on his pre emptioti claim. They decided in favor of Rob-

inson. You decide that Robinson's alleged residence was a mere pre-

tense, and that Packard's homestead declaratory statement was illegal

and the original and cash entries based upon it were also illegal.

In view of his good faith, however, you allow the original entry to

stand subject to future compliance with the law. I concur in your con-

clusion as to Robinson. The testimony shows that in October, 1881,
(his entry bearing date August 25, 1881) Robinson built a small house

on the tract but merely made a pretense of living there by sleeping in

the house at very rare intervals between October 1881, and May 1882.
After May 1882, lie abandoned even the pretense of living on the place.
His homestead entry should be canceled.

The Department has frequently ruled that while a homestead entry-
man has six months within which to establish his actual residence upon

the tract embraced in his entry, the law regards his residence as comn-
mencing from the date of his entry and if residence after entry is shown
to be elsewhere the entry is illegal. It has never recognized the right

of a person to at the same time claim one tract as a pre-emptor and

another as a homestead entryman for the reason that both the pre-

emption law and the homestead law require residence, and a person

cannot maintain two residences at one and the same time. Krichbaum

v. Perry (5 L. D., 403); Rufus McConliss (2 L. D., 622); J. J. Caward (3

L. D., 505); Collar v. Collar (4 L. D., 26); Austin v. Normu (4 L. D., 461).
But the law is diffe~rent in regard to soldiers homestead entries. They

are allowed to locate the land in person or by agent by filing a declara-

tory statement and to make entry within six 'months thereafter. If the

declaratory statement in this case was illegal because, when made, the

claimant was residing, on a tract claimed under the pre-emption law,

such illegality may be considered cured when he made entry, after he

had submitted proof on his pre-emption claim, in the absence of any in-

tervening right, as the case of Mann v. Huk (3 L. D)., 452) rules can be
done in case of filing by aliens.

If Packard's tiling was illegal such an intervening right was the

homestead entry made by Robinson; and if he had made bona fide set-

tlement and improvement upon the land his would have been the supe-
rior claim to the tract. But the testimony shows that he did not com-

ply with the law and your decision holding his entry for cancellation
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was a proper one. Robinson's claim being out of the way and the parties
being the United States and Packard, in view of the latters good faith
and valuable improvements, the irregularity of his filing will not be in-
sisted upon. Snyder v. Ellison (5 L. D., 354.)

The holding of two claims at the same time naturally raises a doubt
as to Packard's good faith, but this doubt goes to the bona fides of his
inhabitancy on the pre-emption claim and was resolved in his favor by
the decision of my predecessor. There is nothing to indicate bad faith
in relation to the homestead entry.

The cash entry is approved.

DESERT LAND ENTRY-RELINQUISHMENT -PREFERENCE RIGHT.

MARY STANTON.*

On relinquishment of a desert land entry the land covered thereby is held open to
entry and settlement without further action on the part of the Commissioner of
the General Land Office.

A desert land entry may be allowed subject to the preference right of a successful
contestant.

Secretary Vilas to Acting Gommissioner Stockslager, March 15, 1883.

I have before me the appeal of Mary Stanton from your decision of
August 5, 1886, affirming the action of the local office at Cheyenne,
Wyoming, in rejecting her application to make desert land entry of
Sec. 8, T. 13 R. 66 W., " because of conflict with desert land entry 632."

The said last mentioned entry (" desert land entry 632 ") was made
by Frederick J. Stanton oil the 25th of May, 1833.

March 17, 1886, Wim. Constantine applied to contest said entry on
the ground that the land was not really " desert," etc.

March 18, 18S6, the register and receiver issued notice of said con-
test, and personal service was effeeted April 5, 1836, the hearing being
set down for May 7, 1886, at the Cheyenne land office.

-March 23, 1886, said Frederick J. Stanton filed a relinquishment of
his entry (632), and at the same time, as agent for Mary Stanton, made
application to enter the same tract in her name under the desert land
act.

March 25, 1886, the register and receiver rejected said application,
because of conflict with Frederick J. Stanton's entry (which they de-
c;ined to cancel on the relinquishment until after action by the Comr-

* . missioner).
August 5, 1886, on appeal from the local officers, your office sustained

their action, on the ground that the cancellation of a desert land entry
upon relinquishment must first be ordered by the General Land Office.
From this decision of your office the present avpetai was taken.

It is the ruling of this Department that a desert land entryman is a
"pre-emption claimant" within the meaning of the provisions as to such

'Not reported in Vol. VI.
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claimants in the act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), Fraser v. Ringgold
(3 L. D., 69). Accordingly when Frederick J. Stanton filed a written
relinquishment of his claim in the local land office. the land covered
by such claim should have been held as open to settlement and entry
without further action on the part of the Commissioner of the General
Land Office. (See section 1 of the act of May 14, 1880, ubi supra.)

Mary Stanton's application should have been allowed, but subject to
the preference right accruing to Constantine upon the filing of the re-
linquishnment after the initiation of his contest. Jefferson v. Winter
(5 L. D., 694).

Your said decision is modified accordingly.

RAILROAD GRANT-SETTLEMENT RIGHT.

NORTHERN PAC. t. E. Co. v. FITZGERALD.@

To establish the allegation that a tract of land within the primary limits of a grant
was excepted therefrom by reason of settlement thereon, it must be shown that

there was, at the date when the right of the grantee attached, a valid subsisting
settlement, made by one having the legal qualifications to perfect the claim ini-
tiated by such settlement.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, June 15, 18S8.

I have considered the case of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company
v. Thomas Fitzgerald, oln appeal by the former from your office decision
of September 15, 1886, holding that the NW. i of the NW. i of See. 33,
T. 28 N., R. 36 E., Spokane Falls land district, Washington Territory,
was excepted from the grant to said company, of July 2, 1864. (13
Stat., 365.)

The right of the company attached to this land, if at all, upon the
filing of the map of definite location October 4, 1880.

On July 6, 1885, Fitzgerald filed in the local office his application to
make homestead entry for this tract, and in support thereof filed his
corroborated affidavit, alleging, in effect, that said tract was excepted
from the grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company by reason of
a settlement thereon by Matthew Damon, existing at date of filing meap
of definite location.

A hearing was had August 19, 1885, before the local officers to deter-
mine the facts. The company made default, and the only testimony
offered was that of the applicant and the two witnesses, who had cor-
roborated the former affidavit. The local officers found that the testi-
mony was not sufficiently definite to show that said land was excepted.
There was no appeal from that decision.

When the case came tup for examination in your office, it was held
that the facts showed conclusively that the tract was excepted from

Not reported in Vol. VI.
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the grant, the decision of the local officers was reversed, and the claim
of the company.rejected.

The local officers based their decision against Fitzgerald upon the
fact that the testimony submitted did not show tha-t Damon was a qual-
ified pre-emptor, or that Damon, if qualified, was in actual possession
of the tract at the date the rights of the road attached. There is not
one word in the testimony concerning Damon's qualifications to take
the land under any one of the land laws, and all that is shown as to
his actual possession or occupancy of that tract is the statement of
Fitzgerald, formally corroborated by the other two witnesses, that
"settlement was made upon said land September 28, 1880, by Matthew
Damon, who built a house thereon and resided therein, and that said
premises have been occupied continuously ever since."

I do not think the facts here shown are sufficient to justify the con-
clusion that said tract was excepted from the grant. It devolves upon
one claiming that a certain tract within the primary limits of a grant
was excepted from the operation thereof, by reason of a settlement
thereon, to show that there was thereon at the date the right of the
grantee road attached, a valid existing settlement made by one having
the legal qualifications to perfect the claim initiated by such settle-
ment. This has not been done in this case. Your said office decision
is therefore reversed, and Fitzgerald's application is denied.

The facts brought out in this case, w hile not sufficient to justify the
conclusion, at this time, that the tract was excepted from the grant, are
sufficient to call for an investigation on the part of the government as
to the status of the land at the date the right of the road attached, if
at all, for the purpose of determining whether said land was granted.
You will therefore cause such an investigation to be made and upon the
facts elicited thereby, you will determine the right to said tract as be-
tween the railroad company and the United States.

PRE-EMPTION SETTLEIMENT-CITIZENSHIP.

JACoB H. EDENS.*

The disability of alienage is removed when the settler becomes a citizen, and, in the
absence of any adverse claim, his right to the land relates back to the date of his
settlement, notwithstanding the fact that he was an alien when it was made.

,Secretary Vilas to Conmmissioner Stockslager, June 15, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Jacob H. Edens from your office de-
cision of May 15, 1886, rejecting his final pre-emption proof for the SW.
i of SW. i of Section 22, N. i of NW. 1, and the NW. 1 of NE. I of See-
tion 27, T. 32 R. 47 W., Valentine, Nebraska.

I Not reported in Vol. VI.
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Edens filed his declaratory statement for said land April 28th, alleg-
ing settlement April 18, 1885, and made proof January 26, 1886.

The proof was rejected by the local officers for the reason that it does
not show that the claimant was under twenty-one years of age at the
time of his fathers naturalization, nor that Claus Peter Edens was
his father; and for the further reason that the value and character
of the improvements taken in connection with the matter of residence
are not sufficient to warrant the conclusion that the claimant is acting
in entire good faith in complying with the pre-emption laws.

By letter of May 15, 1886, you affirm the action of the local officers in
rejecting the proof.

March 10, 1886, Edens made an affidavit that he was born March 2,
1851 in Denmark, and came, during his minority, to this country. it
has been his belief that his father, Claus Peter Edens, became natur-
alized during his minority. Under this impression he has exercised the
right of a citizen for the last fourteen years.

It appears, however, that the father of the claimant did not become
a citizen of the United States until 1877, five years after the son became
of age. Upon making this discovery the claimant, after due applica-
tion, was admitted to citizenship March 10, 1886.

Without deciding whether proof made by an alien will be accepted,
there is no doubt under the rulings in the cases of Ole 0. Krogstad (4
L. D., 564), Mann v. fiuk (3 L. D., 452) and Kelly v. Quast (2 L. D.,
627), that the defect of alienage was cured when the claimant became a
citizen in March, 1886, and, in the absence of any adverse claim, his
right to the land relates back to the date of his settlement, uotwith-
standing the fact that he was an alien when it was made.

The proof, however, is not satisfactory. He went upon the land the
first week in June 1885, and, with the exception of one months absence
in November owing to his father's sickness and death, his residence was
continuous until Jaanuary 26, 1886, when proof was made. The improve-
ments consist of a house, sixteen by twenty, a stable and nine acres of
breaking are valued at $80. The only crop raised was four bushels of
potatoes. In view of the meagre nature of the improvements and espe-
cially of the cultivation and of the fact that proof was made after less
than eight months inhabitancy and its being unsatisfactory to the local
officers, the proof does not convince me that the claimant has complied
with the requirements of the law. 1, therefore, concur in the findings
of the local officers and in the decision of your office, in this respect.
The claimant will be permitted to make new proof, which ought to be
easy if he has conducted himself in entire good faith.

You will therefore direct the local officers to give immediately, written
notice to the claimant that his proofs heretofore submitted are rejected,
and that his filing will stand canceled unless within sixty daysfrom the
service of such not ce, he shall furnish proof satisfactorily showing full
compliance with the law in good faith, and that upon failure to furnish
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suich proofs within the time limited they will cancel the filing' accord-

ingly, and that upon receipt of such further proofs as shall be proffered

within the time they will promptly report the same to you, with their

opinion thereon.
Your decision is accordingly modified.

TIMBER CULTURE FINAL PROOF-FINAL CERTIFICATE.

CHARLES N. SMITH,

A final certificate issued on timber culture proof prematurely made, should Dot be

canceled, but suspended, pending further compliance with law.

Secretary Vilas to Gomrnissioner Stockslager, July 19, 1888.

I have before me the appeal of Charles N. Smith, heir of Gilbert Smith,

deceased, from your decision of December 10, 1886, rejecting the final

proof offered by him under timber culture entry No. 63.3, and holding

for cancellation final certificate No. 33, for the NE. i of Sec. 14, T. 116

N., R. 53 W., Watertown district, Dakota.
By the proof it appears that the planting of five and one-eighth acres

of the total of ten and one-eighth planted, did not take place until May

1881, while said proof itself was made in May, 1886, only five years

later.
Under the ruling in the case of Henry Hooper (6 L. D., 624), that "the

eight years of cultivation required under the timber culture law must be

computed from the time the required acreage of trees, seeds or cuttings

shall have been planted," the proof in this case was premature and

must be rejected; but the final certificate should be suspended instead

of canceled, the heirs being entitled to proceed under the entry.

Your said decision is modified accordingly.

HOMESTEAD COMMUTATION-NEW PROOF.

LouIs W. BUNNELL.

Payment of the purchase price, and compliance with the requirements of the law as

to residence, cultivation, and improvement, are the matters of substance which

authorize commutation of a homestead entry.

On the rejection of commutation proof because irregularly submitted, with leave to

make new proof, such new proof, though covering the same period as the former

and showing the same facts, may be accepted nuno pro tunc, if taken after due

notice and in conformity to the other regulations prescribed for making proof.

First Assistant Secretary Jl'fuldrou; to Commissioner Stoc7cslager, August
13, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Louis W. Bunnell from the decision

of your office of December 13, 1886, rejecting his final proof and holding
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for cancellation his homestead entry,No.13,590, and commutation entry,
for the SW. 1, Sec. 1, T. 131, R. 56, Fargo district, Dakota.

The claimant made said homestead entry October 12, 1883, and com-
muted it November 7,1884, by location of two eighty acre military
bounty land warrants. It appeared from his commutation proof offered
November 7, 1881 (the date of said commutation entry) that he " built
a house upon the land about September 16, 1883, and furnished it com-
fortably and began his actual residence about September 20, 1883;"2
that he was a single man with no family, and lived upon the land, with
the exception of the w inter, from November 10, 1883, to March 13,1884,
when he was absent wintering his stock, and from August 22, 1884, to
November 7, 1881 (the date of his proof and commutation entry) when
he was " at work in harvest and threshing to earn money to support
himself through the coming winter." His improvements were a dwell-ing, twelve by fourteen feet, with sides of matched flooring, shingle roof
and lumber floor, and one door and window; a frame barn, twenty by
twenty-four feet; a well and twenty-two acres of breaking.-of the total
value of $380. On the land he had a full supply of all necessary farm-
ing implements.

The local officers accepted this proof and allowed the entry. At the
time of making this entry (November 7, 1884) the claimant executed two
mortgages on the land, one to Elizabeth S. Clark for $425, and the
other to J. A. Murray for $65.87, for the purpose, as stated by him in an
affidavit subsequently filed, "' of making proof and payment for said
tract."

After his proof had been accepted and entry allowed, the claimant
went to reside with his parents at Denver, Illinois.

On September 23, 1885, about ten and one half months after said
proof had been accepted and said entry allowed, and when the claimant
Nwas residing with his parents in Denver, Illinois, your office rejected
said proof, "because, (1st) The notice of intention to make proof was
not published in the newspaper designated by the register. (2d) The
claimant's testimony was not taken on the day advertised or before the
officer named in the notice. (3d) The testimony of the claimant's wit-
nesses was not taken on the day advertised; and, (4th) The evidence
as to residence was not satisfactory."

The rejection of the proof on the first three grounds was proper and
necessary, but I do not agree with your office in holding that "the evi.
deuce as to residence was unsatisfactory." His improvements were of
the value of $380, and of a character indicating an intent to make the
tract a permanent home; his house was comfortably furnished as a home
and a full supply of suitable farming utensils was kept on the land.
He established residence and his absences thereafter to the date of
proof were satisfactorily excused; and on the whole, the facts estab-
lished by said proof show, in my opinion, a substantial compliance with
the law in good faith to thle date of said commutation entry.
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Your office, however, having rejected this proof allowed the claimant
to make new proof, and on November 2, 1886, he again made proof.
This proof was the same as the first, except that it showed, that after

* making the first proof, November 7, 1881, he went to live with his par-
ents in Denver, Illinois, and remained there until September 23, 1886,-
abont a month and ten days before he made the last proof. He was
put to considerable expense in returning to the land at this time and,
making said proof, and his return was for the purpose of making said
proof and with no intention of remaining thereafter. He had mort-
gaged the land as above stated, but ha I never sold or absolutely dis-
posed of it, and in 1885 (after his proof was made) he had the land
cultivated.

The claimant makes no pretense of intending further residence on,
the land, and relies on his compliance with the law to date of commu-
tation entry and first proof, November 7, 1884. To the questioh pro-
pounded to him on cross-examination, when making his s 0)[1d proof,

L "Why do you not avail yourself of the full time allowed by I tw before
making proof and payment?" He replied, "My circumstities would
not permit me to make proof on full time;" and he further states that
he was supporting his aged father and mother at their home in Illinois.

The law authorizes a homestead entry to be commuted "at any time
before the expiration of the five years," on paying a specified consider-
ation afid " making proof of settlement and cultivation as provided by
by law granting pre-emption rights." R. S., Sec. 2301.

No other consideration is demanded and no other condition annexed.
The claimant in this case shows, by both his first and second proof,
substantial compliance with the law in good faith to the date of his
commutation entry, November 7, 1884. At that date, then, he was au-
thorized by the statute to commute his homestead entry, and he made
proof of compliance with the law and paid the government the required
consideration.

In publishing notice of the intention to take this proof and in taking
it certain fatal errors caused by a bona fide mistake of the claimant,
were committed, and the proof, though sufficient in itself, had to be re-
jected. When your office permitted the second proof to be taken, the

*; commutation entry stood as suspended and not canceled. The question
then is, should this second proof relate to the date of the commutation
entry, November 7, 1881, or to its own date, November 2, 1886 ?

Payment of the consideration and compliance with the requirements
;*:; of the law as to residence, cultivation and improvement are the mat

ters of substance, which authorize the commutation of a homestead
entry. The present case differs from those in which the proof first
offered is deficient in itself in not showing confdrihity to the law in the

- essential matters of residence, cultivation and improvement. In the
latter cases, in the absence of bad faith, new proof may be allowed,
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showing full compliance with the law subsequent to the time covered
by the first proof. The proof is then strictly new proof. But where,

as in this case, the proof first offered was substantially sufficient and

was accepted and entry allowed by the local officers, but subsequently
and after the lapse of a considerable period of time, said proof was re-
jected by your office, being subject to such rejection because of the non-

observance of the rules regulating the production of such proof, and no

bad faith is imputed to the claimant, and he has paid the required con-

sideration, and, the entry being merely suspended, leave has been

granted to make proof in support thereof-under such leave, proof of

the same facts as those established by the first proof may be re-offered,

and should be accepted nunc pro tune, if taken after due notice and in

conformity to the other regulations prescribed for making proof.

In the case of Noah ilerrell (6IL. D., 573), the claimant (Herrell) after

making premature homestead proof had ceased to reside upon the land,

and the homestead proof having been rejected as such, he petitioned

that said proof be considered and accepted as commutation proof and

he be allowed to make payment for the land and thus acquire title

thereto. Your office denied the petition, on the ground, substantially,
that compliance with the law as to residence and cultivation should be

shown to the date of the proof and payment. But this Department
held that, ;"Where good faith is clearly apparent and a substantial

compliance with the regulations is shown, an exception may be justified,

especially under those requirements which govern the manner of the

proof, but do not affect its quality;" and that the petition of Herrell

should be granted, inasmuch as it appeared, among other things, "that

he was then " (at the date of said homestead proof) "qualified in all re-

spects and properly prepared under the regulations to make commuta-

tion." In the present case, the errors committed by the claimant in

offering his first proof were the result of a bonafide mistake, and his

good faith is unquestioned, the proof offered was subject to rejection

because of the non-observance of requirements governing the manner

and not the quality of the proof, and the claimant at the time of offer-

ing said proof was fully qualified and entitled to maake commutation.
I am of the opinion, that under the peculiar circumstances of this

case, the proof last offered was sufficient.
The decision of your office, rejecting said proof and holding said en-

tries for cancellation is, therefore, reversed, and the commutation en-

try will be passed to patent.
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RAILROAD GRANT -LEGISLATIVE WITHDRAWAL SETTLEMENT.

BARR v. NORTHERN PAC. R. R. CO.

August l3, 1870, the map of general route was accepted. November l6, 1872, a declara-
tory statement, covering the land in question, was filed alleging settlement June
24, 170. Held, that the fact of settlement as alleged is not established by the
filing, and that a hearing is required to determine the status of the land when
the legislative withdrawal became effective.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 15, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of the Northern Pacific Railroad Com-
pany from the decision of your office, dated May 12, 1886, rejecting its
claim to the Sl.' 4 SW. 4, and SW. 4 SE. -I Sec. 13, T. 18 N., R. 4 W.,
Olympia land district, Washington Territory.

An inspection of the records of your office shows that said tracts are
in an odd numbered section within the limits of the withdrawal upon
the acceptance of the map of general route August 13, 1870, by the said.
company under its grant by act of Congress approved July 2, 1864 (13
Stat., 365). Said tracts are also within the granted limits of the with-
.drawal upon the filing of the map of the definite location of its road on
May 14, 1874.

The decision of your office fails to give the dates of said withdrawals,
but rejects the claim of the company for the reason that "all claim of
the Northern Pacific Railroad Company (io) eliminated by a valid, sub-
sisting claim." Said decision states that the records of your office show
" that on June 24, 1870, said Barr filed declaratory statement No. 2249,
for the SE. 1 SW. I and the SW. 4 SE. of Sec. 13, and the N. A of

4 4 4 4a

NE. a, Sec. 24, T. 18 N., B. 4 W., that on May 13, 1875, he transmuted
said N. I (of the) NE. -. of Sec. 24 to homestead entry, No. 2257, upon
which final certificate issued July 18, 1881. But it appears from an in-
spection of said records that it was on Novemlber 16, 1872, instead of
June 24, 1870, that Barr's said declaratory statement was filed, though
alleging settlement June 24, 1870.

In the protest of said company, it is alleged that said Barr, subse-
quent to said filing and prior to the definite location of the road, relin-
quished his claim to the tracts in the odd numbered section, and a hear-
ing is requested that they may have an opportunity of proving the same
by oral testimony, because the records of said local land office had been
destroyed by fire. But your office held that said filing served to except
the land in question from the claim of the company, and that his said
application should be allowed.

The land in question became fixed as granted on August 13, 1870, the
date of the acceptance of the map of general route, and it was under
the provisions of the sixth section of the granting act, subject only to
be thrown back, if the definite location left it out of the granted limits.
But the land remained within the granted limits upon the definite loca-
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tion of the road, and it has belonged to the company from the date of
the act, unless an actual settlement was made thereon prior to, and was
subsisting on the land on August 13, 1870. Such a settlement is not
proven by Barr's allegation made in his filing two years later, that he
settled on said land June 24, 1870.

A hearing should be had to determine the status of the land in con-
troversy on August 13, 1870, the date when the legislative withdrawal
became effective. You will accordingly direct the local officers to order
a hearing, after due notice to the parties in interest, at which said Barr
may prove, if he can, the allegation of settlement as made in his said
filing.

Upon receipt of the testimony, together with the opinion of the reg-
ister and receiver thereon, you will re-adjudicate the case.

The decision of your office is modified in accordance with the views
herein expressed.

SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL H0MESTEAD-MISSOURI HOME GUARD.

CHAUJNCEY CARPENTER.

The right to make soldiers' additional homestead entry does not extend to members
of the Missouri Home Guard.

If the entry is invalid by reason of the want of due military service, the subsequent
purchaser can occupy no better position than the entryman.

An invalid entry should not be stbmitted to the Board of Equitable Adjudication.
The act of May 15, 1886, authorizing the Secretary of War to issue certificates of dis-

charge to members of the Missouri Home Guard, did not have the effect to confer
upon members of such service additional homestead rights.

Secretary Vilas to Commissionoe Stocks lager, August 18, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of counsel for Chauncey Carpenter, trans-
feree, from the decisions of your office, dated July 28, 1884, and March
3, 1885, holding for cancellation soldier's additional homestead entry,
No. 10,829, final certificate No. 3430, of the NE. I of SW. 1 of Sec. 12, T.
20 S., R. 24 E., and Lot No. 1 of Sec. 22, T. 27 S., R. 37 E., Gainesville,
Florida, land district, made in the name of James M. Wyrick. Said
entry was held for cancellation, for the reason that the military service
of the entryman was performed in the Missouri Home Guards, and, for
that reason, he was not entitled to the right of soldier's ad(lditional home-
stead, under the decisions of this Department.

Your office, also, held that the allegation of the transferee that he had
purchased said land in good faith for a valuable consideration, and
without any knowledge of any defect in the title, even if true, would
not warrant the submission of said entry to the Board of Equitable
Adjudication for its consideration.

Counsel for appellant have filed no brief in the case, but they allege
intheiraappeal thatyoulrofficeerred. (I) Inholding that the entry should
not be submitted to the Board of Equitable Adjudication. (2) In de-
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ciding that patent should not ishne on said location; and (3) In hold-
ing said entry for cancellation.

There can be no question, if the entry is invalid by reason of the want
of due military service, that the subsequent purchaser can occupy no
better position than the eutryman. This is the settled ruling of this
Department. C. P. Cogswell (3 L. D., 23); R. M. Sherman et al. (4 L.
D., 544); United States v. Johnson et al. (5 L. D., 442).

If the entry is invalid, then it should not be submitted to the Board
of Equitable Adjudication. R. M. Chrisinger (4 L. D., 347).

This Department, on January 3,1830, in the case of Wilson Miller
(6 C. L. O., 190), affirmed the decision of your office, holding that mem-
bers of the Missouri Home Guards were not entitled to make soldier's
additional entries. This ruling was adhered to in the case of William
French (2 IL. D., 235) wherein it was stated that:

William French was a member of the Missouri Home Guards, and as such was not
entitled to the benefits of Sec. 2305 of the Revised Statutes. An additional homestead-
entry made by him was illegal at its inception, because the service upon which the
right to make such entry was based was not in the army of the United States.

It is clear, therefore, that, under the construction placed upon said
section by the Department, said entry was illegal.

Byact of Congress, approved May 15, 1886(24 Stat., 23), it is provided:

That the Secretary of War be, and is hereby, authorized and directed to furnish
upon their several applications therefor, a certificate of discharge to each and every
member of the Missouri Home Guards, whose claims for pay were adj udicated by the
Hawkins Taylor commission, under the act approved March 25, 1862, and the several
acts supplementary thereto.

In the case of Smith Hatfield et al. (6 IL. D., 557), this Department did
not find it necessary to rule upon the effect of said act of 1886, and ex-
pressly declined to indicate its effect upon the future departmental
action, relative to such additional entries.

It appears that since 1880, the decision of the Department has stood
not only unreversed, but, in 1882, it was distinctly re-affirmed, that the
men enrolled in the organization called the "' Missouri Home Guards"
were not in the army of the United States, and not entitled, therefore,
to the benefit of the provisions of the homestead laws relating to sol-
diers who " served in the army of the United States." It may be
doubted whether they can be properly characterized as a State organ-
ization, as there is some evidence which tends to show they were irreg-
ularly raised under authorization of the President for service in Mis-
souri. They never appear, notwithstanding, to have formed a part of

the army of the United States," the organization of which was pro-
vided for by law, and, if in the service of the United States, appear to
have been irregulars, and not to have been in " the army "7 provided for
by law. So far as is ascertainable, their engateent limited their serv-
ice to home defense. Bat, however this might appear to me, if it were
'a new question, I can not feel at liberty, in view of the grave doubt
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affecting the matter, to disturb a course of decision, which has stood so
many years, during which the Congress could easily have set the sub-
ject at rest, if the decision had been at variance with its purpose. It
having been thus determined that these troops were not in the army in.
1861, it can not be found that the act of 1886, put them into it nune pro
tune. It simply provides for certificates of discharge; and it would
most -unreasonably strain the act, to impute to it the purpose to include
within the provisions of the homestead laws, those who had been uni-
formly denied the privileges of it. Had such been the purpose of Con-
gress, it can hardly be doubted it would have been more directly ex-
pressed.

The decision of your office is affirmed.

RA.ILPOASD GtAN T-STWATrTORY WITHDRAWAL-SETTLEMENT RIGHT.

, V'/' 'OfHERN PAC. R. R. Co. v. BOWMAN.

/n d4termining whether a tract of land is free from a pre-emption, or other claim, or
right, under the grant of July 2, 1864, the validity or lawfelness of such claim is
not material.

A claim acquired through the occupancy, improvement, and cultivation of a qualified
homesteader, existing at the date of withdrawal on general route, serves to ex-
cept the land covered thereby frorn the operation of said withdrawal.

Secretary Yilats to Commissioner Stockslager, August 18, 1888.

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company appeals from your office de-
cision, dated December 18, 1886, holding that the SW. I, Sec. 27, T. 1 N.,
R. 32 E., La Grande, Oregon, was excepted from the grant to said com-
pany of July 2, 1864, (13 Stat., 365)

The tract in question is within the forty mile limits of the statutory
withdrawal for the benefit of said company, on map of general route of
its road filed August 13, 1870.

No map of definite location of said road, opposite this land, has ever
been filed, nor has that part of the road been constructed.

On November 18, 1886, Walter S. Bowman applied to file pre-emption
declaratory statement for the land in controversy, accompanying his ap-
plication by certain affidavits setting forth that the tract was settled
upon and claimed, prior to and on August 13, 1870, by one John W.
Bowman, and was thereby excepted from the withdrawal on general
route.

A hearing was thereupon ordered by the local officers, which appears-
to have been regularly had, and upon the testimony submitted they
found for Bowman and against the company.

Upon appeal from this.finding your office sustained the same and re-
jected the company's claim to the land. The testimony in the case
shows that the land in controversy was occupied, cultivated in part,
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and used for grazing purposes by said John W. Bowman from 1865, un-
til 1877 or 1878, when he sold his improvements and possessory right to
his brother, Henry Bowman, father of the present claimant. During
this time said John W. Bowman lived in a house sitnated on or near
the line between this land and another portion of the same section. In
addition to his cultivation of a part of the tract in dispute, he put about
one hundred acres thereof under fence in the year 1867. It also appears.
from the record of your office, that on Jane 27,1870, said John W. Bow-
man filed his pre-emption declaratory statement for the W. 4 SE. i, and
SW. i NE. 4 and SE. 4 NW. I of said section 27, same township and

range, alleging settlement October 1, 1862; that on July 10, 1871, he
transmuted the same to homestead entry No. 412, and on May 25, 1872,
he commuted his homestead to cash entry No. 187. Ie obtained patent
for the land upon certificate of such cash entry September 13, 1872.

The sole question presented by the record is, was the land in ques-
tion free from a pre-emption, or other claim or right, at the date of said
statutory withdrawal of August 13, 1870. If' it was free from such a
claim or right at that date, it came within the operation of such with-
drawal; if not, the withdrawval did not affect it.

The company asserts in defense of its supposed rights in the premises
that said Bowinan could not have been lawfully " claiming" said land
duringtbe period of his occupancy, cultivation and improvement thereof
as stated, because he must necessarily have been living on and " claim-
ing" the tract covered by his said pre-emption filing, for which he se-
cured title in 1872, as shown. In answer to this it may be said that the
question as to whether the claim of said Bowman was a lawful claim, can
not enter into the consideration of the case or have any influence in the
determination of the issue involved. It is sufficient if he had a claim to.
the land in dispute at the date mentioned of such nature as the act de-
fines and any question as to the lawfulness or validity of such claim is
immaterial. Newhall v. Sauger (92 U. S., 761); Kansas Pacific Ry.
Co. v. Dunmeyer (113 U. S., 629).

Now while it is true that said Bowman had no claim of record for said
land at the date when said withdrawal took effect, it is nevertheless
shown that he had a claim upon the same, acquired by his occupancy,
cultivation and improvement thereof, as shown, and be appears to have

continued to exercise acts of ownership over the land until long after
the date of said statutory withdrawal he had such notorious, exclusive
possession as would have sustained an action of trespass quare clausumn
against any intruder who did not connect himself with the government,
the owner of the title. Bowman had not, at that date, exhausted his
right of entry under the homestead law, and prior to the transmutation
of his pre-emption filing, on July 10. 1871, as stated, he could have en-
tered the laud in dispute as a homestead ihfih had so desired, there
being no intervening adverse settlement claim thereto. Besides that
he was in possession of and claiming the land prior to and at the date
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of said withdrawal. he had been in exclusive occupation of it for years,
had about one hundred acres fenced against all intruders, and his pos-
session was in connection with his home, although it does not appear
that the house in which he lived was actually on the particular quarter
section, being on or near the line. It seems to me this is such a case
as the Congress contemplated by the excepting phrase " occupied by
homestead settlers." To limit that term to those only who had made
a previous homestead entry, then the necessary first legal step to the
acquisition of land under the homestead laws, would narrow and re-
strict the rule designed. as I think, to be provided for the protection of
the adventurous pioneers of the new and nnsurveyed territory in which
the road was projected.

Upon consideration of the whole case I am constrained to hold that
his claim was such as served to except the land from the operation of
said withdrawal.

In this respect this case comes within the principle of ruling in the
cases of Northern Pacific Railroad Company v. Thomas J. Evans (7 L.
D., 131), and same against John C. Arnold (not reported), decided by
this Department August 4, 1888, and reference is hereby made to those
cases.

The decision of your office rejecting the company's claim to the land
is accordingly affirmed.

RAILROAD GRANT-INDEMNITY WITHDRAWAL.

CENTRAL PAC. R. It. Co. v. ENGRAM.

The provision in the granting act that " the Secretary of the Interior shall withdraw
from sale public lands hereti granted on each side of said railroad so far as located
and within the limits before specified," renders unauthorized any withdrawal
beyond the granted limits.

An entry allowed for unselected land, lying within the limits of an indemnity with-
drawal, subsequently revoked, will not be disturbed.

iSeeretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 18, 1888.

This is an appeal by the Central Pacific Railroad Company from your
office decision of December 9, 1886, sustaining the pre-emption cash
entry of William Engram, made April 27, 1886, for the E. - SE. i, and
the E. i NE. {, Sec. 23, T. 43 N., R. 1 W., M. D. M., Shasta, California.

The facts are sufficiently stated in your said decision and reference is
made thereto.

The granting act of July 25, 1866 (14 Stat., 239), after having granted
in the second section twenty alternate sections, ten on each side, per
mile of road, and provided for selections in place of stated deficiencies
within ten miles further, proceeds to direct that "the Secretary of the
Interior shall withdraw from sale public lands herein granted on each
side of said railroad so far as located and within the limits before speci-
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fled."" This is a specific direction to withdraw the lands within the
granted limits and according to the view I have felt compelled to take
rendered any withdrawal beyond those limits unauthorized; the reasons
for which view are shown in the case of the Northern Pacific Railroad

Company v. Guilford Miller (7 L. D., 100), recently decided. The entry

was allowed by the register and receiver and approved by your office.

I cannot find it invalid. Besides the stated withdrawal of August 25,

1871, if ever validly effective for the California and Oregon (now Central

Pacific Railroad Company) was revoked by departmental decision of
August 15, 1887 (6 L. D., 92), and the lands embraced therein restored

to the public domain for settlement; and the records of your office show

that the tract in question has not been selected by the company and I

therefore find from the record before me no reason for disturbing the

existing entry. Phillips v. Central Pacific R. R. Co. (6 L, D., 378). I

prefer these grounds to base the affirmance of your decision upon, to

the alleged waiver by the company mentioned by you, upon which I

will express no opinion~
Your decision is affirmed.

SMITH HATFIELD ET AL.

Motion for review of departmental decision rendered March 1, 1886

(6 L. D., 557), overruled by Secretary Vilas. August 18, 1888.

RAILROAD GRANT-ATTACGHM:ENT OF RIGHT.

BLAIR v. HASTINGS & DAXOTA RY. CO. ET AL.

Under the grant of July 4,1866, the right of the road attached to land free at date

of definite location, although such land was reserved at the date of the grant.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 18, 1888.

I have considered the case of Luke P. Blair v. James Oleson and

Hastings & Dakota Ry. Co., on appeal by Oleson and said company

from your office decision of September 11, 1886, holding that Lots 1, 2,

3, and 4 Sec. 33, T. 116 N., It. 30 W., 5th P. M., Benson, Minnesota

land district, were excepted from the grant in aid of said road of July

4,1866 (14 Stat., 87), and also rejecting Oleson's application to make

homestead entry therefor.
'These tracts were within the limits of the withdrawal made on filing

map of general route of said road June It, 1866 notice of which with-

drawal was received at the local office August 8, 1866. They are also

within the primary or granted limits of said grant, as shown by the

map of definite location of said line of road which was accepted by the

Secretary of the Interior June 26, 1867.
3263-VOL 7--16
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On February 25, 1865, one W. G. Putnam made homestead entry of
the land in controversy, which entry was canceled September 15, 1866,
Upon his relinquishment.

On July 9, 1878, Luke P. Blair applied to make timber culture entry
for said land which application was denied "for the reason that the
tract is within the limits of the grant to the Hastings & Dakota Rail-
way Company and is withdrawn from entry " from which decision Blair
appealed to your office.

On January 6, 1885, and while Blair's appeal was yet pending Oleson
applied to make homestead entry for said land which application was
refused by the local officers because of the lendeacy of Blair's appeal.

In your office it was decided that inasmuch as said land was covered
by a homestead entry at the date of the grant, although said entry had
been canceled prior to the filing of the map of definite location, it was
excepted from the operation of the grant, that the reason assigned by
the local officers for the rejection of Blair's application was not suffi-
cient, that the rejection of Oleson's for the reason stated was proper, and
it was said that a hearing should be ordered to determine the character
of the land with a view of ascertaining whether or not it was subject to
entry under the timber culture law.

In support of your office decision the case of White v. Hastings &
Dakota Ry. Co. (6 C. L. O., 54) is cited, and it is contended that as be-
tween that decision and the decision in the case of Rees v. Central Pac.
R. R. Co. (5 L. D., 62), there is no conflict, it is said: "' The difference
between the rulings is accounted for by the different language used by
Congress in making the respective grants." I cannot agree with this
conclusion. The grant to the Central Pacific company is of " every al-
ternate section of public land, designated by odd numbers to the amount
of five alternate sections per mile on each side of said railroad on the
line thereof and within ten miles on each side of said road, not sold,
reserved, or otherwise disposed of by the United States, and to which a
pre-emption or homestead claim may not have attached at the time the
line of said road is definitely fixed," and that to the State of Minnesota
for the Hastings & Dakota road is of " every alternate section of land
designated by odd numbers to the amount of five alternate sections per
mile on each side of said road" and it is provided that "in case it shall
appear that the United States have, when the lines or route of said roads
are definitely located sold any section orpart thereof granted as aforesaid,
or that the right of pre-emption or homestead settlement has attached to
the same," the Secretary shall cause to be selected lands in lien thereof.
While the wor(ling of these two grants is somewhat different the effect
is the same.

The case under consideration comes within the rule laid down in the
case of Rees v. Central Pac. R. R. Co. (5 L. D. 62), and the land in con-
troversy here must be held to have passed to the appellant company
under said grant of July 4, 1866.
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This- being true the applications of Blair to make timber culture
entry and of Oleson to make homestead entry must both be refused.

Your said office decision is modified in accordance with the views
herein expressed.

SWAMP LAND INDEMNITY.

STATE OF MICHIGAN.

The State is not entitled to indemnity for lands which do not appear, from the field
notes of survey, to be swamp lands within the true intent and meaning of the
granting act.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockstager, August 20, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of the State of Michigan from your
office decision of September 25, 1886, holding for rejection the claim of
said State for indemnity under the acts of March 2, 1855, and March 3,
1857, for the tracts designated in your said decision, for the reason that
said lands are not of the character contemplated by the act of Septem-
ber 28, 1850, as shown by the plats and field notes of government sur-
veys on file in your office.

The act of September 28, 1850 (9 Stat., 520, Sec. 2479 R. S.), granted
to the State of Michigan "the whole of the swamp and overflowed
lands, made unfit thereby for cultivation " situate in said State and re-
maining unsold at the date of the act.

Under the acts of Congress, approved March 2, 1855, (10 Stat., 634)
and March 3, 1857 (11 Stat., 251), incorporated into the Revised Stat-
utes as section 2483, it was provided that when the authorized agent of
the State shall make due proof before your office that any of the lands
purchased by any persons from the United States, prior to March 3,
1857, and after the date of the grant to the State, were swamp lands,
within the true intent and meaning of the swamp land grant, the pur-
chase money shall be paid over to the State wherein said land is sit-
uate.

Indemnity was also allowed where swamp lands have been located
by warrant or scrip, and it was further provided that the decision of
your office upon the question of indemnity shall be first approved by
the Secretary of the Interior.

The act of March 3, 1857, suprcc, confirmed to the several States their
selection of swamp lands which had then been reported to the Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office, so far as the lands were then " vacant

- and unappropriated and not interfered with by an actual settlement."
Indemnity is granted to the several States for swamp lands that have,
since the date of the grant, been purchased from, or located by land
warrant or scrip of the United States, and lands so disposed of cannot,
as a fact, be vacant and unappropriated. The said act does not, there-
fore, apply to indemnity lands, and the claim of the State must conse
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quently rest upon the act of March 2, 1855, granting indemnity. Said

act provides that upon " due proof " that lands that were swamp within

the true intent and ineaning of the act of 1850, have been disposed of,

indemnity shall be granted to the State. Under the agreement with

the State of Michigan, the field notes of the survey are to be taken as

the basis of the adjustment of the swamp land grant (1 Lester 542).

The field notes of survey on file in your office show that the tracts for

which indemnity is claimed are not swamp lands, " within the true in-

tent and meaning of the act", and the State of Michigan is, therefore,

not entitled to indemnity therefor.
Your decision is accordingly, affirmed.

RAILROAD GRANT-IXDEMNITY WITHDRAWAL-SETTLEMNENT RIGHT.

JOSEPH D. EVANS V. NORTHERN PAC. Il. R. Co.

As there was lno authority for the withdrawal of February 21, 1872, based upon the

map of amended route, and the sixth section of the granting act prohibited any

withdrawal for itidemnity purposes, it follows that land embraced within such

withdrawals was not thereby excluded from entry nuder the homestead law.

An indemnity selection should not be allowed for land included within a pending ap-

plication to make homestead entry.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockcslager, August 20, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Joseph D. Evans from the decision

of your office, dated October 18, 1883, rejecting his application, dated

May 15, 18S3, to make homestead entry of the SW. 1 of Sec. 33, T. 16

N., R. 44 E., W. M., (Colfax (now Spokane Falls) land district, Wash-

ington Territory.
Said decision of your office states " that said tract is within the limits

of the grant of July 2,1864, (1.3 Stat., 365) to the Northern Pacific Rail-

road Company. The withdrawal of the odd numbered sections based

upon the filing of the map of amended route took effect February 21,

1872. It also falls within the fifty mile, or indemnity limits of the with-

drawal on definite location of the road, notice of which was received at

the local office December 2,1880." Your office further found that there

.was no other claim of record for said tract, and held that the applica-

tion of Evans must be rejected, for the reason that at the date of his

alleged settlement June 4, 1880, and ever since, the land has been with-

drawn for indemnity purposes, and hence it is not subject to settlement

and entry.
In the case of said company against Guilford Miller (7 L. D., 100), I

held, after a careful consideration of the whole matter, that there was

no authority for the withdrawal of February 21, 1872, and that the sixth

section of the granting act prohibited any withdrawal for indemnity

purposes. It follows, therefore, that at the date of the application of
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Evans, the land was subject to entry under the homestead laws, and
that the decision of the local office and your office, rejecting said appli-
cation, was erroneous.

Irrespective of the question of withdrawal for indemnity purposes,

Evans' settlement is alleged to have been made June 4, 1880, before the

definite location of the road, and as this is not disputed, was, therefore,

a subsisting, claim at the date of definite location.
The company does not claim in this case any right by virtue of a selec-

tion of said land, but an inspection of the records of your office shows

that said tract was selected by the Pompauy on March 20, 1884 (per list

No. 3). This selection should not leave been allowed by the local land

officers, because it was made subsequently to the application of Evans,

which served to reserve the land from any subsequent disposition, so

long as it remained undetermined. Ontonagon & Brune River Railroad

Company v. Ie Claire (6 L. D., 649); Northern Pacific Railroad Coal-

* pany v. Myrstrom (ibid., 666). Evans' said application having been

made prior to the claim of the company, and the land being subject to

the same, should be allowed, and the selection of said tract should be
canceled.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly.

NEFF V. COWnICK.

Motion for review of departmental decision rendered May 11, 1888 (6

I. D., 660), overruled by Secretary Vilas, August 21, 1888.

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-PRELIMINARY AFFIDAVIT.

O'CONNELL V. RANKIN.

The execution of the preliminary affidavit before a clerk of court, when the requisite

residenLe on the land had not been acquiired, will defeat all rights under the entry,

in the presence of a valid intervening adverse claim.

First Assistant Secretary Jifuldrouw to Commissioner Stoclkslager, August
21, 1888.

This case comes before me on the appeal of J. O'Connell, in the case

of J. O'Connell v. Luther D. Rankin, from your office decision of

March 28, 1887, permitting the said Rankin to amend his affidavit of

homestead entry for the NE. i, See. 34, T. 147 N., R. 69 W., Bismarck,
Dakota land district.

It appears from the record that said Rankin made homestead entry *

March 25, 1885; that he was an unmarried man and had not prior to

* that time established an actual residence on the land; that he pur-

chased the improvements of one Erickson thereon, consisting of a house
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and twenty-two acres of breaking, and Erickson filed a relinquishment;
that said Rankin made affidavit of entry before the clerk of the court
of a county other than that in which the land is situated.

Rankin had never made any settlement himself on said land at the
time of his homestead entry, and never attempted to do so until May
13, 1885, and the contest in this case was inaugurated by affidavit filed
May 8, 1885, by said O'Connell; the allegations of contest being that,
" said Luther D. Rankin does not, and never did reside on said tract of
land, nor made settlement thereon, and never has in any way improved
or cultivated the same; that said tract is not settled upon and culti-
vated by said party as required by law; that the affidavit upon which
said entry is based was made before a clerk of the court; that the same
alleges residence upon and improvement of said land by said Rankin
and that the same to that extent is false and fraudulent."

Until after the inauguration of this contest it is clear from claimant's
own testimony that he had established no residence upon the land and
had not even seen it. It iv; equally clear that his affidavit was made
before the clerk of the court by advice of his attorney, who also misled
him in regard to the necessity of establishing his residence thereon.

You say, "I do not think the claimant should be deprived of his
entry and the valuable improvements thereon by reason of the defect
in his affidavit. He appears to have honestly believed that he could
legally make the affidavit as he did. He is hereby allowed to make
before either of you, and file a proper affidavit."

You cite also in support of your said decision Thompson v. Lange (5
L. D., 248), and ]Roe v. Schang (5 L. D., 394).

These cases will not under the facts in this case support your de-
cision.

In the case of Thompson v. Lange, Lange had filed a supplemental
homestead affidavit fifteen days before the contest was instituted, which
cured the defects in his original entry, and such defect might be cured
before the intervention of an adverse claim; and in Roe v. Schang, the
insufficiency of such affidavit was not put in issue in the contest nor
alleged in the appeals.

In the case un(ler consideration however, Rankin had filed no supple-
mental affidavit, and the irregularity, or defect in his original entry is
directly in issue.

In Brassfield v. Eshoom (6 L. D., 722), it was held that a similar defect
could be cured before the intervention of an adverse claim.

Eshom in said case had moved upon the land with his family before
the filing of Brassfield's affidavit of contest and it was held that Eshom's
entry, " although originally defective and voidable, was cured by his
subsequent settlement, residence and improvements, as shown, and the
same having been thus cured prior to the institution of said contest of,
Brassfield, the latter cannot be held in this respect to have acquired any
rights thereunder."
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In the case under consideration however the contest affidavit was filed
before claimant ever saw the land or made any attempt to establish his
residence thereon, and the preference rights of contestant have there-
fore intervened.

Section 2294 of the Revised Statutes provides,
In any case in which the applicant for the benefit of the homestead, and whose

family, or some member thereof, is residing on the laud which he desires to enter, and
upon which a lonanfide improvement and settlement have been made, is prevented by
reason of distance, bodily infirmity, or other good cause, from personal attendance at
the district land office, it may be lawful for him to make thj affidavit required by law
before the clerk of the conrt for the coanty in which the applicant is an actual resi-
dent and to transmit the same, with the fee and commissions, to the register and re-
ceiver.

IRankin not being married and neither himself nor any member of
his family being residents upon said land at the time his affidavit was
made before the clerk of the county, and as such defective entry was
-not cured prior to the intervention of O'Couriell's rights as contestant,
Rankin's entry was illegal and must be canceled.

Your said decision is therefore reversed.

DESERT LAND ENTRY-COMPACTNESS-EQUITABLE ADJUDICATION.

JosEPHi HIMMnELSBACH.

An amendment of the entry will be required where the rele as to compactness has
not been observed; and such an amendment, when made after the lapse of the
statutory period for reclamation and proof thereof, should only embrace land
already reclaimed.

Role 29 of Equitable Adjudication is applicable where the failure to make proof and
payment within the statutory period was the result of ignorance, accident, or
mistake, and n- adverse claim exists.

Rule 30 of Equitable Adjudication is applicable where failure to reclaim the laed and
make proof and payment within the statutory period was the result of ignorance,
accident, or mistake, or of obstacles which could not be overcome, and no ad-

--- verse claim exists.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stoc7kslager, August 21, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Joseph Himmelsbach from the decis-
*;; ion of your office of September 25, 1886, sustaining the action of the

local officers in rejecting his proof and suspending his desert land en-
- try, No. 42, for the NE. 4 NW. I, Sec. 31, and SW. 4 of Sec. 30, T. 32

N., R. 99 W., and SE. i, and NE. 4 SW. 1, and E. 4 NW. 14, and NW.
4 NW. 4, See. 25, T. 32 N., R. 100 W., and SW. 4 SW. 14, Sec. 24, and
E. 4 SE. 14 Sec. 23, T. 32 N., R. 100 W., Evanston district, Wyoming
Territory.

The entry was made, September 13, 1879, and August 7, 1886, claim-
ant having relinquished as to the NE. 4, NW. 4, Sec.- 31, offered proof
and tendered payment as to the balance of said land.
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The tract, after said relinquishment, was, as appears from the plat
thereof, nearly two and a half miles in length and from a quarter to a
half mile in width, running in a northwesterly direction through parts
of four sections of land, and lying in a zigzag line so as to form a nar-
row strip.

This, in the language of the general circular of March 1, 1884 (p. 35),
is " a gross departure from all reasonable requirements of compactness."
The circular of instructions to local officers of September 3, 1880, ex-
pressly applies to entries of desert lands made before its issuance, and
provides that such e"ntries made on "lands not compact in any true
sense " will be suspended by your office and "the parties called upon to
amend their entries so as to conform to law; failing to do which, after
proper notice, such entries will be held for cancellation." (7 C. L. O.,
138).

No excuse being offered for this failure to observe the requirement of
compactness, your office, pursuant to said circular, properly required
the claimant to amend his entry L" so as to conform to law."

But, it further appears, that proof of reclamation was not made and
payment for the land tendered until about four years after the statutory
period for making such proof and payment had elapsed, and said proof
does not show whether the land was reclaimed within the statutory
period or thereafter. The entry, tlerefore, after it is properly amended,
will have to be submitted to the Board of Equitable Adjudication for
confirmation, under either Rule 29 or 30 of the " additional rules" of
equitable adjudication, of April 28. 1888 (6 L. D)., 799)-under the for-
mer, if the land was reclaimed within the statutory period, and under
the latter, if not reclaimed within that period. Those rules authorize
the submission of desert land entries to the Board for confirmation in
the following cases:

29. All desert land, entries in which the final proof and payment were not made
within three years from the date of entry, but in which the claimant was duly quali-
fied, the land properly subject to entry under the statute and subsequently reclaimed
in time according to its requirements in which the failure to make proof and pay-
ment was the result of ignorance, accident, or mistake, and in which there is no ad-
verse claim.

30. All desert land entries in which neither the reclamation, nor the proof and
payment were made within three years from date of entry, but where the entryman
was duly qualified, the land properly subject to enter under the statute, the legal
requirements as to reclamation complied with, and the failure to do so in time was
the result of ignorance, accident, or mistake, or of obstacles which he could not con-
trol, and where there is no adverse claim.

In order to avail himself of the benefit of Rule 29, the claimant must
show that his failure to make proof and payment within the statutory
period " was the result of ignorance, accident, or mistake," and under
Rule 30, that his failure to reclaim the land and make proof and payment
within said period, " was the result of ignorance, accident or mistake,
or of'obstacles which he could not control." Neither rule applies where
there is an adverse claim.
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The entry in this case, therefore, must in the first place, be amended

"so as to conform to law" in the matter of compactness, and in the

second place, the claimant must make proof of facts bringing the entry

within the provisions of one or the other of the above rules. so that it

may be submitted thereunder to the Board of Equitable Adjudication
for confirmation.

The amendin eat can only embrace land already reclaimed at the date
thereof.

You are instructed to direct the local officers to allow.the claimants

within ninety days after notice hereof, to file such amendment and

make payment for the land and proof of reclamation in support of the

amended entry, and, also, proof bringing said entry within the purview
of one or the other of said rules. when the same will be submitted for

confirmation to the Board of Equitable Adjudication.
The decision of yoar office is modified accordingly.

DURESS-ABANDONMENT-FINAL PROOF.

PLATT ET AL. v. GRA-AIM.

It is not necessary that there should be actual personal violence to constitute duress.

It may be effected by that degree of constraint or danger, either actually inflicted,

or threatened and impending, which is sufficient in severity or apprehension to

overcome the mind and will of a person of ordinary firmness.

Temporary absences from the land that indicate no intention of abandonment may be

excused after the establishment of a bona fide residence.
Proof taken before business hours, on the morning of the day advertised, is irregular

and defeats the object of the notice, and in such a case new proof will be required.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, Avgust 22, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of John H. Graham from your decision

of August 17, 1886, rejecting his final proof for the W. 0 of the NE. i

and the E. I of the NW. i of See. 25, T. 33 S., R. 16 WV., Larned land

district, Kansas, and awarding the tract to the contestants.
Graham filed Osage declaratory statement August 9, alleging settle-

ment May 10, 1884. His first act of settlement consisted in staking out

his claim,- and commencing a dug-out-which last he subsequently
abandoned, being in doubt whether it was within the limits of his claim-

and the commencement of a second (lug-out near the centre of his claim

which he was engaged in completing between May 10, and about June

19, 1881, when he went to Harper, Kansas, about sixty miles distant, on

account of the sickness of his mother; bua soon after returned and re-

mained until some time in August following, when he again went to -Har-

*; per with his father. This visit to Harper appears to have been caused by

sickness of his father and sister. He returned to his land several times

between August and November, and exercised acts of ownership. On the

* 5th or 7th of November, he, and his father, supplied themselves with pro-
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visions and returned to their tract, and commenced plowing. Some
four acres had been broken upon this tract by claimant, between
the date of his settlement and July 16, following. While engaged in
plowing he was attacked by John W. Platt, one of the plaintiffs in this
ease, and by the threats, menaces, and intimidations of Platt, Tennison,
and others, under the leadership of one Flato, was driven from the land
in question. The land had been enclosed by a wire fence, by said Flato,
a member of the cattle-firm of Mlato & Platt, after claimant's settlement
and prior to November 7, which enclosure embraced four sections, in-
cluding the land in question. Plaintiffs, Platt and Tennison, were in
Flato's employ as cattle-men, or " cowboys," and had made the following
filings which covered the land in question, namely:

Platt filed his Osage declaratory statement for the SW. I of the NE.
i, the SE. o Of the NW. i, the NW. o Of the NE. 1, and the NE. I of
the SW. 1, of said section, Noveinber 21, 1881, alleging settlement Sep-
ember 23, 1884. Tennison filed his Osage declaratory statement for the
NW. I of the NE. 1, and the NE. lof the NW. 1, of Sec. 25, and the
SW. 1 of the SE. 1, and the SE. 1 of the SW. 1, of Sec. 24, said town-
ship and range. Tennison thus covered the north eighty, and Platt the
south eighty, of claimant's tract.

On September 24,1884, Graham advertised, by the usual notice, his
intention to make final proof before George H. Sexton, a notary public
at Sexton, Kansas, November 15, 1884. He arrived there with his wit-
nesses on the night of the 14th, preceding the day advertised for mak-
ing final proof, when he was advised that Flato and his party, includ-
ing the plaintiffs Platt and Tennison, and six others, were camped back
of Sexton's house, and claimant and his party were advised by Sexton's
clerk to conceal themselves, and not make known their presence, and
he conducted claimant and his witnesses to a place some distance from
Sexton'shouse, where they camped for the night. Claimant and his wit-
nesses appear to have been intimidated by the presence of Flato and his
party; and their fears appear to have been participated ill by the notary
public, who waited upon claimant and his witnesses at four o'cloek on
the morning of the 15th, and advised him that it would be necessary
for him to take his proof then if he took it at all, giving as an excuse
therefor press of business. Claimant and his witnesses were also in-
formed that Sexton had been offered one hundred dollars by Flato to
prevent claimant from making his final proof. Claimant demurred to
making proof at that hour, but was advised by the notary public, who
claimed to have knowledge of the law, that it would be perfectly legal
and proper to m-akehis proofat that time. Proof was accordingly hur-
riedly made, at four o'clock on the morning of November 15, 1884. Im-
mediately upon making proof claimant and his witnesses departed,
avoiding Flato, Platt, Tennison, and others of their party.

Upon learning that claimant had made proof, Platt and Tennison
filed protest, which was forwarded to the local office, whereupon a hear-
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ing was ordered, at which vol aminous testimony was taken. An exam-
ination of this testimony discloses the fact that claimant established his
residence in good faith and with the intention of making it his home,
on the 10th of May, 1884; that he resided upon the tract until about
the 19th of June, improving the same and exercising all the ordinary,
acts of ownership, when he left and went to Harper, where his brother
and sister resided. He returned to his land the last of July or the first
of August; and about the 19th of August, 1881, he again went to
Harper, with his father, who was taken sick and required his attention.

Claimant also suffered from sickness (typhoid fever).
The circumstances are sufficient to excuse his absence from the land. F

His residence was legally established upon the land May 10, 1884 (See
Grimshaw v. Taylor, 4 L. D., 330). The evidence fails to show any
abandonment or intention on the part of claimant to abandon the land
at any time. All the improvements upon the lands are not shown to
be of the value testified to upon the final proof; but it is testified to by
the witnesses on final proof of the hearing that the mistake of one hun-
dred dollars in the valuation was the mistake of the notary public, they
having placed the valuation of the improvements at $150 instead of
$250, as inserted by the notary.

* Claimant appears to have been the victim of a conspiracy on the part

of plain tiffs, acting under the direction of Flato, to prevent his acquiring
title to the land in question. The evidence of collusion and duress on
the part of plaintiffs is manifest. The fact that there was no actual
pe rsonal violence used is immaterial. The scene when the claimant re-
turned with his father to resume the cultivation of the tract in question

-7 was well calculated to excite fear in the mind of persons of ordinary
firmness. '; Duress"2 is defined by the elementary authorities as con-
stituting that degree of constraint or danger, either actually inflicted
or threatened and impending, which is sufficient in severity or appre-
hension to overcome the mind and will of a person of ordinary firmness.
See Brown v. Pierce 7 Wall., 214-5); Underwood v. Ives (2 L. D., 602).)

Neither Platt nor Tennison made filings until after they had ejected
the claimant and his father from the tracts within the enclosure of
Flato, heretofore referred to. Flato located both plaintiffs upon their
respective claims, and appears to have supplied them with the neces-
sary assistance to effect their settlements. Both plaintiffs, although
owning no stock of their own, erected corrals as a portion of their imr-
provements on their respective tracts. Both were in the employ of
Flato and his co-partner. Their testimony that they took up the tracts
for their own use and benefit can have little weight, in view of the sur-
rounding circumstances, and the acts of the parties..

Claimant is shown to be an "actual settler" within the meaning of
-section 2283. He went upon the land for the purpose of seeking a
home and he has the qualifications of a pre-emltor. See United States
.v. Woodbury (5 L. D., 303).
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The evidence shows good faith on the part of claimant, and fails to
sustain the allegations of contestants. The contest should therefore
be dismissed. The proof is, however, defective. Proof taken at four
o'clock a. m., of the day advertised is irregular and defeats the object
or the notice.

Graham will therefore be allowed sixty days after receipt of the no-
tice of this decision to re-advertise and submit new proof showing due
compliance with the law.

Your decision is reversed.

PREACTICE-NOTICE-ATTORNEY.

CLARIK V. SHUFF ET AL.

Notice to the plaintiff's attorney of the day fixed for hearing is legal notice to the
plaintiff; and his failure to appear, either in person or by counsel, on the day so:
fixed, justifies a dismissal of the contest.

First Assistant Secretary Mlidrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
22, 1888.

Aaron T. Dungan made timber culture entry March 3, 1879,. for the
NW. i, See. 28, T. 21 S., R. 24 W., Larmed, Kansas. His relinquish-
ment of said entry, dated February 21, 1882, is endorsed upon his re-
ceiver's receipt, together with his acknowledgment thereof, made April
4, 1885.

On April 10, 1885, John R. Shuff initiated contest against said entry,
and the local officers ordered a hearing to be held on June 25, 1885.
Neither party appearing, the contest was dismissed. On July 28, 1885,
Shuff again presented an affidavit of contest, which, as shown by the
register's endorsement thereon, was "not received, office being closed
on account of fire."

From a transcript of the records of the local office, transmitted Feb-
ruary 17, 1886, it appears that one Oscar T. Pressen initiated contest
against the said entry October 1, 1885, that hearing was set therefor
January 10, 1886, and that " plaintiff filed motion to continue and case
continued till March 5, at 10 A. M. Defendant in default."

March i5, 1886, the entry of Dungan was canceled by relinquishment,
and on the same day Everett H. Clark made timber culture entry for
the land in question.

On April 21, 1886, your office, referring to a letter dated October 31,
1885, addressed to the Hon. Commissioner by said Shuff, wherein he
stated that his attorneys " have defrauded me out of the land," re-in-
stated his (Shuff's) contest and dismissed that of Pressen. From this
action Clark appeals.

Messrs. Morris and Morris, attorneys, who initiated contest for Shuff,
forwarded to your office their affidavit, dated January 11, 1886. This
affidavit sets forth that they notifedl Shuff by letter, dated April 10,
1885, addressed to him at Arthur, Kansas, that the, hearing upon his
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contest was set for June 25, 1885; that the local office and that of affi-

ants were in the same building; that the register promised affiauts that

no action would be taken without notice to affiants, in any case in which

they were docketed as attorneys; that during said day of hearing one of

the afflants was engaged in the trial of another case in said local office;

that they were subsequently informed that the case of Shuff v.Dungan

had been dismissed for default at 4 P. M. on said day; that on the next

day, June 26, 1885, the register refused the affiant'sapplication to re-opeu

the case; that on the same day they notified Shuff of the dismissal of

his contest, and that since then they have neither seen nor heard of

Shuff, except by your office letter of November 17, 1885.

The said affidavit further sets forth that the contest docket shows

that by a clerical error one P. C. Hughes was docketed as Shuff's attor-

ney, instead of affiants. They also aver that they instituted in good

-faith, as attorneys, the said contest of Pressen, and that they had caused

personal service of the said contest of Shuff to be made upon Dungan.

This affidavit also shows that Shuft's attorneys had received notice

of the hearing mentioned, and it being well settled that notice to the

attorney of record is notice to his client, it necessarily follows, that, in

law, Shuff was notified of the day of hearing. Neither he nor his attor-

neys having appeared in the case at the time set for hearing, the local

officers were justified in dismissing the contest for default. If Shuff has

been injured by the neglect of his attorneys, his remedy, if any he have,

must be sought in the courts and not before the Land Department.

Shuff's contest having been properly dismissed, and no appeal from

such dismissal having been taken at the time Dungan's entry was can-

celed on relinquishment, and Pressen's contest being also dismissed

without appeal, the said entry of Clark should be allowed to stand.

Your office decision is reversed.

DESERT LAND ENTRY-FINAL PROOF.

ADAM SCHINDLER.

The final proof must show what proportion of each legal sub-division has been irri-

gated; and if deficient in that respect, supplemental proof will be reqnired.

On submitting final proof relinquishment will be required of such legal subdivisions

as have not been subbtautially reclaimed.

Secretary Vilas to Comnminssioner Stoc7cslager, August 22, 1888.

* I have before me the appeal of Adam Schindler from your decision

of July 3, 1886, holding for cancellation his Desert Land Entry, iNo. 56,

made March 12,1880, for the S. j NE. , Sec. 23; S. W NW. 4 Sec. 24, T.

4 N., R. 2 W., Boise City district, Idaho.

Proof was made October 10, 1882, and on June 25, 1881, your office,

construing that proof to mean that "h only one-third of the land has been

irriga~ted and reclaimed," required "supplemental proof showing more

thorough irrigation," and afterwards, on July 3, 1886, for want of such
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further proof, made the decision first above mentioned and from which
the appeal is taken.

In answer to the question,-"; Has the whole tract been irrigated and
cultivated by you in any one season V" the claimant said: "Not the
whole tract. About 45 acres have been cultivated. A portion of the
land, fifty acres, lies on a high bend, and is broken and can not be irri-
gated." This does not, especially when taken in connection with the
remainder of the proof, really bear the construction put upon it by your
office,-that "only one-third of the land bad been irrigated and re-
claimed." What is said is that only forty-five acres had been cultivated,
and that fifty acres, owing to their being high and broken land could
not he irrigated, thus implying that all butthese inaccessible fifty acres
had been " irrigated." And in other portions of the proof the entryman
swears as follows:

I have conducted water sufficient to irrigate all of the land and have cultivated a
portion of it. A sufficieut amount of water has been taken on the land to irrigate the
entire tract. A portion of each legal subdivision has been irrigated for three seasons since
I made entry. 1 have a supply of at least three inches to the acre. A sufficient
amount has been conducted that (sic) portionof each subdivision to raise good crops.
The water is conducted to and through the entire length of the land by a ditch eleven
feet wide at the bottom and is taken fromn Boise River. (It is) distributed over the
land by flooding and through ditches running from the main ditch and cut with
a plow. There was no natural water supply upon the laud or any portion of it. No
portion of the land would produce any kind of crop without irrigation. All the
grains and vegetables grown in this latitude can now be grown upon the land. In
1880, cultivated thirty acres and raised three hundred bush. wheat, two hundred
bush. barley, one hundred bush. oats, and one hundred or more of potatoes and other
vegetables. In 1881 and 1882, about four hundred bush. oats, two hundred bush.
wheat and barley, and three hundred bush. potatoes each year. A portion of each
legal subdivision was cultivated I own one-fifteenth interest in a ditch carrying
four thousand inches of water. I was one of the original locators of the ditch (Rec-
ord evidence herewith furnished).

As this proof fails to show what proportion of each legal subdivision
has been irrigated, supplemental proof will be required in accordance
herewith, together with a relinquishment of those legal subdivisions (if
any) of which there has not been substantial reclamation.

Should such relinquishment destroy the contiguity of the entry, the
entryman will be allowed sixty days from notice, in which to elect
which contiguous tracts he will retain.

Your decision is modified accordingly.

SECOND HOMESTE-AD ENTRY-APPLICATION.

W. H. MILLER.

A petition for leave to make a secoad homestead entry will not be considered in the
absence of a formal application for a specific tract of laud.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslaqer, August 22, 1888.
OIn February 5, 1886, on the petition of William H. Miller that an ille-

gal homestead entry therefore made by him, be canceled, andthe be
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allowed to enter the same tract under the homestead law, your office
ordered the cancellation of the illegal entry, but declined to allow Miller
to make another entry, on the ground that, inasmuch as lie, Miller, had.
exercised his pre-emption right, there was " no occasion " for his making
a homestead entry.

On April 19, 1888, this Department, citing the case of Fremont S.
Graham (4 L. D., 310), modified your said decision so far as to hold that
the question whether or not Miller should be allowed to make a home-
stead entry, should be decided only when (if ever) he, Miller, should
actually ";apply7 to make such an entry of some particular tract.

By letter of May 10, 188S, you " call the attention " of the Department
to the fact that in Miller's petition he mentions " the land covered by
his canceled H. E." as the " particular tract " of which he wishes to make
entry.

This mention of a particular tract, in the petition for restoration of
the homestead right, was not overlooked; but the view was entertained
that, although asked with express reference to the tract mentioned, the
question raised by Miller was really one of those "hypothetical" ones,
which, as was said in the Graham case, "the Department has as a rule
refused to consider

To this view I must still adhere. Miller has not actually "applied,"
in due form of law, to make the entry which he wishes to have leave to
make, and a favorable decision upon his petition would not constitute
an approval of entry-papers duly filed, hut only an announcement in ad-
vance that, if he should thereafter, at his option, " apply " for the tract
in question in the way prescribed by the statute and the regulations,
such an application would be approved. A reference to section 2290 of
the Rev. Stat., and to the circular of March 1, 1884, will suffice to show
that Miller's petition "for a restoration of his homestead right" is in
no sense an actual present ".application" to make entry, such as final
action could be taken on.

The departmental decision of April 19, last is therefore adhered to,
and the papers transmitted with your said letter of May 10, 1888, are
herewith returned.

SWAMP LAND-ACCRETION; JURISDICTION.

THE MIDDLE GROUNDS.

As the tract in question belongs either to the owner of the adjacent land, or passed
to the State under the swawp grant, the Department will take no action in de-
termining the ownership thereof, as the question involved lies properly within
the jurisdiction of the courts.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stoc7cslager, August 23, 1888.

In the Saginaw Bay in Michigan, which is a navigable arm of Lake
Huron of some forty or fifty miles in length, and ten miles or more in
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width, there was, when the government survey was made in the year

1853, an island, now called 'Mai-Sou Island, which was surveyed in

fractional lots as lying in sections 5, 7, 8, 17 and 18, township 16, N.,

range 9, E., containing altog ether 174.22 acres. This land was patented

by the United States on the 14th of February, 1868, to a pre-emption

settler, and the title under that patent has since been transferred to HI.

E. Warner.
The plat of the government survey also shows that at some consid-

erable distance, a mile and a half to two miles, to the northeast, two

small marshy islets of land appeared, of such inconsiderable siz3 and

so wet that no distinct plat of them as parts of any section was made,

but the surveyors simply marked them as " wet marsh." Necessarily,

therefore, if this survey was any indication of the fact, these small

plots of wet marsh passed to the State under the swamp land act of

September 28,1850. That act was a present grant and vested the title

to all the swamp and overflowed lands of this character within the

limits of the State in the State upon its passage. Whether or not a

tract of land passed to the State by virtue of that grant, depends

simply upon the question, what was the character of the land at the

time, as being swamped or overflowed I A special agreement has been

made with Michigan, (1 Lester, 542) as with some other States, where-

by the field notes of the government survey are to be conclusively taken

as the basis of determination of swamp and overflowed land in that

State and of adjustment under the grant. That renders the determi-

nation easy in this case; but were it not so, the questionmight be tried

and answered by a court and jury, upon the oral proof of witnesses

able to state the facts so as to authorize a verdict.

R. R. Co. v. Fremont Co. (9 Wall., 89); R. R. Co. v. Smith (9 Wall.,

95); Buena Vista Co. v. R. R. Co. (112 U. S., 165, 176).

This recital of the facts shows that all of the title of the United

States to the swamp and overflowed lands mentioned, being such as

were shown by the plat and field notes of the survey, passed to the

State in 1850, and that all the title of the United States to Mai-Son

Island passed to the patentee in 1868. Thus the jurisdiction of the

Interior Department over these granted lands was terminated as to

Mai-Sou Island, at least (UnitedStates v. Shurz (102 U. S.,378). What-

ever jurisdiction remained in the Secretary of the Interior in regard to

the swamp arid overflowed land which passed to the State of Michigan,

is to be found in section 2480 of the Revised Statutes, which is based

on the act of September 28, 1850, (9 Stats., 519) the second section of

which provided that it should be the duty of the Secretary

As soon as it may be practicable after the passage of this act, to make out an accu-

rate list and plats of the lands described as aforesaid, and transmit the same to the

Governor . . . . . And at the request of said Governor cause a patent to be

issued to the State therefor.

On the 24th of February last, you made a report to this Department

relative to a survey made in September, 1887, by Henry Stradwick, of
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certain ground in Saginaw Bay, embracing the swamp and overflowed
grounds called the " wet marsh " in the government survey, and other

land then apparently lying in an irregular shape between that wet

marsh and Mai-Sou Island. This ground is now known as the "Middle
Grounds" and it is alleged by Mr. Warner, at least, (and in this he is
supported by the government survey) that this new ground has been

formed by the corrosive action of the water upon Mai-Sou Island and
f * the deposit of sediment between that island and the " wet marsh."

*- Your report concludes that the land surveyed as last above men-
tioned must be regarded as an accretion to Mai Son Island. Upon
the other side, the State of Michigan contends, as I understand its
claim, that either this ground was in existence at the time of the gov-
ernment survey and should have been then mentioned as swamp, or
that it has been formed by accretion since to the wet marsh islands
lying out some distance as indicated by the survey to the northeast
of Mai-Sou Island. It is contended by the State that the Depart-
ment should determine the question and should award a patent to the
State for all this ground as being conveyed under the grant of 1850, or

* as having accrued to what ought to be surveyed under that act. Upon

this question of fact a large number of affidavits to and giving the ex
parte statements of the affiants have been filed in support of the differ-

ent contentions of the parties. It is very obvious that such a question
* as this ought not to be determined by such a mode of proof. If this

land was in fact, or any part of it, formed by way of accretion to Mtai-
Son Island, the Department clearly has no jurisdiction over the ques-

* 0 tion or to take any action in any form. It appears to me equally true

that if this land was formed by accretion to the swamp and overflowed
land existing at the time of the passage of the act of 1850, the Depart-
ment has also no jurisdiction to inquire into the fact and make any

* grant of this land as swamp and overflowed, to the State. At the most,
the jurisdiction of the Department must be confined to making a list
and plat of the land as it existed in 1850, to be transmitted to the Gov-

ernor. Whatever change has taken place in the condition of things
since 1850, does not belong to the Department to inquire into. It is not
equipped with the proper means of ascertaining the facts, nor was it

ever designed by Congress, as I think, that any such inquiry should be
committed to the Department. The rights of the State of Michigan to
the swamn p and overflowed ground mentioned, as it. existed on the 28th
of September, 1850, are easily to be established before a court, and no
other proof of its title is required than that act and the evidence of wit-
nesses to show the condition of the ground as swamp and overflowed;
and, as between the State and United States, no other action is required
than adjustment according to the plat and field notes. So, whatever

additional land may have been gained by the State, if any, by the al

leged accretion, belongs to the State by virtue of i,s title in the swamp
and overflowed ground to which it has been added. All these ques-

3263-VOL 7--17
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tions can be far better determnined by a judicial tr ibunal than by this
Department, even if it were conceded that any right remains in the De-
partment to make the inquiry. No action of the Department is neces-
sary to install lhe State with such a title as to maintain its rights in
court; while, on the other hand, it may be that the Department might
do a serious injustice, if upon such unsatisfactory evidence it were to
undertake to determine the fact as against the owner of Mai-Sou Island,
who claims the ground by accretion to that island; and it would thereby
violate the rule or basis of adjustment agreed on with the State. I do
not think, therefore, that any further action should be taken by the
Department in this matter, but that the parties should be mutually left
to such proceedings in the courts as they may be advised to take in the
maintenance of their respective claims.

The survey which you have ordered appears to have been applied for
by Mr. Kerr in December, 1884, with the view or bringing the middle
grounds into the market for disposal under the laws and regulations
relating to the disposition of lands embraced in fragmentary surveys;
and upon this application Strudwick was directed to make the survey
under special instrnctions. On the 1st of May, 1885, the Commissioner
of the State land office made application for an extension of the public
surveys over these middle grounds, which application was denied be-
cause of the pending survey by Struidwick. In 1886 the counsel for the
State were informed by your office, it appears, that the instructions to
Strudwick had been rescinded and further action discontinued. In
March, 1887, Mr. Warner filed his application in the Department, set-
ting up his claim by accretion. This was referred to your office for re-
port, which, being made, stated that your office was unable to decide
whether the middle groundls were accretions to AMai-Sou Island or
formed a distinct island of marsh land, and concluded with an ex-
pression of opinion that
the departmental authorization of the survey, under date of April 4, 1885, of the
islands described in the Ker r application, might well be revoled, and the whole mat-
ter left as an open question for consideration upon broader and better facts connected
therewith.

On this report, the Department, under date of March 25, 1887, de-
clining to concur in the recommendation, directed "that the necessary
steps he taken to have the survey made at once; and concluded as
follows:

After it the survey has-been made, the right of all parties in interest will be duly con-
sidered; and this order is not intended in any manner to alter or impair any interest
which any person may have in the ultimate determination of the case. The question
as to what interest the United States government, the State of Micbigan, or other
claims have to the lands in controversy, will be fully considered hereafter.

There appears nothing in the action taken to preclude the Depart-
ment now from taking the action which seems to nie to be proper, and
I therefore direct that all further proceedings under the surveys and
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in this matter be discontinued and the parties be left to the maintenance
of their rights in the courts of law having jurisdiction of the matter in
such way as they may be advised.

PRE-EMPTION EXNTRY-IESIDENCE.

WILLIAM S. KELLY.

The removal of the pre-emptor's dwelling to an adjoining tract, anti his occupancy - t
thereof, prior to final proof, will not defeat the right of purchase, where good
faith is manifest, and such removal took place after fonr years residence on his
pre-emption claim, and wvas rendered necessary by annual inundation of the lat-
ter tract.

; &Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, August 23, 1888.

By letter of November 18, 1880, your office sustained the decision of
the local office rejecting the proof of Wm. S. Kelly made October 9,1886,
for his pre-emption claim on W. i SE. 4{ and E. S1 SW. 4, Sec. 27, T. 1

* It, 11. 2 W., Gunnison land district, Colorado. Kelly had filed declara-
*; tory statement October 12, 1882, alleging settlement September 26, 1881.

On the 4th day of October 1886, the local officers rejected claimant's
proof " for the reason that he has not lived upon his pre-emption claim
continuously during the, last six months preceding his making final
proof."

-On the 21st of October, 1886, said Kelly duly filed his appeal herein.
It appears from the evidence of the claimant that he commenced to

live upon the land in September, 1881, and in about three months his
family came, and that he at once built a log house containing two rooms,
two doors and three windows, and with a hoard floor; that he also
built a log stable capable of stabling six horses, dug a well, erected other
out buildings, two stock corrals, and three miles of wire fence, besides

- procuring an interest in the irrigating ditch some twelve miles long by
which the land was to be irrigated, said to be worth sixteen thousand
dollars, besides dykes, irrigating ditches and other improvements.

It also appears that at the time he offered his final proof he had eighty
acres of said land in actual cultivation (crops) and the remainder fenced
for pasture.

It also appears that from the time of his settlement in September,
1881, until October 1885, the claimant and his family continuously oc-

Z0 cupied the house on said land; but that the same being low bottom
*land on Grand river was subject to overflow, and after several overflows
from said river and the irrigating ditches above his land, submerging

*~ his claim more or less, claimant purchased some fifty acres high land
adjoining the said pre-emption claim and in October 1885, removed his
buildings thereto, and thereafter continued to possess, occupy and cu-1-
tivate his said claim. but to have his dwelling house upon such pur-
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chased land adjoining. It further appears that, before removing his

buildings to such adjoining highland, he undertook to prevent the over-

flow of his claim by building dykes, but was prevented by an injunction

suit brought by an adjoining claimant on the ground that such dykes

would increase the overflow upon his land.

In case of Israel Martel (6 L. D., 566) it was held, that six months

residence upon a pre-emption claim, is not a provision of the statute

but a rule of the Department, and " is for the purpose of testing the

good faith of the claimant."
No such test of the good faith of claimant can be necessary under the

evidence.
The same doctrine is laid down in Keith v. Grand Junction (6 L. D.,

633) and Noah Herrell (6 L. D., 573).

In Grimshaw v. Taylor (6 L. D., 254), it is said, "The absence of the

entryman or his ahmily from the land may be satisfactorily explained

when it is evident that the entry was made in good faith and for the

purpose of acquiring a home."
In Arnold v. Langley (1 L. D., 439), it is held that "a bonafide.pre-

emption claim should not be rejected because the claimant's house was

by mistake beyond the lines of the survey bounding his laud." In this

decision again the following language is used, "His expenditures of

time and money upon the place during a period of three or four years

prior to entry, sufficiently indicates in my opinion, his good faith. It

is true he did not inhabit the land, yet his purchase included a dwell-

ing which it appears he had no means of knowing was not upon the

land."
This was followed in Talkington's Heirs v. llemnpfling (2 L. D., 46),

and by an unbroken line of decisions since.

In Miller v. Ransom (3 L. D., 368), the defendant had established a

residence but was driven off by the violence and threats of a contest-

ant, and it was held such failure to reside upon the land was excusable.

And this case was Osage lands on which claimant was required to be

an actual settler.
The evidence showing the utmost good faith, and that claimant after

making very valuable improvements merely moved his buildings to high

land adjoining to avoid danger of floods but still continued to use and

farm his pre emption claim, I am of the opinion that it comes within the

rule laid down in the cases above cited, and that claimant's proof should

therefore be accepted and patent issue upon proper payment being

made.
Said decision is accordingly reversed.
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PRE-EMPTION ENTRY-AMENDMEN20T.

EZRA A. BARTON.

The exercise of the right of pre-emption for eighty acres, precludes the allowance of

an amended entry for an adjacent eighty acre tract, which was not included with

in the original claim for the reason that it was then supposed to not be suhject

to such appropriation.

Acting Secretary Mfuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August 25, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Ezra A. Barton from your office de-
cision of April 21. 1887, rejecting his application to amend his pre-emp-
tion cash entry, No. 69, so as to make it embrace one hundred and
sixty acres, instead of eighty acres, the quantity which he now holds.

It appears from the record that Barton, on November 29, 1878, filed
his pre-emption declaratory statement for the S. i of SE. +, Sec. 26, T.
2 N., R. 3 E., Bozeman, Montana, alleging settlement same day. He

offered proof and payment Aprij 4, 1881, which were accepted and final
certificate, No. 69, issued on that day. Patent issued on said entry
October 20, 1882.

August 28, 1886, Barton, the pre-emption claimant and patentee, filed
in the local ofmfie his application to be allowed to amend his cash entry,
made as above, so as to haveit include, in addition to the land described
as already entered and patented, the W. i of SW. I, Sec. 25, in the
same township and range. Said application was forwarded to your
office, which, upon consideration thereof, rejected the same, on the
ground that Barton having once exercised his pre-emption right by his
entry of April 4, 1881, had exhausted the same. and to allow the appli-
cation would be to permit a second exercise of the pre-emption privi-
lege. Your action thus taken was evidently, though you do not say so,
based upon section 2261 of the Revised Statutes, which provides that:

No person shall be entitled to more than one pre-emptive right by virtue of the

provisions of section 2259; nor where a party has tiled his declaration of intention to

claim the benefits of such provisions for one tract of land shall he file at any future

time a second declaration for another tract.

The application under consideration sets out that the entryman orig-
inally settled on the tract which he seeks to include in his entry, at the
same time and in connection with his settlement on the tract actually
filed for and entered; that he was precluded from applying therefor, be-
cause the land being in an odd section, was at that time regarded as in-
eluded in the grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company; that he
has continued to use, occupy and cultivate said tract, in connection with
that entered by him, and because of said occupancy and use he asks to
be allowed to amend so as to include the land in his pre-emption entry.

He cites, in justification of his application and as authority for the
action which he asks, the case of Holmes v. Northern Pacific Railroad
(5 L. D., 333), in which permission was given to amend a homestead
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entry after patent had issued, and claims that under that decision his
application should be allowed.

The two cases are very different. In that case, Holmes' original entry,
final proof and final certificate included the tract covered by his appli-
catiou to amend. Wthen said case came up for action in your office, the
entry, in so far as it embraced land in the odd section, was held for can-
cellation, because of conflict with the withdrawal for the grant to the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company, and OD appeal the Department, in
1881, affirmed said action. The amendment was applied for in I SSO and
allowed in January 1887, by the decision cited.

In that case Holmes had done everything possible for him to do. He
had entered the tract, proved up on it, got final certificate, and when
your office took action adverse to him, had pressed his claim on appeal
before the Department. In asserting his rights he left no stone un-
turned, and he was finally rewarded for his diligence.

The facts are very different in this case. Applicant, Barton, has never
until now asserted a claim to the tract in question. lie did not include
it in his original filing. He Lmade final proof, omitting any reference to
it, an(l now has complete title by patent for just the land to %ihich he
originally asserted his claim. He has thus exercised his pre-emption
privilege, and by his said filing and entry has exhausted his pre-emp-
tive right. His application must be, and it is hereby, denied.

Your decision is affirmed.

PRACTICE-CONTEST-REHIEAIRING.

HOLLIDAY v. HARLAN.

An offer to sell is not a good ground of contest against a timber culture entry.
A rehearing will be directed where collusion between the claimant's attorney and the

contestant prevented a hearing on the merits.

First Assistant Secretary ]i3uldrow to Commissioner Stoclcslager, August
25, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Martin R. Harlan from your decision
of December 22, 1886, holding for cancellation his timber culture entry
for the SW. i of INE. i, SE. 1 of NV. , NE. -1 of SW. 1, NW. I of SE. j,
Sec. 23, T. 3 N., R. 31 W., McCook land district, Nebraska.

It appears from the record that Martin R. Harlan made timber culture
entry on above tract November 24, 1883, and that Alexander G. Holli-
day instituted contest against said ettry April 16, 1886. The grounds
alleged in the affidavit of contest and the notice are, " that the said
Martin R. Harlan has taken said land for speculation, that he has offered
the same for sale."

The case was set down for trial on the first of September following,
but at contestant's request was adjourned until the third of that month.
At the hearing both parties, their witnesses and their counsel appeared.
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Claimant's counsel moved to dismiss the proceedings on the ground that
the local officers had no jurisdiction as the statements in the affidavit
of contest are conclusions of law anad not allegations of fact. This mo-
tion was overruled. Contestant testified that claimant "repeatedly
offered said timber culture right to the land for sale, both verbally and
in writing, at figures varying from six hundred to onethousand dollars,
and has sold therefrom about two hundred dollars worth of stone for
building purposes." In proof of the first allegation contestant sub-
mitted letters written by claimant to Taylor, his attorney with a view
to dispose of the timber culture entry. C. B. Shute corroborated con-

: testant's testimony as to claimant's offering his claim for sale by pro-
ducing a letter from him making a similar offer.

After the examination of these witnesses the case was adjourned until
one 6'clock P. M., same day, when as neither party appeared, the same
was closed. Defendant's counsel put in no defense although urged by
his client to do so. Hence neither claimant nor any of his witnesses
-was examined, although ready to testify in behalf of the entryman.

September 6, 1886, the receiver rendered a decision "from said testi-
mony presented, it appears that the land embraced in said timber cult-
ure entry has repeatedly been offered for sale and is held for specula-
tive purposes."2 In a decision of the same date signed by both land
officers, it was held that claimant " had taken said land for speculation
and has offered the same for sale." Frodn this decision claimant ap-
pealed September 14,1886, and on December 22 following, you affirmed
the action of the local officers and ordered that claimant's timber cult-
ure entry be held for cancellation. From this decision an appeal was
taken January 2, 1887.

February 19, 1887, claimant filed an application for a rehearing and
on March 12th following, you denied the application.

From your decision refusing a rehearing claimant appealed MSarch 23,
1887. He at the same time filed supplemental showing for rehearing.

March 21, 1887, contestan moved to dismiss claimant's appeal on the
ground " that no service of appeal notice was made on either contest-
ant or his attorney."

There is nothing in the record to show that notice of appeal from
the decision of the local officers or of appeal from your decision has
ever been served UpOi either the contestant or his attorney.

From the testimony in this case and the affidavits submitted by
claimant upon his application for a rehearing, it appears that contest-
ant was the father-in-law of one W. Z. Taylor, who was previously at-
torney for the entryman. As such attorney Taylor wrote claimant a
number of letters stating that one Galen Baldwin offered to pay $750
for this claim. Taylor, in order to assist Holliday in! contesting this
claim, gave him the answer received in reply to Baldwin's alleged pro-
posals to purchase claimant's relinquishment; the admission of which
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letters was not objected to by claimant's attorney. Baldwin swears he
never made Taylor any offer in connection with this claim.

At the time this contest was initiated claimant was absent in Kan-
sas, and first heard of it by a letter received from Taylor about the end
of May. Taylor did not state in his letter who had contested the entry,
but on meeting claimant in August, asked him if he knew who the con-
testant was. He replied that he did not. Taylor assured claimant
that the contest brought by Holliday, who is the father of his wife, was
a friendly one and brought to protect his interests and that it would be
taken off before it came to a hearing. Claimant complied with the pro-
visions of the timber culture act in good faith and did not know of any
grounds for a contest.

On the Sunday before trial Taylor told claimant he could not prevail
upon his father-in-law to withdraw the contest. In this emergency
claimant employed one J. N. Lucas, as his attorney. Claimant alleges
that at the time of the trial Lucas was intoxicated; that lie refused to
put in any defense and acted in collusion with contestant. In support
of the latter charge he mentions that Lucas, although acquainted with
the practice in the district land courts, served upon contestant or his
attorney no notice of the appeal taken from either your decision or that
of the local officers.

Taylor made an affidavit corroborating the affidavit of contest and it
appears that his law partner joined contestant and himself in an effort
to deprive claimant of his entry. It also appears that claimant paid
$250 for the relinquishment of a former claimant; that he has a good
house upon the land in which he resides with his family; also a barn,
stable, well and pump; and that he has made other extensive improve-
ments and complied with the provisions of the timber culture act.
There is a deposit, coverings about two acres, of soft magnesia lime stone
on one corner of the tract. Claimant sold some of this stone and devoted
the proceeds to the iml)rovement of his claim. Taylor, during claimant's
absence, seems to have taken a large quantity of said stone and appro-
priated the proceeds to his own use.

Even if the facts testified to at the trial by contestant and his wit-
ness be accepted as true, they would not justify the cancellation of claim-
ant's entry. It is not sufficient to prove that the entryman had
repeatedly offered the lan( for sale. That would not of itself necessarily
contradict the affidavit required by law. It does not follow that.the ap-
pilcant did not make the affidavit honestly, and afterwards by reason of
change of circumstances wish to disposeof hisim-provements and interest
in the claim. See Sims v. Busse et al. (4 L. D., 369) An offer to sell is
not a ground of contest. White v. McGurk et al. (6 L. D., 268). See
also case of Gilbert E1. Read (5 L. D., 313,) in which the same principle
is affirmed.

Whilst the offer to sell, acccompanied by other circumstances, might
tend to show the claimant had taken the land for speculation, it would
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not,. of itself, and especially after the lapse of so long a period, show that

the entry was made in bad faith. The offer to sell might have this
effect if the circumstances related back to the date of entry or to some
time closely connected with it.

This case, however, is not on appeal upon its merits as the notice of

appeal in each instance -was not served upon either contestant or his
attorney.

Claimant charges J. N. Lucas, his attorney, with gross negligence,
. fraud, and collusion. His alleged intoxication on the day of trial, his

refusal to put in a defense when requested to do so, and his neglect to
serve notice of either appeal on contestant or his attorney, would seem
to justify this imputation. Where there has been collusion between
an adverse claimant and the claimant's attorney, which has prevented
a hearing on the merits, rehearing is allowed. Nichols v. 1Biioit, 2
L. D., 5S3.

The facts in this instance are analogous to those in the c-ut-w just

cited. Claimant is an ignorant man, unaccustomed to legal pjisceed-
ings and has endeavored in good faith to secure his rights to tlt land in

dispute.
In view of claimant's apparent good faith in complying with i lie pro-

visions of the timber culture act, in view of the money and time ex-
pended in making valuable and extensive improvements upon the tract
in question, in view of the fact that most of the testimony produced
against him was contained in confidential communications to his attor-
ney, and in view of all the other facts and circumstances already re-

ferred to, I am of opinion that claimant should be allowed a rehearing.
The case is therefore remanded to you for a hearing before the local

officers, and the same will then be readjudicated upon the testimony
submitted at such hearing. His entry, in the meantime, is to remain
intact.

MINERAL LAND -SURVEYOR GENERAL'S RETURN-BURDEN OF PROOF.

CUTTING V. REININGHAUS ET AL.

The burden of proof is upon an agricultural claimant for land returned as mineral;
but the presumption as to the character of the land is not forcible where it ap-

--*- pears that. after long continued mining operations over a considerable part of
'- the land, it has been abandoned by mineral claimants as no longer profitable.

On issue joined as to the dharacter of land, the question to be determined is whether
as a present fact it is mineral land, and more valuable for mining than agri-

- culture.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
25, 1888. 

*t By letter of November 24, 1886, in the contest of Richard Cutting vi..
Richard Reiniurghaus et al., involving the question as to whether or not
the SE. 4 NE. J, and NE. iof SE. 1, Sec. 9, and SW. i NW. A, and NW.i
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SW. T, Sec. 10, T. I S., R.R 14 E., Mt. D. MV., Stockton land district, Cali-
fornia, was more valuable for agricultural than mineral purposes, your
office reversed the decision of the local officers holding the same to be
agricultural and directed said officers to hold the entry of (Jutting for
cancellation.

At a hearing upon the contest held at the local office December 7,
1883,.it appeared that the agricultural claimant, a single man, settled
upon said land in 1879. built a honse and plowed some four acres, dug a
well and made other improvements. up to the time of offeringproof to the
amount of $250; that he moved upon the land in 1883 and had resided
continuously thereon thereafter.

He did not offer to prove up within thirty-three months of his alleged
settlement, but as his good faith is practically conceded no question is
raised upon this point, there being no adverse agricultural claimant.
The claimants under the mineral location, although neighbors of agri-
cultural claimant, had staked off no claim and posted no notice until two
days before (Jutting was to offer his final proof. The whole contest was
upon the single question as to whether said land was more valuable for
mineral than for agricultural purposes, and, as the same were marked
4' mineral " by the surveyor general in the plat filed in the local office,
the burden of proof is upon the agricultural claimant.

The evidence is undisputed to the effect that mining operations, more
*or less extensive, were carried on in the vicinity and including a portion
at least of this land, during several years immediately preceding 1870, or
1871, the mining being of the kind known as l)lacer mining, and a ditch
and reservoirs dug to bring water necessary for the purpose; and at
least thirty-seven acres of the land in dispute solthoroughly worked out
as to leave the surface entirely denuded of soil and the bed rock ex-
posed; that mining operations upon said land after 1870, or 1871, prac-
tically ceased except in a desultory and unorganized manner in the rainy
season, an(l except some prospecting by single individuals occasionally.

When we come however to consider the evidence of the present min-
eral, or agricultural value of the land, and which use the land is the
more valuable for, we meet conflicting testimony, but there are a few
facts which, if kept in view, will aid us in reaching a proper con-
elusion.

First.-No one has contradicted the testimony of Frank B. Kranken,
that seventy acres of said land is susceptible of tillage by the plow, and
capable of producing from a ton to a ton and a half of hay per acre ac-
cording to the season-worth $16 per ton, amounting at the lowest esti-
mate to $1,120, for the value of the hay which might be raised thereon;
and that so much of the remainder of said land had not been denuded
of soil and laid bare to the bed rock would in a good season produce
about eight hundred pounds of feed per acre, worth about $10 per ton,
which would bring the value of the agricultural products up to a very
neat figure indeed.
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Second.-Five witnesses, all more or less expert in placer mining have
testified in regard to their personal efforts to obtain gold in paying
-quantities, and one of them who lirospected each ten acre lot of the
tract testifies, that lhe could not make thirty cents or even " two bits " per
-day, and two others testify that they could not find gold in paying

* -quantities at any place on the tract.
Reininghaus, one of the mineral location claimants, testifies that in

1-881, he had some Chinamen employed for a short time who made 75
eents to $1 per day, and another witness testifies that he hauled some
-of the dirt to water and washed it making good wages-

This land having been reported mineral upon the plat, it is presumpt-
ively mineral until the contrary appears, but it seems to me that if land

- has been mined over carefully until the soil has been washed from the
surface of thirty-seven of one hundred and sixty acres, and has then
been abandoned, there is not a strong primna facie case in favor of its
-still being mineral land within the meaning of the law; the fact to be
ascertained being whether or not it is now mineral land and more valn-
-able for that purpose than for the purpose of agricullure. Cleghorn v.
Birdl (4 L. D. 478). To constitute mining land it must be " land which
it will pay to mine by the usual modes of mininig." California Mining

* Co. vt Rowen (2 L. D., 719).
The mnere fact that portions of the land contain particles of gold,

would not necessarily impress it with the character of mineral lanD(, it
must at least appear that it contains metal in such quantities as to make
it available and valuable for mining purposes.

A narrower construction would operate to reserve from the uses of
agriculture, large tracts of land which are practically worthless for any

*;0 other purpose. Alford v. Barnum (40 Cal. 484);
As it certainly appears from the clear weight and preponderance of

the evidence, that said land will produce at least hay in paying quanti-
ties, and as it further appears from prospecting done by witnesses that
by the ordinary methods ruining thereon will not pay, I am constrained
to hold that said lands are now agricultural in their chai acter.

Your office decision is accordingly reversed.

PRACTICE NOTICE ADMINISTRATOR; lRESIDENCE.

HUCe v. THE HEIRS OF AMEDLER.

Notice to an heir, who is also an administrator of the deceased eutrynman, may be re-
,.*- garded as notice to such party in both capacities.

A claim. of residence is not compatible with the maintenance of a home elsewhere.

- - gFirst Assistant Secretary lEuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August

2S, 1888.

*i- 0 I have considered the case of Casar Hack v. the heirs of Dorothea
e- - dedler, deceased, on appeal by said heirs from. your office decision of
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February 8, 1887, holding for cancellation pre-emption cash entry, No.
841, made in the name of the heirs-at-law of said Dorothea Medler, and
embracing the W. A NE. 1, and the N. j NW. 1, Sec. 3A, T. 2 N., R. 17
E., The Dalles, Oregon.

It appears from the record that Dorothea Medler filed pre-emption
declaratory statement for said tract May 6, 1881, with allegation of set-
tlement May 4th, same year.

Said pre-emption claimant having died in the fall of 1883, final proof
was made on May 9, 1S84, by Julius Wieseck, as adtministrator and
heir, and on the same day final certificate, No. 841 issued in the name
of the heirs, as has been stated.

March 8, 1886, Huck filed his affidavit of contest, charging that the
original claimant Dorothea Medler, abandoned her claim and changed
her residence therefrom more than six months prior to her death; that
she caused her house thereon to be removed therefrom more than six
months before her decease; that at the date when final proof was made
by the administrator, there was no dwelling house on said claim, and
had not been since the removal of deceased claimant's house as above
stated; that said tract was not settled upon, improved and cultivated
as required by law; that said administrator in making final proof swore
falsely in regard to the residence of the deceased claimant on the tract.

Said affidavit of contest was by the register and receiver transmitted
to your office, which, after consideration thereof, directed that a hear-
ing be ordered to determine the facts.

In accordance with said instructions a hearing was ordered " in the
name of the heirs of Dorothea Medler, deceased," and was had in June,
1886. At the opening of said hearing, the administrator objected to
the proceedings, 1st, on the ground that the local office was without
jurisdiction to try the matter in issue, and, 2nd, for the reason that the
proceedings appear to be against the estate of a deceased person and
not against the administrator or personalrepresentative. The hearing
proceeded notwithstanding these objections, and quite a large amount
of testimony was taken. Upon the testimony so taken, the local
officers held that the allegations in the affidavit of contest were sus-
tained. They accordingly found for contestant and recommended the
cancellation of the cash entry.

From said finding an appeal was taken to your office. Said appeal
contained the averments that the proceedings were against the heirs,
and that proof of service of notice upon said heirs or any of them was
not shown; also that while the record showed an administrator, he was
not made a party to the proceeding; that the evidence taken on final
proof, although a part of the record, was not considered by the local
officers in making up their judgment; that the decision and finding of
the local officers were contrary to the law and the facts in the case.

Your office decision, after stating that the administrator was present
and without objection conducted the case on behalf of the heirs, and
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that the case appeared to have been regularly tried with full opportu-

nity to present all the facts, overruled the objection, holding that even

if otherwise well taken, it came too late. Your said office decision then

proceeded to a consideration of the facts as shown by the record, and

upon said facts sustained the finding of the register and receiver and

held the cash entry for cancellation upon the ground that Dorothea

Medler, the deceased pre-emption claimant "never had an actual con-

tinuous residence upon the land."
From that decision the case comes here oln appeal filed in behalf of the

heirs at law of said deceased pre-einption claimant.

Said appeal urges:
1st. That your said office decision was error in holding that the ap-

pearance of Julius Weiseck, the administrator, was a waiver of notice

to the heirs at law.
-;- 2nd. That no notice was ever given, or service made on said heirs.

3rd. That the decision erred in holding that the evidence did not supi

port the claim in regard to residence.
As to the first ground of objection, I do not understand that your of-

flee decision anywhere held that there was a waiver as averred. On the

other band the administrator being present when the case was called for

trial objected to proceeding, not tecause there was no notice nor proof of

notice to the heirs, but because the proceedings were against the heirs

and because he as administrator was not served with notice. Be was

present during the trial and was without objection from any quarter

allowed to conduct the case for the heirs.

No question of waiver of notice to the heirs was raised at the trial, nor

-I by your office decision. On the contrary, your said office decision found

that the case had been " regularly conducted with full opportunity to

present all the facts."
The administrator who conducted the case for the heirs is himself an

heir and consequently may, so far as heis concerned, be regarded as havy

ing been present at the trial, both as administrator and heir. He, as

well as other heirs, was on the stand and testified in the case on the issues

of fact relative to settlement and inhabitancy.
I conclude, upon an examination of the record, that the case was reg-

ularly tried after notice to the heirs. The administrator being at the

same time an heir, may be treated as having been notified in both ca-

pacities.
The first and second grounds of objection to your office decision, are,

for the reasois stated, without force and must fail.

it? This leaves for consideration only the question whether or not the

chargers to settlement and inhabitancy is sustained by the record.

*s A building or shed called a house was moved upon the tract a few

days before the deceased claimant made her filing. Wieseck, adminis-

trator and heir, (son) testified " I lknew her to live in the house several

- (lays off and on." Said building appears to have been really an open
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shed which could scarcely, if at all, be regarded as habitable even by a
strong, robust person. Claimant was an aged and feeble woman unable
by reason of her age and feebleness to endureeven ordinary hardships.
Moreover, the so called house was used as a shelter for a threshing ma-
chine, a use incompatible with residence, especially by a delicate and
enfeebled old lady, such as the pre-emptor is shown to have been.

This building was, in the fall of 1882, moved to the land of Weiseck
(son and administrator) adjoining the claim in question.

A second house was built in the fall of 1883. The exact location of
this house, and also its character and use, are matters in dispute and
concerning which the testimony is conflicting.

I agree with your office in its finding that the preponderance ot the
evidence shows said house to be on the land of Wieseck and not on the
claim in question. The evidence tends strongly to show that it was
used by Wieseck as a smoke-house prior to the death of the pre-emptor,
and that it was never intended to make it a place of residence by the
deceased claimant or any one else. She died in the fall of 1883 the
same fall that said house (or smoke-house) was erected. Her death oc-
curred at the house of her son Wieseck.

Upon a full consideration of the entire record in the case I am satis-
fied that the deceased claimant never, within the meaning of the pre-
emption law, inhabited the tract covered by her filing and that the entry
based upon said filing was not mate in good faith. Her home, or place
of residence from the date of filing to the date of her death, was clearly
with one or the other of her sons who lived in the immediate vicinity
of the tract, and not on said tract as said sons and heirs attempt to
make it appear.

Your office decision holding for cancellation the cash entry is accord-
ingly affirmed.

SCHOOL LAND- INDEMNITY SELECTIO-N.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

The State is entitled to make selections in lieu of school land covered by settlement
claims at date of survey. When the right of selection has been exercised, the
title to the tract selected passes to the State, which is, at the same time, divested
of all right to thereafter claim the land used as the basis of such selection,
whether the settlement claim therefor is made good or not.

Acting Secretary lfuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August 28, 18S8.

This is an application for certiorari, based upon the refusal to traus-
mit the appeal of the State of California from the decision of your office
of February 7, 1887, rejecting the application of the State to select, as
indemnity school land, the SW, 1 of Sec. 27, T. 15 N., It. I E., 11. 1, Cal-
ifornia.
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The material facts shown by the application and exhibits thereto at-
tached are as follows:

The township plat of T. 15 N., R. 2 E., was filed in the local land office
October 9, 1884. On November 20, following one James l. MeEvoy filed
pre-emption declaratory statement for the N. J of SE. 4- and E. A of SW.
: of Sec. "36," in said township, alleging settlement June 1, 1883. On
the same day (November 20, 1884,) the State made selection (No. 47) of
the SW. I of See. 27, T. 15 N., R. 2 E., H. M. (the land in controversy),
in lien of that part of See. 36, settled upon by Me- McEvoy prior to sur-
vey, and afterwards sold the land selected.

Subsequently, it was ascertained that McEvoy had abandoned his
claim and would not make final proof therefor, whereupon the State,
claiming that the tract settled upon by MeEvoy becoming unincumbered
property of the State for which it would not be entitled to indemnity,
reselected said SW. 4 of Sec. 27 as indemnity for 155.64 acres of school
land lost in fractional township 48 N., R. 12 W., H. M., and 4.Ai acres
lost in fractional township 19 N., SR. 3 E., EH. SM., as amendatoryof their
original selection. This selection was numbered 60.

Your office, by letter of March 30, 1886, rejected this reselection, upon
the ground, (1) that it was prematurely made, as the time had not ex-
pired in which MeEvoy woald be allowed to make final proof; and (2)
because the State was entitled to 195.91 acres as indemnity in fractional
township 48 N., R. 12 W., and that therefore the selection was informal
ai this, that it included the deficiency of 4.56 acres in fractional town-
ship 19 N., R. 2 E., as an additional and unnecessary basis for said rese-
lection.
* No appeal was taken from this decision, and on July 27, 1886, th&,

State made formal application to amend original selection No. 47, by
substituting as a basis therefor the fractional deficiencies specified in
the reselection No. 60. Your office, by letter of February 7, 1887, re.
fused said application, and held that by the decision of March 30, 18S86
selection No. 60 was rejected because the land selected was covered by
selection No. 47, and that the question as to whether the State would

* be allowed to amenid selection No. 47 by substituting a different basis
was then decikied, and that such decision having become final by failure
to appeal therefrom, it is therefore " not entitled to appeal from the
action herein taken."

The State, however, filed apl)eal from said action, upon the ground
that the decision of March 30, 1886, rejected the reselection upon wholly
different grounds from the rejection of the application to amend, made-
by the (lecision of February 7, 1887. You. declined to entertain and
transmit said appeal, whereupon the State files this application to have
the record certified to the Department.

It is unnecessary to pass upoln all the questions presented by this ap-
plication, because it is clearly shown by the application that the State
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is not entitled to make a reselection of the tract in controversy, as the
selection originally made, upon the basis of that part of the school sec-
tion settled upon prior to survey, was a valid selection. By the act of
selection the title of the State became vested in the tract so selected,
and all right to the basis was by said act completely divested, so that
the title could not thereafter vest in the State, although the settler may
have failed " to make good his claim."

The seventh section of the act of March 3, 1853 (10 Stat. 244), pro-
vides:

That where any settlement by the erection of a dwelling house or the cultivation
of any portion of the land shall be made upon the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections,

before the same shall be surveyed. . . . other land shall be selected ly the proper

authorities of the State in lieu thereof.

This provision is also embodied in the sixth section of the act of July
23, 1866 (14 Stat., 218).

In the case of Water and Mining Company v. Bugby (96 U. S. 165),
the court, citilng the case of Sherman v. B nick (93 U. S., 209), say:

As against all the world, except the pre-emption settler, the title of the United

States passed to the State upon the completion of the surveys; and if the settler
failed to assert his claim, or to meake it good, the rights of the State became absolute.

The language of the court is (p. 214): "These things (settlement and improvement
under the law) being found to exist when the survey ascertained their location on a

school section, the claim of the State to that particular piece of land was at an end;

and it being shown in the proper mode to the proper officer of the United States, the

right of the State to the land was gone, and in lieu of it she had acquired the right

to select other land, agreeably to the act of 1826.

Under the authority of this case there can be no question that, if the
State had made no selection in lieu of that part of the thirty-sixth sec-
tion settled upon by McEvoy, the title to the land embraced in his set-
tlemeut would have vested in the State as of the date of the completion
of the survey, in the event that McEvoy failed to make good his claim,
but by the existence of a settlement on said tract at the date of survey,
the State acquired the right to select other land in lieu of it, and having
exercised this right by making selection of the land in controversy, her
title to said tract was then completed, and by said act of selection she
completely divested herself of all right thereafter to claim the part of
section thirty-six used as the basis of said selection, whether McEvoy
made good his claim or not. The failure of McEvoy to complete or
perfect his claim subjected the land to disposal under the settlement
laws, and not to any claim of the State.

This is the controlling principle in this case, and it is therefore unnec-
essary to pass upon the other questions raised by counsel for the State.

The application is denied.
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FINAL PROOF-REPUBLICATION BY ASSIGNEE-EQUITABLE ADJtTDI-
CATION.

J. F. TAYLOR.

After new notice by the assignee, and. in the absence of protest, the proof irregularly

submitted bythe entryman (now deceased), upon which certificate issued, may be

accepted, and the entry sent to the Board of Equitable Adjudication, said proof

showing due compliance with law on the part of said entryman.

First Assistant Secretar~y Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
29, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Jesse F. Taylor, successor in interest
to John J. Dunlap, from your office decision of April 1, 1887, holding
for cancellation the pre-emption cash entry made by Dunlap June 4,
1884,for the SW. i NE; , the NW. 1 SE.J, and the E. SW. 4, See. 11,
T. 23 N., R. 5 W., Helena land district, Montana.

John J. Dunlap filed declaratory statement for said tracts October
25, 1883, alleging settlement the same day, and advertised to make final
proof May 31, 1884. before Isaac Hazlett, a notary public at Old Agency,

Montana. The testimony of the two witnesses was given before Mr.
Hazlett on the day named in the notice, but that of claimant was not
given until June 4, 1884, and was taken by the register of the local

land office at Helena. Notwithstanding this irregularity, the local
officers approved the proof, accepted payment and issued cash certifi-

cate June 4, 1884.
It is stated in the proof that the claimant, a single man and a duly

qualified pre-emptor, established actual residence upon the land in Oc-

tober, 1883, built a house and corral and fenced five acres. The im-
provements are valued at $300. The claimant testifies that he has used

the land as a home and~farm and has broken five acres and cultivated
the same to wheat, potatoes, peas, and corn.. He testifies that his resi-
dence has been continuous; his witnesses say "very nearly" contin-

onus.

October 19, 1886, you suspended the cash entry for the reason that

the proof was not made in accordance with the published notice of the
claimant's intention to make proof and for the further reason that the
testimony of the witnesses as to the continuous residence of the claim-
ant was not satisfactory, and required the claimant to publish a new

notice of intention to make proof and to furnish an affidavit from the
witnesses who had testified in the case, showing whether the claimant

had complied with the requirements of the law as to continuous resi-
dence.

February 24, 1887, the register of the local office transmitted an affi-
davit of publication of notice made br J. F. Taylor, successor in inter-
est of John J. Dunlap of his intention to make final proof January 23,
1886, together with a certificate-of posting and a statement that no pro-

3263-VOL 7--18
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test or adverse claim was filed on that day or at any time during the
period of publication. There was also transmitted at the same time, an
affidavit of J. F. Taylor, reciting that he is the successor in interest
to Dunlap who had died, and was therefore, unable to furnish the affi-
davit required by your letter of October 19, 1886. This affidavit is cor-
roborated by Samuel C. Burd and Abel McKnight, the two witnesses
to the proof, who swear:

That said Dunlap was a bona fide resident and settler on said land; that he lived
thereon continuously and actually made it his home for at least six months prior to
his making final proof on June 4, 1884, viz: the months of December, 1883, January,
February, March, April and May, 1884; that he put in and cultivated a crop thereon
and made substantial inprovenments; that the said Dunlap to obtain the means where-
-with to improve his claim hired out to neighboring ranchmen at different times in the
spring and summer of 1884 and was not on his place every day. For this reason in
our former testimony in final proof in answer to the question whether his residence
had been continuous, we said, "very nearly so."

April 1, 1887, you decided that the new publication made by the as-
signee, J. F. Taylor, can not be accepted, and held the cash entry for
cancellation.

The testimony shows a substantial compliance with the requirements
of the pre-emption law; and I direct that the entry be referred to the
Board of Equitable Adjudication under Rule 10 of the Rules stating the
character of the cases which may be submitted for the action of that
tribunal.

Your decision is modified accordingly.

PRAcTICE-NOTICE-SERVICE BY PUBLICATION.

DRISCOLL V. MORRISON.

Notice of a motion to set aside proof of service should be served on the opposite
party.

An affidavit for publication of notice is sufficient which states that afflant lives in the
vicinity of the land, and is well acquainted in that neighborhood, that he knows
the defendant does not reside in that locali ty, and that after diligent search he is
unable to find the said defendant.

First Assistant Secretary Jluldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
30, 1888.

I have considered the case of Michael Driscoll v. James L. Morrison
on appeal by the latter from your office decision of February 11, 1887,
holding for cancellation his pre-emption entry for the SE. I of Sec. 15,
T. 25 N., R. 63 W., Cheyenne, Wyoming land district.

Morrison filed pre-emption declaratory statement for said land Feb.
ruary 3, 1885, alleging settlement the same day and on October 29,1885,
made final proof thereunder before the local officers, who approved the
same and issued cash certificate thereon.
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On March 12, 1886, Driscoll filed affidavit of contest against said en-
try alleging that " no settlement as described in D. S No. 2360 has ever
been made on said tract, that no one has resided, on said SE. j, See. 15,
for any time as required by the pre emption law, that there is no house
thereon; that the same has not been cultivated in any way; that said
entry was not made for the exclusive use and benefit of said entryman
and claimant."

A hearing was ordered by your office and a notice issued by the local
officers dated May 4, 1886, citing the parties to appear at the office of
A. B. Hart in Fort Laramie, on June 21, 1886, to submit testimony and
stating that the final hearing would be had at the local office on July
7, 1886.

On May 7, Driscoll filed his aiffidavit setting up that "he has endeav-
1 ored to serve the attached notice upon the contestee James L. Morri-

son, that after (diligent seareh he is unable to find the said James L.
Morrison; that he is well acquainted in the neighborhood and that he
knows that no one by the name of James L. Morrison resides in that
locality; that he is not acquainted with the present address of said

*; James L. Morrison, that he has every reason to believe that said Mor-
rison is no longer a resident of the Territory of Wyoming; that it will
be impossible to serve the notice of contest upon said Morrison by per-
sonal service. Wherefore deponent prays that snch service be made

* by publication." In accordance with this request notice was given by
publication.

On the day set for taking the testimony the claimant made default,
the contestant however, appeared with witnesses and submitted testi-
mony. On July 7, the case was declared closed by the local officers
and they took it under consideration.

On July 21st J. C. Baird, attorney for Morrison, entered a special ap-
pearance and filed a protest against the contest and any action " tend-

*: ing to affect the title to the land here involved " on the grounds that,
the final proof having been approved by the local officers and final cer-
tificate issued, the general land office had no authority or control over
the matter. At the same time said attorney also filed a motion " to set
aside the service and proof of publication of service and to suppress
the testimony taken alleging as grounds for said motion that " the said
contestant in his affidavit for service by publication erroneously stated

* " ('that it will be impossible to serve the notice of contest upon said
Morrison by personal service," the fact being that said Morrison is a
bona fide resident of Wyoming Territory, and was engaged therein at
his usual occupation at the time of the making of said affidavit; "' that
it was not shown how long the notice posted on the land remained so
posted and that the affidavit as to the mailing of a copy of notice of
contest herein fails to show what copy was actually mailed. This pro-
test and motion were neither one sworn to, nor were the statements
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made verified in any manner, nor was any notice thereof given the op-
posing party.

On August 12, the local officers rendered their decision.
In regard to the papers filed by the attorney for the defendant the

local officers said "4 all which papers-appearance, protest and motion
-are placed on file for the consideration of the Honorable Com-
missioner, the register and receiver being of opinion that no action can
be taken by them upon the same after hearing closed, and holding that
no action could in any event, be taken upon such protest and motion
without proof of notice to the opposing party."

Upon consideration of the case in your office it was held by letter of
December 23, 1886, that the proof of service of notice of contest was
defective, in that the affidavit as to posting copy of notice on the land
did not show " the length of time of such posting and the contents of
the notice" and the contestant was required to furnish supplemental
proof within thirty days remedying this defect. Such proof was duly

furnished and y-our office thereupon affirmed the decision of the local

officers and in said decision it was said:
In assuming jurisdiction, you practically overruled the motion which was made

without notice to the opposite party and the alleged facts npon which it was based

were not even stated under oath. You, therefore, properly omitted to cousider the

motion.

The appellant woul(1 have placed himself in much better light if he

had supported his motion by an affidavit verifying the statements made

in said motion, and if it had been stated there which it is not, that he

did not receive the notice which was sent him, by registered letter, at

Fort Laramie, Wyoming. Notice of the motion to set aside proof of

service should have been served on the opposite party, but inasmuch as

it pertains to the question of jurisdiction I have thought best to pass

upon the merits of the case. I am of opinion that the affidavit upon

which the order of publication was based was sufficient. See Rollins v.

Robbins (5 L. D., 635).
The affidavit states therein that he lives and is well acquainted in

the neighborhood of said land, that he knows that no one by the name

of James L. Morrison lives in that locality; that after diligent search
he is unable to find the said James L. Morrison.

The testimony submitted by the contestant is clear and conclusive

and fully sustains the charges contained in the contest affidavit. The

truth of these charges and of the testimony submitted thereunder, is not

in any manner denied by the appellant here.
After carefully considering this case I find no good reason for arriving

at a conclusion different from that arrived at by the local officers and in

your office, and the decision appealed from is therefore affirmed.
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OSAGE LAND-SETTIEMENT-FINAL PROOF.

CIHITWOoD V. HEICKOK.

The right of purchase under an Osage filing will not be accorded in the absence of a

bona fide settlement.
-Failure to submit final proof and make payment within six months after Osage filing,

*: will not defeat the right of purchase in the absence of an intervening adverse

* claim.

First Assistant Secretary ]uldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
31, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Elisha P. Hickok from your decision
of August 7, 1886, in the contest case of James W. Chitwood v. Elisha
Hickok, involving the NE. J NE. i, Sec. 32, and N. JNW. J and SW, i

NW. i Sec. 33, T. 32 S., R. 20 W., Larned land district, Kansas.
The record shows that Hickok filed Osage declaratory statement No.

6594, for said described tract November 28, 1884, alleging settlement on
the 18th of the same month, and that on April 16, 1885, Chitwood filed
Osage declaratory statement No. 8528, alleging settlement two days
previous, which was entered on the record as for the corresponding
tract in township thirty i but the certificate issued to him was for the
tract in dispute.

On November 7, 1885, Hickok offered to make final proof before the
register and receiver at Larned, Kansas. Chitwood appeared and filed
a protest and cross examined the witnesses to Hickok's proof. After

several continuances the testimony closed December 24, 1865, and on
March 13, 1886, the local officers decided that " EHickok ldid not estab-
lish or maintain a continuous residence upon the tract in dispute for a
period of six months prior to his making final proof. That
his wife and family resided in Winfield, Kansas, during the time he
claimed continuous residence, . . . . . while he, was engaged in
business at the town of Protection. . . . . That flickok made a
verbal agreement in which he agreed to transfer his right and title to
eighty acres of said tract to a town-site company of which lie was a
member, upon obtaining title thereto from the government; that two
of the witnesses to his final proof were members of the same cimpany
and were not disinterested witnesses." That "the evidence clearly
showed that Chitwood established a bona fide residence upon the said
land on the 14th day of April, 188&, and that his residence was upon

* i-- said tract continuously with his family, since that date; improving and
cultivating the same."

They rejected Hicock's proof and held his filing for cancellation and
awarded the land to the contestant Chitwood upon his making final
proof.

On April 12, 1886, Hieckok appealed from the action of the local land
X: *. office.
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On January 20, 1886, Chitwood filed an application to amend the
record in the local office so as to cover the land in dispute. He alleged
in said application that his declaratory statement shows that it covered
the tract in dispute, but that one of the clerks in the office failed to read
the figures in his declaratory statement as it was written, and thereby
made a mistatke and entered his filing on the corresponding tract of
land in township 30, R. 20 W.

On August 7, 1886, your office considered the appeal and held that
"while the testimony is not sufficiently strong to warrant the cancella-
tion of his (Hickok's) declaratory statement, his proof must be rejected
as not showing satisfactory compliance with the law in the matter of
resitlence, " an(l allowed hli " upon notice by publication to furnish
additional proof of continuous residence at any time during the life time
of his tiling. " At the same time your office held that 1' all of the testi-
mony goes to show that his (Chitwoo1is) settlement was actually made
on the tract in dispute an(d at about the time indicate(d in his declara-
tory statement. There is no doubt that an error was malde in describ-
ing the land intended to be covered by his filing. and that the same
should be amended subject to the prior right of Hlickok, " and directed
the local officers to make the proper annotations in the record.

On October 16, 1881;, Hickok appealed from your said office (lecision
and the case is now before me.

I find from an examination of the proofs and testimony in this case
that both Hickok and Chitwood were duly qualified pre-emp)tors at the
dates on which they made their respective flings for the land in dis-
pute; and I also find that said described tract is Osage Indian trust
and diminished reserve land, and therefore subject to disposal under
the provisions of the act of Congress approved Maly 28, 188(0 (21 Stat.,
143).

Section five of said act, among other things, provides that:
The Secretary of the Interior shall make all rules and regulations necessary to carry

nto effect the provisions of this act.

By virtue of the provisions of said act the Department on June 23,
1881, formulated regulations by which, among other things, it was re-
quired that filings for Osage and diminished reserve lands should be
made within three months from date of settlement, and proof and pay-
ment of not less than one fourth of the purchase money within six
months from date of filing, with notice of publication as required in the
pre-emption entries, and that a residence of not less than six months
should be required to be shown, as evidence of good faith. Said re-
quirements have been followed from that time up to this present date,
and have been concurred in by circular of April 26, 1887, except that
"six months continuous residence next preceding date of proof is not
an essential requirement, but it is essential that the settlement be shown
to be actual and bona fide. " (5 L. D., 581.)

It is shown that Chitwood settled upon this particular tract of land
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on the date alleged in his declaratory state nent, and an inspection of
that statement shows that it was made out for the land in controversy.
It is evident that the mistake whereby it is made to cover lands in

township thirty was made by whoever entered said filing on the records

* of the local office, and Chitwood's petition to have the record corrected
should be allowed.

The weight of reliable evidence in the case establishes the following

facts, viz: The claimant, iHickok, was a minister of the gospel, and 4

for several years prior to making his filing for the tract in dispute he

resided in the city of Winfield, Cowley county, Kansas; that he owned
more uhan three hundred and twenty acres of land in said county, and a

valuable residence in the city; that several years prior to l8S4, he con-
veyed to his wife about one hundred and twenty-five acres of land, so

that when he made his filing- he did not own iin his own name three
hundred and twenty acres.. The tract in dispute is situate in Comlanche

- county, Kansas, and about one hundred miles distant from the city of
Winfield. When Hlickok made his filing for said tract he opened an

office in the town of Protection, about two miles distant from the land,
and there carried on the business of a notary public, taking final
proofs, etc.; he slept and boarded in Protection most of the time up to
about March or April, 1885; he never established an actual bona fide
residence upon the pre-empted tract; he permitted his family to reside
in the city of Winfield, and he never became a settler in good faith on
said land within the meaning and intent of the law, but seems to have

* been endeavoring to obtain title thereto for speculative purposes by a
pretended compliance with the law and regulations. This is indicated
by the further fact (in addition to what has already been stated) of his

having made a verbal agreement with the officers of a townsite com-
pany, of which he was a member, that upon obtaining title from the

govern ment, he would convey to said company eighty acres of said land.

It also clearly appears that two of Hickok's final proof witnesses were

members and directors of said townsite company, and were not therefore
disinterested witnesses.

In view of these facts, Hickok's final proof is rejected and his filing
canceled.

The evidence further shows that Chitwood, with his wife and four

children, have resided continuously upon the tract ever since April,
1885; that he has placed upon the land several hundred dollars worth

of substantial improvements, and has cultivated and cropped each year
a reasonable portion of the land.

-*00 Although Chitwood failed to present his final proof within the time
specified by the regulations, yet in view of his evident good faith and
of the fact that the cancellation of Hickok's filing leaves no adverse
claim to the land, he will be allowed ninety days from notice of this
decision, within which to submit final proof in support of his claim.

Your said office decision is modified accordingly.
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A, JF 1 fPRE-EMIPTION-MARRIED WOMA:N.

MARGARET FORGEOT.

-A single woman who marries after filing declaratory statement and prior to final proof.
defeats thereby her right of purchase under the pre-einption law.

First Assistant Secretary ilfuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
31, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Margaret For-eot, formerly Mar-
garet Shaffer, from your office decision of March 4, 1887, holding for
cancellation her pre-emption cash entry for SW. I, Sec. 11, T. 28 N., R.
8 W., Niobrara land district, Nebraska.

On September 22, 1882, the claimnait, then Margaret Shaffer, an un-
married woman, filed her pre-emption declaratory statement for the
land in question, and on June 24, 1884, she made final proof:

In the interim, March 8, 18S4, she had married, and your office, upon
receipt of final proof, by letter "G -" of October 21, 1886, held the said
cash entry for cancellation, but allowing her sixty days to show cause
why the same should not be done.

In response to this affidavits were filed by claimant and her husband,
showing that she had settled upon the said land in good faith and had
continuously resided thereon from date of filing; that prior to her said
marriage, she had made inquiry of the local officers as to the effect of
her marriage upon her rights in said land, and was assured by them it
would make no difference whatever in her legal right as she could prove
up equally well after marriage, and that but for such advice she would
not have married before making final proof.

The testimony taken in final proof shows that claimant has forty-nine
acres in cultivation, has erected two houses, stables, cribs and fenees,
aggregating $300 to $800 in value; that she was, prior to her marriage
a widow, forty-eight years old and had five children.

Upon this testimony your office, by its said decision of March 4,1887,
held her said entry for cancellation and from this decision she appeals.

In your decision I must concuir, although the case is one in which
such decision is the cause of peculiar hardship, and is a case in which,
if it was legally possible, the Department would like to make an ex-
ception.

The trouble is not in the Department but in the law.
Counsel for claimant, in her appeal, cites and relies upon the case of

Maria Good, decided October 22, 1886 (5 L. D., 196).
In that case it was decided that when once legal qualification to make

homestead entry is established, and the land applied for is subject to
such entry, the only subsequent questions to be considered by the De-
partinent are those relating to residence, cultivation and alienation.

In Rosanna Kennedy (10 C. L. O., 152) it was held that the pre-emp-
tion right was not a vested right but simply a preference right and
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that vested right was not acquired until after entry and payment, and

that by her marriage before making final proof and payment, which

alone constitutes entry in pre-emptiolis, a woman waived her pre-emp-

tion right and can not make entry.
This decision has been uniformly followed and is based upon the

proposition that the law allows a pre-emption only, to the person who

at the time of the entry is either single or the bead of a family, and by

marriage a woman, although she might prior to that time be the bead

of a family, in law relinquishes that position to the husband and while

that relation continues is disqualified from making pre-emption entry,

* being neither " the head of a family, a widow or a single person."
The filing of declaratory statement is in no sense an entry, but the

mistaken idea that it is, is the source of many mistakes like the one

made in the case at bar.
*;: Your said decision is affirmed.

HOMESTEAD EXTRY-ACT OF JUNE 15, 1880.

JOIN R. CHOATE.

A homesteader may purchase under the act of June 15, 1880, even after the cancella-

tion of his original entry, in the event that such purchase does not interfere with

the subsequent rightof another.

The fact that after the calcellation of the original entry, the land was entered by,

another, will not defeat the right of purchase, where such subsequent entry had

been canceled on relinquishment prior to the application of the purchaser.

Eirst-Assistcant Secretary Iifuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, August
; ~~~~~~~~~~31, 188o8.

I have considered the appeal of John R. (Loate from your decision.

of March 11, 1887, holding for cancellation his cash entry under act of

June 15, 1880, for the NE. -1 NW. 14 Sec. 14, T. 95 N., R. 22 W., Spring-

feld, Missouri.
The record shows that John R. Choate madehomestead entry on above

tract December 2, 1867, which was duly canceled for abandonment
July 28, 1875.

On the 21st of January, 1876, Joseph R. Wade made homestead entry
for the same tract, which was duly canceled for relinquishment Novem-

ler 28, 1883, and on the same day William U. Cox made homestead

entry which was duly canceled for relinquishment June 4, 1885. On

*' the same day, to wit: June 4, 1885, the local officers allowed John R.

Choate to purchase said tract under act of Jane 15, 1880, and issued

cash certificate and receipt therefor.
March 11, 1887, you directed that John R. Choate's entry to be held

for cancellation, for the reason that by the homestead entries of Mr.

Wade and Mr. Cox for the same tract, he lost all right to purchase the
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land under said act. From this decision Choate duly appealed to this
office.

Section 2, Act of June 15, 1880, provides,-
That persons who have heretofore tinder any of the homestead laws entered lands

properly subject to snch entry, or persons to whom the right of those having so
entered for homesteads, may have been attempted to be transferred by bona fide in-
strument in writing, may entitle themselves to said lands by paying the government
price therefor. Provided, this shall in no wise interfere with the rights or claims of
others who may have subsequently entered such lands under the homestead laws.

From the above language, it would appear that in considering an
application uLnder this act, the only question that presents itself is, was
the land properly subject to the original entry, atid will the proposed
entry interfere with the rights or claims of others who have subse-
quently entered such lands.

There seems to be no doubt that these lani; were properly subject to
such entry and no adverse claim intervenes, as the subsequent entries
of both Wade anti Cox terminated and ceased to exist by their own
voluntary acts, before C hoate entered under the act of June 15, 1880.

The Department has repeatedly held that under the act of June 15,
1[880, a homestead settler, even after the cancellation of his original
entry, can purchase the same tract, provided it does not interfere with
a subsequent right. Samuel L. Mitchell, (I L. D., 911); ilollants v. Sul-
livan, (5 L. D., 115); Northern Pacific B. R Co., v. Elder et at., 6
L. D., 409.

The case of Samuel M. Mitchell, above cited, is almost similar to the
case at bar. In both cases the lands have been covered by three sep-
arate homestead entries, which were duly canceled. In the case at bar
the first entryman purchased the land under the act of June 15, 1880,
and his rights are subservient only to any adverse claim that may have
attached subsequent to the cancellation of his entry, including any
equities that may exist in favor of the later entryman. The later en-
trymen, however, do not set up any rights, claims, or equities and there
was, therefore, no bar to Uhoate's purchasing the land tinder the act of
June 15, -1880. In the case of the Northern Pac. R. R. Co. v. Burt, re-
ported in 3 L. D., 490, it was held that the homestead settler's widow,
after the cancellation of the entry could purchase the same tract under
the provisions of the act of June 15, 1880.

In the case of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company against Mc-
Lean, reported in 5 L. D., 529, it was held that the widow of a home-
stea(l claimant could purchase under the act of June 15, 1880.

In your decision of March 11, 1887, you state that appellant some-
times signed his name " Choate " and at other times "' Choat." In his
affidavit of October 21, 1887, Choate explains the discrepancy in the
signatures to the original and final papers. He testifies that he is nerv-
ous, can scarcely sign his name, sometimes has others sign it for him
and at times signs it without the final "' E " and at other times with the
final " E." He testifies, however, that he is the identical person who
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made homestead entry of said tract December 2, 1867, and who on June
5, 1883, purchased the same under the act of June 15, 1880.

In your said decision you also state that John R. Choate " on the 9th
of June, 1885, made an additional entry for the Lots 8 and 9, Sec. 6, and
NW. + SE. 4, Sec. 18, T. 18, R. 16, New Mexico, per homestead entry No.
1021."'

This may be good cause for cancelling the subsequent entry, but it is
no reason for cancelling his purchase under the act of June 15, 1880.
The right to purchase lantis legally entered conferred by the second
section of the act of June 15, 1880, is not dependent upon compliance
with the provisions of the homestead law, and is not subject to any
other restrictions than are imposed in case of ordinary cash entry.
George E. Sanford (5 L. D., 535).

In your said decision, you further state that the affidavit accounting
for the loss of the duplicate receipt issued on Choate's original home-
stead entry, was not acknowledged in any manner. This was probably
the fault of the officer before whom it was made. The jurat, or another
affidavit, can probably be readily supplied, and when supplied Choate's
entry should be approved.

In view of the fact that this act recognizes the power of a homestead
entryman to transfer his right by a bona fide instrument in writing, and
that this transfer is generally nmade on the back of the duplicate receipt,
it is important that Choate should produce the duplicate receipt or ac-
count for its loss; showing satisfactorily that no such assignment has
been made. In case of his failure to (lo so, his entry should be canceled.

You are directed to notify Mr. Choate that unless within sixty days
V he furnish such affidavit, his entry will be canceled. And if the proper

affidavit be supplied, you will direct the case to he passed to patent.

.;MINERAL PATENT-CONFLICTING TOWNSITE.

W. A. SIMMONS ET AL.

There is no authority of law for the insertion in a mineral patent of a clause reserv-
Th ing the rights of a townsite.
The Department has the power, with the consent of the grantee, to recall a patent

which did not issue in conformity with the j udgment awarding the right of entry,
and was not accepted by the grantee, and issue one in accordance with said
judgment.

A townsite patent is inoperative as to all lands known at the time of the entry to be
.* S - valuable for mineral, or discovered to be of snch character prior to the occupa-
* Id: tion or improvement of land Lnder the townsite laws.

*: -0- ! Secretary filas to Conmmissioner Stockslager, August 31, 1888.

This is an application filed by William A. Simmons and his grantee,
the Empire Mining and Milling Company, asking that a patent issued
July 31, 1832, for Empire Mining claim entry No. 40, containing certain
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reservations and exceptions in favor of the townsite of Tombstone, be
recalled from the office of the register and receiver and canceled, and a
new patent without such reservations be issued and delivered to claim-
ants.

This claim was located July 19, 1878, and on January 21, 1880,
William A. Simmons, who had acquired title by regular conveyances of
said lo`ttion, made entry of said premises under the mineral laws.

Subsequent thereto, to wit: March 3, 1Si2, the Mayor of Tombstone
filed in the local office an application to enter certain lands under the
towusite laws which embraced part of the surface ground included in
the Empire Mining claim, claiming that said townsite right was initi-
ated February 1, 1879.

On September 22, 1880, a patent was issued to the townsite for the
entire premises claimed in their application containing, however, the
following reservations:

Provided-That no title shall be hereby acquired to any mine of gold, silver, cin-
nabar or copper or to any valid mining claim or possession held under existing laws;
and provided fnrther that the grant hereby made is held and declared to he subject
to all the conditions limitations and restrictions contained in section 2386, Revised
Statutes of the United States so far as the same is applicable thereto.

On July 21, 18S2, the claim of Simmons for the premises in contro-
versy was taken up for examination in your office upon his application
for patent, alleging that said claim was duly located July 19, 1878, in
compliance with law, and upon said application the entry of Simmons
was approved for patent.

On July 31,1882, patent was issued by your office on said entry made
June 10, 1880, by said W. A. Simmons and was transmitted to the
local office for delivery to the person surrendering the receiver's dupli-
cate receipt therefor. Said patent contained the usual reservation in-
serted in all patents for mining claims according to the existing practice
in the land office at that time, to wit:

Excepting and excilding, however, from these presents all town property rights
upon the surface, and there are hereby expressly excepted and excluded from the
same all houses, buildings, structures, lots, blocks, streets, alleys or other municipal
improvements on the surface of the above described premises not belonging to the
grantee herein, and all rights necessary or proper to the occupation, possession and
enjoyment of the same.

The grantee refused to accept said patent because it contained said
reservation and demanded a patent for all the land and premises in-
cluded in the original location and application for patent and survey
without such reservation.

This demand was refused by your office and upon appeal the Secre-
tary of the Interior affirmed said decision December 13, 1883. Subse-
quently the supreme court in the case of Deffeback v. Hawke (115 U.
S. 392) involving the question of the rights of claimants to mineral
lands within townsite limits held that, the officers of the Land Depart-
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ment have no authority to insert such reservation in a patent to mineral
lands.

After this decision was rendered the claimant filed another applica-
tion asking the Commissioner to recall the objectionable patent, which

they still refused to accept, and to issue one conformably to law.
In your letter of March 6, 1888, declining to grant the request of ap-

plicants, you say
It is possible that had patent never issued for said Empire claim, and had never

become a matter of record as such in this office a patent, prepared therefor, since the

rendition of said decision in the case of Deffeback vr. Hawke, might have been is-

sued, with no clause of reservation inserted therein. The above statement is re-

servedly made because under the decision referred to, it is made incumbent upon this

office to examine into the respective rig7h(s of townsite as well as of the mineral claim-

ants, the dates of inception of rights etc., and therefore without such examination,

which it is not the purpose of this office now to make, it will not be said without

qualification that such patent might issue, even if the contingency mentioned ex-

isted.
But aside from possibilities, I cannot see that the patent already issued mnd of

record in this office, is not by virtue of the aforesaid decision of the U. S. supreme

court complete aid satisfactory. As the supreme court has said that the land officers

had no authority to insert such reservation in a mineral patent, then it must certainly

follow that such reservation inserted in such patent is void and of no effect. This

being so, no good reason can be advanced why the patent, issued July 31st, 1882,

' \ should not be accepted, or why a new patent conveying no more land or rights, should

be prepared, recorded and forwarded for delivery to take its place.

The record in this case shows that the location of this claim was

* made July 19, 1878, and it is alleged by the applicants that the earliest
date claimed as. the initiation of the townsite right was February 1,

1879, as shown by the records of your office. But it is immaterial when

*'.S the respective rights of the mineral claimant and the townsite appli-
* cants were initiated, as no title to lands containing known minerals

can be acquired under the townsite laws. The townsite patent is in-
operative as to all lands known at the time of entry to be valuable for.

the minerals, or discovered to be such before the occupation or improve-
ment for residence or business under the townsite laws.

* In the case of Deffeback v. llawke, the location of the mineral claim
was subsequent to the settlement and occupation for townsite purposes,

and a patent issued for the mineral claim without the reservation

although the townsite authorities had asserted prior occupation and

settlement and insisted before the land office that the patent should be
issued with the reservation excluding from its operation all town prop-
erty, building lots, streets, etc., and all rights necessary and proper to
the enjoyment and use of the same. A,

*,: , The mineral claimants rights to. a patent rested upon the judgment
of the land office approving his entry for patent upon the record show

Iug that said claim was located July 19, 1879, and was in all respects
regular and valid.

Upon this judgment he was entitled to a patent for. said claim free

from any reservation, or terms other than those of conveyance with re-
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citals showing a compliance with the law and the conditions which it
prescribed.

The decision of the Commissioner which was affirmed by the Depart
ment, refusing to recall the patent containing the reservations and to
issue a new patent without reservation is not conclusive of the rights
of the applicant to still demand that patent be issued in conformity with
law and the judgment of the land department allowing said entry.

That was merely the decision of the Department that a ministerial
power and duty had been properly executed. But the decision of the
supreme court rendered subsequently, determined that it had not been
properly executed and the right of the applicant to demand that patent
issue in conformitv to law still remains.

As to the power of the Department to recall a defective patent, there
can be no question where a patent has been issued in conformity with
the decision of the Department upon which the right to such patent
rests, and has been placed in the hands of the local officers for delivery,
it has then passed beyond the control of the grantor and is subject only
to the will of the grantee. This was the character of the patent in the
case of United States v. Schurz (102 U. S., 378), but where the patent has
not issued in conformity with the judgment of the department awarding
the right of entry as in this case, and its acceptance has been refused
by the grantee the Department has the power to recall said patent with
the consent of the grantee and issue one in conformity to said judg-
ment.

Speaking of the power of the Department to recall a defective patent,
the supreme court in the case of Maguire v. Tyler (8 Wal., 663), say:

Doubt as to the power of the Secretary to recall the patent cannot be entertained,
as this point has been directly decided by this court. Brazeaus' representativew say
this court in Maguire v. Tyler, (1 Black, 199) refused to accept the patent for the
sixteen arpents and caused it to be recalled and his claim therefore stands before the
court just as it existed in 1810, etc.

Again in the case of Adams v. Norris (103 U. S., 594), the court said:
It is not necessary to decide whether the refusal of the grantee to accept the patent

ip the present case and its return by him to the Commissioner of the Land Office, who
ordered a new survey, removes the objections here made, though it is not easy to see
why the refusal of the grantee to accept the grant and his consent to the return of it
to the office, before intervening rights had accrued to any one, did not authorize a
correction of any defect in that patent. * # *

If the conveyance of 1866 passed the title to the claimant of a part of the land cov-
ered by this confirmed grant, there was no reason why an additional patent should
not convey the remainder when the proper officer became satisfied that the first did
not convey all that had been confirmed to the claimant. . . . . In short it is
but the common case of a grantor, who having failed to convey what he was bound
to convey makes another deed to correct the wrong.

Being satisfied the the applicants are entitle to a patent conveying a
clear title to the premises free from reservations, and that the depart-
ment has the power to recall the defective patent issued July 31, 1882
and to issue a patent in conformity with law, I direct that the ap-
plication be granted.
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SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD-CERTIFICATION.

J. B. HAG-GIN.

The certification of the additional right conferred no privilege that could properlybe-
come the subject of bargain and sale, and a transferee, therefore, could have no
other or different rights because of such certification, and in no case a greater
right than the entryman.

The right to make a soldiers' additional homestead entry does not exist, where the
period of military service is less than ninety days.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, Sejptember 1, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of J. B. Haggin from your office decision
of May 19, 1885, and of March 26, [887, holding as illegal and for can-
cellation soldiers' additional homestead entry for the SW. 4 NE. 1, Sec.
11 and E. i SW. -, Sec. 12, T. 11 N., R. 27 W., S. B. M., San Francisco,
California land district.

Said land was entered as a soldier's additional homestead, and attached
to the papers in the cause is a certidcnte of your predecessor dated
August 1, 1887, that the soldier who made the entry herein had made
an original homestead entry of forty acres and was entitled to one addi-
tional homestead not exceeding one hundred and twenty acres, as pro-
vided by section 2306, Revised Statutes.

The entry was made April 5, 1882, the original entry of forty acres -

having been prior to that time patented to such soldier, and on the 'oth ;

of April, 1882, he sold and transferred said land to J. B. Haggin appel-
lant herein.

Haggin testifies that in making said purchase he relied on said certif-
icate of the Hon. Commissioner of the General Land Office which ac-
companied the entry and recited that said soldier was lawfully entitled
to make additional homestead entry of one hundred and twenty acres
of the public land as provided in Sec. 2306 of Rev. Stat.

Your said decision held said entry for cancellation upon the ground
that the soldier who made the same had been during hi s term of serv-
ice a member of the "Enrolled Missouri Militia" and was not in the
army of the United States within the contemplation of said law.

The appeal is based upon the theory that the soldier's service came
within the statute and that the certificate of the Hon. Commissioner is
conclusive.

As to the last proposition, it has been uniformly held by this Depart-
ment that purchasers from persons who hold final certificates, purchase
the same with notice that the Land Department is but an administra-

-* tor of the law and that it has no authority to issue patents to pre-emp -
tors or entrymen who have not complied with the law, or who were not
legally entitled to certificates.

The origin and effect of the said certificates of the Hon. Commissioner
and the change of rule, are fully discussed in the case of Hatfield et al.
(6 L. D., 557).
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Such certificate was not one required by statute and conferred no

such right as was the subject of traffic or bargain and sale, (Hatfield,

supra), therefore a transferee would have no other or different rights

because of it, and in no case could he have a greater right than the en-

tryman.
Your said decision was based upon the conclusion that said soldier

was not entitled to the benefit of Sec. 2306, R. S., because the " En-

rolled Missouri Militia " was not a part of the army of the United States.

I have arrived at the conclusion that said act does not apply to said

soldier and that he acquired no right by his said entry, but for a differ-

ent reason.
Sec. 2306 gives the right to an additional homestead under certain

circumstances to those only who are entitled under the provisions of

Sec. 2304 to enter a homestead, etc., and said Sec. 2304 is applicable by

its terms only to those who served in the Army of the United States,

etc., for ninety days, (the original act of June 8, 1872 said ninety days

or more) and a copy of the said soldier's discharge attached to the en-

try herein discloses the fact that he enlisted on the 10th day of Sep-

tember 1864 to serve sixty days, and was discharged on the 2d day of

December 1864, having served but eighty-three days in all.

This seems to have been overlooked heretofore but as it is conclusive

of the case it will be unnecessary to discuss the military status of the

"Enrolled Missouri Militia."
Your said decision is therefore affirmed and said entry will be can-

celed.

FIN-A-L PROOF-EQUITABLE ADJUDICATION.

A. D. WINANS.

In the absence of a protest or adverse claim, an entry may be referred to the Board

of Equitable Adjadication, where the day fixed for the submission of final proof

was a holiday, and said proof was made the day following.

First Assistant Secretary MJuldrow to Commissioner Stocks lager, September
1. 1888.

In the case of Alphonzo D. Winans appealed by Frank E. Stevens

from the decision of your office, dated June 10, and October 11, 1886,

requiring new publication of notice and new final pre-emption proof,

the record discloses the following facts:
The declaratory statement of Winans is not found among the papers

accompanying your letter of transmittal, but your office finds that " he

settled upon and established his actual residence on the SW. I, Sec. 21,

T. 113 N., R. 60 W., Huron land district, Dakota, in the month of April,

1883." He advertised to make final pre-emption proof on February 22,

1884, at which time he and his witnesses appeared at the local land

office for that purpose, but the 22nd being the anniversary of Washing-
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ton's birth and a holiday, and the office not being open for the transac-
tion of business, the register required him to come next day. On the

*S t next day, February 23, proof was made to the satisfaction of the regis-
ter and receiver, the land paid for, and the usual final certificate ob-
tained. On January 19, 1886, the entry was suspended by your office.
In the intervening time Winans appears to have first mortgaged and
then sold said land. Neither the mortgage or deed are found in the
record, but the fact stated satisfactorily appears from the oaths of the
parties in interest.

The register of the Huron land office on December 24, 1887, certified
that, at the time of making proof in this case there were no objections
filed to Winans' proof, and no protest or contest offered, so far as shown
by the record.

On a fall consideration of the facts disclosed by the record herein, it
is believed that this case is one in which equitable relief should be af-
forded. There is no adverse claim here, no protest, and no evidence of
fraud on the part of the entrymnan or of either of the parties in inter-
est, and though the proof as to continuous residence is not so full and
explicit as is generally desirable, yet it is sufficient in my opinion to
dispense with further proof at this late date, and to show, with reason-
able certainty, under the circumstances, the entryman's good faith.
The day advertised for taking proof being a legal holiday, and conse-
gquently the proof not having been taken on that day, the case would'
seem fairly to fall within Rule 10, of the general equitable rules and
regulations for the government of the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, in submitting suspended entries to the Board of Equitable
Adjudication.

*0 You will therefore please refer the case to said tribunal for its action.
The said decisions of your office are modified accordingly.

mE -EMrTION-SECOND FILING.

EZRA D. GAFFER.

X I The right to make a second filing will not be recognized where the pre-emptor failed
to prosecute his rights under the first.

Secretary Vilasto Commissioner Stockslager, September 3, 188S.

I have considered the appeal of Ezra D. Caffee from your decision of
April 30, 1887, denying his application to have his pre-emption right,
restored and to be allowed to file for the SW. i of See. 10, T. 31, R. 49

A i;TVW., Valentine, Nebraska.
His application sets oat that he had filed a pre-emption declaratory

statement for the N. W. i of See. 13, T. 26 N., R. 5 W., Niobrara land
3263-VOL 7-19
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district, Nebraska; that being advised by the register that he was not
qualified to riiake said filing at the date it was made, he abandoned
said land; that the advice of the register as above was his sole reason
forsaidabandonment; thattheground for said advice wastbatappellant
moved from land of his own in the same State to settle upon the tract
covered by his pre-emption filing, said land from which he moved be-
ing a homestead in the same land district upon which he had made final
proof. He further states that, before making the filing, which he after-
wards abandoned, as stated, he had deeded his said -homestead to his
wife, for the reason that he had used five hundred dollars of her money
which she had received from her father's estate; that said deed to his
wife was made for the above reason alone and not for the purpose of
moving on the government land as a pre-emptor; that having so deeded
he owned no land at the time of making his filing for the land which he
afterwards abandoned; that neither he nor his wife now owns any land;
that they now reside on the laud for which he asks to be allowed to file;
that his improvements thereon consist of a log house, fourteen by eight-
een feet, a log stable, fourteen by sixteen feet, and other out-houses-
also an acre broken. On his ,own showing, his application must be de-
sied. If, as lie states, be was not the owner of any land in the State
of Nebraska, at the dates of his settlement upon and filing for the tract
which he afterwards abandoned on the advice, as he says, of the reg-
ister, then he was, so far as that point goes, a qualified pre-emptor and
was bound to insist upon his rights under said settlement and filing,
by appeal to your office and to this Department, if necessary, or lose
his pre-emnption right under said filing. He did not prosecute his right,,
but abandoned his claim, though now asserting that he was not dis-
qualified uinder that paragraph of Sec. 2260 of the Revised Statutes,
which provides that no person who quits or abandons his residence
on his own land to reside on the public land in the same State or Ter-
ritory, shall, unless specially provided for by law, acquire any right
under the pre-emption law.

Section 2261 of the Revised States provides that:
No person shall be entitled to more than one pre-emptive right by virtue of the

provisions of section 2259; nor where a party has filed his declaration of intention to
claim the benefits of such provisions, for one tract of laud, shall he file at any future
time a second declaration for another tract.

On the statements made by appellent in the application under con-
sideration (if for no other reason), he must be regarded as coming
within the inhibition of the law above quoted.

By his own showing he has made one filing and neglected to prose-
cute his rights thereunder, though asserting that he was not disquali-
fied at the date of said filing from settling and claiming as a pre-emp-
tor. He has, therefore exhausted his pre-emptive right. His second
filing can not, linder existing law, be allowed, and your decision denying
his application is affirmed.
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PRACTICE-EXCEPTIONS-TESTIMONY--E'POSITIONS-.

M.OCALLEN V. LE REW.

Objections as to the manner of taking testimony come too late when raised for the
first time on appeal.

After proceeding to trial and submitting the evidence, it is too late to apply for the
taking of farther testimony by depositioii.

Acting Secretary Muldrow to (Jemmissioner Stockslager, September 4,
1888.

I have considered the case of Mary E. MeCallen v. Stewart W. Le-
rew, involving the SW. - of See. 15, T. 119, R. 68 W., Huron land dis-
trict, Dakota, on appeal by the latter from the decision of your office
by which a new hearing was ordered.

* Mc~allen filed declaratory statement for the tract in contest August
28, 1883, alleging settlement June 15, 1883, and made homestead entry
for the same tract January 15, 1886.

Lerew filed declaratory statement for the same tract March 28, 1881,
*; alleging settlement March 26, 1884.

The township plat was filed in the local office (Huron) August 27,
1883.

Lerew gave the usual notice of his intention to make final proof on
December 1, 1884, before the clerk of the district court of Faulk County,
Dakota, which proof was duly made. To this proof McCallen filed a
protest, alleging priority of claim. A hearing was therefore ordered.
At the hearing thereafter held, both parties appeared and were repre-
sented by their respective attorneys. McCallen moved to dismiss the
final proof of Lerew for insufficiency. The motion was sustained by
the then receiver and overruled by the then register.

Without deciding the case upon its merits, on.June 11, 1885, the pa-
pers were sent to your office for instructions.

On April 2, 1886, your office affirmed the action of the register and
directed the local officers to consider the case upon all the testimony
submitted and render a decision.

The local officers, successbrs to those before whom the original pro-
ceedings were instituted, on the 22nd of April, 1886, by their decision
rejected Lerew's final proof on the merits, and held his filing for can-
cellation. From this decision Lerew filed an appeal, alleging the fol-

;K-0 S lowing errors: (1) The witnesses had not signed the evidence-(2) It
does not appear that the testimony as written out was read by or to the

- witnesses-(3) It does not appear that the witnesses were sworn by the
register and receiver-(4) The testimony was not taken in accordance
with the instructions of the General Land Office-(5) That no action
-was taken on claimant's application for taking depositions on part of
Lerew

Your office held that there is sufficient error to sustain the appeal and
accordingly directed that the case be remanded for a new hearing, basing
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such action Upou the non-compliance of the local officers with the in-
structions of your office to the Huron officeof July 28, 1884 (3 L. D. 106),
and September 22, 1881 (3 L. D., 121), and rule 42 of practice.

It appears from the record of the hearing, that the testimony of the
witnesses was taken by a stenographer in short hand; that no signa-
tures of the witnesses to their respective testimony as transcribed are
thereto subscribed; that no certificate of the local officers regarding the
correctness of such record nor aly affidavit of the stenogra pher is thereto
attached. The record fails to show where and before whom the testi-
inony was taken; whether in the presence of the local officers or not.

However the parties were represented by their respective attorneys
anid no objection was raised to the testimony thus taken by either party
until the local officers had decided the case upon it. Thent Lerew in his
appeal makes his objections. That cannot be permitted. He consented
to the way and manner of the taking of the testimony. submitted the

same to the consideration of the local officers and had his legal counsel
to represent him. Being fully advised he waved all objections then, and

should not be allowed to gainsay it now. He is estopped.
It appears further from the record regarding the 5th error claimed by

Lerew, that after going to trial and after the testimony had been taken,
and the evidence submitted, he filed with the local officers an affidavit
for the taking of further testimony by deposition, together with written
interrogatories. No action was taken on it. After proceeding to trial
and submitting the evidence, it is too late to apply for the taking of
further testimony by deposition.

For these reasons I must reverse your decision ordering a new hear-
ing, and it is my opinion that the evidence taken at the hearing should
be considered and the case decided upon its merits.

The case is therefore returned for disposition in accordance with the
foregoing conclusion.

PRE-EMNIPTION-SALE BEFORE FINAL CERTIFICATE.

ORR v. BREACH.

The sale of the land after final proof, but prior to the issuance of final certificate,

will not deteat the right to a patent, where the record shows due complianee with

the pre-emption law in all respects.

First Assistant Secretary ]Jfuldrow to Commissioner Stockslacger, Septema-
ber 4, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Henry Breach from your decision of

January 29, 1887, holding for cancellation his pre-emption cash entry
for the SW. I of Sec. 5, T. 3 N., R. 70 W., Denver, Colorado.

It appears from the record that Henry Breach filed his pre-emption
declaratory statement June 27, 1881, alleging settlement March 1, 1881.
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September'19, 1881, Francis G. McLain made homestead entry for the
same tract.

March 28, 1882, Breach gave .notice of his intention to offer final
proof and payment on May 12, 1882.

April 17, 1882, Frank B. Sheldon entered contest against McLain, for
abandonment and against Breach for. failure to comply with the law.

May 12, 1882, Breach made, final proof and, as alleged by his counsel,
tendered payment for the tract in question. Sheldon did not appear in
support of his contest.

May 24, 1882, Breach conveyed to one Gilead P. Cheney all his inter-
est in and to the land in question, which conveyance was duly accepted
by the grantee and recorded two days after it was made.

June 12, 1882, the local officers rendered a decision in favor of Breach,
from which Sheldon appealed to your office July 12, 1882.

* f January 12, 1883, you decided in favor of Breach, and directed the
* local officers to allow his entry as of the date of proof, viz: May 12,

1882.
January 20, 1883, the local officers accepted payment and issued final

certificate and receipt as of that date, to wit: January 20, 1883.
January 8, 1885, your office suspended the pre-emption proof of said

- Breach on account of the adverse claim of said Francis G. McLain, and
ordered the local officers to allow said McLain sixty days in which to
show cause why patent should not issue on said pre emption entry of
said Breach.

October 15, 1885, your office, relieved the cash entry of said Breach
from suspension, approved the same, and canceled the homestead entry
of said McLain upon the ground that the said McLain did not appear
and take action within the sixty days.

-* September 14, 1885, the local officers forwarded to your office the ap-
* 0 plication of Addison F. Orr, for a hearing. Mr. Orr charged that the

entry of Breach was fraudulent, in that he had conveyed the land to
one Gilead P. Cheney, on May 24, 1882. A certilled copy of the quit
claim deed of Breach, conveying title for a consideration of $5o0, was
submitted.

November 13, 1885, this application was granted and a hearing ordered
to be held when the said affidavit should be corroborated.

January 10, 1887, the local officers, in reply to your letter a G " of
October 13, 1886, asking for a report on the status of this case, state
that they sent for Orr's attorney and requested him to have the affidavit
corroborated, but that this was never done. It does not appear, there-

* fore, that a hearing was ever had under Orr's application.
July 3, 1886, Gilead P. Cheney addressed an application to the local

officers, setting forth that on May 24, 1882, Breach conveyed the tract
in question to himself and that in utter disregard of the instructions
of letter "0 G " January 12, 1883, certificate was issued to Breach as of
January 20, 1883, instead of May 12, 1882, the date of final proof and
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alleged tender of payment. Cheney asked that certificate and receipt
now issue as directed by office letter quoted.

July 29, 1886, the local officers rejected this application as they found
"no necessity for the issuance of another receipt, as the date of entry
is of record in the General Land Office and the record and files of this
office show the same facts."

August 10, 1886, Orr's application was transmitted to your office and
on January 29, 1887, you directed that Breach's cash entry be held for
cancellation. From this decision an appeal was duly taken to this office.

In your said decision you allege that-
While it would appear from the facts recited that on May 12, 1882, Breach was

entitled to enter, yet the entry was not actually authorized until January 12, 1883.

Although, therefore, not made of record as directed and although this failure was
error on the part of the local officers, the fact remains, that on May 24, 1882, when
Breach attempted to convey the land, the title was not in him but in the United
States.

By the decision of January 12, 1883, your office found that Breach
had shown due compliance with the law, and that his final proof should
have been accepted as of the date submitted and final certificate issued
thereon. The conclusion thus reached is not now disputed, but it is
said that the sale of the land prior to the issuance of final certificate,
defeats the right to patent. In the case of the Magalia Gold Mining
Company v. Ferguson (6 L. D., 218), the Department held that where
the final proof shows compliance with law the patent may issue,
although the land was sold prior to the issuance of final certificate.
The ruling in that case is fully applicable to the facts presented by the
record herein. Before Breach sold the land he had done everything
that the law required and had made due proof of such compliance and
was therefore entitled under the law to patent for the land. Although
the legal title yet remained in the United States the equitable title was
in him.

Your decision is therefore reversed, and patent will issue in due course
to said Breach.

PRE-E-IPTION-FINAL PROOF-GRAZING LAND.

COLUMBUTS T. BLACKMAN.

If land is fit only for grazing, that fact should be shown in explanation of such use
of the land in lien of cultivation.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner StocNcslager, Sejptem-
ber 5, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Columbus T. Blackman from your
office decision of May 19, 1887, rejecting the proof offered by him in
support of his pre-emption cash entry for the E. ; SW. 1 and W. ; SE.
i, Sec. 12, T. 1 N., R. 26 W., McCook, Nebraska, and allowing him to
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submit supplemental proof, after dule publication, showing that he has
cultivated the land.

Blackman filed declaratory statement for said land June 6, alleging
-* settlement April 15, 1884. Proof was made November 15, and cash en-
*R . try November 19, 1884. It is stated in the proof that the entry man, a

- duly qualified pre emptor, made settlement on the land April 15, and
established an actual residence thereon May 13, 1884; that he built a
sod house eighteen by sixteen, in which he and his wife have continu-
ously resided. The improvements consist of the house and one and
one-half miles of wire fence and are valued at $300. lie has used the
land for grazing. The proof does not show that the grazing, alleged,
was of stock owned by the claimant. In response to the question,

* "EHow much of the land, if any, have you broken and cultivated since
settlement, and what kind and quality of crops have you raised?" the
claimant said " none."

The proof was submitted at nearly the earliest period possible and
*f for that reason invites especial scrutiny. The improvement shown is

not sufficient. While cultivation is not essential in all cases, if the land
is adapted to agriculture it is an evidence of good faith that will gener-
ally be required. If this land is fit only for grazing, the fact should be
made to appear in new proof as explaining the failure to cultivate. The
proof before me is unsatisfactory; you will therefore direct the local
officers to give immediately written notice to the claimant, that his proofs
heretofore submitted are rejected, and that his entry will stand canceled

.' unless within sixty days from the service of such notice, he shall fur-
nish proof satisfactorily showing full compliance with the law in good
faith, and that upon failure to furnish such proofs within the time lim-
ited, they will cancel the entry accordingly; and that upon receipt of
such further proofs as shall be proffered within the time, they will
promptly report the same to you with their opinion thereon.

' 0 Your decision is modified accordingly.

REPAYMENT-COMMUTED HOMESTEAD.

SARAH D. SMITH.

A homesteader, having voluntarily elected to commute, is not entitled to repayment
on the ground that the period of residence shown on final proof was sufficient to
warrant the issuance of final certificate without the payment of the perehase
price required on commutation.

The right of repayment is limited to the cases specified by the statute.

Acting Secretary AfLsldrow to Commissioner StoccsGlayer, September 6, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Sarah D. Smith from your office de-
cision of March 3, 1887, rejecting her application for the repayment of
purchase'money, claimed to have been erroneously required by register
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and receiver for the E. i of SW. 1, SE:.4 of NW. 4 and Lots 2, 3 and 4,
Sec. 12, T. 43 N., R. 6 W., Lewiston land district, Idaho.

The records show, that Smith made pre-emption filing No. 716, May
23, 1878, for said tract, under the name of Sarah D. Young, alleging
settlement March 18, 1878, which she relinquished September 1, 1879.
On the day of her relinquishment she made a timber culture entry-No.
328-covering the same tract, also in the name of Sarah D. Young. On
January 30, 1881, she relinquished said timberculture entry and on the
same day ma(le homestead entry No. 1416 for the same land which she
commuted to cash entry No. 1549, February 13, 1886.

It is alleged, that sonic time in 1879, soon after the relinquishment of
her pre emption filing she was married to one Smith and lived with him
till July 8, 1880, that then she separated from him on account of his
abusive conduct and returned to her said timber culture claim, and with
the exception of six weeks from March 20, to May 8, 1882, has resided
there ever since.

It is also alleged that appellant has occupied an(l resided upon the
land since 1875, excepting seven months in 1881, (it is supposed, she
means the time during whir h she lived with her husband in 1879, and
1880).

She has fifty acres under cultivation with other substantial improve-
ments on the place.

The marriage between appellant and Smith, her husband was dis-
solved December 1883, as appears from the duly certified copy of the
decree of divorce on file.

At the time of the submission of the final proof February 13, t886,
the register was of the opinion, that alpellanit having shown more than
five years residence on the land was entitled to the same under the
homestead law by and under a regular final homestead certificate; while
the receiver held, that she, under the proof, could obtain title to the
land only by making payment for the same in pursuance of the pro-
vision of section 230L of the Rev ised Statutes.

Thereupon, appellant, on said day, February 13, 1886, commuted her
said homestead entry to cash entry, rendering payment for the land
and receiving a receipt for the money paid.

April 16, 1886, Smith made her said application to your office " for
repayment of purchase money erroneously required by the register and
receiver," claiming that "' having shown continuous residence for five
years and seven months, exclusive of the time she lived upon her pre-
emption claim, together with valuable improvements evidencing per-
fect good faith she is entitled to make final entry without payment of
purchase money."1

The application of the appellant was properly refused. She volunta-
rily commuted her homestead entry; she was aware of all the facts in
the case, and having chosen to purchase the land, it is now too late to
reconsider her resolution. The divided opinion of the local.officers
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C presents no sufficient ground for relieving her from the effects of her
voluntary act.

* But there is another reason, why the action of your office, should be
sustained. The power of repayment by the Secretary of the Interior
is limited and defined by statutes. The existing legislation on the sub-
ject is as follows:

Section 2362 of the Revised Statues, provides for repayment in cases.
where a tract of land "has been erroneously sold by the United States,
so that from any cause the sale can not be confirmed." The act of June
16, 1880 (21 Stat., 287), provides, that repayment may be made or fees
and commissions and excess payments upon the locations of claims
under section 2306, where said claims were after such location found ton
be fraudulent and void, and the entries or locations made thereon can-
celed, or where entries are canceled for conflict, " or where from any
cause the entry has been erroneously allowed, and can not be con-
firmed," or where double minimam price has been paid for lands after-
wards found not to be within the limits of a railroad grant, the excess
$1.25 per acre may be returnedl.

Appellant's application is not authorized by any of the above provi-
sions, and therefore must be refnsedl.

Your decision is affirmed.

SECOND TIMBER CULTURE ENTRY-"DEVOID OF TIMBER."

DAVID E. SAYER.

* A second timber culture entry may be allowed where the first through mistake was
made for land not subject thereto, and good fai h is apparent.

FirstAssistant Secretary Muldro w to Comm issioner Stockslagker, Sep tern ber
6, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of David E. Sayer, from your office
decision of April 31, 1887, denying his petition to change his timber
culture entry No. 15, made December 11, 1885, for the NW. 1 of SE. ;,

X Sec. 35, T. 3 S., R. 4 W., to the NW. i of NE. J, Sec. 34 same township
and range, Little Rock land district, Arkansas.

* Sayor's petition is made under oath and dated the 16th day of January,
1886. He therein sets out, that at the time of the making of his entry,
he was mistaken regarding the law controlling timber culture entries,
that he supposed if the land covered by the same was devoid of timber,
the requirements of the law were fully met as to the character of the-
land; that prior to the making of his said application he read pages 2&
to 32 of office circular of March 1 1884; that he read on page 29 the
following sentence "The land embraced in this application must be
exclusively prairie land, or other land devoid of timber;" that he did
not before or at the time of making the application read forms No.
4-073,-'No. 4-385 and No. 4-386 added to the said circular; that said
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section 35 has a small tract of timber on the NE. 4 thereof, but the land
embraced in the application is prairie land; that he supposed, when he
made the said application he " was going strictly according to law when
being guided by the instructions on page 29 as above quoted," and that
"this mistake was made from the conflicting instructions in the circular
above quoted." For these reasons, he asks to be allowed to make the
-said change.

These statements are corroborated by the affidavit of a witness, who
asserts that he was present when Sayer maale his said application and
believes the said statements to be true.

Attached to the petition is the affidavit of two other witnesses, from
which it appears that they were acquainted with the land in said sec-
tions 34 and 35. that "1 there is timber on section 35 and that section 34
is prairie and devoid of timber."

I am inclined to believe that Sayer was honestly mistaken and sup-
posed that the land applied for was properly subject to entry under the
timber culture law. -His good faith is further indicatedlbythefactthat
as soon as he discovered his mistake anti within a little more than
thirty days, he took steps to remedy it. I am of the opinion, therefore,
that his petition should be granted.

Your decision is reversed accordingly.

PRE-EMPTION-FjILTNG-A1MENDMENT.

UPmAN V. NORTHERN PAC. R. R. Co.

The right to ainendmentdoesnot exist wherethefiling wasmadofor the laudintended
to be covered thereby, although said filing would have emnbraeed other land had
the pre-emptor known that such land was open to appropriation.

Acting Secretary Muldrou' to Commissioner Stockslager, September, 8, 1888.

I have considered the case of Theodore Upman v. the Northern Pa-
cific Railroad Company, involving the E. j of SE. L, Sec. 21, T. 11 N., R.
20 W., Helena, Montana, on appeal by Upman from your office decis-
ion adverse to him.

It appears that Upman, who had made pre-emption filing, No. 6144,
for the SW. I of Sec. 22, in the township and range above described,
applied to change his filing so as to have it embrace the W. I of SW. L
Sec. 22, and the E. j of SE. I Sec. 21, said township and range. That
is, he asked to be allowed to float his claim westward by dropping there-
from the east eighty of the tract filed for in Sec. 22, and taking in
lieu thereof the E. A of SE. i of Sec. 21, adjoining on the west.

Your office decision denied this application, on the ground that said
See. 21, is within the limits of the grant to the Northern Pacific Rail-
road, the map of definite location of which, opposite the tract, was filed
July 6, 1882, at which time there does not appear to have been any
claim to the tract which would except the same from the grant.
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Upman appeals from that decision, and claims that under your office
decision in the case of Shelton M. McClain, involving land in Sec. 23 of
the same township, the tract in question is subject to settlement and
entry, and being so, his application should be allowed. In that case it
appears your office recognized McClain's claim, and appellant argues

that what was true of Sec. 23, in said township 11, as to its being sub-
ject to entry, is also true as to Sec. 21; that, if one was properly open
to settlement, the other is.

The railroad company objects to the allowance of the application, and
avers that there is quite a difference between this case and that cited and
in the status of the land involved in the two cases; that the statement
in your office decision in the McClain case was that the tract claimed by

him was "' part of the Bitter Root valley above the Lo Lo fork, which was
held by the Secretary of the Interior to be excluded from the grant to
the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, although lying within the limits
-of the same; " that the above statement would not be true as to the tract
in question. Counsel refers to the fact that, on June 21, 1872, instruc-

*0 tions were issued to the surveyor-general of Montana, pursuant to the
provisions of the act of June 5, 1872 (17 Stat., 226), to survey the lands
in the Bitter Root valley lying above the Lo LIo fork ; that under said

instructions the surveys were made the same year (1872) and the plats
filed in the local office in October, 1872, and January, 1873, reference to i
said survey being made in the report of the General Land Office for 1873
(pp. 11 and 136), where, after reference to the act of 1872 (supra), it is -

stated that " the land has been surveyed, instructions furnished to the --

*- district land officers, and nothing which this office can do in the premises
* is wanting to carry the law into effect." Counsel also states that the }

plat of survey of this township, 11 north, 20 west, thus. made in 1872,
under the act of June 5, 1872, embraced only the eastern two tiers of
sections, that being all the land in said -township in the valley; that in

8-179, a survey of the remainder of the township (11) was made so far as
the mountains would permit, and embraced two additional tiers of see-
tions; that the plat of survey and the field notes show the land thus sur-
veyed in 1879, to be mountainous timber land.

* The contention, therefore, is, that the- only lands which can possibly

be regarded as falling within the description in the 11th article of the
treaty of July 16, 1855, ratified in 1859 (12 Stat., 975), of " the Bitter
Root valley above the Lo Lo fork," or within the law of June 5, 1872,
and the departmental decision of January 22, 1883, in the case of Phelps
v. Northern Pacific Railroad ([ L. D., 368), are those surveyed in 1872,
under the instructions of that year, issued un(ler the act of 187 '; that

* * from the surveys as made it is evident that the lands embraced in the
survey of 1879, are not a part of the valley lands, within the purview of

* : the treatyorthe act above cited; that, the tract involved in the McClain
case, referred to, falling within the survey of 1872, while that here in
question falls within the survey of 1879, the two cases are not alike, and
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the law and rule which governed the McClain case are not applicable
to this.

An inspection of the records of your office verifies the statements
of counsel that the survey of 1872 embraced only the two eastern tiers
of sections in township 11, and that the tract in the Mc~lain case falls
within that survey, while the tract here in question falls outside of
said survey and within the survey of 18T79, described as mountainous
land.

The above recital is made, sitnl)ly to bring out the facts relative to
the two surveys of 1872 and 1879, and not with a view to determining
at this time the right of the railroad company to the tract in Sec. 21,
for I do not find the record and the data before me such as to warrant
a satisfactory conclusion on that point, nor do I find it necessary, in
order to arrive at a conclusion on the application of Upman, to now de-
termine the rights of the company.

The applicant states that he filed for the SW. 4 of Sec. 22, that " he
did not take up any part of Sec. 21, because the land was claimed by the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company, and it was the general impression
of the people in Missoula county including the people of said township,
that all the odd sections in said township were within the withdrawal
for the railroad company; that he was credibly informed that the land
office at Helena, M. T., would reject all filings on odd sections, and it
would be useless to attempt to make any filings oln odd sections in said
township; that because of the matters stated aforesaid, he did not file
on any part of said section 21," and he now asks to be allowed to so
change his filing as to have it cover the E. i of SE. I of said section
21, in lieu of the E. j of SW. 4 of Sec. 22. His showing as above does
not present such reasons as would justify favorable action on his appli-
cation.

Amendments or changes of entries or filings once made are allowed
with great caution, and, as a rule, only where by excusable mistake
the applicant failed to get the land which he intended to take, or which
he supposed he was getting. In this ease applicant admits that his
filing for the tract in See. 22 was his deliberate act. It will not avail
him to say that he would have had his claim include land in Sec. 21,
had he not supposed that section was railroad land. He could have
had his original filing cover the tract now desired, and have tested the
question of the right of the railroad company by securing a decision of
the land department thereon.

Instead of doing this, he chose to accept mere rumor as to the rights
of the company, and to take a tract of one hundred and sixty acres,
about which there appeared to be no dispute, and now makes himself
secure for one hundred and sixty acres, by holding that originally filed
for pending his application to change, as herein indicated.

His application can not be allowed under such a proceeding. His
act in filing for the tract in Sec. 22 was a deliberate one. He settled
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upon and filed for the tract which he then intended to claim. By that
act he exhausted his pre-emption right, and can not now on a change
of intention be permitted to change his filing as proposed.

For the reasons above stated, your office decision, denyillg the appli-
cation of Upman, is affirmed.

EDDY V. ENGLAND.

i Motion for review of departinental decision rendered February 9,
1888 (6 L. D., 530), in the above entitled case, overruled September 8,
1888, by Acting Secretary Muldrow.

SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL OM ESTEAD-ACT OF JUNE 15, 1880.

PUGET MILL COMPANY.

The second section of the act of June 15, 1880, should not he construed to permit an
entryman, or his attempted transferee, to purchase nuder au entry which depends
for its inceptive right upon false and fraudulent statemients or forged documents.

The allowance of a cash entry Linder said act by direction of the General Land Office.
will not preclude a departmental adjudication as to the validity of such entry.

The right of purchase under said act extends to a bona tide transferee claiming nl-
der an additional entry, although the original entry was canceled for failire to
submit final proofwithin the statutory period.

F irstAssistant Secretary AMldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, Sep tem-
ber 8, 1888.

By your office decision of April 15, 1887, the hereinafter mentioned
cash entries, under act of June 15, 1880, previously covered by soldiers,
additional homestead entries, were on that day held for cancellation,
for the reason that the additional homestead entries were fraudulent or
illegal. The cash entries are as follows:
8074 Peget Mill Co., SE. i NW. j, E. j SW. j Sec. 30, T. 26 N., R. 7 E.
9159 " " " W. i SE. f, Sec. 36, T. 26 N., R. 7 E.
9160 " " " W. j NE. i, Sec. 32, T. 27N., R. 7 E.
9161 " " N. j NW. i, NW. i NE. i See. 20, T. 32 N., R. 5 E.
0164 " " * W.jNW. :, NE. J NW. J, Sec. 10, T. 31 N., R. 4 E
9165 " " " N. i SE. j, SE. J NE. i Sec. 18, T. 31 N., R. 5 E
9194 " " " E. j NW. J.SW. i NE. i Sec.18, T. 31N., R. 5E

all of Olympa land district, Washington Territory.
From the said decision the Puget Mill Company, grantee of the sev-

* eral entrymen, instituted an appeal to the Department, and the same
is now before me for consideration.

Cash entry No. 8074 covered soldier's additional homestead entry No.
2388, made in the name of M. J. Miller, January 20, 1876, final certifi-
cate No. 560 issued February 9,1876.

Your office on June16, 1883, decidedthatthesaid additional homestead
A entry "is based upon papers of doubtful execution, and the party seems
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never to have serve(l in the United States army, as appears from the
report of the War Department to this office, dated July 25, 1876, and
sixty days from receipt of notice of this letter will be allowed the
party in interest within which to show cause why the entry should not
be canceled, or to file in your (the local officers') office a proper appli-
cation (accompanied by the proofs specified on page 17 of the circular

of this office, dated October 1, 1880) to purchase the lanpl in said entry
under the act of June 15, 1880."

Miller had executed a deed to the appellant of the lands covered by
said entry June 15, 1876; the latter made cash entry for the lands Jan-
uary 7, 1881.

The record shows that Miller made his additional homestead entry,
by virtue of his service in the army of the United States in Company
L, Third Regiment, Arkansas Cavalry Volunteers. He filed a paper
claimed to be a copy of his discharge, stating that he was enrolled in
said company August 3, 1864, to serve three years, and was discharged
May 15, 1865 Attached to the entry papers is a certificate from the
Secretary of War, dated July 25, 1876, that '; the name M. J. Miller is.
not borne on the rolls of Company L, Third Regiment, Arkansas Cav-
alry Volunteers, as shown by the records of this Department.a

Cash entry No. 9159 covered soldier's additional homestead entqy No,
2387 made in the name of Eli S. Forest, January 20, 1876; final certifi-
cate No. 560 issued February 9, 1876.

Your office by decision of December 16, 1876, held the said additional
entry for cancellation, because based upon spurious and forged papers.
August 30, 1884, your office, cancelling the said entry, decided "You
(the local officers) will inform all parties in interest that sixty days will
be allowed within which to file in your office an application (accompa-
nied by the government's price of the lands and the proofs specified,
on pages 16 and 17 of circular of this office, dated March 1, 1884,) to,
enter the land unlder the act of June 15, 1880."

Forest had executed a deed to the appellant of the lands covered by
said entry, June 15, 1876; the latter made, cash entry for the lands Jan-
uary 15, 1885.

The records show that Forest, when he applied to make his said ad-
ditional homestead entry, by virtue of his service in the army of the
United States, in Company B, Seventh Regiment, Missouri State Militia,.
Cavalry Volunteers, filed a paper, claimed to be a copy of his discharge,
stating that he was enrolled in said company on July 28, 1863, to serve
three years, and was discharged July 11, 1865. Attached to the entry
papers is a certificate from the Secretary of War, dated July 25, 1876,.
that " the name Eli S. Forest is not borne on the rolls of Company B,
Seventh Regiment, Missouri State Militia, Cavalry Volunteers, as shown
by the records in this Department."1

Cash entry No. 9160 covered soldier's additional homestead entry No.
2378, made in the name of William Sewell, January20, 1876; final cer-.
tificate No. 570 issued February 9, 1876.
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Your office on September 29, 1881, decided that the said additional
entry is based upon forged and spurious papers, and directed the local
officers to inform all parties in interest, and " that sixty days from re-
ceipt of notice of this letter will be allowed within which to show cause
why the entry should not be canceled, or to file in your office an appli-
cation (accompanied by the government's price of the land and the,

* { proofs specified on pages 16, 17 of circular of March 1, 18S4,) to par-
- 0- X chase the land under the act of June 15, 1880." 
;* f The land embraced in the said entry was deeded tQ appellant June-

15, 1876, and cash entry was made by the latter January 15, 1885.
The record shows that Sewell made his additional homestead entry

by virtue of his service in the army of the United States in Company
B, Seventeenth Regiment, Veteran Reserve Corps Volunteers. fie filed,
a paper, claimed to be a copy of his discharge, stating that he was en-
rolled January 8, 1861, to serve three years and was discharged July 9,,
1864. Attached to the entry papers is a certificate from the Secretary
of W'ar, dated July 25, 1876, that "the name of William Sewell is not,
borne on the rolls of Company 'B', Seventeenth Regiment, Veteran

*- Reserve Corps Volunteers, as shown by the records of this Depart-
r.ment."'

Cash entry No. 9161 covered soldier's additional homestead entry, No..
2891, made in the name of R. P. Vaughan, March 18, 1878, final certifi-
cate No. 871 issued March 18, 1878.

Your office, on August 30, 1884, rendered a decision by which the-
said additional entry was held illegal, because the original homestead:

* entry of Vaughan was canceled August 4, 1879.
The parties in interest were allowed, by your said office decision, to

show cause within sixty days from notice, why the entry should not be
canceled or to file with the local officers an application to purchase the-
land the same as in the entries hereinbefore noted.

Vaughan had deeded the land February 18, 188(, to appellant, Puget
Mill Company.

Your office, by decision of December 12, 1884, allowed "the present;
claimantunder mesneconveyancesfrom the entryman, sixty days within
whi(h to purchase the land under the act of June 15, 1880. The appel-
lant made cash entry for the said lands January 15, 1885.

It appears that the original homestead entry was canceled August- 
4, 1879, because the entryman did not make his final proof for the same
within the statutory limitation.

Cash entry No. 9164 covered soldiers' additional homestead entry No..
2404, made in the name of James A. Sizemore, January 26, 1876; final
certificate No. 580 issued February 10, 1876.

Your office, on September 29, 1884, rendeied a decision, by which the
said additional entry was held illegal, because " based upon spurious
papers." The parties in interest were allowed,.by your said decision,
to show cause within sixty days from notice, why the entry should not be-
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canceled, or to file in the local officean application to purchase the land
the same as in the entries hereinbefore noted.

Sizemore had deeded the lands, June 15, 1876, to appellant, Puget
Mill Company, which made cash entry for the same January 19, 1885.

It appears that the records of the original homestead entry of James
A. Sizemore bear his signature in good, legible handwriting, wherever
his sigfnature is attached thereto, inclusive of his final affidavit, bearing
date Angust 5, 1873; and that the party making the additional entry
signed by making the mark of a cross, at the dates of September 3, 1875,
and January 26,1876. No otherdiscrep)anlcyorirregularityis apparent
on the face of the papers, or has been pointed oat by your office.

Cash entry No. 9165 covered soldier's additional homestead entry No.
2412, made in the name of J. M. Prine, January 26, 1876; final certift-
cate No. 575 issued February 10, 1876.

Your office, on November 4, 1881, decided the additional entry to be
illegal, because " the signature of the party does not agree with the sig-
nature of the party of the same name to the original homestead papers,
upon which the entry is based, and the military service claimed can
not be verified by the records of the War Department." The parties in
interest were allowed by your said decision to show cause, within sixty
days from notice, why the entry should not be canceled, or to file in the
local office an application to purchase the land under the act of June 15,
1880, as in the additional entries hereinbefore noted.

Prine conveyed the land by deed to the appellant June 15, 1876, and
the latter made cash entry January 19, 1885.

The records show that Prine, when he applied to make his said addi-
tional homestead entry by virtue of his service in the army of the United
States, in Company L Sixth Regiment, Missouri Cavalry Volunteers,
filed a pa)er, claimed to be a copy of his discharge, stating that he was
enrolled in said company July 21, 1864, to serve three y-ears, and was
discharged on September 12, 1865. Attached to the entry papers is a
certificate from the Secretary of War, dated July 25, 1876, that " the
name of James M. Prine is not borne on the rolls of Company L, Sixth
Regiment, Missouri Cavalry Volunteers, as shown by the records in
this Deparrment."

Besides, it appears that the signature of the party making the addi-
tional entry fails to agree with the signature of James M. Prine, who
made the original entry.

Cash entry No. 9194 covered soldier's additional homestead entry N o.
2410, made in the name of Susan King, widow of Joseph S. King, Janu-
ary 26, 1876; final certificate No. 577 issued Vebruary 10, 1876.

Your office decided, Janiuary 16, 1885, that entry No. 2410, was held
for cancellation as illegal and fraudulent, for the reason that "Susan
King, who made the original homestead entry, upon which said addi-
tional homestead entry is based, informed your office in a letter, dated
December 27, 1884, that her deceased husband was not named Joshua
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S. King, but was named John Wesley King, and that he never served
in the U. S. Army during the recent rebellion." By your said office de-
cision, the parties were allowed to show cause within sixty days from
notice why the entry should not be canceled, or to file in the local office

- an application to purchase the land under the act of June [5, 1880, the
same as in the other additional entries he reinbefore mentioned and
described.

A deed is attached to the papers of the said cash entry, by which it
appears that a person, naming herself Susan King, conveyed the land
covered by the said entry to the appellant June 15, 1.876; and the latter
made cash entry for the said land February 10, 1885.

The record shows that the person of the name of Susan King or
assuming such name made the said additional homestead entry by virtue
of the services of one Joseph S. King, of whom she is claimed to be the
widow, in the army of the United States, in Comipany E, Third Regi-
minent of Arkansas Cavalry Volunteers. The party made affidavit,beaiing
date September 13, 1875, in which it is set out, that she is the widow of
Joseph S. King, that the latter served a s a soldier in the said company,
and was honorably discharged on or about June 30, 1865, after serving
more than ninety days. Affiant further alleged that she was married
to the said Joseph S. King on July 15, 1855, who died August 30, 1866.
Attached to the entry papers is a certificate from the Assistant Adju-
tant General, that one Josiah King was enrolled on October 15, 1863,
in Company E, Third Regiment of Arkansas Cavalry Volunteers, mus-
tered into service November 19, 1863, to serve three years; that on the
muster roll of said company for the months of November and December,
1863, he was reported as Joseph S. King, and was so borne on all sub-
sequent rolls; that he was mustered out with said company at Lewis-
burg, Arkansas, June 30, 1865. Attached to the papers is also a letter,
signed by Susan King, dated December 27, 1884, addressed to the
General Land Office, reading as follows: "1t reply to yours of the 2d
instant, would say, that I homesteaded NW. of SE. Sec. 7, T. 9 N., R.
22W ., Johnson county, Arkansas, containing forty acres, as the deed
from the land office at Washington City, as well as the county records,
will show; my husband John Wesley King did not serve in the U. S.
Army daring the late war." The land described in the letter is the land
covered by the original homestead entry, upon which the additional
entry was based.

Cash entries numbered 8074, 9159, 9160, 9165 and 9194, founded on
soldiers' additional homestead entries made in the names of Miller,
Forest, Sewell, Prine and King, respectively, present similar facts: in
the four entries first named the entryman was never a member of the
company alleged by him; in support of such allegation, in each case
the entryman filed a copy of his pretended discharge, which is shown
to be forged and spurious by the records of the War Department. In
the case of entry No. 9191, based on additional entry made in the name

3263-VOL 7_-20
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of King, it is shown by the records of the Department of War and the
letter of the genuine Susan King, that the application for the additional
homestead was founded on fraud and perjury. The signature " Susan
King" appearing in the affidavit for the additional entry and the signa-
ture of Susan King in the letter appear not to be in the same hand-
writing.

The question of the validity of Ihese five cash entries is controlled
by the decision in the case of J. S. Cone (7 L. D. 91). It was there de-
cided that the second section of the act of June 15, 1880 (21 Stat. 237)
should not be construed to permit an entryman, or his attempted trans-
feree, to purchase land covered by an entry which depended for its incep-
tive right upon false and fraudulent statements and forged documents.
This opinion is still adhered to.

It is argued on the part of the appellant that, inasmuch as the cash
entries were made in compliance with the instructions, and under the
direct authority, of your office, and in harmony with the decisions of
this Department, the entries should be sustained; that when the entries
were made under the act of Jane 15, 1880, your office was in possession
of all the facts, the entries were, therefore, resjudicata, and any new
and different construction of the statute should apply to cases arising
thereafter only.

The attorney of the appellant has failed to refer in his argument to
a decision of this Department sustaining a cash entry based upon facts
similar to the facts presented in these entries.

As to the question, whether these entries having been made in con-
formity with your office decisions pireviously rendered, are res adjudicate,
and conld not therefore be disturbed, the position taken by appellant's
attorney cannot be accepted. Conceding that the legality of these
cash entries was res adjudicata so far as your office was concerned when
the decision appealed from was rendered, the Secretary of the Interior
is not precluded from considering the whole question whenever it comes
before him; and if, after a careful investigation he concludes that any
entry is illegal, that it should not have been made, he has a right, and
it is his duty to say so, and direct its cancellation. For in so doing he
is not exceeding his jurisdiction, but is " exercising only that just super-
vision which the law vests in him over all proceedings instituted to ac-
quire portions of the public lands." Lee v. Johnson (116 U. S., 48)
Charles W. Filkins (5 L. D., 49); Adolph Peterson (6 L. D., 371). Cash
entries numbered 8074, 9159, 9160, 9165 and 9194 should therefore be
canceled.

The facts in the case of Sizemore's additional entry, upon which cash
entry No. 9164 is founded present grounds of suspicion that the party
making the additional entry was not James A. Sizemore who made the
original entry, but a man falsely pretending to be the latter. I can
not conclude that fraud is proven because Sizemore signed his name in
legible handwriting in 1873, and the party making the additional entry
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in 1875 signed by making his mark. From this fact alone fraud can
not be inferred conclusively. Sizemore might have lost his hand or the
use of it during the two years intervening between the original and the
additional entry.

An opportnnity, therefore should be given to Sizemore and the Puget
Mill Company, his presumed grantee, to submit to your office affidavits
in proofoftthe identity of the party making the additional entryasJames
A. Sizemore, who made the original entry.
- The remaining cash entry, No. 9161, based upon the soldiers' ad-
ditional entry of Vaughan, has been considered and the conclusion
reached that it should be sustained. The additional entry became
illegal by'reason of the cancellation of the original entry August 4,
1879. The entryman having failed to make his final proof upon his
said original entry within the statutory limit.

By your office decision of December 12, 1884, the parties in interest
were allowed to purchase the lands covered by said entry under act of
June 15, 1880. The Puget Mill Company put upon the record its deed
from Vaughan, dated February 18, 1880, for the said lands. The com-
pany made the said cash entry No. 9101 Janluary 15,1835. Your office
canceled the same by your said decision of April 15, 1887.

The said additional entry did not depend for its inceptive right
upon talse and fraudulent statements and forged documents. The said
entry was made prior to June 15, 1880; the land entered was properly
subject to entry; there was no adverse claimant, nor had a contest been
initiated at the time of purchase. The cash entry therefore should be
allowed to stand. Reference is made to 'the case of J. S. Cone, supra,
where comment is made upon the various decisions of this Department
relative to the right of purchase under said act. The act was intended
to afford relief to those who had failed to comply with the law. Vaughan
could have invoked it in reference to his original as well as additional
entry, why can not the Puget Mill Company, his grantee, apparently
bonafide, be permitted to take advantage of it e

The decision therefore embracing the said cash entries herein con-
sidered is, that entries, numbers 8074,9159, 9160,9165, and 9194, are can-
celed, and that entry No. 9161 be sustained and patent issued thereon,
and that entry No. 9104 be allowed to stand, but Sizemore and the ap-
pellant or either of them is required to submit to your office, within
ninety days from the notice hereof, proof by affidavits that the party
making the soldier's additional entry, No. 2404, was in fact the identi-
cal James A. Sizemore, who made the original entry upon which the
additional entry was founded; such proof to be taken either at some
local office or before a clerk of a court of record, and be accompanied by
a certificate of the officer before whom it is taken as to the credibility and
standing of each witness. In case such evidence is not furnished within
the said period, the said cash entry will be canceled.

Your decision is modified accordingly.
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OSAGE LAND-FINAL PROOF.

DELAPP V. JACKSON.

As between two settlers on Osage land wNho neie both inl default in the matter of sub-

mnitting final proof within the period required by the regnlations, the right of

entry munst be accorded to the one who was first in settleinent and making proof..

First Assistant Secretary M idaro w to Comn missioner Stockslager, Sep te-
ber 13, 1888.

I have considered the case of James Delapp v. Wm. V. Jackson on

appeal by the former, from your office decision of Februaryl16, 1887,
rejecting his final proof under his pre-emption filing for the NW. i, Sec.

15, T. 31 S., It. 17 W., Larned, Kansas land district, and allowing Jack-

son's pre-emnption entry for the N. W NW. i and SE. i N W. i, and SW. i
of NE. 1 said section to remain intact.

This land is a part of the Osage Indian trust and diminished reserve
lands.

Jackson filed declaratory statement for the N.4NW.I the SE.4 NW.*,

and the SW. t NE. I of said section April 30th, alleging settlement March
16, 1885.

Delapp filed declaratory statement for the NW. - of said section April
15, alleging settlement April 1, 1885.

The statement in said decision that these filings and final proof covered
the same tracts is incorrect.

Both parties advertised to make final proof before S. P. Duncan, a

notary public at N'scatunga, Kansas, on December 24, 1885. Jackson
made his proof on that day and executed the final affidavit before the

clerk of the district court of Comanche countv the same day. This
proof was received by the local officers on December 284 who approved
the same, received the payment required at the time of offering the final
proof and issued receipt therefor the same day.

Delapp made his proof on the day set therefor and executed the final
affidavit before the clerk of the probate court of Comanche county, on

December 26th. This proof was received by the local officers on Decem-

ber 28th after they had approved that of Jackson. Delapp's proof was

rejected because of the fact that Jackson's proof was first received.
Delapp applied for a hearing, alleging a prior settlement by him and

that Jackson had not complied with the law. A hearing was had, be-

ginning June 21 and ending August 21, 1886. The local officers found

from the testimony that Jackson made a settlement on the land claimed

by him on March 16, but that he " never established or maintained a
bona fide residence upon the tract in dispute," that Delapp went on

the land the last of March but that he had not an actual residence there
but made his home with his father who lived at a distance of one and a
half miles from this land, and decided that both claims should be rejected.
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Both parties appealed to your office where the final proof of Delapp was
rejected and. Jackson's entry was allowed to remain intact.

The following facts are established by a preponderance of the evidence
in the case.

Jackson went on this land and made a settlement there March 16, 1885,
as found by the local officers. He proceeded at once to build a house,
part dug out and part sod, eleven by sixteen feet, in which he estab-
lished a residence about the last of April. He caused ten acres of breaking
to be dlone which lie planted to corn that season. At date of final proof
he had on the land the house above described, a well, ten acres of
breaking, forty-eight fruit trees and two hundred forest trees. He
seems to have brought himself within the requirements of the law.

Delapp went on the land about the first of April, built a sod and dug
out house, dug a well, did about fourteen acres of breaking, of which
seven or eight acres were cultivated that season and planted eighty-
eight fruit trees and five hundred forest trees.

It will thus be seen that the improvements of the two claimants were
very much the same in character and amount and that there were
equally in default in not making proof within the period prescribed by
the regulations, although each was equally in earnest in following up
his claim as it is shown that both were there cultivating and improv-
ingthe land at the date of the hearing, August 21, 1886. Jackson, how-
ever, made the prior settlement, completed his proof first and submit-
ted the same, together with the purchase money required at that time
before Delapp's proof reached the local officers. Under these circum-
stances the land should be awarded to Jackson and-his entry will remain
intact. Delapp's filing will be canceled as to the land in dispute with
the privilege of completing his entry for the tract included in his filing
which is not involved in this controversy, or relinquishing the same
without thereby prejudicing his right to file for other land.

Your said office decision is accordingly modified.

H1O0MESTEAD ENTRY-PROOF REQUIRED OF HEIRS.

SKIDDIE V. COOK.

The heirs of a deceased homesteader are not required to maintain residence upon the
land, but to continue cultivating and improving the same until the expiration
of the statutory period.

First Assistan-t Secretary AHuldrow to Commissioner Stock-slager, September
14, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Skiddie V.- Cook, widow of Charles
M. Cook, from your office decision dated April 20, 1887, rejecting her
final proof and holding for cancellation homestead entry No. 11,092,
for the SW. 1, See. 30, T. 16 S., R. 2 W., Montgomery land district,
Alabama.
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The record shows that Charles M. Cook, made homestead entry for
said tract December 30, 1880, and established actual residence thereon
with his family in the spring of 1831.

On1 September 1, [883, special agent Mabson reported that claimant
had not complied with the law in respect to residence. September 20,
1884 your office held the entry for cancellation and instructed the local
office to "notify Cook that he would be allowed 60 days to show cause
-why the same should not be canceled."

On August 12, 1884, Cook's entry was finally canceled for failure to,
show cause.

In December 1884, Cook filed several affidavits praying for a re-in-
statement of his homestead entry.

In the beginning of May, 1885, your office was informed by a letter
from J. P. Knabe, of Montgomery, Alabama, as attorney for the widow
of claimant, that Mr. Cook, ha(l died (since filing his application for re-
instatement) "of chronic diarrhea with which he had beeu suffering
several years, scarcely able to do anything. His ;widow and five small
children have nothing in the world left them but this homestead. She
remained continuously on the land with her husband and children until
a few weeks before his death, when she moved him to New Castle where
he could have the advantage of better medical attention. She is now
again back on the land with the children and prays that the cancella-
tion of the homestead be set aside, and that she be allowed to make
final proof. at the expiration of the five years."

On May 15, 18S5, your office in reply to said letter wrote to the local
officers as follows, viz:

It appears, from the records of this office, and from affidavits submitted, that
Cook's application was filed December 30, 1880; that he resided upon the land until
the middle of the year 1882. When he went to New Castle, some three miles distant
to work at his trade in order to support his family; that he subsequently returned top
the land. when he was taken sick and at the time the notice that his entry was held
for cancellation was received, he was utterly unable to do anything and was sup-
ported by charity. In view of the above, and the cancellation of the entry upon the
ex parte report of the special agent and that the widow of the claimant is now resid-
ing upon the land, no adverse claim having attached, and Mrs. Cook, will be allowed
to make proof when she can show five years continuous residence. You will so ad-
vise her.

On June 26, 1886, in accordance with published notice Skiddie V.
Cook as widow of Charles M. Cook deceased, offered final proof before
the clerk of the circuit court for Jefferson county, Alabama, which was
transmitted to the local office, and on June 30, 1886, the register en-
dorsed thereon the following: "l Held up awaiting result of contest.
Signed S. J. Harris, Reg."

On October 1, 1886, the register transmitted the final proof to your
office with the following statement, viz:

Sir: Enclosed find final proof of S. V. Cook, widow of Charles M. Cook, who made
lid. 11,092. . . . which we wish to submit for your decision. This proof was
filed in June, but held up to await the result of a contest then pending, instituted by
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Win. A. Brown, to have the Hd. canceled for abandonment and non-compliance with

the Hd. law. At the hearing on July 2S, 1036, we thought contestant had failed to

bring forward sufficieut proof and so gave decisiou in favor of the contestee.

I am satisfied that the law has never been complied with by Charles M. Cook, nor by
his widow. as she testified. Therefore wish to submit the proofs to your
decision.

Signed J. G. HARRIS, R1egiSter.

The final proof shows that at the time Charles M. Cook, made home-
stead entry he was a citizen of the United States and duly qualified to
make said entry; that he died on March 8, 1885, leaving Skiddie V.
Cook, his widow and two minor children surviving him. That since the
date of her husband's death Mrs. Cook- and her children occupied the
tract continuously except whent necessarily temporarily absent at New
Castle, where she conducted a miners boarding house and thereby
earned a means of subsistence for herself and her children. She im-
proved, cultivated and cropped part of the tract each year since her
husbands death. The improvements consisted of a log house, an or-
chard and garden and about two acres cleared and fenced-value $100.
It also appears that her late husband never made any other entry or
filing for public land. On January 26, 1887, special agent Siebels of

* your office, visited the the tract and on February 10th same year re
ported among other things as follows, viz:

There are about five acres of the land cleared and about one acre has been fenced

and cultivated by Mrs. Cook. No depredations have been committed. The entry-
man repaired a dwelling house built on the entry by the Coalbarg Company. The im-

* provemeuts were worth $35. Charles M. Cook, died in the spring of 18S5. After his

death his widow had two small pieces of land cleared, fenced and cultivated in corn;

she is now having three and one-half acres more cleared, fenced and cultivated and is

having lumber hauled to build a new dwelling. All the improvements will be worth

$200. Charles M. Cook, established his residence on his entry in the spring of 1831.

He lived there with his wife and two children at intervals during the years 1881, 1882,
and 18.3. It was not continuous owing to very bad health; finally his health was so

shattered he moved to New Castle to get medical aid and died there in the spring of

1885. She is keeping a boarding house in New Castle to get means to improve the

entry. . . . Charles M. Cook, made this entry for his own and his family's exclu-
sive use and benefit. . . . Since his death his widow has improved and cultivated
the entry as above stated. There was no fraud.

To the 15th question, i. e., "Have any legal proceedings been in-
stituted V" the special examiner answers, " None," and recommended
that " Mrs. Cook should be allowed to keep the entry." On April 20,
1887, you rejected her final proof and held the entry for cancellation on
the ground that Mrs. Cook failed to comply with the requirements of

* 0; your letter of May 15, 1883, as to continuous residence upon the land.

The record shows that for good and sufficient reason your office re-
instated the canceled entry of Charles M. Cook, and having done so,
his heirs according to the decisions of this Department, were not re-
quired to reside upon the tract after his decease, they were only re-
quired to continue improving and cultivating the land, therefore, and
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inasmuch as the final proof and the report of the special agent clearly
shows a compliance with said requirement in good faith and in the ab-
sence of any adverse intervening claim I must reverse your decision
and direct that the final proof already made be accepted and the entry
pass to patent to the heirs of said Charles M. Cook.

DESERT LAND ENTRY-APPLICATION.

JAMES W. SEXTON.

An application to make desert land entry must show personal knowledge of the ap-
plicant as to the character of the land included therein.

Acting Secretary 3fuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, September 17, 1888.
I have considered the case arising upon the appeal of James W. Sex-

ton from your office decision of February 9, 1887, sustaining the action
of the local officers in rejecting his application to enter under the desert
land act the NW. i SW. i, Sec. 29, T. 27 N., R. 7 W., Helena district,
Montana.

The ground for said rejection by your office is, " that said act contem-
plates that persons enteringland thereunder shall have a personal knowl-
edge of the land they propose to enter, obtained from an examination of
each and every legal sub-division thereof, which fact must be set forth
in the declaration."

The action of the local officers and of your office is in accordance with
the directions contained in the circular of instructions of June 27, 1887
(5 L. D. 708), approved by the Department, the fifth paragraph of which
says (addressing local officers):

Your attention is called to the terms of this declaration as provided by existing
regulations (form 4-274), which are such as require a personal knowledge by the
entrymai of lands intended to be entered. The required affidavit can not be made by
an agent nor upon information and belief; and you will hereafter reject all applica-
tions in which it does not appear that the entryinan made the averments contained
in the sworn declaration upon his own knowledge derived from a personal examina-
tion of the lands.

After a careful examination of the argument of counsel for claimant
I find no reason for abrogating the ruling above quoted, and therefore
affirm your decision.

PRACTICE REHEARING.

DixoiT v. SUTHERLAND.

A rehearing will not be granted where the applicant, relying upon the erroneous ad-
vice of counsel upon a purely technical ground, failed to submit testimony when
the case came up for trial before the local office.

Acting Secretary liuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, September 17, 18.48.
This is a motion for review of' the decision of the Department of May

22, 1888, affirming the action of your office holding for cancellation the
timber-culture entry oft defendant.
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It appears from the record that contest was initiated against said
entry by the contestant Dixon, alleging failure to break, plant and cul-
tivate. Testimony was ordered to be taken before R. B. Pierce com-
missioner, May 20, 1885, at which time the plaintiff offered testimony,
the defendant being in default.

When the case was taken up by the local office May 30, 1885, the de-
fendant appeared by attorney and moved to dismiss the case, upon the
ground that she had not been properly served with notice, said notice
having been served by the plaintiff in person. The local officers over-
ruled said mOotion and held that plaintiff had sustained his charges as
to the failure of defendant to plant and cultivate as required by law.

Upon the appeal of defendant you sustained said action, holding that
service of notice by the plaintiff in person was in accordance with the
rules, which decision was affirmed by the Department.

The only ground urged in support of said motion is that defendant
employed an attorney to represent her in said case who advised her
that service upon her by the plaintiff in person was not legal service
and would not bind her to any proceedings had tinder it and said attor-
ney advised her to stay away from the trial. That, relying upon and

-* - acting under such advice, she did star away from tile taking of the
testimony for that reason alone. That defendant has a good defense to
said contest and asks for a rehearing for the purpose of offering said
defense.

-* The defendant has had fall opport unity for presenting her defense
and having acted upon the erroneous advice of her counsel upon a
purely technical ground, she must abide by the decision of the Depart-
ment.

The motion is refused and these papers are herewith transmitted to
your office for file.

SWAMP LAND GRANT-FIELD NOTES OF SURVEY.

KORTSCH V. STATE OF MINNESOTA.

'The adoption of the field notes of survey as the basis of adjusting the swramp grant
will not estop the government from making inquiry into the character of a tract,
although, from said field notes, it may appear to be of the character granted.

-First Assistant Secretary Miuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, Septem-
ber 18, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of the State of Minnesota from your
,office decision of February 21, 1837, holding for rejection the claim of
:said State for the S. I of the NW. -f and the N. J of the SW. I, See.
-31, T. 125 N., R. 39 W., Fergus Falls land distriqt, Minnesota, under the
swamp land grant act of March 12, 1860.

The case arose upon the application of Gustave A. Kortsch to enter
said tracts under the timber culture law; and upon his allegation that
the tracts were not swamp, a hearing was ordered. Testimony was pro-
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duced showing that but a small portion of the land was swa1np. The
State offered no testimony. The local officers found that the lands were
not swamp. On appeal you affirm the finding of the local officers.

It appears that the tracts in controversy are shown by the field notes
of the survey to be swamp. In the case of Lachance r. Minnesota (4 L.
D., 479), Secretary Lamar said:

As I understand the matter, the acceptance of the field notes as the basis of settle-
ment simply makes them primaafacie evidence of the condition of any given tract; it
is not tantamount to an assertion that the field notes shall govern always and abso-
lutely, irrespective of demonstrated fraud or falsity, but it places the bturdeu of proof
of such fraud or falsity on the party alleging it. The grant in question was a grant
of swamp land; and if it can be proven affirmatively that any given tract was not
swamp land at the (late of the grant, then such tract did not pass by the grant.

The principal witness at the hearing was W. H. Sanders, a surveyor
of twenty years experience in Minnesota, who made a survey of the land
in controversy in the latter part of September, lSS6. From such sur-
vey he made a map from which it appears that there are three tracts of
swamp land of 10 acres 7.45 acres and 2.90 acres, respectively and each
upon a separate legal subdivision. Said lands were never certified to
the State as swamp lands.

The general government has reserved to itself the right ti supervise
the selecting of swamp lands and holds them subject to its control until
they shall have been approved and patented to the State. (Lachance.
case, supra). The government, therefore, was not estopped from mak-
ing inquiry into the character of the lands in controversy. The State
was given due notice to appear and defend its selection, but it chose to
offer no testimony contenting itself with a cross-examination of the wit-
nesses for Kortsch. The testimony shows that the land is not of the
character that passes under the swamp grant, and that it is five feet
above the level of the stream and suitablefor agriculture; and that there
is no evidence or indication that there has been any change in the char-
acter of the land during the twenty-six years that have elapsed since
the grant to the State was made. Upon such a showing-uncontra-
dicted-I am of opinion that the field notes of the survey were false, if
not fraudulent, and I affirm your decision rejecting the claim of the
State to the tracts in controversy.

FINA-I P1ROOF-PUBLICATION OF NOTICE.

DWIGHT W. ENSIGN.

New publication and proof will be required, where the publication was not made in.
the newspaper published nearest the land.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stoclcslager, Se&ptem-
ber iS, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Dwight NV. Ensign from your office
decision of April 4, 1887, rejecting his commutation homestead proof
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for the W. i SW. 4, Sec. 22, and the NW. ± NW. ± of Sec. 27, T. 158
_NL R. 66 W., Devils Lake district, Dakota, and suspending both the
original entry and the cash certificate issued on said proof.

The action of your office was based on the fact that the notice of in-
tention to make proof was published in the North Dakota Inter Ocean
a paper published at Devils Lake, Dakota, twenty-eight miles distant
from the land, whereas it should have been published in the Towner
County Tribune, a newspaper published at Cando, about three miles
distant from the land. The claimant is a clerk in the local office at
Devils Lake, and he states in an affidavit that the publication was made
in the "' Inter Ocean" to save expense, the publisher making no charge
therefor. This irregularity calls for new publication and new proof.

Your decision rejecting the pr)of and suspending the cash certificate
and the original entry and allowing the claimant to submit new proof,
properly made in accordance with law and official regulations, is af-
firmed.

JACOBS V. CANNON.

Mlotion for review of departmental decision rendered April 16, 1883
i- (6 L. D., 623), overraled by Acting Secretary Muldrow, September 18,

; 1888.

PRACTICE-FINAL PROOF PROCEEDINGS RULE 35 OF PRACTICE.

MARTENSEN V. MCCAFFREY.

An adverse claimant, who appears in final proof proceedings before a clerk of court
and objects to the submission of said proof4 is not required to submit his testimony
before said officer, in the absence of an order under rule 35 of practice authorizing

such action.

First Assistant Secretary M1uidrow tb Commissioner Stockslager, Septem-
ber 18, 1888.

I have considered the case of Peter C. Martensen v. Joseph McCaffrey
* on appeal of the latter, from your office decision of February 17, 1887,
* suspending the final proof of both parties for pre-emption entry for the

SW. 1, Sec. 9, T. 27 N., R. 13 W., Niobrara, Nebraska land district, and
ordering a hearing on the contest initiated by Martonsen's affidavit.

Ifs; The record shows that said Mc~affrey filed pre-emption declaratory
statement for said land February 16, 1884, alleging settlement Febra-
ary 8, 1881, and Martensen filed declaratory statement April 30, 1886,
alleging settlement April 24, 1886.

August 6, 1886, McCaffrey advertised his intention to make final proof
October 19, following, before the clerk of the district court at O'Neil,,
Nebraska.
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The contestant Martensen appeared at the said time and place and
protested against McCaffrey's proof and filed an affidavit of contest,
alleging that about two years previously said McCaffrey built a house
on the tract which was unsuitable for cold or rainy weather, and that
neither himself nor family had resided therein until after his, Marten-
sen's, settlement thereon, but that said McCaffrey and family had, dur-
ing said time, resided upon his timber claim a half mile distant there-
from, and that no part of said tract had, prior to his own settlement,
been cultivated.

The said clerk before whom said testimony was being taken required
the contestant to then and there, introduce testimony in support of his
contest, no order for the taking of such testimony before him having
been made by the local officers. This Martensen refused to do, and for
that reason the local officers on October 23d, on McCaffrey's motion dis-
missed his protest, from which decision of the local officers Martensen
appealed.

On November 8, 1886, Martensen presented his final proof which was
rejected by the local officers on McCaffrey's motion on the ground that
by his failure to furnish testimony October 19, as heretofore set forth,
he waived his right as an adverse claimant.

Rule 35 governing practice in the government land offices provides,
in the first sub-division thereof, as follows:

In the discretion of registers and receivers testimony may be taken nearthe land in
controversy before a United States Cominisioner, or other officer anthorized to admin-
ister oaths, at a time and place to be fixed by them and stated in the notice of hearing.

It does not appear that the register and receiver in the case at bar
had exercised their discretionary powers by directing the time and place
of a hearing before the clerk and consequently contestant was not re-
quired to introduce his witnesses before him.

Your office held that Martensen was entitled to contest McCaffrey's
claim, and suspending proof of both parties referred the case back to the
local officers for hearing upon the contest.

In this I find no error. Your decision is therefore affirmed.

PRE-EMPTION SECOND FILING.

1. C. MILLER.

The right to make a second filing will not be accorded, where the first was illegal
because the pre-emptor removed from land of his own in the same State to reside
on the land embraced within said filing.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, Septemn
ber IS, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of HI. C. Miller from your office decision
of April 1, 1887, denying his application for a restoration of his pre-
eemption right.
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It appears from the records of your office that M iller filed declaratory
statement for the SE. , Sec. 3, T. 2 S., R. 28 W., Oberlin, Kansas, May
12, alleging settlement May 8, 1884 and on May 28, 1885, submitted
final proof thereon. The said proof was met by a protest filed by J. F.
Fraker, who on March 21, 1885, had made homestead entry of said tract
A hearing was had and the local officers found that Miller's filing was
illegal for the reason that lie had moved from land of his own in the
same State to settle upon the land he bad filed for. On appeal you
held the filing tor cancellation and advised the local officers that " not
only does the testimony tend strongly to show that defendant,(H. C.
Miller) removed from his homestead in violation of law, but it is evident
that be has never in good faith complied with the requirements of the
pre-emption law in the matter of residence on the land." From this
decision no appeal was taken.

The homestead from which the local officer found that Miller bad
removed was in the same neighborhood and he had received receiver's
final receipt March 3, 1884.

In his present application Miller swears that his first filing was made
on the advice of a person who was presumed to know and by acting on
said advice and by reason of said illegal entry the affiant has lost his
pre-emption right. He asks that it be restored and that he be permitted
to file for the NW. I of section 29, T. 3, R. 35, Oberlin district, Kansas.

The decision appealed from denies said application and says:
Section 22il, restricts the settler to but one legal filing. The party filing a declar-

atory statement, does so of his own volition, and the question is one of bova fide
intention equally as of fact whether the entry is capable of being perfected or not.

*~0 Miller appears to have sought to appropriate the land embraced within his filing,
without regard to legal requiremlents, and cannot now evade the result thereof. He
must be held to have exhausted his pre-emptive right.

* i The rule is that under section 2261 Revised Statutes a pre-emptor
may file but one declaratory statement for land free to settlement and
entry and that the only exception is where the pre-emptor, through no,
fault of his, is unable to perfect his entry on account of some prior
claim. Allen v. Baird (6 L. D., 298).

The landfor which Miller filed was free to settlement and if he had
been duly qualified and had made bonafide settlement thereon he would
have secured it. Miller states in the application under consideration
that the first filing was made on the advice of a person who was pre-
sumed to know the law. I have examined the testimony in the case of
Fraker v. Miller and find that there was no error in the finding of the

* * local officers that the latter had moved from land of his own to settle
upon the land for which he had filed or the decision of your office hold-
ing that he had not resided thereon in good faith; It appears that Mil-
ler had sufficient knowledge of the law to make him attempt to evade
the prohibition against moving from land of his own by making a pre-
tended removal from his homestead, and a pretended residence at the
house of his son-in-law. If he had knowledge of one prohibition of the
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statute it is fair to assume that he knew of the other forbidding the
filing of more than one declaratory statement; but whether or not he
actually knew the prohibitions of the statute he must be charged with
knowledge of the law and cannot be heard to plead ignorance of it.
His attempt to acquire title to the tract filed for was illegal, but in that
-attempt he has exhausted his pre-emption right. To allow him now to
file again would, in my opinion, be a violation of law and would allow
him to take advantage of his own wrong,. Clayton M. Reed (5 L. D.,413).

I, therefore, concur in your decision denying Miller's application and
~the same is affirmed.

MINING CLAIM SURVEY CIRCULAR OF DECEMBER 4, 1884.

RANGE VIEW LODE.

A new survey in conformity with the requirements of the circular approved December
4, 1884, will not be required, where a survey, in accordance with existing prac-
tice, had been approved by the surveyor general prior to the receipt of said cir-
cular.

Acting Secretary Jluldrow to Commissioner Stookslager, Septemnber 19,
1888.

I have considered the appeal of George A. Chapman from the decision
,of your office dated April 12, 1887, in mineral entry No. 2879, Range
View lode claim, survey No. 2074, Central City land district, Colorado.

The records show that Range View claim was located January 4,
1882, surveyed July 17, 1884, and the survey was approved August 2,
1884.

In accordance with duly published notice, an application for patent
was filed in the local office March 20, 1885. On April 12, 1887, your
xoffice rejected the application on the ground that said survey does not
-conform to the principles announced in circular 'N" approved Decem-
ber 4, 1884 (3 L. D., 540), and required claimant to have a new survey of
said claim so as to conform to the principles of said circular.

On June 27, 1887, claimant appealed.
Upon review of the record and proof in this case, it appears that the

survey of the claim in dispute was approved by the surveyor general
of Colorado, August 2, 1884, and was made in accordance with the rules
of your office then in force.

Section 4 of said circular "N" declares that, ""If, however, a survey
under the old practice has been approved by the surveyor general prior
to the receipt by him of these instructions, application for patent there-
on, if otherwise regular, will not be rejected."

In view of the foregoing, and as four months elapsed after the date
-of the approval of survey before the promulgation of said circular, I
must reverse your said decision requiring a new survey.
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MINING CLAIM-PATENT-TOWNSITE CLAUSE.

HARRY LIVINGSTON LODE.

The refusal of a mineral claimant to accept a patent containing a clause reserving
the rights of a townsite, warrants the Land Department in recalling said pat-
ent, and instituting proceedings to determine the relative rights of the parties
litigant.

Acting Secretary utldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, September 19,
1888.

I have considered the appeal of Henreco L. Livingston from your
office decision of April 14, 1887, in the matter of her application for the
issuance of a patent for the Harry Livingston Lode claim, mineral en-
try No. 150, Deadwood land district, Dakota.

Location of this claim was made by the applicant April 16, 1880.
Application for patent was filed in the local office and notice thereof
was given by publication and posting from August 27 to October 28,
1882.

* On October 25, 1882, a protest against the issuance of patent for said
claim was filed in the local office by Henry C. Clark and B. F. Charl-
ton, on behalf of themselves and also of certain others. These pro-
testants alleged that the land embraced in said claim was within the
limits of the towasite of Deadwood for which entry had been allowed;
that they and other parties had erected valuable dwellingsthereon and
had occupied the same as residences since a date long prior to the loca-
tion of this mineral claim; that they had title to their respective resi-
dences from the probate judge of Lawrence county, and " do protest
against the issue of a patent to said Henreco Livingston for the afore-
said Harry Livingston Lode unless there be a reservation therein pro-
tecting the lot owners aforesaid."

The local officers refused Livingston's application to make entry for
said claim. Upon appeal to vour office that decision was reversed. In
the letter of February 10, 1883, passing- upon this case, after reciting
the allegations of the protest, it was said:

The mining claim is shown by the field notes of survey to be within the townsite
of Deadwood. The townsite entry was allowed July 29, 1878, long prior to the min-
ing location but no patent has been issued thereon.

The Secretary of the Interior says in the case of the townsite of Rico (9 C. L. O.,
f 90) that " whether the lot owner does take his lot subject to the rights of the mineral
claimant as to the surface must depend upon priority of occupation . . . . . It
is not to be supposed that the recognized right of snch lot-owner is to be destroyed
by the subsequent discovery of a mineral vein that mayhave its course through such
lot." He concludes that there should be inserted in township and mineral land pat-
eats munual clanses of reservation. The mineral applicant is clearly entitled to make
his entry and you erred in not allowing the same after he had submitted satisfactory
proof and tendered the purchase money but I would state that when the patent is is-
sued the usual townsite clause will be inserted in order to protect the lot owners who
-have prior right to the surface.
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On July 2, 1883, the mineral claimant completed her entry by making

payment and final certificate was issued thereon and on October 1, 1 8 8 4 ,
a patent was issued thereon containing the usual townsite clauses
which patent was sent to the local office for delivery to the claimant.

By letter dated November16, 1884, addressed to the Secretary of the
Interior, the claimant refused to accept the patent so issued and asked
that he recall it and cause a new patent to be issued " in accordance to
and in conformity with the United States mining laws." This letter
was referred to your office and answered by Commissioner McFarland
by letter of December 5, 188k, in which, after reference to the decision
of February 10, 1883, it was said:

From this decision an appeal might have been taken to the Honorable Secretary of

the Interior but none was taken so far as appears. It is presumed you were duly no-
tified in the premises and if so said decision has become final by your failure to ap-

peal. This office has issued the only patent to said claim for which there is any
authority of law. Your request must be denied.

This refusal to receive the patent issued and the request for its recall
and the issuance of a new patent was repeated in letters of the claimant
of February 25, 1885, to the local officers and of May 6, 1886, to the Sec-
retary of the Interior, and was again denied by letter of your office of
June 23, 1886.

On February 22, 1887, one B. G. Caulfield in behalf of himself and
other owners of town lots embraced within the limits of said mineral
claim, filed a protest against the issuance of a patent for said mineral
claim and asked that the patent already issued should be recalled or if
not " that if this Department shall consider her claim for the patent
she demands that it will afford the surface occupants an opportunity to
make proof of the non-mineral character of this pretended claim."

The local officers were directed by letter of March 5, 18S7, to return
the patent to your office which they did with letter of March 10, 1887.

On April 14, 1887, your office decided that " the refusal of the patentee

to accept the patent allows this office to make.an investigation that
might properly have been made before the issue of the patent." And
for the purpose of determining the conflicting rights of the townsite resi-
dents and mineral claimant, the patent theretofore issued was held for
cancellation " without prejudice to the entry which will remain intact
subject to further examination," from which decis'on the mineral claim-
ant appealed.

At the time of the rendition of your office decision of February 10,
1S83, holding that the patent for this claim when issued should contain
the usual townsite reservation clause, the townsite residents were be-
fore your office by way of a protest, asking that their rights be pro-
tected. Under the existing and recognized practice, it was held not to
be within the province of this Department to adjudicate such claims,
but the parties were relegated to the courts to obtain an adjudication
thereon, their respective rights pending such adjudication in the courts.
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Ibeing held to be sufficiently protected by the insertion in mineral pat-
dents of the townsite reservation clause and in townsite patents of the
mineral reservation clause. See case of M1. A. and Edward Hickey (3
-L. D., 83), and authorities there cited.

In the case of Deffeback v. Hawk (1 15 U. S., 392) the land had been
settled upon prior to the location of the mineral claim, but no steps bad
been taken prior to the application to make a mineral entry for said
land to acquire title thereto under the townsite laws. The supreme
court there said:

The title to the laud being in the United States its occupation for trade orbusiness
V id not and could not initiate any right to it, the same being mineral land, nor delay
proceedings for the acquisition of the title under the laws providing for the sale of
lands of that character; and those proceedings had gone so far as to vest in the plain-
tiff a right to the title before any steps were taken by the probate j ndge of the county
to enter the townsite at the local land office.

The case under consideration differs from that cited in that the town-
;site entry was made July 29, 1878, long prior to the mining location

*: made April 16, 1880, and also in that in the case at bar it is claimed that
the land is not valuable for mining purposes while in the case cited, it
was admitted that the land was at the date of the settlement thereon
for trade and business known to be valuable for mining purposes.

Upon the facts presented by the record it would have been proper for
* your office upon the filing of the application for a mineral patent and

protest against the allowance thereof, to have instituted proceedings to
determine the rights of the respective parties. This course was, how-
-ever, under the then existing practice, considered unnecessary, inas-
much as it was held that the rights of both parties were sufficiently
protected by the form of patent thenissued and the determination ofthe
t-extent of those rights was properly subject to adjudication by the proper
courts rather than by this Department. The townsite claimants were
deprived of an opportunity to be heard at that time in support of their
elaims by the action of your office, which, as is claimed by the mineral
claimant, was erroneous. -If the proceedings then had were irregular

.the mineral claimant can not in justice ask more than to have the parties
put in the exact positions they held at the time the first error was com-
mitted. This is what the decision appealed from sought to do.

For the reasons herein given your said office decision is affirmed and
you will direct the institution of the proper proceedings for the deter-
mination of the rights of the respective claimants for this land,

* 0 3263-VOL 7---21
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OSAGE FILING-FINAL PROOF.

* W of it ELLIOTT V. RYAN.

Fail re to -nakefinal lroof witlin six months after Osage filing renders the land sub-

ject to intervening adverse claims; and rights under an intervening claim will

not be lessened by the fact that the settlement therein was made prior to the ex-

piration of the period accorded the first claimant to submit proof.

First Assistant Secretary 1lluldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, Septemnber
19, 1888.

I have considered the case of J. W. Elliott v. Drew Ryan upon the ap-

peal of the former from your office decision of January 6, 1887, rejecting

his final proof and holding for cancellation his filing for the land in con-

test, to wit: E. W NE. I of Sec. 15, T. 32 S., R. 20 W., Osage Indian

trust and diminished reserve lands, Larned land district, Kansas.

Ryan filed declaratory statement No. 8461, for the E. I of the NE. i

and E. J SE. i of said section April 14, 18S5, alleging settlement on the

second of said month.
Elliott filed declaratory statement No. 10,288, for the E. J SE. -4, Sec.

10, and E. I NE. 1, Sec. 15, same town and range, October 16, 1885, al-

leging settlement March 26,.1885.
After due notice by publication Ryan made proof November 21, 1885,

and on the 23d of said month cash receipt No. 8171, issued upon the

first payment.
Elliott duly submitted his final proof April 6, 1886.
On December 9, 1885, an affidavit of Elliott, duly corroborated was

filed, in which he alleges settlement and residence on the tract in con-

test prior to Ryan.
A hearing having been ordered for March 4, 1886, both parties ap-

peared on that day; Ryan filed a motion for a continuance, setting out

the names of five absent witnesses who if present would testify in effect,

that he settled upon the land claimed by him April 2, 1885, by com-

mencing to build a sod house and digging a well; that he completed a

house upon the land April 9,1885, and made the tract his continuous resi-

dence from said date to January 9, 1886; that Elliott did not settle

upon the land until several days after Ryan, and that the affidavit of

Elliott in so much as he therein alleges settlement on March 26, 1885,

is false.
Elliott admitted that the witnesses named. if present at the trial,

would testify in uccordance with the statements alleged in the said af-

fidavit.
Thereupon trial proceeded. The local officers decided in favor of

Elliott, holding that he was'the prior actual settler.
Upon appeal your office reversed the said decision; your office, as to

the tract in contest, rejected the proof of Elliott and held his filing for

cancellation, upon the ground that, "under plaintiff's agreement, the

preponderance of the testimony shows Ryan to have been the first act-
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ual settler, but aside from this, Elliott failed to place his claim upon
record within the required time, and not until after Ryan was residing
-upon the land with his family."

Elliott appealed to this Department and the case is now before me
- for consideration.

Both parties were.qualified pre-emptors, both actual settlers in good
faith, and each, in absence of the other's claim would be entitled to the
land covered by his filing.

The question of priority of settlement is involved in much doubt;
taking into consideration the admission of Elliott that five witnesses
would testify as alleged in Ryan's affidavit for continuance, your finding,
that " the preponderance of the testimony shows Ryan to have been
the first actual settler" seems to be justified by the testimony in the
case, but it is not necessary to conclude upon the priority of the settle-
ment of the parties, in order to determine their relative rights.

By the regulations of this Department of June 23, 1881, the actual
settler on Osage lands is required to make proof and payment of not
less than one-fourth of the purchase price within six months from date
of filing.

Ryan filed his statement April 14, 1885, the six months expired Octo-
ber 13th of the same year; after that day he was in default and it was
then perfectly proper for another settler, if duly qualified, to file on the
land; such settler would thereby gain preference to Ryan. That is
precisely what Elliot has done; he filed his statement October 16,1885.
Ryan did not make his proof until November 21, 1885. That Elliott
had made settlement on the land prior to October 13th of the said

C year cannot put him in a position less advantageous than a settler,
theretofore a stranger to the land, would be in. Elliott made his proof
April 6, 1886, within six months from the date of his filing and the land
in contest must therefore be awarded to him.

Accordingly Ryan's filing for the land in contest should be canceled,
the proof of Elliot for the land covered by his filing be accepted, and
his entry allowed, subject to his compliance with the further provisions
of the law.

Your decision is reversed.

PRE-EMPTION-SECOND FILING.

JOSEPH L. Ef BOCiK.
A second filing may be properly allowed where, through no fault of the pre-emptor,

the first fails by reason of conflict with a prior adverse claim.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, September
21, 1888.

On August 6, 1885, Joseph L. De Bock filed declaratory statement,
alleging settlement July 3, 1885, upon E. i NE. i and E. i SE. i Sec.
15, T. 32 N., R. 65 W., Valentine, Nebraska.
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On December 28, 18S8, De Bock filed his application to amend his
said filing so that it wonid embrace, in lieu of the tract named, the S. J
SW. I Sec. 14 and WV. J NW. 4 Sec. 23, in the same town and range.
This application was refused by your office decision of April 8, 1887,
from which the claimant appeals.

The record shows that on April 9,1885, one Joseph Benway had filed
declaratory statement, alleging settlement April 1st preceding, upon
the four forties adjoining those embraced in the appellant's filing, i. e.,
W. 4 NE. I and W. 4 SE. I of said Sec. 15, and that on August 4, 1885,
by affidavit acknowledged before the receiver, said Benway applied to
so amend his said filing as to include therein three of the forties, i. e.,
SE. 4 NE. 4 and E. A SE. I of said Sec. 15, which the appellant subse-
quently, i. e., on August 6th following, included in his declaratory state-
ment mentioned.

Benway's corroborated application set out, that from a survey, made
" a short time ago," lie learned that his said filing did not include the
land he had selected, to wit: NE. 1 NE. 1 Sec. 22, SE. 1 NE. 1, E. i
SE. I of said Sec. 15, the tracts named in his application, upon which
he has broken four acres, fenced some and planted corn, potatoes and
garden stuff, and hauled logs for a house and lived in a tent since the
date of his filing.

On December 10, 1S86, your office allowed Benway's said application
to amend.

The appellant averred in his said application, that he has upon the
latd covered by his said filing a log house, stable and ten acres of break-
ing, and that Ile is living thereon with his wife and eight children. He
states that, by reason of Benway's said amendment he has no right to
this land.

It also appears from the appellant's application and from your said
decision, that the pending application of Beuway to amend as stated
was not of record in the local office when the appellant filed his declara-
tory statement referred to.

Your office held in effect that the appellant had exhausted his pre-
emption right by his filing of August 6, 1885. In this I can not concur.

The appellant does not apply to correct a mistake in his filing of
August 6, 1885, nor does he allege that said filing fails to conform to his
original intention. He asks to substitute a valid for an invalid filing,
and this he has a right to do. See A. J. Slootskey, (6 L. D., 505).

The record, however, shows that when the appellant filed his declara-
tory statement, most of the land which he intended to claim being sub-
ject to Benway's pending application to amend, was consequently
reserved. Bracken v. Mecham, (6 L. D., 264), and cases cited.

Benway's said application having been allowed by your office, the
appellant is thereby prevented from making cash entry under his said
filing.

This case is clearly within the ruling of Allen v. Baird (6 L. D., 298).
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In the case cited the Department held that. the only exception to the
provision that a pre-emptor may file but one declaratory statement, is
where through no fault of his own he is unable to perfect his entry on
account of some prior claim.

You will direct that the appellant be permitted to file for the said S. i
SW. I Sec. 14 & W. I NW. I Sec. 23 subject to any valid adverse claim
attaching prior to the date of the present application.

Your decision is reversed.

HOMESTEAD-ACT OF JlUNE 15, 1880.

NUTTLE v. LEACH.

An intervening pre-emption claim is sufficient to bar purchase under section two of
the act of June 15, 1880.

First Assistant Secretary Hiiuldrow to Commissioner btockslager, Septem-
ber 21, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Archibald Leach, in the case of James
M. Nuttle v. Archibald Leach from your office decision of September
15, 1886, holding for cancellation Leach.s cash entry for NE.J See. 35,
T. 16 S., R. 25 W., Wa Keeney, Kansas, land district.

L jeach made homestead entry of said land May 21, 1879, which entry
*0- was contested by Nuttle, and on January 18, 18S6, said entry was form-

ally canceled upon the books of the local office on evidence submitted
by Nuttle.

On Marchi 6, 1886, Nuttle filed a pre-emption declaratory statement
thereon, alleging settlement February 20, 1886.

On March 23, 1886, Leach made cash entry under act of June 15, 1880.
Upon protest of Nuttle against patent being issued upon the certifi-

cate of Leach, both parties appeared and filed arguments in your office.
The second ground of error alleged by Leach in his appeal is in effect

that, Nuttle having filed declaratory statement under the pre-emption
law this case can not be held to come within the proviso of the act of
June 15, 1880 (21 Stat., 237), which reads:

Provided, this shall in no wise interfere with the rights or claims of others who may
have subsequently entered such lands under the homestead laws.

It was held in George S. Bishop (1 L. D., 69), that, after ceancellation
of a homestead entry, an adverse right may attach under a law other
than the homestead law.

The proposition claimed in the case at bar, that au entry under the
homestead law is the only entry contemplated in the proviso above set
out, was thoroughly discussed in the Bishop case, szclpra, and it was
held therein that the rule " expressio unius est exclusio alterius," does
not apply to the interpretation of the term "homestead law," in the
proviso of said act, but the same "1 is used in a generic sense, intending
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thereby to illustrate its intent to protect all vested rights that might
intervene prior to the application to purchase."

This ruling has been uniformly followed by the Department. Charles
C. Martin (3 L. D., 373); Gilbert v. Spearing (4 L. D., 466); Patrick
Roderick (4 L. D., 493); Kelly v. Maynard (5 L. D., 592).

As to the other questions suggested in the appeal, the proper time to
consider those will be when considering Nuttle's final proof.

Your said decision is accordingly affirmed.

FINAL PROOF-EQtUITABLE ADJUDICATION.

ANTON A. MOKLEBUST.

In the absence of protest or adverse claim, an entry may be referred to the Board of

Equitable Adjudication where the final proof was submitted after the day fixed

therefor, and good faith is manifest.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, Septem-
ber 21, 188S.

I have considered the appeal of Anton A. Moklebust from your de-
cisions of February 16, and April 21, 1887, requiring new publication
of notice with relation to his final proof on his pre-emption claim, em-
bracing Lots 6 and 7, Sec. 6, and Lots 1 and 2, See. 7, T. 156 N., R. 64
W., Devils Ijake district, Dakota.

It appears from the record that appellant gave due notice of his in-
tentiou to make final proof and payment August 23, 1884, but that the
same was not made until September 26, 1881, a period of thirty two
days thereafter.

On that date appellant made an affidavit before the register of the
district in which he stated that he was not able to offer his final proof
on the day advertised " owing to his inability to secure the presence of
his witnesses at the land office Qn account of their absence in another
county where they were engaged harvesting." He then asked that his
proof might be allowed on that day.

The local officers granted his request, his proof was made, the price

of the land accepted, and final certificate duly issued thereon.
The record also shows that claimant resided upon the tract more

than six months prior to the date advertised for making final proof and
that he continued to reside upon it until June, 1886, when he made a

homestead entry of another tract in the immediate neighborhood. He

still continues to own and cultivate his pre-emption claim.
Your office letter G, of February 16, 1887, was the first notice claim-

ant received that he must make new advertisement and new proof.

This was after he resided in good faith for more than nine months upon

his homestead claim, and a compliance with your decision would prob-
ably entail a loss of either tract.
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It does not appear that any one intended to protest or has since made
any objection or adverse claim, although four years have elapsed since
proof was made and final certificate issued.

In the absence of any grounds for charging fraud on the part of the
entryman and no adverse claimant having alleged that he was misled
to his injury by the irregularity mentioned, the case seems to fall within
the spirit of Rule 10 of the Rules of Equitable Adjudication. You will,
therefore, please certify the case to the Board of Equitable Adjudica-
tion for the action of that tribunal.

;*: Your decision is accordingly modified.

PURCHASE BEFORE PATENT--FINAL PROOF.

C. A. KIBLING.

Purchasers after entry and before patent take only an eqnity, and are charged with

notice of all defects in their title.

When a witness is substituted for an advertised witness, new notice and proof cover-

ing the testimony of the substituted witness will be required.

When the proof is taken by an officer not named in the advertisement, it must be

taken at the time and exact place designated in the printed notice; and the offi-

cer advertised to take such proof must officially certify that no protest was filed

-before him against the claimant's entry.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stookslager, Septem-
ber 21, 1888.

* I have considered the appeal of C. A. Kibling, mortgagee of Francis
Lekley, from your decision of December 13, 1886, rejecting the final

; proof of said Francis Lekley for the E.J of the SEA, and Lot 4, See,. 7,
T. 113 N., R. 80 W., Huron, Dakota.

It appears from the record that Francis Lekley made homestead entry
of the above tract October 15, 1884, and advertised to make commuta-
tion proof thereon "-before judge of probate court in and for Sully
county, at Okbajo, Dakota Territory, on Saturday, February 14, 1885."

The testimony of claimant and his two witnesses (only one of whom
had been advertised) together with the rest of the proof was taken on

*00 the same date before the clerk of the district court of Clifton, same
county, the claimant alleging as a reason therefor, that the probate judge
was absent at the time.

The claimant, in his proof, alleged that his improvements were of the
value of $350. They consisted of a house, twelve by fourteen, stable
eighteen by twenty, a well and eight acres of breaking, five of which
were planted to tree seed. Claimant stated that he had not been absent
at all from the tract, whilst his witnesses testified that he had "not
been absent to exceed two days at a time."
* Your offiee, by letter "C " of August 1, 1885, rejected the final proof
and directedthe local officers to notify claimant that he would be allowed
sixty days in which to make new proof. The local officers, however, did
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not properly notify the claimant of your decision, in that it was not
served personally or by registered letter. The notice was mailed to
claimant in care of one C. U. Walworth, an attorney, who refused to ac-
cept service, on the ground that his former appearance for claimant was
"for the purpose of procuring repayment of the purchase money on a
portion of his claim to which the government could not convey any title,
having previously sold the same."

It appears that shortly after making final proof, claimant went to,
Nebraska, and had not returned at the date of the appeal herein. His
former attorney made repeated efforts to find him, but without any
apparent success.

No appeal was taken from your said decision within the time allowed,.
but in March, 18S6, C. H. Walworth sua sponte, submitted affidavits in
support of his motion for reconsideration.

After considering these affidavits, your office, on December 13, 1886,.
directed that claimant's original entry be allowed to stand, subject to
future proof. You at the same time advised fhe local officers to duly
notify claimant of this decision.

It further appears that claimant, on March 1, 1885, mortgaged said'
tract to one C. A. Kibling, a resident of Strafford in the State of Ver-
mont, to secure the payment of $300 which he loaned him that day.
This mortgage was recorded in the county in which the tract is situated
on the 31st of that month and was made fifteen days after proof was
submitted and final certificate issued.

January 28, 1887, Kibling, as such mortgagee, appealed from your
said decision, alleging various grounds of error and asking that Lek-
Iey's final proof; as originally made, be accepted and that patent issue
accordingly.

The rulings of this Department and the decisions of the courts, clearly
establish the doctrine that as against the governmlent the entryman has
acquired no rights until he has performed the preliminary acts required
by law. The rule of caveat equptor applies in this case and the purchaser
or mortgagee can acquire nothing the original claimant did not possess.

Two weeks after the issuance of final certificate Kibling loaned his;
money to Lekley and if the latter's entry was either void or fraudulent
the security upon which he relied for his investment, proved worthless..
He assumed the risk and he must now abide the consequences. He
does not seem to have acted without the necessary precaution as he
employed counsel to transact this business for himr

All purchasers of lands after entry and prior to the issuance of pat-
ents are charged with notice that said entries must he confirmed by your
office and that if said entries are void or fraudulent, the purchaser can
acquire no better title than the vendor possessed. Purchasers after
entry and before patent take oDlv an equity and are charged with' no-
tice of all defects in their title. United States v. Johnson et al. (5 L.
D., 442).
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The claimant in making final proof has not complied with the instruc-

tions of circular letter of February 19, 1887 (5 L. D., 426), which pre-

scribes that when witness not named in advertisement is substituted
for advertised witness, new notice and proof covering the testimony of

substituted witness is required. Also that when final proof is taken by

officer not named in advertisement, it must be taken at the time and

exact place designated in the printed notice and the officer advertised.
to take such proof must officially certify that no protest was ever filedp

before him against claimant's entry. These requirements have not beenm

complied with.
Your decision, therefore, that claimant's original entry be allowed to-

stand, subject to further proof, is accordingly affirmed.

HOMESTEAD CONTEST-ACT OF JUNE 15, 1880.

CRAIG V. HOWARD.

The right of purchase accorded by section two, act of June 15, 1880, extends only to -

entries made prior to the passage of said act.

The preference right of a successful contestant is superior to the right of purchase-

under said act.

First Assistant Secretary lluldrow to Commissioner Stoc7lslager, Septem-
ber 26, 1888.

I have considered the case of E. A. Craig v. W. J. ioward upon the-

appeal of the latter from your office decision of November 1, 1886, hold-
ing for cancellation his cash entry for the NE. I of Sec. 11, T. 8 S., B 24-
AV., Kirwin land district, Kansas.

- The records show the following facts.
Howard made homestead entry for the said land May 6, 1881. In

*- November, 1884, Craig instituted contest against him charging that
Howard had wholly abandoned the said tract and changed his residence

therefrom for more than six months since making entry and next prior-

to the date of such contest.
A hearing being ordered, and January 28, 1885, appointed for the

time of trial, due notice was given therefor by publication.
At time of hearing contestant appeared, the claimant made default.

Upon the evidence then adduced by the contestant, the local officers
determined that the homestead entry of Howard should be canceled,.
and he not having appealed on November 10, 1885, your office canceled

*< said entry for abandonment.
Craig on December 3, 1885, made homestead entry for the land.

In the meantime November 16, 1885, howard made cash entry No.-

4362-for the said land under the second section of the act of June 15,
1880.

Your office by the said decision of November 1, 1886, held said cash

entry for cancellation for illegality '-said homestead entry (meaning-
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the homestead entry of Howard) having been made after the adoption
of the act referred to."

From this decision Howard appealed to this Department and the case
is now before me for consideration.

The act of June 15, 1880 (21 Stat., 237), is applicable only to entries
made anterior to its adoption. Another reason why Howard's cash
entry should be canceled is, that Craig as the successful contestant,had
the right to enter said land within thirty days from notice of cancella-
tion'of Howard's homestead entry. Craig made his entry twenty-three
days after such cancellation.

Your decision is affirmed.

TIMBER CULTURE CONTEST-APPLICATION TO ENTER.

FENNO V. BRADY.

The application to enter, filed by a successfnl contestant at the initiation of a timber-
culture contest, when allowed, relates back and takes effect as of the date thereof
to the exclusion of all intervening claims.

Commissioner Stockslager to register and receiver, Huron Dakota, Janu-
ary 14, 1886.

By letter of November 1, 1884, Frank E. Brady was allowed a pref-
-erence right of entry to the NW. 1 See. 33, T. 117, R. 60, upon his suc-
cessful contest of timber culture entry No. 5796, thereon, and his timber
culture application for entry was returned to be perfected. You re-
ported that he was notified of the action November 13, 1881. He made
timber culture entry No. 6098 same tract December 16, 1884, and you
improperly allowed Mliles D. Fenno to enter the same tract per home-
stead entry No. 9761, February 18, 1885, settlement alleged December
I, 1884, (See Wolfe v. Struble, Copp's L. 0. 9, p. 148).

Fenno submitted affidavits upon the suspension of his entry, in which
he states that he has made the tract his place of residence ever since
date of settlement and has some improvements thereon, and acknowl-
edges that Brady has had five acres broken upon the tract.

A settlement by Fenno prior to December 14, 1884, could not defeat
Brady's right which did not expire until that date and I find upon an
examination of Brady's timber culture papers an annotation by the
register showing that the money was tendered and refused December
13, 1884, and the refusal appears to have been for the reason that it was
unaccompanied by an affidavit alleging that he had not since date of the
former affidavit, which accompanied the contest papers, made an en-
-try under the timber culture law. It appears therefore that an effort
was made to place his claim of record within the required time and was
prevented only by a technical defect which I do not consider fatal to his
rights, nor should Fenno, who was aware of Brady's contest and who
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settled on the land subject thereto be permitted to acquire a claim to the

exclusion of the contestant.
Therefore the homestead entry is held forcancellation and the timber

culture entry will be allowed to stand. Advise the parties in interest

allowing a right of appeal.

DEPArITMENTAL DECISION.

First Assistant Secretary llididrow to Commissioner Stooks lager, September
27, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Miles D. Felino from your decision of

January 14, 1886, holding for cancellation his homestead entry of the

NW. i, Sec. 33, T. 11 7 N., R. 60 W., Hurou, Dakota.

The facts are clearly stated in your said decision and I concur in the

conclusion therein reached.
It should be mentioned in addition that at the time of the initiation

of the contest, Brady filed an application to make timber-culture entry

on said tract. Oil the sumcessfuldetermnination of this contest, hisright

to enter the tract became absolute, if he was otherwise qualified to

make such entry, and the requirement of the local office that he file a

supplemental affidavit showing such qualification did not impair in any .

way the right which he had under the act of June 14, 1878. It tem-

porarily suspended the recording of his entry, but when recorded it

related back to and took effect as of the date of the application and

eut off all intervening claims, and any person seeking to acquire an in-

terest in the land during the interval between the determination of the

contest, and the recording of his entry, could only obtain it subject to

his superior rights. Besides the entry of Fenno, made after that of

Brady and while the land was segregated by that prima facie valid

entry, was illegal and should accordingly be canceled.
Your decision, therefore, holding for eancellation the homestead entry

of Miles D. Fenno and allowing the timber culture entry of Frank E.

Brady to stand is accordingly affirmed.

TIMIBER CULTURE CONTEAST-REPLANTING.

CONRAD V. ELIciT.

Extreme drouth furnishes a sufficient excuse for a short delay in replanting, where

the good faith of the entryman is apparent.

First Assistant Secretary ]lfuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, September
27, 188S.

I have considered the appeal of John Emick from your decision of

February 5, 1887, holding for cancellation his timber culture entry for

the NB. 1, Sec. 32, T. 103 N., R. 68 W., Mitchell, Dakota.
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The record shows that John Emick made timber-culture entry of the
above tract July 30, 1880, and on August 28, 1885, John Conrad initi-
ated contest, alleging:

That said Emick has wholly abandoned said tract, for more than one year since
making said entry, and next prior to the date of hearing; that said tract is not cul-
tivated as required by law; that neither the first five nor the second five acres of
trees are growing on said land, as required by law; that said first five acres and-
second five acres have been planted and have been plowed up and not replanted; and,
that for more than one year there have been no trees growing on said land as reqiiiredc
by law.

October 12, 1885, was set for a hearing, and on that date the parties,
their counsel and witnesses apneared before the local officers. Claim-
ant's counsel appeared specially and moved to dismiss the proceedings
on the ground that the affidavit of contest was insufficient and the alle-
gations contained therein were general and not specific, and for the
farther reason " that the return of service of notice of contest is not
properly certified to in that there is no proof of service whatever." This
motion was properly overruled by the local officers as the allegations irk
the affidavit of contest were specific and the certificate of the sheriff,
who served the notice of contest, was sufficient, he being a sworn officer
and his return therefore under oath. The hearing was then proceeded
with and a large amount of testimony taken, a considerable portion of
which was entirely irrelevant to the issues involved in this contest.

A careful examination of the evidence shows that Emick broke nine
acres of this tract in June, 1881, on which he raised a crop of corn in
1882. In 1882, he broke nine acres more and planted that season nine
rows of tree seeds, almost all of which grew and at the time of the ini-
tiation of this contest amoanted to about 18,000 trees, averaging in
height from six inches to seven feet.

Claimant testified thatthis planting was made for the purpose of estab-
lishing a nursery from which he intended to transplant trees in case
the seeds subsequently planted, as required by law, did not grow. In
1883, after carefully preparing the land, he planted six acres of tree
seeds, four feet apart each way. The remaining twelve acres were
planted to a crop of corn during this season. In the spring of 1884,
five more acres were planted to tree seeds, the balance of the land was
cultivated to crop and fifty-five additional acres were broken. Before
planting the tree seeds, as aforesaid, claimant plowed and dragged the
land, putting it in a proper condition for the reception of the seed. It
is therefore evident that up to this time the entryman had fully com-
plied with the requirements of law.

It appears that the tree seeds planted in 1883, did not properly ma-
ture and that those planted in 1884, almost entirely failed to grow.
With a view of replanting the eleven acres planted to tree seeds in 1883,
and 1884, he bad the same plowed up in April, 1885. Owing to the
continued dry weather and the consequent condition of the soil and
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-with the advice of his attorney, the replanting was deferred until the
fall of that year. In the meantime this contest was initiated.

Claimant testified that at the time of plowing the eleven acres above
referred to, he intended replanting the same or transplanting thereon
trees from his nursery which he claims to have preserved and cultivated
for such a contingency. In this he is corroborated by Dan. Kane, his
hired man, who testified that claimant, before leaving for Iowa, directed
him to plow this tract, saying that on his return it would be replanted
in trees or tree seeds. This, however, was not done for the reasons al-
ready given, and a crop of flax seed was planted instead. Claimant,
-during the same year, sowed some sixty or seventy acres of this tract
in oats and had in all one hundred acres under cultivation.

A preponderance of the testimony shows that during the spring of
1885, and for some six months previous, the weather was extremely
-dry, there being scarcely any rain, and consequently very little moist-
ure in the ground. This, claimant alleges, was the reason his tree seeds
failed to grow and also the reason he postponed replanting.

Upon the evidence submitted at the hearing, the register and receiver
rendered different decisions; the former recommended that Emick's
*entry be canceled, and the latter that the contest be dismissed. From
-the receiver's decision Conrad appealed to your office, and on February
25, 1887, you rendered a decision sustaining the register and directing
that Emick's entry be held for cancellation. From this action Emick
-appealed.

From the facts as already recited, it is clear that Emick fullycomplied
with the law up to July, 1885, or at least, until May of that year, when
' he sowed flax seed in the plat in which he formerly planted tree seeds.
'The extreme drought of that spring and of the previous winter and fall
deterred claimant from replanting and his postponement of the same
was therefore in no way inconsistent with his good faith. On the
contrary, the evidence satisfactorily shows that he acted in entire good
faith and that his short delay in replanting was inspired by motives of
*caution and prudence. Claimant's other improvements strengthen the
theory that he acted in good faith and that he meant to comply with
the provisions of the timber-culture act.

The entryman's good faith should be taken into consideration in ar-
riving at a proper conclusion in this contest. Thompson v. 8ankey (3

D I. D., 365); Peck v. Taylor (3 L. D., 372); Rasmussen v. Rice (6 L. D.,
-- 755).

When the requisite breaking and planting were done within the proper
'*0- - time, but the seeds so planited failed to grow, it was held that the entry

.should not be forfeited. Hartman v. Lea (3 L. D., 584).
I am, therefore, of the opinion that the entryman acted in good faith

- ~and has substantially complied with the law.
Your decision, therefore, holding for cancellation the timberculture

Gentry of John Emick is accordingly reversed.
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RAILROAD GRANT-INDEMNITY LANDS.

NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R. Co.

The departmental order of August 15, 1887, with respect to filings and entries upon
lands covered by unapproved selections, made applicable to lands within the
second indemnity limits of the Northern Pacific.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, September 28, 1888.

I am in receipt of your letter of May 14,1888, enclosing communications
dated April 25, 1888, from George P. Flannery, of Minneapolis, Minne-
sota, in relation to the matter of suspending the final proofs of settlers
within what was formerly held to be the second indemnity limits of the
Northern Pacific Railroad.

I am also in receipt of your letter of August 2, 1888, forwarding let-
ters from Messrs. Mendenhall and McNaught, counsel for the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company, which request modification of instracticns
heretofore issued in relation to the lands within said limits.

It is suggested by the company, that, inasmuch as the question
whether said railroad has a second indemnity belt is now pending before
the Attorney General, awaiting his opinion, the further settlement and
entry of lands of this class be suspended until the question be finally
determined. This suggestion is not approved.

But inasmuch as the company claims the right of selection within
these limits, I think it would be wise to instruct the proper local officers
that as to any lands therein, covered by unapproved selections, the
same action is to be taken, as was directed by departmental order
of August 15, 1887 (6 L. D., 91), in relation to filings and entries upon
other similarly selected lands in the first indemnity belt of said road.

PRE-ENIPTION-NAVAJO RESERVATION.

HUGH A.. CARmON.

Land reserved for the use of the Navajo Indians by executive order of April 24, 1886,
is not subject to pre-emption.

The provisions of the act of June 29, 18R8, are applicable to settlement claims ac-
quired within certain limits prior to May 1,188i, and included within said execu-
tive order.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, Septem-
ber 29, 1888.

I have considered the case arising upon the appeal of Hugh A. Car-
mon from your office decision of March 26, 1887, holding for cancella-
tion his pre-emption filing No. 1828, made December 5, 1885, for the SW.
J of Sec. 13, T. 29 N., R. 15 W. Santa Fe district, New Mexico, on the
ground that the tract lies within the boundaries of the land reserved
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by executive order of April 24, 1886, for the use of the Navajo Indians.

I affirm your decision.
I would direct your attention, however, to the fact that the "Act mak-

ing appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of the In-

dian Department," approved June 29, 1888, contains the following para-
graph:

* The sum of ten thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, is hereby

appropriated to enable the Secretary to pay the settlers, who, in good faith, made set-

tlement in township 29 N., ranges 14, 15, and 16 W., New Mexico principal meridian,

in the Territory of New Mexico prior to -May 1, 1856, for their improvements, and for

damages sustained by reason of the inclusion of said townships within the Navajo

reservation by executive order of April 24, is86; and such settlers may make other

homestead, pre-emption, and timber-culture entries as if they had never made set-

tlements within said townships.

Said Carmon having made settlement within the limits named prior

to May 1, 1886, the statute above quoted applies to his case.

TIMBER CULTURE CONTEST-APPLICATION TO ENTER-NOTICE Or
CANCELLATION.

ENGLISH V. NOTE1rrnioM,

Under rule 17 of practice, notice of cancellation to the successful contestant is not

* sufficient, where given by unregistered letter.
An application to enter, filed with a tiniber culture contest, is equivalent to actual

entry so far as the rights of the contestant are concerned, and withholds the land

embraced therein from other disposition until final action thereon.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrou' to Commissioner Stockslager, Septern-
ber 29, 1888.

In the summer of 1885, Gerritt Noteboom contested the timber-culture
entry, No. 8141, of David S. Correll, for the NW. I of Sec. 13, T. 99, R. -

66, Yankton land district, Dakota. Correll made default; and by your

office letter of October 4, 1835, the entry was ordered to be canceled-
the cancellation being noted on the books of the local office October
11th.

Ndteboom had accompanied his application to contest with an appli-

*0; cation to enter the tract. After cancellation, the local office sent a no-

-;: tice of that fact to Messrs. Ellerm an and Peemiller, Notebooks attor-
neys of record. Noteboom not being heard from within thirty days,

* the local officers, on February 7, 1887, allowed Edmund F. English to
make timber culture entry of the tract.

On March 12, 1887, Noteboom applied to perfect his entry, tendering
the legal fee and commission-alleging continuous residence on the

tract since October 1, 1886. The local officers refused to allow Note-

boom's application because of English's entry.
Noteboom states under oath that he never received notice of the can-

cellation of Correll's prior entry. The local officers suggest that this
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was because of his substituting one Poole, in place of Ellerman and
Peemiller, as his counsel; and urge that notice to the latter should be
considered as notice to Noteboom.

It appears, however, that the notice (if sent at all, of which there
-seems to be some doubt,) was by an ordinary, unregistered letter.
This was not sufficient notice (see rule 17 of practice).

Noteboom's application to enter, filed with his contest, was equiva-
-lent to actual entry, so far as his rights were concerned, and withheld
the land embraced therein from other disposition until such time as it
should finally be acted upon, either by being merged into an entry, or
rejected \with right of appeal (Pfaff v. Williams etal., 4 l. D., 455).

For the reasons herein given, yoar decision allowing Noteboom thirty
,days' preference right of entry from date of notice hereof is affirmed.

MINING ,CLAIM- ADVERSE PROCEEDINGS.

MEYER ET AL. v. HYMAN.

(On Review)

-A mineral entry prematurely allowed, pending the disposition of adverse litigation,
may be permitted to stand on the withdrawal of the adverse claims.

.First Assistant Secretary Muldroic to Commnissidner Stockslager, October
1, 1888.

In the matter of the motion for review by D. M. Hyyman, of the de-
cision of this Department of July 28, 1888 (7 L. D., 8:3) in the case of
W. B. Meyer et al. and J. B. Wheeler et al. v. said D. M. Hyman, in-
volving the latter's mineral entry, No. 14, for the "Durant Lode Mining
Claim," Glenwood Springs series, Colorado, it appears from a commu-

-nication bearing date of September 14, 1888, of C. C. Clements, attorney
-for the said Meyer et al. and Wheeler et al. protestants and adverse
claimants, enclosed in your office letter (" N' ") of September 21, 1888,
to this Department, that:

Since the appeal from your office decision of January 15, 1887, suspending said en-

try, all suits have been settled in favor of said Hyman and to the satisfaction of all
-parties concerned, so that there is now no conflict or controversy existing between
-said parties, and that it is now the desire of said protestants and adverse claimants
that the said motion be granted to the end that said entry may be re-instated and
patented without unnecessary delay.

In view of this state of facts, the, question now is one solely between
lHyman and the government, and his said entry, though prematurely
allowed pending the suits between the said parties (R. S., 2326), appear-
ing to be otherwise unobjectionable, and there being no useful purpose
to be subserved byS the cancellation thereof, it is " competent for this
Department to sustain the same." (Gunnison Crystal Mining Com
pany, 2 L. D. 722.)

The motion for review and recall of said decision of July 28, 1888, is
-therefore hereby granted, and said entry will be re-instated.
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DESERT LAND ENTRY-FINAL PROOF PROCEEDINGS.

WILLIAMX J. SPARKS.

The testimony of the entryman and his witnesses, in final proof proceedings under a
desert land entry, may be legally required to be taken at the same time and place
and before the same officer.

When the good faith of the entryman, and h s purpose in making the entry are in
doubt, he may be required to personally appear before the local office and sub-
mit to a cross-examination.

'The Commissioner of the General Land Office is fully.anthorized under the law to re-
quire additional proof, where that submitted is not found satisfactory.

A desert land entry made for the use and benefit of another is illegal, and must be
canceled.

A person is permitted to make but one entry under the desert land act; and it is
clearly in violation of law for an individual or corporation to secure by indirec-
tion more than one entry.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, October 1, 1888.

I have before me on appeal from the decision of your office, dated
April 4,1887, the case of William J. Sparks, involving the question of
the sufficiency of his final proof on his desert land entry No. 2464, for
the NW. J of Sec. 15, T. 23 N., R. 67 W., Cheyenne land district,Wyom-
ing Territory.

Said entry was made April 10, 1885, and final proof tendered Decem-
ber3, 1886. The proof was rejected by the local officers on the ground
that the reclamation of said tract was not shown by the testimony of
claimant himself as required by the regulations, and by your office on
substantially the same grounds; your predecessor in office holding that
"the deposition of the entryman in desert land final proof must be made
from a personal knowledge of the facts in the case; and that such dep-
osition made upon information and belief can not be accepted."

Appellant, by his counsel, insists that said decision is erroneous,
"because contrary to law and the regulations of the Department of the
Interior in force at the time this proof was made."

In support of his position he quotes the requirements of the general
circular of March 1, 1884, pages 36 and 37, as follows:

This proof must consist of the testimony of at least two disinterested and credible
witnesses, who must appear in person before the register and receiver. They must
.declare that they have personal knowledge of the condition of the land applied for,
and of the facts to which they testify, etc. (And he says) *C For two years after the
issuance of that circular, it was the almost invariable practice for claimants to make
their depositions on information and belief as to this fact, and proofs so made were
until the past year, unhesitatingly received by the officers of the government.

fHe also insists that as the reclamation of said land is shown by the
testimony of two disinterested witnesses who appeared in person at the
land ofice, and as this is all the law and the regulations required that
to make " any further requirement is but the assumption of an arbi-

* * : -trary power, not authorized by law or the regulations but in defiance
thereof."

3263-VOL 7---22
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I can not agree with the views here expressed.
The Commissioner of the General Land Office before l)ermitting or

sanctioning a final desert land entry, may lawfully and properly require
satisfactory proof that the entryman has permanently reclaimea the

land, and that this has been done for his exclusive use and benefit and
not for, or in the interest of another.

The regulation quoted requires that at least two witnesses must ap-
pear before the local land officers on tender of final proof to testify in
all cases of this kind. This does not necessarily imply that in some
cases fuller proof may not be required. In cases where the final proof
leaves the mind in serious doubt either as to the desert character of the
land originally, or as to its permanent reclamation. or as to the good
faith of the entryman in making the entry for his own use and not for
the benefit of another, it is not only the right but the duty of the Com-
missioner to require further evidence. When the good faith of the en-
tryman and his purpose in making the entry are in doubt, he may also
well be required to personally appear before the local officers in order
that lie may be subjected to a cross examination and his conscience
probe(l in their presence. The appearance of a witness oin the stand

- and his manner of testifying are frequently important elements in weigh-
ing his evidence and determining its value. Iiidependently then of the
question as to whether in all desert land cases, where final proof was
made before the circular of June 28, 1887, was issued (5 L. D., 708), you
should require the affidavits of the applicant and his witnesses "in
every instance, either of original application or final proof to be made at
the same time and place and before the same officer," as is required in
said circular (paragraph 7d), I have no doubt but what you may in your
discretion legally require the final proof to be so made. This require-
ment, in proper cases, could have been made under the general circular
of March 1, 1884, and there are certain facts and circumstances sur-
rounding this case which make it, in my opinion, a proper one in which
to insist on the requirement, or at least to insist on further and more
satisfactory proof.

The facts disclosed by the record herein and the records of your office
indicate that this entry was made in the interest, and for the bene-
fit of John Hunton, or the John Hunton Company; and notfor the ex-

1/ clusive use and benefit oftheeentrymau. If so made, the entry isillegal
and should be canceled. Joab Lawrence (2 L. D. 22); Stanton v. Dar-
bin (4 L. D., 415); Circular of June 28, 1887 (5 L. D., 708).

Some of the facts tending to show that the entry is illegal are as fol-
low":

The entryman is now over seventy years of age, and resides in Madi-
son county, Virginia. The land covered by his entry is in Laramie
county, Wyoming Territory, and has never been seen by him. The
irrigation of the land was done under the supervision of John ulanton.
The John Hunton Company, on October 23, 18811, executed what pur-
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ports to be a deed, conveying to the entryman a water right for the
purpose of irrigating said land, the express consideration being $800,
equivalent to $5 an acre for the land. Whether this was a real or only a
colorable transaction is fairly questionable. The John funtou. Com-
pany is an incorporated company, organized in September, 1884, and
doing business in Laramie County, Wyoming. The objects and pur-
poses of said company, as appears from their certificate of incorpora-
ti6n, are:

To own, buy, sell and operate in real estate in the county of Laramie, and Terri-
tory of Wyoming; to improve the same; to construct, own, buy, sell and operate in
irrigating ditches, and by means thereof reclaim lands and thereby render them fit
for agriculture and pastural purposes; and to own, buy, sell, breed and operate in
neat cattle, horses, and mules.

John Hunton is a stockholder and director in said company and, as ap-
pears in the case of Theophilus Smoot, before me on appeal, was, on De-
cember 9, 1886, president and acting secretary thereof.

Said company appears to be the owners of one ditch five, and one-four-
teen miles in length, supplied with water from Chugwater Creek. This
creek runs through T. 23, R. 67, from near the southeast corner of the
township, in a general northwesterly direction, and passes through said
Sec. 15, in which appellant's claim is situated. N umerous entries appear
to have been made along and on each side of this stream.

Appellant's corroborating witnesses on his application to enter were
stock raisers, and his final proof witnesses were ranch! laborers.

From the report of your predecessor in office for 1887 (page 466), it ap-
pears that proceedings had been instituted against John ilunton, of Lar-
amie County, Wyoming, to compel the removal of fences unlawfully in-
closing 13,470 acres of public land. Cattlemen sometimes attempt to
hold land, which they have unlawf ully inclosed, by having it entered in
their interest and for their benefit, using the entrymen simply as instru-
ments to enable them to do indirectly what they can not do directly, be-
cause forbidden by law. In the arid regions of the country the command
of water courses affording an abundant supply of stock water is highly
prized by cattle companies and stock men of large means. Exclusive.
possession of extended water fronts are prized not only on account of the
water, an abundant supply of which is indispensable to large stock-
raising enterprises, but on account of the extensive range of back country,
which the possession and ownership of lands bordering on streams fre-
quently secures the uninterrupted possession of for years.

It is well known to the land department that many fraudulent entries
have been made in the interest of cattle companies and individual stock-

*50 men to secure- these advantages by using as instruments their employes
or their friends in distant States. One person is permitted to make but
one entry under the desert land act, and securing more than one entry,
by an individual or corporation, by indirection and circumvention, is
clearly in violation of law.
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The facts detailed and the circumstances surrounding this case
strongly tend to show that Sparks' entry was not made for his exclusive
use and benefit, but was made either for purely speculative purposes,
or in the interest and for the benefit of another.

The validity of this entry and the good faith of ths entryman, not
being satisfactorily shown by the evidence submitted as final proof, said
evidence is held to he insufficient, and it was properly rejected by your
office.

Appellant will be allowed to make new proof before the local officers
-after giving the usual notice-at any time within ninety days from the
receipt of notice by him or his attorney of this decision; in default of
which his said entry will be canceled.

Should appellant give notice of his intention to make new proof, the
government should be represented at the hearing by a special agent of
your office.

This case, it seems to me, challenges a thorough investigation, and it
may be well to have other entries bordering on Chugwater creek, and
lying along the line of the John Hunton Company's ditches, also inves-
tigated, so far as the facts in relation to such entries may tend to throw
additional light on this case. It is desirable to know who are occupying
and controlling the lands covered by these entries, and what use is made
of the same by the entrymen or others.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly.

]PRE-EMIPTION SETTLE-MENT UNAUTHORIZED ENCLOSURE.

STODDARD V. NEIGEL.

A settlement made without violence, within the unlawful and unauthorizedenclosure
of another, is valid, and wilt not be defeated by said unlawful occupancy.

First Assistant Secretary Hluldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, October
2, 1888.

In the case of Margaret F. Stoddard v. Charles Neigel, involving the
SE. I of section 8, T. 12, R. 9 E., M. D. M., Sacramento land district,
California, I have considered the appeal of the former from your office
decision of March 14, 1887, adverse to her.

The record shows that the plat of survey of said tract was filed in the
local office June 5, 1884. June 6, 1884, Margaret F. Stoddard made
homestead entry for this land and on June 11, 1884, Charles Neigel filed
his declaratory statement therefor, alleging settlement September 15,
1883. Neigel gave notice of his intention to make final proof June 9,
1886, and a hearing was had.

The facts brought out at the hearing are as follows: The land is
situated in Eldorado county, California., and has been occupied by va-
rious persons since 1852, or 1853, when it was first inclosed. The first
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settler was one Mayfielcd, who sold it to Mr. Swift who sold it to Von
Amie who, in turn, sold it to C. Miles. From Miles, Hiram Stoddard-
the,husband of the homestead claimant-rented the track within the
inclosure for a year or two and in 1864, he bought the same from Miles
for $450, and from that time until his death, in August, 1883, he occu-
pied and used the land. The tract thus bought from Miles embraced
not only the land in controversy, but about two hundred and forty
acres additional. The fence inclosed the whole tract, or the most of it.
None of this tract was surveyed until 1871, when a portion of it was
surveyed. Upon a portion of the surveyed land Stoddard filed a declar-
atory statement and secured title to one hundred and sixty acres under
the pre-emption law. He continued to live on his pre-emption claim
until his death in August, 1883. In the spring of 1883, about eighteen
acres on the tract in controversy were summer-fallowed by Stoddard
and some brush cut down.

September 15, 1883, Charles Neigel drove a wagon through the bars
of the fence surrounding this and the other land claimed by Stoddard.
He lived in his wagon for a day or two when he put up a house into
which he removed with his family. There was no one living on the
land at the time. There was a small cabin which Neigel states was
given to him by a wood-chopper, named Millett, who said he had built
it seventeen years before.

The testimony shows that Neigel and his family have resided contin-
.uously upon the landfrom the date of settlement, and that he has made
valuable and permanent improvements. Soon after he settled he made
application at the local office to file his declaratory statement for the
tract, but his application was rejected because the land described
therein was unsurveyed.

November 9, 1883, Margaret F. Stoddard, the homestead claimant,
began her residence upon the land. She also has' made valuable and
permanent improvements and had resided continuously thereon from
that date until the hearing. After Neigel's settlement and in the fall
of 1883, Mrs. Stoddard and her neighbor, Mr. Terry, deposited the
amount necessary to procure a survey of this and other land. The sur-
vey was made and the plat filed in June, 1884.

' Upon the testimony adduced at the hearing the local officers found
in favor of Neigel and, on appeal, you affirmed the decision of the local
officers on the ground that Neigel made the prior settlement and was
residing on the tract when Stoddard made her entry.

From your said decision an appeal is taken, and the counsel for Stod-
* dard invokes the doctrine laid down in the cate of Atherton v. Fowler

(96 U. S. 513) that "no right of pre emption can be established by a set-
tlement and improvement on a tract of public land where the claimant
forcibly intruded upon the possession of one who had already settled
upon, improved and inclosed that tract," as invalidatingNeigel's settle-
ment on September 15, 1S83.
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In the case under consideration there had been no settlement made
by Stoddard prior to the date of Neigel's settlement, and the fence
through which he passed was a general one inclosing the tract in con-
troversy and other land. This fence was the joint property of Stoddard
and Mr. Terry, a neighbor. Had he the rightto pass through this fence?
In the case of Powers v. Forbes (7 C. L. U., 149) it was held, that the
illegal possession of a tract of public land cannot defeat the entry
thereof by a qualified person who has complied with the law in every
regard, except the intrusion upon the possession of another. Was the
possession of Stoddard illegal? Upon April 5, 1883, a circular was is-
sued relative to the unlawful inclosures of public lands (LIL. D., 683),
in which the following language is used.

The public lands are open to settlement and occupation only under the public land

laws of the United States and any unauthorized appropriation of the same is tres-

pass. Such trespass is equally offensive to law and morals as if upon private prop-

erty. The fencing of large, bodies of public land beyond that allowed by law is ille-

gal and against the right of others who desire to settle or graze their cattle on the in-

closed tracts. . . . . Graziers will not be allowed on any pretext whatever, to

fence the public lands and thus practically withdraw them from the operation of the

settlement laws. This Department will interpose no objections to the destruction
of these fences by persons who desire to make bona fide settlement on the inclosed

tracts, but are prevented by the fences, or by threats, or violence from doing so.

This circular had been promulgated several months before Neigel
passed, without violence, through the enclosure and made settlement,
and under its language, the inclosure was unlawfully made. Stoddard
had never made settlement upon the tract and was not claiming posses-
sion under any law of the United States. Her occupation was unau-
thorized and did not defeat Neigel's settlement. I am of the opinion
that the facts in this case, as set forth above, differ from those in the
Atherton-Fowler case, and that the doctrine laid down therein does
not apply. For this reason I affirm your decision awarding to Neigel
the superior right to the tract.

PRACTICE-rPPEAL-ACT OF JUNE 15, 18SO.

A LONZO SWINI.

An application to purchase under the act of June 15, 1880, is au abandonment ou a

pending appeal.
The right of purchase under said act is not defeated by the pendeucy or proceedings

against the origihal entry instituted by the government on a special agent's re-

port.

First Assistant Secretary M1uldrow to Commissioner Stoclkslager, October
4, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Alonzo Swink, fromn your office decis-

ion dated June 25, 1887, holding for cancellation his final certificate No.
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1935, for the NW. 1, Sec. 27, T. 23 S., R. 56 W., Pueblo land district,

Colorado.
The record shows that Swink made homestead entry No. 1483, for

said described tract February 24, 1880, and on March 9, 1885, in accord-
ance with duly published notice he made final proof before the register

and receiver at Pueblo, which was approved by them and final certifi-

cate issued thereon to him the same date.
On August 14, 1885, special agent R. G. Dill, of your office reported

that he had made a personal examination of said tract, and found the

character of the land to be agricultural, but would not produce crops

without artificial irrigation; that the laud was then in the possession of

the entryman.
It is enclosed for farming, entire tract enclosed by claimant; no timber on the tract.

. E- .. .I fonnd an adobe house, with dirtroof, worth $100, and adobe stable worth

$50, these were erected in 1876, by George Powell, who had made a homestead entry on

the claim. Two miles of fence have been erected by the claimant, worth $400, about

twenty acres have been sown in alfalfa, producing an annnal crop worth about $300,

other portions of the claim have been cultivated to grain crops several years ago.

The residence of claimant is on the land. He purchased the claim from George Powell,

. . . . claimant resided on and cultivated the land two years after making his

entry, and then went to work on the cattle range since which lime he has not resided

continuously thereon. He was legally qualified, and is known in the neighborhood.

There is no evidence that the entry was rmade in the interest of any other party.

I do not think any fraud was intended.

The special agent recommended,
That the clainnaut be required to complete the full term of five years residence on

the land unless it is deemed . . . . that he has sufficiently complied with the

law.

March 31, 1886, your predecessor held the entry for cancellation on

the report of said special agent and claimant received notice of the same

April 6, 1886.
On May 20, 1886, Swink applied for a hearing in accordance with the

requirements of your office circular of July 31, 1835 (IL. D., 503), and

-* on June 9, 1886, the local officers were directed to order a hearing in

the premises; Whereapon they fixed the hearing for October 28-'86.
* (An the day appointed Swink appeared with his attorney and witnesses;

E. F. Ely, as special agent appeared for the government, but stated he

was unable to procure the attendance of witnesses that day. It was
*m thereupon agreed that claimant's witnesses be examined after which the

hearing was to be postponed to December 1st so as to procure the at-

tendance of witnesses for the government. The examination of claim-
ant and his witnesses ended October 28-'S6. The government failed to

offer any proof on its part, and on March 11-'37, the register and receiver

recolnmended that the entry be held for cancellation.
On March 24, 1887, claimant appealed. On June 25, 1887, your

office decided, "That the facts developed on the hearing do not show a

bona fide intention in claimant to make a home for himself upon the
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land, and that the actual residence was wholly inadequate," and held
the entry for cancellation.

On July 13, 1887, Swink appealed from said decision and on July
21st same year, he made due application at the local office to purchaser
said described tract under the provisions of the act of June 15, 1880;
the local officers refused to accept or file his application. and made the-
following endorsement thereon, viz:

U. S. LAND OFFICE,
Pueblo, Colorado, July 27, 1887.

I hereby certify that the within application of Alouzo Swinkto purchase uuder ther
act of June 15, 1880, . . . . Mas received at this office July 21, 1887, and pur-
chase money for same daily tendered, and it is hereby rejected for the reason that the
records of this office show that a contest, viz: United States v. Alouzo Swink, involv-*
iDg the H. E. No. 1483 of said Alouzo Swink is now pending before the Hon. Commis-
stoner of the General Laud Office, and awaiting the result of which contest no further
action affecting the disposal of said tract will be taken by this office. Thirty dayse
allowed for appeal.

(Signed) Wm. BAYARD, Register.

On August 27, 1887, claimant filed an appeal from the decision of ther
register rejecting his application to purchase and the whole case is nec-
essarily before me.

As the entryman offered to purchase the land under the provisions of
the act of June 15, 1880, subsequent to filing his appeal from your office
decision of June 25, 1887, he thereby abandoned said appeal and the
only question to be decided is as to his right to purchase under the pro-
visions of said act of Congress. The second section of said act pro-
vides:

That persons who have heretofore under any of the homestead laws entered lands.
properly subject to such entry, or persons to whom the right of those have so entered
for homesteads, may have been attempted to be transferred by bona fide instrument.
in writing, may entitle themselves to said lands by paying the government price
therefore . . . . Provided, This shall in no wise interfere with the rights or
claims of others who may have subsequently entered such lands under the homestead
laws. (21 Stat. 237).

The act of June 15, 1880, is a remedial statute and should be con-
strued liberally. Its language is very plain and attaches no prerequisites
to the purchase of lands duly entered under the homestead laws, ex-
cept to show that the tract described is free from any adverse claim, nor
does said act require proof of residence, improvement or cultivation of
the land.

The instructions issued by your office from time to time relating to
said act of June 15, 1880, and which have been approved by this De-
partment (See circular of October 9, 1880, 2 U. L. L., 497); also general
circular of March 1884, pp. 16 & 17), recognize the right of all persons
who prior to June 15, 1880, entered under the homestead laws, lands
properly subject to such entry, to obtain title by paying the government
price, when such purchase did not interfere with any adverse claim of
another; and as numerous decisions of this Department recognize such
right to purchase, and as it clearly appears that no valid adverse claim
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has intervened in the case at bar, and that the contest is between the-
government and the entryman, who is shown to have made a valid en-
try for the said tract prior to June 15,1880, and the same had not been
finally canceled, I must reverse your decision, and direct that Swink's-
application to purchase be allowed.

FINAL PROOF-NOTARY PUBLIC-RESIDENCE.

FRANCIS M. WOOD.

Final commutation proof made before a notary public may be accepted, where the-
claimant had given notice of his intention to submit said proof and the order for-

the publication thereof had been made before the circular of March 30, 1886,.
reached the local office.

Temporary absences, not inconsistent with the good faith of the entryman's residence,
may be excused.

First Assistant Secretary MuIdrow to CoMmissioner Stockslager,-October-
4, 1888.

Francis M. Wood, on June 23, 1886, submitted commutation proof
under his original entry of the NE. i, Sec. 32, T. 132 N., B. 60 W.,,
Fargo, Dakota, and final certificate was duly issued June 26, 1886.

Your office on October 29, 1886, rejected the claimant's proof for the'
reason that it was made before a notary public in violation of the cir-
cular regulations of March 30, 1886, (4 L. D., 473). On application for
review your office adhered to its former ruling and held also that the-
proof should be rejected for the reason that a sufficient showing of res--
idence had not been made.

The case is now here on appeal.
With respect to the submission of claimant's proof, the receiver at'

Fargo reports under date of February 15, 1887, as follows:
In connection with this matter we would say that the order for publication of-

claimant's notice of intention to make proof was issued by this office April 2, 1856, at
least two days prior to the receipt of your circular of March 30, 1886 (4 L. D., 473),.
(wehave no records of the exact time said circular was received, but it could not have
been received prior to April 4,1886). The testimony in this case weas taken in accord--
ance with the order issued by this office (and would not have been received if it had
not), and as the order was issued in accordance with the rules and regulations then.
existing, we cannot see that either the claimant or this office have erred.

The record shows that the published notice is dated April 2, 1886,.
that May 20, 1886, is the day fixed therein for the submission of proof,
and that by subsequent orders of the local office the date for making:
said proof was postponed to June 23, 1886.

* The third paragraph of the circular of March 30, 1886, provides:
* Cases wherein notice of intention to make final proof shall have been given under-

the former practice, prior to the promulgation of this circular, shall be in no man--
ner affected by the regulations herein contained.
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This case clearly falls within the exception contained in said para-
graph, and must be governed thereby. The claimant had given his
notice of intention to submit proof, and the usual order for the pub-
lication of such notice had been made before the circular in question
had reached the local office.

As to the claimant's compliance with law the final proof shows that he
made his original entry, January 15, 1885, and established his residence
on the land March 24, 1885, that " there have been periods of absence but
not to exceed thirty days at any one time, except from October 1885, to
March 1886, during which time we were temporarily located at Fargo,
Dakota for the purpose of sending our children to school. During other
times while I was absent my family resided upon and cultivated the
land." His improvements were valued at $600, and consisted of a frame
house fourteen by sixteen, one and a half stories high, with a " lean to"
of ten by twelve feet, one story high, frame stable thirteen by sixteen
feet, with "lean to" seven by thirteen; a well fourteen feet deep, and
-curbed; fifty-four acres broken, with twenty-five acres in crop. In ex-
planation of his absences the claimant states on cross-examination that
he is Supt. of Missions for the Presbyterian church and that his short
absences were occasioned by attention to duties under such appoint-
ment, but that during such absences his wife and children remained on
the land; and that in the summer of 1885, he and his family were ab-
sent during the harvest season for the purpose of harvesting crops on
another tract of land owned by the claimant, about seven miles distant
from the homestead.

The improvements shown are ample, and the absences, under the ex-
planation given, do not impeach the good faith of the claimant's resi-
dence.

Your decision is therefore reversed, and patent will issue in due
course on the proof submitted.

]PRACTICE-SECOND CONTEST-APPEAL.

WATERS ET AL. V. SHELDON.

The institution of a second contest is a waiver of any rights the contestant may have
had under the first.

The date when the affidavit of contest is received and accepted by the local office de-
termuines whether the contest is premature.

First Assistant Secretary Xluldrow to Comimissioner Stockslager, October
5, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of John E. Gilbert from your office de-
cision of March 29, 1887, rejecting his contest against R. 0. Sheldon on
rthe latter's homestead entry for the SW. 1, Sec. 21, T. 10S N., R. 66 W.,
Mitchell land district, Dakota.
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R uidolph 0. Sheldon made homestead entry for the said land October
30, 1885. O DMay 1, 1886 George II. Waters filed contest against said

entry, alleging abandonment. The local officers dismissed the contest

because p)relmaturely brought, six months and oine day, exclusive of the

day of entry not having expired. (Baxter v. Cross 2 L. D., 69). Waters'

appeal to your office was dismissed for the same reason.

On May 3, 18S6, John E. Gilbert filed contest, affidavit executed May

1, same year, alleging that Sheldon had abandoned the said tract.

On May 4, 1886, said Waters executed a second contest affidavit, al-

leging abandonment which was received in the local office ou the 6th of

the said month and held subject to Gilbert's-contest. Testimony show-

ing abandonment was submitted Jtine 28, 1886, in case Gilbert v. Shel-

don, in accordance wvith due and proper notice.
The local officers on July 21, 1886, rendered a decision that Gilbert's

contest was prematurely brought and that Waters second contest was

"the first valid contest."
*:VV Gilbert appealed. Your office by said decision of March 29, 1887;

- affirmed the judgment of the local officers; thereupon Gilbert instituted

- his appeal to this Department.
Tie institution by Waters of his second contest was a waiver of his

first. Holdrige et al. v. Clark (4 L. D., 382).
Gilbert's contest was not initiated until his affidavit of contest was

received and accepted by the local office, May 3, 1886. Bolster v. Bar-

low 16 L. D., 825); Seitz v. Wallace (6 L. D., 299).
The local office entertained Gilbert's contest, received Waters second

contest subject to it, issued proper notice for a hearing on the former

for June 28, 1886. A hearing was had on. that day, Gilbert submitted

testimony showing abandonment and under the authority cited it was

*error to reject his contest. Your decision is accordingly reversed.

SCHOOL INDEMNITY-VOIDABLE SELECTION.

EARLY V. STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

A school indemnity selection, based upon a loss alleged prior to the survey of the

township in which such basis is situated, is not void, but voidable, and becomes

valid, in the absence of an intervening adverse claim, from the date when said

* township is surveyed and said loss definitely ascertained.

TFirst Assistant Secretary Mnldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, October
8, 1888.

I have considered the case of Thomnas G. Early v. the State of Cali-

fornia, as presented by the appeal of the State from the decision of

your office, dated August 13, 1886, holding for cancellation the indem-

nity school selections of the NE i1 of the SE. i of Sec. 10, the N. a of
theSW. and the SW. 1 of the -NW. of Sec. 11, T. 3 N.71 . 4 E ,EH.
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M., made May 17, and 31, 1878, at the Humboldt land office in said
State as per lists Nos. 34 and 35.

The record shows that said selections were filed by the State claim-
ing said land in lieu of portions of See. 164, in T. 8 N., R. 5 E., H. M.,
conceded to be within the limits of the Hoopa Valley Indian reservation
created by executive order, dated June 23, 1876, under the provisions.
of the act of Congress approved April 8, 1864 (13 Stat., 39).

On December 1, 1883, the plats of survey of townships 8 and 9, so,
far as the same fell outside of said reservation, were approved and the
same were filed in the local land office on January 11, 1884.

On March 2. 1886, the local officers rejected the homestead applica-
tion of said Early filed the same day, for the reason that the land ap-
plied for was covered by said indemnity selections. On appeal, your
office held the selections for cancellation, for the reason that at the date
when the same were filed there were no proper bases.

Your office concedes that if the subdivisional surveys were extended
over the entire township, the reservation would embrace the 16th sec-
tion and that under the proper construction of the act of Congress
approved July 23, 1866 (14 Stat., 218), " the State should be regarded
as entitled to indemnity when that fact was determined by the surveys
above mentioned." But your office decided, upon the authority of de-
partmental decision in the case of Selby et al. v. said State (2 C. L. L.,
634-5), that said selections were invalid, and hence, no bar to the appro-
priation of said lands under the settlement laws.

It is strenuously urged by the appellant, that if the bases upon which
said selections were made, were defective at the date thereof, the se-
lections became validated upon the filing of the township plats of survey,
showing conclusively that the 16th section was wholly within said res-
ervation and therefore a proper basis for said selection.

In support of said contention, counsel for the State urges that the
Indian reservation was surveyed in 1875, under the directions of your
office that during the same year, townships 8 and 9 north, of range 3
east, were surveyed by United States Surveyor Foreman; that the east
line of said townships intersects the north and west lines of the reserva-
tion; that said townships were properly connected with said reservation
as appears from an inspection of the map of California made in your office
in 1879; that the plats and field notes of the survey of said townships,
and of said reservation were filed in the local office prior to November,
1879, and that upon the evidence thus furnished, indemnity selections
were made, based upon the loss of the same sixteenth section ; that said
selections were allowed by this Department in March 1878, in the case
of Eugene W. Kaster; and that after said selections had been allowed,
and upon the same evidence, the, State selecting agent treated said six-
teentlh section as lost to the State and filed said selections for the land
in question in lieu thereof, which selections were certified by the regis-
ter of the local land office to be correct.
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The sixth section of said act of 1866, provides that the act of Congress
approved March 3, 1853 (10 Stat., 244),

Shall be construed as giving the State of California the right to select for school
purposes other lands in lieu of such sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections as were settled
iupon prior to survey, reserved for public uses, covered by grants made under Spanish
or Mexican authority, or by other private claims, or where such sections would be so
novered if the lines of the public surveys were extended over such lands, which shall
be determined whenever township lines have been extended over such laud, and the
7 ease of Spanish or Mexican grants, when the field survey of such grants shall have
been made. The surveyor general of California shall furnish the State authorities
with lists of all such sections so covered, as a basis of selection, such selections to be
-made from surveyed lands, and within the same land district.

It has been uniformly held by this Department that said act of 1866,
is remedial and should receive a liberal construction so as to accomplish
its object as indicated by its title, namely: " To quiet land titles in Cal-
ifornia."

The case of Selby et al. v. said State (supra), arose upon the applica-
tions of certain pre-emptors to prove up and pay for lands claimed
'by said State under certain indemnity selections for lands alleged to be
lost to the State, by reason of being included in Spanish or Mexican
grants. The local officers rejected the applications for the reason that
the lands applied for were covered by the prior state selections. On
appeal, however, this Department, found, from an inspection of the
records of your office that,

In nearly every instance the school sections alleged to be lost to the State, and in
-ieu of which these selections are made, are included in the limits of a grant not yet
-adjusted, and without final survey. . . . *. The State had not lost the land, and
was not entitled to select indemnity therefor. Her pretended selections were therefore
-without authority of law and void. She cannot be permitted to substitute other lands
: actually lost and thereby preserve her selections, so as to defeat the claim of said
_pre-emptor, for such substitution would be virtually a new selection taking effect
from its date. (Citing State of California v. Haile and Watson, 1 C. L. L., 324).

Your office, in the Selby decision (supra) was directed to carefully
-examine the State selections alleged to be invalid, and if the allegation
be true to reject the selections and examine the pre-emption claims upon
their merits; and furthermore, that if persons apply to enter or file for
lands covered by a State selection which is alleged to be invalid, they
-should be permitted to contest the selection after due notice to the
State, and if, upon investigation, it be shown that the selection is in-
valid, it should be canceled, and the entries or filings should be received
-as of the date they were offered.

*-f; - Taking the whole decision together in the Selby case (supra), it is
*- -quite evident that the selections were not void ab initio, only voidable.

The lands selected were open to selection, settlement and entry in a
proper manner. The selections had been allowed and posted upon the

' records, and by the express terms of the decision, if claimants under
-the homestead or pre-emption laws allege that the indemnity selections
: are invalid, contests should be allowed to determine tbe truth of the
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allegation, and if the same be proven, the selections should be canceled
and the applications should be received as of the day offered. This is
in harmony with the rulings of the courts and -the Department upon
claims under the settlement and other laws of the United States.

In the case of Durand v. Martin (120 U. S., 367) Martin claimed cer-
tain lands by virtue of his patent from the State of California, which
had selected the land as indemnity for land lost in See. 16, T. 22 S., iR.
6 E., M. D. M., under the provisions of section seven of the act of March
3, 1853 (10 Stat., 244 to 247). It was contended that his title was bad, for
the reason that said township had never been surveyed by the United
States, and the east half of said section sixteen, which was the basis
for the indemnity selection, was within the boundaries of a Mexican
grant, the final survey of which was approved in 1859; that the land
in question was within the exterior boundaries of said grant, upon which
patent issued in 1872, excluding the land from the claim. The court
said:

It is true that the certificate of the Conimissioner to a list of lands which were not

open to selection at the time they were selected, nor at the time they were certified,

would not pass title out of the United States, because he had no authority in law to

make such a certificate. But the case is quite different when the State presents for

certification as an existing selection one that wasbad when made but good when pre-

sented. Under such circumstances, if the rights of no third Parties have intervened,

there is nothing to prevent the Commissioner from treating the selection as if made

on the day of presentation, and certifying accordingly. His certification is of se-

lections claimed by the State at the time of its date, and if the State had a right

to the title nuder the circumstances existing then, it was within his official authority
to makethe transfer. It is a matter of ro moment that the selection was bad at the
time it was made, if at the time of its presentation for title it was good, and there
were no intervening rights to be injured by reason of its acceptance and ratification
by the United States.

Applying the principle thus announced to the case at bar, it is evi-
dent that said selection was good in 1883, which was prior to the appli-
cation under the homestead laws.

In the case of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company v. said State
(3 L. D., 88), this Department held that selections under the act of 1866,
made prematurely because the question of the loss to the State had not
been ascertained, were not void but voidable, and served to except the
land selected from the grant to said company. See also State of Cali-
fornia (3 L. D., 327).

In the case of Niven v. the State of California (6 L. D., 439), the De-
partment held that an invalid school selection of record bars the allow-
ance of an application to enter, but that the application to enter must be
considered as an attack upon the selection.

In the case at bar the selection became validated long prior to the
application to enter and hence, the attack upon it must fail.

The decision of your office must be and it is hereby revcrsed.
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HOMESTEAD ENTRY-EQUITABLE ADJUDICATION'

WILLIAM :HH. MARTIN.

Where the failure to establish residence within six mouths from date of original entry
is caused by circumstances beyond the control of the entryman, and good faith is,
shown, the entry may he submitted to the Board of Equitable Adjudication.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslaager, October
8, 1888.

William Hr. Martin, on September 8, 1881, made homestead entry of
the NW.J of Sec. 2, T. 142, BR. 55, Fargo district, Dakota. He began to
build a house upon the tract, himself taking up his residence thereon
May 8, 1882, having been delayed by sickness in his family and other
causes beyond his own control, fully set forth in his final proof. His
family arrived about a month later. His house is a one-story frame
building, sixteen by twenty-six feet; granary fourteen feet; and other
smaller buildings. Has one hundred and forty acres of the tract under
cultivation. Final proof was offered October 27, 1886; but is rejected
by your office on two grounds: (1) the entryman failed to take up his
residence upon the tract within six months after entry. You suggest
that, as there is no adverse claim, the case might be submitted to the
Board of Equitable Adjudication for action, were it not (2) that you fail

* to find good faith in the matter of residence subsequently.
Claimant's family remained upon the tract from the first week in June,

18S2, until about the 1st of November. Having seven young children,
whom he desired to afford the facilities of education, the nearest school-
house being at the village of Page, two and one half miles away, and
the winters in that high northern latitude being so severe that it was
dangerous to the lives of the children to attempt to walk that distance
regularly, about the 1st of November each year he has removed his
family to the village of Page-such removal, claimant alleges under
oath,

*- Being but temporary, and for the sole and express purpose of permitting his said
children to attend school, and for no other purpose whatever; and as for himself,
during his said absence he kept up his daily labors at and upon said homestead, re-
turning to said village of Page each evening.

Claimant's final proof witnesses corroborate the above statement,
witness Berry adding:

I am in no way interested in said claim, and consider that no man could possibly
act in better faith toward the government in this matter than Mr. Martin has.

Martin having established his residence upon the tract in good faith
in May, 1882, I do not consider that the temporary absences under the
circumstances above set forth, constitute an abandonment of residence,
or militate against his good faith. I think the case one which can very
properly be submitted to the Board of Equitable Adjudication, and so
direct. Your decision is modified accordingly.
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TIMBER CULTURE CONTEST-APPLICATION TO ENTER.

JAMES A. BECICETT.

The refusal to entertain a timber culture contest necessarily carries with it the re-
jection of the application to enter accompanying the contest affidavit.

-There is no law conferring a preference right of entry upon one who breaks five acres
of a tract while it is covered by the uncanceled timber culture entry of another.

YFirst Assistant Secretary 3fuldrouw to Commissioner Stockslagler, October
8, 1888.

On Ja-n3ary 12, 1885, one A. W. Mitchell initiated contest against the
timber-culture entry of William Nicholas, for the SE. 4 of Sec. 28, T.
-23 S., R. 35 W., Garden City, Kansas. Trial was had April 8, 1885,
when defendant defaulted, and the local officers recommended the can-
cellation of the entry. The record of the case was transmitted to your
office. Pending action by your office upon the case-no appeal having
been taken by Nicholas-Mitchell (on October 2, 1886,) filed a motion
to dismiss the contest, and simultaneously one James A. Beckett filed
application to contest Nicholas' entry on the same grounds. The local
officers refused Beckett's application. Your office sustained the action
of the local officers, held that Mitchell's motion to dismiss was practi-
cally a waiver of his preference right of entry, and canceled the entry
of Nicholas, leaving the tract open for entry by the first legal applicant.
It was entered under the'timber-culture law by one Charles E. Merriam,
February 8, 1887.

Notice of such action was given Beckett, who on February 19, 1887,
presented an application to make timber-culture entry of the tract.
This application was refused because of the prior entry of Merriam.
From this action Beckett appealed to your office, and from your adverse
decision he appeals to the Department-on the grounds (1) that his ap-
plication was prior to that of Merriam, he having filed an application
to enter at the same time he filed his application to contest; (2) that
Merriam's application to enter ought not to have been accepted until he
"(Beckett) had been allowed the usual time for appeal to the Department;
(3) that Beckett, having broken five acres of the tract prior to the can-
cellation of Nicholas' entry, had thereby acquired a preference right
thereto.

In answer to which it will be sufficient to say:
(1) The rejection of Beckett's application to contest Nicholas entry

necessarily carried with it the rejection of his accompanying application
to enter the tract.

(2) Beckett did not appeal from said rejection (of his application
* offered October 2, 1886), and it was after the expiration of the time for
>making such appeal that Merriam's entry was accepted (on February 8,
,1887). It was an act of courtesy or grace, and not demanded by law,
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that Beckett was informed of Merriam's entry at the last named date,
and he was then no longer in a position to appeal from the action of the
land department in permitting anyone to make entry of the tract.

There is no law allowing preference right of entry to any person who
will break five acres of a tract while it is covered by the yet uncanceled
entry of some prior entryman.

Your office decision of June 15, 1887, is affirmed.

SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD-CERTIFICATION.

ELISIIA LEE.

The "pendin.g cases" excepted from the regulations of February 13, 1863, were
those then pending on application for certification.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, October 9, 1888.

On January 13, 1886, there was filed in your office the application of
Elisha Lee for certification of his right to make soldiers' additional
homestead entry.

It appears that Lee made original entry of forty acres at Boonville,
Missouri, on June 30, 1873; that his proof thereon October 4, 1875,
failed to satisfy your office of his compliance with law in the matter of
residence, and that your office by letter of January 12, 1876, directed
the local officers to inform "Mr. Lee that before he can perfect his
entry he will be required to reside upon and cultivate the land for such
period as added to the above mentioned term of military service will
make a total of five years from date of entry as required by law; " that
the local officers subsequently reported that no action had been taken
by claimant, and that on March 30, 18S2 the entry was canceled.

Prior to said cancellation, and on November 15, 1875, Lee made an
additional entry at Visalia, California, of one hundred and twenty acres,

* vwhich was canceled on October 14, 1885, by reason of the failure of the
original entry.

On October 28, 1885, claimant filed in your office an affidavit alleg-
ing that he had never received notice of the order cancelling his orig-
inal entry, that in fact he had resided on the claim for four years after
making prbof, and asked the re-instatement of the entry. Corroborat-
ing affidavits were also filed to the effect that claimant had resided on
the tract from July 1, 1873 to about May 1, 1881. Thereupon by letter
of your office dated December 19, 1885, said original entry was re-
instated, and has since been patented.

Meanwhile the tract in California formerly covered by his additional
entry was otherwise appropriated.

Lee therefore applied for certification on January 13, 1886, as above
stated.

3263-vOL 7-23
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His claim to certification is based on the ground that his case was a
pending one on February 13, 1883, the date of the circular discontinu-
ing the practice of certification, and was excepted from the general
provision of said circular by the terms thereof.

From May 17, 1877, to February 13, 1883, it was the practice of your
office to examine the papers accompanying each application for the
right of soldiers' additional entry, and if the applicant were found
entitled to the right, to issue a certificate to that effect. On the latter
date said circular directed the discontinuance of that practice and pro-
videdeertain rules to be followed in such cases. These rules required
that such applicants should present themselves in person at the local office
of the district in which the land desired was situated, sign certain papers,
and make certain affidavits. The last clause of the circular provided,
that:

These rules will not be deemed to apply to cases where the additional right has
heretofore been certified by this office, nor to cases now pending, or which may be
filed in this office prior to March 16, 1883. (I L. D., 654).

It is true the additional entry in California was subsisting at the
date of the circular. That fact it is claimed made this a "'pending
case" in the purview of said circular. Thecircular of 1883, was intended
wholly to correct the evils attending the practice of certification, and
its scope is limited to that intention. It directed that the practice of
issuing these certificates should cease, but, in order to save harmless
those who had secured their certificates under the former practice or
taken steps so to secure them, it provided that pending cases would not
be subject to the new rules. The " pending cases" excepted by the cir-
cular, therefore, were those pending on application for certification.
This case does not come within that exception for the application for
certification was not made until 1886.

The refusal of your office to issue said certificate is, for this reason,
affirmed. Should Lee apply to make entry in person his case will be
adjudicated anew.

RAILROAD GRANT-SETTLEMMENT RIGHT.

NORTIIERN PAC. R. E. CO. V. WILEY.

Land covered by a pre-emption settlement and filing at date of definite location is ex-
cepted from the operation thereof; and the validity of the pre-emption claim
cannot be questioned by the company.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, October 9, 18S8.

I have considered the case of the Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Josiah
Wiley, on appeal by the former from your office decision of November

1, 1886, holding that the SW. 1 of $E. i of Sec. 1, T. 12 N., B. 17 E.,
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North Yakim a, Washington Territory land district, was excepted from
the grant to said company of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 365).

This tract is within the limits of the withdrawal made on the filing,
June 11, 1879, of the map of general route of the branch line of said
company's road. It is also within the granted limits of said grant as
determined by the map of definite location of said road west from Ya-
kima city filed May 24, 1884.

On August 16, 1870, Josiah Wiley filed pre-emption declaratory state-
ment for this tract, together with other land, alleging settlement thereon
November 1, 1869.

On February 8, 1873, he made homestead entry for the land included
in his pre-emption filing, which entry was canceled November 12, 1879,
upon relinquishment.

On February 25,1884, said Wiley filed a pre-emption declaratory state-
ment for the tract in controversy, alleging settlement on the same day,
and on October 8, 1885, made proof and payment therefor upon which
the local officers issued final certificate.

Upon the examination of the papers in your office it was decided that
Wiley's claim served to except the land from the operatiqn of the grant
to the railroad company. From that decision thecompany appealed.

In the appeal it is said,

- The claim of Wiley existigg under his homestead entry June 11, 1879, under the
rulings of the .Department excepted the land from the withdrawal on general route,
but this entry was canceled November 12, 1879, and the tract then became public land
and was subject to the company's right upon the definite location of the line May
24, 1884, unless some intermediate valid adverse right had attached to defeat that
right.

It is further claimed that the settlement and filing made by Wiley
February 25, 1884, could not operate to defeat the company's claim he
having relinquished all right under his homestead entry and having
exhausted his pre-emption right by a former filing. Wiley's statement
that he first settled on this land November 1, 1869, is not contradicted.
Admitting the truth of that statement it is seen that from the date of
that settlement up to the date of the cancellation of his homestead en-
trv November 12, 1879, Wiley was asserting such a claim to said land
as served beyond question to except it from the operation of any with-
drawal taking effect within that period. At the date the company
claims its rights attached under the map of definite location, Wiley was
on the land and had of record a claim thereto the validity of which the
company can not question. W. H. Malone v. Union Pac. Ry. Co. (7 IL.
D., 13) Millican v. Northern Pac. R. R. Co (id., 85)

Your said office decision is affirmed.
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SO LDIERS' ADDITIONAkL IIOIESTEAD-CERTIFIC ATE-ATTORNEY.

L. D. CHANDLER.

The exercise, in person, of the right to make soldiers' additional entry, pending final

disposition of an application for the certitication of such right, preclades further

action on said application.
The Department will not consider questions between attorney and client, arising on

application for soldiers' additional certificate, where the claim for such certificate

no longer exists.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, October 9, 1888.

On June 6, 1832, Messrs fleylinun & Kane, as attorneys for L. D.

Chandler filed in your office his application for certification of soldiers

additional homestead right.
Pending action thereon, and on April 2, 1886, there was filed in your

office by Messrs. Sickels & Hickox, as attorneys for Chandler, his power

of attorney in favor of D. K. Sickels authorizing the latter to prosecute

the claim, and a statement by said attorneys that Chandler in now de-

sires to make an entry in person under the circular of February 13,

1883."
On examination of the papers in the case your office on May 19, 188.6,

found that Chandler was entitled to the right of soldiers' additional en-

try, and decided that he might " exercise his right to make a personal

entry under the circular of February 13, 1883."7 (1 L. D. 654).
From this decision A. G. Heylmun " surviving partner of Beylmun

& Kane," appealed, claiming generally, that the certificate should be

issued and delivered to him.
Pending this appeal, it appears from the records of your office, Chan-

dler went to the local office at Lamar, Colorado, and there on Septem-

ber 7, 1887, made his additional entry in person.
This action on his part makes it unnecessary to consider further his

application for certificate.
As the certificate would be only the evidence of his right to make

entry, it is plain that its issuance now would not serve him, as he has

already exercised the right. No judgment on the question of his right

to certification, therefore, will be rendered.
Appellant Heylmun complains of the substitution by Chandler of

other attorneys, without notice to him. This however is a matter be-

tween client and attorney, and raises questions which it is not deemed

appropriate for the Department to consider, the fact being that appli-

cant, having exercised his right, has removed the basis of his claim for

certification.
The appeal is therefore dismissed.
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RAILROAD GR AWT-CONFLICTING CLAIM.

NORTHERN PACIFIC B. R. CO. V. JOHNSON.

When land is excepted from the operation of the grant by reason of a subsisting
filing or entry, and such adverse right subsequently ceases to exist, the land in-
volved does not thereby become subject to the grant, but is public land, open to

appropriation by the first legal applicant.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, October 9, 1888.

I have considered the case of the Northern Pacific Railroad Com-
pany v. Erastus J. Johnson, on appeal by the former from the decision
of your office of January 20, 1887, declaring valid the homestead entry,
No. 5878, of the latter, on the E. iof NW. I, Sea. 5, T. 9 N., R. 2 W.,
Washington Territory.

The records show that the land was covered by homestead entry, No.
1651, made January 2, 1869, and canceled October 13, 1870, and was
afterwards embraced in homestead entry, No. 1659, made November 23,
1870, and canceled October 29, 1873. Said land was also included
within the limits of a withdrawal ordered upofrmaid company's fling a
map of general route, August 13, 1870. The company filed its map of
definite location, September 13, 1873. It thus appears, that atthetime
of the filing of the map of general route and the withdrawal thereun-
der, the land was covered by said homestead entry, No. 1651, whichwas
then subsisting; and, this entry having been subsequently canceled,
said homestead entry, No. 1659, was made, which was a subsisting entry
on the land at the date of the filing of the map of definite location.

The land was listed by the company (as per list No. 3), December 31,
1884, and thereafter, October 18, 1886. said Erastus J. Johnson made
said homestead entry, No. 5878, now under consideration.

The act of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 365), under which the land is claimed
by the company, only grants odd sections within certain prescribed
limits, to which the United States " have a fall title," and expressly
excepts from the grant such odd sections as have been " reserved, sold,
granted, or otherwise appropriated," and to which "1pre-emption,-or
other claims or rights have attached," at the time the line of said road
is definitely fixed, and a plaIt thereof filed in the office of the commis-
sioner of the general land office. The right of the company to land

-* iUnder the grant vested "' at the time the line of the road was definitely
fixed" and the map of definite location filed. Kansas Pacific Ry. Co.
v. Dunmeyer (113 U. S. p. 535). The grant is expressly limited to odd
sections within the terms of the grant at that date; if not then subject

* - to the grant, there is no provision for their becoming so subsequently.
Accordingly, it is well settled by the decision of This Department, that
when an entrv or filing exists at the date when by the terms of the
grant the rights of the grantee vest thereunder, and the entry or filing
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subsequently ceases from any cause to exist, the land involved does
not thereby become subject to the grant, but is public land, open to
appropriation by the first legal applicant. (Talbert v. Northern Pac. R.
R. CO., 2 L. D., 536; Northern Pac. B. R. Co. v. Burt, 3 L. D., 490;
Holmes v. Northern Pac. R. R. Co., 5 L. D., 333; Roeschlaub v. Union
Pacific Ry. Co. et al., 6 L. D., 750). The fact that there was no entry
subsisting at the date of the listing, December 31, 1884, is immaterial;
the listing of the land by the company in no way affeeted the status ot
the land. Roeschlaub v. Union Pacific Ry. Co. et al, supra.

The decision of your office is accordingly affirmed.

PRlACTICE-APPVEAL--RULE 81.

NORTHERN PAC. R. R. Co. V. MARTIN.

Failure to appeal from the decision of the local office, defeats the right of appeal from
the decision of the General Land Office affirming the action below.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, October 9, 1888.

I have before me the record in the case of the Northern Pacific Rail-
road Company v. John Martin, appealed by said company from the de-
cision of your office, dated December 16, 1886.

The subject matter of the controversy is the SE. I, See. 23, T. 6 N..,
R. 36 E., La Grande district, Oregon.

A hearing was had between the parties in February, 1886, which re-
suilted in a decision by the local officers in favor of Martin, and in the
rejection of said company's claim to the lan( in controversy. From this
decision no appeal appears to have been taken, and it was affirmed by
your said office decision and "declared final and the case closed."

Rule 81 of the Rules of Practice, as amended December 8, 1885 (4 L.
D., 285) is as follows:

No appeal shall be bad from the action of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office, affirming the decision of the local officers in any case where the party or parties
adversely affected thereby shall fail, after due notice, to appeal from such decision of
said local officers.

There is no claim by said company that it was not duly notified of the
decision of the local officers, and no excuse whatever is offered for not
appealing therefrom.

The facts disclosed by the record bring this case within the rule
quoted and the appeal is therefore dismissed. (Northern Pacific R. R.
Co. v. McNeill 6 L. Do., 804).
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MINING CLAIM PLACER-STATUTORY EXPENDITURE.

STORK AND HERON PLACER.

The cost of a survey, preliminary to the location of a ditch for the development of a
claim, will not be credited on the required statutory expenditure where said ditch
has not been dug.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, October
9, 1888.

On April 26,1887, your office held for cancellation the cash entry of
T. F. Van Wagener for the Stork and Heron placer mining claim em-
bracing the SW. I SE. :, Sec. 3, and the W. i NE. :, Sec. 1]0, T. 11 S.,
E. 80 W. of 6th P. X, Leadville, Colorado land district.

The reason assigned for the said decision was that the claimant had
failed to show that the requisite amount in labor and improvements,
has been expended upon or for the development of the claim.

On July 29, 1887, counsel for claimant filed a motion for review of
said decision, based upon the affidavit of one Samuel S. Harper filed
with said motion.

The said affidavit was substantially to the effect that in the fall of
1879, the affiant a co-owner with claimant in certain mining claims, acting
for himself and his associates, employed a surveyor and caused a prelimi-
nary line to be surveyed " to ascertain if it would be feasible to bring
water through a ditch from the Arkansas River to work the ground
claimed by deponent and his associates ;" that 4" the actual cost of such
survey was between $500 and $1()00.1 That such ditch survey covered
the ground now embraced in the Stork and Heron Placer claim; that

* the expenditure thus made had never been applied to any other ground
for Which patent has been sought, and that the field notes of such sur-
vey had been carefully preserved.

* In your office letter of.July 29, 1887, overruling said motion you say,
"Such expenditure cannot be considered as showing compliance with
the statutory requirement under which said entry was held for cancel-
lation."

In your conclusion of law I find no error.
If a ditch had been actually dug and water brought therein for the

development of the claim in question, the cost of a preliminary survey
might be legitimately included in the cost of the ditch, and the claim
in question might have credit for the cost thereof to the extent it was
entitled pro rata with other claims benefited thereby, but it does not
follow that the cost of a preliminary survey may be credited as the cost
of a ditch which never has been and perhaps never will be constructed.

Even if claimants theory should be accepted, and the cost of said pre-
liminary survey be applied pro rata to the credit of the claim, the evi-
dence does not show the requisite amount of labor.
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The evidence shows that said. survey cost between $500 and $1000
and the deputy United States mineral surveyor certifies under oath
that, " the interest of this claim in the projected ditch is one half." So
that from the evidence even upon claimant's own theory, it does not ap-
pear that this claim should be credited with the sum of $500.

As there is no contest or adverse claim in this case however, and as
the requisite amount of expenditure may have been made upon the
claim, or may yet be made thereon, the cash entry should only be sus-
pended, and an opportunity afforded claimants to make proof, after
proper notice, showing full compliance with the law.

Your said decision is accordingly modified to comply with the above.

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-RESIDENCE.

FRANKLIN FARRINGER.

Absences during the winter season, for the purpose of earning money to improve the
land, are not inconsistent with the maintenance of residence in good faith.

First Assistant Secretary uiuldrouw to Cornini."ioner Stockslager, October
9, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Franklin Farringer from your office
decision of April 15, 1887, rejecting the final proof offered on his home-
stead entry of the SE. 1 of Sec. 20, T. 135 N., R. 62 W., Fargo land dis-
trict Dakota.

The entry was made May 21, 1881, and the claimant, who is entitled
to credit for one hundred days service in the army, made final proof No-
vember 11, 1886. The proof was rejected by the local officers on the au-
thority of the decision of your office in the case of Robert E. Pickert,
wherein it was held that failure to reside on the land during the winter
season is buta partial compliance with the homestead law and that set-
tlers cannot obtain title to government land by "merely making sum-
mer excursions to tracts upon which they have made entries." There
can be no objection to the application of this rule in any case where the
facts justify such action. I

April 15, 1887, you affirmed the action of the local officers in reject-
ing the proof.

It is stated in the proof that the claimant, a single man, duly qual-
ified, settled upon his homestead November 9,1881, and established his
actual residence about the 2Oth of the samle month. fie built a comfort-
able frame house, dug a well and, at the date of the proof, had broken
and cultivated 72 acres. The improvements are valued at $480.

The claimant, in a corroborated affidavit states, that on or about No-
vember 20, 1881, he had completed his dwelling house and moved therein
with his household goods and kitchen furuiture, consisting of a bed,
bedding, table, chairs, wearing apparel, and a stove, (set uip) with a
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pipe attached extending through the roof of the building. From No.

vember 20, to December 1, 1881, he remained on the land and then went

away and did not return until April, 1882. After his return in April

he pulverized the land he had broken in 1881, and sowed the same to

wheat and oats and planted a vegetable garden.

During the season of 1882, he broke about fourteen acres of land dug

a well, removed rock from the broken land, dug a draining ditch about

twenty rods long, and harvested about ninety-seven bushels of wheat

and seven hundred bushels of oats. He remained on the tract from

April to December 22, 1882, when he went away and remained absent

* until April, 1883. lHe stayed on the land from April, 1883 to Decem-

ber 25, 1883. During the year he planted thirty-nine acres to wheat

and oats. The greater portion of the crop was destroyed by hail in

August and he harvested only one hundred and seventy-five bushels of

wheat. He broke thirty-three additional acres of ground. He left the

place in December, 1883, and returned in April, 1884. He planted sev-

enty-two acres to wheat, oats and barley and harvested nine hundred

bushels of wheat, two hundred and fifty bushels of oats and forty-seven

busbels of barley. He left the place in November 1884 and returned

in April, 1885, put in fifty-three acres to wheat anid harvested six hun-

dred and fifty bushels. He remained on the tract from April 1885, to

November 11, 1885, when the proof was made.

The claimant further states that his absences have been caused by

his poverty and that while absent he was working at various places as

a carpenter and that " during each and every absence from said land

he has left all of his household goods, kitchen furniture, farm tools etc.

in the building upon said laud and found them there upon returning;

that he has expended all the proceeds from the crops grown on said

land and all the moniy he has earned outside in improving the same

aned (for) his living expenses; that since establishing his residence

up9n said tract (in November, 1881) lie has had no other home, nor

claimed any other; that he has no intention of abandoning the land,

that it is now and he intends to keep it as his home and to further im-

prove it as he becomes able so to do."

The improvements on the tract are ample and the only question is the

sufficiency of the residence. Entryman alleges that he established res-

idence in November 1881, upon the tract and has since made it his home

and that his absences were caused by poverty. In the case of Charles

C. Boulton (6 L. D., 338) it was held, that actual residence having been

established, and valuable improvements made, temporary absences

thereafter, at a season of the year when but little work if any, could be

done on the land, are not inconsistent with good faith in the matter of.

residence, and it has been held that the maintenance of residence is not

inconsistent with absences due to poverty and the necessity of securing

'*X ^ work away from the tract in order to earn money to secure a support

and to improve the land, bad faith not appealing. Nellie 0. Prescott

(6 L. D., 245) Israel Martel (id., 566) Henry H. Harris (ibid., 154)
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The fact that the claimant in this case has persistently clung to this
tract and has each year added to its value by making improvements
paid for by money earned by him in winter; that he left his household
effects in the dwelling during his absences and returned to the place as
soon as spring opened notwithstanding his statement that he could earn
$3.50 a day working at his trade as a carpenter, strongly indicates that
he acted in good faith. William A. Thompson (6 L. D., 576).

His proof is satisfactory and should be accepted, and your decision
rejecting it is reversed.

SOLDIERS'0 ITOMIESTEAD-CITIZENSHIP-RESIDEN-CE.

PAULUS KUNDERT.

Patent is not authorized under a soldiers' homestead entry unless it appears that the
entryman is a citizen of the United States at the date of final proof.

The homestead settler, who has served in the army, is required to reside upon, culti-
vate, and improve the land claimed, for a period of at least one year after he shall
have commenced his improvements, before patent shall issue.

First Assistant Secretary MuIldrow to Commissioner Stockslaygr, October
11, 1888.

On March 27, 1883, Paulus Kundert made soldier's homestead entry
for the SE. 1 of Sec. 8, T. 101 N., R. 68 W., Mitchell, Dakota.

On April 7, 1884, he made proof at the local office in support of said
entry, and same day final certificate was issued therefor.

By decision of July 2, 1886, your office held both the claimant's
original and final entries for cancellation, upon the ground that his proof
lacked evidence of citizenship and that it was unsatisfactory as to resi-
dence and cultivation. From this the claimant appeals.

Section 2304 of the Revised Statutes entitles each honorably dis-
charged soldier, who served in the army of the United States during
the recent rebellion for ninety days, and who has remained loyal to the
government, to enter upon and receive patents for a quantity of public
land not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres, upon compliance with
the provisions of the homestead act of May, 1862. This act requires
the homestead applicant to be a citizen of the United States, or to have
filed his declaration to become such.

The claimant filed such declaration in Green county, Wisconsin, on
November, 1860.

Section 2291 R. S. provides that a patent shall issue to the homestead
claimant, who is shown by his Sluly submitted final proof to have com-
plied with the law, if on the date of such proof he be a citizen of the
United States. The claimant states in the proof offered that he has not
been naturalized. The said proof should therefore be rejected.

It further appears that the claimant served in the army of the United
States for a total period of four years, three months and twenty-three
days. Section 2305 of the Revised Statutes, however, requires the
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homestead settler, who has served in the army, etc., to reside upon, culti--
vate and improve the land claimed, " for a period of at least one year,
after he shall have commenced his improvements, before patent shall
issue."

The claimant avers in final proof that his house was built on the lawdk
March 28,1883, at which time he established his residence therein, andi.
that his improvements consist of said house, seven by nine feet, and,
five acres broken and cultivated-total value $100. IHe also states,
that about October 20, 1883, he went to Dubuque, Iowa, to get work,>.
* where, in consequence of an accident whereby he had two ribs broken,
and his right hand injured, he remained nntil March 25th following,..
and that his family (wife and two children) did not reside on the land.

The record, therefore, shows that in October following the claimant's
settlement in March, 1.883, the claimant left the land, to which he re-
turned in the latter part of March, 1884, i. e., a short time before sub--
mitting his final proof, and that during the period of about one year
between his settlement and pmoof the claimant was in Dubuque (pre-
sumably with his family) almost half the time.

The foregoing, when considered in connection with his meagre im-
provements and the fact that his family never resided on the tract,.
might well raise a suspicion of bad faith. The claimant, however,
seems to have frankly stated all the facts upon which he seeks to com-
plete his entry, and although he fails to show that he has complied
with the law, I am not prepared to find from the record before me that
his entry should be canceled.

No adverse claim having intervened the claimant will be permitted,.
within the statutory period of two years following the expiration of five
years from the date of his entry (Section 2291, Revised Statutes) to fur--
nish proper evidence of citizenship, together with further proof showing.
compliance with the law.

Your decision is accordingly modified.

TIMBER CULTURE ENTRY-.&MENDMENT.

CHARLES R. PHILLIPS.

The evidence in support of an application to amend an entry should satisfactorily show
that the tract covered by the proposed amendment is the same land which, after
a personal inspection, the entryman originally selected, that the first entry was
erroneously made, through no fault of his, and that he exercised due care in
making said entry.

On satisfactory explanation an amended entry for one hundred sixty acres may be al-
Th lowed, where the first, through error, covered but eighty acres.
The case of Ezra A. Barton, cited and distinguished.

First Assistant Secretary lMuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, October-
11, 1888.

On June 24, 1886, Charles R. Phillips made timber-culture entry for
the SE. : SW. IL and SW. 1 SE. t, Sec. 10, T. 18 S., R. 2 E., S. B. M., Los-
Angeles, California.
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On August 9, 1886. he applied to amend said entry so as to include
therein the NE. I4 SW. i, N. J SE. J, SW. I NE. i, of said Sec. 10.

The claimant's application to so amend (transmitted by the local of-
fice) was rejected by your office decision of December 18, 1886, from

which the claimant appeals. The claimant avers in his application that
the description of the land embraced in his entry (given to him by one
E. R. Minor, a " neighboring settler,") does not describe the land he
intended to enter, to wit: the tracts named in his said application to
amend; that the land entered by him is rocky, worthless and " inca-
pable of cultivation;" and that " no one claims in any way" the land
which he now seeks to enter.

Your office held that the claimant had " failed to show any satisfac-
torv reason for amending his entry to embrace an additional area."

The Department has held that in cases of bona fide mistake made by
parties exercising ordinary care and prudence, and in the absence of
intervening adverse rights, the lands intended to be taken may be sub-
stituted for those mistakenly filed upon and entered. Cowan v. Asher
(6 L. D., 785); Henry E. Barnum (5 L. D., 583).

This rule applies to timber culture entries. Christian Zyssett (6 L.
D., 355).

By the pending application the claimant seeks to enter in lieu of the
eighty acres embraced in the existing entry, one hundred and sixty
acres in the same section.

Now, while the fact that the claimant's application is for more land
than is covered by the entry which he seeks to amend may not be in
itself sufficient to warrant the conclusion that the claimant has failed
'to exercise ordinary care in making such entry, it is in my opinion a
circumstance that should be fully explained.

The claimant farther avers that he "has been familiar with the land
for years, and has heretofore set .the corner in the
center of the section, and that he became confused and deceived when
he sent up the description for the two forties."

Although it might be inferred from his application that the claimant
visited the land before making the present entry, it does not clearly ap-
pear that he did so. The claimant's allegation that no one claimed the
land which he seeks to enter is corroborated by two affiants. With this
exception, the claimant's allegations are not corroborated.

The claimant's failure to submit satisfactory evidence in support of
his application may, however, be the result of ignorance. No bad faith
by the claimant is affirmatively shown, while the facts as stated by him
may possibly be true.

The Department, in the case of Christoph Nitschka (7 L. D, 155), held
that the provision in Sec. 2372 of the Revised Statutes, which requires
in the case of an application for amendment the written opinion of the
register and receiver as to the existence of the mistake and the credi-
bility of the witnesses testifying thereto, may be properly applied to
timber culture entries.
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The ease is, therefore, remanded to the local office for further evidence,

to be passed upon by the register and receiver in the manner stated..

This evidence should -satisfactorily show that thetract which claimant
now applies to enter is the same land which, after a personal inspection,

he had originally selected; that the present entry was erroneously made
through no fault of said claimant, and that he (claimant) exercised due

care in making the same. Should the claimant produce such satisfac-

tory evidence, I see no reason why the amendment asked for should not
be allowed, subject to any valid adverse right attaching prior to the'

date of the present application. In the event of the claimant's failure

to submit such satisfactory evidence within a reasonable time, the pend-
ing application will be rejected.

Your decision is modified accordingly.
I deem it proper to add that the ruling herein in no way conflicts

with the decision in the case of Ezra A. Barton (7 L. D., 261). In that

case, it was held that the exercise of the right of pre-emption for eighty
acres precludes the allowance of an amended entry for an adjacent
eighty acre tract, the latter being, at the inception of the original claim,
regarded as not subject to appropriation.

This case differs from the one cited, in that the land which the claim-

ant seeks to acquire by the application under consideration was va-
cant at the date of the existing entry, and is the identical tract which
he (claimant) first intended to enter.

TIMBER CULTTJRE CONTEST BREAKING.

JACKSON.v. GRABLE.

A deficiency of one quarter of an acre in the breaking will not justify cancellation,
where the failure to break the full amount was the result of a mistake, and bad

faith does not appear.
The mistake in such a case should be corrected prior to final proof.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, October
12, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Francis C. Grable from your decision
of June 6, 1887, holding for cancellation his timber-culture entiy for

Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4, Sec. 2, T. 16 N.,-R. 28 W., North Platte, Nebraska.
The record shows that Grable made timber-culture entry on above

tract September 7, 1883, and that Jackson initiated contest against the
same November 13, 1884.

The case was set for hearing January 7, 1885, when both parties ap-

peared. On defendants motion to dismiss the case for defective serv-
ice, it was continued until February 19, 1885.

On the adjourned day the defendant moved to dismiss the contest on

the grounds, 1st, That the allegationsof contestant, if true, did not
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*constitute a cause of action. 2nd, That the allegation that claimant

made the entry for speculation is not stated as a fact, but as a matter
of belief. 3d, That offering a relinquishment for sale does not consti-
tute a cause of action.

The motion was overruled as to the first objection and sustained as
to the second and third objections.

The trial was then proceeded with and a large amount of testimony
was submitted by both parties.

The evidence shows that claimant employed one S. W. Parrotte to
break five acres of said tract in June, 1881, and paid him for breaking
.that amount. Parrotte broke a plat which, according to his measure-
ment, covered five acres, but which, in reality, amounted only to four

.and three fourths acres. Parrotte measured the land broken by step-
ping it off and calculated it at five acres. Claimant was not aware,
.until after contest was initiated, that the amount broken was less than
-five acres. The witnesses on both sides testify that the deficiency did
not amount to more than one fourth of an acre.

There is nothing in the testimony to show that the entryman ever
offered the claim for sale. On the contrary, it appears from letters sub-
mitted at the hearing, that contestant's attorney wrote to claimant with
a view to compromising the contest. To this letter claimant replied:

I do not feel like making any proposition to your client, for I am sure his efforts
will only result in annoyance and expense to him and the same to me, but I would
prefer to spend the amount in defence of a principle.

After an examination of the testimony submitted at the hearing, the
local officers recommended that claimant's entry be held for cancellation,
notwithstanding "' that he has substantially met the requirements of the
law." June 6, 1887, you affirmed this decision and held Grable's entry
for cancellation. From this action Grable appealed to the Department.

Claimant's good faith should be taken into consideration in arriving
at a proper decision in this contest. Thompson v. Sankey (3 L. D., 365);
Peck v. Taylor (3 L. D., 372).

In the case of Rasmussen v. Rice, reported in 6 L. D., 755, it was held
;that although the entryman had only broken seven acres instead of ten
acres and although there were only fifteen hundred trees on the claim
and the cultivation had been defective, still his entry should not be
canceled as he had shown good faith.

In the case of Vargason v. McClellan, reported in 6 L. D., 829, it was
held that failure to break the entire amount required the first year does
not necessarily call for cancellation on contest, when it appears that the

-entryman has acted in good faith; nor does the right of the contestant
in such a case preclude a determination therein upon principles of
equity.

In the case of Lucas v. Ellsworth, reported in 4 L. D., 205, there were
but four acres and sixty-seven rods planted, and yet the entry was not
canceled on the ground that the entryman acted in good faith and the
party who did the planting believed that he planted five acres.
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The same ruling was followed in the case of Thompson v. Sankey, re-
ported in 3 1. D., 365, and in Peck v. Taylor, reported in 3 L. D., 372.
In the case of Thompson v. Sankey, but eight and one half acres instead
of ten were planted, and in the case of Peck v. Taylor but eight and
three-fourths acres instead of ten were broken, and yet in neither instance
was the entry canceled.

As the amount of breaking done was by mistake, in the absence of
bad faith, it is sufficient, provided the mistake be corrected before final
proof.

Your decision, therefore, holding for cancellation the timber-culture
entry of Francis C. Grable is accordingly reversed.

COMMUTATION PROOF-TRAIASFEREE.

SIMON KCARPES.

'Where the entryman's only excuse for not making proof on the date advertised is
the unexplained fact that he could not obtain money wherewith to make pay-
ment, the delay can not be properly said to occur through no fault of the claim-
ant.

in such a case new proof will be required, and in the event that the entryman refuses
or neglects to make such proof within the time fixed, due opportunity will be
given his transferees to prove that he had, prior to transfer, fully complied with
the law.

TFirst Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, October
13, 1888.

Simon Karpes, who on August 9, 1882, made homestead entry of the
SE. J of See. 22, T. 101, IL 63, Mitchell district, Dakota, advertised that
he would make final proof January 24, 1885, but failed to do so until
February 3, ensuing. He gives as his reason for this delay, his inability
to obtain the purchase money. Your office, by letter of January 10,
1887, held this excuse to be insufficient, but allowed him "ninety days
in which to make new proof, showing full compliance with the home-
-stead laa, in default of which his cash certificate would be canceled,
leaving his original entry intact."

From your said decision the Vermont Investment and Guarantee
'Company, by its agent,.M. H. Rowley, appeals, alleging (inter alia), that
_Karpes was informed by the local officers-

That as soon as he could get the money it would be received at the local office with-
out prejudice, upon submitting an affidavit that he was still living upon the land,
which was then the practice before the local office. The mortgagee furnished the
*elaimant the sum. of $450, the claimant executing a mortgage for that amount against
this land-the laud office fees ($201.50) being that part of the whole amount of the
mortgage. The claimant has also conveyed by warranty deed this land to other par-
ties, and now refuses to make new proof unless he can be assured of $200 more money.
Claimant has further conspired with his father to contest this cash entry for the pur-
1pose of defeating the payment of said mortgage, and has acted in a fraudulent and
dishonorable manner..
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Where the claimant's only excuse for not making proof on the date

advertised is the naked, unexplained fact that he could not obtain the

money wherewith to make payment, I hardly think the delay could

properly be said to occur "lthrough no fault of the claimant." (See Mina

Landerkin, 6 L. D., 782).
I affirm your decision requiring new proofs to be made. You will di-

rect that notice be served upon him, and also upon the transferees, that

such new proof must be made within a reasonable time (to be fixed in

the notice given); and in case the claimant shall refuse or neglect to,

make such proof within the period appointed, then the transferees shall

be afforded opportunity to prove that claimant, previous to transfer,

had fully complied with the requirements of the law.

CO MMUJTATION PROOF-CITIZENSHIP-ALIEN-A-TION.

FRITZ SCHENROCK.

An entryman who has filed declaration of intention to become a citizen of the United

States, is qualified to submit final commutation proof.

The right of alienation exists where there has been due compliance with law and the

final certificate has issued.

First Assistant Secretary j'fuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, October
16, 1888.

may 26, 1883, Fritz Schenrock made homestead entry for the N. -

SE. 1, and the SE. 1 SE. i of Sec. 30, T. 116, R. 62, Dakota, alleging

settlement May 17, 1883. HEe made final proof February 14, 1884, nam-
ing, among others, Ernest and William Schon as witnesses. The proof

was approved and certificate and receipt issued February 29, 1884.
The claimant states in his proof that he is a single man, forty-eight

years of age, and a naturalized citizen; that in May, 1883, he built a

frame house, six by twenty-four feet, on said tract and established his

actual residence May 23, 1883. He has also built a stable, fifteen by

forty feet, has dug a well and broken seven acres of ground. The land

broken has not been cultivated. He values his improvements at $100.

He states that his residence has been continuous, and that he has not

been absent at all.
By letter "C a A dated January 9, 1885, you called upon the claimant

to furnish the correct orthography of his last name, which has been
given both as Schonrock and Schenrock. January 20, 1886, the local

officers transmitted an affidavit by William and Ernest Schon, in reply

to your said letter, stating that the correct name of the claimant was
Schonrock; that they now own the tract in question and have no

knowledge of the whereabouts of Schonrock; that they have made in-

quiry and are unable to find him, and therefore they make affidavit.
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By letter of February 16, 1886, you decide the case as follows:
By reason of apparent lack of good faith on the part of the entryman in that he

failed to cultivate the land, and it not appearing that he was qualified to make said
entry, and having disposed of the land before it was shown that he had complied
with legal requirements, the fnal proof is rejected and the case and original entries
are held for cancellation.

From your said decision an appeal is taken by S. M. West, attorney
for the Western Loan and Trust Company of Pierre, Dakota, which has
a mortgage on the property.

I find among the papers a certified copy of a declaration of intention
to become a citizen of the United States made May 11, 18S3, by said
Fritz Schenrock before the clerk of the district court for the county of
Spink, second judicial district of Dakota. This paper answers the ob-
jection made in your decision as to his qualifications.

It appears from a certificate furnished by the register of deeds of
Spink county, Dakota, that there is on record in his office a warranty
deed for the land in controversy given by Fritz Schonrock to Ernest
Schon; said deed is dated March 12, 1884, and was recorded April 12,
1884.

The fact that Schonrock sold the tract thirteen days after be received
his final certificate is not, of itself, conclusive evidence of bad faith.

A settler who has complied with all the requirements of the law in
good faith and has received fi I certificate has the right to transfer it.
Myers v. Croft (13 Wall., ftalconerlv. Bunt et at. (6 L. D., 517).

The proof shows that the claimant settled in person upon the land
* and erected a dwelling house thereon, and that he has improved and in-

habited the same. The proof was accepted by the local office, and as
there is nothing in it inconsistent with good faith, I will' not presume
that the claimant has acted in bad faith.

Your decision is, therefore, reversed.

ABANDONED MILITARY RESERVATION-ACT OF -JULY 5, 1884.

CONNELLY v. BOYD.

Actual occupation prior to the establishment of the reservation, or settlement thereon
in good faith prior 'to January 1, 1884, with continuous occupation thereafter,
must be shown to entitle the settler to the right of homestead entry under the act
of Joly 5, 1884.

Pirst Assistant Secretary MHildrow to Commissioner Stockslager, October
18, 1888.

I have considered the case of T. F. A. Connelly v. W. M. Boyd pa
appeal by the latter from your office decision of April 2, 1887, holding
for cancellation his homestead entry for Lot 1, in the NE. ; of Sec. 1,
T. 13 S., R. 34 E., and the W. 3 of Lot 1, in the NW. i of Sec. 6, T. 13
S., R. 35 E., Bodie land district, California.

3263-VOL 7--24
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Boyd made homestead entry for this tract September 5, 1884, under
the act of July 5, 1S84 (23 Stat., 103) alleging settlement November 25,
1883. On September 16, 1884, Connelly made application to make
homestead entry for the same land which application was refused by
the local officers because of Boyd's prior entry. Upon appeal to your
office, it was ordered that a hearing be had "to ascertain all the facts
relative to the settlement and improvements of the respective parties."
As a result of said hearing, the local officers decided that Boyd bad
made a real settlement and improvements, while Connelly had failed
to do either in person. From that decision Connelly appealed to your
office, where it was decided that neither of the parties had any right to
make homestead entry for the land in dispute under the provisions of
the act of July 5, 18 I. Connelly's application to enter was denied and
his contest dismissed and Boyd's entry was held for cancellation. From
that decision Boyd alone appealed.

The land in controversy is a part of the military reservation known
as the Camp Independence reservation. The use of the reservation for
military purposes was, as shown by the testimony, abandoned in 1877.
On November 20, 1883, the buildings thus abandoned were sold at pub-
lic sale after due notice therefor, one of the conditions of said sale
being that the buildings should be removed within ninety days there-
after. At this sale Boyd, the homestead entryman, purchased a house.
He claims that he, on November 25th established his residence in this
house and that his purpose in going on the land was to make it, his
home. The only work done by him on the land prior to January 1,
1884, was some grubbing to prepare the land for cultivation. Although
Boyd was absent from this land a part of the time, yet he seems to have
made his home in this house from a-bout the time he purchased up to
the date of the hearing.

The act of July 5, 1884, after providing for the appraisement and sale
of abandoned and useless military reservations, provides further:

That any settler who was in actual occnpation of any portion of any such reserva-
tion prior to the location of such reservation, or settled thereon prior to January
first, eighteen hundred and eighty-four, in good faith for the purpose of securihg a
home and of entering the same under the general law, and has continued in such

occupation to the present time, and is by law entitled to make a homestead entry
shall be entitled to enter the land so occupied, not exceeding one hundred and sixty

acres in a body according to the government surveys and sub-divisions. Provided
further, That said lands were subject to entry under the public land laws at the time

of their withdrawal.

By the failure of Connelly to appeal from your office decision that
decision became final as to his rights, and the only question now to be
determined is as to Boyd's right to make homestead entry for the tracts
claimed by him under the provisions of the act above cited.

I am of the opinion that the facts presented in this case do not show
that Boyd had brought himself within the provisions of the act above
cited. At the time he bought the building in which he claims after-
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wards to have established his residence, it was-with the express stipu-
lation as set forth in the notices of sale that it should be removed within
ninety days from the date of the sale. All he claims to have done prior
to January 1, 1884, on the land was " some grubbing'? for the purpose
of preparing the land for cultivation, but the amount of land so pre-
pared is not shown. The only improvements he has on the land so far
as the testimony shows, is the house purchased at the sale above spoken
of, and ten acres of the land under fence. Just how much of the land
claimed by Boyd was actually occupied by him on the first day of Janu-

*X ary, 1884, is not definitely shown, but it is evident that he had not all
of it within his possession and control since it is shown that other par-
ties were living on and cultivating parts thereof.

1 am of the opinion that Boyd was not entitled to make homestead
entry for said land, and your said office decision holding his entry for

*'Er tcancellation is affirmed.

FINAL PROOF-REPUJBLICATION.

HENRY P. HEARRIS.

.. Where the proof was made at the time and place designated in the notice, bat before
an officer not named therein, it may be accepted after republcation of notice, in
the absence of protest or objection.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrou' to Commissioner Stockslager, October
18, 1888.

On March 29, 1883, Henry P. Harris made homestead entry for the
SE., Sec. 14, T. 133 N., R. 62 W., Fargo, Dakota land district.

On October 4, 1883, he commuted the same to cash entry, and on
April 28, 1887, your office by letter aC" rejected claimant's final proof
and said "the cash certificate and original entry will be allowed to
stand, and he may submit new proof properly made in accordance with
law and existing regulations, whenever he can show full compliance

Ale with law."
It appears from the evidence submitted on final proof that claimant

established actual residence April 1, 1883, and made final proof Oc-
tober 1, 1883. His improvements consisted of a house ten by twelve
feet, valued at $100, barn eight by twelve feet, $50; and forty-five acres

* * of breaking, valued at $240.
The irregularity in final proof upon which your office rejected the

* final proof was the fact that in the published notice it was stated that
the testimony of the witnesses would be taken before W. Ed. Ruth-
ruff, notary public, at Grand Rapids La Moure county, on October 1,

* 1883, and the proof as submitted showed that it was taken at the said
time and place but before Homer F. Elliott, clerk of the district court of
said county.
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On August 26, 1887. claimant filed in the local office a motion, ad-
dressed to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, for a modifi-

cation of your said office decision, asking that in lieu of making new

proof, he be permitted to advertise his intention to make final proof, and

that upon filing proof of sunh advertisement and a certificate of the

officer before whom the same is advertised to be taken, showing that

there is no protest against claimant making final entry for said laud,

claimant's proof now on file may be considered sufficient and the same

go forward for patent.
This application or motion does not seem to have been considered by

your office, or rather the same has been treated as an appeal from the

decision of April 28, 1887, and being so before me it will be treated as

such appeal.
Accompanying said motion is an affidavit of the entryman, Henry P.

Harris, jr., in which he stales that when he made homestead entry of

said land it was his bonafide intention to make a permanent home thereof

and use the said land in establishing a nursery and for other agricult-

ural productions and live thereon five years before offering final proof,

and that in pursuance of such purpose he established actual residence
thereon April 1, 1883, and commenced the cultivation and improvement
thereof, but becoming satisfied that it was impossible to successfully
engage in the nursery business there, on account of the soil, climnate and
latitude not being adapted thereto he concluded to commute his said

homestead to cash entry whi(ch he did in good faith; that since his said

cash entry he has still continued to cultivate and improve said land of

which he is still the owner, and has expended by way of new improve-
meuts thereon the sum of $100. That he made said cash entry in good

faith and for his own use and benefit, and not for the purpose of specu-

lation nor for the use or benefit of any other person or persons whom-

soever, but that since making said cash entry he has not continued to

reside personally on said premises and consequently cannot now make

the necessary affidavits for new final proof. That he has no recollec-

tion of the irregularity of making his final proof before an officer other
than the one before whom the same was advertised to be made and if

this occurred he can give no reason therefor, as he endeavored to follow

the directions of his attorneys and the local officers.
The final proof shows more than the usual amount and value of im-

provements, and the improvements were described with more than usual

particularity, and, all the evidence was to the effect that claimant had

not been absent at all from his claim after settlement, and I did not

reach the same conclusion therefrom as the one given in your said let-

ter, i e., that his improvements were meagre and uhat his proof in the

matter of residence and cultivation was of an unsatisfactory nature.
His proof in these matters is sufficient, and as to the irregularity of

the proof in being taken before an officer other than the one named in

the notice, this case in all essential particulars so far as this point is
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concerned, is-similar to that of Jacob Semer (6 L. D., 345), where it was
held that the claimant should publish new notice of intention to submit
final proof, and if upon the day advertised for final proof, no protest or
objection should be filed, then th' proof made before should be accepted.
If protest or objection should be filed then new proof should be made
but only to show compliance with the law up to date of final certificate.

This is practically what is asked for in the prayer of the petition for
modification of your office decision.

Youi? decision is accordingly so modified as to require appellant to
proceed in the manner above indicated.

PRACTICE-BURDEN OF PROOF-TIMBER-CUTLTURE ENTRY.

MOSS V. QTTINCEY.

The burden of proof is upon the contestant, and the charge must be established bya
due preponderance of the testimony to warrant cancellation.

That land has been broken does not exclude it from timber-culture entry, if it is
naturally devoid of timber.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stocks lager, Septern-
ber 5, 1888.

I have before me the appeal of Charles B. Quincey. executor of one
- of the devisees of Frank S. Quincey, deceased, appearing herein for

himself and on behalf of the other devisees, from your decision of Feb-
: ruary 15, 1887, holding for cancellation said Frank S. Quincey's timber-

culture entry, No. 1875, for the NE. it of Sec. 7, T. 9 S., R. 4 W., Con-
* cordia district, Kansas.

The said entry wag made May 15, 1879, and contest was initiated by
Miles B. Moss, on the 2d of August, 1883. Trial was had under said
contest on the 3d day of December, 1883, and the local officers rendered
their decision on December 26, 1883, in favor of contestant. January
17, 1884, your office, on appeal, reversed the said decision of the local
officers. On April 30, 1885, the Department remanded the. case for re-
hearing, on the application of the entrymnan, and on July 7, 18i5, the re-
hearing so ordered was had. Thereafter the local officers rendered their
decision (without date,) in which, after reciting the record history of the
case, and stating that the issue was whether the entryman had ten acres
of the tract cultivated to timber at the date of the contest, they con-
eluded as follows:

We have carefully and critically examined, considered, and weighed the testimony
-of each witness in the case and the evidence as a whole, and our conclusions and find-

- ings therefrom are, that the plaintiff, Moss, has failed to support, by a preponderance
of the testimony submitted, his allegations that the defendant entrymnan was in de-
fault at the date of the institution of this contest. We therefore recommend that this

.*- f contest be dismissed, and that this entry be allowed to stand.

By your said letter of February 15, 1887, you reversed the decisionrof
the local officers, upon the theory that,- -

Between the date of entry and initiation of contest the land continued to be used by
the defendant for general farming purposes, and such timber as he may have planted,
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or caused to be planted, on the land was never properly cultivated or protected, else
there would have been more trees than the inconsiderable number (sonmething less
than an acre) shown by the evidence to have been growing on the land when the con-
test was begun.

Thiis finding, of an alleged failure to cultivate and protect the trees,
would seem to be-as its form suggests-a purely inferential one, based
wholly on the supposed fact-not itself affirmatively " shown by the evi-
dence "-that only " something less than an acre" of trees were growing
on the land at the date of the contest. Both the planting and the culti-
vating of more than ten acres, on more than one occasion, during the
period between the making of entry and the initiation of the contest,
-were affirmatively testified to by the -witnesses for defense, while every
witness for the contestant expressly admitted that he could not posi-
tively contradict these allegations, there being portions of the tract
amounting to more than ten acres, as to which he could not swear. At
the date of the hearing (in 1885) there seems to have been between ten
and thirteen acres of trees growing and in fair condition, and it by no
means clearly appears that only an inconsiderable portion of these were
trees planted before the date of contest. The burden of the proof was
on the contestant, and I concur in the opinion of the local officers that
he has failed to establish his case by a due preponderance of testimony-
and this, too, although the defense was at the disadvantage of being
unable, owing to the death of the entryman, to avail themselves of his
knowledge of the facts, either on its own presentation of the facts, or in
criticising that of the other side. I attach no importance to the point
made, that the tract, having in great part been broken befoie entry,
was no longer '-prairie" land. If it was naturally devoid of timber, it
could be entered as a timber claim under the act.

Everything considered, I think that the contest should be dismissed,
and the heirs and devisees of the entryinan allowed to proceed under the
entry.

Your said decision is accordingly reversed, anld the papers transmitted
with your letter of July 16, 1887, are herewith returned.

EVIDENCE-BITrDEN OF PROOF-DESERT LAND ENTRY.

PERRY BICKFORD.
In proceeding against an entry the burden of proof is upon the government, and a

charge of fraud should be established by a clear preponderance of evidence to
warrant cancellation.

The partial irrigation of a tract, while held under a previous pre-emption filing of
the entrynian, will not defeat his right under the desert laid act. where the work
of substantial reclamation remained to be done at the date of the original entry
thereunder.

First Assistant Secretary 41uldrow to Commissioner Stockcslager, October
11, 1888.

Perry Bickford on the 18th day of January, 1882, filed desert land
declaration for the SE. 4 of Sec. 10, T. 15 N., R. 78 W., Cheyenne land
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district, Wyoming Territory. He made final proof June 19, upon which

final certificate issued June 23, 1884. On September 25, 1885, special

agent James A. George reported said entry to have been fraudulently

made; your office ordered a hearing, which was had beginning August

10, 1886, the testimony taken before Richard Butler, clerk of the district

court of the second judicial district of Wyoming Territory. Upon the

testimony adduced the local officers decided adversely to the entryman;
and upon Bickford's appeal your office sustained the action of the local

office, and held the entry for cancellation. Bickford appeals to this

*n- Department.
At the hearing there were but two witnesses for the government, one

of them was Special Agent George. His testimonv relates mainly to the
* character of the tract as he found it at the date of his examination in

September, 1885. He testifies:

I passed over the land of the Bickford claim some sixteen or seventeen times, rid-

ing back and forth east and west from fifty to a hundred yards apart, searching for

* - irrigating ditches on the land, or marks that would show where ditches had been in

previous years. . . . . Only one ditch or sign of a ditch could be seen, and that

was taken from a marshy place near Bickford's house and seemed to be a ditch cut

for draining, and not for irrigation. The ground . . . . . . was exceedingly

-wet; in many places the water from two to three inches deep, and in some places the

ground was so soft that the horses sank in the ground over their fetlocks.

Mr. Wilkins had men with sweeps, dragging the hay from the wet ground up to some

: high knolls, for the water to dry out before putting it in the stack. I went to Mr.

Wilkins, and in talking with him suggested that the bottom land would be fine land

to raise wheat and oats, and he replied, "'[his land is too wet for that.".

* " I will swear that on careful investigation I found no ditches (except the one already

mentioned), and that I am fully convinced that there is not one acre of land on the

' 3 whole Bickford claim irrigated, in the summer of 1885 by artificial means, the result

of the labor of Mr. Bickford or of any one hired by him.

The special agent's testimony as to the condition of the claim at the

date nientioned was substantially corroborated by witness McCune.
These two were the only witnesses for the government.

The conclusion intended to be drawn-and which the local officers
and your office draws-from the above mentioned testimony is, that

the land never was desert land, and hence never was reclaimed.
On the other hand, there was a large amount of testimony adduced

tending to show that the tract in question was originally desert land.
To the usual question as lo " whether any crop could have been raised

upon that land without artificial irrigation that would reasonably re-

ward a man for the time and labor of producing and caring for it," sex'-

- * eral witnesses answer directly, " No." Mr. Bickford, the defendant,

testifies that there was a " small strip of not over ten acres, of that

*0 5 amount," upon which soeie grass would grow.
* if In 1875, he cut ten or eleven tons of hay, part from this tract, but

mostly " from a claim afterwards belonging to Mr. Markle." Witness

Daugherty testifies that in 1875, Bickford cut from the quarter-section

in controversy " three or four loads, probably five little loads;
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they had on between three fourths of a ton and a ton to a load." Wit-
ness McDowell, who has known the tract since 1870, testifies that in
1870, be " went there to make hay, in that valley; . . . did not cut
any hay on the Bickford claim from the fact that there was no grass
grew there that would pay to mow." Witness Grant, a civil engineer
and surveyor, testifies that "in '74 there was very little grass on this
land." Witness Bailey, who lives only one hundred and sixty rods
from the tract, testifies: "There was probably three or four acres that
would raise a little hay, perhaps three or four hundred pounds to the
acre; the balance was all what I should call desert land; it would
raise nothing without cultivation." The same witnesses testify that
the tract is now reclaimed. Bickford, the defendant, testifies that in
1883, he cut forty-five tons of hay from the tract. The other witnesses
are not certain as to the amount cut in recent years, but know that it
has greatly increased.

Upon the two questions at issue-viz., (1) whether this was originally
desert land, and (2) whether it has been reclaimed-considerable light
is thrown by witness MeCune, called l)y the government on purpose to
prove that the tract never was desert land, and that it never has been
reclaimed. He testifies that in 1876, there were "1 five or six or ten tons
of hay cut."

Q. Was it all cut on the Bickford place e-A. I can't exactly tell what ground it was
out on.

Q. Are you positive that they ciit as many as four tons of hay on this particular
claim that year -A. Well, as I said before, I Wouldn't be positive as to the amount
of hay cut.

In 1879, the same witness testifies, about fifteen or twenty tons were
cut from the tract; "In 1880 about the same amount; in 1881, it would
run somewhere in the same neig hdborhood-judging from the size of the
stack, . . . "lin 1885, probably fifty tons." This increase in the
yield of hay he ascribes in part to the tlraiuage ditch before spoken of
by this witness, which "spreads its water over a part of the Bickiord
claim." In short, the testimony of the I)rincipal witnesses for the gov-
ernment corroborates that of all the witnesses for the defendant, so far
as to show that the tract which in 1876, would not produce over four to
five tons, had been in some manner so reclaimed as to protluce forty-five
or fifty tons.

As to whether the ditch referred to by the special agent was for drain-
age orforirrigation purposes, and whether there were any other ditches,
the evidence of the witnesses for the defense is full and explicit. The
defendant himself gives a detailed description of his ditches and whence
the water in them was obtained. Witness McDowell describes-

One ditch taken from a spring creek 01D the Bickford claim running about or almost
parallel with what is known as the "hogback" which I should judge to be about four
hundred yards long, is but a small ditch. Another from the mouth of the same spring
creek about two hundred yards long. Another small ditch about a hundred yards
from the bead of the first ditch, probably seventy-five yards long. The land on the
northeast corner of the clahn was very wet,
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(This is probably the wet place spoken of by the special agent; the
witness goes on to explain its origin:)
which was caused by water being conveyed from the North Fork (of the Laramnie
River) about three quarters of a mile northeast from what is known as the Market
claim, and runs down the Markel fence till it strikes the northeast corner of the Bick-
ford claim. There are no ditches that convey the, water any further, though the
water spreads out there and covers quite a large piece of ground. There is another
ditch that conveys water from a westerly direction, which irrigates about seven acres
of land at the northeast corner of the Bickford claim.

The special agent attempted to convict this witness by reference to a
map, of error as to the direction in which some of these ditches ran;
but the essential fact of the existence of such ditches was not contro-
verted. On the contrary, it was corroborated; as by the evidence of
witness Daugherty who testified:

Below that be put on another ditch, probably a quarter of a mile long, from the
same creek; then the neighbors joined together-Markel, the Welch boys, and Bick-
ford-and took sortie water from the North Fork of the LaramieRiver and irrigated the,
east side of the claim.

Witness Bailey testifies that there were, " on the 23rd day of June, - :
1884," on Bickl ford's claim " three ditches and there may have been an-
other one," which ditches he describes in substantial accordance with

- the preceding witnesses.
In view of the fact that in a proceeding for cancellation of an entry

- the burden of proof is upon the government, and that such entry should
not be canceled except upon a clear preponderance of evidence showing
fraud, I am of the opinion that the government has failed to make out
a case against the defendant.

Your office decision referred to the fact that the entryinan made some
improvements upon the tract prior to the (late of his making desert land
entry of the same, at a time when he held it under a pre emption filing;
and adds:

if B - The fact that a partial irrigation had been made prior to the time of the desert
entry, though it was done by claimant, is adverse to his interests; for one can not
enter under the desert act, land which he had reclaimed prior to entering.

The facts in regard to this branch of the case, as appears from the
testimony adduced, are simply that the defendant, while holding the
tract un1der his pre-emjption filing, made two or three ditches from two;
hundred to five hundred feet long-" small ditches, that were made with
a plow "-to carry water on a few acres of the lower portion of his claim;
but not until he hail made his desert land entry (lid he enter sys:temati-
cally upon the work of reclaiming the entire tract.

In view of the facts herein set forth, I reverse your office decision of
May 5, 1887, holding Bickford's entry for cancellation.
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DESERT LAND-SPECULATIVE ENTRY.

ANDREW WHITEHEAD.

A desert land entry not made in good faith for the excluive use and benefit of the
entryman will be canceled.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stocirslager, October
19, 1888.

It appears from the record in this case that on May 2, 1883, Andrew
Whitehead made desert land entry, No. 202, for the NW. 1 of SE. - and
N. . of Sec. 27, SW. - SE. 1 and E. 1, SE. 1, Sec. 22, W. -&SW.4Sec.
23 and W. j NW. 4 Sec. 26, T. 4 N., R. 3 W., Boise City, Idaho.

(On August 20, 1883, Whitehead relinquished the SW. 1 of the SE. 4
of Sec. 22 of said entry, and on September 18, 1883, the same was to
that extent canceled by the local officers.

By letter " PI" of your office, dated April 27, 1836, your predecessor
held said entry for caucellation, upon the report of Special Agent A.
S. Caldwell, of date October 5, 1885, on the stated ground that the same
was made in the interest of the Idaho and Oregon Land Improvement
Company; and allowed claimant the usual period of sixty days within
which to apply for a hearing to show cause why his entry should be sus-
tained.

An appeal was taken by claimant from this holding, but said appeal
was treated by your office as an application for a hearing, and in pursu-
ance thereof a hearing was ordered by office letter of July 12, 1886.

Trial was regularly had before the local officers-the same, after sev-
eral continuances, having been closed on January 10, 1887.

Upon the testimony taken the local officers found in favor of the
government and recommended that claimant's entry be canceled.

On appeal from this finding, your office, on June 17, 188,, affirmed
the same, holding that claimant had not complied with the law as to
reclamation and that his entry was made in the interest of said Idaho
-and Oregon Land Improvement Company.

Claimant's appeal from this latter decision brings the case here.
The testimony shows that a number of ditches were constructed on the

*claim in question, but as to their capacity and sufficiency for the purposes
of irrigation and reclamation of the land, the evidence is conflicting and
doubtful. The work of constructing these ditches was done under the
superintendence of one Daniel B. Levan, who also made a survey and
plat of the premises before the trial, for which purpose he was employed
and paid by Robert E. Strahorn, who is general manager of said Idaho
and Oregon Land Improvement Company. Claimant is a lawyer by
profession, and in June, 1883, he entered the employ of said company
as their attorney, and continued in such employment for the period of
.about one year. At the date of trial he was residing in the city of Den-
ver, State of Colorado. Hie did not attend the trial, but on the affi-
davit of Homer Stutt, who acted as attorney for him at the hearing,
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stating simply that he (Whitehead) " will not be able to appear" before
the local officers at Boise City on the day of trial, his deposition was
ordered to be taken, which was accordingly done and the same is on
file in the record.

By a certain paper writing styled an indenture, made and entered
into by and between said Idaho & Oregon Land Improvement Com-
pany, as party of the first part, and said Andrew Whitehead, as party
of the second part, dated April 24, 186, the original of which is on file
among the papers in this case, it is provided:

That the said party of the first part, for and in consideration of the sum of four
thousand dollars, lawful money of the United States of America, to it in hand paid
by the said party of the second part, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged
does by these presents grant, bargain and sell, convey and confirm unto the said party
of the second part, and to his heirs and assigns four hundred statutory inches of
water, said water to be taken out of and from the Caldwell canal, which receives its
supply from the Boise river at a point about eight miles east of the town of Caldwell
in the county of Ada in the Territory of Idaho.

And it is further provided in said indenture that the water thereby
conveyed is to be used only on the claim now in question, and that the
same shall be held by the grantee therein and his heirs or assigns
forever.

This indenture purports to be duly signed and acknowledged by the
president and secretary of the said Idaho and Oregon Laud Improve-
ment Company, and on the back thereof the following endorsement ap
pears:

Recorded at request of Robert E. Strahorn, May 1st, A. D. 1885, at 30 minutes past
1P. M.. in book 11 of Deeds, Page 590.

C. S. MCCONNELL,
Recorder.

It appears from the deposition of claimant that in answer to the cross-
interrogatory, " have you sold or assigned or agreed to sell or assign to
any person or corporation the land embraced in your said desert entry,
or any portion thereofl" he stated: "I have never at any time sold
nor assigned my desert land claim, i. e., the land embraced in said claim.
nor any portion thereof to any person or persons or corporation, and
have made no contract with reference thereto, except the one dated
April 24, 1886, a copy of which is hereto attached.7 '

The paper thus referred to by claimant is a written agreemnent, bear-
iMg even date with the water right deed or indenture before mentioned,
and made and entered into by and between said claimant, as party of
the first part, and said Idaho & Oregon Land Improvement Company,
as party of the second part.

Its provisions are chiefly, first: that the party of the first part, in
consideration of one dollar, and the covenants and agreements of the
second part thereinafter following, " doth lease, demise and let unto the
party of the second part, its successors and assigns," all the land cov-
ered by his said desert entry, except that part theretofore relinquished
by him, as stated, and also the water right conveyed to hih by said
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company, as aforesaid, " To have and to hold the same until the con-
veyance hereinafter specified have been made unto the said party of the
second part, its successors and assigns."

Second: that
Said party of tho first part hereby covenants and agrees to and with the said party

of the second part that he, his heirs and assigns, will at any time after inak ing final
proof or obtaining a patent, (as said party of the second part may elect) for the tracts
of land hereinbefore described or any part thereof, to wit: said desert entry, number
two hundred and two, from the government of the United States, on demland of the
the said party of the second part its successor or assignsexecute, sign, seal, acknowl-
edge and deliver to the said party of the second part, its successors and assigns, a
good and snfflcient warranty deed, if after patent, or a quit claim, if after the final
proof and before patent, free from all incumbrances placed thereon through or by
the party of the first part, his heirs of assigns, of the followiDg described tracts of
land, being part and parcel of the premises hereinbefore described, to wit: The east
one-half of the southeast one quarter of section twenty-two (22), the west one half of
the southwest one quarter of section twenty-three (23), the northwest quarter of
the northwest quarter of section twenty-six (26), the east one-half of the northeast
one quarter and the north one-half of the northwest quarter, and the northwest quar-
ter of the southeast quarter and the southeast quarter of the northwest quarter of
section twenty-seven (27), all in township four (4) north, range three (3) west of
Boise Meridian, and also three hundred inches of water flowing in said Caldwell canal
and the right to the use of the same, being three-fourths of the water and the water
right this day conveyed by the said party of the second part to the said party of the
first part.

By the third clause of said agreement it is provided that if said entry
should be rejected or disallowed by the government, or if claimant
should for any reason fail to prove up and procure patent for the land
embraced therein, then and in that event he would immediately recon-
vey to said company, the water right aforesaid.

The fourth clause provides that:
Said party of the first part covenants and agrees that he will exercise due diligence

and use his best endeavors to make final proof and secuire a patent from the govern-
ment of the United States of and to the said tracts of land embraced in the said des-
ert entry; but said first party shall not be held for a failure to procure patent as
aforesaid, and all necessary expense connected therewith shall be borne by the party
of the second part.

And it is further provided in said agreement, on the part of said com-
pany, that after patent shall have issued from the United States for the
land in question and the deed of conveyance shall have been made to it
by claimant as thereinbefore provided, the possession of the remainder
of said claim will be surrendered by the company to claimant, together
with one hundred inches of water from said Caldwell canal.

It is a significant fact, worthy of note in this connection, that this
agreement was not admitted to record, as was the water right deed from
said company to claimant made on the same day, either i' at the request
of Robert E. Stratorn," or any one else, but the existence of the same
seems to have been a matter only within the knowledge of the parties
thereto until brought to light through means of the hearing ordered in
th\is case.
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It is difficult lto conceive how claimant could have expected, in the

face of this agreement, to make final proof of his claim nuder the law

and existing rules and regulations governing the administration thereof,

and yet it appears from the testimony that he applied before trial to be

; Am allowed to make his proof. AX
By said agreement he not only attempts to. convey to the Idaho &

Oregon Land Improvement Company a present interest in said entry,J/
but he agrees to convey to said company, absolutely, nearly three- N

fourths of the land covered thereby, after he shall have made proof and
received patent therefor, with the proviso that the company shall be at
all the expense attending the making of said proof and procuring a
patent.

Now, while it may be contended that the existence of said agreement
(does not necessarily show that the entry in question was originally
made in the interest of the Idaho & Oregon Land Improvement Com-

pany, yet it is very evident that the same has been, since the date of
said agreement, and is at present, held by claimant in the interest of

said company; and this fact, when considered in connection with all the

*X other circumstances of a suspicious nature that surround this case, is
strongly persuasive, in my judgment that'said entry was not made in

good faith for the exclusive use and benefit of the claimant, but that in
fact the same was made in the interest of said Idaho & Oregon Land

*; Improvement Company.
* this is a case in which, in view of its peculiar circumstances, much

weight, in my opinion, should be given to the finding of the local offl-

cers upon the testimony submitted in their presence, and after a careful
examination of the whole record, I am not disposed to disturb the same.
The decision of your office sustaining the finding below is therefore af-
firmed.

ACT OF JUNE 15. 1880-PREFERENCE RIGHT.

SMITH ET AL. V. MAYLAND.

The rule laid down in Freise v. Hobson, with respect to the right of purchase under

the act of June 15, 1880, must govern in all cases not then finally adjudicated.
A premature purchase under said act, while the right of purchase was suspended in

* the interest of a contestant, may be recognized as valid if the contestant waives
his preference right of entry.

A waiver of the preference right of entry by a successful contestant will not confer

upon a third party any right as against the original entryman.

First Assistant Secretary MXudrow to Commissioner Stockslager, October
20, 1888.

Heinrich Mayland, on March 29, 1879, made homestead entry for the
SW. of See. 8, T. 30 S., R. 27 W., Garden City district, Kansas.

On May 25, 1885, Charles S. Smith initiated contest against Mayland

*} for abandonment. Mayland made default at the hearing (August 19,
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1885); and his entry was canceled by your letter " C," of July 2, 1886.
He appealed neither from the decision of the local office nor of your
office.

Prior to the said cancellation, however-to wit, on September 24,
1 885-he purchased the tract, under section two of the act of June 15,
1880 (21 Stat.. 237).

On July 27, 1880-within less than thirty days after notice of cancel-
lation-one George C. Hays applied to file for the tract, alleging settle-
ment on the 20th of same month; accompanying said application with
affidavits setting forth that he had resided continuously on the land
since October 1, 1885, and had improved it to the extent of $150. His
application was rejected (July 28, 1886,) because of the prior purchase
by Mayland. Hays appealed, claiming that his filing should have been
accepted, subject to the preference right of the contestant (Smith).

Your office decision of September 15, 1886, holds that:
UInder the rulings in force at the time Mayland's purchase was made, his entry or

purobase was properly allowed-it being then in order for a claimant to purchase
under the second section of the act of June 15, 1880, at any time during the pendency
of contest, thus acquiring title not only as against other>, but the contestant as well.
The recent ruling (case of Freise i. Hobson, 4 L. D., 580,) changing this practice, does
not affect rights acquired prior thereto (Hollants v. Sullivan, 5 L. D., 115).

In this respect your office decision is in error. " The rule laid down in
Freise v. ilobson must govern in similar cases not then finally adjudi-
cated." (Roberts v. Mahl, 6 L. D., 446.) As the case at bar was not
finally adjudicated at the date of the decision in the Freise v. Hlobson
case (June 21, 1889), the rule laid down therein must govern. In other
words, "the initiation of the contest suspended the right to purchase
under the act of June 15, 1880, until the final disposition of such con-
test (Clement v. Heney, 6 L. D., 641). But a right suspended is not a
right destroyed. The suspension continues only until the expiration
of thirty days from date of receipt by the contestant of the decision in
his favor. Should contestant neglect or waive the exercise of such
preference right, there would then exist no reason why the claimant
may not exercise his right to purchase under the act of June 15, 1880;
or why his prior and premature exercise thereof might not be recog-
nized as valid.

It is quite possible that in the ease at bar the appellant (Hays) filed
for the tract with the consent of the contestant, the latter purposely
refraining from taking advantage of the thirty days preference right
allowed him by the law. While sueh refraining might properly be con-
strued as a waiver by contestant of his preference right, it could not
confer upon a third party any right as against Mayland which such
third party did not previously possess. (See, as bearing incidentally
upon this point, Bachman v. Smith, 5 L. D., 293.)

For the reasons herein given I affirm your said office decision of Sep-
tember 15, 1886, awarding the tract in controversy to Mayland, the
purchaser under the act of June 15, 1880.
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TIMIBER C U LTURE ENTRY-RELINQUISHMENT.

FERDINAND FAvRo.

The caucellation of a timber culture entry is warranted where the executor and sole

devisee of the entryman files a relinquishment, and it appears that compliance

with the law could not be shown within the life of the entry.

First Assistant Secretary iiluldrow to Commissioner Stookslager, October
22, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Ferdinand Favro from your decision
of February 23, 1887, rejecting the relinquishment of timber culture
entry, made by Mariano Galdos, for the SE. i, Sec. 28, T. 12 S., R. 3 W.iz

* ~Los Angeles, California.
Said relinquishment is executed by Charles F. Francisco; the sole

devisee and executor of said Galdos, deceased.
It appears from the record that said Mariano Galdos made timber

culture entry April 28, 1881, and died about April 12, 1885, leaving a
will which was duly admitted to probate and by which said Francisco
was appointed executor and sole devisee of said Mariano Galdos, de-
ceased.

Subsequent to the admission of said will to probate, the said Charles
F. Francisco duly qualified as such executor, and thereafter sold to
Ferdinand Favro, for the s-iu of onehundred and thirty dollars, the
house and barn situated on said tract and formerly belonging to said
Mariano Galdos, deceased.

On April 6, 1886, the said Charles F. Francisco, filed with the local
officers, all affidavit in which he stated that he had relinquished all his
claim to said tract as such executor and devisee, and in which he further
said that he would not comply with the provisions of the timber-culture
act as to the same. It does not appear that the local officers took any
action upon this relinquishment, except to transmit it to your office.

On January 9, 1886, Favro made application to have said timber-cul-
* ture entry canceled and to enter said tract as a homestead, and allege(d

continuous residence thereon since January 1, 1885. He has cultivated
between ten and twelve acres of said tract and is willing to comply with
the provisions of the homestead law, and there is no adverse claimant.

In your decision of February 23, 1887, you reject the relinquishment
executed by said Charles F. Francisco on the ground "that this office
does not recognize the right of an executor or devisee to relinquish the
entry of a deceased timber culture claimant, so as to terminate the in-
terest of the heirs.7"

It appears from- the affidavits submitted in this case that said Galdos
was a single ma n, a native of Peru, without known heirs at the time of

't*t his death; and that during the time he occupied said tract of land he
* never plowed five acres thereof or in any manner whatever complied

with the requirements of the timber-culture of law..
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The timber-culture law provides-
That no fieal certiricateshall be given, or patent issue, for the land so entered un-

til the expiration of eight years from the date of such entry; atidif, at the expiration
of such time, or at any time within five years thereafter, the person making such en-
try, or if heorshebedead, his or her heirs orlegal representatives, shall prove by two
credible witnesses that he or she or they, have planted, and for not less than eigkt
years have cultivated and protecte(l such quantity and character of trees as aforesaid;
tha. not less than twenty-seven hundred trees were planted on each acre, and that at
the time of making sUCh proof there shall be then growing at least six hundred and
seventy-five living and thrifty trees to each acre, and shallreceive a patent for such
tract of land.

Under the facts stated above the presumption is that the dead entry-
man left no heirs in this country, but if he left heirs it would be impossi-
ble for them to make the proof required (within the time required) of
eight years cultivation of trees, as it is now more than seven years since
said entry.

The legal representative of his estate declines to comply with the law,
and has formally relinquished all interest in the land. Under this state
of facts it seems to me to be entirely proper to cancel said timber-culture
entry and to permit Favro to make homestead entry for said land if there
be no reason for rejecting his application other than appears in this
record.

Without passing on the question of the right of an executor anti de-
visee of a deceased timber-cultureentr-yman to relinquish suah entry,
your decision for the reasons given is reversed.

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-EQ9UITABLE ADJ-UDICATION.

GORAN SANDBERG.

A homestead entry should be submitted to the Board of Equitable Adjudication where
the final proof is not made within the life time of the original entry.

First Assistant Secretary iffuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, October
22, 1888.

I have considered the case arising upon the appeal of Goran Sand-
berg from your office decision of May 17, 1887, rejecting his final proof
upon his homestead entry for the SE. 1 of Sec. 18, T. 104, R. 54, Mitchell
district, Dakota.

Sandberg made said homestead entry July 5, 1880. He alleges that he
took up his residence on the claim May18, 1881-ten months and thirteen
days having elapsed since entry. He left the land May 21, 1881-after
having spent three days thereon, and remained away until September 12,
same year. He again left September 26, and remained away till Jannary
20, 1882. How long he was upon the place on this occasion he does not
state. He was absent two or three times in the summer of 1882, and
three times in 1883; the length of these absences are not set forth, ex-
cept that one of them was four months.
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I concur in vour conclusion that the establishment of actual residence
in May of 1881, is not shown, but as it appears that the claimant has
actually resided upon the tract since the fall of 1885, and has made im-
provements thereon amounting to $385, I affirm your decision allowing
the original entry to stand, and affording the entryman opportunity to
make new proof when he can show five years continuous residence. As

* such residence can not now be shown to have been maintained for five
years, prior to the expiration of seven years from date of entry, such
proof, when made, will necessarily have to be submitted to the Board

* of Equitable Adjudication.

-HOMESTEAD-SOLDIERS' DECLARATORY STATEMENT.

ORLANDO STARKEY.

The homestead right is not exhausted by filing a soldier's declaratory statement, and
abandoning the tract covered thereby, where snch filing was rendered inopera-
tive by reason of a prior valid adverse claim.

First Assistarnt Secretary Afuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, October
23, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Orlando Starkey from your office de-
cision of March 17, 1887, refusing to permit him to transmute his pre-
emption declaratory statement for the W. i NE. i, NW. 1, SE. i, and
SE. i, SW. i, See. 33, T. 33 N., R. 47 W., Valentine, Nebraska land
district, to a homestead entry.

It appears from the record that the said Starkey, by an attorney in
fact, filed his soldiers' declaratory homestead statement for NE. i, Sec.
17, T. 33 N., R. 48 W., on May 6, 1884, and on July 1, 1884, he removed
to said land to establish his residence thereon but found the same in
possession of one Timothy Morrissey, who claimed to have resided there-
on under a declaratory statement filed April 10, 1884, and being satisfied
that said Morrisey had a valid prior right at the time applicant filed
his said soldiers' declaratory statement Starkey settled upon the land
first above described on July 2, 1884, and on July 22, 1884, he filed
his pre-emption declaratory statement for the same, and has since re-

*0 sided thereon; that his improvements consist of a house, stable, milk
house, fifty acres fenced, twelve acres broken, all of the value of $200.

Applicant claims that his agent was only authorized by his power of
attorney to file soldiers' declaratory statement for him upon said NE. i
See. 17, provided the same was vacant; that he was ignorant of the
prior filing of said Morrisey therefor, and as he received no benefit in
any way from his said soldier's declaratory statement and as the time
for making final proof under the pre-emption law for the land he now
holds will expire April 7, 1887, and he is poor and unable to pay the
government fot the land, he ought now to be allowed to transmute his
said pre-emption declaratory statement therefor to a homestead entry.

3263-VOL 7--25
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In your said letter you say, "the party exhausted his homestead

right when he made S. D. S. No. 147, I must therefore decline to grant

the request."
In this conclusion I do not concur.

While it is true that but one homestead or pre-emptive right can be

exercised by each individual, and while the law declares that a party

having filed an intention to claim such right as to one tract of land,.

should not file a second declaration as to another, it means in a case

wherein the first was for a tract open to such filing, and whereon the

Tights thereby claimed might ripen into an entry. Hannah M. Brown

(4 L. D., 9).
It was also held by this Department in the Brown case supra, that,

"when the law restricted persons otherwise properly qualified to one-

pre-emptive right it meant a right to be enjoyed in its full fruition, not

that a fruitless effort to obtain it should be equivalent to its entire con-

summation. The same doctrine was cited and approved in Goist v. Bot-

tum (5 L. D., 643), and Harlan Cole (l L. D., 290).
In the latter case and also in Jasper N. Shepherd (6 L. D., 362), it

was held that the principle above stated as announced in the Brown

case, applied with equal force in homestead entries when the circum-

stances were similar.
In the Cole case supra, subsequent to Cole's entry a filing for the

same land alleging settlement at a date prior to Cole's entry, was put

on record by another. This filing was contested by Cole and was de-

cided to be valid, and it was held that Cole had thus been precluded

from acquiring title, or any valid right or claim which could ripen into,

title to the land; that his entry as made never had any validity, and

in law was as if it had never been made, and that his homestead right

therefore was not exhausted by said first filing.
In the case at bar the soldier who had filed his homestead declara-

tory statement through an attorney in fact, when he found another in

possession of the premises unudr a filing and settlement both prior in

point of time to his declaratory statement did not initiate a contest nor

await its delay but filed instead his pre-emption declaratory statement

upon another piece of land, viz: the one which he now asks to trans-

mute to homestead entry. He was not bound under the law to incur

the expense or await the delay of a contest, and if the filing was prima

facie a valid one he would not be chargeable with laches for failing to

contest.
While he was not entirely free from fault in not making or causing to

be made a more thorough investigation to discover the existence of

prior rights before making his first filing, his failure in that regard,

there being no adverse claim, may, as between him and the govern-

ment, be excused under the rule in Jasper N. Shepherd, supra.

The transmutation asked for may be allowed.

Your said decision is accordingly reversed.
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PRACTICE-APPEAM; ENTRY- AMENDMENT.

TRAINOR V. STITZEL.

When notice of the local offier's decision is sent through the mail, ten days additional
are allowed within which to perfect appeal.

A homestead entry may be amended so as to embrace the land covered by the actual
settlement and improvements of the entrman; and such right of amendment is

superior to an intervening adverse claim, made with full knowledge of the facts.

First Assistant Secretary -3fuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, October
23, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Eugene Trainor from your office de-
cision of February 11, 1887, refusing to permit him to so amend his
homestead entry as to exclude Lot 10 of Sec. 2, T. 24 N., R. 42 W. M.,
Spokane Falls, Washington Territory land district, and to include in-
stead thereof Lot 7, of the same section.

It appears from the record that said Trainor filed a pre-emptioa de-
claratory statement March 10, 1880, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, and 10 of
said Sec. 2, alleging settlement February 16, 1880, and on September
12, 1882, transmuted this filing to a homestead entry, the land described
in said homestead entry being the same as in his original declaratory
statement.

On May 12, 1884, the said Stitzel made homestead entry for Lots 5,
6, and 7 of said Sec. 2.

On December 18, 1884, T rainor applied at the local office to amend
his homestead entry, to include said lot 7 and exclude said lot 10, alleg-
ing that he had resided on said lot 7 since 1880, and had made im-
provements thereon of the value of $600, and that he had always sup-
posed said lot 7 to be included in his said homestead entry instead of
lot 10.

On January 9, 1885, your office by letter to the local officers directed
them to notify Stitzel of Trainor's application to amend and that he
was required to show cause why such amendment should not be allowed.

Subsequently the protest and affidavits of said Stitzel against allow-
ing such amendment being filed in your office, your office by letter
directed that Trainor be notified that he might commence a contest to
determine his right, and on April 25, 1885, Trainor tiled affidavit of con-
test alleging that said lot 7 was settled upon, improved and claimed by
him before the entry of Stitzel and before the said Stitzel made any claim

thereto; that by a clerical error Lot 10 was included in his said homestead
entry instead of lot 7, but he had never made any improvements upon
or laid any claim thereto but had settled upon and improved said lot 7,
which was well known to said Stitzel at the time of his entry.

On the hearing of said contest the local officers decided in favor of
said contestant, which decision was reversed by your said office letter
of February 11, 1887, from which Trainor appeals.

The local officers notified the attorney of Stitzel of their decision upon
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the contest by a letter through the mails but not registered. This was
the only notice sent. Said notice was dated November 30, 1885, and
was received by said attorney December 1, 1885, he filed appeal De-
cember 29, 1885, but did not serve notice of errors upon appellee until
January 2, 1886, whereupon contestant filed motion to dismiss the ap-
peal because the said notice was not served on appellee within the time
provided by rule 46 of practice in cases before the district land offices.

The local officers overruled said motion and transmitted the appeal
and from said ruling the contestant duly appealed to your office, but no
reference thereto seems to have been made in your said office decision
of February 11, 1887, and the refusal to sustain Trainor's appeal from the
decision of the local office is assigned as error in the appeal before me.

Rule 46 of practice provides that,
Notice of appeal and copy of specification of errors shall be served on appellee

within the time allowed for appeal, and appellee shall bie allowed ten days for reply
before transmittal of the record to the General Land Office.

Rule 44 of practice, provides that,
After hearing in a contested case has been had and closed the register and receiver

will, in writing, notify the parties in interest of the conclusions to which they have
arrived, and that thirty days are allowed for an appeal from this decision to the Com-
missioner, the notice to be served personally or by registered letter through the mail
to their last known address.

Counsel for appellant in a written statement under oath of service of
the notice of appeal and copy of the specifications of errors, states, that
he received a notice of the decision of the register and receiver on said
contest by non-registered letter through the ordinary mail on the first
day of December, 1885, and that he served said notice etc. on counsel
for appellee on January 2, 1886.

It is clear then that said notice was not served within the time al-
lowed for appeal as provided in rule 46 of practice if the time began to
run from the date appellant's counsel received notice of the decision,
but appellant claims that under said rule he was entitled to have such
hotice served upon him personally or by registered letter, and this not
having been done, the notice by ordinary mail could not be counted
against him until such a time as he chose to recognize it, which was on
the 29th of December, 1885, the day he filed his appeal, and that he
was entitled to thirty days after that time to serve notice on appel-
lee as required in rule 46. He also claims that rule 67 of practice is
applicable to notices of decision of the local officers when the same-are
sent by mail, and that his said notice was therefore served upon appel-
lee in due time.

Rule 67 is found in sub-division No. 16, of the Rules of Practice, which
sub-division is entitled " Appeals from decisions rejecting applications
to enter public lands", and is as follows:

The party aggrieved will be allowed thirty days from receipt of notice in which to
file his appeal in the local land office.

Where the notice is sent by mail, five days additional will be allowed for the trans-
mission of notice and five for the return of the appeal.
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If this rule is applicable the time allowed for appeal did not expire
until January 10, 1886, and consequently the notice served on appellee
January 2, 1886, was within the rule..

In Thyon v. Bryant et al. (1 L. D., 117) your predecessor in a letter
to the register and receiver in. deciding upon a motion to dismiss the
appeal because not filed in time, said,

This motion raises a question of practice which I think it proper to consider.-
In communication to Hon. Montgomery Blair, of this city, dated Feb. 10, 1882 (8-

L. 0., 188) this office held that in cases where notice of its decisions was given
* through the mails by the district officers, ten days, in addition to the sixty days al-

lowed for appeals, should be allowed for the transmission of the notice and the re-
turn of the appeal.

Rule 44 of the rules of practice is indefinite relative to the time from which the.
thirty days allowed for appeals from decisions of local officers should be computed.
Evidently parties should be allowed thirty days from date of receipt of notice, and
not be limited to thirty days from the day of mailing the letter containing the notice,
and I do not think that such limitation was contemplated by the rules of practice.

* But it is apparent that a more definite rule is required to meet cases of appeals from
the decisions of local officers than the uncertain and frequently impracticable one of
ascertaining the date on which notice of the decision'is actually received.

As uniformity in practice is desirable, and as I see no good reason why a distinc-
tion should be made in the matter of time allowed for transmission of notices and
return of appeals between the decisions of this office and of local officers, when such
notices are served by mail by the local officers, I shall hold that the rule heretofore
referred to in respect to appeals from the decisions of this office is applicable to ap-

* peals from the decisions of local officers, and that ten days additional to the thirty D
days allowed for appeals from decisions of registers and receivers will be allowed for
the transmission of the notice by mail and the return of the appeal to th3 local
office.

*00 On appeal of the same case to this Department, Secretary Teller con-
curred in the said decision of the Commissioner. (1 L. D., 118).

This being the law governing the question of practice in the case at
bar, it follows that the notice of appeal and cop# of specification of er-
rors was filed in time and the motion to dismiss the appeal must be
overruled.

* - ~Upon the merits the evidence is very conflicting. It is undisputed
however, that Stitzel knew when he made his homestead entry, that
Trainor had improved a part of Lot No. 7, and that he claimed it
as part of his homestead entry, and the testimony of Trainor that he
always intended to enter and thought he had entered Lot 7, instead of
lot 10, is corroborated by the fact that he did considerable work upon
said Lot 7. and by the fact that the shape of the tract of land if Lot 7 is
included and Lot 10 excluded, would be more convenient for a farmer.-

Taking the evidence as a whole, I am of the opinion that Trainor7s
contest should be sustained and as he has relinquished all claim to Lot
10, he should be allowed to amend his homestead entry so as to include
said Lot 7.

Your said decision is accordingly reversed.
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PLACER CLAIM REPORT OF DEPUTY SURVEYOR.

ROSINA T. GERHATUSER.

An examination of a placer claim and report thereon, by a deputy mineral surveyor,

at the expense of the applicant for patent, shoald not be required, where the

claim is upon surveyed land and in conformity with legal sub-divisions.

First Assistant Secretary ulfuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager. October
25, 1888.

On February 13, 1883, Adam Gerhauser and Philo W. Rice claiming

as locators and averring due compliance with local law, customs, and

rules of miners, the mnining laws of Congress and of Montana Territory,

filed in due form application No. 1253, for patent to the certain placer

mining claim described by legal sub-divisions of the public lands as the

N. I of the SE. 1, of Lot 3, Sec. 24 T. 10 N., R. 8 W., Helena, Montana.

On July 7, 1885, Rosina T. Gerhauser transferee of the parties named,

filed her application to purchase the claim described. This application

was rejected by the local oece for failure to comply " with the require-

ments of circular 'bN" approved September 23, 1882." The claimant

has appealed from your office decision of October 26, 1886, sustaining

the action below.
Section 2331 Revised Statutes, provides that when placer claims are

upon surveyed lands and conform to legal subdivisions no further plat

or survey shall be required.
The circular approved September 23, 1882, has special reference to

applications for placer claims. It sets forth that the first care must be

exercised in determining the exact classification of the lands and that

the clearest evidence of which the case is capable should be presented.

Section 2395 Revised Statutes, requires the United States deputy

surveyor inter alia to note the true situation of all mines, etc., as well

as "the quality of the lands," and provides that these descriptive notes

should be " incorporated in the plat by the surveyor general."

The said circular, after stating that experience has shown the regular

plats to be of little value owing to neglect of the foregoing, provides

that:
It will be required in the future that deputy surveyors shall, at the expense of the

parties, make full examination of all placer claims, and duly note the fact as specified

in the law, stating the quality and composition of the soil, the kind and amount of

timber and other vegetation, the locus and size of streams, and such other matters as

mnay appear upon the surface of the claims. This examination should include the

character and extent of all surface and underground workings, whether placer or

lode, for mining purposes.
In addition to these data, which the law requires to be shown in all cases, the

deputy should report with reference to the proximity of centers of trade or resi-

dence; also of well known systems of lode deposits or of individual lodes. He should

also report as to the use or adaptability of the claim for placer mining; whether

water has been brought upon it in sufficient quantity to mine the same, or whether

it can be procured for that purpose; and finally, what works or expenditures have
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been made by the claimant or his grantors for the development of the claim, and

their situation and location with respect to the same as applied for.

This examination should be reported by the deputy under oath to the surveyor

general, and daly corroborated; and a copy of the same should be furnished with the

application for patent to the claim, constituting a part thereof, and included in the

oath of the applicant.

The claimant on appeal, contends that your office erred in requiring

such examination -and report, for the reason that the claim was taken

lby legal subdivisions. It is also urged that the matters which the said

circular requires to be shown are sufficiently proved by the proofs sub-

mitted with the claimant's application. This proof consists of formal

affidavits showing the placer character of the clain, the improvements

thereon, the supply of water, etc.

This appeal is, in my opinion, well taken. Section 2331 requires an

* ' applicant for a placer claim which can not be conformed to legal sub-

divisions to make a survey and plat of the same, but the same section

expressly excepts from such requirement the applicant for a placer

claim which does so conform. The record showing this claim to be in

conformity with a legal subdivision it is evident that the government

survey is the legal source of information concerning it.

To hold that the requirement of the said circular i. e., that an " exam-

ination of all plaber claims " should be made by a deputy surveyor " at

the expense of the parties" applies to the case at bar would be to dis-

regard the statutory provision referred to. The claimant's application

should be allowed.

Your decision is accordingly reversed.

FINAL PROOF PROCEEDINGS-TEANSFEREE.

JAMES W. GRIFFIN.

Final proof irregularly submitted by an entryman, now deceased, may be accepted.

iII the absence of protest, after new publication of notice by the transferee.

First Assistant Secretary Muludrow to Coonmissioner Stockslager, October
27, 1888.

Hi ramn Pettijohn, on June 7, 1882, filed pre emption declaratory state-

-; ment for the SE.. I of Sec. 31, T. 131, R. 53. Fargo land district, Dakota.

He adlvertised that he would make final proof on December 30, 1882;

but Imr reasons set forth failed to do so until January 2, 18S3. Said

final pioof (in the absence of any protest or objection on the day ap-

pointed) was accepted by the local officers, and final certificate issued;

but your cfflice, by letter of Augrust 16, 1886, demanded new advertise-

ment and new proof. In reply it was alleged and shown that said

Pettijohn had died about October 1, 1883, and that the tract had passed

into other hands-being at the 'date of your said letter of August 16,

1886, in possession of one James W. Griffin. Thereupon your office, by
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letter of March 30, 1887, in view of the fact that Pettijohn, being dead,
could not make new publication, held the entry for cancellation.

In this your office was in error. The Department has decided in the
case of Milo Adams (7 L.dD., 197,) that where an entryman has left the
country and his whereabouts is unknown, his transferee may make
proof.

Certainly, then, the same may be done where the entryman is known
to be dead. Inasmuch as Pettijohn's final proof shows his compliance
with the law regarding residence and improvements, and his qualifica-
tions as a homesteader, you will direct that notice of final proof be
given anew by the transferee; and if, at the time appointed in such
notice, no protest or objection is filed, then the proof heretofore made
may be accepted; should a protest or objection be filed, then a hearing
must be had to ascertain whether Pettijohn had fully complied with
the law during the period covered by his final proof.

MINING CLAIM-NOTICE-DESCRIPTION.

TENNESSEE LODE.

In the notice of application for patent, the description of the clain shonld include the
course and length of a line connecting said claim with the public survey or a min-
eral monument.

First Assistant Secretary Mluldrov. to Commissioner Stockslager, October
30, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Robert G. McDonald et al., claiming
to be owners of the " Tennessee Lode " claim in Sahita Fe land district,
New Mexico, from your office decision of May 26, 1887, requiring a new
publication and posting of the notice of application for patent.

On March 31, 1884, Robert G. McDonald, Juan Delgado, Pedro Del-
gado, Qnentien Morier and Edwardd L. Martin, made application to
purchase the above-named claim under the milling laws of the United
States.

Upon examination of said application in your office it was discovered
that the proof of posting and publication of the required notice of such
application was defective, the date of the first day of the posting being
omitted and the affidavit of publication showing that said notice was
published but fifty six days prior to application.

By your office letter of June 26,1886, additional proof of the proper
posting and publication of said notice was required, To correct these
defects, applicants reposted and republished notice, but without being
ordered so to do by your office.

In both the first and second publications of such notice said claim
was defined by metes and bounds, arid reference was made to " Pine
Tree" lode as being an adjoining claim, but the course and distance
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-from either corner of said Tennessee Lode claim to a corner of public.
surveys or to a U. S. mineral monument, was not shown, and as a sin-
ilar deficiency of description existed in the published notice of the Pine-
Tree lode, the description of the location of the Tennessee lode was held!
by your office to be insufficient, and by your office letter of May 2, t887,
said claimants were required, within sixty days after notice " to pub-
lish a supplemental notice of their application for a patent for the stat-
utory period, with the same rights as if it were an original publication,
provided the tract shall not then be otherwise appropriated, and no-
valid adverse rights have attached thereto."

Posting on the claim and in the local office was also ordered to be:
again made.

By communication dated May 11, 1887 the said applicants, by their
attorney, moved for a reconsideration of your said decision for the rea-
sons that the description as required by your said decision is not re-
quired by the U. S. Revised Statutes nor by the previous rulings of the:
General Land Office, to be set forth in the published notice; and be-
cause the applicants had already twice published notices at great ex-
pense, and to again publish, would be a great hardship.

By your office letter of May 26, 1887, said motion was denied, and an
order for new publication and posting in accordance with former decis-
ion was reiterated.

From this claimants appeal.
The law requiring notice of application for patent for mining claim-f

is found in See. 2325, Rev. Stat., which provides among other things
that with the application shall be filed a plat and field notes of the
claim, showing accurately the boundaries of the claim which shall be
distinctly marked by monuments on the ground, " and shall post a copy
of such plat, together with a notice of such application for a patent, in
a conspicuous place on the land embraced in such plat."

Said Sec. 2325 further provides that, upon the filing of such applica-.
tion, plat, field notes, and affidavits, the register shall publish a notice
that such application has been made, for the period of sixty days in a
newspaper, etc.

To carry iitb effect this law, the Department has adopted certain
rules, those now in force applicable to this case, being embodied in a
circular dated October 31, 1881.

Rule No. 14 of said circular directs the method of making location of-
such claims provides, that in the location notice reference should be
made, giving the course and distance as nearly as practicably, from the
discovery shaft to permanent and well known points, mentioning.
among others prominent buttes and hills.

Rule 29 thereof, in providing what the notice of application for a pat-
eut to be posted on the claim shall contain, provides that said notice-

Shall give the date of posting, the name of clairnant, the name of the claim, mine
or lode; the mining district or connty; whether the location is of record, and if so,

': ~ ~ 
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where the record may be found; the number of feet claimed along the vein and the
presumed direction thereof; the number of feet claimed along the lode in each direc-
tion from the point of discovery or other well defined place on the claim; the name or
names of adjoining claimants on the same or other lodes; or, if none adjoin, the
names of the nearest claims etc.

Rule 34, provides for the publication and posting of such notices by
register, and Rule 35 says:

The notices so published and posted must be as full and complete as possible, and
embrace all the data given in the notices posted on the claim.

One of the objects designed to be accomplished by the establishment

of U. S. mineral monuments was doubtless to provide for more accurate

description of mining claims and their locations, than could be given

by reference to natural objects merely, in localities to which the regu-

lar public surveys have not been extended, and there being such monu-

ment in the neighborhood as shown by reference thereto on the plat,

it is proper that the course and length of a line connecting the claim

therewith should be given in the notice.

Your said decision is accordingly affirmed.

U 6 U PRACTICE-WITHDRAWAL OF CONTESTANT.

OVERTON v. HosxuNs.

In cases of contest the government is a party in interest, and the Land Department
is not precluded by a contestant's withdrawal from considering the evidence, and
passing upon the rights of the entryman as between himself and the govern-
ment.

First Assistant Secretary ill uldrow to Commissio ler Stockslager, October
30, 1888.

I am in receipt of your office letter of October 4, 1887, accompanying

which, the record of the contest case of North L. Overton v. George L.

Hoskins, was transmitted to this Department.

The contest involved the latter's homestead entry No. 4068 for the

SW. 1 Section 27, T. 17, N., R. 21 W., North Platte land district, Ne-

braska.

Referring to the said record, it is stated in your said office letter

It shows that the register and receiver recommended forcancellation the said entry,
from which decision the defendant appealed to this office, and that subsequently, the
contestant filed a withdrawal of his contest, but this I hold does not prevent the
consideration of the evidence by the government with a view of protecting its inter-
est and the record is therefore transmitted for your inspection and such action as you
deein proper.

It has been held by this Department that in cases of contest the

government is a party in interest; it is not precluded by a contestants
withdrawal from considering the evidence in the case with the view of

ascertaining and adjudicating upon the right of the entryman as be-
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tween himself and the government. Taylor v. Huffman, (5 L. D. 40);

lHegranes v. Londen (idemn 385).
The evidence in the said contest is therefore legitimately before your

,office for consideration, and the papers accompanying your said letter

are returned to you for appropriate action.

CONTEST-EVIDENCE; PREEMfPTION-SECOND FILING.

BRIDGES V. CURRAN.

In the interest of the government the Department may take advantage of evidence

brought out in a contest, although upon a point not charged in the affidavit of

contest.
The pre-emption right is exhausted with one filing, though it may have been made

* aprior to the adoption of the Revised Statutes.

First Assistant Secretary il~utdrow to Commissioner Stockstager, October

30, 1888.

i I have considered the case of Henry J. Bridges v. Daniel Curran on

appeal of the latter from your office, decision of June 14th, 1887, holding

for cancellation his pre-emption declaratory statement for Lots 9, 10, 15

and 16 (Frl. SE. 4) Sec. 36, T. 2 N., R. 2 E., H. M., Humboldt California

land district.
* It appears from the record that said Curran filed declaratory state-

ment for said land July 6, 1885, alleging settlement November 27, 1883,

and on October 9, 1885, he submitted his final proof.

On October 8; 1885, H. J. Bridges filed in the local office a protest,

and an affidavit of contest alleging that said land was the property of

the State of California as school land and that he was an applicant to

purchase the same under the laws of said state; that said land is rough,

hilly, cut up by gulches, covered with a heavy growth of timber, and

unfit for cultivation, and alleging also failure on the part of Curran to

comply with the law in the matter of residence and improvements.

Hearing of said contest was had before the local officers November

16,1885, the testimony was voluminous and conflicting and among other

things developed the fact fully which was stated in claimant's affidavit

in final proof, that the said Curran had previously filed a pre-emption \

declaratory statement upon another tract of land. Ju reply to the ques-

tion "Have you ever obtained the benefit of the pre-emption law be-

fore e" he replied,-" I have not obtained the benefit of it, no sir. I did,

file once previously in 1870, but I was so poor then I could not prove

up." He further stated that he could not borrow the money for that

-purpose without giving a mortgage, and upon the advice of the register

of the local office he transni uted his preemption filing into a homestead

entry for the same land.
Upon this evidence the local officers recommended that his proof be

rejected and his filing canceled upon the ground that his former filing
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had exhausted his pre-emption right and therefore the filing for the land,
in controversy was illegal and void in its inception.

Their decision was affirmed by your office in the (ecision appealed
from and upon the same grounds.

As my view coincides with your own there is no need of considering
the testimony offered upon the issues raised by the affidavit of contest.

It is contended by Curran's counsel on appeal, that your said decision
is erroneous because based upon a question not in issue and not raised
by the affidavit of contest.

An affidavit of contest is in the nature of a preliminarJy information.
It confers jurisdiction upon the officers of the government to hear and
determine the cause and they are not confined to the consideration of
such testimony as may be relevant and material to the allegations of
the contest affidavit, but may take cognizance of whatever the evidence
may disclose.

In Brandes v. Smith (2 IL. D. 95), the allegation of affidavit of contest
was not proved, out as the testimony developed the fact that Brandes'
entry was made for the benefit of another and was illegal in its incep-
tion, it was held that the entry should be canceled.

It has been uniformly held that the government being a party in
interest in every contest, is not precluded from taking advantage of in-
formation on the merits of the case brought out on the trial. Seitz v.
Wallace, (6 L. D. 300), citing Litten v. Altimus (4 L. D. 512); Smith v.
Brandes (2 id. 95); Condon v. Arnold (id. 96); see also Van Ostrum v.
Young, (6 L. D. 25).

Even had the contestant withdrawn from the case and dismissed his
contest, such withdrawal would not prevent action by the Department
upon the evidence submitted. Taylor v. Huffman (5 L. D. 40).

Counsel for appellant also claims that the first filing was made under
the act of March 3, 1843, and that said act did not prohibit a second
filing.

The -whole theory of counsel upon this point is discussed in the case
of Jonathan House (4 L. D. 189), in which case it is expressly held that
Sec. 2261 of the Revised Statutes, which is as follows,
no person shall be entitled to more than one pre-emption right by virtue of the
provisions of section 2259; nor where a party hasfiled his declaration of intention to
claim the benefits of such provisions, for one tract of land, shall he file, at any future
time, a second declaration for another tract,

creates no new provision of law; it simply continues in force as part of
the revised statutes certain provisions which had long previously been
in force as a part of the pre eniption law.

The case of the State of California v. Pierce (9 C. L. O., 118), upon which
appellant relies to sustain his proposition that the law under which he
made his first filing did not prolibit a second, and that no such inhibi-
tion existed when first filing had been on unoffered land, until the adop-
tion of the Revised Statutes, has been repeatedly overruled : See J. B.
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Raymond (2 L. D. 854), Jonathan House, (4 L. D. 189), Jose Maria So-
laiza (6 L. D. 20).

The appellant having exhausted his pre-emption right by said first
filing his declaratory statement filed for the land in controversy? was
illegal in its inception and must be canceled.

Your said decision is accordingly affirmed.

STATE SELECTION-ACT OF JULY 23, 1560.

ELIAS ROWE.

The act of July 23, i866, confirmed to the State of ;Califorinia irregular selections
where the land covered therbby had been sold to purchasers in good faith under

* - the State ]aw.
The rejection of a State selection prior to the passage of said act will not remove said
i selection from the confirmatory operation thereof, where notice of such action

was not given the State.

* Fiprst Assistant Secretary ufidulrow to Comnmissioner Stookslager, October
31, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Elias Rowe from your office decision
of February 2, 1887, rejecting his application made November 19, 1886,
to file declaratory statement for the N.E. :, NE. -1, section 6, T. 2 N., R.
8 E M. D. M., Stockton, California, land district.

The reason assigned by the local officers for rejecting his application
-was because it appeared from the records of the office that said land
was selected by the State of California, March 4, 1861.

The law under which the land above described was selected by the
State of California, is section 8 of act of Congress approved September
4,1841, (5 Stat. 455), (not March 4, 1861, as stated in your letters) and
is as follows:
* And be it further enacted, That there shall be granted to each State specified in
-the first section of this act five hundred thousand acres of land for the purposes of
internal improvement: Provided, That to each of said States which has already re-
ceived grants for said purposes, there is hereby granted no more than a quantity of
land which shall, together with the amount such State has already received as afore-

* - -said make five hundred thousand acres, the selection in all of the said States, to be
made within their limits respectively in such manner as-the legislatures thereof shall
direct; and located in parcels conformably to sectional divisions, and subdivisions
of not less than three hundred and twenty acres in any one location, on any public
land except such as is or may be reserved from sale by any law of Congress or proc-
lamation of the President of the United States, which said location may be made at
any time after the lands of the United States in said State respectively, shall have

* been surveyed according to existing laws. And there shall be and hereby is granted
to each new State, that shall be hereafter admitted into the Union, upon such admis-
sion, so much land as, including such quantity as may have been granted to such
State before its admission, and while under a territorial government, for purposes of
internal improvement as aforesaid, as shall make five hundred thousand acres of land,
to be selected and located as aforesaid.
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Under this law on March 4, 1861, the State agent of Californiat

selected and located in the name of the State of California, the land

above described, and on April 19, 1861, the State of California, sold

said NE. 1 NE. i of Sec. 6, to one Robert K. Reed.
On July 3, 1862, your office by letter to the local officers, rejected

such selection by the State of California, because under the grant of

1841, selections are required to be made in bodies of not less than three

hundred and twenty acres.
It appears, however, from the reply of the register and receiver of

the local office to a letter addressed to them that it does not appear that

the State of California was ever notified of your said office decision of

July 3, 1862, and by your office letter of February 2, 1887, the local

officers were instructed to re-instate the selection as to said tract, upon

the records of their office for the reason that said selection had been

kept alive through the failure of the local officers to notify the State

authorities in regard to the rejection (of the selection made by the State

agent of said land) in 1862.
On July 23,1866, an act of Congress was approved (14 Stat. 218) which,

so far as the same may be applicable to the case at bar, is as followss:

Be it enacted, etc., That in all cases where the State of California has heretofore

made selections of any part of the public domain in part satisfaction of any grant

made to said State by any act of Congress, and has disposed of the same to purchasers

in good faith under her laws, the lands so selected shall be and hereby are confirmed

to said State: P'rovided, That no selection made by said State contrary to existing laws

shall be confirmed by this act for lbinds to which any adverse pre-emption homestead

or any other right has, at the date of the passage of this act, been acquired by any

settler under the laws of the United States, or to any lands which have been re-

served, etc.

It also appears from the record that one Benjamin E. Brown is the final

assignee of said Reed and of the State title in said land.

Upon application of said Rowe for a review of your said decision of

February 2, 1887, your office by letter of May 18, 1887, re-affirmed the

former decision and from such action Rowe appeals to this Department.

It appears from the evidence that the transferee of the State of Cali-

fornia, Benjamin E. Brown, settled upon the NE. I of said See. 6, on

July 1, 1853, and that on October 29, 1857, he filed declaratory state-

ment for the same. That on August 20, 1858, the State of California

selected for the benefit of one James E. Clements the S. 4- and NW. 4 of

said NE. 4- of said Sec. 6, and that said Brown subsequently purchased

the right of said Cleinents thereto. That on September 28, 1867, he filed

an abandonment of his claim as to said NE. i NE. I in order to secure

title from the State therefor, through one R. K. Reed, purchaser from

the State. Brown's immediate grantor being one W. H. Lyons, grantee

of said Reed. The consideration paid by Brown for said forty acres was

$900.
It further appears that the said Brown has been in peaceable, undis-

turbed, and undisputed possession of said premises ever since his orig-
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inal settlement in 1853, and has cultivated said land during the whole
time, and that the said forty acres is now of the value of $3,500.

This affidavit of Brown is corroborated by three persons.
You say in your said letter of May 18, 1887,

"Under all the circumstances I have concluded that the State had the right to,
notice, so that she might accept the land as in full satisfaction of three hundred and

twenty acres or appeal. If the State had that right, and was not notified of the action
taken in 1862, up to July 23, 1866, then the selection can not be treated as having
been finally rejected on the latter date, and the confirmatory act of that date took
effect upon it to confirm it as above set forth.

The State of California was entitled to notice of the rejection of its
selection that it might have an opportunity to appeal or take such other
course as might at the time seem to be to its interest, and as the record
fails to show that any such notice was given the presumption that it
was not is conclusive for the purposes of this case.

-0 The act of July 23, 1866, is remedial in its character and should be
construed liberally. It is entitled an act to quiet land titles in Cali-
fornia, and was evidently intended by Congress to be curative of irregu-
larities in selections made by the State under various grants, and to
confirm titles in innocent purchasers from the State notwithstanding

*; irregularities in selections.
' It is contended by counsel for appellant that the attempted selection

of the State agent made March 4, 1861, was illegal and void in its in-
ception for the reason that no valid selections could be made under the
law for a less quantity than three hundred and twenty acres.

This might be urged with some reason if the question was now be-
tween the State and an applicant to enter under the preemption law,
but as the State prior to July 23, 1866, had under its laws disposed of
said land to a purchaser in good faith the said act confirmed the title
thereto in the State, for the benefit of its grantee, as fully and come
pletely as could have been done by patent, and whatever irregularity
there may have been in the manner of making the selection by the agent
of the State, can not now be considered, the only questions being whether
the State possessed the right to claim the land under the grant, and
whether the land was subject to selection by its agents, Geo. W. Frasher-

* et al. v. O'Connor (115 U. S. 102), and as to these matters no question is
raised, nor indeed can there be any doubt, so far as the record before me
shows, that these questions should both be answered affirmatively.

It necessarily follows then that said tract was at the time Rowe ap-
plied to file declaratory statement, i, e., November 19, 1886, not a part
of the public domain and not subject to settlement under the pre-emp-
tion laws, and his application was properly rejected.

Your said decision is accordingly affirmed.
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PRACTICE-SECOND CONTEST-JUDGMENT.

CAMPBELL V. MIDDLETON ET AL.

A second contest should be received and held without action, pending the final dispo-
sitiou of the prior snit.

A second contestant cannot question, collaterally, the sufficiency of the evidence
upon which a judgment of cancellation was rendered in a prior contest against
the same entry.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, October
31, 1888.

This controversy involves the NW. 1 section 8, T. 12 N., R.29 W.'
North Platte land district, Nebraska.

The record shows the following facts:
Clarence E. Middleton made homestead entry for the said land

March 1, 1884. On January 8, 1885, Conrad Karsk, initiated contest
against the said entry, charging, " that the said Clarence E. Middle-
ton, has wholly abandoned said tract; that he has changed his resi-
dence therefrom for more than six months since making entry; that
said tract is not settled upon and cultivated by said party as required
by law, for the last six months previous to this day."

After due notice hearing was had February 21,1885; Middleton made
default. The testimony on behalf of the said contestant was submitted.
It appeared therefrom that Middleton had not fenced, cultivated, built
or resided upon, or in any way improved said tract, except that he plowed
twenty-five acres; he had a house on the land but tore it down and sold
the logs in September, 1884.' He offered to sell, "the whole business
to the witness Peter Mylander for fifty dollars because he, Middleton,
said " he would not live there under any circumstances."

Considering the evidence; the local officers February 26, 1885, ren-
dered their decision, that the homestead entry of the said Middleton
should be canceled.

Pending the contest of Karsk, George C. Campbell, on March 12,
1885, initiated a second contest against the said entry; in his contest
affidavit Campbell charged that Middleton, " has wholly abandoned
said tract; that he has changed his residence therefrom for more than
six months since making said entry; that said tract is not settled upon
and cultivated by said party as required by law, that said Middleton
resided on said tract from the spring of 1884 until the 10th of Septem-
ber, 1884, when he sold his improvements and quitted his residence on
said land and that at the date of hearing of the case of Conrad Karsk
against said Middleton's said entry, said Middleton had not been ab-
sent from, nor abandoned said tract for a period of six months next
prior thereto."

And the said Campbell therefore prayed for a hearing in the said
case anI " to be allowed to prove said allegations and that said Conrad
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Karsk be cited to appear at said hearing and to show cause, if any ex-
ist, why his contest should not be dismissed and affiant be allowed to
contest said homestead entry."

Together with his contest affidavit, Campbell filed his further affi-
davit of the same date. In it, he stated, ': that he has commenced a
contest on the homestead entry of Clarence Middleton for NW. 8-12-29
W.; that he is informed and believes that one Conrad Karsk has a con-
test pending against said entry; that at the time said Karsk com-
menced said contest said Middleton had not been absent from, nor had
he abandoned said land for a period of six months; that said Karsk
knew these facts, and knew when said Middleton left, viz: September
10, 1881; that said Karsk commenced contest against said entry Septem-
ber 16, 1884, which he dismissed, as afflant believes, because the land
office would not entertain the same when the allegations did not show
abandonment for six months prior to commencing the same,"

On the contest of Campbell a hearing was ordered for May 21, 1885,
by the local officers, of which Middleton and Karsk were duly notified.
At thehearing Middleton failed to appear. Karsk appeared and moved
the register and receiver of the said land office for a dismissal of the
contest of the said Campbell, for the following reasons:

1st. Because of the pending contest of himself against the said entry.
2nd. Because contest affidavit of Campbell tends to corroborate alle-

gations and proofs presented by himself in his contest.
3trd. Because facts set forth in affidavit of Campbell are not sufficient

to authorize the granting of the relief asked.
4th. Because the allegations of contest of Campbell show the latter's

*- contest " to be no more than a motion made by a stranger to the record
to open up a judgment heretofore rendered by the register and receiver
in the case of Karsk against said Middleton."

5th. Because Campbell is a stranger to. the record in the case of
Karsk v. Middleton " without exhibiting a shadow of interest either in
the land under contest."

Campbell thereupon moved to strike said motion on behalf of Karsk
from the files for the following reasons:

1st. Said motion does not state the facts as they exist, and does not
allege sufficient reasons to entitle him to the relief sought.

2nd. Said motion is argumentative.
3rd. Said motion is not sustained by any affidavit or affidavits, show-

ing that said contest of Karsk was legal.
Campbell further at the time of the said hearing filed his affidavit,

bearing date May 21, 1885. He therein deposes that he is residing on
*yV f the land embraced in the said homestead of said Middletoqn, and has

built a frame house thereon sixteen by twenty feet, that he commenced
his said contest against said entry on the first day he could legally do
so, said Middleton not having abandoned said entry six months at any

3263-VOL 7-26
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time prior thereto; that be was waiting for the time to arrive when he
could legally contest said claim, and did commence his claim the very
(lay the six months had expired after said abandonment; that he is in-
formed and verily believes that the person who was acting for said
Karsk and took the notice of contest to the printer, told the printer
that he knew the contest to be premature, but that they were doing so
to bar out others who desired to contest the same. He further says
that said Karsk commenced a prior contest against said entry before
the expiration of the six months from the date of said Middleton's entry,
and kept the same on the record until the one in question was com-
menced. He therefore says that each of said contests of said iKarsk
was fraudulent and void, and made in fraud of the rights of others
who desired to contest said entry.

After due consideration the local officers rendered their decision,
" that the acceptance of Campbell's affidavit of contest and the issuance
of notice thereon was error and that his case ought to be dismissed."

From this decision Campbell appealed.
In your office letter of March 13, 1886, it is stated:

The trial (meaning the trial in the Karsk contest case) took place and judgment

was rendered prior to the filing of Campbell's complaint which should only have

been received and placed on file to await the final determination of the former suit.

(2 L. D. 259-3 L. D. 512). Your action dismissing Campbell's contest is affirmed (2
L. D. 220). The testimony submitted by plaintiff Karsk appears to sustain his

charges and as no appeal was taken from your decision in the case it is also affirmed,
the entry cancelled, and the case closed.

Campbell thereupon appealed to this department from your said
office decision and the case is before me for consideration.

For reasons stated in your said office letter your decision must be
affirmed. The testimony submitted in the Karsk contest case fully
supported the charges made therein, beside a second contestant can
not question collaterally the sufficiency of the evidence upon which the
judgment of cancellation in a prior contest against the same entry is
founded.

Your decision is accordingly affirmed.
Subsequent to your said decision of March 10, 1886, on March 26, en-

suing George C. Campbell made homestead entry for the said land.
Conrad Karsk on May 6, 1886, made application to make a. like entry
for such land; attached to such application is the affidavit of Karsk
from which it appears that he received no notice of your said decision
but was informed the day previous, May 5, that Middleton's entry had
been cancelled.

The entry papers of Campbell and Karsk's application are returned
to your office, together with the other papers in the case for appro-
priate action.
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ABANDONED MILITARY RESERVATION-RAILROAD GRANT.

FORT SANDERS.

The Fort Sanders military reservation having been abandoned, the following lands :>

included therein are restored for disposition under the act of July 5, 1884: (1)

The even numbered sections within the present reservation, and not within the

reservation of 1867; (2) both the odd and even numbered sections included
'within the present reservation and also within that of 1867.

The odd numbered sections included within the reservation of 1867, but not within

the present and not patented to the railroad company, will be restored to entry
under the general laws.

Secretary Vilas to Commnissioner Stookslager, July 9, 1888.

From your office letter dated February 13, 1888, it appears that by
executive order of January 7, 1867, certain lands (six miles square) in
the then Territory of Dakota, and in the present Territory of Wyoming,
were reserved for a military post to be known as Fort John Buford;
that the name of said reservation was subsequently changed to Fort
Sanders, and that by executive order of June 28, 1869, its boundaries
were changed and the reservation enlarged; that by act of June 9,
1874 (18 Stat., 65) it was reduced to the present reservation which is
entirely within that of June 28, 1869, and includes a small portion of
he reservation of January 7, 1867; that the existing reservation has

* been surveyed in accordance with departmental instructions of January
5, 1886, and the survey accepted by your office letter of March 26,
1887, to the surveyor-general of Wyoming, and that the lands covered'
by said reservation are within the limits of the grant to the Union Pa-
cific Ry. Co., by the acts of July 1, 1862 (12 Stat., 489) and July 2, 1864
(13 Stat., 356) as shown by the map of definite location filed January
6, 1868.

By letter of January 20, 1887, the Department called the attention
of your office to a number of abandoned military reservations (among
them the one under consideration) and directed that they be surveyed
and platted at once that the same might be appraised and disposed of
under act of July 5, 1884 (23 Stat., 103) and also that a report be made
to the Department in each case upon the completion of the work.

By proclamation of the President dated August 22,1884, said reserva-
tion was turned over to this Department for disposition.

The right of the U~nion Pacific railroad company to the odd sections
of land along its line within the former limits, and also within the pres-

ent limits of the Fort Sanders (formerly Fort Buford) military reserva-
tion was considered by the Department on November 7, 1885, and by
letter of that date (L. & R. 51, page 188) it was held that:

Upon the exclusion of a portion of the lands formerly within the boundaries of the
Fort Buford reservation, the odd sections of land excluded reverted to the United

States and did not become subject to claim by the railroad company.
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Your said letter of February 13, 1888, recommends that the even num-
bered sections within the present reservation and not included within
the reservation of 1867, be restored and disposed of under the act of
July 5, 1884, and that both the odd and even numbered sections within
the present reservation and also within the reservation of 1867, be like-
wise disposed of.

You further state that the odd sections within the boundaries of the
reservation of 1867 and not included within the present reservation,
have been treated as withdrawn for the benefit of the railroad company,
and that part of the same have been inadvertently patented to said
company, and recommend that such sections, not patented, be restored
to entry under the general laws.

In these recommendations I concur and it is so ordered. The odd
sections in the original reservation being reserved for military purposes
at the date of the attachment of the company's rights were excepted
from the grant. The act of July 5, 1884, directs the manner of disposi-
tion of the sections within the present reservation not granted to the
company. The appointment of appraisers required by said act is a
matter for subsequent disposition by the Department when it shall be
deemed proper.

PRIACTICE-INTERLOCUTORY ORDER-APPEAL.

JONES v. CAMPBELL ET AL.

An appeal will not lie from an interlocntory decision of the General Land Office.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, November
1, 1888.

It appears from the record in this case that on October 11, 1886, at'
nine o'clock and seventeen minutes in the morning of that day, Charles
F. Campbell, having paid to the receiver the land office fees, filed with
the register his affidavit of contest against the timber culture entry of
Thomas E. Martin, made October 9, 1885, for the SW. i Sec. 34, T. 31
S., R. 39 W., Garden City, Kansas.

At a later hour of the same day, on motion by attorney of James W.
Jones, who applied to initiate contest against said entry, and without
notice to Campbell, the local officers dismissed the latter's contest, on
account of a technical defect in his said affidavit, and allowed the sub-
sequent contest to be filed.

From this action of the local office, dismissing his contest, Campbell
appealed.

After said appeal was taken and during the pendency thereof before
your office, said Jones filed a motion that the same be dismissed, on the
ground that a copy thereof had never been served upon him, he " being
the first contestant."

On February 1, 1887, your office overruled the motion of Jones, be-
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cause of failure on his part to disclose, on oath, as required by the rules
of practice, what interest, if any, and the nature thereof, he had in the
matter involved in said appeal.

From this decision Jones appeals.
The matters involved in Campbell's contest and appeal are still under

control of your office, and your action in overruling said motion was
therefore purely interlocutory in its nature, and is in no sense a decision
from which an appeal may be taken under rule 8t of rules of practice.

The said appeal of Jones is accordingly dismissed.

RAILROAD GRANT-INDEMNITY WITHDRAWAL.

PAYNE v. ATLANTIC & PAC. R. R. Co.

Aprima facie valid pre-emption filing existing at the'date of indemnity withdrawal
excepts the land covered thereby from the operation of said withdrawal.

Land covered by an uncanceled homestead entry is not subject to indemnity selection.

Acting Secretary H]fcldrow to Commissioner Stockstager, November 1, 1888.

The land involved herein is the S. I SW. 1, Sec. 1, T. 16 N., R. 4 W.,
Prescott, Arizona, and is within the limits of the indemnity withdrawal
for the benefit of the grant to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, or-
dered May 17, 1872, received at the local office June 18, 1872.

On October 27, 1886, Edwin C. Payne applied to make homestead
entry for the tract named. This application was, after protest by the
said company, rejected, by reason of said withdrawal.

On January 8, 1887, the claimant, Payne, filed his certain affidavit,
wherein he asked to be allowed to submit proof as to the status of the
land, and also to make entry therefor.

The local officers, after a hearing duly had, at which the said com-
pany was represented, allowed the claimant's application, This action
was sustained by your office decision of June 4, 1887, from which the
company appeals.

It appears from your said decision, wherein the material facts are
sufficiently stated, and to which reference is made, that the tract in
question was, on June 18, 1872, i. e. the date of the stated withdrawal
for the benefit of the appellant's grant, covered by the pre-emption de-
claratory statement of John A. Kimler, filed on the second of the same
month. The said tract being, therefore, subject to a pre-emption filing,
primafacie valid and existing at the date of the said withdrawal, it was,
under the rule laid down ill the case of Malone v. Union Pacific R. R.
Company (7 L. D., 13), excepted from the operation of the appellant's
grant.

I also concur in your conclusion that the land being covered by an un-
canceled homestead entry, it was not subject to listing by the company
on September 3, 1885.

The decision appealed from is accordingly affirmed.
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RAILROAD GRANT-CONFLICTING SETTLEMENT CLAIM.

CENTRAL PACIFIC R. R. Co. v. FIELD.

The claim of a qualified pre-emptor, based on settlement occupancy and possessions
existing when the right of the road attached, is sufficient to except the land
covered thereby from the operation of the grant.

Under the original grant to the Central Pacitic, and the a'nendatory act of 1864,
the equitable claim of a settler is recognized and protected.

Acting Secretary iI'Juldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, November 2,1888.

I have considered the case of the Central Pacific Railroad Company,
v. William J. Field, involving the SW. oue-fourth of Sec. 33, 'T'. 1 S.
R. 2 W., M. D. M., San Francisco district, California, on appeal by
said railroad company from the decision of your office of April 2, 1887.

Said land is within the twenty-mile limits of the grant to said rail-
road company of July 1, 1862 (12 Stat., 489) as enlarged by the act of
July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 356). The line of said company's road was defi-
nitely located opposite the tract in question, January 21, 1870. The
township plat of survey was filed in the local office July 30, 1878, and,
on October 7, 1878, the claimant, William J. Field, filed pre-emption
declaratory statement, No. 14,588, for said land, alleging settlement
thereon September 27, 1861.

A hearing was had December 24, 1883, and from the testimony ad-
duced, it appears that Field and one Miller purchased in 1884, from

prior occupants, their possessory interest in a tract of more than five
hundred acres, embracing the quarter-section of land in question, and
took possession of said tract under said purchase; thbat there was a
house upon said quarter-section and Field cultivated said quarter-sec.
tion by hired men who lived in the house thereon from 1864 to 1868,
during which time Field resided off said land on the San Leandro road,
engaged in hotel-keeping; that it was uncertain at that time, whether
said land was public land of the United States or embraced within the
limits of a private land claim, and it was understood between Field and
Miller during their joint ownership of the possessory interest in the
tract, that in the event the quarter-section in dispute was found to be
public land, Field was to have the right to secure it under the pre-
emption law; that in 1868, Field and Miller sold their possessory in-
terest in the entire tract to Dennis Callaghan and William Watson,
with the understanding that if said quarter-section should finally be
ascertained not to be covered by a private land claim, then Field should
have the right to resume possession of said quarter-section; and that
pursuant to this understanding (in September, 1878) about two months
after the survey, he notified Callaghan to move his improvements from
said quarter-section and moved thereon himself with his family, where
he has ever since resided and made improvements of the value of $1200,
consisting of a dwelling twenty-five by thirty-five feet, a barn forty by
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fifty feet, a spring walled up with pipe running to the dwelling, men's

quarters, chicken-house, two corrals, a half mile of fencing and one

hundred and twenty acres under cultivation. On these facts the local

officers rendered a decision adverse to Field, and on appeal, your office

reversed said decision.
The act of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 356) under which the company

claims the land in dispute, provides in section four thereof, " that any Of

lands granted by this act, or the act to which this is an amendment

shall not defeat or impair any pre-emption, homestead, swamp-land, or

lawful claim."
There is a well recognized distinction between. a pre-emption claim

and the pre-emption right. " The act of 1841 did more than create a

right of pre-emption, or of purchase before others; it legalized settle-

ment on the public lands with a view to cash entry, which before had

been trespass and made it the basis of a claim against the United

States." This claim is " the equitable though inchoate right which is

contemplated in the various acts granting lands to railroad companies.

A valid settlement creates a valid claim against the United

States and under either the act of 1862 or the amending act of 1864,

land covered by a valid settlement is excepted Irom the operation of

the grant, whether or not there has been a valid declaratory filing for

it." Emmerson v. Central Pac. R. R. Co. (3 L. D., 271).

The settlement existing on the quarter-sec tion in dispute at the time,

the company's right vested under the grant, January 21, 1870, and

which had existed and been maintained for many years before that time, 2
was not unlawful or a trespass as contended by the counsel for the com-

pany. It was under and derived from Field and Miller and in subordi-

nation to the right reserved by Field to pre-empt the land if it should

be found subject to pre-emption, and was but a continuation of the set-

tlement or possession of Field and Miller from 1864 to 1868, which had

been established and maintained by Field as to said quarter-section with

a view to cash entry or pre-emption thereof in the contingency named.

Field was a qualified pre-emptor and, if the land had been surveyed,

could and doubtless would have filed a declaratory statement and per-

fected his claim thereto under the pre-emption law long before the defi-

nite location of the road.
The claim by him of the right to pre-empt the particular quarter-sec-

tion in dispute was maintained from 1864 to 1868, during the joint pos-

session and ownership of himself and Miller, was provided for on the

sale to Callaghan and Watson in 1868, and, as soon as the status of the

land was settled by the survey in 1878, he asserted said claim and took

the necessary steps to perfect and secure it by moving himself and family

on to said quarter-section and filing his declaratory statement therefor.

His good faith is further manifest from his subsequent continuous occu-

pancy of the land as a home and the character and extent of his improve-

ments. EHis claim, from its inception, was only for the particular quar-
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ter-sectioll in dispute, and was, in my opinion, under all the circum-
stances of this case, such a " pre-emption claim " as is contemplated by
the act of 1864. As held in Emnerson v. Central Pac. R. R. Co., suupra,
such acts contemplate an "equitable" as distinguished from a strictly
legal claim.

The decision of your office is affirmed.

TIMBER CULTURE CONTEST-DEFATULT NOT CHARGED.

PLATT V. VACHON.

If the specific allegations of the contestant fail for the want of evidence, he cannot,
under a general charge of non-compliance with law, take advantage of evidence
showing a default not specifically charged.

In such a case the issue is between the entryman and the governmen t and. in the
absence of bad faith the entry will not be disturbed.

First Assistant Secretary ]Iuldrow to Commisssioner Stockslayer, Novemn-
ber 3, 1888.

In the timber-culture contest of Theron D. Platt v. Alexander Vachon,
appealed by Vachon from your decision of March 4, 1887, the record dis-
closes the following facts:

On May 21, 1880, Vachon made timber culture entry for the SW. i of
Sec. 22, T. 135 N., R. 56 W., Fargo land district, Dakota.

Platt instituted contest April 10, 1885, and a hearing in the case was
duly had on June 30, and July 1st and 3d following.

The local officers found in favor of the entryman and dismissed the cot-
test. On appeal you found that the entryman had not complied with the
timber culture law, and held his entry for cancellation.

Where good faith in attempting to comRply with the law satisfactorily
appears, and the legal rights of a third party are not involved, it does
not follow that a non-compliance, inside of the statutory time, with
some of the requirements of the timber cultuie law by an entryman
will warrant the forfeiture of his claim.

The contestant herein alleged in his affidavit of contest, that the en-
tryman after breaking twenty acres, and the year following back-setting
six acres of said land, failed to further cultivate to crop or otherwise
any part thereof, eitlher in 1882 or 1883; that he " wholly failed to plant
trees or tree seed on ten acres of said tract or any part thereof during
the fourth year of said entry, or at any other time ;" that there were no
trees growing on said tract, and that the ground plowed " is now all
grown up to weeds."

The following facts were shown at the hearing, by a preponderance
of the evidence:

Appellant resided sixty miles from the land in contest and the work
done on it he hired to be done. The requisite quantity of land was
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plowed in 1880, and six acres replowed in 1881, and a man engaged to
crop it to oats, to whom the necessary seed oats was furnished. It was.
however, not cropped or further cultivated that year. In 1882 ten acres
were cropped to wheat. In the spring of 1883 the land was again plowed,
and a little over eight and a half acres planted to trees. The summer
of 1883 was quite dry, and from some cause nearly all of these trees
died. In the fall of that year the ground was replowed and planted to

i trees in rows four feet apart each way. These trees received no culti-
vation during 1884, and from one-third to one-half of them failed to

* R grow, or were killed by a prairie fire, which crossed that year a part of
the land planted. The land planted grew up badly to weeds, and was
not protected by a fire-break. Appellant, before the institution of this
contest, had procured tree seed and engaged a party to have the land
replanted where the trees were missing.

From this state of facts bad faith on the part of the entryman cer-
* tainly can not be inferred. The material facts specifically alleged in the

contest affidavit, too, are not only not sustained by the evidence adduced,
but are disproved. The contestant having failed to support by proof
the facts alleged, has acquired by his contest no legal right to have the
entry canceled, even though it should be found from the evidence that
the entryman had failed to protect and keep in a healthy growing con-
dition the trees llanted, because he failed to put that question in issue.
It is true that the contest affidavit contains the general allegation "that
the tree claim law has not been complied with during the second, third,
or fourth years since making'said entry."

A failure to properly plant, properly cultivate, or properly protect the
trees planted, and to keep them in a healthy growing condition, can not
be taken advantage of under such a general allegation by a contestant
who makes specific charges of failure to comply with the law, and then
fails to sustain his charges tby proof.

The contestant having failed to sustain his charges, the question of
canceling the entry and forfeiting the entryman's claim becomes one
between him and the government alone, and generally in such cases,
where bad faith can not reasonably be inferred ,-the entry will be per-
mitted to remain intact.

The local officers found from the evidence in the case that-
The efforts the claimant has made to get the required work done; the number of

persons he has employed at divers times to do the work, or to assist in its perform-
*.: ance; the attention be has bestowed upon the matter; the readiness with which he

has responded to every call from his numerous employ6s or agents engaged to perform

the work, and the liberal amounts of money he has expended to ensure a compliance
with the provisions of the timber culture law, establish conclusively his good faith in
the matter.

- i' In the finding of good faith in the entryman I concur, and as Platt
has failed to sustain his allegations as to the facts fairly in issue, his

*;;: ' contest is dismissed, and appellant's entry will remain intact.
The decision of your office is therefore reversed.
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PRE-EMPTION-SETTLEMENT-RESIDENCE.

HENRY HOFFMEISTER.

Residence begins with the first act of settlement where such settlement is followed up
by an actual inhabitancy of the land in good faith.

Acting Secretary Haw'kins to Commissioner Stockslager, November 9, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Henry Hoffineister from your office
decision of April 12, 1887, rejecting his proof and requiring him to make
new publication and proof on his pre-emption cash entry for SW. 4, Sec.
-35, T. 102 N., R. 66 W., Mitchell Dakota land district.

The record shows that said Hoffmeister settled upon said land April
5, 1884. his first act of settlement being the erection of a house, and his
family came thereon to live on the 15th day of April. He made final
proof October 10, 1884.

In your letter you say:
He established residence thereon April 15,1884. Claimant made proof October 10,

-1884. He could not, therefore, have resided on the land six mouths immediately prior
thereto, and his proof is rejected.

It has been frequently held by this Department that while the rule
requiring six months' residence is wise and proper as a general rule, it
is not to be indiscriminately applied, nor when good faith otherwise
sufficiently appears.

It has also been held by this Department that a settler establishes a
residence the instant he goes on the land for the purpose and with the
bonafide intention of making his home there to the exclusion of one
elsewhere. Humble v. Mcl~lurtrie (2 L. D. 161); Grimshaw v. Taylor (4
L. D. 330); Houf v. Gilbert (5 L. D. 238); United States v. Skahen (6 L.
D. 120).

It appears from the evidence that claimant began the erection of his
house on April 5, and that it was completed and his family had moved
in on the 15th of said month, that his residence thereon was continuous
and that his improvements consisted of a house ten by twelve feet, and
thirty-three acres of breaking, eight acres of which had been in crop
that season.

The occupancy of the house by the family within a few days after its
completion sufficiently indicates that the intention of claimant was to
make his home upon said land, and his residence would therefore, for
the purpose of showing good faith-and this is the only purpose for
which six months' residence is required-date from the commencement
*of his settlement, viz: April 5, 1884, and this allows a few days over six
months to date of final proof.

Your said decision is accordingly reversed and the entry may be
,passed to patent.
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MINING CLAIM-PROOF OF EXPENDITURE-TOWNSITE.

JAMES D. RANKIN ET AL.

Thefinal decision, under judicial proceedings, that the claimant is not entitled to any

credit for work done on the claim, reirders it necessary that the supplementary

evibence should clearly show that the value of the improvements, or labor done

upon or for the development of the claim, since the date of said proceedings, is

not less than five hundred dollars.

The occupancy of land by townsite settlers is no bar to its entry under the mining

laws, provided the land is mineral and belongs to the United States.

Where the entry was allowed on insufficient evidence as to the character of the land,

and the requisite expenditure thereon, supplementary proof may be submitted in

* the absence of protest or adverse claims.

* Acting Secretary Hawkins to Commissioner Stockslager, November 9, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of James- D. Rankin et al., applicants

for the Bartlett and Shock placer claim, mineral entry No. 2367, made

December 18. 1884, at the Leadville land office, Colorado, from the

decision of your office, dated July 28, 1887, holding said entry for can-

cellation.
The record shows that on December 10, 1880, James D. Rtankin and

John D. Roby made application for patent, and that an adverse claim

was filed by Relief Jackson, claimant of the Thomas Klak Placer Claim,

under the provisions of Sec. 2326 of the Revised Statutes, and suit was

instituted in the United States circuit court for the district of Colorado.

A. trial was duly had, and, upon the verdict of the jury, "that neither

of the parties herein have proven title to the property in the complaint

described," the court rendered judgment "that the said defendants go

hence hereof without day." Both parties sued out writs of error to the

supreme court of the United States, and the judgment of the circuit

court was affirmed on December 3, 1883 (109 U. S., 440). The supreme

court, after a full discussion of the question, held that, as there had

been no work done by either claimant on the premises in controversy,

the court properly instructed the jury to find against both.

On March 8, 1881, the appellants filed an additional report of the

United States surveyor-general, and the local officers allowed said

entry.
On March 2, 1885, your office examined said entry papers, and held

that the evidence on file was not sufficient to show compliance with the
requirements of the mining laws and the regulations of your office;

that the applicants should furnish the surveyor-general's certificate,

showing specifically the nature, value, date when made, and location

of the several improvements, works and expenditures made upon or for

the benefit of said claim by them or their grantors, and, if there are any

facts necessary to show the possessory right of the claimant, they should

:* f be shown.
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Your office, also, called attention to the fact that the final certificate
of entry was in the name of James D. Rankin, while the name of John
D. Roby appears as an applicant in all the papers prior thereto, and
the claimants were required to furnish an additional abstract of title,
showing all conveyances of title subsequent to the date of the applica-
tion and prior to entry, or, if none are of record, then .the proper cer-
tificate to that effect should be given.

On June 19, 1885, the local office forwarded to your office additional
proof, in response to your office letter of March 2,1885.

Your office, on July 28,1887, " re-examined " the papers in said entry,
and, referring to said action of the United States circuit and supreme
court in said case, held that under the provisions of the act of Congress
approved March 3, 1881 (21 Stat., 505), the proceedings in the case
should have been stayed until the claimants had perfected their title;
that the entry was improperly allowed by the local officers, for the reason
that " no further or more satisfactory evidence of labor and improve-
ments " was presented than was set out originally in the application and
accompanying papers; that, although said entry was improperly allowed,
your office gave the claimants an opportunity to perfect the same, by
filing satisfactory evidence of labor or improvements, and of possession;
that the sworn statement of the deputy surveyor, who made the original
survey, the supplemental abstract of title, and the affidavits of Rankin
and Carpenter were not sufficient to warrant the issuance of patent
UpOll said entry; that nearly all of the labor and improvements men-
tioned in the statement of the deputy surveyor appear to have been
placed on the claim prior to the trial of the cause, and for that reason
and also because the claim appears to cover a large part of the town of
Breckenridge. whose inhabitants might be injuriously affected by the
issuance of patent, and the additional reason that the mineral character
of all the land included in the exterior lines of said claim as surveyed is
not sufficiently shown, the entry must be held for cancellation.

The appellants insist that your office erred in holding, that because
the work was performed on the claim prior to the trial of the case in the
United States court, it could not be counted as work under the decision
of said court, and that consideration should have been given to the fact
that the testimony at the trial was limited to the condition of affairs at
the time when suit was brought, more than a year prior to the trial;
that there was no evidence that the claim was entered for speculative
purposes, on the contrary that the evidence showed that the rights of
all parties having cabins on the land entered were protected by written
con tracts.

The act of March 3, 1881, supra, provides:
That if in any action brought pursuant to section 2326 of the Revised Statutes, title

to the ground in controversy shall not be established by either party, the jury shall
so find, and judgment shall be entered according to the verdict. In such case costs
shall not be allowed to either party, and the claimant shall not proceed in the land
office or be entitled to a patent for the ground in controversy until he shall have
perfected his title.
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The decision of the court in said ease (supra) was that, neither party
had made any improvements upon the land in question within the mean-
ing of the statute.

The suit was commenced on March 5,1881, and final decision was
rendered December 3, 1883. The field notes of survey filed with the
application for patent show that the " improvements consist of sundry
pits, shaft, flume, ditch, dam and dwelling house, the value of which
is not less than $500, and which I hereby certify were made by these
applicants and their grantorss and then follows the particular location
of said improvements on the claim, and the location and description of
improvements, consisting of ditches and buildings not included in the
estimate of value made by the deputy surveyor. The surveyor general
certified that the value of the improvements was not less than $500.

On June 3, 1881, the applicants filed in the local land office their joint
affidavit, in which-they swear that said placer claim is in the Blue River
valley, being crossed by the Blue River, which furnishes an abundance
of water for mining purposes; that said placer is covered with aurifer-
ous gravel of an unknown depth, which yields about two dollars per
day, per man, when worked with a "'rocker tom or ground sluice;" that
bed rodk has not been reached, but wherever bed rock has been reached
on Blue River, it has been found to be covered with a rich auriferous
gravel, yielding as high as $2000 to the claim of one hundred feet; that
the bed rock dipping down and laterally under water and into quicksand
can not be worked without expensive and powerful machinery; that
this rich gravel streak having been found above and below this claim, it
is believed that it also underlies the land in question; that there is no
timber upon and no welf known or any system of lode claims or depos-
its upon or running into this claim; that the town of Breckenridge ex-
tends on to this placer claim, as shown by the official plat and field
notes of said claim; that said applicants for patent do not claim any of
the surface of said placer as now occupied by the residents thereon;
that they have given said residents a written contract (copy of which
is attached to the affidavit as an exhibit) to convey to each one the
propertyowned by him situated on said placer claim; that said claim
was not taken for speculative purposes; that. said placer can be mined
on the bed rock without injury to the surface that is occupied and the
improvements thereon; that the improvements are adequately set forth
in the field notes; that there are no salt or mineral springs on said
land, and that the applicants have resided thereon for the past ten years.

The affidavit of the applicants, above set forth, is corroborated'by the
joint affidavit of four persons, who allege that they are property owners
upon said placer, and that the applicants have promised to give each a
deed to the ground claimed by him, and that said applicants have acted
in good faith, and have not located said placer claim for speculative
purposes.
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The statements of the applicants relative to the character of the land
are substantiated by the report of the United States deputy-surveyor,
filed March 8, 1884.

The entry was allowed on December 18,1884. On June 19, 1885, the
applicants filed copy of a special report of said United States deputy
surveyor, duly verified, which particularly describes the improvements
alleged to have been made prior to the date of the application for patent,
and states that since the application for patent, the applicants have
sunk a new pit across the Blue River, from the old flume, sixteen feet
wide and sixty feet long, and put in a bed rock flume fromn its mouth,
forty eight feet long, two and a half by three feet in size; that the value
of the new pit is $50, of the bed rock flume $100; that they have also
dug a new ditch from the Blue River, more than fifty feet in length to
this pit, which is valued at $10.00; that they have enlarged the old
ditch and large pit and worked the same; that they have made im-
provements and performed work and labor upon said claim, during each
and every year since 1880, and their value exceeds $400, and that the
applicants have been in possession of said claim ever since said appli-
cation was made for patent.

With said report were filed an additional abstract of title and the
affidavits of M. B. Carpenter, and James D. Rankin, one of the appli-
cants. Carpenter, after referring to the decisions of the courts in said
case, stated that the ground upon which the circuit court decided ad-
versely to the applicants was, that two persons could not locate more
than twenty acres of placer ground, and that the bill of exceptions did
not make prominent the value of the improvements or the amount of
work done on said claim. Carpenter also swears that he has known the
claim for more than five and a half years, and knows that the value of
the improvements was more than five hundred dollars at the date of
said application for patent.

The affidavit of said Rankin alleges that said 'application for patent
was made by said Roby and himself; that said Roby has not parted
with his interest in said claim and is still an owner therein; that the
duplicate receiver's receipt was issued to said Rankin and Roby, jointly,
and, if the final certificate was made out to Rankin alone, it was a mis-
take on the part of the register of the Leadville land office, and that a
patent should issue to said Roby and Rankin jointly; that the improve-
ments certified to by the United States deputy surveyor were, put upon
said claim by said claimants and their grantors; that the applicants
have made improvements each and every year since their purchase of
said claim; that they made a relocation in 1881, after the trial of said
case in the circuit court; that they did not abandon their former loca-
tion; that said applicants are in possession of said claim and no one
questions their title or right of possession.

From the foregoing, it is quite evident that the evidence as the record
now stands, is insufficient to warrant the issuance of patent upon said
entry.
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The certificate of the United States surveyor general, required by the
statute, was filed with the field notes of survey, but the supreme court
found that the improvements claimed could not be considered as made
for its development, and held that, "1 there having been no work done by

* either claimant, plaintiff or defendants on the premises in controversy,
the court properly instructed the jury to find against both."

The supplementary evidence does not clearly show that the land is
valuable for mineral or that the value of the improvement or labor done
upon or for the development of said claim, since the date of the former
suit, is not less than five hundred dollars.
* The fact, as shown by the survey, that a part of said elaim is occupied
by residents of the town of Breckenridge is no bar to the entry of said
land under the mining laws, provided the land is mineral and belongs
to the United States. Steel v. Smelting Company (106 U. S., 447).

The error in the issuance of the final certificate can be easily remedied
by a return of the entry papers to the local land office, and the issuance
of another certificate to the proper parties.

While the evidence is not sufficient to warrant the issuance of patent
upon said entry, I do not think the entry should be canceled. There
is no protest, and no adverse claim, and I am of the opinion that the
applicants should be allowed to furnish supplementary proof of the min-
eral character of said claim, and also of the required amount of im-
provements or labor placed thereon, since the date of said suit. Said
proof should be furnished within sixty days from notice hereof, and, in
case of failure of the claimants so to do, said entry will be canceled.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly.

MrNING CIEAlM-EFFECT OF ADVERSE PROCEEDINGS..

GEORGE U[. SMITH ET AL.

The Department may properly, in the interest of the government, direct a hearing
to ascertain whether the claimant has complied with the law, notwithstanding
the fact that said claimant secured a favorable judgment in judicial proceedings.
instituted by an adverse claimant.

Acting Secretary Hawkins to Commissioner Stockslager, November 9- 188&.

I have considered the appeal of Gedrge H. Smith et al. from your de-
cision of June .10, 1887, adverse to them, in the matter of their applica-
tion, No. 37, for the Bull of the Woods lode and mill-site claim, lots 5a
A, and 52 B, Bozemvan, Montana.

You find the mill-site portion of the claim (52 B) to be in conflict, to
the extent of 1.86 acres, with Cooke City townsite, entry No. 227, made
August 23, 1884.

*do- rUpon a protest, filed by the mill-site claimants, said conflicting
claims were considered by your office, which, under date of August 14,
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1884. dismissed the protest. This action was affirmed by the Depart-
ment October 31, 1885 (4 L. D., 212).

That decision called attention to the error committed by the register
and receiver in allowing the townsite entry while the case was pending
on the protest of the mill-site claimants.

While the case was pending, as above, before this Department, it ap-
pears that the local officers received and filed said mineral application
No. 37. Your decision mentions this as error, and calls the attention
of the local officers to the fact that they had been duly notified when
the case was forwarded to the Department on appeal.

It further appears, that adverse claims were filed by the townsite and
by Samuel B. Wyman, who claims as lot owner under the townsite
entry, against said mineral application, or as to that portion claimed as
lot 52 B, being the mill-site claim.

Suits on the adverse claims were duly commenced, and, so far as the
knowledge of your office went, were pending at the date of the decision
under consideration.

It appears from certified copies of the proceedings had in court, now
irt the record, that judgment in said suits was rendered adverse to the
townsite and claimants thereunder. It further appears that, notwith-
standing the adverse claims of the townsite and Wyman and the fact
that notice of suit thereon had been filed, the mineral applicants, Smith
et at., applied May 15, 1885, to enter.

The local officers rejected said application, and on appeal your office
by the decision now here sustained the rejection, citing Sec. 2326 of
the Revised Statutes, which provides that, when an adverse claim is
filed, " all proceedings, except the publication of notice and making
and filing of the affidavit thereof, shall be stayed," etc.

If this were the only ground of objection, the application to make
mineral entry might now, since the adverse claims have been removed
by judgment of the court, be re-instated and acted upon favorably as a
matter solely between the mineral claimants and the government.
Your decision, however, mentions other reasons why said applications
should not be allowed, in so far as it relates to the mill-site (lot 52 B),
which you deemed it proper to consider. You then refer to allegations
by the adverse claimants that the mineral applicants have not com-
plied with the law (Sec. 2337 R. S.), in the matter of the use or occupa-
tion of the mill-site tract.

It is charged that no part of the mill-site is now or ever-has been used
or occupied for mining or milling purposes, nor has any machinery
or devices for mining or milling purposes, by applicants or any other
persons ever been put upon or used upon said ground; that no labor
has been done or commenced thereon for mining purposes, and that no
improvements thereon of the applicants have been used for any mining
purposes whatever.

As these allegations, if true, would defeat the claim for the mill-site,
you regard them as sufficient to call for an investigation.
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Your decision then proceeds to a consideration of the case on the
showing made by the mineral applicants themselves, and concludes

* from the evidence found in the case that the " application for the mill-
site was not made for the purposes contemplated by the statute, and
the affirmative is not sufficiently established by applicants' own show-
ing to entitle them to proceed."

Your decision accordingly holds for cancellation said mineral appli-
cation, No. 37, in so far as it relates to the mill-site claim, lot 52 B.

- It is strenuously urged by the mineral applicants on appeal, that
they have in good faith complied with the law applicable to the mill.
site, and that they should be allowed to enter the same, in connection
with and as appurtenant to the lode, and they refer to the judgments

* of the court as conclusively showing such compliance. Those judg-
ments were a finding as between these applicants and the adverse
claimants only, and are not binding upon the government in matters
pending between it and the applicants. These must be determined on
evidence deemed satisfactory to the land department.

Court judgments of the character mentioned are entitled to considera-
tion and may oftentimes be regarded as persuasive and aiding, in con-
nection with other papers in a case to which they pertain, to a satisfac-
tory conclusion; but they are in no case binding as against the United
States.

In this case, the findings made and the judgments rendered by the
court may, I think, be regarded as sufficiently persuasive, in view of
all the facts, to warrant a hearing to fully test the questions of good
faith and compliance with the law by these applicants in the matters
of use and occupancy of the mill-site.

Your decision is modified accordingly, and you will direct that a
hearing be ordered and had for the purpose indicated.

FINAI PROOF-UNAIJAUTHORIZED CONTINUANCE.

MAGGIE A. GARRISON.

Where the proof was not made on the day fixed it may be accepted, in the absence of
* 0 0 0 protest, on republication, and new affidavit covering the time up to the date of

entry.

Acting S'ecretary Hawkins to Commissioner Stockslager, November 9, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Maggie A. Garrison from your office
decision of March 15, 1837, requiring her to make new publication of
notice and new proof in her preemption cash entry for SW. i Sec. 31,
T. 1 N., R. 25 W., Bloomington Nebraska land district.

The reason for your said decision as stated therein is because proof
was made on a day other than advertised il the published notice.

3263 VOL 7 27
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From supplemental affidavits explanatory of the irregularity, it ap-

pears that the claimant and her witnesses duly appeared at the time and
place mentioned in said notice, before the officer therein named, who

was clerk of the court of the county wherein said land was situated, and

upon informing him that she had failed to procure the money with
which to make her cash entry, was advised by him that she could not

at that time introduce her testimony and he continued the hearing from
August 18, the said day fixed in the notice to September 24, to ena-

ble her to procure the money necessary, that she returned with the
witnesses on the said 24th of September, and made her final proof.
That she had no idea there was any irregularity in the matter and did

so upon the advice of the said officer. She further states that after
making said final proof, she sold said land and can not now make new

affidavit and new proof as required by your decision.
This affidavit is corroborated by several persons and also by an affi-

davit of the said clerk of the court, and he further states in his affida-
vit, that no objection to or protest against such final proof was made
either on or before the day advertised or subsequently.

The irregularity in the case at bar not being different in principle
from a case wherein proof was made on the proper day but before-an
officer other than the one named in the notice, as in Richard Nolte, (6

L. D. 622) and there being no adverse claim, new publication of inten-

tion may be made, new notice duly posted at the local office, and new
affidavit covering the time up to date of entry, September 24,1884, but
if no one appears to protest against or contest said entry on the day

named in said new notice, new proof need not be made.
Your decision is accordingly modified.

FtNAL PROOF PROCEEDINGS-CONTINUANCE.

JOSEPH ZIMMERM AN.

Where the proceedings on final proof are continued to a day certain, by the order of
the local office, after the claimant and one of his witnesses have testified, such
proceedings are continuous, and the final certificate, issued at the close thereof
will relate back to the beginning of said proceedings.

Acting Secretary Hawkins to Commissioner Stockslager, November 9, 1888.

1 have considered the appeal of Joseph Zimmerman, Eben W. Mar-

tin, transferee, from your office decision of March 28, 1887, requiring

the claimant to make new publication and new proof upon cash entry
No. 542 of said Zimmerman for S. i SW. i, Sec. 9 and SE. 1, SE. i, Sec.

8, T. 8 N., R. 4 E., Black Hills Meridian, Deadwood, Dakota land dis-
trict.

It appears from the evidence that said Zimmerman filed his declara-
tory statement for the land above described on the 11th day of Octo-
ber, 1882, alleging settlement October 10, 1882.
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On December 11, 1883, the day fixed in the notice for final proof,
Zimmerman and one of his witnesses appeared before the local officers,
and made their affidavits, as shown by the date of jurats, and on the
back of final proof blanks the following entry was made, viz:

On December 10, [11] Zimmerman and one witness appeared, testimony taken and
proof suspended until December 13, to allow Zimmerman to produce another witness
in his behalf, having shown good reason for such procedure.

In your said office letter you say, said entry-
Is hereby suspended for the reason, that the proof is not made in accordance with

the published notice of claimant's intention to umake proof; also for the reason that
the testimony of claimant and one of the witnesses fails to show continuous uninter-
rupted residence upon the land entered for a period. of six months immediately pre-
ceding the date of making final proof, and for the reason, that the pre-emption affi-
davit on file with the case does not cover the date of entry.

The first and last of the above reasons are based upon the fact set
forth that one witness was examined on the 13th of December, and the
cash certificate was dated the same day-while the notice was for the
lth,-but the entry of a regular continuance as noted on the back of
the proof blanks seems to have escaped your notice.

It appearing that the taking of the testimony on final proof, on De-
cemberl, after the pre-emptor and one of his witnesses had testified,
was continued to December 13, by the local officers upon good reason
shown, makes the taking of the proof a single continuous proceeding to
its conclusion and the issuance of a certificate in this case was part of
the same transaction and related back to the beginning on December 11.
Falconer v. Hunt (6 L. D. 512); John McCarty (Id., 806).

This disposes of the two reasons named, and leaves for consideration
the remaining one concerning the discrepancy of statements in regard
to residence.

Upon examination of the affidavits submitted on final proof it appears
* that in filling the blanks answering questions in regard to date of settle-

ment and of establishing actual residence, by the witness Chas. E.
Crippen, the former is stated to have been made November 10, 1882,
and the latter Novembor 10, 1883: while in the blank for answer to

*: the question " What was his first act of settlement? " is written-* mov-
ing on the land."

In blank spaces in claimant's affidavit for the answer of similar ques-
tions November 11, 18S2, is given for date of settlement, moving on the
land for first act of settlement, and October 10, 183, for the time of es-
tablishing actual residence. In the affidavit however, of the witness
Julius 0. Beam, the time of establishing actual residence is fixed as

4 * October, 1882. The writing throughout seems to have been by the
register of the local office.

With his appeal the present owner transmits a number of affidavits
tending to prove that both Zimmerman and the witness Crippen, in
whose testimony the discrepancies appear, have left Dakota and can
not now be found, also quite a number of affidavits tending to show
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that the said discrepancies as to time of establishing actual residence
are clerical errors.

Upon these affidavits or their sufficiency, I do not pass as they have
never been before you for action, and they are herewith returned to you
for proper consideration.

Your said decision upon the question of the alleged irregularity of
taking the evidence of one witness on the 13th of December instead of
the 11th, as advertised, is reversed because the said action was upon a
continuance regularly grantted.

flNAL PROOF PROCEEDINGS-STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS.

JOHN WOODS.

Republication and new proof will be required, where the proof was not taken on the
day fixed, and a portion thereof was not taken before the officer designated.

Acting Secretary Hawkins to Commissioner Stockslager, November 9, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of John Woods from your office decision
of April 21, 1887, in which you require him to make new publication of
notice and submit new proof in his pre-emption cash entry for NW. 4,
Sec. 13, T. 20 F., R. 3 E, Helena Montana land district.

The claimant advertised that he would make final proof on the 16th
of October, 1884, before W. F. Parker, notary public at Great Falls,
Montana.

The proof was not made until October 18, 1884, and when taken, part
was taken before the notary named and part before Chas. L. Spencer,
deputy clerk of the district court for Choteau county, Montana.

No attempt was made by Woods to account for these irregularities,
but his counsel in argument on appeal urges that the law does not re-
quire that proof should be made on the day specified, or that any speci-
fied day should be fixed in the notice, and that the requirement of the
Department in this respect is going beyond the power granted in the
statute to make needful rules and regulations for its enforcement; that
such requirement increases the burden imposed on settlers, and is not
a rule in aid of the proper execution of the law.

Claimant further contends that all the purposes of notice have been
accomplished, and that no protest could now be entertained or contest
heard because not presented on or before the day advertised for making
proof, and that under the circumstances claimant is at least entitled to
have his cash entry submitted to the Board of Equitable Adjudication
under Rule 10.

In the case of Jacob Semer (6 L. D. 345) it was held that " when final
proof is made before any person other than the local officers, the notice
should describe that person definitely and explicitly," and it is of equal
importance that the proof should be taken before the officer named in
the notice.
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The proof should also be taken on the day named in the notice.
It was held by this Department in Albert L. Lent (6 L' D. 110) that

"when the act of Congress of March 3, 1879, (20 Stat. 472), directed
that notice should be given by parties of their intention to make final
proof, it was clearly intended that the time and place should be desig-
nated in said notice and, as a corollary to such requirement, that the
proof must be made at said time and place; the object being to afford
to all the world an opportunity then and there to appear and protest
against said proof, if so inclined."

In the opinion in the said Lent case, it was further said that "the
failure to make proof at the appointed time and place was not simply
an irregularity," but that the requirement was most essential for the
protection of the government against frauds, and private interests
against the rapacity of designing men.

It is also, urged by appellant that the local officers are judges in the
first instance, of the sufficiency and regularity of the proof; and that
their acceptance of the proof in the case at bar is an official declaration
that all legal requirements have been complied with, and no further
inquiry can be made in regard thereto.

In the Lent case supra it is expressly held that " with the require-
ment of the law as to notice, the officers of the Land Department have
no authority whatever to dispense; and the approval by the local
officers of proof, against the making of which no proper opportunity of
protest had been afforded, can add nothing to the strength thereof;

* - but is calculated to inspire suspicion of an imposition upon these offi-
cers, or to bring down upon them the severe and just censure of their
superiors."

In case of J. F. Taylor (7 L. D. 273), the proof was advertised to be
* - made May 31, before a notary public named in the notice. The testi-

mony of two of the witnesses was given before him on) the day specified
but that of claimant was not taken until June 4, and then by the reg-
ister of the local office. The final certificate was canceled on account
of such irregularity in- proof, and on appeal, it appeared that the entry-
man was dead and his transferee filed new proof after publication of
notice and it was held that as the testimony before the Department
showed substantial compliance with the requirements of the pre-
emption law, the entry should be referred to the Board of Equitable
Adjudication, but this was after republication of notice and supple-
mental proof.

In the J. F. Taylor case too, there was no adverse claim and no alle-
gation of fraud.

In the case at bar, I find among the papers an application to contest
said entry made by one John S. Jacobs, filed in your office since your
decision was promulgated. The affidavit in support of said application
contains such allegations of fraud and failure to comply with the law
as would render it highly improper to send the said entry of Woods

: z~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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before the Board of Equitable Adjudication if there existed no other
legal objection to such course.

Your'decision is accordingly affirmed but, I make no decision upon
the said application to contest, original jurisdiction in such matters
being in your office, and said application is herewith returned for proper
action.

COA Li ENTRY-SECTION 2347 R. S.

NORTHERN PAC. COAL Co.

An entry made Gnder section 2347 of the Revised Statutes for the use and benefit of
another is illegal and lIUst be canceled.

Acting Secretary Hawskins to Commissioner Stockslager, November 10, 1888.

I have considered the case of the Northern Pacific Coal Company, as

transferee of John W. Dixen, v. The United States, on appeal by said

company from the decision of your office of August 13, 1887, holding for

cancellation the coal entry, No. 9, of said Dixon, made August 3, 1886,

for the N. I of SW. - and Ni. I of SE. i of Sec. 28, T. 20 N., R. 16 E.,
North Yakima district, Washington Territory.

Your office held said entry for cancellation, on the ground, that it was
originally made by said Dixon, not for his own use, but for the imme-
diate use and benefit of, and under a contract to convey to, the appel-
lant, said Northern Pacific Coal Company, and that it was afterwards
in pursuance of said contract so conveyed.

These facts appear from a report of Special Agent J. A. Munday, and
the entryman (Dixon) in an affidavit on file in the case, states that he
was paid by the agent of appellant $25.00 to make said entry, and had
no other interest whatever therein.

The appellant waived a hearing, admits the facts to be as above stated,
and insists that this state of lacts does not authorize the cancellation of
the entry.

The entry was made under Sec. 2347 of the Revised Statutes, Dixon

was a qualified entryman and the land was subject to entry under said
statute.

This statute (See. 2347 Rev. Stat.) provides that " Every person " (of

certain named qualifications) " or any association of persons severally 17
so qualified, "shall, upon application to the register of the proper laud

office, have the right to enter, by legal subdivisions, any quantity of

vacant coal lands of the United States . . . . . not exceeding one
hundred and sixty acres to such individual person, or three hundred and

twenty acres to such association, upon payment," etc. By Sec. 2350 of
the Revised Statutes it is expressly enacted, that " The three preced-
ing sections" (of which Sec. 2347 is one) " shall be held to authorize
only one entry by the same person or association of persons . .
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In construing these statutes, this Department in a case like the pres-
ent has said:

The Land Department can dispose of the government coal lands only in accord>

ance with the law, and that as to the real point involved in this case is very specific.

It provides that but one entry shall be made by one person or association of persons

(See. 2350 R. S.), and that such entry, when made under See. 2347 R. S., shall be lim-

ited to one hundred and sixty acres by one individual person, or three hundred and

twenty acres by an association of persons severally qualified. Adolph Peterson et al.

(6L.D., 371).

Under the admitted facts of this case, Dixon was but the nominal en-

tryman, the conduit through which the title was to pass to the appel-
lant, by whom the entry was in fact made. If this could be done for

one entry it could be done for any number, and therecognition of such

a practice, would be to allow that to be done indirectly which the law

forbids to be done directly, and " would enable one person or corpora-

tion, operating through nominal entrymen, to acquire under sanction

of the Land Department an unlimited quantity of coal lands, or a quan-

tity limited only by the extent of the coal field, or by the means or de-

sires of the person or company for whose benefit they are to be made."
(Adolph Peterson et al., supra.) It would be to sanction and encourage

monopoly, which it is the manifest purpose of the law to prevent.

The truth of the foregoing views is illustrated by the fact, that the
appellant is the transferee of two other coal land entries in said district

(No. 3, Jas. B. Stevens and No. 8, A. E. Krohler), made by nominal en-

tryymen and transferred to appellant under the same circumstances as

those surrounding this case, and held for cancellation by your office on
the same ground.

The decision of your office holding the entry in this case for cancella-
tion is affirmed.

PRACTICE-SECOND CONTEST-APPEAL.

SXIITH v. BROWN ET AL.

A second contest must be held snbject to the disposition of the first.

An appeal from the Commissioner's action, in rejecting an application to contest an

entry, must be perfected in accordance with Rule 86 of Practice.

Acting Secretary Hawkins to Commissioner Stocks lager, November 10, 1888.

I have considered the appeals of HE. Chester Smith from the decisions

of your office, dated March 12, 1887, and June 4, same year. In the

first named decision, your office rightly held Smith's application, dated

February 24, 1887, to contest Benjamin F. Brown's timber-culture entry,

No. 931, of the NE. i of Sec. 2, T. 1 N., R. 34, made July 30, 1884, at

the McCook land office, Nebraska, should be subject to Hloward Hig-
ginbotham's prior contest initiated October 19, 1886, and tried Decem-
ber 22, 1886.
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The appellant insists that the first contest was illegal because the con-
testant, at date of filing his affidavit of contest, and prior to said trial,
did not file his application to enter said land under the timber-culture
or homestead laws.

The second decision required the appellant to perfect his appeal, as
required by rule of practice No. 86 (4 L. D., 47).

The appellant insists that your office erred in making said require-
ment, for the reason that the appeal was from the action of your office
rejecting an application to contest, and hence, did not require to be
served as directed by said rule. Both of said decisions of your office
were correct.

They are accordingly affirmed.

SWAMP GRANT-ADJUSTMENT BY FIELD NOTES OF SURVEY.

KNUDSON V. STATE OF MINNESOTA.

When the field notes of survey are the basis of adjustment, and the intersections of
the lines of swamp land, with those of the public survey alone are given, said
inters etions may be connected by straight lines, and all legal sub-divisions, the
greater part of which are shown by said lines to be within the swamp or over-
flow, will be classed as subject to the grant.

Assistant Secretary Hawkins to Commissioner Stookslager, November 15,
1888.

I have considered the case of John Knudson v. the State of Minnesota
upon the appeal of the latter from your offlee decision of May 4th, 1887,
holding for rejection the State's swamp land selection for the SW. A,
SW. A section 5, T. 130 N., range 43 W., Fergus Falls, Minnesota land
district.

On November 13th, 1886, John Knudson made timber culture appli-
cation to enter the land above described, but his application was re-
jected by the local officers, who endorsed on the back thereof as fol-
lows:

Application rejected subject to appeal in twenty days, for the reason that the
tract is claimed by the State of Minnesota under the State swamp act contained in
letter " KI " of August 9, 1877.

Upon Knudson's appeal to your office, said decision was by letter
"K" of May 4,1887, revised. In said letter you say-

From a careful examination of the field notes of survey of the land, it does not ap-
pear that the greater part thereof is swamp or overflowed to such an extent as to ren-
der it unfit for cultivation, and in view of this the claim of the State therefor is this
day held for rejection.

From this decision the State appeals and Hon. Moses E. Clapp, at-
torney-general of the State of Minnesota, files a printed argument in
behalf of the State.
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In his argument he invokes the application of the following rule, laid
down in 1 Lester 543, viz:

When the field notes are the basis, and the intersections of the lines of swamp or
overflow with those of the public surveys alone are given, those intersections may be
connected by straight lines; and all legal subdivisions, the greater part of which are
shown by those lines to be within the swamp or overflow, will be certified to the
State; the balance will remain the property of the government.

In the field notes of survey of the whole of said See. 5, on file in the
Department only the intersections of the boundary lines of said section
with swamp or overflowed land are given, and they show intersections
with a wet marsh on the north line at a point six chains E. from the
NW. corner of said section and that said marsh is there ten chains wide,
"surface nearly level, soil first rate, sandy loam with some gravel," and
for random line of the south boundary line of the section said field
notes show that at apoint two chains and thirty links west of the SE. cor-
ner of said SW. 4, SW. 4, a wet marsh bearing NW. and SE. is entered,
which is twenty-two chains and thirty links wide. On the west side of
said section the said notes show a marsh commencing five chains and
sixty-five links south of the NW. corner and eight chains wide, which
makes the south intersection thirteen chains and sixty-five links south
of said NW. corner.

Applying the rule invoked by appellant and connecting these inter-
sections by a straight line from a point 13.6.5 chains south of NW. cor-
ner of said section, to a point 2.30 chains west of SE. corner of SW. 4,
SW. J and it will be readily seen that there are approximately, about
ten acres of said SW. 4, SW. 4 which can be classed as swamp land.

The field notes then do not show that the greater part of said legal
sub-division is anfit for cultivation by reason of the same being swamp
or overflowed land.

Your decision is accordingly affirmed.

DESERT LAND-CLASS OF LAND SIUBJECT TO ENTRY.

HOUCK V. BETTELYOUN.

Strong proof will be required to establish the desert character of land that is re-
turned as " good" or "first-rate bottom land."

Land upon which there is a natural growth of timber is not subject to desert entry.
Although it may appear that the productiveness of land is increased by irrigation

such evidence is not sufficient to establish the desert character thereof.

Assistant Secretary Hawkins to Commissioner Stockslager, November 15,
1888.

I have considered the case of Geo. W. Fouck v. Isaac Bettleyoun,
on appeal of the latter from your office decision of January 31, 1887,
holding for cancellation his desert entry No. 304 for SW. 1, Sec. 12, N.

NSW. J, Sec. 13, E. J, NE. 4and SW. J, NE. , See. 14, T. 25 N., R. 66
W., Cheyenne Wyoming land district.
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It appears from the record that claimant made desert entry for the
lands above described June 13, 1881, and made final proof thereon and
received certificate June 15, 1884.

Complaint being made by one Geo. W. Houck that said land is not
desert in character, that it is timber and meadow land, and that if des-
ert land it has never been properly reclaimed; your office by letter
of July 30, 1884, ordered a hearing to determine the true character of
said land.

At such hearing both parties appeared in person and by counsel and
many witnesses were examined in behalf of both parties.

Upon the evidence introduced the local officers decided against the
entryman and on appeal to your office the same conclusion was reached.

After a careful examination of the mass of testimony in the record,
much of which is irrelevant and immaterial and irreconcilably confliet-
ing, I can see no reason for disturbing your said decision.

It appears from the evidence, that the body of land above described
lies on both sides of the Laramie river and constitutes a river front on
each side of about two miles in length. All of it except about five acres
is low bottom land and ten acres are too wet to raise anything, while a
pond or lake with an area of about forty acres is mostly upon this tract.
This lake is never dry, it being filled in the spring by the annual over-
flow of the river and in the dry season kept up by '; seeps5" or springs;
the result doubtless of percolation from the river through the sandy
loam soil of which the bottom land is composed.

On the shore of this lake is a grove of trees, cottonwood and box-elder,
from three to five acres in extent and many of the trees are more than
twelve inches in diameter, and timber of a similar character lines both
banks of the stream, almost without a break through its whole extent,
and in some places, especially upon the north side of the river, this tim-
ber growth extends back many rods, and is found more or less on each
forty acres of said tract.

Some of the witnesses think there are not less than five thousand trees
upon the whole tract while several say two thousand or three thousand,
and entryman himself admits three hundred and forty-three over twelve
inches in diameter, about two hundred of these being on one forty acre
tract. One witness says he counted fifty-three trees over two feet in
diameter.

Most of this tract is quite level and butlittle higher than the Laramie
river is at ordinary stage, the engineer who made the survey for an ir-
rigating ditch testifying that a dam of boulders eighteen inches high
would be sufficient to cause water to flow in at the head of the ditch

even in the dry season, and entryman himself swears that no dam what-
ever is necessary during the irrigating season.

The evidence diseloses the faet that until the first to the middle of July,
Laramie river has a plentiful supply of water caused by the melting of
snow in the moummtains, and that it frequently overflows its banks dur-
ing the spring months.
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It is clearly shown that hay has been cut from the land in paying
quantities, when the grass was not eaten down by cattle, nearly every
season for twenty years without artificial irrigation, and that hay, pota-
toes, turnips and other vegetables have for many years been grown in
paying quantities upon other and similar land in the JIaramie bottoms

both above and below the land in question, without artificial irrigation.
It is true that the evidence shows that by means of irrigation the

yield of the land in dry years can be much increased, but this is by no

means sufficient to prove such land to be desert in its character.
In a circular of this Department promulgated June 27, 1887 (5 I. D.

708), not announcing any new law but merely construing the old, it is
said:

1st. Lands bordering on streams, lakes or other natural bodies of water, or through

or upon which there is any river, stream, arroyo, lake, pond, body of water or living

spring are not subject to entry under the desert law until the clearest proof of their

desert character is furnished.
2nd. Laud which produces native grass in sufficient quantity-if unfed by grazing

animals to make au ordinary crop of hay in usual seasons, is not desert land.

3rd. Lands which will produce an agricultural crop of any kind in amount to make

the cultivation reasonably remunerative, are not desert.
4th. Lands containing sufficient moisture to produce a natural growth of trees, are

not to be classed as desert lands.

In the case at bar, many of the characteristics of lands which are not
admissible to entry under the desert act, are shown by the evidence to
exist, viz, the tract borders a stream on both sides for nearly two miles.

* -0 There is a lake or pond thereon of nearly forty acres in extent, and this
lake may be said to be fed with living springs, i. e., the seeps from the

* river percolating through the soil. It produces an ordinary crop of hay
when unfed by grazing animals, in usual seasons. It will produce po-

tatoes, turnips, beets and some other vegetables, in an amount to make
their cultivation reasonably remunerative, and it certainly has, for many
years prior to the entry, contained sufficient moisture to produce a nat-
ural growth of trees.

The testimony shows that on said tract there are several acres of tim-
ber, and it can not therefore be entered under the desert law. Riggan
v. Riley (5 L. D. 595).

In a letter of this Department directed to your office, dated May 11,
1888 (6 IL. D. 662), it is said-

If the lands are not hilly and rocky and have but few ordinary timber trees upon

them, they are not subject to entry under the desert land act, because the existence

* of such trees is evidence that the land is not desert. If the ordinary forest trees will

grow upon land, there is sufficient moisture in the soil to render the land not desert

in character.

This is no new law but a mere statement by the Department of what
the law always has been.

There can be no question from entryman's own testimony that the
tract in question is partly agricultural, and therefore not subject to
entry as desert lands (4 LI. D. 33).
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The field notes of each subdivision of the land which is bounded by
a section line in the case at bar, describe the land as good or first rate
bottom land, and this would require strong proof to overcome. Alex-
ander Toponce (4 L. D. 261).

The entryman claims in his argument on appeal that he was not noti-
ied that his acts of reclamation would be called in question, and that

the evidence introduced upon that question should not be considered,
and as the conclusion already arrived at is decisive of the case, upon
the question of the character of the land itself, it is not necessary to
decide that point.

Your said decision is accordingly affirmed.

TIMBER CULTURE CONTEST-AMENDMENT OF ENTRY.

CHURCHILL V. HANKANSON ET AL.

The right of a timber culture entryman to have his entry so amended of record as to
iunclde the land intended to be taken, cannot be recognized in the presence of
an intervening homestead entry, made, and subsequently maintained, in good
faith; nor can any right, as against such homesteader, be acquired through a con-
test directed against the timber culture claimant.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stoclkslager, November 16, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Harry D. Churchill from the decision
of your office of March 15, 1887, dismissing his contest of the timber
culture entry, No. 2294, of Hankan D. Hankanson, involving the NW.

of Sec. 24, T. 112 N., R. 71 W., Huron district, Dakota.
Hankanson made said entry, May 4, 1883, and there is no doubt it

was intended to be for NW. I of said section 24, but his application by
mistake described said quarter-section as being in section "34." In con-
sequence of this error, said entry, when the papers reached your office,
was posted in section 34, and a junior timber culture entry of one Hinds
on the same quarter section in section 34 was canceled as being in con-
flict With that of Hankanson. Thereupon Hinds, September 22, 1884,
acting upon the idea that Hankanson's entry was in section 34, con-
tested it as of that section, and, of course, sustained his charge of fail-
ure to comply with the law as to that section, Hankanson not appear-
ing, and the local officers, treating Hankanson's entry as being in sec-
tion 34, rendered judgment in favor of Hinds.' September 9, 1884, one
Titus E. Price instituted contest against Hankanson's entry as being in
section 24, alleging failure to comply with the law upon that tract, and
the register reports, that the contest was dismissed September 24, 1884,
on the ground that Hankanson's entry was located in Sec. 34.

October 4, 1884, ten days after the local officers had, on the contest
of Price, held Hankanson's entry to be in section 34, one Andrew Mar-
teeny filed pre-emption declaratory statement, No. 10,868, for said NW.
; of section 24, and, about a month thereafter, November 10, 1884, Hope
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M. Peck, a single woman, finding after examination no other filing or-
entry of record as to said quarter section in section 24, and having no-
notice or knowledge of any other entry or filing thereon, and said tract
being unimproved land, procured the relinquishment of said Marteeny,
and made homestead entry, No. 9390, on said tract. She established resi--
dence on said tract at date of entry, November 10, 1884, and, with the
exception of a visit to her parents in Illinois, lasting from December 4,.
1884, to April 2, 1885, she lived upon said tract as a home till November
11, 1885, when she offered commutation proof. She built a good house-
(eight by twelve feet) on the land, cultivated six and a half acres, and
her improvements were valued at $100.

At the time Miss Peck made said homestead entry, the records both
of your office and of the local office, showed Hankanson's entry to be in
section 34 and, as above stated, the local officers, September 24, 1884,
about a month and a half before her entry, had expressly decided, on
the contest of Price, that Hankanson's entry was in section 34; and
there was at the date of her entry no record of any entry or filing on
said tract in section 24, except that of Marteeny, whose relinquishment.
she had procured.

By letter of September 19, 1885, however, (more than ten months.
after Miss Peek's entry and establishment of residence in section 24),
your office re-instated Hind's entry in section 34, on the ground that-
Hankauson's entry properly belonged in section 24 and therefore did
not conflict with that of Hinds, and required Miss Peck to show cause-
why her entry in section 24 should not be canceled for conflict with that
of Hankanson. Five days thereafter (September 25, 1885), and while-
this question of conflict between the entries of Miss Peck and Hankan-
son was pending and undetermined, Churchill, the appellant, initiated.
a contest against Hankafison's entry, alleging failure to comply with
the law as to said tract in section 24, and on the hearing, December 11f,
1885 (it appearing that the charge was true), the local officers decided
in favor of Churchill and held said entry for cancellation.

Miss Peck's commutation proof having been forwarded to your office
by the local officers without recommendation, your office, having all the-
foregoing facts and the records pertaining to said cases before it, held,
in the letter of March 15, 1887, that " In view of all the circumstances
of the case, Peck's rights in the premises are superior to those of'
Churchill," and from this ruling Churchill now appeals.

I concur in the conclusion attained by your office. Miss Peck's rights-
are superior to those of Churchill on the facts of this case both in law
and equity. She was in no wise responsible for, and therefore should-
not be prejudiced by, the mistake made by Hankanson, or by Hankan-
son and the local officers jointly, by which his entry was posted in sece
tion 34 instead of 24. Churchill's contest was initiated more than ten
months after she had established her home on the tract in section 24;.
and while she was living on said tract, and after action had been takenr
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by your office looking to the adjudication of the conflicting claims of
Hankanson and Miss Peck. While Churchill's affidavit of contest
was properly received pending said adjudication, it should have been
held in abeyance until the determination thereof. Churchill's contest
of Hankanson's entry was necessarily dependent on the result of the
inquiry as to the rights, respectively, of Miss Peck and ilankanson.
If Hankansonl's claim as against Miss Peck was not valid, then Churchill
could acquire no rights as against Miss Peck by a successful contest of
Hankanson's entry. Hankanson, however, had no rights as against
Miss Peck, because, under the facts of this case and all the principles
of law and equity applicable thereto, Hankanson's entry, in so far as
that of Miss Peck is concerned, must be held to have been in section 34.

The decision of your office is accordingly affirmed.

RAILROAD GRANT-MILITARY RESERVATION.

FORT SANDERS.

Lauds inclnded within a military reservation at the date of the definite location of a

road are excepted from the operation of the grant.; and nb subsequent act of the

Executive could render such lands subject thereto.

The act of June 9, 1874, provided for the reduction of the area included in the Fort

Sanders military reservation, and legalized settlements that might have been

made while the lands were in reservation, but did not operate either to confer a

new grant upon the Union Pacific, or confirm to it lands theretofore excluded

from its grant by reason of the existence of said military reservation.

Secretary Vilas to Comnmissioner Stockstager, November 16, 1888.

I am in receipt of your letter of the 14th inst. relative to certain pa-
pers filed by the Wyoming Central Land and Improvement Company
and the attorneys for the Union Pacific Railway Company protesting
against the restoration to the public domain of certain lands situated
within the Fort Sanders (formerly Fort John Buford) military reserva-
tion, as provided for in the order of this Department of July 9, 1888.

By executive order of January 7, 1867, certain lands (six miles square)

in the then Territory of Dakota and in the present Territory of Wyo-

ming were reserved as a military post to be known as Fort John Buford;

subsequently the name of said reservation was changed to Fort Sa.n-

ders, and by executive order of June 28, 1869, its boundaries were

changed and the reservation enlarged; by act of June 9, 1874 (18 Stat.,
65) it was reduced to the present reservation which is entirely within

that of June 28, 1869, and includes a small portion of the reservation
of January 7, 1867.

The land lies within the limits of the grant for the Union Pacific

Railway Company by acts of July 1, 1862 (12 Stat., 489) and July 2,

1864, (13 Stat., 356) the rights of which attached to the-granted odd

numbered sections within such limits January 6, 1868, the date of the
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definite location of said company's road opposite the same. At that
date the original Fort John Buford reservation was subsisting and the
odd numbered sections therein were therefore excepted from the opera-
tion of the grant. It seems, however, that certain of said lands aggre-
gating 2,903.67 acres were inadvertently patented to said company.
The recommendation of your office that suit be instituted to set aside
said patents is now pending before the Department.

By said letter of Juiy 9, 1888 (7 L. D. 403), the recommendation of
your office that the unpatented odd sections within the reservation of
1867, and not included within the present reservation be restored to
entry under the general land laws was approved.

Pursuant thereto notice of such restoration to take effect " On the
16th day of November, 1888,"1 was duly given. The amount of land in.-
volved is 7,584.25 acres.

It is against this restoration that the improvement company and the
railroad company protest.

The Improvement Company claims to " hold under contracts for sale
all the above and foregoing described lands except section 25, T. 16 N,
R. 74 W., for which they hold a warranty deed " from said railroad com-
pany.

Inasmuch as the reservation was subsisting at the date of definite
location there can be no doubt that the odd sections therein were ex-
cepted from the operation of the grant; nor does there seem to be ne-
cessity for further discussing this question in view of the repeated de-

* cisions of the supreme court. Van Wyck v. IKnevals (106 U. S., 360);
Newhall v. Sanger (92 U. S., 761); Kansas Pacific Ry. Co. v. Dunmeyer

* (113 U. S., 629). See also Martin v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (6 L. D.
657). Furthermore this conclusion has been uniformly adhered to by
he Department as is shown in the decisions of November 7, 1885, and of
July 9, 1888, supra. Nor could any subsequent act of the Executive
operate to place such lands within the operation of the grant, they
having been excepted therefrom by the terms of the statute. Dun-
meyer, sypra.

But it is urged that the said act of June 9, 1874, created a new grant
to the company or confirmed these lands to it.

Said act is entitled:

An act to reduce the area of the military reservation of Fort Sanders and providing
for the survey of said reservation as reduced.

The first section reduces the area of the reservation excluding from
the new reserve the land in question. Section 2 provides for the sur-
vey.

Section 3 provides:

That the lands heretofore constituting the Fort Sanders military reservation out-
side of the limits of the new reservation, as defined in section one of this act, shall be
held to be and have been snbject and liable to the operation of the laws of the United
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States in the same manner and to the same extent as if the same had never been
included within the limits of said reservation: Provided, That in all cases where
any of said last mentioned lands would be subject to entry under the pre-emption and
homestead laws of the United States, the actual settlers on said lands shall have the
right and privilege to make proof and payment for their respective claims, under the
provisions of the pre-emption and homestead laws, by filing their declaratory state-
ment as provided by existing laws, at any time within six months from the passage
of this act.

The protests place particular stress on the words quoted, as follows,
that the lands shall be beld to be and " to have been subject and liable
to the operation of the laws of the United States in the same manner and
to the same extent as if the same had been included within the limits of said
reservation." It is said that these words "m make it so ' that the laws of
the United States,' which but for the said reservation would have con-
veyed these lands, shall be held to convey them through the operation
and vigor of said act of June 9."

But this extremely technical view gives all the force of the enactment
to certain words and none to others.

If the statute declares the lands " to have been" subject to the laws of
the United States, this condition of affairs must have continued up to
the date of the act, June 9. Obviously then the grant could not have
taken effect prior thereto. For if the lands passed at definite location
they could not have been subject to these laws thereafter. But, again,
the act declares the lands shall be held "to be" subject to the laws of
the 'United States-in. the present tense, that is at the date of the act.
These laws are the public land laws. While it is true the granting act
is a law, it would violate the well known canons of construction to say
that the term "laws of the United States" refers only to the grant.
This answer, however, merely meets the technical point raised: a more
conclusive one is found in the case of the Leavenworth, Lawrence and
Galveston R. R. Co. v. United States (92 U. S., 733), as pointed out by
your office letter.

In that case Congress had by act approved March 3, 1863, granted
lands to the State of Kansas to aid in the construction of a railroad
which, when located p)assed through the Usage Indian Reservation. A
treaty was afterwards made with the Indians by which they ceded a por
tion of their lands to the United States. Said treaty among other
things, provided that

Said lands shall be surveyed and sold under the direction of the Secretary of the
Interior, on the most advantageous terms, for cash, as public lands are surveyed and
sold under existing laws, incleding any act graoting lands to the State of Kansas in aid
of the construction of a railroad through said lands.

It was urged on behalf of the railroad company that the effect of the
concluding words of this provision of the treaty was to grant the lands
in dispute to the State for the benefit of the road, or, at least, to recog-
nize a grant already made.
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The court held, however, that the treaty neither made a grant nor
recognized one already tiade. The court say:

But whatever purpose it was meant to serve, it obviously does not pro ?tio vigore
make a grant. To do this other words must be introduced; but treaties, like stat-
utes, mast rest on the words used,-nothing adding thereto, nothing diminishing.

It is urged that the amendment, if it does not make a grant recognizes one already
made. It does not say so; and we can not suppose that the Senate when it advised
and consented to the treaty, with that, among other amendments, intended that the
Indiaus, by assenting to themn should recognize a grant that had no existence.

The act of 1874, can not have the effect claimed for it by the compa-
nies unless it is in the, nature of a new grant to the company, and that
cannot be conceded. If the question were in doubt the doubt must be
resolved against the company.

Reading the whole act together it seems obvious that the Purpose of
- Congress in this declaration was to legalize settlements that might have

been made while the lands were in reservation. This construction is in
harmony with the proviso to the third section which extends to such
settlers the privilege of filing their declaratory statements at any time
within six months from the date of the act. On this hypothesis the
whole act is in harmony. The construction claimed by the companies
is at variance with the rules of construction and renders the act inhar-
monious in itself.

*ff 1, therefore, find no reason for suspending the order already issued,
or interfering with its operation.

PRAXCTICE-E VIDENCE-DEPOSITIONS-REHEARING-

MANUEL V. MILLER. i f 7
Depositions cannot be admitted in evidence where taken without due notice, or with-

out furnishing the opposite patty a copy of the interrogatories.
An erroneous ruling of the local office admitting illegal testimony will not deprive

the General Laud Office of the authority to order a further hearing between the
same parties; and such hearing may be had after due notice, given by the local
office, of the day fixed therefor.

:Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stocikslager, November 16, 1888.

This is an application filed by J. L. Bradford, Esq., attorney for Jean
Miller, asking that the supervisory power of the Department be ex-
ercised in the above stated case concluding with the following prayers:

That an order issue without delay to the Commissioner, requiring him to suspend
proceedings under his letter to the R. & R. of September 18, 1888; and

That he be directed to decide the appeal in the case of Olibe Manuel v. Jean
Miller, on the merits, and to notify the party against whom his decision is rendered
of his right of appeal to the Department.

From said application and exhibits filed therewith, it appears that a
contest-was instituted by Manuel against the homestead entry of Miller
for the E. J of the E. J of Sec. 34, T. 6 S., R. 1 W., New Orleans,

3263-VOL 7- 28 4
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Louisiana, alleging abandonment and failure to establish his residence
on said land, upon which a hearing was ordered for September 28, 1886,
which was subsequently, by agreement of parties, continued to October

-19, 1886.
On August 27, 1886, a commission was issued upon application of

contestant for the taking of depositions of Martin Miller and Edmund
F. Richards, but no copy of the interrogatories was served on the
claimant.

On October 11, 1886, a commission also issued upon the application of
contestant for taking the deposition of Gerard Frugee and other wit-
nesses, which was served on claimant October 8, 1886.

At thie hearing of said case the claimant objected to said depositions
being offered in evidence upon the ground that copies of the interroga-
tories had not been served upon claimant as required by the rules. The
local officers overruled said objection, admitted said depositions and
recommended the cancellation of claimant's entry. From said decision
claimant appealed, alleging, among others, the following ground of
error:

In admitting the depositions ot the following witnesses for contestant-to wit:
Martin Miller and Edmund F. Richard, taken before E. H. McGee, notary public,
under the commission issued to him August 27, 1886; and the depositions of Gerard
Frugee, George Richard, Ulysses Manuel, Rodolph Savoie, Joseph F. Richard, Etienne
Brown, Sr., Homer Levergiie, and Francois Johnson, taken before the same officer,
under commission issued October 11, 1886.

Your office, by decision of September 18, 1888, held that the local
officers erred in admitting said testimony, and rejected the testimony
taken under the commission of September 27, 1886, upon the ground
that a copy of the interrogatories was not served on the claimant
prior to the issuance of the commission. You also rejected the testi-
mony taken under the commission of October 11, 1886, upon the ground
that the copy of the interrogatories was served on claimant only three
days prior to the issuance of the commission.

The Rules of Practice require that interrogatories must be filed with
the register and receiver, and a copy must be served on the opposing
party or his attorney, who will be allowed ten days in which to file
cross interrogatories, and that after the expiration of the ten days
allowed for filing cross interrogatories a commission shall issue for the
taking of said depositions. You therefore conclude that:

Inasmuch as the testimony contained in the depositions mentioned is all the evi-
dence submitted by the contestant, I am unable to consider this case upon its merits;
and, as the cause is to be re-tried on account of the error mentioned, I deem it un-
necessary to encumber this letter with a consideration of the other errors com-
plained of.

The proceedings bad are therefore set aside and vacated, and the contest remanded
for rehearing after due and proper notice.

The affidavit of contest is herewith returned as the basis of such rehearing.
Advise the contestant that he will be allowed thirty days in which to apply for

alias notice, in default of which the contest will be dismissed.
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The claimant contends that this is not in accordance with the rules
of practice and the established mode of trying cases in the Department,
but that as the contestant's testimony, taken by interrogatories was
stricken from the record, it was the duty of your office to make a de-
cision upon the merits on the record as made by the parties, so that the
party against whom the adverse decision was made might bring the case
before the Department on appeal. That the contestant should not
have the benefltof a new trial, but his contest should be dismissed, and
if the illegal testimony suggests fraud or a material non-compliance
with the law, the government can protect itself by ordering a hearing
under rule 72 of Rules of Practice.

- can see no err6r in the decision complained of or objection to the
direction given to the case ordering a new hearing between these par-
ties. An erroneous ruling of the local office admitting illegal testimony
will not deprive your office of the authority to direct a rehearing be-
tween the same parties, and such a course is eminently proper where
the illegality of such testimony is (lue to the irregular' issuatce of the
commission under which such testimony was taken, especially if the
testimony shows or suggests a non-compliance with the law on the part
of the claimant.

In the case of McMahon v. Gray (5 L. D., 58) there was no objection
to the admissibility of the testimony offered by the contestant, but the
local officers dismissed the contest upon the ground that the contest-
ant's allegations were not sustained. Upon appeal your office affirmed
this finding, but held that the character of the testimony, coupled with
the tfact that the defendant introduced no testimony, constituted a
proper causeforfurtherinvestigation. McMahon protested against the-
expense of a further hearing for the reason that he had offered all the
testimony at his command and appealed to the Department, which ap-
peal you declined to transmit upon the ground that the ordering of
hearings is a matter resting in the discretion of the commissioner from
which no appeal will lie.

The Department held that the contestant was entitled to have the
ruling of the Department upon the case as made by the record, because
he had no other testimony to offer and had rested his case on the evi-
dence produced.

In the case cited it was suggested that the better procedure in such
a case would be to institute an independent investigation at the in-

*0 S stance of the government under rule 72 the contestant having failed to
make out a case, and having announced that he had no further evidence
to introduce.

In the case at bar the contestant's testimony was not considered by
your office because it was improperly admitted by the local office owing
to an irregularity in the issuance of the commission and the failure to

-have copies of the interrogatories served on the opposite party for a
period of ten days preceding the execution thereof.
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I see no reason why an independent investigation should be ordered

in this case, or why another notice of contest should issue. As the ease

was tried by the local officers upon testimony improperly admitted,.

you will direct the local officers to fix a day for the rehearing of said

case after notice to all parties, giving the contestant sufficient time to

have the interrogatories executed after compliance with the Rules of

Practice as to service of copy and issuance of commission.
The application of Jean Miller is rejected and you will notify :Mr.

J. IL. Bradford of this action.

DESERT LAND-DOUBLE MINIMUM.

JOHN CAMERON.

The price of desert land within railroad limits may be properly fixed at double mini-

mum.

Assistant Secretary lawkins to Commissioner Stoekslager, November 20,
1888.

September 2, 1887, John Cameron made desert land entry for the

SW. I of section 8, T. 13 N., R. 63 W., Cheyenne land district, Wyo-

*.ming.
The local officers held that the tract being within railroad limits was,

double minimum land and they required the entryman to pay fifty cents,

per acre as the initial payment. He did so under protest, and made ap-

plication for the return of $40 or twenty-five cents per acre, which he

claims, was illegally exacted of him.
September 28, 1887, you denied the application and the entryman ap-

pealed. He contends that there is no authority by law for classifying

land subject to entry under the desert land act as double minimum and

charging $2.50 per acre therefor.
This contention was denied in the circular of June 27, 1887 (5 IL. D.

703.) Your decision is in harmony with the views of the Department as

expressed in said circular and it is, therefore, affirmed.

PRE-EMPTION-SECTION 2260, REVISED STATUTES.

DAVIDSON V. KOKOJAN.

A pre-emptor is not within the second inhibition of section 2260 of the Revised Stat-

utes, who had in good faith, prior to his pre-emption settlement, disposed of the

land then owned by him, although a formal deed for such land was not executed

until after settlement

Assistant Secretary Hawkins to Commissioner Stockslager, November 21,
1888.

I have before me the appeal of Frank Kokojan from your decision of

March 21, 1887, holding for cancellation his pre-emption declaratory
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statement, No. 8737, for the SW. i, See. 23, T. 29, R. 14 W., Niobrara
district, Nebraska.

K Kokojan filed his said declaratory statement April 22, 1886, alleging
settlement February 17, 1886.

On May 14, 1886, Davidson made homestead entry, No. 12,678 for the
same tract.

November 22, 1886, Kokojan offered proof, and, Davidson having
protested, hearing was had.

The local officers, in a joint opinion, declare that they "do not 4feel
justified in rendering an opinion (as to Kokojan's inhabitancy of the
tract) based on the evidence furnished, for it is evident that some of
the parties have perjured themselves." " In case his rights hinge upon
the matter of residence (they) recommend that this case be placed in
the hands of a special agent of the Interior Department and a new hear-
ing ordered, which could be conducted near the land in controversy
with but little expense to the parties." They themselves decide against
Kokojan on the ground that he "moved from land of his own " on to
the tract he is seeking to pre-empt.

In the decision appealed from your office disposes of the case in the
same way: a Without going," you say, "into an exhaustive examina-

tion of the widely divergent and irreconcilably inconsistent statements

of the opposite sides of the case, I am content to decide it upon the face

of the record as presented, which conclusively shows that Kokojan was

not at date of settlement a qualified pre-emptor."

The "land of his own" from which you hold that Kokbjan moved on

to his pre-emption, is the SW. ;, Sec. 30, T. 28, R. 11 W., for which he

made final proof and obtained homestead final certificate, No. 2560, on

December 28, 1885.

On the 15th of January, 1886, he executed an instrument in writing

in the Bohemian language, of which the following is put in as a correct

translation:

Writien on the 15th of January, 1885, O'Neill City, Holt Co., Nebraska. I the
grantor Frank Kokojan hereby sign my name to this contract between us, and that I
received for my one quarter section, South west quarter in section 30, Township 28,
Range 11 West,.which I have sold to Waclav Kokojan $.;50 Dollars, also will give him
the said Waclav Kokojan a proper Deed as soon as he gets well. To all this I signed
my usme: (Signed) Frank Kokojan.

Witnesses: Signed Jakub Kokisek, Meri Kokojan, Jan Petr.

The "Waclar " (James) Kokojan here named is the claimant's father,

and Jan Petr, one of the subscribing witnesses, swore at the hearing,

as did also Frank Kokojan, that on the date named, at the time of the

execution of this paper, Waclav Kokojan paid Frank, in cash, $230, as

part of the consideration stated, the balance being made up in cattle,

of which Frank has since been the admitted owner.

-0 Afterwards, under date of May 26, 1886, Frank executed a formal

"warranty deed " to his father of said homestead tract.

The decision appealed from holds that "the agreement to convey in-
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troduced in evidence, can not be held to divest his title of the homestead
tract. The most that can be claimed under it is that the grantee may
have a basis for an action for specifico performance, but the title remained
in Kokojan until by his deed of May 26, 1886, he passed it to his father."

Assuming that, because of its form, the papers of January 15, 188i,
cannot be held to have been a ." deed," such as would have been tech-
nically necessary to pass " the title," the fact remains that the transac-
tion thereby witnessed may have been entirely effectual to divest Frank
Kokojan of such interest as he had in the homestead tract, which interest
did not then amount to "title," he himself not having received a tech-
nical conveyance of the land. On its face the instrument records the
sale to Waclav as actually accomplished, and it is in proof that the con-
sideration was then paid to the grantor. The promise to give a "proper
deed" when the father got well may I think be fairly read as intended
only as the " covenant for further assurance" which is frequently found
even in conveyances of the most formal and final sort, and which was
in this particular case ma(le especially appropriate by the admitted in-
formality of the paper which alone it was found convenient to execute
at the time.

Unless, therefore, there is reason for holding that the alleged sale was
only a fraudulent pretense, acted out for the purpose of evading the
law, the claimant must be held to have transferred all his right and in-
terest in the homestead tract as early as January 15, 18S6, more than a
month before his settlement on the pre-emption. To my miud, the in-
formality of the paper first executed seems in no way a badge of fraud,
since it appears probable that, had the parties consciously intended
fraudulently to simulate a sale, they would have been especially careful
as to the formalities of the transaction simulated.

The relationship between the grantor and grantee is a more suspi-
cious circumstance, but not of itself sufficient to justify an affirmative
finding of Irnud, andl in this case the surrounding circumstances do not
seem to me to strengthen the suspicion. For all that appears, the
alleged exchange of the homestead for money and cattle really took
place on the 15th of January, as recited in the instrument of that date
and sworn to at the hearing. Unless Kokojan has deliberately perjured
himself, on a plain matter of fact, he has paid for the keep of the cattle
since that date, and been deemed il all respects theirowner, as between
his father and himself. This is confirmed by the circumstance so much
insisted on in the evidence for the protestant, that it was .to Frank
Kokojan's order that cheques were made out in payment for the milk
yielded by the cows he claims.

I cannot, therefore, see my way to approving your conclusion that
Kokojan was disqualified under Sec. 2260 of the Revised Statutes, and,
as it clearly appears that he was prior to Davidson in point of time, I
have to aslk whether his (KoKojan's) proof satisfactorily shows compli-
ance with the law upon his part.
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As to this, neither the local office nor your office has as yet made a,
decision, but both point out that the testimony taken at the hearing
already had really left the point in doubt, and the local officers recom-
mend an investigation. This recommendation I approve, and I hereby
direct that a new hearing be ordered.

Your said decision is modified accordingly.

' : PPRE-EMPTION FINAL PROOF-CULTIVATION.

GEORGE W. JOHNSON.

Proof as to cultivation does not necessarily require a showing that a crop has been
raised.

Assistant Secretary Hawkins to Gommissioner Stockslager, Novenmber 22,
1888.

I have considered the appeal of Geo. W. Johnson from your office
decision of May 23, 18S7, rejecting his final proof offered upon his pre.
emption declaratory statement for NE. J section 26, T. 12 N., R. 20 W.,
Grand Island, Nebraska, land district.

Claimant filed declaratory statement March 29, 1884, atid on Novem-
ber 24, 1884, presented his final proof, which being satisfactory to the
local officers, he received final certificate.

On May 23, 1887, your office decided in regard to his proof as follows:
Cultivation of the land is one of the pre-requisites to entry under the pre-emption

law. Geo. W. Johnson was allowed to make cash entry No. 2489 November 24, 1884,
after living on the land since March 29, 1884, and not having cultivated one acre;
His improvements consist of a house, stable, corral and two acres broken, and are
valued at $300.

His proof is therefore rejected. He may be allowed to show that he has lived upon
and cultivated a portion of the land-since entry, after publication.

The only evidence submitted is the testimony taken on final proof
and that is not sufficient to sustain your said decision.

The witnesses both testify that claimant's residence was continuous
from March 29, 1884; that he had a house, stable and corral worth $300
and in answer to the question, "How much land has he broken and ciil-
tivated?" both say, "Two or three aeres." Both say he has used said
land for pasture and one says. "he is a stock grower." Claimant also
says "two acres broken but no crops raised."

In John E. Tyrl (3 L. D. 49) it was held that a commutation cash
entry should not be canceled, the evidence showing good faith, contin-
uous residence, and that the entryman had cleared for the purpose of
cultivation about half an acre, and gave as an excuse that he had settledi
too late.

While cultivation ultimately includes the planting and raising of
crops, there may be cultivation without this; one definition of the word
being "improvement for agricultural purposes."
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It appears from the evidence in the case at bar, that the claimant was
engaged in growing stock and that he had used his land principally for
pasturage and this considered with the value and permanent character
of his buildings and the fact that he had broken between two and three
acres and thus by a definite act prepared it for the tillage of a crop,
satisfies me that his cultivation may be considered sufficient.

Your said decision is accordingly reversed.

TIMBER CULTURE CONTEST-PLANTING.

PARK v. TERRELL.

A contest must fail where the default charged was cured prior to the initiation of
the suit.

A slight failure in planting the requisite area may be properly excused, where the
good faith of the claim.at is manifest.

Acting Secretary fduldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, November 2, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of A. Park, in the case of said Park v.
Mary E. Terrell, from the decision of your office of April 10, 1886, dis-
missing said Park's contest of the timber culture entry of Mary E. Ter-
rell, on the NE. i of See. 4, T. 9 S., R. 22 W., Kirwin district, Kansas.

Said entry was made, July 22, 1881, and the contest was initiated,
July 22, 1884, being the fourth day of the fourth year after entry. The
alleged ground of contest is substantially that the claimant failed to
break, cultivate and plant as required by law during the second and
third years after entry and prior to the date of contest.

The hearing was had November 25, 1884, and the testimony shows
that, if there had been any default as to breaking and cultivation dur-
ing the second and third years, the period covered by the. allegations of
the affidavit of contest, it had been cured by ample cultivation and
preparation of at least ten acres in the early spring of 1884, before the
initiation of the contest. As to planting during the third year (which
terminated July 18, 1881), the first five acres, it appears, that the claim-
ant, who was a young lady in very reduced circumstances and had to
teach school to make a living for herself and mother, employed one, J.
Et. Mullany to have said planting done and furnished him ample means
for that purpose; that he had six acres properly prepared for planting
and the proper amount of tree seed were furnished for planting five
acres and Mullany planted part thereof himself, but the man he hired
to complete the planting " planted so thick," that the seed did not quite
cover the five acres, and that as soon as he discovered this, he made
every effort to procure more seed bat failed. All this occurred in the
spring of 1884, during the third year after entry and prior to the initia-
tion of the contest.

I concur with the finding of your office and of the local officers, that
this state of facts shows that the claimant endeavored in good faith
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to comply with the law and that her failure to plant or cause to be
planted the full amount of five acres the third year,-was under the
circumstances excusable.

The decision of your office is affirmed, and the said entry will be held
intact, subject to future compliance with the law.

NOTICE-EVIDENCE-TIMBER CUTLTURE CONTEST.

BOYD v. BATDORFF.

Failure to cross the t" in defendant's name, which was otherwise correctly writ-

ten, will not defeat the notice where it described the land correctly, personal ser-
vice was duly made, and the defendant was in no way misled, or liable to injury

from the error specified.
Opinions should not be admitted in evidence of the acreage broken, the fact being

capable of ascertaiDment with mathematical accuracy by actual measurement.

'The clainiants good faith being unquestioned, his entry shoulh not be canceled,

although it may appear that that he broke but four and half acres the first year.

A4ting Secretary ]JIuldrow to Commissio ner Slockslager, November 2, 1888.

In the case of William M. Poyd v, Joshua Batdorff, involving the
latter's timber culture entry, No. 4813, on the NE. i of Sec. 33 T. 30 S.,
R. 38 W., Garden City district, Kansas, the said Batdorff appeals from
your decision of August 12, 1887, adverse to him.

The entry was made September 9, 1885, and contest was initiated by
Boyd October 19, 1886, the alleged ground of contest being " failure by
Batdorff to do the breaking required to be done withimi one year from
date of entry, and that at date of complaint (October 19, 1886), said
default still existed, there being only four and a half or less than five
acres broken."

On the hearing which was had April 28, 18S7, the claimant intro-
duced no evidence, having appeared specially and moved the dismissal
of the contest, because ot the omission to cross the " t in his surname
4' Batdorff" in the copy of the notice served on him persontally. The notice
described the land correctly and was otherwise full and proper and was
duly served, the name was properly written "Batdorff" in the affidavit

of contest and other papers pertaining to the case, and the claimant
was in no way misled or injured or liable to injury by the failure to cross
the " t." Under these circumstances, the motion, as your office holds,
was properly overruled by the local officers.

The contestant introduced two witnesses, one of whom had been ac-
quainted with the land about a month and a half before the contest
was initiated, and the other about six months before that time, and

* who testified that from the condition of the land when contest was in-
itiated only four and a half acres thereof had been broken prior thereto.
It does not appear, that said witnesses knew anything about the measture-
ment of land or that they in any way actually measured the land in this
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case, but we are left to infer, that they were simply of the opinion from
the appearance of the land at the date of contest, that only four and a.
half acres had been broken.

This evidence is very unsatisfactory. The opinions of experts even
should not be admitted in evidence, in a case like the present, where
the margin is so small (a half acre), and where the fact is capable of
ascertainment with mathematical accuracy by actual measurenenti.
Conceding, however, that the evidence shifted the burden of proof from
the contestant to the claimant, I am of the opinion, in the absence of
anything tending to impeach the good faith of the latter, that the
breaking of the four and a half acres the first year should be( deemed a,
substantial compliance with the law. In the contest case of Thompson
v. Sankey (3 L. D., 365), it was held by this Department, " In view of
the timber culture claimant's good faith, the fact that he has but eight
and one half acres, instead of ten, under cultivation and planted as re-
quired, should not cause the cancellation of his entry."

The decision of your office, canceling the claimant's entry, is reversed.
He is advised, however, as was done in Thompson v. Sankey, supra, of
the importance of a fall compliance with the requirements of the lawv
in the future.

HOMESTEAD CONTEST-RELINQUISHMENT.

MCCLELLAN V, BIGGERSTAFF.

While it is true that a relinquishment filed pending a contest, is printa facie, the re-
sult of the contest, such presumption is not conclusive, and on proof it may ape
pear that the relinquishment was in fact not the result of the contest, in which
event the rights of the contestant must depend upon his ability to sustain the
charge as laid by him.

Assistant Secretary Hawkins to Commissioner Stocks lager, November 23,
1888.

I have considered the appeal of Ai McClellan, from your office de-
cision of October 26, 1886, in the contest case of Commodore C. Bigger-
staff v. the Heirs of Amos G. Lasiter deceased, involving said Lasiters
homestead entry No. 3,697 in North Platte land district, N ebraska.

The records show that on May 15, 1883, Amos G. Lasiter made said
homestead entry for the NE. 1, See. 25, T. 17 N., R. 21 W. in said land
district. On April 16, 1885, Biggerstaff instituted a contest against
said entry alleging that said Lasiter had died and that "his heirs have
wholly abandoned said tract . . . . . that said tract is not settled
upon and cultivated by said party as required by law".

On April 9, 1885, the register ordered a hearing before E. P. Camp.
bell, a notary public at his office in Broken Bow, Nebraska, June 27,
1885, and to file the testimony so taken in the local office on or before
July 6, 1885. On July 5, 18S5, the notary public, filed in the local
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office the testimony adduced before him and on the same date the heirs
of Lasiter filed in the local office affidavits alleging that the testimony.
taken by the notary public as Commissioner was not taken at the time
and place given in the notice, etc.

On July 11, 1885, the local officers decided that " We find from the
testimony and affidavits presented, that the contestant failed to mail a
copy of the notice of contest or post'a copy of the same upon the tract
involved, thirty days prior to day set-for taking testimony
and that there is a question as to whether the testimony was taken at
the time and place named in the notice. We are, therefore, of the opin-
ion that the case should be dismissed."

Biggerstaff filed an appeal from said decision August 1, 1885. On
January 11, 1886, Ai McClellan filed an affidavit of contest against said,
entry of Amos G. Lasiter, alleging that "1 The said Amos G. Lasiter,
deceased, or the heirs of said Amos G. Lasitor, have relinquished all
right, title, and interest in said tract to the United States, and the
tract is now held for speculation under the receipt given said Amos (-
L Lasiter and the same is held from settlement thereby."

The local officers ordered a hearing and set the same for March 26,
1886, before George W. Tufren, a notary public.

On March 26, 1886, said McClellan, filed in the local land office the
relinquishment of the Lasiter heirs to the tract in dispute. There is
nothing in the case to show that any testimony was ever taken or con-
sidered in McClellan's contest.

On October 16, 1886 your office decided that " under the circum-
stances presented, said case would be remanded for further trial after
due and proper notice were it not for the fact that the entry in question
having been relinquished March 26, 18S6, such notice is now unneces-
sary, and held that the relinquishment inured to the benefit of con-
testant Biggerstaff and dismissed Mc(lellan's contest.

In December, 1886, McClellan filed an appeal in which he alleges, viz:
* 1st. That vour office erred in granting the preference right to said

Biggerstaff, and in holding that the relinquishment of said tract by
the heirs of Amos G. Lasiter, inured to his benefit.

2d. That your office erred in not granting the preference right to enter
said tract to this plaintiff Ai McClellan.

3rd. In holding that it would have been the duty of your office to re-
mand the contest of Biggerstaff for.furthet heaiing had not the relin-
quishment of said heirs been filed.

4th. That your office erred in not finding the said contest of Bigger-
staff illegal and void.

5th. That your office erred in modifying the decision of the register
*i' and receiver dismissing said Biggerstaff''s case; and praying the pref-

erence right granted to Biggerstaff be set aside and reversed and
that he (McClellan) be adjudged to have the preference right to enter
said tract.
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While it is true that a relinquishment filed pending a contest, is prima
facie, the result of the contest, such presumption is not conclusive, and
on proof it may appear that the relinquishment was in fact not the re-
sult of the contest, in which event, the rights of the contestant would
depend upon his ability to sustain the charge as laid by him.

Upon review of the record and proofs in this case I am convinced
that a hearing should be ordered in the premises, for the purpose of as-
certaining the following facts, viz:

1st. The status of Lasiter's entry at date of the initiation of Bigger-
staff's contest, whether in fact it was then abandoned as charged by
said contestant.

2nd. The circumstances attending the execution and filing of the
said relinquishment.

3d. The good faith of all parties.
Your decision is modified accordingly.

HIOMESTEAD ENTRY-APPROPRIATION.

ALLEN V. CURTIUS.

.A homesteadentry made by one who is at the same time maintaining a pre-emption
claim for another tract, is illegal and must be canceled.

Land covered by a prima facie valid homestead entry is not subject to entry by an-
other.

Assistant Secretary Hawkins to Commissioner Stockslager, November 23,
1888.

I have considered the appeal of Lilly J. Allen from your decision of
October 5, 1887, rejecting her homestead application for the E. 4 of
NW. 1, and the E. t of the SW. 4 of Sec. 31, T. 23, S., R. 25 W., Garden
City, Kansas.

The record shows that at the time of said application, the above tract
-was covered by the homestead entry of Mary Curtius, made Decem-
ber 24, 1883.
* It appears that on August 10, 1883, said Mary Curtius filed her de-
claratory statement for Lot 1, the SE. t of the NE. i, and the E. J of
the SE. 1 of Sec. 2, T. 24 S., R. 26 W., same land district, and that she
resided upon the same until June 7, 1884, when she made proof and
received final certificate. A month later she established her residence
upon her homestead tract and has since then resided upon same.

It is evident that Curtius made her said homestead entry, while re-
siding upon another tract under the pre-emption law, and for which
final proof had not been submitted. Her homestead entry was there-
fore illegal and should be canceled. Murphy v. De Shane (6 L. D.,
.831); Krichbaum v. Perry (5 id., 403); Collar v. Collar (4 id., 26); Aus-
tin v. Norin (4 id., 461).
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At the date of Allen's application to enter, the land, being covered

by a primafacie valid homestead entry, was segregated from the public

domain and the local officers were, therefore, right in rejecting her said
application.

By your letter of November 25, 1887, you transmitted " the applica-

tion of Mary Curtins for a hearing to show cause why her homestead

entry (upon the same tract) should be sustained." In her said applica-

tion she admits the facts already recited as to her having made home-

stead entry upon the land in dispute, while residing upon another tract

under the pre-emption law, and for which final proof had not been sub-

mitted. As the facts admitted bv Curtius and appearing in the record

show that her homestead entry was invalid, a hearing can be of no ben-

efit to the applicant and the same is accordingly denied.

Since the homestead entry of Mary Curtius of the tract in question

was illegal at its inception and should be canceled, and Lilly J. Allen

was the first applicant to enter the same, I am of opinion that her said

application should be allowed.
You are therefore directed to cancel the homestead entry of Mary

Curtius ani1to alllow-the-homestead application of Lilly J. Allen for the

tract in question.

Fi AL PROOF-TRANSFEREE-EQUITABLE ADJlUDICATION.

ALBERT ORTH.

In the absence of protest or adverse claim, an entry may be submitted to the Board

of Equitable Adjudication, where the failure to submit proof on the day adver-

tised is satisfactorily explained.

Evidence may be famished by a transferee, showing that on the day fixed for the 8U-

mission of proof, no protest or objection was made thereto.

Assistant Secretary Hawkins to Commissioner Stocleslager, November 24,.
1888.

I have considered the appeal of Albert Orth, claiming as transferee,.

from your office decision, dated April 1, 1887, holding for cancellation,

pre-emption cash entry, No. 8474, made by Daniel H. Altaffer for the W.

0 of the NE. J, and the W. J of the SE. i of See. 15, T. 131 N., R. 56.

*: W., Fargo, Dakota.
It appears that Altaffer on November 9, 1883, gave notice of his in-

tention to make final proof before James H. Vail, clerk of the district
court at Milnor, Sargentcounty,Dakota Territory, on December 21,1883.

Said notice was duly posted in the local office and publication thereof
was made in a newspaper designated by the register. For some reason

the first appearance of said notice in the newspaper designated was not

until November 21, 1883, twelve days after the entryman had given his.

notice to the local office.
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By reason of the delay in commencement of publication, and in order
that the notice might be published the requisite number of. times, an
order was made, upon the application of the entryman, continuing the
case and extending the time for making final proof before the clerk of
the court from December 21, to December 27, 1883. Instead of being
taken on the day named (December 27, 1883,) the testimony of claimant
and his witnesses was not taken until January 16th following.

Said proof having been transmitted to the local office, final certificate
and final receipt were issued February 27, 1884.
- Claimant filed an atlidavit explaining his delay in making proof, and
stating that he appeared as soon as possible after being informed of the
eontinuance.

Your office, by letter of November 25, 1885, to the register and re-
ceiver, accepted the expranation above referred to as satisfactory and
directed the local office to call upon claimant to furnish an affidavit
from J. H. Vail, the clerk of court before whom the proof was taken, as
to whether any adverse claimant appeared, or whether any protest was
filed on December 27, 1883, the day set for taking the testimony.

In your office decision appealed from, reference is made to an affida-
vit executed July 17, 1886, by Albert Orth, setting. forth that he, in
May, 1884, purchased from the entryman, Altaffer, the tract in question,
and that said Altaffer is now dead. Your said of-fice decision thereupon
concludes thatthe requirements of your offlceletter of November 25,1885
(suspra) can not be complied with, and directs the register and receiver
to advise the present owner of the land that the cash entry under which
he holds is held for cancellation, subject to appeal.

The case is here on Orth's appeal.
Upon an inspection of the record I find that the affidavit of J. H.

Vail, called for by your said office letter of November 25, 1885, was fur-
nished and was in the case when your office decision appealed from was
rendered.

Said affidavit was dated July 17, 1886, and was filed with that of
Orth, bearing same date, setting forth the facts of his purchase of the
land and the death of the entryman. It could not be furnished by
the entryman, he being dead, but it was furnished by his transferee.
In it, said J. H. Vail, the clerk of court before whom the proof was
made, swears " that on the said 27th day of December, 1883, at any
time previous or subsequent thereto, there has not been filed with him
any protest or objection in any manner, or adverse appearance made
by any persons whomsoever to the taking of testimony in the final proof
of Daniel H. Altaffer" for the land described.

This seems, in its substance, to fully meet the requirement of your
said office letter of November 25, 1885, and the fact that it was pro-
cured and filed by the transferee, Orth, rather than by the entryman,
Altaffer, (the latter being dead), does not vitiate or render less effective
the sworn statement of the clerk of the court.
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Your office has not objected to the substance of the proof and an ex
amination of the same shows that the entryman fully complied with the
pre-emption law in the matters of inhabitancy and improvement. The
latter was in the final proof valued at $1,000, which is above the aver-
age value of improvements shown by pre-emptors ab date of final proof.
The entryman continued to reside upon the tract after making final
proof until his sale to Orth in May, 1884. Bis death, on October 4,
1885, is clearly proven. His good faith as a pre-emptor has not been 
questioned and I'think is fully shown by the record.

I am convinced, after a careful examination of the case, that the trans-
feree, who is here as appellant, is entitled to protection, it being shown
that his vendor, the deceased entryman, acted in good faith and made
substantial compliance with the law. No adverse claim appearing, the
case is, in my judgment, a proper one for reference to the Board of Equi-
table Adjudication under the rules one and ten.

Your office decision is modified accordingly.

PRACTICE-DEPOSITIONS-HOMESTEAD ENTRY.

GEHYrAN V. CULP.

Objection to a deposition, on the ground that it was taken without due notice, in
order to receive consideration on appeal, should be made when said deposition is
offered in evidence at the hearing.

A homestead entry made by one who is at the same time maiutaining a pre-emption
claim to another tract is illegal.

Such an entry, made under circumstances that establish the bad faith of the claim- 
ant, must be canceled, and held to have exhausted the right of the entryman
under the homestead law.

Assistant Secretary Hawkins to Commissioner Stockslager, November 24,
1888.

I have considered the case of John R. Gehman v. Albert Culp, in-
volving the NE. 4 of See. 25, T. 111 N., R. 66 W., Huron, Dakota, as
presented by the appeal of the latter from your office decision, dated
June 22, 1887, adverse to him, in the matter of his homestead claim to
said land.

It appears that appellant, under the name of James A. Culp, on April
1 1882, made pre-emption filing, No. 16,892, for the NE. i of See. 21,
T. 104 N., R. 63 W., Huron, Dakota, and that he made final proof and.
received cash certificate for the same October 20, 1882.

On April 25, 1882, while his pre-emption claim was pending, he, un-
der the name of Albert Culp, made homestead entry, No. 19,462, of the
tract here in question.

November 20, 1883, Gehman filed affidavit of contest against Culp's
homestead entry made as above, and at the same time applied to enter
the land.
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Said affidavit of contest charged that Culp's said homestead entry
was illegal, and that at the time it was made he was holding and claim-
inganothertractunder thepre-emnption law, upon which he subsequently
made proof; that he used the name James A. Culp in the one case and
Albert Gulp in the other, in order to conceal the real facts.

December 27, 1883, Culp filed a petition, in which he attempted to
explain how he came to have the two claims at the same time, by stat-
ing that he believed he had a right to hold the claims as he did. His
petition is, that, it appearing that his homestead entry as made is ille-
gal, said entrv be canceled, and be he permitted to make a new and legal
entry on the tract. He had, prior to the date of contest, filed a petition
similar in purport to the above, but it failed to connect itself with any
tract of land by description. It was accordingly returned by the local
office, for amendment and completion.

On the same day on which Gehman's contest was filed, Culp filed
another petition, accompanied by a second application to enter the tract
in dispute, and asked that said application be received and filed nuna

.pro tunc.
Though this petition was filed on the same day on which the affidavit

of contest was filed, it appears that the contest was filed first and that
Culp had notice of said contest, for in the petition Gulp refers to the fact
" that one John Gehman filed contest against said homestead entry.2
In said petition Culp attempts explanation of the discrepancy in his
signatures in his two claims, by saying that his correct name is James
Albert Culp, and that he signed the homestead papers "Albert Gulp,"
through a mistake of the attorney who drew the same; that they were
by mistake drawn in the name of Albert Culp, and he signed them
Albert Culp, in order to have the signatures correspond with the name
as written in the body of the application.

The matter coming before your office for action, it was there held,
by decision of May 22, 1884, that Culp's homestead entry was by his

own admission illegal, and must be canceled.
From that decision Gulp appealed to the Department, which on De-

cember 29, 1884, so far modified your office decision as to direct that a
hearing be ordered to test the question of Culp's good faith, etc. Hear-
ing was duly had, and the local officers transmitted the record to your

office, with the recommendation that the petitioner, Gulp, be allowed to

make new homestead entry of the tract in question, and that he be al-
lowed to date his settlement thereon back to August 20, 1883.

Your office, after a somewhat lengthy discussion of the case, concluded
that Culp's homestead entry should be canceled, and that his homestead
right should be held to have been exhausted.

From that decision he has appealed to this Department. In said ap-
peal he assigns several grounds of error, which are substantially em-
braced in the following: 1st, Error in considering as evidence the testi-
mony of one J. Bowser, taken by deposition; and, 2d, Error in finding
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that he (appellant) had acted in' bad faith in making his homestead
entry.

Under the first assignment he charges that the deposition was ex-
torted from Bowser, and that it was not taken in accordance with the
rules of practice, in this, that there was no service upon appellant of a
copy of said interrogatories.

Upon an examination of the record, I do not find these charges to be
well founded. It is not shown that any extortion was practiced or any
undue influence used in procuring said deposition, and appellant on the
stand admitted the integrity of Bowser, and stated that he is a truthful
and reliable man.

Furthermore, it is evident from the record that appellant's counsel
was duly notified of the intention to take Bowser's deposition, and was
furnished with a copy of the interrogatories.
* Even, if this did not clearly appear from the record, the objection on
that ground would not at this stage of the proceedings be entertained,
no objection having been made to said deposition on the ground of want
of notice, when it was filed in evidence at the hearing.

On the question of Culp's bad faith, I fail to find, after a careful ex-
amination of the whole record, any reason for disturbing the conclusions
of your office.

It is admitted by appellant that his homestead entry as made was
illegal, but he pleads ignorance of the law, and that he was misled by
the impression current at the time that a pre-emptor could legally make
a homestead entry, while his pre-emption claim was pending, provided
he so arranged the dates of filing the respective claims that he could
prove up his pre-emption claim and get on to his homestead claim before
the expiration of the six months allowed for that purpose.

I am unable to conclude from all the facts that his mistake was an
honest one. His initiating the two claims in different names is, of it-
self, a very suspicious circumstance and one his explanation of which,
in view of the surrounding facts, is by no means satisfactory. When
to this is added the testimony of Bowser, to the effect that appellant
had said it was to enable him to hold two tracts of land at the same
time, there can, I think, be little doubt of a purpose on the part of Culp
to mislead and deceive the government, and to secure through said de-

*; 00 ception that to which he was not entitled under the law. This convic-
tion is strengthened when we recall appellant's admission that Bowser
is a truthful and reliable man, and when the further fact is noted that
appellant, when asked on the witness stand if he had made such a state-
ment is that to which Bowser had testified, failed to answer in denial
in the same direct and categorical way in which Bowser had testified.
His answer, "not to the best of my knowledge," contains in it, in view
of his general positive manner as a witness, elements of uncertainty, if
not evidence of a consciousness that having acted in bad faith, such a
remark as that attributed to him bh Bowser would have been in keeping

3263-vOL 7--29
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with his general purpose and effort to secure land through deception
and in violation of law.

The question as to his compliance with the homestead law, in the

matters of residence and cultivation, need not be considered, in view of

what has been said as to the initiation of the homestead claim, but one

fact brought out by the evidence on this point may be referred to, which,

when considered in coniiection with facts and circumstances as to the

manner in which the entry was made, may be regarded as confirmatory

of the view that said entry was not made in good faith.
In October, 1882, immediately after making final proof on his pre-

emption claim, Cull) went upon his homestead claim, and, in connection

with a claimant for an adjoining tract, erected on the line between the

two claims a house, to be used by both claimants to hold their respect-

ive tracts. This was (lone jast before the expiration of the six months

allowed him within which to establish actual residence upon his home-

stead claim. The house was not completed so as to be habitable. After

remaining there for two or three days, claimant left and went back

to his former home in Illinois, and did not return to the tract until
about the last of March, 1883, nearly a. year after his homestead entry

was made.
While this proceeding, as to the establishment of residence, was not

necessarily inconsistent with good faith, and might, if it were the only

questionable act, have been susceptible of satisfactory explanation, yet,

when considered in connection with all the facts in evidence, it tends to

confirm the correctness of the conclusion that appellant had acted in

bad faith in making the entry, and that he was trying to obtain title to

land under the homestead law in contravention of its requirements.
After a full consideration of the case in all its aspects, I concur in

the conclusion reached by your office that Culp has not acted in good

faith, and your office decision, to the effect that his entry should be

canceled and hiS homestead right be declared to have been exhausted,
is affirmed. See on this last point the case of Arthur P. Toombs, (7 IL

D., 215).

RIGHT OF WAY-PIUYALLUP INDIAN RESERVATION.

NORTHERN PAC. R. R. Co.

In the absence of statutory authority granting right of way privileges through the

Puyallup Indian reservation, an application for such privileges should be ad-

dressed to Congress.

Secretary Vilas to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Yovemler 21, 1888.

I am in receipt of your letter of 24th August, presenting maps filed

by the Northern Pacific Railway, showing line of road through the

Puyallup Indian reservation, Washington Territory, built under an

agreement between said Railway Company and the Puyallup Indians,
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Xwhich was approved by the Department April 13, 1877, and also a line
of a proposed spur of said road, 1225 feet in length for which applica-
tion is now made for authority to build.

The map shows that the said spur line, for which the right of way is
-now asked, is located wholly on the school farm of the Puyallup reser-
vation, and this matter is presented by you in view of Department de-
cision of April 20, 18S8, in the case of the Milwaukee, Lake Shore and
Western Railroad for instructions as to whether the authority required

*0 should not be obtained by the Railroad Company from Congress.
In response to this inquiry you are informed that in the absence of

any authority of law for the construction of the proposed spur orbranch
of railroad on the reservation, no permission can be granted by the De
partment for that purpose, and application should be made to Congress
therefor by the company desiring to construct it.

In response to your further inquiry whether Congressional action
should be had as to the main line constructed under Department author-
ity of April 13, 1877, it is sufficient to say that when legislation shall be
under consideration for the construction of the spur or branch line
above referred to, the status of the existing line of the road, now in
operation upon the reservation should be brought to the attention of
Congress for such legislation as may be deemed necessary, in any re-
port that may be made to that body or any Committee thereof, on the
subject. Congress can then determine what, it any, legislation is
necessary regarding the matter.

The maps accompanying your letter are herewith returned.

PRE-EMPTION PROOF-CULTIVATION.

JENNIE BURTON.

* 0 0In the matter of cultivation, the time of year in which residence was established may
be properly considered, where no crop was raised, but due preparation was made
theretor, ant good faith is clearly manifest.

1Pirst Assistant Secretary 211uldrow to Comnmissioner Stockslager, NYoveln-

ber 27, 1888.

I have considered the case of Jennie Burton, on her appeal from your
office decision of April 20, 1887, suspending her pre-emption cash entry
for NW. -, Sec. 32, T. 153 N., R. 59 W., Grand Forks, Dakota land dis-
trict.

-It appears from the record that the claimant made settlement upon
the land July 15, and established actual residence November 28, 1882-
Final proof was made June 1, 1883. The improvements on the tract at
time of final proof consisted of a house, well, and five acres broken;
value of improvements $200.

In your said decision you suspend her proof "for the reason that the
improvements made by claimant axe not deemed sufficient to show
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good faith," and you order that she make new publication and proof,
" which new proof must show full compliance to the law as to improve-
ments and cultivation."
I It appears from supplemental affidavit of claimant on appeal that she

was married shortly after making final proof.
In your said letter the objection to claimant's proof seems to be prin-

cipally owing to the fact that there was no crop raised by her upon the
land.

It is not disputed that she resided continuously upon the land from
November 28, to date of final proof, June 1, a period of over six months,
and it is equally clear that her improvements are of the value of $200,
(her witnesses each say $250), and that she had five acres broken.

The fact that her settlement was made November 28, after the crop-
ping season was over, and that her proof was submitted June 1, before
the next crop could be raised may be considered as sufficiently account-
ing for her failure to raise a crop.

In deciding what constitutes cultivation under thelaw the time of year
in which residence was established may well be taken into considera-
tion, and if actual residence was established too late in a season for the
raising of a crop, and final proof is submitted too early in the next for a
crop to be raised, and the claimant has broken a reasonable quantity of
land and thus by a definite act prepared it for the planting of a crop, such
a condition of affairs being shown on appeal more than five years after
final proof, the definite preparation of land for a crop, may be considered
sufficient compliance with the law requiring cultivation to pass the entry
to patent, there being no adverse claim and no evidence of bad faith.
John E. Tyrl (3 L. D., 49).

In the case at bar, the evidence of claimant's good faith being unim-
peached, and the improvements valuable, the entry way be passed to
patent.

Your said decision is accordingly reversed.

TIMBER CULTURE CONTEST-PRACTICE-AMENDMENT.

q'1 SQ \REYNOLDS V. PETTIT.

An allegation of non-compliance with law will not lie, when made prior to the ex-
piration of the year in which it is alleged to have occurred.

An affidavit of contest directed against a timber culture entry should set forth spe-
cifically in what years, and in what respect, the entryman has failed to comply
with the law.

An affidavit of contest, held insufficient for want of particularity, may be amended.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, ifovem-
ber 27, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of J. E. Pettit from your, office decision
of October 1, 1885, holding for cancellation his timber culture entry
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made October 7, 1876-for the NE. i of Section 22, T. 132 N., R. 46 W.,
* Fergus Falls, Minnesota.

The case arose upon an affidavit of contest filed September.22, 1884,
by George Reynolds, charging " that the said J. E. Pettit has failed
during the eighth year after his said entry to keep upon said tract in
good condition ten acres of timber as required by law and further that
during said year and prior years he has failed to cultivate in such man-
ner as to promote its growth the timber actually planted thereon."

Notice of the complaint was served upon the entryman and he was
summoned to appear at the local office November 11, 1884, to respond
and furnish testimony concerning said alleged failure. Upon the day
fixed for the hearing Soren Listoe made special appearance as attorney
for the entrvman and moved to dismiss the case on the following
ground:

1. The charges in the complaint are too vague and do not constitute sufficient
-* ground for a contest.

2. The complaint fails to specify in which year or years default is made as re-
quired by the rules of the Department;

3. The charge in complaint that claimant has failed to cultivate trees during the
eighth year after the entry, cannot be considered as the eighth year did not expire till
October 7, 1884, and affidavit of contest is dated September 26, 1884, eleven days prior
to the expiration of the eighth yearin which time default if any existed-might have
been remedied.

4. Complaint fails to allege (failure) to comply with the law up to the present time,
and for this reason alone the case should be dismissed.

The motion to dismiss the contest was sustained by the receiver and
overruled by the register.

Testimony was taken in support of the contest, the claimant intro-
ducing no witnesses and taking no part in the proceedings. The reg-
ister found " that the testimony is ex parts but shows conclusively that
claimant has made no attempt to comply with the law " and recommended
the cancellation of the entry.

- - No opinion was given by the receiver. December 3, 1884, the attorney
for the entryman appealed from the action of the register in not dis-
missing the case upon the motion made by special appearance. De-
cember 12, 1884, the local officers transmitted the papers in the case and
on October 1, 1885, you decided that the affidavit of contest was suf-

4U'" ficient to put the defendant on guard to defend his claim. Because
he failed t& do so and'because, in your opinion, the testimony justified
such action you sustained the finding of the register and held the entry
of Pettit for cancellation.

From your said decision the entryman appealed.
Upon the motion to dismiss the affidavit of contest on the ground

that it was defective the local officers were divided. Your predecessor
decided that it was sufficient. This is the first issue raised by the ap-
peal.

As to the allegation that the entryman had failed to cultivate trees
during the eighth year after the entry, the objection to the contest af-
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fidavit is sustained as the record shows that when it was made the
eighth year had not expired. Chilton v. Cornell (1 L D. 153). In the
case of Bennett v. Gates-on review-(3 L. D. 378) it was held:

The requirement of a specific charge including failure on the part of the entryman
until the date of the initiation of contest, has been and very properly should be in-
sisted upon for the purpose of avoiding the expense, delay and vexation of a hearing
upon frivolous or insufficient grounds.

I am of the opinion that the contest affidavit in this case is defective
in that it fails specifically to allege in what years and in what respect
the entryman failed to comply with the requirements of the tim-
ber culture law. An affidavit of contest should make specific alle-
gations so that the entryman can known what charge he will be called
upon to meet at the hearing. For this reason I will not consider the
case upon the ex parte testimony presented but permit the contestant
to amend his affidavit of contest in such a manner as to put in issue
the question whether the entryman had complied with the law. The
latter will then have the opportunity sought for in his application for
a re-hearing-to produce testimony in support of his entry.

Your decision is modified accordingly.

PRACTICE-APPEAL-INTERVE1NOR.

JOHN RALLS.

The appeal of a stranger to the record should be disposed of under rule 82 of practice,
where such appellant has failed to show his right to be heard as an intervenor.

First Assistant Secretary Miuldrow to Commissioner Stoc7slager, Novem-
ber 28, 1888.

On June 2, 1887, the pre-emption entry of John RaIls for the E. j of
the SE. I of section 7, T. 14 S., R. 5 W., Las Cruces, New Mexico land
district, was held for cancellation by your office.

On July 26, 1887, there was filed in your office by parties not of rec-
ord in the case, an appeal from said decision. Said appeal begins as
follows:

Now come Grayson and Borland grantees of said Ralls by their attorney and file
this their appeal from the decision of the Hon. Commissioner rendered in said case
upon June 2, 1887.

This appeal is signed by the attorney and is not verified in any man-
ner nor is there any thing in the record of this case except the bare
statement above quoted to show that Grayson and Borland have any
interest whatever in the case.

Certain rules are prescribed by the department providing for the
manner in which parties not of record may intervene in any case in
which they have an interest. These rules have not been followed in
this case and the appeal is therefore defective and should have been
disposed of under Rule of Practice No. 82.

The case is returned to your office for disposition in accordance with
said rule.
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HOMESTEAD ENTRY-PRE-EMPTION CLA3IM.

JOSEPH W. MITCHELL.

One who has, after due compliance with the pre-emption law, submitted final proof

may legally make a homestead entry for another tract, although the final certifi-

cate may R~ot have issued on his pre-emption proof.

First Assistant Secretary ]Jfuidrow to Commissioner Stockslager, Novem-
ber 30, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Joseph W. Mitchell from your office

decision of July 8, 1887, holding for cancellation his homestead entry
for the SW. i of section 12, T. 26 N., R. 29 E., North Yakima land dis-

trict, Washington Territory.

Mitchell made homestead entry for the said lands June 6,1884. Your

office held his entry for cancellation because he had made pre-emption

proof for other lands April 28, 1884, on which cash certificate did not

issue until June 16, 1884.

- t It appears that Mitchell's pre-emption claim covered the SW. 1,

section 29, T. 27 N., R. 30 N., land district aforesaid and that he made

his final proof thereon April 28, 1884, before the deputy clerk of the

district court for the counties of Spokane, Lincoln, Douglas and Adams,

Washington Territory; the cash certificate bears date June 16, 1884;

patent issued August 15, 1888.

The record of claimant's pre-emption claim shows that he had, at the

date of his final proof, complied with the requirements of the pre-emp-

tion laws; though the legal title after that remained in the United

States, the equitable title was in him ; he could have then before the

issuance of the cash certificate, disposed of the land by sale, if he had

so chosen. See Orr v. Breach (7 L. D. 292); Magalia Gold Mining Com-

pany v. Ferguson (6 L. D., 218); no reason is therefore appardut why

he had not the right after the date of his proof to make a homestead

entry.
Your decision is accordingly reversed.

PRE-EMPTION FINAL PROOF-CULTIVATTON.

MICHAEL McKILLIP.

Where land is better adapted for grazing than for raising crops, the erection of the
necessary buildings and preparation for stock raising, together with the actual

*0;- use of the land for such purpose, may be accepted as satisfactory proof of culti-

vation, if good faith is also shown in complying with other requirements of the

- law.
In such a ease however the final proof should clearly show in what manner, and to

.what extent, the land was used for grazing purposes.

; First Assistant Secretary Juldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, November
30, 1888.

I have considered the case of Michael McKillip, on his appeal from

* your office decision of June 6, 1887, rejecting his proof in support of
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his pre-emption cash entry No. 883 for NW. X, SW. 1, Sec. 1, and SE.
, SE. i, See. 2 and N. A, NE. 1, Sec. 11, T. 5 N., R. 31 West, McCook

Nebraska land district.
The testimony submitted in final proof is to the effect that claimant

established actual residence upon said land December 25, 1883, and
when he presented his final proof November 28, 1884, he had as im-
provements thereon a log house twelve by twenty-eight feet, with three
windows and two doors, two wells, about four hundred rods of wire
fence, a corral, stable and bridge, all of the value of $225. He also
stated that "the land is more valuable for grazing than for farming or
raising crops," and that none of it had been broken.

You rejected his proof for want of breaking and cultivation, and you
further say, " If he has resided on the land subsequent to entry, he may
show after duly published notice, any cultivation he may have done
upon the land."

With his appeal he submits certificates of the persons who were local
officers at the time of his filing and entry, that the instructions sent
them from your office at the time said entry was made were in effect
that, in grazing districts, stock raising and dairy production are so
nearly akin to agricultural pursuits as to justify the allowance of entry
upon proof of permanent settlement and the use of the land for such
purposes. He also cites a decision of Commissioner McFarland, in the
case of Benj. Bird, to the same effect, as quoted in letter "G" of Au-
gust 29, 1883, by Commissioner McFarland to the register and receiver
of MeCook Nebraska. Appellant also submits with appeal his own
affidavit that his residence had been continuous for more than six
months and he had used the land for grazing purposes; that said land
was more valuable for grazing than for farming; that of the one hun-
dred and sixty acres not more than fifty could be plowed and success-
fully farmed and that such farming land lies in two or three patches
separated by ravines. That before offering final proof he told the local
officers that he had done no breaking and was informed by them that
it would not be necessary under their rules. He further states in said
affidavit that " most of the level or smooth land was right around his
house, and was a good place to picket his horses and that a portion of
it was fenced and used for horse pasture and he did not want to break
it up."

Where the tract as a whole is better adapted for grazing purposes
than for the raising of crops, the erection of necessary buildings and
preparation for stock raising, coupled with the use of the land by
the claimant for that purpose, and actual and continuous residence
with such valuable improvements as indicate good faith, may be held
such cultivation as is required by law in regard to that class of lands,
but all the facts necessary to be determined should fully appear in the
evidence.

In the case at bar it does not appear whether the wire fence was used
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to enclose claimant's land alone or other tracts in connection there-
with, nor does it appear how many cattle claimant pastured thereon or
whether they were his own or the property of other parties. The facts,
should more fully appear.

The entryman after duly published notice may show acts of cultiva-
tion made by him since the entry if any there has been; and if no ground
has been broken, he may show the lines on which the wire fence was
built at the time of offering final proof, whether the same enclosed his
said claim alone, and if any other land was enclosed in common with
his he may describe all of such land and give the name or names of the
owners. He may state the number of cattle pastured upon his said
claim prior to his offer of final proof and the name or names of the own-
ers. He may give the number and kind of stock owned by him at the
same time, and he may also state in what employment he was engaged
between his filing and final proof and give the name or names of his em-
ployers, and upon his failure so to do within ninety days from notice of
this decision, his said cash entry will be canceled.

Your decision is modified in accordance with the above.

FINAL PROOF-OSAGE LAND. // ° 

BAKER v. HURST.

Failure to submit final proof within six months after Osage filing renders the land
covered thereby subject to intervening adverse rights.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, November
30, 1888.

I have considered the case of Andrew H. Baker v. Dennis P. Hurst,
on appeal of the former from your office decision of April 19, 1887, in-
volving the title to Lots 1 and 2, and S. I, NE. i, Sec. 6, T. 34 S., R. 20
W., Larned, Kansas land district.

- - The tract in question is Osage trust and diminished reserve lands. ''
Un September 24,1884, the said Dennis P. Hurst filed Osage declara-

tory statement for the land above described alleging settlement August
25, of the same year.

He made settlement by pitching a tent on the land and having some
* breaking done and made arrangements to have a house put up, and

then returned to Cowley county, Kansas, where he remained during
the winter. His wife, however, remained near the land visited it one or
more times but established no residence thereon. The house being
completed in February, 1885, Hurst began to occupy it about the middle
of March, 1885, but before or about April 1, he started to Winfield,
Kansas, to attend court being himself a party in a cause pending, and
did not return until about May 14, at which time he brought his wife
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with him, she having been for some weeks in attendance upon a sick
son; and this was the first of her residence upon the land.

During this absence of Hurst and on April 28, 1885, Andrew H.
Baker, and family established a residence upon the land.

The actual presence of both families upon the land from-April 28,
and May 14, respectively, has been continuous.

Baker filed his declaratory statement for said land October 1, 1885,
but claims that he made application to file within three months after
settlement and could not make filing for the reason that the local office
was closed to public business from May 27, to October 1, 1885, on ac-
count of the records thereof having been burned. Baker made final
proof and offer of payment on December 9, 1885, a little more than
seven months after settlement and a few days over two months after
filing.

Hurst, however, did not make final proof and offer of payment until
November 23, 1885, about fourteen months after filing and nearly fifteen
months after settlement.

Upon his appeal from the decision of the register and receiver, Baker
specifically assigns as error the failure of defendant to make final proof
within the time required by law, and this specification of error you failed
to notice it seems, for in your said decision it is stated that " both par-
ties made the usual proof after due notice," and you say further,

I find fron the testimony that Hurst was a qualified pre-emptor-that he made the
prior settlement and established his residence on the land prior to the intervention
-of Baker's adverse clain, and that he has complied with all the requirements of the
law.

It may be conceded that the proof shows that both parties were quali-
fied pre-emptors, that the residence, improvement and cultivation
made by each have been fully up to the requirements of the law, and
that Hurst established his actual residence upon the land before Baker
did, but in your finding that Hurst " has complied with all the require-
ments of law," I do not concur.

On June 23, 1881, instructions to the local officers in regard to the
sale of Osage lands it was said:

Filing must be made within three months from date of settlement and proof and
payment of not less than one-fourth of the purchase price within six months from
the date of filing.s

This rule is still in force, see Rogers v. Lukens (6 L. D., 111).
In said case Lukens had filed January 26, 1885, alleging settlement

January 1, before, but did not make his final proof until September 12,
1885. Rogers filed May 4, 1885, alleging settlement February 13,1885,
and submitted her proof August 13, 1885.

This Department in deciding said case said:
I concar in the finding of your office that Lukens was the prior settler, but your

conclusion that his failure to make final proof within the required period did not ren-
der his claim subject to the intervening right of Mrs. Rogers, I cannot accept.
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It is further said in said decision that-
While it is true that the prior settlement and improvement of Lukens put all subse-

quent settlers on notice as to his claim yet he could only maintain such priority by
due compliance with law. Now it is conceded thaat his final proof was not made in
time. By this failure his priority was lost, and his rights became subject to any
valid intervening claim.

The same construction was also given to the law in the case of Reed
v. Buffington (7 L. D., 154).

Hurst filed his declaratory statement September 24, 1884, the six
months allowed him for making proof and payment expired March 24,
1885; after that day he was in default and it was perfectly proper for
another settler,tif duly qualified, to file on the land; such settler would
thereby gain preference to Hurst. Elliott v. Ryan (7 L. D., 322).

Upon the law as announced in these authorities, your said decision is
hereby reversed. Hurst's entry will be canceled and the final proof of
Andrew H. Baker, accepted.

MINING CLAIM-SCHOOL LANDS--STATE OF COLORADO.

VIRGINIA LODE.

The State is entitled to sections sixteen and thirty-six under the school grant, if said
- sections were not known to contain mineral when the survey was approved; and
- the discovery of mineral on said lands after the survey was approved would not

defeat the title of the State.

Title to school lands would not, however, pass to the State by a survey grossly
- irregular, apparently inaccurate and subsequently set aside; nor would such a

survey preclude the location of a mining claim on land returned therein as section
thirty six.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 1, 1888.

In the matter of the appeal of W. H. Harvey from the decision of
your office of July 28, 1887, it appears, that March 26, 1885, said Harvey
-made mineral entry, No. 382, for the "Virginia" lode claim, which had
been located, August 24, 1883, and lies partly in the SW. I of Sec.
4"36," T. 43 N, R. 8 V., N. M. M., Durango district, Colorado, embrac-
ing an area of 2.485 acres in said section 36, exclusive of the conflict of
the " Virginia" claim, with two other mineral surveys in said section 36.

As stated in your office decision, "The survey of said T. 43 N., R. 8
W." (in which said section 36 is located) " was approved December 30,
1882, but notwithstandipg the deputy-surveyor reported the entire town-
ship very mountainous, the same was not returned as mineral in char-
acter," and "there is no allegation contained in the record, that said
Virginia Lode claim was discovered prior to the approval of said sur-
vey, December 30, 1]882, nor is it alleged, that said section 36 was known
to be mineral at that date." Your office held that under these circum-
stances, said section 36 "must be held to have passed to the State of
Colorado" as school land, "under the provisions of the enabling act of
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Congress," approved March 3, 1875, and held said entry for cancella-
tion as to said 2.485 acres in said section 36. From this decision, the
present appeal is taken.

By section seven of said enabling act, it is provided that sections 16
and 36 in every township are granted to said State for the support of
common schools, and by section fifteen of said act, "That all mineral
lands shall be excepted from the operation and grants of this act." (18
Stat., 474.)

The State of Colorado was admitted as a State, pursuant to the pro-
visions of said enabling act, August 1, 1876 (19 Stat., 665), before the
survey in this case was approved, and it is held by this Department,
that in such cases the State is entitled under said act to sections 16
and 36 for the support of common schools, if said sections were not
known to contain minerals at date of the approvalof thesurvey, and that
the discovery of minerals on said lands subsequent to such approval
does not defeat the title of the State. (Towusite of Silver Cliff v. The
State of Colorado (6 C. L. O., 152); J. Dartt (5 C. L. O., 178); State of
Colorado, 6 L D., 412). This ruling is based upon the established doc-
trine, that the grant as to said sections surveyed subsequent to the ad-
mission of the State took effect and the State's title vested thereunder
upon the approval of the survey.

Until the survey of the township and the designation of the specific section, the
Tight of the State rests in compact-binding, it is true, the public faith, and de-
pendent for execution upon the political authorities. Courts of justice have no
authority to mark out and define the land which shall be subject to the grant. But
when the political authorities have performed this duty, the compact has an object,
upon which it can attach, and, if there is no legal impediment, the title of the State
becomes a legal title.

(Cooper v. Roberts (18 How., 173); the State of Colorado, sulpra.)
The State's title to the lands having vested on the approval of the

survey, the lands not being then known to contain minerals, can not be
divested by the subsequent discovery of mineral thereon. To hold the
contrary would tend greatly to disparage and unsettle the titles to such
lands, and thus lessen their value to the State, and might be productive
of great hardship and injustice to purchasers from the State. After
issuance of patent, the same rule is laid down as to statutory exceptions
of mineral lands from railroad grants. (Samuel W. Spong, and cases
therein cited, 5 L. D., 193.)

But it further appears in this case, that, while the said township was
surveyed and such survey approved, December30, 1882, as above stated,
the same was within three months thereafter (March 31, 1883) withdrawn
and suspended from entry by order of your office for irregularities in
said survey, and still stands so suspended. The "Virginia" Lode claim
was located, August 24, 1883, nearly five months afteV said withdrawal
and suspension, and it is contended by the claimant that, in conse-
quence of such withdrawal and suspension, the lands included within
the boundaries of said survey remain "unoccupied mineral lands of
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the UJnited States, subject to exploration and occupation, as if such
survey had never been made."

The order of withdrawal and suspension of said township as sur-
veyed from entry does not specify wherein said survey is irregular, but
only states, as ground therefor, that there are " apparent irregularities"
in said survey. On examination, however, of the plat of said survey, I
find, that it is so irregular in shape-such a gross departure from that
rectangular equilateral form, to which township surveys in ordinary
cases should at least approximate-that said order of withdrawal and
suspension was justified on that account, and the "apparent irregular-
ities" mentioned in the order were, doubtless, irregularities " apparent'
on the face of the plat.

It appears, moreover, that the surveys of surrounding townships are
irregular in many respects and unreliable.

As shown above, the reason of the rule, that the State's title vests
on the approval of the survey is th'at the survey " marks out and de-
fines the lands subject to the Stats grant." A survey so grossly ir-
regular on its face as the survey in this case, and surrounded by other
unreliable surveys, by which its own accuracy is necessarily affected,
more or less, and which your office promptly set aside, can not be held
to have subserved that end. The reason of the rule ceasing, the rule
itself ceases. The State's title, therefore, did not vest by reason of
said survey, and, there being no other legal impediment, the land in
question in this case was subject to the claimant's mineral entry.

*; liThe decision of your office, holding for cancellation said entry as to
said 2.485 acres, is reversed.

A= ALA3BA.JA COAL, LANDS ACT OF MARCH 3, 1883.

ALICE JORDAN.

Land returned as valuable for coal prior to the passage of the act of March 3, 1883, is
not subject to homestead entry until after public offering.

Secreiary Vilas to Commissioner Stockcslager, December 1I 1888.

On August 20,1887, Alice Jordan filed her application to make home-
stead entry for the S. A of the NW. I of Sec. 2, T. 18 S., R. 2 W., Mont-
gomery, Alabama. The application was rejected by the local officers for
the stated reason that the land is "valuable for coal and not subject to
entry."'

On appeal by applicant from this finding, the same was affirmed by
your office, on October 26, 1887, on the ground that "the tract is shown
on the mineral list here as valuable coal."

* -hThe applicant again appeals. In the appeal, her attorney alleges that
the land in question " lies outside the coal fields proper, and is not val-
uable for coal or mining purposes, and is valuable only for agricultural
purposes, and is properly subject to homestead entry.
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In her homestead affidavit the applicant swears that she settled on
the land in the year 1872; that she has improvements on the same worth
$100, and that she is now residing thereon.

The tract in question is included in the list of lands in the State of
Alabama, reported in 1879, as " valuable for coal," which list is now on
file among the records of your office.

By the act of March 3, 18S3, (22 Stat., 487) entitled "An act to ex-
clude the public lands in Alabama from the operation of the laws relat-
ing to mineral lands," it is provided that " within the State of Alabama
all public lands, whether mineral or otlerwise, shall be subject to dis-
posal only as agricultural lands, provided, however, that all lands which
have heretofore been reported to the General Land Office as containing
coal and iron shall first be offered at public sale."

The tract involved herein, has not been offered at public sale, as pro-
vided by said act, since it was reported as aforesaid, as containing coal,
and the same is therefore not subject to entry thereunder.

The allegations that the land is not valuable for coal, and that the same
is suitable only for agricultural purposes, are presented through the
mere naked statements of appellant's attorney, are -wholly unsupported
by anything that appears in the record, and can not therefore be con-
sidered as proper grounds upon which to base au inquiry, as to the true
character of the land.

In view of the foregoing, your decision is affirmed.

FINAL PROOF-TRANTSFEREE-EQUITABLE ADJTT7DICATION.

DAVID W. HICKS.

Where apart of the land was mi-,described in thenotice and testimony, the proofs sub-
mitted may be accepted, after republication by the transferee, and the entry re-
ferred to the Board of Equitable Adjudication, in the absence of protest.

First Assistant Secretary Mulidrow to Commissioner S'tockslager, December
3s, 1S885.

I have considered the appeal of David WV. Hicks transferee, from the
decision of your office, dated Mlay 26, 1886, requiring new publication
and new proof upon commtutation cash entry No. 476, of the NW. i of
the SE. 1, the NE. I of the SW. 1, and the W. 4 of the SW. 4 of Sec.
12, T. 5 S., i. 72 W., 6th P. M1., made by Thomas Woolcock on March
25, 1884, at the Central City land office in the State of Colorado.

The record shows that said Woolcock made homestead entry No. 327
of said land on November 15, 1882, and on February S 1P84, filed in
said office, notice of his intention to make final proof in support of his
claim before the local officers on March 25th same year. The published
notice, dated February 8, 1884, gave the niumber of the entry and de-
scribed the land as the NWIV. 1 of the SE. 1, the NE. i of the SW. i, and
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the "S. Ad of the SW. i, instead of the "W. A" of the SW. l of said
section. The testimony of the witnesses contains the same error in the-
description of the land, and shows that the entrynian was duly quali-
fled to make said entry; that he first settled on his homestead in May,
1882; that he bought the house of a former settler in 1882, and com-
menced to reside therein with his family in November, 1882; that he
was not absent from his homestead until April, 1883, when he took his
wife to England on account of her ill health, where she died, and on,
July 1, 1883, claimant returned to his homestead; that during his ab-
sence in England he had a hired man upon his homestead; that his im-
provements consisting of a hewed log house, sheds, fencing, and twenty
acres in cultivation, are valued, by one witness at $1000, by the other at
from five to seven hundred dollars, and by the claimant at $700.

The non-mineral and final affidavits properly describe the land, and the

local officers on March 25), 1884, accepted the proof and issued final cer-

tificate No. 476, describing the land correctly. On May 26, 1886, your-
office suspended said entry and called the attention of the local office
to the misdescription in said notice, directed them to "call upon the,
claimant to make proper publication of notice and after expiration of

said notice, if no objection is filed to the entry, the proof formerly sub-
mitted may be accepted."

On May 2, 1887, the transferee filed in the local office his affidavit
corroborated, in which he alleges that said Woolcock made said entry
as aforesaid; that after said entry was made, said Hicks purchased ther
land covered by said entry, from said Woolcock who, shortly after-
wards, left the country, and, as the affiant is informed, went to England;.
that said Woolcock settled upon the identical tract entered by him and
that the S. J of the SW. i of said Sec. 12, except so much thereof as is
included in said W. A of said SW. I section, is still vacant and unoccu-
pied' land; and that the error in the publication of said notice misled.
and injured no one; that said Hicks has since sold said land to one-
Daniel Hfalderman, who occupied said tract at the date of said affidavit,.
namely, August 30, 1887. Your office considered said affidavit and.
denied the request of said Hicks, to wit: that patent issue on said en-

try, for the reason that the testimony of the witnesses described the
land erroneously and that the final proof must be rejected. The effect.
of said decision is to cancel said entry, for it appears that the entryman,
can not now make new proof.

There can be no serious question that the entryman complied with,
the requirements of the homestead law in good faith, and the only de-
feet is in the description of the land in the published notiee, and the
testimony taken before the local officers. There was no protest and no
adverse claim, and the corroborated affidavit of the transferee shows
that the tract improperly included in said notice was still vacant and_
unoccupied.

Upon the facts, as presented by the record, I ani of the opinion that
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the transferee should be allowed to give new notice properly describing
the land, and if no protest or objection is filed thereto, the proof already
offered may be accepted and the entry referred to the Board of Equita-
ble Adjudication for its consideration. J. F. Taylor (7 L. D., 273).

The decision of your office is modified accordingly.

1HOMESTEAD ENTRY-PROCEEDINGS ON SPECIAL AGENT'S REPORT.

CHARLES F. BURNHAIM.

The fact that the entryman did not establish a residence on the laud until after his
entry bad been held for cancellation on the report of a special agent, is not/ suffi-
cient in itself to warrant a conclusion of bad faith, or call for cancellation of the
entry. in the absence of any adverse claim.

-irst Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, Decem-
ber 3, 1888.

Charles F. Burnham appeals from the decision of your office of June
25, 1887, holding for cancellation his homestead entry, No. 8132, for the
SE. I of See. 6, T. 129 N., R. 45 W., Fergus Falls district, Minnesota.

Said entry was made, January 16, 1884, and held for cancellation,
October 17, 1885, upon the report of Special Agent N. B. Wharton.

A hearing was subsequently (July 13, 1886,) ordered under the circu-
lar of July 31, 1885 (4 L. D., 503), as amended by the circular of May
24, 1886 (ib., 545), for the claimant to show cause why the entry should
be sustained. From the evidence taken at said hearing, which was
had, December 23, 1886, it appears, that the claimant had filed a pre-
emption declaratory statement for the land, July 11, 1881, having prior
to that time built a shanty and broken five acres thereon, and lived
there during the summer of 1881; that on January 16, 1884, he made
his said homestead entry, and thereafter rented another place for three
years and cultivated said other place during the seasons of 1884 and
1885, and during this time he visited the homestead tract about once a
month. He testifies that he rented said other tract for the purpose of
raising the means to pay for a team he had bought and to improve the
homestead tract, and that from the time he filed said pre-emption de-
claratory statement, in July, 1881, he has considered said tract his
home and had had no other home. His house was a board house,
twelve by fourteen feet, with a ten foot addition, a shingle roof, two
windows and three doors, and cornfortable and moderately well fur-
nished for the claimant (who was a single man) and cost $50, exclu-
sive of the value of the claimant's labor thereon, and there were seven
acres of the land broken, and a part of it sown to barley in 1884,. and
part to wheat in 1885, but the crops were not harvested, because, as
claimant testifies, they were not worth harvesting. This was the state
of facts, as shown by the proof, prior to the holding of the entry for
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cancellation on the special agent's report, October 17, 1885. After
that, in the fall of 1885, the proof shows that the claimant returned to
the land, and has since continuously lived thereon as his heme, and at
the date of the hearing was cultivating a crop of wheat thereon.

The local officers held the entry for cancellation, on the ground, that
the claimant "has shown bad faith as to residence and improvements,"
and your office affirmed this ruling.

It is truethe claimant did not commence living upon the land contin-
uously until after the entry had been held for cancellation on the report
of the special agent, but I do not think that this circumstance, consid-
ered in connection with all the facts in the case, shows conclusively
that claimant has acted iii bad faith, and, as there does not appear to
be any adverse claim and the question is between the claimant and the
government, you are instructed to allow the entry to remain intact,
subject to the claimant's full compliance with the law within the life-
time of said entry.

The decision of your office holding said entry for cancellation is re-
versed.

FINAL PROOF-EQTJITABLE ADJUDICATION.

Cvyus H. THoMPsON.

The final proof submitted may be accepted and in the absence of protest or adverse
claim, the entry sent to the Board of Equitable Adjudication, where the proof was
not made on the day advertised, but new publication was thereafter duly made.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, Decem-
ber 3, 1888.

o I have considered the appeal of Cyrus H. Thompson from the decision
of your office, dated July 8, 1887, requiring new publication and proof
in support of his pre-emption claim for the E. j of the NE. i, and the
E. A of the SE. i of Sec. 10, T. 138 N., R. 86 W., 5th P. M., Bismarck
land district, in the Territory of Dakota.

The record shows that on August 19, 1884, the register gave due no-
tice of the intention of said Thompson to make final proof in support
of his pre-emption claim for said land, before said local land officers at

d Bismarck, Dakota Territory, on October 2, 1884.
The final proof appears to have been submitted on October 8, same

year. It shows that claimant was duly qualified to make said entry;
that he has complied with the requirements of the pre-emption laws
and the regulations thereunder relative to inhabitancy and improve-
ments, which consist of a good house sixteen by twenty-four feet with a
kitchen addition ten by twelve feet, outhouses, a well, and five acres
of breaking, all worth $400.

The local officers accepted the proof, received payment, at $2.50 per
acre for the land, and issued cash certificate No. 662 for the same.

3263-VOL 7--30
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On April 25,1887, more than two and one half years after the issuance
of said certificate, your office suspended said entry and required the
claimant " to make new publication and posting of notice of his in-
tention to make proof and to furnish the same taken at the time and
place and before the officer named therein." On May 9, 1887, the reg-
ister gave notice of claimant's intention to make final proof before the
local officers at Bismarck in said Territory on June 20, same year. On
the last named date, the local officers transmitted proof of such publi-
cation and posting of notice, and they also certify that on said 20th of
June, no adverse claimant appeared during the day and no protest of
any character had been filed involving the good faith of the claimant
or his right to the land.

On July 8, 1887, your office directed the local office to require new
proof as directed by your office letter dated April 25, 1887. The local
officers, on July 12, 1887, referring to the decision of your office dated
July 8, 1887, state that the claimant was not required to make new
proof on account of the ruling of the Department in the Crossthwaite
decision (4 L. D., 406) and also the decision of your office, dated May
11, 1886, in the case of Charles H. Sanger, whose proof was defective
in the same particular as the clainant's.

With his appeal, is filed the affidavit of claimant, alleging that he
was informed by the register that he would not be required to make
new proof, only new publication and posting of notice; that, at the
time of republishing his said notice, he could have easily procured
witnesses and could have made new proof, but now his witnesses are
scattered, and it would cause him great trouble and expense to make
new proof; that claimant has acted in good faith and in accordance
with the information that he received from the officers of the land
office, and he asks that he may not be put to more trouble and exnense
in perfecting his said entry.

From the foregoing, it is clear that the failure to furnish new.proof
was owing to the advice of the local officers, and it would be an un-
necessary hardship to cause the claimant to make another publication
and new proof. He has already given two notices by publication and
no protest or objection has been filed. His final proof if submitted on
the day advertised, would have been ample, his good faith is unques-
tioned, and the irregularity in this case as shown by the record, is one
that, in my opinion, may very properly be cured by the action of the
Board of Equitable Aclj udication.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly and said entry will
be referred to the Board of Equitable Adjudication for its consideration.
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3FINAL PROOF-NOTICE-RESIDENCE.

ULRICH FUCHSER.

A proper description of the land in the published notice is absolutely essential.
i The plea of poverty will not be accepted as an excuse for absences from the laud,

where good faith is not, apparent.

-First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner StocksSager, Decemnar
3, 1388.

I have considered the appeal of Ulrich Fuclser from the decision of
your office dated May 10, 1887, requiring him to make new proof, after
,due publication, upon his pre-emption claim for the N. I of the SW. 1
-the SE. I of the NW. 1, and the SW. I of the -NE. 1 of Sec. 24, T. 29
R. 22 W., 6th P. M., Valentine land district, in the State of Nebraska.

The published notice of intention to make final proof erroneously
-described the land as the N. i of the SW. 1, the SE. i of the NE. H,
and the SE. I of the NE. I of said Sec. 24.

The final proof made for the land which he claims, on the day and
before the clerk of the court as advertised, shows that the claimant
was duly qualified to make pre-emption- entry; that he settled upon
:said land in March, 1884, built a house twelve by twelve feet, and estab-
lished his residence therein April, 1884; that his residence has been
-continuous but the claimant has been at work as a section hand, being
upon his claim from Saturday evening until Monday morning; that his
improvements consist of said house, a well and six acres of breaking-
all worth $50.

The local officers accepted the proof and issued final certificate No.
Z29, thereon, dated November 9, 1884.

Your office, on May 10, 1887, suspended said entry and rejected the
proof because the notice was erroneous and because the final proof as
to residence and improvement was insufficient to show the good faith
of the claimant. The claimant was required to give new publication
and make new proof as required by law and the regulations of this
Department thereunder.

With his appeal, the claimant has filed his affidavit, corroborated
'with several other affidavits, in which he alleges that he was a very
poor man, and obliged to work out to make a living; that he borrowed
part of the money necessary to make his improvements and pay the
purchase money on said land; that his employment on the railroad
Re eased and he was obliged to go away, as he could not make a living
on said laud; that he provedL up his claim so that he might be away
and earn a living; that afterwards, he made homestead entry of another
oftract Of land, anfr , hence, can not comply with the requirements of your
-office as to further residence on his pre-emption claim. oo

From the claimant's own showing, it does not appear that the de-
;.;* vision of your office is erroneous. A proper description of the land in
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the published notice is absolutely essential. See act of March 3, 1879
(20 Stat., 472); F. M. Crossthwaite (4 L. D., 406); United States v..

Bayne (6 L. D., 4); Alfred Sherlock (ibid., 155); Nancy E. Adams
(ibidem 705).

Again, the explanation of claimant is not deemed satisfactory. He
does not state where the land is situated that he subsequently entered

under the homestead law. Lf, as he claims, he could not make a living

on his pre-emption claim upon which his improvements are valued at

$50, it is quite remarkable that he should seek to enter another tract of

land under the homestead law, upon which he had to pay a fee and is
required to make valuable improvements.

A careful examination of the whole record leads me to the conclusion

that the decision of your office is correct, and it is accordingly affirmedO.

TIMBER CULTITRE CONTEST-SECOND CONTEST; PLANTING.

D'AcRES V. TUTHILL.

In determining whether a charge of non-compliance with law is supported by the

evidence the good faith of the claimant is entitled to due consideration.

The claimant is justified in adopting a method of planting found to result success-

fully in that vicinity.
An unsuccessful contestant may file a new contest against the same entry, charging

failure to comply with the law since the date of the hearing under the first, and

include therein a charge against the good faith of an intervening contest.

First Assistant Secretary Mfuldrow to Commissioner Stoclkslager, December
3, 1888.

I am asked to review the decision of the Department of July 24th

last, in the above stated case, upon the following ground:

The Hon. Acting Secretary's decision ignores the specific points of exception to the

Commissioner's decision alleged in the appeal, and simply concurs in the conclusion

reached by the Commissioner, without showing wherein a single point raised in con-

testant's appeal is erroneous, without force, or contrary to the fact.

The decision complained of is a simple affirmance of your decision

of June 3,1886, affirming the action of the local officers in holding that,

although claimant failed to secure such a growth of trees as the law

contemplated, and that the method of cultivation was not such as the

climate and soil of Dakota requires for successful timber culture, the

evidence fails to show such a want of good faith as to work a forfeiture
of claimant's possessory right to the land.

It is claimed by the applicant in this motion that the failure on the

part of the entryman to show a strict compliance with the requirements
of the timber culture law, subjects his entry to forfeiture in favor of

the contestant, upon proof of the same, and that the question of inten-
tiou of good faith can not operate to waive a positive mandatory re-
quirement of the law.
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The evidence in this case shows that during the first two years after
entry (May 3, 1878,) he broke and cultivated twenty acres. In the
spring of 1880 he planted three acres to walnut and other tree seeds,
and in the fall of the same year planted four acres more to ash seeds.
] The planting was done by dropping the seeds in furrows plowed eight
feet apart through the stubble of the barley raised that year, and cov-
ering them with a harrow drawn across the furrows. In May,1881, he
planted four acres more in the same manner. Daring that season, the
;seven acres planted in 1880, were cultivated with a corn-plow, and the
-seeds planted in 188L were cultivated by dragging a harrow between
the furrows, and in the spring of 1882, the eleven acres then planted
were cultivated in the same way. In the spring of 1883, a man, hired
-to plow up a certain portion of the tract, upon which trees failed to
grow satisfactorily, and with a view to replanting them, plowed up two
* acres of claimant's best trees. This space was replanted with ash

* seeds. In the spring of 1884, ten acres were planted to two year old
cottonwood trees, in furrows eight feet apart, by placing the trees in
the furrows and pressing the earth to them. In July, 1884, the first

* - ten acres were re-plowed, with a view to re-planting trees in the spring
-of 1885.

Some of the witnesses testified that there were scarcely any trees on
* t00 -the tract, while others testified that there were over six thousand.

Although the method of planting adopted by claimant was not suc-
cessfnl in growing trees, he was justified in pursuing that method from
the fact that others in the same vicinity, who pursued the same method,
were successful, and it was evidently in view of this fact that the local
officers and your office found that the failure was due to no fault of

* 'claimant, but that he exercised such judgment and care as any prudent
man under the circumstances would do.

In such cases the good faith of the entryman being clearly shown,
-and it appearing that he can perfect his entry within the time allowed
by law, I can see no error in holding that such failure does not work a
-forfeiture of the claim. I think the good faith of the claimant is an ele-
ment that may properly be considered.

It is further alleged by the applicant that a new contest against said
timber culture entry was filed in the local office while this case was
pending before the Department and before the decision of the Depart-
ment of July 24th last, reiterating all the allegations contained in

En D'Acres's application for contest, which the applicant has grounds for
believing was a collusive or friendly contest filed in the interest of Tnt-
-hill's heirs, for the purpose of frustrating a new contest by D'Acres,
and preventing him from showing by said new contest that Tuthill had
-utterly failed since the former hearing to make any attempt to comply
with the timber culture act, thereby depriving D'Acres of the position
-he had occupied as a prior legal applicant to enter the land at any
time within thirty days after cancellation of Tuthill's entry.
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This question can not be considered in this motion, inasmuch as the-
contestant has a right to file a new contest against said entry, alleging
failure to comply with the law since the date of said hearing, and to-
allege the collusive and friendly character of the contest above referred
to, and to have all his rights in the premises fully passed. upon and con-
sidered on the trial of said contest.

The motion is denied, and the papers are herewith returned.

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-MARRIED WOMAN.

ALICE M. GARDNER.

The right acquired by the homestead entry of a single woman is not affected by her-
subsequent marriage.

Such an entry, canceled on reliaquislinent filed as the result of a different ruling by
the General Land Office, may be properly re-instated.

First Assistant Secretary iiul drow to Commissioner Stockslager, December-
4, 1888.

This record presents the appeal of Alice M. Gardner, nee Alice, M.
Church, from your office decision of October 19, 1887, refusing to re-
instate her homestead entry for SE. Sec. 30, T. 9 S., R. 2 E. Oregon
City, Oregon.

Alice M. Clhurch made homestead entry for said tract April 4, 1884.
and on November 3, 1885, married Frank M. Gardner.

On July 14, 1885, your office held in the case of Maria Good, (13 C..
L.O.. 102), "that a woman who makes a homestead entry and subse-
quently marries before complet ng the same, forfeits her right thereby to-
acquire title to the land."

Claimant learned of said decision and thereupon wrote to the local
officers, "for the purpose of learning whether in any way she could
save her homestead for her own individual use and benefit." In response-
thereto the register by letter, informed her.that under the ruling of your
office she had "i forfeited her homestead right when she became mar-
iied." Thereupon, oln October 18, 1886, she relinquished said. entry
and on the following day her husband made entry for the tract.

On October 22, 1886, the Department reversed the ruling of your
office in said case of Good, and held that the right acquired by the
homestead entry of a single woman is not affected by her subsequent
marriage. (5 L. D., 190).

Upon learning of this action, claimant herein applied for a re-instate-
ment of her said entry. Her petition shows thatshe has complied with
the law from date of entry and had on the claim when she made said
relinquishment, a dwelling house and barn, thirty acres under fencer
about fifteen acres under cultivation with one and a half acres of an.
orchard valued in all at $1,000.00.
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It further appears that the relinquishment was made as a result of
your office decision in the Good case. Fearing that she would lose her
improvements under said ruling she relinquished, and procured the
entry by her husband. No reason appears for doubting her good faith
throughout. With the record is an agreement signed by claimant's
husband, that he will relinquish his claim to said land on condition that
he be allowed a new homestead entry for other land.

Und er all the circumstances the petition of claimant should be
granted. She was led into executing the relinquishment by the advice
of the local officers, acting in accord with the ruling of your office.
While it is true the relinquishment was not necessary to protect her
interests, she was led to believe otherwise by the erroneous ruling of
your office.

Her entry will, therefore, be re-instated upon the presentation to the
local officers of a properly executed relinquishment of the tract by her
husband. His right to make a new homestead entry "for other land 77

Will not now be considered.
*00 Said decision is accordingly reversed.

PRE-EMPTION ENTRY-CITIZENSHIP.

PAUL 0. BREWSTER.

* :409 Failure of the pre-emptor to file declaration of intention to become a citizen, will not
defeat his right to a patent, if such defect is cured prior to the intervention of

1* any adverse right.
An incorrect statement in the final proof as to the claimant's citizenship may be ex-

cused, where it was made under a misapprehension of the law, and not with the
. n - intent to swear falsely.

First Assistant Secretary Muidrow to Commissioner Stockslager, December
4, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Paul .0. Brewster, from your decis-
-on of August 1, 1887, holding for cancellation his pre-emption cash
entry for NE. 4, NE. 1, section 7, NW. 4, NW. 1, section 8, SE. 4, SE. 4,
section 6, and SW. 4, SW. I, section 5, T. 32, R. 55 W., Valentine, Ne-
braska, land district.

It appears from the record that said Brewster made final proof on the
above described-land November 1, 1886, and received final certificate,
and on December 4, 1886, he made a homestead entry of other land. In
his final proof it is stated that he is " native born of the United States,"

* while in his homestead.entry, made about a month later, it appears that
he was of foreign birth, and he filed therewith a copy of his declaration

*0: of his intention to become a citizen.
Upon appearance of this discrepancy your office held the said cash

*-5 entry for cancellation, as above stated.
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With his appeal claimant filed affidavit alleging that his final proof
blanks were filled in by the clerk of the district court, before whom said
proof was taken; that affiant did not state to said officer that lie was
native born, but said in reply to the proper question, that he was a
minor at the time his father became naturalized, and was informed by
said clerk that under the circumstances stated he would be a citizen
the same as native born, and the said clerk so filled out the answers in
final proof affidavits, which affiant permitted him to do in the belief that
said clerk's statement was correct, and that affiant had no intention of
testifying falsely. This is corroborated by the affidavit of C. H. An-
drews.

In Mann v. Huk (3 L. D., 452) the defendant was not a naturalized
citizen and had not filed his declaration to become such at the time of
filing his declaratory statement, but declared his intention to become
a citizen before plaintiff made his homestead entry, and Secretary Lamar
in deciding the case on appeal said,

It is the settled ruling of this Department that when a defect of this sort exists it
may be cured by fulfilling the requirements of law at any time prior to the inter-
vention of an adverse claim, and otherwise showing good faith.

See also Ole 0. Krogstad (4 L. D., 564), and Jacob Et. Edens (7 L. D.,
229).

The claimant having declared his intention to become a citizen of
the United States and the incorrect statement as to his citizenship made
in his final proof being inserted under a misapprehension of the law
and not with the intent to swear falsely, his cash entry may be passed
to patent.

Your said decision is accordingly reversed.

PRE-EMPTION-SECTION 2260, REVISED STATUTES.

OLE K. BERGAN.

The prohibition in the second clause of section 2260, R. S., extends to a removal from
land held under a contract of purchase, although the payments thereunder had
not been completed at the time of said removal.

First Assistant Secretary Ialdrow to Commissioner Stockzslager, December
4, 1888.

Ole K. Bergan filed declaratory statement for lot 6, section 35, T. 115
N., R. 38 W., Redwood Falls, Minnesota, October 2, alleging settlement
October 1, 1886.

The land filed for is an island containing 22.05 acres.
May 23, 1887, pursuant to notice, proof was made showing continuous

residence since October, 1886, and improvements consisting of a house
and fencing, valued at one hundred dollars.
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Bergan testified that he removed from land of his own to make set-
tlement as a pre-emptor. No crops had been raised the land having
been used for grazing purposes.

May 26, 1887, this proof was rejected by the local officers because it
was based upon a tiling made in violation of Section 2260, Revised
Statutes, which provides that no person who quits or abandons his res-
idence on his own land to reside on the public land in the same State or
Territory, shall acquire any right of pre-emption.

June 16, 1887, an appeal was filed on the ground that Bergan had
acted in good faith.

September 15, 1837, you affirmed the decision of the local officers as
being in accordance with law, rejected the proof, and held the filing for
eanceliation, because it was illegal.

From your said decision the claimant appeals.
In an affidavit dated October 13, 1887, he deposes that he had a con-

tract to buy lot 2, section 35, T. 115 N., R. 38 W., and that if certain
payments were made at a certain time, he should get a warranty deed
therefor; that at the time of his filing and settlement on the land in-
volved herein, he had only partly paid for said lot 2, and had received
no warranty deed therefor. It was from this lot that the claimant re-
moved when he made settlement on the pre-emption claim.

*d-; The fact that the claimant had not made all the payments on the
land from which he removed when he made settlement on the pre-
emption claim, and had not received a deed therefor, will not serve to
exempt him from the inhibition of the statute. See case of Ware v.
Bishop (2 L. D., 616), where it is held that when a party has paid for the
land though no deed has passed, he is an owner of such land and
cannot remove therefrom and become a pre-emptor of public land.
And in the case of Frank H. Sellmeyer (6 L. D., 792),it is held the pro-
hibition in the pre-emption law against persons who quit or abandon
their residence on their own land is not restricted to those who hold
legal title to said abandoned land but extends as well to those who

i; hold under equitable title.
While it does not appear that the claimant in this case had made all

the payments he had agreed to make before receiving the deed of the
*:;; land from which he removed, it is not alleged that he has abandoned

his right to make the payments as they fall due, or that the contract
does not exist in full force and that when the necessary payments shall
have been made he will not receive title. Under such circumstances,
I think he had such ownership in the land as brings him within the
prohibition of Section 2260 of the Revised Statutes.

Your decision is therefore affirmed.
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PRE -EMPTION ENTRY-REPAYAIEWT.

SAMUEL K. PAUL.

Repayment may be allowed where an entry is canceled for insufficient residence, but
no fraud appeals.

First Assistant Secretary 31uldroir to Commissioner Stockslager, December
4, 1S88.

I have considered the case of Samuel K. Paul, on his appeal from
your office decision of June 23, 1887, refusing repayment of the purchase
money paid by him in his pre-etnption cash entry for NE. i, section 25 ,
T. 116 N., R. 78 W., Hluron, Dakota, land district.

It appears from the record that on the 31st day of May, 1884, Samuel
K. Paul, filed declaratory statement for the land above described alleg-
ing settlement on the 10th day of the same month.

On July 12, 1884, one Banker filed declaratory statement for the same
land alleging settlement on Maay 13th previous. I

On November 15, 1881, Banker made frnal proof before an officer
named in his notice, and on December 4, 1884, Paul made his final proof
before the local officers, paid them the money and received final certifi-
cate.

Banker subsequently protested against the entry of Paul and upon
a hearing ordered for the purpose, the local officers decided in favor of
Banker upon the ground that Paul's residence and cultivation had been
insufficient. Upon appeal your office affirmed the decision of the local
office and Paul without appeal to this office relinquished his entry andI
petitioned for repayment of purchase money.

In your said decision you say
Paul's right to the land was superior to Banker's, if he had complied with the law

under which he made his entry, the government could and would have confirmed the
sale, but it wasproven that he never established a residence upon the land in question.

From the circumstances of the case I am of the opinion that the law does not pro-
vide for repayment in a case of this character.

In your office letter " GI" of December 15, 1886, written to the regis-
ter and receiver of the local office wherein you held Paul's entry for
cancellation, you say,

One feature of the case would indicate great carelessness on the part of the local
officers. On August 7,1884, the usual published notice was given in behalf of Banker
by Geo. B. Armstrong, register. On September 4, 1884, a similar notice was pub-
lished in behalf of Paul without regard to that of Banker. On November 15, 1884,
the day named in the notice, Banker appeared and made his proof before the officer
designated and deposited the purchase money with hinm. On December 4,1884,Paul
made his proof before the receiver, and entry papers issued thereon, notwithstand-
ing the published notice of Banker.

It is provided in See. 2, of the Act of June 16, 1880, that:
In all cases where homestead or timber-culture or desert land entries or other en-

tries of public lands have heretofore or shall hereafter be canceled for conflicts or
where, from any cause, the entry has been erroneously allowed and cannot be con-
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firmed, the Secretary of the Interior shall cause to be repaid to the person who made

such entry, or to his heirs or assigns, the fees and commissions, amount of purchase-

money, and excess paid upon the same upon the surrender of the deplicate receipt

J and the execution of a proper relinquishment of all claims to said land, whenever

such entry shall have been duly canceled, etc.

In John Carland (1 L. D., 532) it was said:

There was no conflict, the entry was not erroneously allowed and might have been
confirmed. As there has been no fault or error on the part of the government, the

Departuient is without authority in the matter.

In Duthan B. Snody (1 L. D., 532) it was held that the act of June-
16, 1880, was remedial and should be liberally construed, and that,
where entry for any cause, had been erroneously allowed, no fraud ap-
pearing, repayment should be made.

In Howard W. Laug (3 L. D., 518) it is said-" There is nothing ink
the record to show that the entryman has been guilty of any fraud or
intentional wrong, and to refuse to refund the purchase money in this.
case, would be a Kind of confiscation unwarranted by law and mani-
festly unjust."

In the case at bar the claimant failed in the contest because of in-
sufficiency of residence, and in Minerva A. Widger (6 L. D., 694) the-
claimant admitted facts showing insufficiuncy of residence, and it was.
held that as there was no fraud shown, repayment should be allowed-

* Em There being no fraud shown and the entry having been wrongfully
allowed by the error of the local officers, as stated in your letter above-
referred to, I am of the opinion that repayment should be made.

-- Your decision is accordingly reversed.

MILL SITE-AMENDED SURVEY.

SENATOR MILL SITE.

An amended survey will be required where no connection is shown with a mineral
monuiment, or a corner of the public surveys.

In requiring such amendment the applicant should be informed that his entry will be-
canceled if such requirement is not complied with in a specified period.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 4, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of the Lester Mining Company from the
decision of your office, dated July 11, 1887, holding for cancellation min-
eral-entry, No. 136, of the Senator mill-site claim, made January 7, 1885,.
at the Prescott land office, in the Territory of Arizona.

The record shows that your office, on December 4, 1886, examined the-
papers in said entry, and advised the United States surveyor-general
for Arizona, that the survey of said mill-site could not be accepted, be-

*D cause it did not show any connection with a United States mineral mon-
ument, nor with a corner of the public surveys, and that an amended
survey must be made, in accordance with the regulations of your office-
The surveyor-general was also required to furnish an additional certif-
icate, showing the necessary expenditure upon said mill-site.
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On June 18, 1887, the surveyor-general advised your office that the
elaimants, after having been dauly notified of the requirements of your
said office letter of December 4, 1886, had failed to take any action rela-
tive thereto. Thereupon, your office, on July 11, 1887, held said entry
for cancellation.

The requirements of your office decision of December 4, 1886, were
proper and in accordance with the regulations of the Department. But
no date was fixed within which the claimant would be required to com-
ply, nor was the company advised that the entry would be canceled for
non-compliance.

I am, therefore, of the opinion, that the company should have sixty
days from notice hereof within which to furnish the amended survey
and the proof as to the required expenditures upon said mill-site, and
in the event that they fail so to do, said entry will be canceled.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly.

(V. f. X"> /• HOMESTEAD ENTRY-COMMUTATION.

WA)~-J vPETER WEBER.

Where thb residence shown on final proof is found insLufficient, but bad faith is not ap-
parent, the entryman may be permitted to submit commutation proof, although
the statutory life of the original entry has expired.

rirst Assistant Secretary MuIdrow to Commissioner Stoclslager, Decem-
ber 4, 1888.

I have considered the case of Peter Weber, involving the SE. i of
section 1, T. 101 N., R. 55 W., Mitchell, Dakota, on appeal from your de-
tision holding for cancellation both his original homestead entry and
his final certificate for said land.

The entry was made June 10, 1879, and final proof March 19, 1886.
The final certificate was issued March 23, 1886.

It is stated in the final proof that the entryman, a single man aged
twenty-eight years, established his actual residence on the land April
30, 1880. His first house was a sod house twelve by fourteen, with
door and window, and shingle roof. He subsequently built a frame
house with shingle roof, door and four windows. He dug a well and
broke fifty-five acres of ground. He has raised crops for six seasons.
He values his improvements at .8355. Asked for what period he had
been absent, he said: "1 I have not been absent from said tract to ex-
eceed four and one-half months at any one time-when I was residing
with my father's family and at work on his homestead one-half mile
from my homestead. My father and I have our stock together."

Upon cross-examination he said: "I have been absent from said
claim during the winters of 18S0-1881-1882-1883-and 1884 at my
father's place for the purpose of work and taking care of the stock, the
longest period of any one absence being from November 15, 1880, till
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April 1, 1881. I was absent from Decembar 31, 1885, till March 18,
1.886, at work as aforesaid. I am unable to give a more definite state-
ment as to the exact dates each year."

He testified that he had in the house bed and bedding, table, stove,
chair and dishes of the value of $15.00.

By letter of February 15, 1887, you held the original entry and the
final certificate for cancellation on the ground that the entryman didi
not maintain a continuous residence upon the land. You say-

I am of the opinion that when a settler regularly leaves his homestead year after
year, upon the approach of cold weather, he forfeits all of his right to acquire title to-
the land.

In an affidavit duly corroborated, dated April 14, 1887, the entrymnan
states that he has not alienated any part of said land, but has used
it for a farm and home for himself and family (having married since
making proof) and has made valuable improvements, viz:-a frame barn
thirty by thirty-two, value three hundred dollars, six acres of breaking
valued at eighteen dollars, twenty dollars of fencing and a well sixteen
feet deep, valued at twenty dollars.

The proof does not show to my satisfaction that the residence of the
entryman during the whole period claimed, was on the tract involved
to the exclusion of one elsewhere. There is, however, no adverse claim
and no testimony controverting his statements. His residence after-
proof was made, as stated in his affidavit, and the valuable improve-
ments made by him may be taken into consideration as showing that.
the entry was not made in bad faith but with the intention of securing
the tract for a home. The statements of the entryman, however, are-
not corroborated. Under these circumstances while the entry can not
be passed-to patent upon the proof submitted and while new proof can
not be made within the statutory period, I will so modify your decision

"'as to give the entryman the opportunity within ninety days after the
receipt of notice hereof to'commute his entry in accordance with the
provisions of section 2301, Revised Statutes.

MINING CLAIM-NOTICE-EQUITABLE ADJUDICATION.

ROWENA LODE.

* In the absence of any protest or adverse claim, a mineral entry may be refeired to'
the Board of Equitable Adjudication, where the notice and plat of survey were-
not posted on the claim, owing to its inaccessibility, bat were posted in a con-
spicuous place on an adjoining claim, and it appears that the law has been fully
complied with in all other particulars.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 5, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Elizabeth Gwynn from your decision
of February 23, 1887, holding for cancellation mineral entry, No. 2500,
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made April 20, 1885, by her apop the "Rowena" lode claim, survey No.
-3911, Leadville, Colorado.

Said survey was made January 8, 1885, and the above named claim-
,ant, on February 2, 1835, filed her application for patent. Notice of
her intention was given by publication and by posting.

April 20, 1885, no adverse claim having been filed and no objection
having been made, entry was allowed, the money paid for the land,
-and final certificate issued.

When the case came up for action in your office, it was found upon
an inspection of the record "1 that during the statutory period of pub-
lication, a plat of said claim and a notice of the application for patent
therefor were not posted on the claim, but, on the contrary, were posted
on the Wheeler claim (survey No. 3910), which is adjacent thereto; at a
point about 1000 feet southeasterly from the southeast end of said
'Rowena ' claim."

Your decision holds, in effect, that in view of the requirements of see-
tion 2325 of the Revised Statutes you are in such case without author-
ity of law for issuing patent as requested, and that therefore the rea-
sons assigned for failure to post on the claim can not be accepted, nor
considered.

Section 2325 of the Revised Statutes provides, among other things,
that a person, association or corporation, seeking a patent for mineral
land shall post a copy of the plat of survey, together with a notice of
the application for patent, " in a conspicuous place on the land em-
braced in such plat previous to the filing of the application for a pat-
*ent, and shall file an affidavit of at least two persons that such notice
has been duly posted, and shall file a copy of the notice " in the proper
land office. To render the notice complete, the register shall fublish it
" for the period of sixty days in a newspaper to be by him designated
as published nearest to such claim; and he shall also post such notice
in his office for the same period."

After speaking of the evidence required as to improvements, the
statute goes on to say, that:

At the expiration of the sixty days of publication, the claimant shall file his affi-
davit, showing that the plat and notice have been posted in a conspicuous place on
the claim daring such period of publication. Itf no adverse claim shall have been
filed with the register and receiver of the proper laud office at the expiration of the
sixty days of publication, it shall be assumed that the applicant is entitled to a pat-
ent npon the payment to the proper officer of five dollars per acre, and that no ad-
verse claim exists.

In this case, the publication and posting in the local land office appear
to have been in strict accordance with the law above quoted, but there
was no posting on the claim. Instead, there was posting of notice of
this claim on an adjoining claim, in which it appears this applicant is
also interested. The reason assigned for such posting is, because of its
-"not being possible to post on claim."
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In further explanation of this statement is the affidavit of two per-
~sons, who swear that the notice was posted on the Wheeler lode, ad-
joining this claim, on the northwest side of a building, at the mouth of
discovery tunnel; that it was not posted on the " Rowena" claim, be-

*00 eause of deep snow, and danger from snow-slides, which are very fre-
quent In the locality, and it was impossible without risk of life to so
post; that there is on the claim no tree, cabin, or other suitable object

; 'upon which said notice could have been posted, had the claim been ac-
cessible; that had it been possible to post on a stake, the notice would
soon have been swept away by snow-slides; that owing to the prae-
tical inaccessibility of the " Rowena " lode, the notice was much more
Conspicuous as posted; that the house upon which the plat and notice
were posted is the only inhabited building in the locality, and that ac-
eess to the " Rowena " lode can only be gained by a trail, which passes
the house on which said notice was posted within plain and easy view
of the notice as posted.

It is contended on appeal that the facts as above stated show such a
-compliance with the law as to entitle the applicant to a patent.

The object and purpose of the law relating to publication and post-
ing of plat and notice of intention, preliminary to the allowance of an
application for patent, is to afford an opportunity to adverse claimants
or others to object and to present the grounds of their objections. In
this case that object or purpose seems to have been met by the notice
as made.

On the facts as presented, it may truly be said that as a fact the pur-
pose of the law was as well, if not better, accomplished by the posting
-as made, than it would have been by posting on the claim.

'The notice was posted in a conspicuous place on the only building in
tjie locality. This building was at the mouth of the tunnel, which was
being operated for the benefit of the claim in question, in common with
,,others, and was on the only trail by which the claim could be reached.
So placed, it was certainly more effectual as a notice than it would have

* been had it been placed on a practically inaccessible tract.
'There is no adverse claim, and no protest has been filed against the

allowance of patent. Good faith on the part of the claimant seems
manifest, and while the direction of the statute has not been literally
followed, there has in my judgment been such substantial compliance
with the law as, in view of the facts and circumstances, will warrant the
reference of the case to the Board of Equitable Adjudication for its
action. under sections 2450 to 2457 of the Revised Statutes.

You will accordingly make such reference by a special letter, setting
out the facts and referring to this decision.

Your decision is modified accordingly.

5, f } -:: A;:.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3
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P14ACTICE-APPEAL-INTERLOCUTORY ORDER-INTERVENOR.

MARY L. TIFFANY.

Au appeal will not lie from the action of the General Land Office in requiring a claim-
ant to file additional evidence in support of his entry, but only from final action
in the case, on the refusal or failure of the entrymau to comply with such require-
ment.

The unsworn statement of a stranger to the record is not sufficient to entitle himto
the right of appeal.

First Assistant Secretary ilfuldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, De-
cember 5, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Mary L. Tiffany, as transferee, in the
case of Mary E. Barnett's pre-emption cash entry No. 11952, for the
NE. 4, SW. i, W. 4, SW. 4, Sec. 3, and NW. , NW. 4, See. 10, T. 11W
N., R. 77 W., Huron land district, Dakota Territory.

The record shows that Mary E. Barnett filed declaratory statement
No. 10058, for said described tract June 3, 1884, alleging settlement
thereon May 29, same year.

On December 1, 1884, in accordance with published notice, she made
final proof, and payment, before the clerk of the district court, at
Pierre, Dakota Territory, which was approved by the local officers and
cash certificate No. 11952, issued thereon December 17th, same year.

On July 8, 1887, your office by letter " G," notified the register and
receiver that-

Claimant, who is a single woman, settled and established her residence on said
tract June 1, 1884, and made proof on December 1, 1884. Her improvements consist
of a house and five acres broken, value of same $100.00. She has raised no crops. I

am of the opinion that claimant has not made sufficiently valuable improvements to
warrant the allowance of her entry, and you will require her to furnish an affidavit,
showing whether she is still the owner of said land, andthe character and value of the9

improvements she has made thereon since date of making final proof.

On or about July 23, 1887, one Mary L. Tiffany filed in your office an
unsworn statement, in which she alleged, that she was the present
owner of said described tract; that she purchased the same of Mary E.
Barnett, and paid taxes thereon for two years, and had in her possession
the receiver's receipt for said one hundred and sixty acres; she also
asked to be informed as to her rights in the premises.

On August 13, 1887, said Tiffany by her attorney filed an appeal, in
which it is alleged:

1st. It was error to suspend such proof, it being in evidence that claimant had re-
sided on the tract continuously for six mouths preceding the date of entry.

2d. It was error to bold that claimant's improvements were not sufficient.
3d. It was error to require an affidavit to show that claimant was still the owner

of said land.
4th. It was error to call for evidence to show the character and value of improve-

ments made by claimant, since date of entry.
5th. It was error not to have approved said entry for patenting, upon the said

proof presented, the same being sufficient under the pre-emption law.
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Upon review of the record in this case, I am convinced upon two
grounds, that the appeal herein is not well taken, viz: 1st: Your office
letter of July, 1887, only required the entryman "to furnish an affida-
vit showing whether she is still the owner of said land, and the char-
acter and value of the improvements she had made thereon since date
of final proof."

In the case of Jennie Mt. Tarr (7 L. D., 67), this Department held that
"An appeal will not lie from the action of the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, requiring a claimant to furnish an additional affi-
davit in support of his entry, but only from his final action in the case
upon the refusal or failure of the entrymnan to comply with said request."

'There is nothing in the record of the case at bar, to show that the
said cash entry has been held for cancellation.

2d. The unsworn statement filed by Mary L. Tiffany, who is not a
party of record in the case, is not sufficient under Rule 102 of Practice,
to entitle her to the right of appeal.

For the reason, herein stated, the appeal is dismissed.

nAILROAD GRANT-ACT OF JUNE 22, 1874.

FLORIDA RY. & NAVIGATION Co. v. DICKS.

-. A relinquishment under the act of June 22, 1874, when accepted by the proper officer-
of the government, is at once operative; and the land covered thereby is released
from all claim of the company, and becomes subject to disposal under the general
land laws.

Secretary Vitas to Commissioner Stockcstager, December 6, 1888.

I have before me the appeal of the Florida Railway & Navigation
Company from your decision of March 29, 1887, holding for confirma-
tion Abraham Dick's cash entry 10,002, made March 18, 1885, under the
second section of the act of June 15, 1880, for the NE. 4 SE. 4, Sec. 23,
T. 15S., R. 22 E., Gainesville district, Florida.

The tract in question is within the six mile (primary) limits of the
grant now claimed by the above named company (as successor to the
Atlantic, Gulf & West India Transit company), between Waldo and
Tampa, under the act of May 17, 1856 (11 Stat., 15).

A withdrawal for the benefit of said grant was ordered September 6,
1856, and the lands were again ordered withdrawn by letter of March
16, 1881, which was received at the local office March 26, following.

On April 1, 1876, the board of directors of the Atlantic Gulf & West
India Tiansit Company, adopted a resolution waiving its claim to

* lands between Waldo and Tampa occupied by settlers who should be
found by this Department to be entitled to equitable relief, up to De-
cember 13, 1875; and on June 25, 1881, the company extended said re-
linquisbment in favor of "all actual bona fide settlers who made im-

3263-VOL 7-31
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provemnents prior to the 16th day of March, 1881." In making the said

relinquishments the company reserved the right to make "lieu" selec-

tions under the ac.t of June 22, 1874, and the records show that on

March 29, 1882, per list 2, the company selected the NE. - SE. 1, Sec.

18, T. 14 S., R. 23 E., in lieu of the tract in aqestion.
The said tract now in question-the NE. i SE. 1, Sec. 23, T. 15 S., R.

22 E., was entered as a homestead by said Dicks on November 21, 1879,

and by him purchased under the act of June 15, 1880, on the 18th of

March, 1885.
Upon these facts your office, in the decision appealed from, "held

that by reason of said lieu selection the railway company abandoned

all claim and right to the land covered by Dicks' entry and as the rec-

ords show no other claim adverse thereto, said entry should be held for

confirmation.
On appeal the company insists " that, as declared in the case of said

company against Miller, (3 L. D., 324) a final entry cannot be legally

made under the act of June 15, 1880, without proof of good faith and

facts which would bring the case under the waiver of the company." i

But thiscontention cannot be sustained. As was held in the case of

the Hastings & Dakota Railway Co. (6 L. D., 716),

A relinquishment under the act of June 22, 1874, is made to the United States

and when accepted by the proper official of the government becomes at once opera-

tive, and the company is entitled to select lands in lien of those relinquished, pro-

vided said lands were in such condition as to warrant a relinquishment, without re-

gard to the ability or intention of the settler to perfect his claim. The land by

reason of such relinquishment is released from all claim of the company and is sub-

ject to disposal under the general land laws.

This being so, and Dicks having thus been left at liberty to perfect

his homestead entry, the company has no interest entitling it to insist

on his proving up in the ordinary way, as distinguished from his pur-

chasing under the act of 1880.
Your said decision is accordingly affirmed.

FINAAL PROOF-EQUITABLE ADJUDICATION.

JAMES A. CAIN.

In the absence of protest or adverse claim, an entry may be referred to the Board of

Equitable Adjudication, where the testimony of the final proof witnesses was not

taken on the day named, or before the officer designated, but the claimant's own

evidence was submitted in accordance with the notice.

First Assistant Secretary 1lfuldrow to Commissioner Stockslaper, December
7, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of James A. Cain from the decision of

your office, dated June 23,1887, suspending his pre-emption cash entry, 

No. 10,538, of the E. i of the NW. i, the SW. i of the NE. 1, and the NW.
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4of the SE.1 of See. 28, T. 22 S., R. 12 E., M. D. M., made December 9,
1884, at the San Francisco land office in the State of California.

The record shows that said Cain filed his pre-emption declaratory
statement No. 17,513, for said land on August 20, 1883, alleging settle-
iment August 2nd, same year. On October 10, 1881, the register gave no-
tice by publication of claimant's intention to make final proof in support
of his claim, before the register and receiver at said land office on Decem-
ber 9, 1884. The testimony of his witnesses was taken before the clerk
of the county court ot Monterey county in said State on December 4
1883, and his own testimony and final affidavit were taken by the re-
ceiver of said land office.

The final proof shows that the claimant, amarried man, was duly quali-
fled to make said entry; that he first settled upon said land and built a
house thereon August 2, 1883; that he has resided continuously on his
claim with his family, since August, 1883; that his improvements, con-

* D Lsisting of a house, well, and one half mile of fencing, are worth $300.
The local officers accepted the proof and issued final certificate as

aforesaid.
The final proof shows that the claimant complied with the require-

ments of the pre-emption law and the departmental regulations there-
under, relative to inhabitancy and improvement. His own testimony
was taken on the day and before the officer as advertised. The final
proof was deemed satisfactory to the register and receiver and in the
absence of any protest or objection to said proof on the day the same
was offered at the local office, I see no good reason why the technical
defect may not very properly be cured by the Board of Equitable Ad-
judication. You will please refer said entry to said Board for its con-
sideration under the appropriate rule.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly.

PRACTICE-JURISDICTION-FINAL PROOF.

HULTS V. LEPPIN.

On protest filed against the acceptance of final proof, the local office has authority
to order a hearing to ascertain the facts in the case.

The local office acquires jurisdiction by due notice to the settler.
Apre-emptor who, in the presence of an adverse claim, elects to make final proof

must abide the result thereof, and sabmit to an order of cancellation in the event
that his proof fails to show compliance whh the law.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner AStockslayer, December
7, 1888.

July 10, 1884, Christian Leppin filed declaratory statement, No. 7,078
for the SE. i of Sec. 24, T. 14 N., R. 14 W., Grand Island, Nebraska,
and Daniel C. Hults made homestead entry upon same tract October

* 20, 1884.
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Leppin made proof, in accordance with published notice May 1, 1886,
and upon protest filed by Hults, alleging that Ieppin had no valid

claim to the tract prior to October 20, 1884, the date of Hults' entry,
hearing was set for August 16, 1886.

Leppin's final proof was made before Aaron Wall, a notary public
at Loup City, Nebraska, and nults makes affidavit that on the day ad-
vertised for making said proof as aforesaid, he "' went to the office of
said Wall at eight o'clock in the forenoon of said day and visited said
office frequently during said day and was unable to find at what hour
said proof was taken, and that said proof was taken surreptitiously and
without affording plaintiff the opportunity to cross examine defend-
ant's witnesses; that plaintiff had three witnesses present on said day
and that said Wall refused to take their testimony and refused to allow

any cross examination of defendant's witnesses or to furnish a copy of

said testimony on payment of the fees therefor."
On the day set for the hearing, both parties appeared, and Leppin

objected to the local officers assuming jurisdiction in the matter upon

the ground that the testimony should have been offered at the time final
proof was made. The objection was overruled and the hearing pro-
ceeded.,

The action of the local officers in overruling the-motion made by Lep-

piu's counsel was proper, as the only pre-requisite required by law to

give the local officersj urisdiction is due notice to the settler. See cases
of Edward Wiswell (6 L. D., 265); Doty v. Moffatt (3 L. D., 278); Hous-

ton v. Coyle (2 L. D., 58).
The testimony shows that about July 12,1884, Leppin broke six acres

upon the tract and dug a hole, which he terms a dug-out, in which he
put hay and over which he placed brush. Leppin testified that on the
12th of July, 1884, he erected a small shanty, six feet long and five feet
wide, built of boards and brush, and in which he slept ten nights in July,

ten in September, and fifteen in October, 1884. In this, however, he is
not corroborated by any of his witnesses. On the contrary, all the

other witnesses testified that there was no shanty or other structure of

any kind upon this tract prior to October 26, 1884, a date subsequent to
nults' homestead entry.
October 26, 1884, Leppin built a house, which he afterwards enlarged.

He also built a stable, and dug a well, his improvements in all being

valued at about $200. He resided in the house until after the hearing.
Hults began his house about April 15, 1885, moving into it after its

completion and remaining there continuously except four months, dur-
ing which he and his wife worked for a Mr. Brown, his furniture in the
meantime remaining on his homestead. He also built a stable, dug a
well and broke seven acres, his improvements amounting to about
$200.

Both the pre-emptor and the homesteader' are poor and this is the

reason assigned by each for not complying more fully with the law.
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December 2, 1886, the local officers recommended that Leppin's final
proof be rejected and that the Hults' entry be held intact.

May 6, 1887, your office reversed this decision and awarded the land
to Leppin "subject to his completion of entry in due form upon the
proof presented and held the homestead entry of Hnults subject thereto."
From this decision Halts appealed to the Department.

Leppin could not have established a residence in the hole he dug,
upon the tract which was utterly unfit for human habitation and which
was the only place of residence he had on the land at the time Enults i
made homestead entry.

Leppin in assertion of his claim to enter and purchase the jland, under
the pre-emption law, elected to make final proof in the face of the re-
corded notice of Hults that he too intended to claim the tract under
the homestead law. Because of the presence of this adverse claim,
Leppin must stand or fall by the record made by his final proof. That
record shows that he failed to comply with the law in the matter of
residence and improvement.

A pre-emptor who, in the presence of an adverse claim, elects to make
final proof must abide the result thereof and submit to an order cancel-
ling his filing, in the event that his proof fails to show compliance with
the law. Wade v. Meier (6 L. D., 308).

Your decision is hereby reversed.

FINAL PROOF -EQUITABLE ADJUDICATION.

JUDITH A. CLARKE.

In the absence of protest or adverse claim an entry may be referred to the Board of
Equitable Adjudication, where the testimony of the claimant and his final affi- -

davit were not submitted before the officer designated, but the evidence of his
witnesses was taken in accordance with the notice.

A misdescription of the land in the published notice requires republication to cure
the defect, when the proof already submitted may be accepted in the absence of
protest.

First Assistant Secretary Mucldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, December
7, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Judith M. Clarke from the decision of
your office, dated August 13, 1887, suspending her pre-emption cash
entry No. 1844 of the S. i of the NE. -, the N. * of the SE. 4t of Sec. 5,
T. 20 N., R. 4 W., [1.] made January 2, 1884, at the Helena land office
in the Territory of Montana, and requiring her to make new publication
and new proof.

The record shows that the register, on November 15, 1884, published
notice of the claimant's intention to make final proof in support of her
claim before Willis F. Parker a notary public at Great Falls in said
Territory, on December 27, 1884. The testimony of her witnesses was
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taken on the day named, and before the officer, as advertised, but the
testimony of the claimant and her final affidavit were taken before one
Charles L. Spencer, probate judge and ex officio clerk of Choteau county
in said Territory.

The final proof shows that the claimant was duly qualified to make
said entry; that she complied with the requirements of the pre-emption
law and departmental regulations thereunder relative to inhabitancy
and improvement, and if the land had been properly described in the
notice of publication, the entry could very properly be referred to the
Board of Equitable Adjudication fop its consideration. But a careful
examination of the published notice shows that the land is described
as being in Sec. 5, T. 20 N., R. " 8" E., instead of "4" E. This error will
require a new publication of notice containing the correct description of
the land. If such republication is made within ninety days from notice
hereof and there is no protest and no objection to the allowance of said
entry, the final proof already received may be accepted and the entry
submitted to the Board of Equitable Adjudication for its consideration.
If, however. republication is not made as required herein, then the entry
must be canceled.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly.

TIMBER CULTURE ENTRY-PROCEEDINGS ON SPECIAL AGENT'S RE-
PORT.

MARY H. ButRNHiAm.

In the case of a hearing ordered on a special agent's report, it is competent for the
entryman to show acts in compliance with the law, performed after notice of the
proceedings instituted on said report.

First Assistant Secretary Muidrow to Commissioner Stockslager, December
7, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Mary H. Burnham from the decision
of your office of June 25, 1887, holding for cancellation her timber cul-
ture entry, No. 1525, for the NW. i of Sec. 26, T. 129 N., R. 46 W.,
Fergus Falls district, Minnesota.

Said entry was made July 31, 1884, and was held for cancellation by
your office November 17, 1885, upon the report of a special agent, that
only two acres of the land had been broken the first year after entry
"and there was no good reason why the law had not been complied
with." July 13, 1886, a hearing was ordered for the claimant to show
cause why the entry should be sustained, and was had December 20,
1886.

The evidence adduced at said hearing shows that the claimant tm-
ployed and paid her son, George W. Burnham, to break five acres the
first year after entry; and he broke from two and a half to three acres
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during said year, and testified that the cause of his not breaking five
acres was the excessive dryness of the land and that one of his horses
died while he was plowing the land.. The government witness, 0. R.
Lippitt, corroborates the testimony of George W. Burnham as to the
dryness of the land, and says " the opportunities for breaking in that
season were not good." It further appears that the claimant employed
and paid said George W. Burnham to break an additional five acres
for the second year, and, during the second year and before the bear-
ing, he had broken the whole ten acres, and it was " under a good state
of cultivation."

Your office held the entry for cancellation on the ground that the
-claimant " can not claim the benefit of anything done after the date
November 20, 1885, when notice of the proceedings taken on the agent's
report had been served on her."

This position is untenable. The rule invoked by your office applies
to cases of contest, in which the rights acquired by the contestant can
not be defeated by a claimant's doing tie requisite amount of breaking,
cultivation or planting after service of notice of the contest. It has no
application to a case like the present one, where there is no contest or
adverse claim and the question is one solely between the claimant and
the government, and no bad faith is shown.

You are instructed to allow the entry to remain intact, subject to the
claimant's compliance with the law in good faith during the life time
thereof. The decision of your office is reversed.

RAILROAD GRANT-INDEMNITY WITHDRAWAL.

NEW ORLEANS & PAC. R. R. Co. v. LEGER.

Under the language of section twelve, act of March 3, 1871, it was not competent for
the Department to withdraw from the operation of the homestead and pre-emp-

tion laws, the indemnity belt of the grant to the New Orleans Pacific Company.
The existence of such withdrawal is no bar to the allowance of a homestead entry.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockstager December 8, 1888.

-I have considered the appeal of the New Orleans Pacific Railroad
Company from your predecessor's decision of April 22, 1886, allowing
Simon Leger to make homestead entry of the SE. 1, Sec. 9, T. 8 S., R.
3E., L. M., New Orleans, La.

-Y The tract was selected as indemnity on the 28th of December, 1883.
Leger made his application to enter January 25, 1886, alleging settle.
ment in the summer of 1878.

Without resting the decision of the point upon the authority of the
Herring case (110 U. S., 27), which may be distinguishable in that the

- settlement rights there in question accrued before the withdrawal; but
in accordance with the principle of the decision in the case of Guilford
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Miller (7 L. D., 100), I concur inl your view that under the language of
section 12 of the act of March 3,1871. (16 Stat., 573), it was not competent
for the Department to withdraw from the operation of the homestead
and pre-emption laws the indemnity belt of the grant to the New Or-
leans Pacific Company.

Your allowance of Leger's entry, notwithstanding the order of with-
drawal, is accordingly affirmed.

COMMUTATION-EQUITABLE ADJUDICATION.

FRANK XV. HEWIT.

A commuted homestead entry, wherein residence was not established within six
months from date of the original entry, should be referred to the Board of Equi-
table Adjudication for its action.

In final proof proceedings publication of notice, and due proof thereof, should appear.

First Assistant Secretary iItuidrow to Commissioner Stoc7cslager, December
3, 188S.

I have considered the appeal of Frank W. lIewit from the decision of
your office, dated June 16, 1887, affirming the action of the local officers
at Valentine, Nebraska, refusing to accept the commutation proof
offered by said Hewit in support of his homestead entry, No. 1922, dated
July 17, 1884, of the SW. I Sec. 12, T. 33 N., R. 41 NV., for the reason
that said proof was unsatisfactory, not showing improvements "suffi-
cient to establish the good faith of claimant."

The final proof, taken before the clerk of the district court, shows
that said Hewit was a native-born citizen of the United States, a single
man, over twenty-one years of age; that he first settled upon said land
on July 17, 1884; that he built a house, and established a residence on
said land on April 25, 1885; that his improvements consist of a frame
house, ten by twelve feet, with one door, a window, a well, and thirty
acres of breaking-all valued at $150; that his residence had been
"very nearly " continuous since the establishment thereof.

The claimant, in answer to question five, testified:

I have been absent several times, as shown by affidavit herewith, but have made
the claim my home and have had Do other, and have only been absent when my cir-
cumstances made it necessary, and have improved and cultivated my land to the best
of my ability.

He also testifies that he cultivated thirty acres of said land and
raised thereon crops for two seasons. In the special affidavit, above
referred to, which is duly corroborated, the claimant swears that he
made entry of said land on July 17, 1884, and commenced the erection
of a house; that he was then absent until October 8, 1884, when he
returned to his claim and found his improvements removed; that he
remained a short time and was then absent until April 11, 1885, when
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he returned and erected a dwelling house, commencing permanent resi-
dence on April 25, 1885, and remained until May 8, 1885; that he then
went away and returned on October, 1885, and lived on his claim

until November 15, 1885; that he then went away and came back on
April 6,1886, since which time he has lived on his claim up to the date

of said proof, namely: October 8, 1886, except for about two weeks,

and for the time accounted for in the accompanying affidavit, when he

was unavoidably absent. With said special affidavit was filed the

certificate of H. W. Hewit, M. D., sworn to on September 28, 1886, in

which he certifies " that Frank Warren Hewit has been watching and

taking care of his brother, Dr. J. W. Hewit, of Bellwood, Nebraska,
who has been sick with typhoid fever since August 29, 1886, and is

now convalescing, but will not be able to be up before October 3, or 4,
1886. This certificate is corroborated by the affidavit of Dr. S. L.
Brown, and also by the affidavit of Dr. J. H. Calkins.

Your office affirmed the action of the local office, for the reason that

"uIpon examination of the proof, which is dated October 8, 1886, it.
does not seem to be accompanied by the cross-examination required by

circular of December 15, 1885, and September 23, 1886."
The applicant insists that the action of your office was erroneous, for

the reason that his proof shows compliance with the requirements of

law, and that, in fact, a cross-exammnation was made, as appears from

the affidavit of the officer taking said proof, filed with his appeal. Said
affidavit of the clerk of the court alleges that " to the best of his recol-
lection and belief,' a cross-examination was had and forwarded with

the final proof, which showed that said Hewit made said entry on July
17, 1884, and in the fall of 1884 he commenced the erection of a house
thereon, in which he remained a short time; that he was then absent

until the spring of 1885, when he returned and built a house on the

claim and did some breaking, remaining about one month; that he was-

then absent until the fall of the same year, when he returned to his.

claim, and remained about two weeks; that he was then absent until

the spring of 1886, when be returned and resided upon the land until

the date of his final proof, October 8, 1886, except that he was absent
during the day or part of the time, sand occasionally at night, being at

work in the village of Gordon, about five miles distant; that such ab-
sences were necessary; that he was also absent during the summer-
about two weeks on a visit to the Black Hills in Dakota, and was ab-
sent four or five weeks immediately preceding the date of his proof, and
until a few days thereof, in attendance upon a sick brother, whose con-
dition and circumstances required claimant's attention.

The claimant has also filed his affidavit, dated August 9, 1887, in,
which he alleges that said final proof was accompanied by a cross-ex-
amination as to residence, cultivation, etc.; that since said October 8,
1886, the date when said final proof was made claimant has resided

upon said laud and now has matured thereon thirty acres of growing
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erops; that his buildings and improvements on said land represent all
the money he has been able to make since making his said entry, and
that he has been unable to make other or greater improvements for the
want of necessary funds.

The proof shows due compliance with the requirements of the law as
to improvement and cultivation. The claimant's absence appears to be
satisfactorily accounted for after the establishment or his residence. It
appears, however, that claimant did not establish his residence on said
land until after the expiration of more than six months from the date
of entry, and the record, as lresented, fails to show the proof of pub-
lication as required. If the publication was duly made, the claimant
ought not to be subjected to the expense of making new proof and
giving new notice, unless lie has failed to comply with the requirements
of the law as to residence, cultivation, and improvement.

It would seem to be proper, therefore, since there is no adverse claim-
ant and no protest, that the final proof submitted should be returned
to the local office, with directions, if the claimant has made due proof
of notice of publication, and the proof was made in accordance with
such notice, then the final proof should be approved and the entry
submitted to the Board of Equitable Adjudication for its consideration.
If the notice of intention was not duly given and the final proof made
in accordance therewith, then new notice should be given and new
proof should be made within sixty days from notice hereof.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly.

f AL {: R- . SCHOOL GRANT-COAL LANDS.

STATE OF COLORADO.

Applications to file coal declaratory statements may beproperly received for sections
sixteen and thirty-six, with due opportunity accorded the State to show cause
why the same should not be allowed.

Secretary Vilas to A. Sagendorf, Denver Colorado, December 10, 1888.

I am in receipt of your communication of November 16th instant, re-
ferring to the circular of the General Land Office of June 11, 1888, to
registers and receivers, as follows:

You will receive applications for coal declaratory statements on sections sixteen
and thirty-six, upon proper allegations made, and when applications to purchase are
made you will, under paragraph thirty of the coal regulations, notify the proper State
authorities and allow thirty days within which to show cause, if any exist, why the
application should not be received.

You state that the Board of Land Commissioners of the State of Colo-
rado ask a consideration of said order by this Department, and request
that all coal declaratory statements heretofore received under the above
order be canceled, and that instructions be issued to the local officers,
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directing that no filings be hereafter accepted without a regular hear'
ing. Said request is based upon the following grounds: First, that
the title of the State to agricultural lands, designated as sections six-
teen and thirty-six, attached upon the filing of the township plats in
the surveyor general's office; Second, that the State is informed and
believes that no coal developments were made upon said tract, or any
indications of their mineral character were known prior to survey;
Third, that as the title to the laud vested in the State upon its admis-
sion, and no adverse claim havin g been filed for a term of years, there-
after, no cloud should rest upon the title of the State on the equivocal
statements or allegations of applicants; Fourth, that these lands do not
belong to the public domain, and are not open to settlement as agri-
cultural lands, or subject to development as mineral lands.

I see ito objection to the circular complained of. The grant of school
lands to the State of Colorado expressly excepts therefrom all mineral
lands, and in lieu of such lands, the State is entitled to select other
lands as indemnity therefor. The survey of the public lands causes the
grant to attach to the 16th and 36th sections of such lands only as
were contemplated by the grant, and may pass by the grant, but it
does not fix the title of the State to any mineral lands, because such
lands are expressly excepted from the operation of the grant, and if
the mineral character of the land is known prior to certification, other
land in lieu of said 16th or 36th sections should be certified to the State.

I can, therefore, see no objection to allowing the mineral character of
the land to be asserted and proved by persons claiming the same under
the mineral or the coal land laws, inasmuch as the State has a right to
appear and protest; but in all such cases the State should be notified

* whenever application is made to enter a 16th or 36th section, under the
coal lands law, and this seems to be contemplated by the circular com-
plained of.

PRACTICE-DEATIH OF CONTESTANT.

iHURD V. SMITH.

As the right of the contestant is personal, his death, occurring during the pendency

of a contest, leaves the question at issue as between the entryman and the gov-

ernment.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockcslager, December 10, 1888.

This record presents a motion for review of departmental decision
dated February 29, 1888, in the case of Perley P. Hard v. Harvey E.
Smith, involving the NE. J Sec. 19, T. 112, R. 66, Huron, Dakota.

Smith made homestead entry of the tract August 31, 1882, and con-
test charging abandonment was initiated by Hurd July 3, 1883. A
hearing was had and the local officers recommended the dismissal of
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the contest. Your office, by letter of June 1, 1885, reversed that action
and held the entry for cancellation. That decision was affirmed by the
department as above stated.

In the motion for review the death of contestant is suggested, and on
that ground it is asked that the former action be reconsidered and Smith
allowed to perfect his entry.

Affidavits are filed to the effect that contestant Hurd died on March
21, 1887, among theta that of the physician who attended him in his
last illness; that the contestee Smith has since August 1, 1883, con-
tinuously resided on said tract with his family; that he has a dwelling
house twelve by fourteen feet with addition ten by eighteen feet, valued
at $200, a barn twelve by thirteen feet, worth $100, a granary, well,
one hundred and three acres in cultivation, and that the improvements
are worth $600.

Notice of said motion was served on the attorneys of record for con-
testant by registered letter dated March 9, 1888, and no response from
them has been received.

In the case of iotaling v. Currier (5 L. D., 368) where the death of
contestant was suggested after decision in his favor by your office, it
was said:

If that be true I see no reason why said Currier should not be permitted in due time
to show full compliance with the requirements of the timber culture law.

In the case of Morgan v. Doyle (3 L. D., 5)-a homestead contest-
where a charge of abandonment had been sustained, it was said:

It appears, however, from the affidavit of the attending physician that Morgan died
May 5, 1884, and by exparte evidence filed by Doyle, it is shown that since April, 1883,
he has resided continuously upon his land and that he has placed improvements thereon
to the value of $800.

Now whatever right the contestant acquires in cases of this nature is by virtue of
the act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), and the right thereby conferred is pevsonal
(Boysou v. Born, 9 C, L. O., 61); hence the case as it now stands, is entirely between
the entryman and the government.

In view of the fact that Doyle has since April, 1883, complied in all respects with
the law and shown his good faith by extensive improvements, I am of opinion that
his entry should not be disturbed.

See also Fitzsimmons v. Meder (6 L. D., 93), and Rasmussen v. Rice
(ibid, 755), to the same effect.

Under all the circumstances of this case the motion is sustained, the
decision complained of is revoked and Smith will be allowed to proceed
under his homestead entry.
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TIMBER CULTURE CONTEST-SPECUIA-TIVE ENTRY.

SAYLOR V. WILSON.

The fact that the entryman executed a power of attorney, containing, among other

things, authority to sell, is not sufficient to warrant the conclusion. that the entry

was made for a speculative purpose.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 10, 1888.

I have considered the case of S. A. Saylor v. William A. Wilson, in-

volving the validity of the latter's timber culture entry on the N. 4 of
the NW. i, the SE. 4 of the NW. 4, and the NE. i of the SW. 4, of Sec.
:12, T. 2 N., R. 31 E., in the La Grande, Oregon land district, which

comes here on appeal by Wilson from the decision of your office of March
4, 1886, holding his entry for cancellation.

The contestant alleges abandonment, and that the entry was made
-for speculative purposes.

The first allegation is unsupported, and the only real issue is made
on the last. Your decision is referred to for the facts bearing on the
question to be determined.
* The only question presented by the case is as to the sufficiency of the
evidence to warrant the finding that appellant's entry was made for

speculative purposes, for, if so made, it was fraudulent and should be

canceled. The only evidence tending to show a speculative intent is a

power of attorney, executed by said Wilson three months and a half

after his entry was made, authorizing one Sargent " to improve, attend
to, cultivate, sell or dispose of my certain timber culture "-describing
the land embraced in said entry. Your office holds this evidence suffi-

- cient to show that the entry was made for speculative purposes. With
this opinion I can. not agree.

Some of the facts found in this case are well calculated to excite the

suspicion that Wilson's entry was made in the interest of Sargent, but
* Suspicion, however violent, does not constitute proof, and Sargent

*: swears that he has no interest in the land, except as Wilson's agent.
It must also be borne in mind that when Wilson entered the land he swore
that it was for his own exclusive use and benefit, and " not for the pur-

*-? :; pose of speculation or directly or indirectly for the use or benefit of any
other person." The proof shows that Sargent had, as Wilson's agent,
the charge of other property belonging to Wilson besides this claim, to

wit: town lots, notes and accounts, and it fails to show that Wilson or
Sargent ever offered to sell said claim. The authority to sell contained
in said power of attorney does not of itself show bad faith and is not

inconsistent with good faith. In certain possible contingencies such a

power might become necessary to prevent the entryman from suffering
great inconvenience or pecuniary loss. AWhere an act of a party is con-

sistent with good faith, and such act furnishes the only suspicion of
bad faith, the inference of fraudulent intent can not be fairly drawn.
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The proof failing to show abandonment or that the entry was made
for speculative purposes, the contest must be dismissed, and appellant's
entry will remain intact. The decision of your office is therefore re-
versed.

PRACTICE-APPEAL-CERTIORARI.

PETTIT V. BUFFALO GOLD & SILVER MGI. CO.

When ij is made to appear that the supervisory authority of the Secretary should be
exercised in the disposition of a ease, an application for certiorari should be
granted, whether the information is formally laid before the Department or
otherwise.

Secretary Villas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 10, 1888.

This is an application for certiorari filed by Caroline S. Pettit, alleg-
ing as follows, to wit:

That your petitioner as claimant of the Brick Pomeroy Lode, having filed her pro-
test, under oath and duly corroborated, charging that the Silver Tide Lode claim as
surveyed, applied for, and entered, embraces ground occupied by the Brick Pomeroy
claimant as a dumping ground, and does not fall within the limits of the Silver Tide
claim as located, nor follow the course of the vein.

That a hearing was ordered upon said protest, which was decided
adversely to petitioner by the local office who also refused a rehearing,
applied for by claimant, on the ground of newly discovered evidence;
that from said decisions protestant appealed to the Com missioner of the
General Land Office, and that said decision of the local officers was
affirmed by your office, and said appeals were dismissed. fhat within
the time allowed for appeal from said decision by the rules of practice,
petitioner filed an appeal to the Department, which your office refused
to submit, upon the ground that protestant, who stands solely in the
relation of amicus curive has no right of appeal.

Reserving for consideration the question whether the applicant here
has a right of appeal or not, her allegations, that " the Silver Tide
Lode claim as surveyed, applied for and entered . . . . . does
not fall within the limits of the Silver Tide claim as located, nor fol-
low the course of the vein," are of so serious a character, asserting a
failure to comply with essential pre-requisites to the obtaining of a pat-
ent, that a proper ca-se is presented thereby, if true, for the exercise
of that just supervision which the law vests in the Secretary of the
Interior over all proceedings instituted to acquire portions of the pub-
lic lands: a supervision which should be exercised whether the informa-
tion which puts it in motion is laid before the Secretary formally or
otherwise.

You will therefore, on receipt hereof, certify up to this Department
the papers in the matter referred to for investigation and such action
as may be deemed appropriate.
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PRIVATE CASH ENTRY-ACT OF JULY 2, 1864.

CHARLES P. BEDELL.

* A private entry for land increased in price by the grant to the Northern Pacific, made
when the record in the local office showed the land subject thereto, may be re-

ferred to the Board of Equitable Adjudication on the additional payment of one

dollar and twenty five cents per acre.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 10, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Charles P. Bedell from the decision
of your office, dated June 9, 1887, holding for cancellation his private
cash entry, No. 1417, of lots 2 and 3 of See. 2, T. 1 N., R. 4 E., made
September 6, 1870, at the Vancotiver land office, in the Territory of
Washington.

The record shows that your office, on July 11, 1876, suspended said en-
try, for the reason that the tracts were not subject to private sale at the
date of said entry, because they were within the limits of the withdrawal
of August 13, 1870, for the benefit of the Northern Pacific Railroad
Company under its grant by act of Congress approved July 2, 1864 (13
Stat., 365), which act increased the even sections within said limitsito
two dollars and fifty cents per acre, and reserved them to homestead
and pre-emption settlers.

Your office further advised the local officers that there was a bill
then pending in Congress for the relief of such cases, and that no action
would be taken by your office upon said entries, unless the claimants
should desire to have their entries, canceled and receive back the pur-
chase money.

It appears that the entry covers only 49.92 acres, and that at the date
thereof the local office had received no notice of any withdrawal. The
land had been once offered, and, so far as the record in the local office
showed, the land was subject to private entry. Moreover, the entry-
man, as appears from his corroborated affidavit has built a substantial
frame house upon said land and made valuable improvements thereon
worth more than one thousand dollars.

It is true that the sixth section of said act provides, that " the re-
served alternate sections shall not be sold by the government at a price
less than two dollars and fifty cents per acre, when offered for sale."
But, in view of all of the circumstances of the case, as above set forth, I
am of the opinion that the entryman should be permitted to pay the
full amount required, and, in case he shall pay the additional amount,
namely one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, within thirty days
from due notice hereof, the same should be accepted, and the entry
referred to the Board of Equitable Adjudication for its consideration.
If the claimant shall fail or refuse to make such payment, within the
time designated, said entry will be canceled.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly.
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TIMBER LAND ENTRY-EQUITABLE ADJUDICATION.

ORLANDO BLACKMIIAN.

A timber land entry may be referred to the Board of Equitable Adjudication where
the proof was not submitted within ninety days from the date of the published
notice, but due compliance with the law and regulations was shown in other
respects.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stocokslager, December 10, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Orlando Blackmah from your decis-
ion of September 10, 1887, rejecting his application to purchase, under
the act of June 3, 1878, the SE. 1 of the NE. {, and Lot 1, Sec. 4, T. 25
N., R. 7 E., Olympia, Washington Territory.

The record shows that Blackman 'filed his application to purchase
March 18, 1887, and that notice was posted and published according to
law. June 16, the ninetieth day from the date of filing said application,
the local officers canceled the same. June 18, 1887, proof and payment
were tendered and rejected on the ground that they were not made
within ninety days from the date of the published notice.

From this action Blackman appealed to your office and on September
10, 1887 the same was affirmed. From this decision Blackman ap-
pealed to the Department.

No adverse claim has been filed againstBlackman's application. He
was duly qualified to make the entry and purchase and his application
was made in accordance with the rules and regulations. Notice of said
application was posted and published in the manner and during the
time required by the statute.

The proof submitted shows that the land was unfit for cultivation,
was heavily timbered and would, if cleared, be unfit for cultivation by
reason of its being high, rocky, and dry, and further that it was unoc-
cupied, without improvements and that there are on it no indications
of gold, silver, cinnabar, copper or coal.

The only objection made by your office, as a ground for rejecting the
proof is that Blackman was two days late in making proof and pay-
ment. He submitted an affidavit in which he stated that he believed
he was entitled to three months instead of ninety days in which to offer
proof and payment.

The purpose and object of the law seems to have been fully met and
by proof of a character which was in accordance with the regulations
and practice of the land department. There is nothing tending to show
any fraud or attempted fraud on the part of the claimant. I think there
has been such a substantial compliance with the law on the part of the
entryman as to warrant the reference of this case to the Board of Equit-
able Adjfidication for action under sections 2450 to 2457, of the Revised
Statutes.

You will therefore please certify the case to the Board of Equitable
Adjudication for the action of that tribunal.
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PRACTICE-RETIEW-,EVIDENCE-CONTINUANCE.

SMITH V. SMART. tC

Objection to the manner in which testimony was taken comes too late, when raised
for the first on motion for review.

A continuance, on the ground of absence of counsel, or witnesses, should be denied
where a showing of due diligence is not made.

Refusal of the officer before whom the testimony was taken to allow a continuance,
is not a good ground for review, where exception to such action was not taken
below.

The rights of a party should not be affected by testimony offered in another case, to
which he was not a party and bad not opportunity to reply.

Objection to the affidavit of contest will-not be considered, when raised for the first
time on motion for review.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 10, 1888.

W. F. Smart, defendant in the above stated case, by his attorneys,
S. S. Henkle and John A. Sibbald, files a motion for review of the deci-
sion of the Deliartment, of July 24, 1888 (7 L. D., 63), reversing the
decision of your office dismissing the contest in the above case, upon
the following grounds:

Because the testimony in this case was taken without authority from the register
and receiver.

Because of other irregularities and errors apparent in the proceedings and record of
the case.

Because the affidavit of contest is fatally defective.
Because this contest, with ten or twelve others, originated in a combination of cer-

tain persons against the defendant Smart and his brothers.

* - In support of the first ground of error, it is alleged that said testi-
mony was taken before J. F. Ford, a notary public, and that no com-
mission was issued and signed by the register and receiver authorizing
said Ford to take said testimony; that, if any commission was issued,
it was not returned with the testimony, and that if the order endorsed
upon the back of the contest affidavit is the commission to take the testi-
jnony in this case, it was not signed by the register and receiver. No
objection to this irregularity was made at the time of the hearing, or
before the register and receiver, or before your office, and it is now too
late to raise the objection on motion for review of the departmental (le-
cision, it appearing that at the hearing A. B. Smart appeared as the

* agent and representative of claimant, and it not being shown that he
did not have notice of said irregularity, prior to the filing of this motion.

* The " defects and irregularities apparent in the proceedings and rec-
ord of the case," complained of in the second ground of error, are sub-
stantially as follows: That the contest affidavit is endorsed, " Hearing
at office, October 21, 1888"' (evidently intended for 18S5), whereas the
published notice directs the return of the papers to his office, " when
and where they will be examined and decision rendered therein October

3263-VOL 7--32
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25, 1885; 77 that the record does not show " when, where and at what
hour said testimony was taken; " nor that the witnesses were first sworn
to testify; nor that it was sealed up, and the title of the case endorsed
on the envelope; nor when the package was opened at the local office;
nor that Ford promptly transmitted the testimony by mail or express.

It does not appear how the claimant's rights were affected by these
alleged irregularities, and if he could have taken advantage of them at
any time, it is now too late to complain of them, having failed to take
advantage of them before the local office, or in his appeal to your office
from these decisions.

The defendant further complains that the notary made no record of
his refusal to grant the defendant a continuance, but that he was
treated with contempt and refused recognition, and that the only evi-
dence of the refusal is the fact that he did not adjourn the hearing.

It is true that on said hearing Smart moved for a continuance of the
case, upon the ground that he had engaged Washburn & Curry to de-
fend said suit, from whom he received a, letter, stating that they could
not attend the trial on that day, but he did not show that he had em-
ployed counsel in time, nor was any reason shown why they could not
attend. He also moved to continue, upon the ground of the absence of
material witnesses, but it was shown on the trial that at least one of
the witnesses had the consent of Smart not to appear on that (lay, and
it was not shown that he had exercised due diligence in procuring the
attendance of the other witnesses. It was upon this ground that the
continuance was refused, and the Department held that such continu-
ance was properly refused. I see no error in this ruling.

Besides, no objection to such alleged refusal was made by the claim-
ant before the register and receiver, or before your office, on appeal
from their decision, and the alleged error therein can not be considered
on the motion for review.

It is further alleged in this motion that the agent of claimant was not
permitted to appear in his behalf and cross examine the witnesses; but
the record shows that while objection was made to his appearing for
claimant without showing written authority therefor-certain objec-
tions were made upon the direct examination of the witnesses, which
are noted in the record, and said witnesses were cross examined. It is
reasonable to presume that the objections were made and that the cross
examination of the witnesses was conducted by the agent of the claim-
ant. The record does not show that claimant's agent was refused per-
mission to offer proof, and if it did he should have taken exception to
the action of the notary before the local officers.

A third ground of objection is that the affidavit is fatally defective,
but no objection was made to said affidavit before the local officers or
before the Commissioner, nor was it made before this Department,
when the case was here on appeal from the decision of your office, and
these questions can not be raised for the first time upon a motion for
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Teview, after a hearing has been had upon said affidavit and decision
rendered thereon.

The remaining ground of objection is, that this contest, with ten or
twelve others, originated in a combination of certain persons against
the defendant Smart and his brothers.

I do not see from anything set up in the motion for review that this
-alleged combination against the defendant and others can in any way
-affect this case. The applicant does not show that the alleged com-
bination against the several entrymen contributed in any manner to
prevent this claimant from complying with the law. -.

He alleges that-the evidence in the case of Hackett v. W. E. Smart,
which was dismissed by the Commissioner, April 25, 1888, shows clearly
the facts indicating a conspiracy and the persons engaged in it; that
said Hackett also aided and assisted E. L. Smith, the contestant in the
X present case, and that in the case of Farnsworth v. A. B. Smart, now
before the Department on appeal, the local officers recommended the
dismissal of the contest, saying:

This contest, from the evidence and statements of counsel and witnesses, seems to

.be a sort of community feud.

He therefore asks that the record in these cases be considered in de-
-00 ttermining this case, for the purpose of showing a conspiracy, and that

-said contest was not initiated in good faith, presumably for the purpose
-of showing that the contest should be dismissed; and that although
the entrymen may not have complied with the law at the date of con-
test, yet as the question would then be solely between the government
-and the entryman, he might still be allowed to perfect his entry within
the thirteen years allowed by law.

It does not appear that the claimant did not have knowledge of this
alleged conspiracy at the time of the contest, and this defence should
thave been made at the hearing of the case, or before your office.

* The rights of the contestant in this case should not be affected by
the testimony offered in another case to which he was not a party and
* had not opportunity to reply.

The evidence in this case fully sustains the finding of the local office,
'that claimant had failed to comply with the law, as to planting and cul-
itivation during the third and fourth years after entry. The witness

- 'who did the planting testified that the seeds were so wormy as to be
materially damaged, and that upon calling the attention of Smart, the
agent, to this fact and that he did not believe they would grow, he was
told by Smart to mind his own business. He farther testified that
these seeds failed to grow.

It was also shown by the testimony that in April of the fourth year,
which ended May 25, 1885, the ten acres were replowed and cultivated
in ash seeds; that the planting was done with a clipper press wheat.
drill, and the tree seeds and wheat were sown together in drills, one
inch apart and four feet wide; that the harvesting of the wheat was
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done with a twine binding harvester, and not in such a manner as tco
protect small trees, if any had been growing on the land.

It was further shown by the evidence that this was not the usual
way of planting tree seeds; that there was no cultivation of the land,
after the tree seeds were planted, and that there were no trees grow-
ing on the land at the date of the contest, August 12, 1885.

It was held by the Department, that the information communicated
by the agent of the defective quality of the tree seeds planted in the
thiid year was sufficient to bind the principal, and that the claimant is
responsible for the negligence of his agent in planting such seeds. It
was therefore held that the allegation of failure to comply with the law
in the third year was sustained, and that this failure was not cured by
what was done upon the ten acres during the fourth year.

It being shown that the planting during the fourth year was improp-
erly done, and that the harvesting of the wheat from the land was done
in such a manner as not to protect the small trees, the claimant is there-
fore responsible for the failure to grow, and no evidence has been pro-
duced showing that said planting was successful.

I see no reason for disturbing the decision of the Department of July
2A, 1888, and the motion is therefore denied.

HOMESTEAD CONTEST PRACTICE ACT OF JUNE 15, 1850.

ARNOLD V. HILDETIL.

The death of the appellee, after due notice of appeal, will not deprive the Department
of jurisdiction to render a decision on the questions raised by said appeal.

The preference right of a contestant cannot be defeated by an application of the en-
tryman to purchase under the act of June 15, 1880, made during the pendency of
the contest.

The rule laid down in Friese v. Hobson governs in all cases not finally adjudicated
prior thereto.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, Deeember 11, 1888.

This is a motion filed by Weeks and Wells, transferees of Orville Hil-
dreth, for review of the decision of the Department of August 27, 1887,
directing the cancellation of the entry of Orville Hildreth, made under
the act of June 15, 1880.

By decision of the Department of June 9, 1888 (6 L. D., 779), you were
directed to return this application to Messrs. Weeks and Wells to have
service perfected on contestant Arnold.

Said motion having been served, and objections to a reconsideration
of said case having been filed, it is now before me for consideration.

The question involved in the decision of the Department of August
29, 1887, was, whether llildreth was entitled to purchase the tract em-
braced in his homestead entry, under the act of June 15, 1880, in the
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face of Arnold's contest. The local officers allowed fiildreth to pur-
chase, which action was affirmed by your office, but the Department by
said decision of August 29, 1887, held that the contest of Arnoldcould
not be defeated by the application of the entryman to purchase under
the act of June 15, 1880; nor by the allowance of such entry by the
local officers.

In this application it is alleged that Hildreth died in the fall of 1885,
shortly after making his cash entry, and that applicants became the
purchasers of said land July 29, 1887, and have had no notice of any
contest until recently, that they are not advised that any action was
taken on behalf of Hildreth, or his heirs, in resistance of the contest
after his death, and that no disposition of the contest has been made
Iby the local officers, and that it remains undecided at this date.

The allegation that the local officers have made no disposition of said
-contest was based upon the fact that the receiver failed to file an opin-
!ion in this case after the evidence had been submitted, but the record
.was transmitted to your office, with the appeal of Arnold from the ac-
tion of the local office, allowing the cash entry of Hildreth.

Passing upon this question, the Department in its decision of June 9,
1888, said:

The irregularities of the local officers did not deprive the Commissioner ofjurisdic-
tion to pass upon that question, because Arnold's appeal brought tip the entire record,

*0 and his rights depended upon a determination of that issue. Upon the record of evi-
dence before him taken on the hearing, the Commissioner, by virtue of his super-
visory power over the disposition of the public lands, had full jurisdiction in the

* case to render decision thereon as the tribunal of original jurisdiction.
The appeal of Arnold from the action of the local officers was taken prior to the

-death of Hildreth, and the Commissioner thereby acquired jurisdiction to pass upon
- the questions presented by said appeal, and to render judgment thereon, but it is

.alleged by the applicants that, at the time the appeal was filed by Arnold from the
decision of the Commissioner Hildreth was dead and his estate was unrepresented.
The death of Hildreth had not been suggested when the decision of the Department
of August 29, 1887, was rendered, but it appeared from the record that service of the
appeal was made upon Alvin Hildreth, the attorney for the entryman. If it be true,
as alleged by the applicants, that Hildreth was dead when said appeal was taken,
the Department could not acquire jurisdiction of said appeal, unless said estate was
at that time represented, and service of said appeal was made upon the representa-
tive of said estate, or the attorney of said representative.

Therefore the only question to be considered in this case is on the
service of the appeal from the decision of your office of September 22,
1885, affirming the action of the local office allowing the cash entry of
Hillldreth, made under the act of June 15, 1880. If Hildreth was in life

X ;at the date the appeal was taken from the action of your office of Sep-
'tember 22, 1885, the Department acquired jurisdiction of the case upon
B said appeal, and could thereafter proceed-to adjudicate and dispose of
said appeal, although lildreth may not have been in life at the date of

*; f -the departmental decision.
It is alleged by Messrs. Weeks and Wells, in their affidavits made in

-support of their motion for review, that "Orville lildreth, the above
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named entryman, is now dead, and as deponent isinformed and believes
his death occurred in the fall of 1885."

In response to this sworn statement, made upon information and be-
lief, the contestant, Arnold, files his own affidavit, in which he swears.
that:

Orville Hildreth died during the month of Marcb, 1887, instead of in the year 1885,

an(l that his means of knowingsuch to be the fact is that deponent assisted inlaying

out and attended the funeral of said Orvilie Hildreth.

This affidavit is corroborated by the affidavit of Dr. D.. Slemmonsr
the attending physician in his last illness, who swears that Orville Hil-
dredth died about March 8, 1887; that he visited Hiildreth the day
before he died, and his memorandum shows that his last visit was made
March 8, 1887. This testimony is also corroborated by the affidavits of
H. W. Arnold and Wilson H. Arnold.

The Department, in its decision of June 9,1888, having directed that.
service of this motion be made upon Arnold, with a view to giving him,
the opportunity to deny the allegation as to the death of Hildreth, and
said affidavits having been served on Messrs. Weeks and Wells, whG
do not controvert the facts alleged therein as to the death of said Hil-
dreth, it is evident that the Department had jurisdiction to pass upon
said case when it rendered the decision of August 27, 1887, it appearing
that service of said appeal was made upon claimant in accordance with
the rules of practice.

Attached to the appeal of claimant from the action of your office of
September 22, 1885, is the affidavit of W. H. Mott, who swears that he
served a copy of said appeal on Alvin Hildretlh in person November
3, 1885.

There is also attached to said appeal the affidavit of M. A. Butter-
field, who swears that Alvin Hildreth represented the claimant on the
trial of said case, and that he mailed a copy of the appeal to Orville
Hildreth, the claimant, at Montrose, Dakota, November 12, 1885.

There is no reason shown by the applicants why a rehearing should
be had in this case.

The contest of Arnold proceeded to a hearing, and after evidence-
had been taken and an opinion had been filed by the register adverse
to said entry, be attempted to purchase under the act of June 15, 1880O
which was allowed by the local officers, and affirmed by your office.
But the Department reversed said decision, holding that the rights of
Arnold, the contestant, could not be defeated by the application to
purchase. or by the allowance of said entry by the local officers.

It is contended by the applicants that the rule in Friese v. Hobson
was not in force at the date of said cash entry, and should not control
this case. But the Department held, in the case of Roberts v. Mahl
(6 L. D., 446), that the rule in Friese v. ilobson governs in all cases that
have not been finally adjudicated.

As this case was not finally adjudicated until the decision of the De-
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partment of August 29,1837, it must be controlled by the decision of
Friese v. Hobson, and I therefore see no reason for granting the rehear-
ing asked for.

The motion is refused, and you will notify Arnold of his preference
right of entry within the time allowed by law.

PRE-EMPTIONX-SECOND FIMING.

VESTA F. BONEBRAiE:.

A declaratory statement filed without the authority or consent of the claimant, who

neither ratified nor accepted the same, is not a legal filing, nor a bar to the exer-
cise of the pre-emption right.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December li, 1888.

On April 23, 1886, Vesta F. Bonebrake filed declaratory statement,
alleging settlement on the 8th of the same month, upon Lots 1 and 2,
and S. * NE. 1, Sec. 5, T2. 31 S., R. 36 W., Garden City, Kansas. He
submitted proof at the local office in support of his claim on November
19, 1886. This proof was reijected by the local officers. The claimant
appeals from your decision of March 14, 1887, sustaining the action
below and holding his declaratory statement for cancellation.

The action of the local officers was based upon the fact that the
records of their office show a declaratory statement to have been filed

*: by the claimant on April 12, alleging settlement April 8, 1886, upon a
tract in Sec. 7 of the township named.

The claimant avers in his corroborated affidavit, made December 8,
* 0 1886, that his declaratory statement last mentioned had been made out

for him by an agent; that some five or six days afterwards, he learned
that the land embraced therein was covered by a homestead entry;

*: that he thereupoii saw said agent, who told him that as his " declara-
tory statement papers" had not been filed, he could file for another
tract, and that before December 8, 1886, he did not know that such
declaratory statement had been filed. The homestead entry mentioned
appears by the records of your office to have been made April 9, 1886.

* 0 The said agent, by affidavit, made December 18, 1886, corroborates
the above, and sets forth, that about five or six days after making out
the claimant's declaratory statement for the tract in Sec. 7, he learned
that it was covered by a homestead entry; that about the same time
lhe told the claimant that said declaratory statement had not been sent
to the local office (seventy miles distant), and that he (claimant) could
make another filing.

The affiant states that he told claimant that he would not send said
'declaratory statement to the local office, and that it " became of record
through mistake," but does not explain the manner in which the said
mistake occurred.
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The affiant also swears that at the time of the conversation referred
to, " he had sent no declaratory statement filing for the land."

The said declaratory statement for the tract in Sec. 7 was therefore
apparently filed after the said conversation, and consequently after the
claimant had revoked any authority which he may have given the
agent to file it for him.

It appearing from the foregoing that this declaratory statement was
filed without the knowledge or consent of the claimant, who has neither
ratified nor acquiesced in the same, I can not concur in the conclusion
reached by your office, that this was a legal filing, and that his right of
pre-emption was exhausted thereby.

The claimant in his declaratory statement, filed for the land which
he now seeks to enter, alleged settlement there on April 8, 1886, i. e., on
the same day upon which he appears from your said decision to have
claimed settlement upon the tract named in the declaratory statement,
erroneously filed in the manner stated.

The claimant's proof, however, shows that he established actual res-
idence upon the land involved on April 14, 1.886, and that the same
was continuous; that he built a sod house, twelve by fourteen feet,
broke eighteen and cultivated four acres to corn.

The record showing that the claimant has complied with the law, his
entry should, in the absence of an adverse claim, be allowed upon the
proof submitted.

Your decision is reversed.

LOCAL OFFICE-ORDER OF BUSINESS.

HOLMAN v. BARRICK.

Local officers, with the approval of the Commissioner, may adopt such regulations
as to the order of business in their offices as will tend to expedite the transaction
of such business.

Under a regnlation thus made, designating certain honrs of each day wherein filings
would be received, the register may properly refuse to receive an application to
contest, presented outside of the hours so designated.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 11, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Henry M. Holman from your office
decision of April 22, 1887, rejecting his application to contest George L.
Barrick's homestead entry for the NIE. j of Sec. 14, T. 31 S., R. 39 W.,
Garden City land district, Kansas.

Barrick made homestead entry for said tract October 8, 1885, and on
October 11, 1886, at 3.45 p. in., Hlolman by his attorney presented to the
register at the local office an affidavit of contest against said entry. The
register refused to receive or file these papers because of a rule of that
office to receive filings only from nine o'clock a. in., until twelve o'clock
noon of each day. These contest papers were again presented the next
morning and refused because of the filing of another contest that same
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morning, but prior to the presentation of Holman's papers. Holman
thereupon appealed to your office, setting up that he by his attorney
presented his contest papers at 3.45 p. in., October 11, 1886; that the
register refused to accept the papers or to formally reject the same by
endorsement on the back thereof; that at the time of first presenting
these papers said attorney informed the register that another and dif-
ferent party than Holman was desirous of contesting said entry and he
was informed that another and different affidavit to contest said entry
would be presented on the following day; that said attorney thereupon
employed one Nelson Davenport to take a position at said land office
door so as to present said papers upon the opening of the office the next
morning; that Davenport remained there all night and until nine o'clock
next morning and entered the office second in line and presented the
-contest papers of Holman to the register, who endorsed the following
thereon:

Presented and rejected this 12th day of October, 1886, for the reason that a contest
-on same tract had been previously filed, which prior contest is still undetermined and
pending. The register offered to file this subject to said prior contest but said course
was declined by attorney for present contestant.

It is also alleged in said appeal that, the prior contest mentioned was
; rst presented on October 12, 1886, and by the person just before Dav-
-enport in line, and that said person had remained at the door of the
land office-all night.

Your office, after the receipt of said appeal, called upon the local offi-
-cers for a full report of the facts in this case. They made such report
in letter dated March 23, 1887, in which it is said that owing to the
amount of business transacted at that office and the insufficiency of the
-clerical force to handle that business, they had been authorized by the
-Commissioner " to only keep the office open one hour per day if we
could not give more time to the public; " that the rule that filings could
not be received at that office in the afternoon was well known and rec-
ognized by the public; and that this case was not appealed "as a
matter of rigbt or justice, but in a spirit of malignity and with a pur-
pose solely to harass the local officers, override rules and authority and
injure the public service." The actioa of the local officers was ap-
proved by your office, and in the decision it is said:

*: ;- - The rule established by you is in accordance with instrections from this office and
-seems to be fully warranted. The rule is for the benefit of the public to allow time
for proper disposition of matters coming before your office.

In general circular of March 1, 1884, approved by Secretary Teller,
it is directed, among other things, that the local officers " will be in at-

tendance regularly at their office, keeping the same open for the trans-
*:;t action of business from nine o'clock a. m., till 4 o'clock p. in., and giving

all proper information and facilities to persons applying therefor."
While under this regulation the local offices must be kept open be-

tween the hours designated there is nothing therein prohibiting the
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local officers with the approval of your office from adopting such regu-
lations as to the order of business as will tend to expedite the transac-
tion of that business.

From the records in this case it seems that in- order to transact the-
large amount of business of that office it was necessary to designate cer-
tain hours within which certain branches of business would be consid-
ered. Any other course would have led to inextricable confusion in the
affairs of the office and thus to great inconvenience and injury to those'
transacting business there. The statement of the register that the rule-
was well known to the public is not contradicted nor does the case pre-
sent any element of hardship. It is evident that the contestant here or
his representative, knowing that a contest against this entry was to be
presented at the first practicable moment under the rules of the office
sought to acquire a prior right to contest said entry in direct contraven-
tion to a well established and reasonable rule.

Your said office decision is affirmed.

MINING CLAtIM-AKNNUALEXPENDITURE-RELOCATION.

LITTLE PAULINE V. LEADVILLE LODE.

In a claim located after May 10, 1872, failure to make the annual expenditure re-
quired by the statute, renders the claim subject to relocation in the same manner
as if no location of the same had ever been made, provided that work has not
been resumed thereon after such failure, and before relocation.

The forfeiture declared by the statute in such case is absolute, and the original loca-
tor will not be heard to question the validity of a relocation, in a proceeding in-
stituted to determine whether said locator had complied with the law in the
matter of the annual statutory expenditure.

If the relocation is not legal, the illegality must be shown in the regular manner, in
a proceeding instituted for that purpose.

Secretary Vitas to Commissioner Stockslayer, December 11, 1888.

Louis R. Sharp appeals from your office decision, dated February 28,
1887, holding for cancellation mineral entry, No. 1985, made by himself
and others, for the Leadville Lode claim, Leadville, Colorado.

The record shows that on June 25, 1880, said Sharp and others filed
their application for patent for said Leadville Lode claim, and that on
December 27, 1883, receiver's receipt and final certificate of entry there-
of were issued to claimants by the local officers.

It further appears that on October 2, 1883, protest against the allow-
ance of said application was filed by John Quinn et at., charging, sub-
stantially, the abandonment of the Leadville Lode claim by said Sharp
et al. and failure on their part to perform or cause to be peformed an-
nual assessment work upon, or for the benefit of, said claim, after De-
cember 31, 1881, and up to September 25, 1883, and alleging that pro-
testants had relocated said claim, on said last mentioned date, under the
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name of the Little Pafuline Lode. This protest was duly sworn to andc

was supported by the affidavit of John A. Keely, one of the originalo

locators of said Leadville Lode.
On February 11, 1886, your office, upon consideration of the entry-

papers of the Lead ville Lode, and of the foregoing protest, directed that-

a hearing be had, in order to determine the truthfulness of the allega-
tions of said protest.

A hearing was accordingly had before the local officers, at which a

large amount of testimony was taken, the same having been commenced-
on May 26, 1886, and completed, after several adjournments, on June -

11, 1886.
Separate opinions were thereupon rendered in the case by the local

officers, disagreeing as to some of the findings therein, and agreeing-
as to others.

The receiver found:

* That there was an entire neglect on the part of the claimants to perform the annual -

labor for the year 1882 upon the Leadville claim; also that the protestants failed toa

make such a valid and legal relocation through the Little Pauline claim, as to de-

TLrive the claimants of their right to a patent to the Leadville Lode.

The register found:

That the claimants of the Leadville Lode have failed to do or cause to be done

any annual or other labor, or to make any improvements whatever upon the Lead-

vile Lode since the 31st day of December, 1881, and that the same was " open to re-

location in the same manner as if no location of the same had ever been made," when,

located by protestants as the Little Pauline Lode; and further that the relocation

of the Leadville Lode as the Little Pauline Lode, was in every respect in conformity

with the statute in such cases made and provided.

Thereupon he recommended that the entry of the Leadville Lode be!

canceled.
Appeals were taken by the parties, respectively, from both of these-

findings, and upon consideration thereof your office held that:

It satisfactorily appears from the testimony, which is voluminous, that no work

was done upon or for the benefit of said Leadville claim during the year 1882, and

that work thereon was not resumed up to the date of entry, December 27, 1883, and

it does not appear that work was ever resumed upon said claim. The evidence con-

elusively shows that work had not been resumed upon said claim up to September

25, 1883, when it appears that the Little Pauline location was made;

and thereupon that portion of each separate opinion of the register and
receiver in harmony with the above was affirmed, and the entry of

Sharp et al. was held for cancellation. It is from this decision that
Sharp now appeals.

*03 The evidence in the case is very voluminous, and upon the question as.

to the character of the relocation of the claim in controversy, under the -:

i name of the Little Pauline Lode, there is considerable conflict.
It is conclusively shown, however, by the testimony submitted by

*;0 protestants, that no work was done upon, or for the benefit of the claim

under the Leadville location, during the years 1882 and 1883, and this-

fact is not controverted by Sharp, but is expressly admitted by him oif
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cross-examination. He seeks to avert the consequences of this failure
on the part of himself and his associates, on the stated ground that the
relocation of the claim by protestants, under the name of the Little
Pauline Lode, was not a valid and legal relocation, such as is required
before a forfeiture of their claim under the Leadville location can be
declared.

This contention is based upon the alleged failure on. the part of pro-
testants to discover, by means of a new discovery shaft or tunnel, sepa-
rate and distinct from that of the original locators, " the vein or lode
within the limits of the claim located," prior to date of relocation, as
required by Sec. 2320 of the Revised Statutes, and presents the only
question for determination in this case.

It appears from the testimony that a new discovery shaft or tunnel
was constructed by protestants on said claim, by means of which as is
shown by a clear and decided preponderance of the evidence submitted
at the trial, the vein or lode within the limits of the claim was discov-
ered by protestants, prior to the date of their said location thereof;
and if it be admitted that such new discovery was a necessary pre-requi-
site to a valid relocation of said claim, under the circumstances of this
ease, and that the question of the validity of such relocation is prop-
erly in issue herein, I am satisfied from the evidence submitted. that
such issue must be decided in favor of the protestants.

But I do not think that any question touching the validity of the lo-
catiou made by protestants can be properly considered or determined
upon the record here presented.

Section 2324 of the Revised Statutes, which is taken from the mining
act ot May 10, 1872, provides, among other things, that:

On each claim located after the tenth day of May, 1872, and until a patent has been
issued therefor, not less than one hundred dollars worth of labor shall be performed
or improvements made during each year.

And further, that:

Upon failure to comply with these conditions the claim or mine upon which such
failure occurred shall be open to relocation in the same manner as if no location of
the same has ever been made, provided that the original locators, their heirs, assigns
or legal representatives, have not resumed work upon the claim after failure and be-
fore such location.

The Leadville Lode claim was originally located by Sharp and his
.associates, on February 12, 1879, and therefore comes within the pro-
visions of the statute above quoted; and there can be no question from
the testimony that there was no labor performed, or improvements
made thereon, during the years 1882 and 1883. By reason of this fail-
ure and of the further fact that work bad not been resumed upon said

*eclaim, or mine, prior to September 25, 1883, the date of the relocation
thereof by protestants as the Little Pauline Lode, such claim or mine
was on said last mentioned date, "open to relocation in the same man-
.ner as if no location of the same had ever been made."
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It is clear, therefore, that there was an absolute forfeiture on the-
part of Sharp and his associates, by reason of the foregoing, of all
rights they had acquired under their location of said claim, and I can.
not see that it properly lies with them to raise, in the manner stated,
any question as to the validity of the Little Pauline location.

This latter location was made upon precisely the same laud covered
by the Leadville location, and at a time when the same was in every
respect legally subject thereto, as shown, and if in any way illegal,.
such illegality must be shown in the regular manner, in a proceeding
instituted for that purpose.

For the reasons stated, your said office decision holding the entry of
said claim under the name of Leadville Lode, for cancellation is af-
firmed.

REPAYMENT-PRE-EMPTION ENTRY.

GEORGE J. RUSKRXUDGE.

If an entry was innocently procured and allowed, under the mistaken belief, enter-
tained by the entrynan and the officer allowing the same, that the facts in
the ease showed a sufficient compliance with the law as to residence, when in
-truth sich compliance is not shown, then the entry was " erroneously allowed 1r
and the entryman is entitled to repayment on the cancellation of his entry.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 11, 1888.

In the matter of the application of George J. Ruskrudge for repay-
ment of. the purchase money paid by him-on pre-emption cash entry-
for lots 1 and 2, and the E. Jof NW. J, Sec. 7, T. 16 S., R. 14 E., in the
Tucson, Arizona, land district, appealed from the decision of your
office of May 17, 1886, denying said application, the following are the
material facts bearing on the question to be determined:

On October 24, 1881, appellant filed his declaratory statement for the
above described land, alleging settlement on the 20th of the same
month.

On June 9, 1882, he submitted evidence on final proof, which a month
later was rejected by the local officers. and on August 7, following, he
appealed to the Commissioner of the General Laud Office. On March
21, 1883, the Commissioner, in his decision of the ease, addressed to,
the local officers, said:

I concur with you in your opinion that his acts do not constitute a compliance-with
the requirements of the pre-emption law, or indicate good faith in his settlement on
the land. Inasmuch as there is no adverse claim upon the land, Ruskrudge will be al-

;: lowed to show compliance with law at any time before the expiration of his declara-
*0 * tory statement.

From this decision Ruskrudge appealed to the Secretary of the Inte-
rior. This officer, in his decision of the case, rendered January 2, 1884,
said:

Re (Ruskrudge) shows that he has erected a house, cleared and fenced about five
* acres of the tract, of which about one acre is in cultivation, and jointly with the oc-
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cupant of adjoining land has dug a well on the dividing line. His improvements are
valued at over $200. He has resided on the land and made it his home from the date
of his settlement to the date of his proof (about seven and one half months), except
that he was absent at various times, aggregating from three to four months, while
engaged as a deputy United States surveyor in surveying government lands.

Your decision rejects his application to enter, bht allows him to show compliance
with the law at any time before expiration of his declaratory statement. There is
no adverse claimant, and his present proof sufficiently shows, in my opinion, his good
faith and compliance with the law. I therefore modify your decision and allow the
entry.

In accordance with this decision, appellant, on January 20,1884, made
pre-ernption cash entry. On the same day Anna M. Livingston-who,
it appears, filed a declaratory statement for said land July 16, 1883-
took steps to obtain a hearing in the Ruskrudge case, aforesaid, and on

.July 21, 1881, the Secretary of the Interior suspended said cash entry,
and directed a hearing. This hearing, it appears, "was directed to as-
certain simply the facts as to settlement, residence, cultivation and im-
provement of the land by Ruskrudge." The evidence taken on said
hearing is not found in the record in this case, but it appears that the
local officers sustained the validity of the entry, and that your office
reversed their decision, and held said entry for cancellation, and that
the Livingston filing should be allowed to stand. This decision ren-
dered January 12, 18S6, was not appealed from, and on April 14, 1886,
Ruskrudge filed his application for repayment of the purchase money.

Want of good faith and failure to comply with the pre-emption law
as to residence and cultivation are the grounds on which the applica-
tion is denied, and in denying the same you say:

The law governing the return of purchase money does not provide for repayment
in cases where parties fail to comply with the law nuder which they have made their
,entry.

Section two of the act of June 16, 1880 (21 Stat., 287,) provides that
'the Secretary of the Interior shall cause the purchase money paid on an
entry of public lands to be repaid in all cases where the entry has been
' canceled for conflict, or where, from any cause, the entry has been er-

-roneously allowed and can not be confirmed."
In the case at bar the entry was allowed, and it appears can not be

-confirmed. If the entryman is not shown to have been guilty of some
fraud in connection with his entry, it seems clear to me that the entry
was also erroneously allowed. If the allowance of the entry was pro.
cured by false and fraudulent representations, or by any fraudulent act
on the part of the entryman, it can not be properly said to have been er-
'roneously allowed, and in such case he would not be entitled to a return
-of the purchase money. On the other hand, if the entry was innocently
procured and allowed under the mistaken belief, entertained by the en-
tryman and the officer allowing the same, that the facts in the case
-show a sufficient compliance with law as to residence, when in reality
they do not show such compliance, then the entry was erroneously al-
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Sowed, and the party making the same is entitled to a return of the
purchase money.

Vague and erroneous notions as to just what is required to consti-
-tute residence under our settlement laws are quitecommon among those
who are unlearned in the law. Indeed, it is frequently a very perplex-
-ing question not only to the unlearned, but to their legal advisers, and
to the tribunals called upon to finally determine such questions. To
punish a mere error of judgment on this question by forfeiting to the
government an entryman's purchase money, would be a harsh rule and
-one not sanctioned by the law.

The evidence before me does not show bad faith on the part of ap.
pellant. In fact, the testimony produced on making final proof is unu-
sually frank and straightforward. In answer to the question. " Has
-claimant resided on the land continuously ever since " (since settle-

* menit), one of his witnesses says: "I have seen him there time and
again .He is deputy United States surveyor, and has
been off several times on surveys; I should say he was on the land a
-quarter of the time." His other witness, in answer to the same, ques-
tion, says: " He has not." Appellant says, in answer to this question,
i "I have resided upon the land and made it my home, with the excep-
tion when, I have been absent employed on government work-have
been absent in the employ of the government at various times, in all
-between three and four months surveying government land." In this
-testimony there does not seem to be any disposition whatever on the
part of appellant or his witnesses to conceal the real state of facts, and
ihe evidently supposed them sufficient. The then Secretary of the In-
terior also thought them sufficient in the absence of an adverse claim
to the land, and consequently allowed the entry.

In Your decision of the case of Anna M. Livingston v. George J. Rusk-
rudge, July 12, 1886, you come to the conclusion that Ruskrudge " never

-established a bona fide residence on the land." The facts from which
this conclusion was reached, as set out in said decision, do not differ
*very materially from the state of facts shown by appellant's final
proof as set out in the Secretary's decision quoted above. They are as
f follows:

The testim ony shows that Ruskrudge is a qualified pre-emiiptor, that he made h is set-
tlement at the time alleged; that he put up a common shanty, dug a well, did some
little clearing and fencing. He had none of the usual implements of agriculture to
found on a claim, no teams, etc. Just before he made his final proof he broke up
-about an acre of land with a spade and planted it in corn, which it appears never-
-matured . . . . . He admits that he was absent from the tract from the time
he made his settlement and final proof; a period of a little over seven months, from
-three to four months. He also admits that after the rejection of his final proof by
;this office, that he left the land and has never pretended to live there since; also that
;his. house was removed from the tract.

These facts, in my opinion, do not show malafides.
As far as I can discover from the record in this case, the pre-emp-

tion cash entry made by appellant was-in the sense the phrase is used
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in the act quoted-" erroneously maded and that he is therefore en-
titled to a return of the purchase money.

For the reasons given, the decision of your office is reversed.

ALABAMA LANDS-ACT OF MARCH 3, 1883.

NATHANIEL BANKS.

After the passage of the act of March 3, 1483, land theretofore reported as valuable
for coal, could not be entered under the second section of the act of June 15, 1880,
until it had been first offered at public sale.

First Assistant Secretary Mhuldrow to Commnissionzer Stockslayer, December
12, 1888.

November 16, 1869, Nathaniel Banks made homestead entry for the
W.J of the SW.1 of section 7, T. 18 S., R. 9 W., Montgomery, Alaba-
ma. Said entry was canceled March 5, 1879, because final proof had
not been made.

March 28, 1887, Nathaniel Banks made cash entry No. 21006, of said
land under the second section of the act of June 15, 1880.

July 18, 1887, the local officers transmitted the petition of Columbus.
E. Rice and Thomas F. Rice, to have canceled the said cash entry of
Nathaniel Banks and praying that they be allowed to enter said tract,
under the provisions of the act of June 15, 1880, as assignees of Lewis.
Phillips who purchased the land of said Banks in 1871, under his prior
homestead entry made in 1869. Petitioners enclosed the deed of Banks,
conveying the land to Lewis Phillips, in 1871 and the deed of Phillips,
conveying the tract to themselves in 1874.

September 12,1887, you held for cancellation the cash entry of Banks.
You say:

The act of March 3, 1883, to exelude the public lands in Alabama from the opera-
tions of the laws relating to mineral lauds provides that the lands shall first be offered
if they have been heretofbre reported to this office as containing coal or iron before
they can be entered.

The tract in question has been reported to this office as valuable for coal. The
question siuggested is-Does the act of March 3, 1883, prevent the purchase ? I am of
opinion that it does because it provides that all public lauds which have been re-
ported to-this office as containing coal or iron shall first be offered at public sale. On
the cancellation of that homestead entry the land merged and became public and
being in the mineral list as aforesaid, came under and is subject to the provisions of
the act of 1883.

You further hold that only those persons who have entered lands
properly subject to entry may purchase lands under the second section
of the act of June 15, 1880, and that this tract being valuable for coal
and consequently classed as mineral, was not properly subject to the
entry made by Banks in 1869 and, therefore, no right to purchase re-
sulted therefrom.
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When the application to purchase the land under the act of June 15,
1880, was made the act of March 3 1883 (22 Stat., 487), had been passed,
and it provides "4 that all, lands which have heretofore been reported to
the General ILand Office as containing coal and iron, shall first be offered
at public sale," before becoming subject to disposal. Thetraet involved
herein was reported in 1879, as valuable for coal. Therefore, under
said act it could not be entered until it had been first offered at public
sale.

Your decision is accordingly affirmed.

PRE-EMPTION ENTRY-SECTION 2260 R. S.

ANDERSON v. BAILEY.

A pretended sale of the land from which the pre-emptor removed will not relieve
him from the statutory inhibition.

First Assistant Secretary 21fuldrow to Commissioner Stookslager, December
13, 1888.

I have considered the case of John Anderson v. Frank W. Bailey, on
it appeal of the latter from your office decision of March 26, 1887, reject-

*- ing his proof and holding for cancellation his pre-emption declaratory
statement for SW. 1 section 26, T. 103 N., R. 62 W., Mitchell, Dakota
land district.

* X. It appears from the record that Bailey filed declaratory statement for
said land November 24, 1883, alleging settlement same date, and on No-
vember 28, 1885, Anderson made homestead entry for the same tract.

Bailey-offered his proof on May 27, 1886, at which time Anderson filed
*: - a protest alleging that Bailey was not a qualifiedpre-emptor for the rea-

son that he had moved from land of his own, to reside upon the tract
*0; in dispute.

The record shows that on February 6, 1883, Bailey received his final
- ~certificate for the land entered as a homestead and that on November

23, 1.883, the day before filing his declaratory statement for the land in
controversy, he conveyed the said homestead tract to his wife, by war-
ranty deed, and on August 21, 1884, she conveyed the same to one Em-

: - nMons, Bailey joining in the deed.
Bailey made settlement upon the tract in dispute on November 24,

1883. by building a house into which he removed with his family on De-
cember 20, remaining in the interim with his wife in the house upon the
homestead conveyed to her.

Bailey admits that he transferred the tract from which he removed to
his wife, in order to qualify himself to take a pre-emption claim.

The l6cal officers found that the transfer of Bailey to his wife "was
only a shallow subterfuge " and for that reason rejected his proof and
recommended his entry for cancellation.

3263 VOL 7-_-33
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Bailey testified that the deed to his wife was made in consideration of
her assuming the payment of a mortgage of four hundred and fifty
dollars on the land, and love and affection. He says she subsequently
paid this mortgage although by mistake the release was made out in
his name; and he made another conveyance to his wife of the home-
stead to correct an incorrect spelling of her name in the former deed.

Bailey further says that when the homestead tract was sold to Emmons,
the mortgage for the unpaid portion of the purchase price was made to
him on the request of his wife, her health being at the time poor. Bailey
also testifies that the contract between himself and wife was made that he
might be able to make a pre-emption filing and was so talked over be-
tween himself and wife.

At the time he made settlement upon the tract in controversy he re-
mained there three days and two nights and then returned to the land
conveyed to his wife which was little more than half a mile distant.

Bailey testifies that when he was married his wife had about three
thousands five hundred dollars which she let him have and he had all
along intended to convey the said homestead to her on that account.

The fact that when the land was sold to Emmons the mortgage back
was made to Bailey auil not to his wife, taken in connection with the
other circumstances in the case, satisfies me, that the alleged sale was
a subterfuge and that he was the real owner of the land from which he
removed to the land in controversy, at the time of such removal. It
follows that he comes within the inhibition of section 2260, of the Re-

* vised Statutes.
Your said decision is accordingly affirmed.

SWAMP GRANT-PLAN OF ADJUSTMENT-E FFECT OF CERTIFICATION.

STATE OF MICHIGAN.

In view of the fact that prior to the swamp grant many of the surveys in the State

were found erroneous and re-surveys made, some at the suggestion of the State,

and others under special appropriations by Congress for the correction of such

erroneous surveys, " the notes of the snrveys on file," which was the basis of ad-

justment accepted bythe State, must be interpreted as meaning the notes of the

surveys finally adopted and approved by the government. The contemporaneous
and long continued construction in accordance with such interpretation of the

agreement is fairly conclusive as to the actual intention of the parties thereto.

The ascertainment of the specific tracts granted, is a question of fact to be settled by

the Secretary of the Interior; and the terms of the grant cannot be enlarged by

the adoption of a plan for its adjustment, nor the government bound thereby to
pursue the same, if it be found to be incorrect in operation.

The State is not entitled to lauds that were not of the character granted, though said
lands were erroneously embraced in certifications based on the original surveys

that were incorrect; and the Secretary of the Interior in the exercise of a right-.

fal jurisdiction was authorized to correct such certification in accordance with

the facts;
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The instructions issued to the surveyors-general to make out lists based on the field
notes of survey, do not amount to a contract, but are only to be held as the dec-
laration of a rule of evidence which the Department would follow, if the State
was willing to accept it, and no more obligatory than other instructions of the
Department to officers under its jurisdiction. Theassentofthe State, which was

*0; the condition of the instructions becoming operative, did not give them the char-
acter of law, or render them a binding obligation.

As the erroneous certifications, based on the original surveys, had been corrected, on
the evidence furnished by the re-surveys, prior to the passage of the confirmatory
act of March 3, 1857, it must be presumed that said act had reference to the
amended lists as then existing. It follows that said act did not confirm the orig-
inal selections based on the erroneous surveys.

Secretary 'Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 17, 1888.
By your letter of the 13th of July, SS6, addressed to the land offi-

eers at Reed City, Michigan, you rejected the claim of the State under
the swamp land geant of 1850) to the following tracts of land in that
district, to wit: N. d SE. I, section 26, township 23 N., range 3 W.;
NE. J NW. l, section 14, township 27 N., range 3 W.; Lot No. 2, sec-
tiou 5, township 37 N., range 3 W.; SE. i NE. 1, section 26, township

* 21 N., range 4 W.; SW. -I SW. I, section 34, township 2L N., range 4
W.; SE. - NW. 4, section 30, township 23 N., range 4 W.; N. fr]i. 
sSW. 1, section 30, township 23 N., range 4 W.; SE. 1 SW. -, section 30,
township 23 N, range 4 W.; SE. 4 SW. 1, section 22, township 23 N.,
range 5 W.; W. J NE. J, section 28, township 23 N., range 5 W.; S.i
N NE. i, section 32, township 23 N., range 5 W.; SE. I NW. 4, section
32, township 23 N., range 5 W.; NE. - SW. 41, section 32, township 23
N., range 5 W.; NW. I SE. 4-, section 32, township 23 N., range 5 W.;
NW. 1 SE. i, section 34, township 23 N., range 5 W.: W. frl. J SW.
frl. 1, section 30, township 24 N., range 5 W.; S. J NE. -L, section 35,
township 21 N., range 6 W.; N. I SE. 1, section 35, township 21 N.,
range 6 W.; stating that under date of March 29th, 1852, the United
States surveyor-general of Michigan reported to your office the said
tracts as swamp and overflowed land, and under date of October 27th,
1853, a list embracing all of these tracts except the west fractional halt
of the southwest fractional quarter of section 30, in township 24 north,
range 5 west, was approved by the Secretary of the Interior, but that
none of said tracts have been patented; that it was subsequently dis-
covered that the surveys from which such selection and proof were
made, were erroneous, and under the date of October 29th, 1853, Au-
gust 28th, 1854, and July 15th, 18.56, supplementary lists of lands in
townships resurveyed under the direction of your office, abrogating
and superseding all lists of land prior thereto, were made and reported,

* which embraced all the townships above named, but did not embrace
the foregoing described tracts; and that said tracts are not shown by
the field-notes to be swamp land within the meaning of the grant.

Anfd by your letter of the same (late to the land officers at Marquette,
iMiichigan, you rejected the following described tracts of land, to wit:
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SW. i NE. I section 30, township 45 N., range 18 W.; W. I SE. - see-

tion 14, township 46 N., range 18 W.; SE. * SE. 1 section 32, township

46 N., range 20 W.; Lots 2 and 3, section 5, township 46 N., range 20

W.; Lots 1 and 2, section 32, township 47 N., range 20 W.; stating

them to have been first reported by the surveyor-general, under date of

February 12, 1853, as swamp and overflowed, that under date of Jan-

ary 9th, 1854, a list embracing them was approved by the Secretary of

the Interior, but that the lands were not patented; that on re-surveys,
a like supplementary list was reported by the surveyor-general, under-
date of November 18th, 1856, abrogating and superseding all lists prior-

thereto, covering the above described townships, but not embracing the-

above described tracts, which are also not shown by the field-notes to be

swamp land.
The appeal of the State of Michigan brings up your decision for re-

view. Shortly stated, the case is, that it was arranged with the State-

that the designation of the swamp lands under the grant should be made-

from the field-notes of survey, and lists were prepared from the original

survey; but, re-survey having been made of many townships, in conse-

quence of serious errors in the original, lists of selections corrected ac--

cording to the re-surveys were subsequently made, as the basis of a new

certification and patent. The State now claims the first certification to.

have been conclusive of its right, so that it is entitled to the lands de-

scribed therein, notwithstanding the amended and substituted list sub-

sequently certified and patented. It also claims that the act of 1857

absolutely confirmed its title to all the lands described in such certifica-

tions under the original surveys, as well as in the certifications made in-

correction and substitution thereof. Th- amount of land involvedI

in the case at bar is about thirteen hundred acres; but the ques

tions for ,determination possess a greater importance because a very

large amount of land is claimed by the State upon a similar foundation,

amounting, so counsel said in discussion, to some seventeen hundred

thousand acres.
Having thus briefly stated the general aspect of the case, it is neces-

sary to go into an examination of the facts in greater detail, with a view

to a correct elucidation of the rights of the State, the gove rnment, and-

purchasers from the government.
After the swamp land act was passed on the 28th of September, 1850,

it being thereby declared the duty of the Secretary of the Interior, as

soon as might be practicable after its passage, to make ou t an accurate

list and plats of the lands therein described as granted, and transmit

the same to the Governors of the several States, the Commissioner of-

the General Land Office sentiinstructions, under date of November 21st,

1850, to the several surveyors-general, in which, after definingthechar-

acter of the lands granted, he said:
You will please make out a list of all the lands thus granted to the State, designat-

ing those which have been sold or otherwise disposed of, since the passage of the-

law, and the price paid for them when purchased.
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The only reliable data in your possession from which these lists can be male out,
are the field-notes of the surveys on file in your office; and if the authorities of the
,State are willing to adopt these as the basis of those lists, you wvill so regard them
If not, and those authorities furnish you satisfactory evidence that any lands are of
the character embraced by the grant, you will so report them.

On the 6th of December, 1850, the surveyor-general for the State of
IMichigan addressed the Governor by letter, enclosi ng a copy of these in-
.structions, and desiring information to enable him to carry out the views
*of the government

Whether the State authorities are willing to adopt the field-notes of the survey on
'ile in this office as a basis of the lists-of all lands thus granted to the State,

-or whether they conclude to have asurvey made to determine the bound-
aries of the swamp and overflowed lands. To this the Governor re-
plied, under (late of the 20th of December, that he preferred to delay
-action until the meeting of the Legislature; and on the 3d of January
following, the surveyor-general again wrote the Governor, expressing
his opinion that the State would be the gainer by accepting the field-
notes as the test of determination, by which the quantity of swamp
4ands appeared to be greater than an actual re-survey of the whole
would probably disclose.

The Legislature, to whom. the Governor submitted the matter, passed
-an act, approved June 28, 1857, in the following words:

: TThepeople of the State of MIichigan enact that they adopt the notes of the surveys on
7file in the surveyor-general's office, as the basis upon which they will receive the
* swamp lands granted to the State by an act of Congress, of September 28, 1850.

*-00 Thenceforward the surveyor-general, in executing the Commissioner's -if

instructions to make out lists of all the lands so granted to the State,
Tresorted entirely to the field-notes of surveys, ent ering as swamp and
~overflowed each government sub-division of which, according to the
'language of the grant, " the greater part " appealed from the field-
notes to be " wet and unfit for cultivation."

But it happened that the original surveys of the State, beginning
* -with those made in 1839 and 1840, were, in many instances, seriously er-

'roneous, andfrom the year 1842 and continuously until 1857, alargenum-
ber of the townships were re-surveyed, under direction of the General

Land Office. These re-s urveys were originally instigated by ajointreso-
inution of the Legislature of Michigan, passed in 1842, requesting the

President to cause the sub-division QI eighty-one townships, therein de-
-scribed and represented to have been either not surveyed or so imper-
feetly surveyed as that the work was valueless, to be surveyed "at as
-early a day as may be consistent;" upon which the President ordered
-an inquiry with a view to a re-survey if necessary; and, before the end
-of 1848, seventy-eight'of the described townships were re-surveyed;

* three of them never have been. After this work was begun, Congress,
*; At from time to time, moved by the reports of the surveyor-general for the 

Zdistrict embracing Michigan, made appropriations to continue similar
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resurveying in the State. These appropriations were made in 18451
1846, 1849, 1850, 1851,1854,1855 and 1856.

In making out the list of swamp lands, from time to time transmitted
by the surveyor-general of Michigan to the General Land Office, the
practice appears to have been to follow the notes of the re-surveys in
the first instance, whenever re-surveys had been made, entirely disre-
garding the original; and if there were no re-survey, to proceed on the
notes of the original surveys; and subsequently, as re-surveys were
made of townships in which lists had already once been transmitted, a
corrected list was sent forward based upon the re-survey, designed to-
supersede and take the place of the former list as a true and accurate
exhibit of all the swamp lands within the township. Thus, all the lists-
made of swamp lands in the seventy-eight townships which had been
re-surveyed at request of the Legislature, prior to the grant, and in all
such others as had been re-surveyed in pursuance of appropriations by
Congress prior to the first certification, were based on the re-surveys,
entirely disregarding the original as no longer of any validity or value;
and this operated to give from the beginning interpretation to the phrase
"the notes of the surveys on file " found in the act of the State of Mich-
igan, and to the understanding of the government and the State, as.
having reference to the surveys finally adopted and approved by the
general government; of course the only legal abiding surveys. It seems-
never during the period of certification to have been supposed either
by the officers of the government, or by the officers of the State, that
the terms of the act or the nature of the understanding, related to the
notes of the original and first survey, wherever a re-survey had occurred.
This idea required and governed the preparation and transmission of
amended and corrected lists, when re-surveys furnished the means of
making a more accurate designation of the swamp lands in a township.
In short, duringall this time, it appears to have been accepted as the duty
of thegovernmentand the right of the State alike,to designateasgrantedi
by the act only such tracts as the best evidence, provided by the surveys
to which resort had been agreed upon, di sclosed to be truly within its
terms. Accordingly, notwithstanding certifications had been made to
the State of lands indicated by the original survey to be swamp and,
overflowed, when subsequent lists, corrected by the re-surveys, were
certified, no difficulty was made by the State in receiving patents from
the government in accordance with the corrected lists, and no claim
appears to have been asserted of a right to patents upon the lists so
superseded. Inasmuch, however, as the business of determining, cer-
tifying and patenting the swamp lands proceeded from year to year
during the course of years as the clerical force in the Land Offiee was
able to dispatch it, it resulted that patents were issued for a consider.-
able amount of lands which had been listed by the surveyor-general
and subsequently certified by the Secretary, upon the basis of the orig-
inal surveys, and that, afterwards, re-surveys were made which dis-
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closed errors in the certifications patented like those discovered in cer-
tificatious which had not gone to patent before the re-survey was made,
or reported to the Land Office.

The general result of the re-surveyx was to diminish the aggregate
Iam-ouLnt of lands shown by the field-notes to be swamp and overflowed.
as contrasted with the original survey, but, in some townships, includ-
ing some of those now under consideration in this. case, a greater
amount of swamp land was returned upon the basis of the re-survey
than by the original. The State accepted the patents in either case,
whether more or less, without question.

The theory and practice of the General Land Office are clearly shown
by the following letter addressed by the Commissioner to the Commis-
sioner of the State Land Office, in which the view above expressedis
set forth, as well as the further idea that whatever excess had been
patented, the State would make compensation for when indemnities
were selected..

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Deo. 22, 1858.

S. P. TREADWELL, ESQ.,

Coninr. State Lad Ofie.

SIR: The subject of the swamp grant of Sept..28, 1850, so far as the same relates
to the State of Michigan, in view of the basis adopted by the State in designating the
lands granted and the numerous re:snrveys made since the passage of the law, pre-
sents peculiarities which require an action on the part of the authorities of the State
to enable us to adjust the business with proper regard to the evidences in the case.
To present the matter is the purpose of this commanication.

The surveyors-general of the district have from time to time reported selections in
lists from the evidences of the surveys as originally made. Such selections were ex-
amined with the records of this office, and, so far as they were found vacant and not
interfered with by settlements, were submitted to and approved by the Secretary of
the Interior.

The authorities of the State were immediately thereafter furnished with certified
copies of the lists containing the lands thus approved. Since such approvals were
made and certified, the surveyors-general, upon the evidences of the re-survey of
many townships, have forwarded lists to supersede and abrogate the reports made in
townships described therein. These subsequent selections differ materially from the
former ones.

The patents for probably one-half of the townships in this condition as originally
selected and reported were prepared and transmitted prior to the receipt of the sub-
sequent reports based upon the evidence of the re-surveys.

The balance of the selections originally made, and which are superseded by reports
under re-surveys, have been approved and certified, but are not carried into patent,
nor can they be as thus approved, for the reason that the reports made after the re-
surveys are the only proper evidence npon which our action must be made in deter-
mining the grant.

So far as the patents have been issued, it is not intended to make any alteration in
the lists, but when the indemnity provisions of the act of 2d March, 1855, come to be
executed, a comparison between the reports based upon the original surveys and re-
ports made after re-surveys will be made, and when the lands in the original reports
do not appear in the subsequent reports, a deduction to that extent will be made
from the indemnity certificate. This, it is believed, will do equal justice to all in-
terested.
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The paper herewith enclosed will show in what townships the lands have been pat-
ented as first selected, and those townships in which the lands are approved but not
patented; and it is forwarded with the request that the proper authorities of the
State may elect to receive the grant with reference to those townships in which the
lands have not been patented, as the selections are made upon the evidences of the
re-surveys.

It is our purpose to submit to the Secretary of the Interior, for a revocation or ap-
proval, so much of the lists in the several land districts as embrace the tracts in the
condition specified; forwarding at the same time a list of the tracts as subsequently
reported for his approval. You will be pleased to present the matters herein con-
tained to the proper State authorities.

The patents for the swamp lands in Clinton, Ottawa, and Newaygo counties, so far
as the difficulties above described do not exist, are now in the course of preparation,
and will be forwarded as soon as they are completed.

Very respectfully, your obdt. servant,
T1os. A. HENDRICKS,

Cornm'r.

This communication (as well as a prior one in 1855 to the Governor)
clearly stated the view of the Department that the notes of the re-stur.
veys governed in the designation of swamp lands. In a communica-
tion dated April 5th, 1859, transmitting a copy of the Commissioner's
letter, the State Land Commissioner invites the Governor's attention
to the exact point, and intimates his opinion against compliance with
the request of the Commissioner.

It does not appear, however, from any of the voluminous papers and
reports from which many extracts have been printed for use upon the
hearing of this matter, that the State of Michigan, through any of its
authorities, ever either formally assented to or dissented from the view
of the Land Office. I should not undertake to discuss in detail the
various correspondence, reports of the State Land Office and action of
the State and the Governor, but simply give my impression of what
they establish. Reviewing all this action, the sum of the testimony of
these documents to my mind is that the government, through the Land
Office, steadily maintained the position which had been taken from the
beginning; that the State did not protest against this view, although
no formal assent appears, but submitted to the action of the Land Office,
and asserted no dispute of its practice, and no claim to the lauds under
the first certifications, prior to about 1880, when, in consequence of the
claim having been raised in a former report of the State Land Commis-
sioner, movement began looking to its prosecution. It seems to have
been understood that the act of 1860 put a limitation of two years on
the assertion of claims under the swamp land grant, and the land officers
of Michigan appear to have diligently prosecuted the claims of the State
during the succeeding three or four years, but not to have asserted this
claim. Indeed, Ihe reports of the State Land Commissioner, from 1862
to 1870, speak of the grant as being nearly satisfied by patents already
issued; and entirely ignore the existence of any such right on the part
of the State as this claim presents.
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Meantime, the general government had placed in the market the
lands so withheld from the first certification and they have been dis-
posed of under the general land laws to settlers and purchasers, or
they have been granted, in some part, to the State to aid in the con-
struction of railroads. Thus it happens that, at the present time, the
lands claimed by the State, upon this basis, are generally in the hands
' of private owners by direct conveyance from the government, or through
grants to aid in internal improvements; and the intervention of the
Department in favor of the State, would, in most cases, operate only
as the expression of the opinion of the Department that the State
possesses a better title than has been conveyed to the grantees of the
government, and attempt to invest the State with a title by patent
after other patents have been already issued. The contestants of the
right of the State to the particular tracts now under discussion, are
persons who have since 1880, made entry of them from the government;
although arguments have been heard on behalf of a much greater num-

* ber indirectly interested in the subject.
- It may be added that no evidence is furnished to show that the lands

claimed now are, or at the date of the grant were, in fact, swamp or
overflowed; and the presumption must be allowed, therefore, that they
we're not, since such is the testimony of the reliable survey.

The points of law involved may now be considered without further de-
tail of the facts, except, perhaps, as connected with some special features.

ifj~~~~~~~f . ~~~~~~I.

So far as any obligation to follow the original surveys is asserted to
spring from the alleged agreement between the Land Office and the
State to adopt the field-notes as the basis for designating swamp lands,
three reasons appear to be each sufficient to answer the claim.

In the first place, no power existed in the Commissioner, or in the
Secretary himself, to so bind the government. The act of Congress
made the grant and defined the subject granted. The Department
could not add to its terms or impose an obligation to patent lands not
swamp and overflowed and unfit for cultivation. One Secretary might
adopt for himself a practice or rule to govern his performance of the
duty to designate and certify lands granted, which the act devolved
upon him; but he could Dot impose that rule or practice upon another,
nor even oblige himself, if he found it to be incorrect in operation. The
supreme court has determined that the ascertanment of the specific
tracts granted by the act of Congress, is a question of fact, to be settled
by the Secretary upon evidence, or, upon failure of a determination by
him, by a jury. Railroad Co. v. Fremont County (9 Wall., 89); Rail-
road Co. v. Smith (9 Wall., 95); Buena Vista County v. Railroad Co.
(112 U. S., 165). What, therefore, will be accepted as sufficient to
establish the fact is a question only of evidence, which every Secretary
must decide for himself. The act of thebLegislature of Michigan amounts
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only to the authoritative declaration on the part of the State, of its ac-
ceptance of the field-notes as a rule of designation if the Secretary pur-
sues it. The Department cannot be held. bound by that act, or by any
understanding to pursue that rule, until, at least, after certification and
patent.

Secondly, no agreement of the kind can be asserted upon the basis
of the facts narrated. The instructions to the surveyors-general do
not amount to a contract with the State. They are properly to be re-
garded only as the declaration of a rule of evidence which the Depart-
ment was willing to pursue on condition that the State was willing to
accept it; but no more obligatory, nor less open to change, than other
instructions of the Department to officers under its jurisdiction. The
assent of the State, which was the condition of the instructions being
operative, did not give them the character of inflexible law or binding
obligation. And, although the Department has usually pursued the
course so outlined, it has repeatedly expressed the reservation of the
right arid purpose to proceed upon more satisfactory evidence when the
surveys are shown to be so incorrect as to be unreliable. La Chance vo
Minnesota (4- L. D., 479).

Finally, so far as this case is concerned, the obligation of the sup-
posed understanding turns upon the application to be given to the terms
employqd, " the notes of the surveys". For, if this phrase means the
notes of the corrected and permanent surveys, which was its interpre-
tation from beginning to end of the ce tifications made to Michigan as
already shown by the facts narrated, the force of the claim is turned
against the State. The value of contemporary construction is univer-
sally acknowledged; and, in this case, irrespective of any question of
estoppel, the action of the Department and its acceptance by the State
during so many years, can leave little doubt that the field-notes re-
ferred to were intended to be those which furnished the best evidence
of the fact. The force of this contemporaneous construction is aug-
rmented by the fact that at the time when the phrase was first employed
in the adjustment of the grant with the State of Michigan, many re-
surveys had already been made, some of them at the request of the
State itself, and that others were in progress under specific appropria-
tions therefor by Congress; appropriations which were, in terms, "for
correction of erroneous and defective surveys," "for re-surveying and
correcting erroneous surveys " and the like. It cannot be presumed
that when corrected surveys already existed, or were in progress, ref-
erence by this phrase was intended to those which were, or should
prove to be, erroneous and defective, instead of those which were correct
and reliable. If, therefore, the meaning of the phrase, as applied to
surveys already made or in progress, attached to the notes of corrected
surveys, instead of the original defective ones, it cannot be doubted
that it equally applied to the notes of such surveys as should be subse-
quently, by authority of Congress, likewise corrected. And since this
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obvious conclusion was, in fact, recognized and.acted on by both parties
-when the re-surveys were afterwards made, the meaning of the phrase

in the supposed agreement must be accepted accordingly; and so far as
obligation attends it, the consequence is unfavorable to the present
claim of the State.

II. 

The effect to be awarded to the certifications first made upon the basis
of the original surveys presents the most serious question upon this ap-
peal. The swamp land act was a grant iaprceseati, passing title to the
lands of the described character from its date. Wright v. Roseberry

(121 U. S., 488). But identification of these lands was essential to this

title to any specific tract, and the act left it to the jadgment of the Sec-

retary of the Interior to conclusively make that identification. It is.

only where he has failed to act, that resort to another tribunal is ad-
missible. Wright v. Roseberry, supra.

Upon the same authority, it must also be admitted, perhaps, that
when the Secretary has made this identification by a certification not

open to valid question, the dltuy to patent upon the request of the Gov-
ernor so essentially follows, that the title may be deemed perfect to the i

specific tracts thus determined to be granted even before the act of pat--
enting.

When, however, the certification ma(le by the Secretary is, before

patenting, challenged for fraud or mistake, I think the right and duty
remain with him to correct the identification according to the -facts,.

so that the patent shall issue only for lands which were, in truth,
granted by the act of Cong-ress. To put the case strongly, is it to be

presumed that any court would, by mandamus, compel the Secretary

to issue the patent, when by false and fraudulent evidence he bas been 

deceived into affixing his signature to a certification which embraced,

among the tracts described, a large body of laud beyond all dispute
high and dry, in no part wet, swamp or overflowed, or unfit for cultiva-

tion? Or would a writ go to compel the patenting of such lands which,
through accident or gross mistake, had been so included in a certified

; - list ? To suppose such a judgment possible, would impute to a court

the violation not only of the act of Congress, but of plain and acknowl-
edged principles of justice. It necessarily follows that when such a,

case occurs, the Secretary retains the power, until a patent issues, to

correct his error in the attempt to identify the granted lands, by con-
forming his certification to the truth as discovered after it was made-

* t 5 It equally follows, that when the Secretary has, before patent, made
*0-; discovery of fraud, accident or mistake, in consequence of which he has.

included in his certification lands not granted by the act of Congress,.

and has corrected the certification so as truly and rightly to identify
the lands actually granted, the only right to a patent existing in the

D State, or which any court would enforce. attaches to the land actually -
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granted, and correctly identified by the amended certification. Other-
wise, the singular consequence would attach to the performance of this
act which is no where else suffered by the law, that fraud, mistake or
accident becomes, openly and undeniably, the basis of title, and the
government is defrauded of its lands by means which would be a suffi-
*cient foundation to relieve another grantor from a conveyance actually
made. This reasoning seems, to my mind, indisputably to demonstrate
that a right of correction in a proper case, remains in the Secretary,
-even after a certification has been made, if the issuance of patent has
not dispossessed him of jurisdiction.

Applied to the facts of this case, this line of reasoning also demon-
-strates that the State is not entitled to the lands now claimed. Be-
-cause it has been shown that these lands were erroneously embraced
in the certifications made upon the basis of the original surveys, that
the evidence which led to their inclusion in the lists was false, that
the lands are, in fact not swamp or overflowed and were not granted
by the act of Congress, and that the mistake of the Secretary was cor-
-rected by another list, in accordance with the facts. The correction was
-made in the exercise of a rightful jurisdiction remaining in the Depart-
ment, as I think I have shown; and, had the State resorted immediately
thereafter to a court for the writ of mandamus, it can not be supposed
that its judgment would have obliged the government to part by patent
with its rightful title to lands which had not been granted, simply be-
,cause of a mistake of its officers induced by false evidence and corrected
before judicial aid was invoked, while patent was, at the time, proffered
to every tract to which the State was entitled by the grant.

But the case of the State now stands much more unfavorably to its
demand. All the lands which were, in fact, granted to it-at least
within the township now in question-were long ago identified and
patented; the correction of the lists of identification, and all the cir-
-cumstances upon which the correction proceeded, were fully made
known to its officers; in the course of the correction, lands not emi-
braced in the first list, were added to those certified, while none were
-excluded except such as were not subject to the grant; the patents
were accepted by the State and no claim asserted for the residue until
after the lapse of many years. Meantime, the lands omitted from the
-original certifications in order to conform them to the lands actually
granted, have been sold or otherwise disposed of by the government,
and are held by persons entitled to be regarded as innocent purchasers
in good faith. Under such circumstances the inequity of the claim to
lands which are not in fact such as were described in the grant, the title
which did not pass in praesenti by the act itself, which never has passed
by patent, and to which no other right exists than can be drawn front
a mistake in supposing them within the grant, a mistake, arising from
false evidence, a mistake corrected without objection by the officers of
the State, becomes, to my mind, so clear and unmistakable that the
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duty of this Department is to lend no aid to the demand. If, upon such
a foundation, there be any principle of law which will award to the-
State these lands not granted, it. must be discovered and enforced by
others.

It is further claimed on behalf of the State, that the act of March 3 dr
1857, confirmed these certifications, and directed the approval and
patenting of the lands therein described to the State, irrespective of the-
correctness of the identification. That act declared:

That the selection of swamp and overflowed lands granted to the several States-
.heretofore made and reported to the Commissioner of the General Land

Office so far as the same shall remain vacant and unappropriated, and not interfered
with by an actual settlement under any existing law of the United States, be and the
same are hereby confirmed, and shall be approved and patented to the said severaL
States, as soon as may be practicable after the passage of this law.

This theory of the act necessarily compels counsel for the State to-
assert that all the lists reported by the surveyor-general and certified
by the Secretary, both the original and the corrected lists, were thereby
confirmed. But it must be presumed, I think, that Congress knew the

*f facts, and its language must be applied to the facts as they were under-
stood and interpreted by the government at the time. All the cor-
rections in the certification had been previously made. Each list of
identification in respect to which any claim is now asserted had been
amended by striking out the lands which, upon the better evidence of
the re-surveys, were shown not to be swamp or overflowed, and by the
addition of those which were of that character but not embraced in the-
original list. In point of fact, the lands erroneously includeA in the-
first certifications, had been actually erased from those certifications by
lines of ink drawn over them and annotations showing them to be ex-
pungedfrom thelists. In each caseof an erroneous certification another
amended list had been prepared as a substitute, made in accordance with
the facts. In legal contemplation, this amended list stood in the stead
of the other, and the case must be regarded to be the same in law as if
the corrections had been made actually upon the original list, by erasure,
of the lands improperly included in it and addition there of such as.
ought to be included but had not been. In other words, there was but
one selection remaining, the amended and corrected list which stood in

* place of the preceding. I have shown this to have been done in the-
exercise of a rightful jurisdiction in the Department. It must be pre-

*;$ sumed that this was the list which Congress had in mind when passing
the confirmatory act of 1857.

This view is re-enforced by the contemporaneous construction of the-
Department and officers of the State, already suffciently stated; and
by the equitable considerations to some extent presented, sufficient to-

i operate an estoppel against a different interpretation now.
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Over 5,800,000 acres have been patented to the State of Michigan as
lands embraced within the grant of thle act of 1850. In designating
these lands, a generous rule of evidence has prevailed in the Depart-
ment. Every intendment appears to have been taken against the
grantor and most favorably to the grantee, in enlargement of the quan-
tity of lands conveyed. This has been brought about, notwithstanding
the disallowance of the lands erroneously certified in the first list; and
there appears to remain no reason to suppose that the State has not re-
ceived all the lands actually within the description of the grant, as
swamp and overflowed and unfit for cultivation (unless, possibly, some
fugitive tracts not within the present claim) and hundreds of thou-
sands, if not millions, of acres beside. The State Land Commissioner,
in his report for 1868, affirmed of the lauds received under this dona-
tion that "They are not all what the term strictly implies, ' swamp' in
fact, but that large portions of the same are fine agricultural lands,
whilst others are covered with heavy forests .of pine and other valuable
timbers." The Governor iuformned the Legislature in 1867 that portions
of these swamp lands "are among the most valuable lands in the State."
In 1869, the annual message said that "though known as swainp lands,
a large portion of them are excellent agricultural lands, and many of
them are covered with forests of pine and other valuable timber."
This testimony sbows how liberally the rule of identification operated,
and how extensively the limiting characteristic that, although swamp
and overflowed, the lands must be also " unfit for cultivation 1' was
disregarded; and these facts would authorize the characterization ot
this demand for so large a body of lands not asserted to be swamp
and overflowed by even other terms than unjust. I can not think
that such action ought to be taken by the officers of the government,
in professed execution now of this donation of forty years ago already
so generously carried out, as would not only so enlarge the subject of
the grant-beyond its true description, but would operate to inflict un-
certainty of title and expensive litigation upon so many residents and
holders who have rested for years upon the faith of grants by the
United States to theim or their predecessors in title.

IV.

It was shown upon the argument that a portion of the lands embraced
within the present claim, those in townships twenty-three and twenty-
seven north, of range three west, township twenty-four north, of range
five west, and township twenty-five north, of range six west, were not
in fact certified to the State of Michigan; but that the corrections were
made by expunging these lands from the lists, as first signed by the Sec-
retary, before the duplicated list was transmitted to the State; so that
they do not appear in the certification held by the State. If the prior
certifications were to prevail over the considerations I have regarded
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as binding, a question would arise whether the certification could be
deemed complete until delivered to the State. The view which I have
taken renders any discussion of this immaterial.

This cause has been discussed orally and in the printed briefs, both
on behalf of the State and in opposition to its claims, with great ability
and an amplitude of reasoning and research of facts, which I have not
attempted fully to comment on, although every point has been consid-
ered. The view I have taken renders it unnecessary to go further.

Your decision is affirmed.

REA TMOVAL OF LOCAL OFFICE-INSTRUCTIONS.

* sj[Telegram:]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washingtov, Dec. 29, 18S8.
REGISTER AND RECEIVER,

Deadwood, Dakota Ty.
- In view of the contemplated removal of the district office to Rapid
* City, you will in cases in which hearing is now set before you, continue

such cases to a day certain, when further time is necessary for sufficient
notice, and in all such cases where the parties do not desire such hearing
at Rapid City, provide for taking the proofs before some duly qualified
officer designated by you, as conveniently located to the parties in in-

;: terest as possible, and have all published notices properly amended to
show the material facts. When parties so stipulate you may hear eases
Row set for Deadwood at Rapid City. In cases where personal service
of notice has been given, notice of the changes must be given in like
manner. Where notice has already been given to take proof at Rapid
City, before judge or clerk of court, it may be taken as advertised.

S. M. STOCKSLAGER,

Commissioner.
A pproved,

WM. F. VILAS,
Secretary.

PUBLIC SURVEY-TVIEANDER LINE.

GoosE LAKE.

Where the meander line of a survey bordering upon a lake was established at a time
a! i of extreme high water, and the subsequent recession thereof, which occurred
.- shortly after the survey, left a large body of land between said meander line and

the permanent shore line, it is held that such reliction is the property of the gov-
ernment and should be included within its system of public surveys.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 17, 1888.

*t I have before me your letter of May 10, 1888, transmitting for de-
partmental consideration the application, and accompanying papers,
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of certain citizens of Lake County, Oregon, for the survey of lands sit-
uate at the northern extremity of Goose Lake, in township 39 south
range 20 east, and townships 40 and 41 south, range 19 cast, in said
State of Oregon.

It appears that said application was by your office first transmitted
to the Department for its action July 8, 1887.

Objection to the proposed survey having been filed, setting out that
if made it would interfere with the riparian rights of the owners of the
lands around Goose Lake, the Department, under date of November 17,
1887, returned the papers to your office with direction that " a hearing
be had between the alleged settlers and those claiming title to the land
as riparian owners to determine whether the lines of survey were prop-
erly ran, or whether the land in dispute has been formed by accretion
since survey." Pursuant to said direction, your office instructed the
local officers at Lakeview, Oregon, to order a hearing to determine the
issue raised as above mentioned.

A hearing was had, and, on April 19, 1888, your office received the
record in the case, including a large amount of testimony taken at said
hearing.

Upon an examination of said testimony, your office recommends that
the application for survey be granted.

To be more explicit as to the issue made and to better understand
the questions involved, it should be stated that the lands in dispute lie
between the meander line of the shore of Goose Lake and the present
line of water in said lake.

Said Goose Lake lies partly in Oregon and partly in California. The
copy of the official plat before me shows that the lands around that
part of the lake in Oregon were surveyed as follows:

Township 39 south of range 20 east, which embraces the land around
the north end of the lake was surveyed in August 1868, while the lands
on the west side of the lake, consistinglof townships 40 and 41 south,
range 19 east, as well as those on the east side of the lake, which com-
pose townships 40 and 41 south, range 20 east, were surveyed in August,
1872.

Your letter states that:
Although the hearing was intended to relate to lands located in township 39 south,

range 20 east, and townships 40 and 41 south, range 19 east, the testimony presented
refers mainly to the lands situate in township 39 south, range 20 east only, at the
northern extremity of Goose Lake.

An examination of the record verifies this statement, as to the scope
of the testimony.

Presumably the inquiry at the hearing was confined to the lands
around the north end of the lake, because the petitioners for survey
were settlers on said lands only, and did not care to press the inq~uiry
beyond the lands in which they claimed an interest. It should, how-
ever, have been extended by the local officers under your office instruc-
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tions and in the interest of the government, so as to include the lands
on the east and west side of the lake as well as north of it.

Now, as to the lands covered by the investigation, viz: those at the
north end of the lake, in township 39, it is, in effect, alleged by the peti-
tioners that the survey made in 1868 was fraudulent, in that it did not
correctly locate the meander line of the lake in said township; that
about three thousand acres were by said survey returned as lake,
whereas it is dry land; that all of said three thousand acres produces
abundant crops of natural hay and is valuable for agricultural purposes
and desirable for homes.

The statements made by these petitioners as to the fraudulent char-
acter of the original survey are denied by one protestant, who as owner
of certain land having the meander line for its southern boundary claims
to the water, and avers that the allowance of survey as asked would

*i interfere with her riparian rights. Wherefore she asked a hearing.
The voluminous testimony taken at the hearing had is in some re-

spects conflicting, but the following conclusions may, I think, safely be
drawn therefrom.

1. The meander line, as located by the survey of 1868, and the pres-
* ent waterline at the north end of the lake are apart from one-half mile

at their nearest points to two and a half miles at their most widely sepa-
rated points.

2. Between said lines there are about three thousand acres of land,
which on the official plat appears as water and as a part of the lake,
whereas if the survey were extended to the water's edge, where it is

* - now found, it would appear as a part of township 39 north of range 20
* X east.

3.AThe meander line as fixed by the survey of 1868 followed substan-
Xtially the water line as it then existed, and no fraud appears to have
been committed in making said survey.

4. The waters of the lake have since receded, leaving bare the land
covered by the application for survey and leaving the meander line of
the original survey in places over two miles from the present water
line.

The conclusions of fact above mentioned suggest several other ques-
tions, the answers to which, if they can be found in or gotten from the
record, will materially aid in the direction of a correct and satisfactory
conclusion in the wholecaseas presented. For example, if it canbefound
that the land in question may properly be regarded as having been at
the date of survey part of the bed of the lake, and that the recession of
the wafer has since been gradual, then the owners of the lands having
the meander line for a boundary might, perhaps, he held entitled to the
reliction.

On the other hand, should it clearly appear that the lake at the date
of survey was much above its ordinary level because of temporary
or unusual causes; that the lands in question were not a part of the

3263-vOL 7--34
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bed of the lake, but temporarily inundated; that in the following sea-
son the waters rectded, or that the recession and relictiou occurred
within the course of a year or two, whereby this very large acreage was
uncovered under such circumstances as that no principle of law would
justly award it to the owner of the land bordered by the meandered
line; then I think this land could not be properly regarded as having
been gained by reliction to the riparian owner's property. A question
might arise whether the land would not then go to the State. But, it
being shown that the meander line was so grossly an inaccurate repre-
sentation of the actual margin of the lake, it would seem to be more
just to. hold that the property remained public land of the United
States, only temporarily inundated and by mistake surveyed as a lake-

Now, what are the facts on these points e

Without attempting to recapitulate the voluminous testimony in the
record, it is sufficient to say that, after a careful examination of the
same, it seems reasonably certain that when the survey was made in
1868 the meander line as then located followed substantially the water
line as it then existed; that said water line was not that of the lake at its
ordinary level, but was temporary, said lake being at that time, by
reason of melting snows in the surrounding mountains, and the floods
resulting therefrom, several feet higher than its ordinary level, and
higher than it has been since. The land rises very gradually from the
lake and a rise of five or six feet would inundate the land between the
present water line of the lake and the meander line as fixed by the
survey.

Said land, or much of it, was4 bare in 1869, the next year after the
survey, and has for many years grown natural grasses, which havebeen
cut and used as hay, Among the growth thereon is considerable of
sage brush, which, according to the evidence, has been growing on por-
tions of said land for years.

There is nothing in the formation of the ground to indicate that the
permanent shore line of the lake was ever on or near the meander line
as laid down in the official plat, and the evidence taken at the hearing
quite clearly shows that it never was on or near said meander line,
except temporarily, by reason of unusual floods, and this happened to
be at the time when the survey was made.

While it does not appear that there was any actual fraud committed
in making said survey, I am of the opinion that it would be a fraud
upon the law and upon the United States to hold that the meander line
as erroneously located should stand as representing the true water-line
of the lake, and to award to those whose lands are bounded by it the
two or three miles of land intervening between it and the real water-
line of the lake at its ordinary level.

Formal objection to survey as asked has been filed by but one person
claiming as owner of land on the meander line. She states that she is
the owner of lots, aggregating 69.55 acres, and to allow her to take by
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reason of such ownership to the present shore line of the lake would be
to give her over qix hundred acres in addition to the 69.55 acres above
mentioned.

On the facts as they appear in the record, this, in my judgment,
would be to award her a large body of land to which she is not en-

* titled under any rule of law.
On the evidence submitted, you find that the original meander lines

of Goose Lake, in Township 39, " were improperly located, at a time of
extreme high water, but that the surveyor had no knowledge that such
was the fact," and you recommend that the application of the settlers
for survey of the lands herein referred to be granted.

It may be that the determination of the rights of property in this
land can only be finally made satisfactorily by a judicial tribunal.
But to initiate a case upon which such a determination can be invoked,
it is better that the lands should be surveyed and properly defined and
described as a part of the public domain. I think it must be regarded as
public land; and, so believing, the only proper course to give effect to
the public right is to survey it and proceed in accordance with the law
and regulations.

-Upon a full consideration of the record, I concur in your finding of
fact and in your recommendation, which is accordingly approved.

FINAL PROOF-EQUITABLE ADJTDICATION.

J-AMES H. WARNER.

An entry may be submitted to the Board of Equitable Adjudication, in the absence
of protest, where through mistake Sunday was designated as the day on which
final proof would be submitted, and said proof was made the day previous.

F'irst Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, Decem-
ber 18, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of James H. Warner from the decision
of your office, dated September 21, 1887, refusing a reconsideration of
-your office decision dated June 20, 1887, suspending his pre-emption
cash entry of the SW. i of Sec. 14, T. 108 N., R. 68 W., dated Decem-
ber 13, 1884, Mitchell, Dakota Territory, and requiring new publication

* and new proof, because the proof was taken on Saturday, the 8th day
of November, 1884, instead of November 9th, the day advertised.

The final proof shows that claimant was duly qualified to make said
entry, and that he had complied, in good faith, with the requirements

- of the pre.emption law as to inhabitancy, improvement, and cultivation.
The local officers accepted said proof, received payment for the land,

and issued cash certificate therefor.
The claimant has filed with his appeal, his own affidavit, the affidavit

of one Hallen beck, and the affidavit of Judge Rice, before whom the
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final proof was taken. These affidavits allege that the day designated
in the published notice for taking said proof, was Sunday; that the
error was the mistake of the register or printer; that it was not discov-
ered until just before the time for taking said proof; that claimant con-
sulted with several attorneys, and with the officer before whom the
final proof was advertised to be taken, and was advised to make the
proof on Saturday immediately preceding the day advertised; that he
acted upon said advice and made said proof which was accepted by the
local officers; that there has never been any protest filed or any objec-
tion made by third parties to said entry, and the claimant alleges that
he is a poor man, and it would be a great hardship to require him to
make new proof, as his witnesses have gone away from the vicinity of
said land.

After a careful consideration of the whole record, I am of the opinion
that there has been a substantial compliance with the requirements of
the law, and the defect may very properly be cured by the action of the
Board of Equitable Adjudication. You will please refer said entry to
said Board for its consideration under the appropriate rule.

The decision of your office is modified accordingly.

LAND RETURNED AS AIINERAL-BURDEN OF PROOF; RESIDENCE.

KANE ET AL. V. DEVINE.

The burden of proof is upon an agricultural claimant for land returned as mineral; but
after a hearing before the local office as to the character of the land, decided in
favor of the agricultural claimant and not appealed from, the burden rests with
a mineral claimant who alleges a subsequent discovery of mineral.

A charge that the settler has changed his residence is not sustained by evidence which
shows that the alleged absence was the result of judicial compulsion.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, Decem-
ber 18, 1888.

The land involved herein is the NE. i of SE. -, Sec. 28, T. 20 N., R. 12
E., M. D. M., Sacramento, California.

The whole of said township was returned as mineral, and the plat
thereof filed in the local office on February 23, 1878.

On May 23,1878, Thomas Devine made homestead entry for said tract,
together with the N. I of SW. 4 and SE. 4 of NW. i of See. 27, in the same
town and range.

On March 4, 1879, a hearing was held in the contested case of Thomas
Devine v. Alfred Smith, whose pre emption claim conflicted with De-
vine's said homestead entry and the grant to the Central Pacific Rail-
road Company.

Upon the testimony submitted the local officers awarded the land in
section 27 to the railroad company, and allowed Devine to perfect his
entry upon the tract involved. From this action Smith appealed. No
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action with reference to this appeal was takeii by your office. You state
that:

Instead of disposin of said appeal, th is office, by letter "'N" of October 11, 1882,
finding that the character of the land above described was called in question by
numerous affidavits, ordered a thorough investigation to determine the relative value
and character of the land.

The affidavits referred to were made in September, 1882, by S. B.
Davidson (claiming as owner of two certain mineral claims located
upon the said tracts) and several others.

A hearing was had in pursuance of your said office letter of October
11, 1882. This hearing was had before a notary public on January 22,
and continued upon different days until February 10, 1883.

The local officers found from the testimony transmitted the land in
section 27 to be mineral, and that in section 28, i. e., the forty acres in
dispute, to be agricultural in character.

No appeal was taken from this decision.
On May 12, 1884, the local office transmitted an application, purport-

ing to be an application of the trustees and inhabitants of Sierra City
townsite, to contest the homestead entry of Devine. This application
is based upon the allegation that Devine had changed his residence
and been absent from the land from October 1, 1T80, to May 15, 1881,
and from June 6, 1881, to June 7, 1882, and that he had agreed to sell
and convey after final entry certain portions of the tract. This appli-
cation was sworn to by one J. W. Kane (who was an affiant in support
of the said affidavit of Davidson), on May 5, 1884, and signed by him
(Kane), as attorney. On May 19, 1881, the local officers transmitted
the affidavit of said Kane, also made May 5, 1884. In this affidavit
Kane avers that he has located both a lode and placer claim upon the
land; that'he has recently discovered valuable quartz lodes and placer
mines thereon, and that since the date of said homestead entry, Devine

* has by "acts of violence, deadly threats and murderous attempts" com-
pletely prevented and excluded all persons from prospecting on the
land. Three affidavits, in support of the foregoing, were transmitted
therewith.

On May 10, 1886, your office considered the record of the said hear-
ing had in January, 1883, and also the application and affidavits last
mentioned. From office letter of said date, it appears that you were
" unable to reach a satisfactory conclusion as to the real character of
this tract." Thereupon, by the same letter, your office ordered a hear-
ing to determine the matters contained in the application and affidavits
transmitted as stated, upon May 12 and 19, 1884.

In pursuance of this instruction, testimony was only submitted be-
fore the deputy county clerk for Sierra county, at Downieville. This
hearing was commenced on September 6, 1886, and proceeded with at
different times until October 27th following, when it was concluded.

The local office found that the land is not mineral in character, and
sustained the homestead entry. This action was reversed by your office
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decision of September 6, 1887, from which the homestead claimant De-
vine appeals.

The local officers, in passing upon the testimony submitted at the said
hearing, in January, 1883, concerning the character of the one hundred
and sixty acres included in Dein' homestead entry, say:

That gold in small quantities is to be found on every part of it, but the same evi-
dence showed clearly that gold in paying quantities had never been found on any
portion of this land;

that the presence of valuable mineral on the land is " only conjectnre."'
They find, however, that the land in section 27 is of no value for agri-
cultural purposes, and that Devine has cultivated a portion and made
valuable improvements upon the forty acres in section 28, i. e., the tract
in question. Their said decision (not appealed from) was rendered
"under this state of facts."

In the record of the hearing, upon which the decision appealed from
is based, I can not find any evidence that shows the land to have been
occupied or used as a townsite. Your office affirms the local office in
finding, "that the townsite claimants have not established their claim
to any part of said land." No appeal was taken from this finding.
Your finding is accordingly, in this regard, affirmned.

The mineral claimant avers, in the townsite application , that the
claimant Devine had failed to maintain a continuous residence upon the
tract, in that he was absent from October 1, 1880, until May 15, 1881,
"1on account of the murder of Alfred Smith, a claimant and inhabitant
of said tract, who was found murdered thereon and his body burned,"
and that "1Devine again changed his residence from said tract to the
State prison....on June 6,7 1881, until the 17th day of July, 1883, on
account of his attempted murder of Mrs. B. Zelluer and Mrs. W. Busch,
both inhabitants of said tract."

To what extent the claimant was absent from the tract does not clearly
appear from the evidence. It, however, appears that achad been twice
tried for the murder referred to, and that he had been in the State's
prison. The claimant's absence from the land appears from the record
to have, been (as found by the local offices) "1because of circumstances
over which he had no control," and not for the purpose of changing his
residence.

Moreover, it clearly appears that his (claim ant's) wife and children
continued to reside upon and occupy the tract and to which -he seems
to have returned afterhis release fom jail. Themineral claimant's al-
legation in this regard is without force.

The allegation that the claimant agreed to convey a portion of the
land upon the completion of his entry is based upon the testimony of
the mineral claimant (Kane) and John F. Leary, who lived upon the
tract and whose relations with the claimant appear to have been un-
friendly.

He (Kane) states that in 1880 the claimant and his attorney made an
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arrangement at Sacramento with one Busch, who had appeared there
to contest his (claimant's) entry, whereby about one-third of the tract
was to be conveyed to Busch, if the latter would allow claimant to " get
a homestead patent," and that said Busch went into possession by his
brother and two others, who built three houses on the land. The min-
eral claimant, also, swears that the claimant agreed to convey after
final entry a lot upon this tract to the said Leary.

Leary swears that, while the claimant was in the State's prison, which
appears to have been in 1881, his (claimant's) wife agreed to sell to him
(Leary) a lot for $100 and to convey the same after final entry; that
the claimant ratified this agreement, and that he (Leary) in accordance
therewith went into possession of said lot and built a house thereon.
The record does not, in my opinion, sustain this charge.

The testimony shows that considerable trouble had existed between
the claimant and some of the said residents upon the tract, and tends in
my opinion to show that said parties went on the tract regardless of the
claimant's claim. The claimant's wife testifies that one of the parties,
who, as the contestant states, took possession under Busch, was notified
not to build upon the land. The witness Leary admits on cross-ex-
amination that the claimant did not fulfill his promises, and ordered him -
to move his building from the tract, while the claimant swears posit-
tively that he never "offered" the said lot to Leary or anybody else.

The greater part of the very voluminous testimony was submitted for the
purpose of determining the character of the land. The mineral claim-
ant (Kane) and another, on April 29,1884, located the en tire forty acres
as the Kentucky placer claim, and on May 3, following, he (Kane),
located the Golden Monarch lode claim upon the tract. In support of
the allegation that the land was mineral in character, a number of wit-
nesses were examined. The testimony of these witnesses was to the
effect that the land was mineral in character; that it lies in a great gold
belt; and that it is surrounded by valuable mines. A number of said
witnesses stated that they had recently examined the land and found
three well (lefined ledges of gold bearing quartz; that the principal
lode, the said Golden Monarch, extending across the tract from south-
east to northwest, is about two feet wide; that the other two ledges are
each about one hundred feet from the Golden Monarch and parallel
thereto. Considerable testimony was produced showing the value of
this quartz, and a number of pieces of the same were made exhibits for
the mineral claimant in the case. One witness states that this quartz
would pay $100 per ton. It was also shown on behalf of the mineral
claimant that the gravel faken from what was called a shaft upon the
tract showed the presence of gold in paying quantities. It was. esti-
mated that this gravel would pay " about six dollars a car."

The witnesses for the claimant all assert that the land is not mineral.
Several of them swear that they examined the land with reference to
both its quartz and placer value, and state, in effect, that but a faint
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trace of gold could be found after a careful prospect in either the gravel
takenfrom the said shaft, or quartz taken from the alleged lodes. Pieces
of this quartz are also submitted by the claimant as exhibits in thecase.

In the decision appealed from your office found that the greater part
of the evidence is " taken up with attempts to impeach the defendant's
testimony, and that the character of the land had been " a matter of
secondary consideration." It was held in your said decision, however,
that under ruling of the Department in Dughi v. Harkins (2 L. D., 721),
that, the land having been returned as mineral by the surveyor general,
the burden of proof was upon the homestead claimant to show that the
land was not mineral.

I do not consider the case at bar to be governed by the case cited.
In this case it can not he held that the homestead claimant is (as found
by your office) the party assailing the return of the surveyor general.
The land involved was the subject of a hearing had (January, 1883,) by
the direction of your office, for the express purpose of determining its
character.

The local office found the land to be agricultural, and no appeal was
taken from their decision. Their finding, then, became final, and it is
now for the mineral claimant to sustain his allegation of recently dis-
covered mineral.

The Department has repeatedly held that it must appear " not that
neighboring or adjoining lands are mineral in character, or that that in
dispute may hereafter by possibility develop minerals in such quantity
as will establish its mineral rather than its agricultural character, but
that as a present fact it is mineral in character." Magalia Gold Mining
Company v. Ferguson (6 L. D., 218), and cases cited.

The witnesses for both parties examined and prospected upon the
land, and their evidence is in direct conflict as to its character. It is,
however, clear that no mining operation has ever been conducted upon
the land, nor has mineral in any quantity been taken therefrom, although
more than two years have elapsed since the mineral claimant located
his claim. The mineral claimant claims to have spent all the money he
could spare upon a ditch located beyond the northern boundary of the
tract. He says that this ditch is intended to convey water to his Ken-
tucky placer claim; that it is not completed; and that such ditch will
cost $3,000. The only work which the mineral claimant claims to have
had done upon the land appears to be the " shaft" referred to. This
shaft, some fifty feet in depth, was dug by Leary and is situated within
ten or twelve feet of his (Leary's) house. At the date of hearing it was
used by him as a well, and from the testimony in behalf of the claimant
it appears to have been sunk solely for that purpose.

Testimony was also introduced by the claimant tending to show that
the tract had been *' salted " in the interest of the mineral claimant.

The claimant and family have resided upon the tract since 1876. He
enclosed and cultivated about five acres. He raised a variety of veg-
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etables and had one hundred and eighteen fruit trees. He had a house,
with eight rooms, a hay barn, stable, chicken house, etc. One of the
mineral claimant's witnesses estimates his improvements as worth
$2,000.

It appearing from the record that the tract had been fully examined
by the mineral claimant and witnesses, I agree with the conclusion
reached by the local office that the mineral claimant's charge, that the
claimant, by deadly threats, etc., "prevented all persons from pros-
pecting' on the land,isnot " entitled toany weight." I deem it proper
to add, however, that the evidence in my opinion fails entirely to sus-
tain this allegation.

After a careful consideration of the evidence. in the light of surround-
ing circumstances, I am satisfied that the value of the mineral claims
located upon this tract is speculative, and the land is not shown to be
mineral in character "as a present fact," within the meaning of the au-
thorities cited. I can not, therefore, find in this record sufficient war-
rant for disturbing the claimant's entry for the tract involved.

Your decision is reversed.

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-SETTLEMENT-ACT OF MAY 14, 1880.

CHRISTENSEN V. MATHORN.

By section 3, act of May 14, 1880, the settlement of a homesteader is only protected,

as against other and later settlers, for the period of three months, after which

the next settler in point of time, who has complied with the law, takes the land.

- Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 19, 1888.

The record in this case shows that on November 20, 1883, Herman

Christensen made homestead entry, No. 12,821, for the NW. 4 of the
NW. i and the S. 4 of the NW. I of Sec. 4, T. 112 N., B. 54 W.,
Watertown district, Dakota, and that on January 18, 1884, Wilhelm
Mathorn made homestead entry. No. 13,099, for the entire NW.jd of
said section, alleging settlement October 20, 1883. That by letter " C"
of your office, under date of August 1, 1884, the said entry of Christen-
sen was suspended, for conflict with said entry of Mathorn for the same
land, and Christensen was allowed sixty days within which to show
cause why his said entry should not be canceled, by reason of such cone
fiet. That on February 5, 1885, the local officers transmitted to your
office the corroborated affidavit of Christensen, resisting the right of
Mathorn to the land in controversy, stating that he had made his said
entry in good faith, and claiming the land embraced therein by right
superior to that of Matborn. Thatupon consideration of said affidavit,
your office, by letter " C "m under date of February 17, 1885, directed the
local officers " to order a hearing, at which each may have an opportu-
nity to present such evidence as he may have, in support of his claim
to thp tract in controversy." That a hearing was accordingly ordered
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for May 14, 1885, at which time both parties appeared and, submitted
testimony.

It is shown by the testimony thus submitted that Mathorn made set-
tlement upon the tract embraced in his said entry, in the month of June,
1883, in a small sod house, built by his son Edward Mathorn, and that
he and his family continued to reside therein until October 20, 1883,
when he commenced to build a larger house, but owing to the cold
weather he, with his family, removed therefrom, between the 20th and
last day of October, 1883, to a more comfortable house, situated on a
pre-emption claim, upon which he had made final proof some time pre-
viously thereto; that he continued to reside on his pre-emption until
January 18, 1884, when he made his said homestead entry, whereupon
he returned to his said homestead claim, and continued to reside thereon
to the date of the hearing; that, at the time Christensen made his said
entry, he had full knowledge of Mathorn's settlement on the land and
of his improvements thereon, which at that time consisted of some five
or six acres of breaking, besides the house built by his son, and the
larger house commenced by him, as above stated, but the land was then
unoccupied by any one, and Christensen relies upon the fact that Hathorn
did not make his entry within three months from the date of his settle-
ment, as required by law. In the matters of residence, cultivation and
improvement, both parties seem to have complied with the law, up to
the date of the hearing, the said Christensen having followed his entry
by settlement and improvement in April, 1884.

Upon this state of facts the local officers decided in favor of Mathorn,
and recommended that Christensen's entry be canceled. From this
decision Christensen appealed and in passing upon said appeal, your
office, by letter " C 11, of date July 16, 1886, held:

It seems clear that Mathorn established an actual residence on the land in the sum-
mer of lm83, and his absence during the winter of 1883 and 1884, was only temporary,
and if he did not make his homestead entry within three months from the date of his
settlement. he did make such entry within three months from'the date when Chris-
tensen's adverse right attached, i. e., November 20, 1883, when the latter made home-
stead entry, and I think sufficient diligence was used to defeat Christensen, who did
not settle upon the land till April 1884, and is not shown to have ever resided thereon
for any length of time.

Christensen's appeal is dismissed and his homestead entry, No. 12,821, is hereby
held for cancellation.

Christensen's appeal from this latter decision brings the case here.
By sectionuthree of the act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), it is pro-

vided:
That any settler who has settled, or who shall hereafter settle, on any of the pub-

lic lands of the United States, whether surveyed or nusurveyed, with the intention
of claiming the same under the homestead laws, shall be allowed the same time to
file his homestead application and perfect his original entry in the United States
land-office as is now allowed to settlers under the pre-emption laws to put their
claims on record, and his right shall relate back to the date of settlement, the same
as if he settled under the pre-ernpt ion laws.
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In the case of Watts v. Forsyth, reported in 5 L. D., 624, and 6 L. D.,
306, it was held by this Department, that the settlement of a home-
steader is only protected by the act of Congress, above quoted, as
against other and later settlers, for the period of three months, after
which the next settler in point of time, who has complied with the law,
takes the land-citing Sec. 2265 of the Revised Statutes.

In the case at bar, it is conceded that Mathorn did not make his
entry within three months from the date of his actual settlement on the
land embraced therein, and his right by virtue of such settlement thereby
became subject to any valid intervening right. Christensen acquired by
his said entry and subsequent settlemenjt, such right, and the said entry
of Mathorn was, for that reason illegal. The decision of your office is
therefore reversed, the entry of Christensen will be allowed to stand,
and as the law allows but one existing homestead entry for the same
tract of land, the entry of Mathorn must be canceled, to the extent
that it conflicts with that of Christensen.

FINAL PROOF PROCEEDINGS-CONTINEANCE-MISDESCRIPTION.

KATE D. WOLF.

The continuance of final proof proceedings should be to a day certain.

Where through no fault of claimant the laud was misdescribed in the published no-
tice, the proof may be accepted as made, after republication, in the absence of

protest or objection.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 19, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Kate D. Wolf from the decision of
your office of March 28, 1887, suspending her original homestead en-

try, No. 77, and commutation cash entry, No. 1004A for the SE. , of Sec.
18, T. 156N., )R. 64 W., Devil's Lake district, Dakota, and rejecting her
final proof thereon.

The claimant made said original homestead entry December 10, 1883,
and con muted the same to cash entry and made final proof thereon
February 28, 1885.

Your office suspended said entries and rejected the proof 1st, because
in the published notice of the claimant's intention to make said proof,

* the land was misdecribed as being in Sec. " 28 " instead of Sec. 18, and
2d, because the proof was made February 28, 1885, and not on Decem-
ber 22, 1884, the day designated in said. published notice.

The proof as made related to the land embraced in said entries and
was sufficient in itself, and it appears that the notice of intention to

I make said proof filed by the claimant with the register, and that fur- .7
nished by the register to the publisher, correctly described said land,
and the mistake in the description was made by the publisher and with-
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out fault on the part of the claimant. The publisher in such cases
" acts under the direction of the register "' (20 Stat., 472), and the mis-
take was, therefore, chargeable to the officer of the government, rather
than the claimant, and she should not be prejudiced thereby. (United
States v. Clark et al. (6 L. D., 770); Lytle v. Arkansas (9 How., 333);
Yosemite Valley Case (15 Wall., 20).

As to the second ground for the action of your office. it appears that
the claimant sprained her ankle a few days before the day (December
22, 1884) appointed for making the proof, which prevented her appear-'
ing at that time, but her attorney was present and presented her ex-
cuse, and thereupon the local officers granted a continuance until the
claimant was able to be present, and she subsequently, February 28, 1885,
appeared with her witnesses and made said proof. The proof was ap-
proved by the local officers, and, as stated above, was in itself sufficient.

The local officers erred in the indefinite postponement of the making
of the proof; they should have continued it to a day certain when it
could have been again so continued if the claimant had not recovered.
Even if there had been no error in the published notice, this indefinite
postponement would have necessitated new publication, as it would
have amounted to a discontinuance of the original notice.

This error, however, is not material in the present case, as, the original
notice being fatally defective, a continuance to a day certain based
upon such defective notice, would have been equally as invalid as an
indefinite postponement. Nor does this case fall within that class of
cases, where the final proof is not submitted on the day fixed in the
notice, but no adverse claim exists, and no one appears to protest
against the proof on the day advertised for its submission, in which
cases it is held that the entry may be submitted to the Board of Equi-
table Adjudicationforconfirmation. (William H. Adams, 6 L.D., 745).
Those are cases of valid notice. In contemplation of law, however,
there was, in the present case, no original notice and no day designated
for making proof, and it falls within the reason of those cases of notice
defective because of misdescription of the land and where the claimant
is without fault in which it is held, that this Department may, in the
exercise of its duty of supervision, direct that new publication of notice
be made, and, in the absence of protest or objection to the entry within
the time prescribed in said new notice, that the proof already made be
accepted as final proof. (Forest M. Crossthwaite, 4 L. D., 406); United
States v. Clark et al., supra).

You are, therefore, instructed to direct the register to make new pub-
lication of notice according to law, and if no protest or objection is filed
to said entry within the time prescribed in said notice, the proof already
submitted by the claimnant will be accepted as final proof. The decision
of your office is modified accordingly.
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RIGHT OF WAY ACT TIMBER CUTTING.

OREGON & WASHINGTON Ty. R. R. Co.

Under the act of March 3, 187.5, the right of a railroad company to take timber for
construction purposes is limited to public lands adjaenat to the line of the road.
Lands one hundred and fifty miles distant from the road are not adjacent thereto

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 19, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of the Oregon and Washington Territory
Railroad Company from the decision of your office, dated August 12,
1887, refusing its application to cut timber for construction purposes
from the unsurveyed public lands in and about Cleelum, Kittitas county,
Washington Territory, some twenty miles west of Ellenburg.

Said application is made under the provision of the act of March 3,
1875 (18 Stat., 482) granting the right of way to railroads through the
public lands of the United States and allowing them, under certain con-
ditions, "' the right to take, from the public lands adjacent to the line
of said road, material, earth, stone, and timber necessary for the con-
struction of said railroad."

Your office rejected said application for the reason that the lands from
which the applicant proposed to take the timber were situated from one
hundred and fifty to two hundred miles distant, from the line of the
railroad and hence they were not adjacent to it.

It is quite clear that the application must be refused. If a railroad
company can go one hundred and fifty to two hundred miles from the
line of its road and not adjacent thereto, to procure timber for its con-
straction, it would seem that it could take timber anywhere upon the
public domain for the purpose of building its road. I do not think the
statute warrants such a broad construction. In the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway Company (6 IL. D., 449) this Department cited with ap-
proval the decision of the United States district court for Colorado, ren-
dered August 27, 1887, holding that:

Under the ac of March 3, 1875, railroad companies have only the right to take tim-
ber irom public lands for the construction of that portion of their lines of road adja-
cent to the lands cat from, the word "adjacent " meaning extending laterally some
distance from the line of the road, and probably within ordinary transportation by
wagons; and that timber so taken can not be lawfully transported to parts of the
road remote from the place of cutting and there used, nor can it be used for purposes
of repair.

The decision of your office refusing said application must be, and it is
hereby affirmed.
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TIMBER CULTURE CONTEST-PREFERENCE RIGHT.

1)AYTON V. HAUSE ET AL.

A contestant will not be heard to assert a preference right of entry, when it appears
from the record that he has disqualified himself to make entry prior to the final
disposition of the contest.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 19, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Lyman C. Dayton from the decision
of your office, dated September 6, 1887, dismissing his appeal from the
action of the local land officers at Aberdeen, Dakota, adverse to hirn.,

The record shows that Lyman C. Dayton tiled in the local office
at Watertown, Dakota Territory, his affidavit of contest against timber-
culture entry No. 5070 of the NE. I of Sec. 23, T. 123 N., R. 64 W.,
alleging as ground of contest, that the entryman, Joseph F. Hause, had
relinquished said tract. Notice issued and August25, 1881, wasset for
hearing, which was continued to November 1, 1881. On the last named
date, James R. Dayton filed his affidavit in the local office, alleging
that L. C. Dayton's contest was not made in good faith and moved the
dismissal thereof; also that the entry of said Hause be canceled, and
that he be allowed to enter said land. James R. Dayton also filed the
affidavit of said Ujause, with his relinquishment and the local officers
cancele(l said entry of Hause on January 21, 1882, and permitted James
R. Dayton to make timber-culture entry No. 5070 for said land.
On March 24, 1882, L. C. Dayton filed an application for a rehearing
and review of the action of the local officers, which was denied by your
office on October 10, 1883, and an application for reconsideration was
also refused on October 15, 1884.

On appeal a bearing was ordered by this Department (4 L. D., 263)
in said case " with a view of ascertaining whether Lyman C. Dayton
filed any application to enter said tract, and if so, when; at what time
the register and receiver dismissed his contest against said entry, and
whether either or both of said parties have acted in good faith; whether
they are qualified to enter said tract under the homestead or timber
culture laws; and whether said tract has been platted and sold as
alleged."

The hearing was duly bad, and the local officers, upon the evidence
offered, found (1) That Lyman C. Dayton never made a proper applica-
tion to enter the NE. i of See. 23, T. 123 N., R. 64 W., the land in ques-
tion, under the timber-culture law, and the departmental rules and
regulations thereunder; (2) That Lyman C. Dayton's contest against
said tract was dismissed on November 1, 1881; (3) That he bad notice
of said dismissal; (4) That he has never cnmplied with the timber-
culture law as to improvements and cultivation; (5) That said L. C.
Dayton has exercised his homestead right by entering the SE. 4 of Sec.
14, T. 123 N., R. 61 W., (6) That he has virtually abandoned the land
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in question because he made timber-culture entry of the SE. 1 of See. 2,
T. 122 N., R. 64 W., on March 10, 1882; (7) That James R. Dayton was
a qualified entryman, that he has acted in good faith as to the cultiva-
tion and improvement of said tract under the timber-culture law, and
(8) That said tract has never been platted and sold as alleged.

On appeal, your office affirmed the action of the local office, dismissed
the appeal of Lyman C. Dayton, and allowed the timber-culture entry
of James R. Dayton to remain intact subject to future compliance with
the law.

The appellant insists, among other things, that, even conceding that
he (lid not file a proper application to enter said tract, yet he is entitled
to the preference right of entry by reason of the initiation of his con-
test. Admitting, the truth of appellant's contention, yet the record
shows that he subsequently entered another tract of land under the
timber-culture law, and also one under the homestead law. He could,
therefore, take nothing by his application to enter the tract in question,
even if he had filed as he alleges. In the departmental decision order-
ing a hearing (supra) my predecessor, Secretary Lamar, stated:

It will be observed that no witnesses have testified in this case before the register
and receiver. Ex parte affidavits have been filed by both Lyman C. Dayton and
James R. Dayton directly in conflict, and they can not be accounted for, except upon
the hypothesis that one or the other has sworn falsely.

The testimony taken at the hearing is, in many respects, very con-
flicting and wholly irreconcilable, but a caref ul examination of the whole
record, shows no good reason for disturbing the findings of the local
officers and the conclusion of your office. Said decision is accordingly
affirmed.

INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT GRANT-STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

JOHN MONAUGHTON ET AL.

: A location made under a warrant issued by the State in part satisfaction of the in-
ternal improvement grant of 1841, is within the confirmatory provisions of see-
tion one, act ofJuly 23, 1866, and patent should issue therefor in accordance with
said act.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 19, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of John MceNaughton, Tho mas McNau gh
ton, Elizabeth Lawrence and James 0. Ellison, from your office decis-
'o01 of June 9, 1887, rejecting their several applications to make home-
stead entries for various portions of the NE. +, of section 7, and NW. 1
section 8, T. 8 N., R. 1 W., H. M., Humboldt, California land district.

It appears from the record that the State of California, on September
11, 1852, issued to C. Gilchrist, land warrant No. 72 for 320 acres to be
located in part satisfaction of the 300,000 acre grant for purposes of in-

* ternal improvements, given the State by the act of September 4, 1841.
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Gilchrist sold said warrant to one Hiram Wagar who made application
to select thereon the lands above described on March 18, 1857.

Plat of the survey of the township was filed in the local office Jan-
uary 19, 1856.

After making such selection Wagar sold the land and it has since
been sold and transferred a number of times, part of it being subdi-
vided and having thereon a church, cemetery, blacksmith-shop, hotel,
and a number of dwellings, constituting a small town, all claimed by,
through, and under the selection of said Wagar.

This land has never been certified to the State and with the papers
I find the request of the surveyor-general of California, that the said
certification be now made, in order that the State may issue patent to
the owner.

You say in your said decision that the selection under Wagar's land
warrant made in 1857, " was never duly reported to your office, but
evidence that it was made is on file." And further, that 'In reporting
the offerings made February 14, 1859, under proclamation of June 30,
1858, the land above described was excepted from the offering because
of selections that had been made under the act of September 4, 1841."

You further say that said State land warrant No. 72 was at one time
in your office and that said number is still found in a list of selections
in Humboldt land district made under the said act of 1841.

On February 24, 1887, Elizabeth Lawrence applied to make home-
stead entry for the NE. 1 of section 7, and on the next day James 0.
Ellison made a like application for the NW. i of section 8, and on
March 1st, following, John and Thomas McNaughton, presented simi-
lar applications. These applications were all rejected by the local
officers for the reason that the record of their office showed said lands to
be covered by State application No. 58 by State land warrant No. 72.

On July 23, 1866, Congress enacted a law entitled " an Act to quiet
land titles in California,," and in section one thereof it was provided as
follows, (14 Stat., 218):

That in all cases where the State of California has heretofore made selections of
any portion of the public domain in part satisfaction of any grant made to said
State by any act of Congress, and has disposed of the same to purchasers in good
faith under her laws, the lands so selected shall be and hereby are, confirmed to said
State etc.

Then follow certain provisos which do not apply to the case at bar.
The State of California did sell to an innocent purchaser warrant

No 72, authorizing him to locate the same on that much of the land
granted to the State by the act of September 4, 1841, and the govern-
ment permitted the assignee of the purchaser, as agent of the State to
make selection of the tracts in controversy, upon said warrant, and
accepted said warrant from the owner thereof, and placed the same on
file in your office, as stated in your said letter.

The owner of the warrant was not required to do anything more to
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perfect his right to the land under section one of the act of July 23,
1866. Subsequent proceedings were to be inaugurated by your office
as required in section three of said act, which is as follows:

That it shall be the duty of the commissioner of the general land office to instruct
the officers of the local land offices and the surveyor-general, immediately after the
passage of this act, to forward lists of all selections made by the State referred to in
section one of this act, and lists and maps of all swamp and overflowed lands ulaimed
by said State, or surveyed as provided in this act, for final disposition and determina-
tion, which final disposition shall be made by the commissioner of the general land office
without delay.

I can see no reason why certificate should not now issue for the tract
in controversy, as providle(l in said section three.

It follows that the several applications to make homestead entry were
properly rejected.

Your said decision is accordingly affirmed.

OREGON DONATION CIAIM-MARRIED MAN.

ANDREW J. ALLEN.

Though a donation claimant may be entitled, at date of settlement, to claim three
hundred and twenty acres of land as a married man, if his wife dies prior to the
Completion of the period of occupancy certificate can issue for hut one hundred
and sixty acreg.

In such a case the donee may be allowed to relinquish such portion of the land as
may be necessary to make his claim approximate one hundred and sixty acres,
which shall include contiguous tracts and his principal improvements.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 19, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of Andrew J. Allen from the decision of
your office, dated August 14, 1886, holding foi, cauncellation donation cer-
tificate, No. 1984, for lots 5, 6, 7, and 8, of See. 9, lot 1, the NE. 1 of the
NW. J, the W. J of the NE. 1, and the NW. i Of the SE. 1 of Sec. 16, T.
25 S., R. 4 W., issued August 23, 1876, by the Roseburg land offleers,
in the State of Oregon.

Said certificate is for 252.16 acres, and is in the name of Andrew J.
Allen and wife, assigning the east-half to him and the west-half to his
wife.

The final proof shows that Allen claimed three hundred and twenty
acres, as a married man, under the act of Congress approved Septem-
ber 27, 180 (9 Stat., 496), and amendments thereto; that he was mar-
ried on August 15, 1847, and arrived, with his wife, in said State, theni
a Territory, on September 17, 1852; that, on September 4, 1854, he set-
tled upon unsurveyed land in what proved to be T. 25 S., R. 4 W.; that
he resided continuously upon and cultivated said land until the fourth
day of September, 1858; that his wife died upon said claim on July 12,
1855; that he was, at date of settlement, a native born citizen, over
twenty-one years of age.

3263-VOL 7- 35
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Your office held that said Allen was entitled to claim, at the date of

his settlement, three hundred and twenty acres, but, at the date of his

final proof, his wife having died in the meantime, certificate could issue

for only one hundred and sixty acres of land, citing as authority the

case of Hall v. Russell (101 UT. S, 503). Your office further found that

the township plat of survey of said land was approved on February 20,

1856; that Allen filed two notices, claiming parts of sections 9 and 16,

by metes and bounds; that in 1876, when said certificate issued, he

changed his claim and tool it by legal subdivisions; that there is no ad-

verse claim, excel)t the Oregon and California Railway Company, which

asked, by telegialph, for a hearing to determine the statustof said lot8,

in Sec. 9; that the claim of the company should be rejected for failure

to furnish affidavits within the time required, showing the status of

said lot X; that the selection of said lot 8 ought not to be disturbed, as

said notices include nearly one-half of said lot; that the field notes of

the survey of said township locate Allen's house in lot 7 of Sec. 9, and,

as the fourth section of said act requires that the donation shall include

the improvements of the donee, your office held for cancellation said

certificate as to lots 5 and 6 of Sec. 9, and the NE. i of the NW. I of

Sec. 16, containing ninety-eight acres.
The appellant insists that your office erred in holding that the extent

of the donation grant depends upon whether the settler is married, or

single, at the date when the occupancy of the land iscoinpleted. This

contention can not be sustained.
The fifth section of said act provides that to certain persons, who are

qualified and have complied with the provisions of said act,

There shall be and hereby is granted the quantity of one quarter section, or one

hnndred and sixty acres of land if a single man; or, if married, or if he shall become

married within one year from the time of arriving in said Territory, or within one

year after becoming twenlty-one years of age, as aforesaid, then the quantity of one-

half section, or three hundred fnd twenty acres, one half to the husband and one

half to the wife in her own right.

The donation act was very fully considered by the United States su-

preme court in the case of Hall v. Russell (supra), in which it was held

that the grant by said act was not to a settler only, but to a settler who

had completed the four years of residence and cultivation, and had

otherwise conformed to the provisions of said act; that whenever a

settler qualified himself to become a grantee, he took the grant and his.

right to a transfer of the legal title from the United States became

vested, but until he was qualified to take, there was no actual grant of

the soil; that the provision in the fourth section, "that in all cases

where such married persons have complied with the provisions of this

act, so as to entitle them to the grant, as above provided . . . . . and

either shall have (lied before patent issues, the survivor and children or

heirs of the deceased shall be entitled to share an interest of the de-

ceased in equal proportions, except where the deceased shall otherwise

dispose of it by testament duly and properly executed according to the
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laws of Oregon," related to such married persons 'as hail completed their
four years residence and cultivation, and had otherwise complied with

- the law; that the language of the fifth section of said act clearly indi-
cates that there was to be no grant, except to persons, who, by comply-
ing with the provisions of the act, had become qualifled to take. Again,
in the case of Vance v. Burbank (101 U. S., 521), the supreme court re-
affirmed the doctrine announced in flall v. Russell (supra), and added
"The statutory grant was to the settler, but if he was married, the do-
nation, when perfected, inured to the benefit of himself and wife in
equal parts. The wife could not be a settler. She got nothing except
through her husband." The same principle was subsequently adhered
to in the case of Maynard v. Hill (125 U. S., 190).

While concurring in the conclusion of your office, that the claimant
can acquire title to not more than one hundred and sixty acres of said
land, I am of the opinion that he should be permitted to relinquish so
much of the land covered by said certificate as may be necessary to ap-
proximate the claim to one hundred and sixty acres, which shall.leave

*: the land contiguous and include his principal improvements. In case
the claimant shall file such relinquishment within thirty days from no-
tice hereof, the certificates may be canceled as to that part relinquished,

*'0 and patent may issue on the certificate as amended. In case the claim-
ant shall fail to file such relinquishment within the time designated,
after due notice hereof, the decision of your office will be affirmed.

Said decision is modified accordingly.

SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD-MINOR.

W. S. PINE.

: The right to make soldiers' additional entry abcorded to the minor child under section
2307 R. S., must be exercised prior to the expiration of his minority.

The fact that the certificate of the soldier's additional right was issued during such
minority would not operate to extend the time within which entry could he made
thereunder.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stocks lager, December 19, 1888.

I have considered the appeal of W. S. Pine, guardian of Fred El. Kil-
mer, minor orphan of E. Kilmer, deceased, from the decision of your
office, dated July 21, 1887, holdipg for cancellation soldier's additional
homestead entry No. 1420 (final certificate No. 291), oftLot2of Sec.31,
T. 21 N., R. 67 W., made August 17, 1886, at the Cheyenne land office,
in the Territory of Wyoming.

Your office held said entry for cancellation, for the reason that at the
time the same was made in the name of W. S. Pine, guardian of Fred
Klhmer., minor heir of Fred H. Kilmer, deceased, the said heir was.
more than twenty-one years of age, and, hence, the entry was illegal.
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The counsel for appellant, in his appeal claims:
That said entry should not have been held for cancellation, because the S. A. scrip,

with which this location was made, was duly certified by your predecessor, and as-
signed for a valuable consideration, which went to the benefit of said minor orphan
child prior to his becoming of age; and the fact that said orphan child, having be-
come of age, subsequent to the transfer of said scrip, shound not in any manner affect
the interests of a bona-fide owner of the same, or the subsequent location thereof.

Section 2307 of the Revised Statutes provides that:

In case of the death of anny person who would be entitled to a homestead under the
provisions of Sec. 2304, his widow, if nnmarried, or in case of her death or marriage,
then his minor orphan children, by a guardian dimly appointed and officially accred-
ited at the Department of the Interior, shall b- entitled to all the benefits enumerated
in this chapter.

This Department held in the case of Lars Winiqvist (4 L. D., 323),
that:

The right of additional hbomestead given to the soldier can only be exercised by the
soldier during his life, and after his death by his widow during her life or widow-
hood; and after her death or marriage, by his children during their minority.

If the entry of the minor child must be made during his minority, as
the statute requires, then the fact that the certificate was issued during
such minority could not extend the time when such entry must be made.
The right to make such entry is personal and not assignable, and such
has been the repeated ruling of this Department. See Lars Winqvist
(supra) Chauncey Carpenter (7 L. D., 23'); J. B. Haggin (7 L. D., 287).

It follows, therefore, that the decision of your office was correct, and
it is hereby affirmed.

SCHOOL LANDS-FORT SANDERS MILITARY RESERVATION.

GEORGE TIMMERMAN.

Sections sixteen and thirty-six, emibracen within the lands excluded from the Fort
Sanders military reservation by act of June 9, 1874, are reserved for school pur-
rmosesin wceordance with section 1946 of the Revised Statutes, and hence not sub-
ject to entry.

Secretary TVilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 19, 1888.

I have before me the case of George 'Pimumerman appealed from the
decision of y our offieY, dated March 22. 1887, rejecting his application to
enter Sec. 36, T. 10 N., It 74 W., Cheyenne land district, Wyoming,

under hlie desert laird act.
It appears lmhat said section is within the original limits of the Fort

Sanders. formerly Fort John Buford, military reservation, created by
executive order, dated January 7, 1867. By act of June 9, 1874 (18
Stat., 65) said reservation was materially reduced leaving said section
outside of the new reservation. Section third of said act provides:

That the lands heretofore constituting the Fort Sanders military reservation outside
of the limits of the new reservation, as defined in section one of this act, shall be held to
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be and have been subject and liable to the operation of the laws of the United States,
in the same manner and to the same extent as if the satne had never been included
within the limits of said reservation.

Section 1946 of the Revised Statutes is as follows:
Sections numbered sixteen and thirty-six in each towvnship of the Territories of

New Mexico, Utah, Colorado, Dakota, Arizona, Idaho, Montana anal Wyoming, shall
be reserved for the purpose of being applied to schools in the several Territories
herein named, and in the States and Territories hereafter to be erected out of the
same.

This was a law of the United States at the time the act of June 9,
1874,was passed, and is now, and it must be held to operate on sections
sixteen and thirty-six the same as if such sections had never been within
said military reservation. Said section is, then, reserved for school
purposes, and is not subject to desert land entry.

The decision of your office rejecting appellant's application to enter
is therefore affirmed.

MINERAL LANDS-SALT DEPOSITS-ACT OF JANUARY 12, 1877.

SALT BLUFF PLACER.

Land chiefly valuable for its salt deposits is not subject to entry as a placer mine.
No authority exists for the disposal of saline lands, or salt springs, belonging to the

United States except under the provisions of the act of January 12, 1877.
The provisions of said act are not applicable to the Territory of Utah, hence there Is

no authority for the disposal of such lands in said Territory.

Secretary Vilas to Comm*issioner Stockslager, December 19, 1888.

On November 25, 1879, Axel Einersen and Christian A. Madsen filed
application, in conformity with the provisions of the act of May 10, 1872
(17 Stat., 91), for a patent from the United States, for the E. 3 of the E.
A of the SE. j, See. 33, T. 20 S., R. 1 E., Salt Lake City, Utah, known
as the " Salt Bluff " placer mine.

The record shows that the tract involved is chiefly valuable for its
salt deposits.

On May 15, 1883, receiver's receipt and final certificate of entry were
issued to claimants by the local officers, and thereupon the papers in the
case were transmitted to your office for appropriate action thereon.

In response to the requirements of three several letters of your office,
dated respectively, on February 14, 1884, October 6, 1884, and April 2,
1885, certain amendments were made, and supplemental proofs fur-
nished by claimants, in reference to said entry, for the purpose of satis-
fying your office of their full compliance with the requirements of said
act of May 10, 1872, and the circular instructions issued thereunder.

On July 31, 18H, your immediate predecessor held said entry for can-
cellation, on the ground that " no authority exists for making such en-
tries, or for disposing of salt lands in the Territory of Utah, in any man-
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ner" The case is now before me on appeal by claimant from this de-
cision.

The first question presented for determination by the, appeal is, as to
whether lands beaiing salines or salt, and chiefly valuable for their
salt deposits, are suhject to entry and patent under the minieral act of
May 10, 1872, supra.

The first section of said act provides

That all valuable miner'al deposits in lands belonging to the United States, both
surveyed and usnrvreyed, are hereby dleelared to be free and open to exploration and
purchase. and the lands in which they are found to occupation and purchase,
. . . . .under regulations prescribed by law.

Section two of said act provides for the location of mining claims upon
veins or lodes of quartz or other rock in place, and section ten provides
that the act of July 9, 1870 (16 Stat., 217), shall, with certain exceptions
as to proceedings to obtain a patent, be and remain in full force and
effect.

It is provided by said act of July 9, 1870, among other things, " that
claims, usually called ' placers,' including all forms of deposit. excepting
veins of quartz, or other rock in place, shall be subject to entry and
patent under this act, under like circumstances and conditions, and upon
similar proceedings, as are provided for vein or lode claims," with cer-
tain exceptions therein specified, as to the survey of such lands, the
number of acres that could be entered and the price, per acre, that
should be pai(l therefor.

It is proper to note in this connection, that after the appeal herein
was taken, John Mullan, Esq. who represents as attorney the interests
of Elias Crane, E. W. Crane and F. Oliver, filed in the record, a written
argument for the stated purplose of showing that salt is a mineral, and
that lands chiefly Valuable for salt deposits, are subject to entry and
patent under said act of May 10, 1872.

Said written argument is accompanied by the application of the par-
ties named, to intervene for the purpose stated, and is supported by a
sworn statement, to the effect that said applicants have for the past ten
years and more, held by actual possession and constant use certain salt
mines in Sevier County, Utah ; that they have used the ci ude product
in the manufacture of salt for familv use and for cattle, an(l have ex-
pended for improvements in buildings, machinery, roads, etc., upwards
of $5,000, anti a like sum for labor, with a view to obtaining patents for
their claims, under the act of May 10, 1872.

This argument has been duly considered, but it may be well to note,
in passing, that in determining the first point raised by the record, it is
not deemed necessary to inquire whether salt is or is not a mineral.

As before stated, the real question presented in this case is as to
whether lands belonging to the United States, which are saline in char-
acter, are subject to entry and patent under the act of May 10, 1872;
and as bearing directly upon this question, we are led first to inquire
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wvhether th.ere has been any settle(d policy on the part of the government.
in dealing with such lands, as distinguished from other lands, made

subject to entry and patent under the general land laws. If there has

been, and still exists, a separate and distinct policy in reference to such

lands. it follows that they are not subject to entry and patent under

the provisions of said act of May 10, 1872, and the question, as to

whether salt is a mineral within the meaning of said act, is therefore
immaterial.

In the case of Hall v. Litchfield et al., decided by your office on March

2, 1876, and affirmed by my predecessor, Secretary Chandler, February

13, 1877 (Copp's U. S. Mineral Lands, 321), it was held, following the
authority of the case of Morton v. Nebraska (21 Wall., 660), that it has

been the policy of the government to reserve salt springs and lands

from sale, and that there is no authority for their disposal, either as

agricultural or minerallands; and in that case certain filings and ap-

plications for lands in the State of Colorado, returned by the surveyor-

general as saline lands, and the contrary not being shown, were re-

jected.
In the case of Morton v. Nebraska, supra, the status of saline lands

and salt springs was fully considered by the supreme court. The ac-
tion was (-jeetnent, the plaintiff's title being based upon locations of

certain warrants. The State insisted that these locations were without

authority of law, because the lands on which the warrants were laid

were saline lands, and therefore not subject to entry under the land laws

of the United States. The court rejected the claim of the plaintiff to

the lands therein in question-the same being palpably saline in char-

acter-holding that the policy of the government since the inauguration

of the public land system by the act of May 18, 1796, to reserve saline

lands from disposition under the laws regulating the sale and disposal

of the public lands, has been uniform. In discussing the question as

*t to whether this policy was continued or abandoned by the act of July

22, 1854, " to establish the offices of surveyor-general of New Mexico,

Kansas and Nebraska," (10 Stat., 308,) the court said:

-There was certainly no reason why a long established policy, which, had permeated

*; 0 the land system of the country, should be abandoned. On the contrary, there was

every inducenient to continue, for the benefit of the States thereafter to be organized,

V". the policy which had prevailed since the first settlement of the Northwestern Terri-

tory. In the admission of Ohio and other States, Congress had made liberal grants

of land, including salt springs. This it was enabled to do by reserving these springs

from sale. Without this reservation it is plain to be seen there woold have been no

springs to give away, for every valuable saline deposit would have been purchased as

sooti as it was offered for sale. An intention to abandon a policy which had secured

to the States admitted before 1854, donations of great. value, cannot be imputedto Con-

gress, unless the law on the snbje2t admits of no other construction.

And the court further said that the act of 1854, "; instead of manifest-

ing an intention to abandon this policy, shows a purpose to continue it."

See also on this subject, Weeks' on Mineral Lands, 48; Copp's U. S.
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Mining Decisions, 214; Copp's IT. S. Mineral Lands, 324-5; Cole v.
Markley (2 t. D., 847).

The decision of the supreme court in Morton v. Nebraska was rendered
in October, 1874, and following closely thereafter an act was passed by
Congress, approved January 12, 1877 (19 Stat., 221), which provides:

That whenever it shall be made appear to the register and receiver of' any land-
office of the United States that any lands within their district are saline in character,
it shall be the dnty of said register and said receiver, under the regulation of the
General Land Office, to take testimony in reference to such lands to ascertain their
true character, and to report the same to the General Land Office; and if, upon such
testimony, the Commissioner of the General Land Office shall find that such lands are
saline and incapable of being purchased under any of the laws of the United States
relative to the public domain, then, and in such case, such lands shall be offered for
sale by public auction at the local land-office of the district in which the same shall
be situated, under such regulations as shall be prescribed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, and sold to the highest bidder for cash at a price not less than
one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre: and in case said lands fail to sell when so
offered, then the same shall be subject to private sale, at such land-office, for cash, at
a price not less than one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, in the same manner
as other lands of the United States are sold: Provided, That the foregoing enactments
shall not apply to any State or Territory which has not bad a grant of salines by act
of Congress, nor to any State which may have had such a grant, until either the grant
has been fully satisfied, or the right of selection thereunder has expired by efflux of
time. But nothing in this act shall autlhorize the sale or conveyance of any tile other
than such as the United States has, and the patents issued shall be in the form of a
release and quit-claim of all title of the United States in such lands.

It would seem from the language of the statute above quoted, that at
the time of its enactment, Congress did not consider saline lands as
subject to sale and entry, or capable " of being purchased under any of
the (then existing) laws of the United States relative to the public
domain ;" and while the passage of said act is not expressly, it is virtually,
a recognition on the part of Congress of the policy of the government,
theretofore existing, as shown, touching the reservation of saline lands,
and manifestly shows a purpose to continue the same.

The Territory of Utah has had no grant of saline lands by act of Con-
gress, and is therefore within the proviso of said act.

On April 10, 1877, circular instructions were issued by your office un-
der said act, to the local land officers of the Uuited States (4 C. L. O.,
21), in which it is stated that " this act provides a miode of proceeding
by which public lands indicated by the field notes of survey, or other-
wise, to be saline in character may be rendered subject to disposal."

The only decision of your office I have found, in which it is expressly
held that saline lands or salt springs are subject to entry under the min-
ing act of May 10, 1872, is contained in a letter addressed by Acting
Commissioner Curtis, on April 27, 1874, to one J. A. Rollins, at Salt
Lake City, Utah (1 L. O., 19, and Copp's U. S. Mineral Lands, 321), but
this ruling was, in effect, reversed by the decision in the case of Hall v.
Litchfield et al., above cited, and the doctrine therein announced does
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not appear to have been followed by your office after the rendition of
said latter decision.

In view of the foregoing, and after a careful consideration of the whole
subject, I am satisfied that no authority exists for the disposal of saline
lands or salt springs belonging to the United States, except under the
provisions of said act of January 12, 1877, and that the policy of the
government is, and has been from the earliest date, to reserve all salines,
and to dispose of them only by specific, acts of Congress. The act of
January 12, 1877, not applying to the Territory of Utah, it follows that
there is no authority for the disposal of the lands in question in any
manner, and the entry thereof made by claimants, as stated, must there-
fore be canceled.

For the reasons stated, your office decision is affirmed.

PIRACTICE-CONTEST-PREF]BRENCE RIGHT.

GRINSTEAD V. MURPHY.

The contestant is entitled to thirty days after the receipt of notice of cancellation,
within which to exercise his preference right of entry.

iSecretary Vilas to Commissioner Sfockslager, Decemnber 19, 1888.

On March 25, 1885, Andrew P. Murphy initiated contest against
Charles W. Bowman's timber-culture entry for the NW. I of Sec. 20,

C T. 18 S., R. 27 W., Wa Keeney. land. district, Kansas. Hearing was
had May 7, 1S85; the claim was adjudged forfeited, no appeal wastiled,
the case was closed, and the entry was canceled December 8, 1885. On
the same day the contestant was notified of his preference right of en-
try. On January 9, 1886, Virgil H. Grinstead made timber-culture
entry of the same tract. The contestant, as appears by the papers in
the case, did not receive notice of the result of the contest until January
1, 1886. On January 5, he forwarded an application to enter the tract,
which application did not reach the local office at Wa Keeney until after
the entry of Grinstead had been allowed; and it was rejected because
of said prior entry. Froin this action of the local officers M arphy ap-
pealed. Your office, by letter of February 10, 1887, sustained the ap-
peal, and directed that his application be allowed and the entry of

ii Grinstead canceled.
The question at issue seems to be whether the contestant must exer-

cise his preference right within thirty days after the cancellation of the
entry which he has contested, or within thirty days after lie receives no-
tice of such cancellation. The act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat., 140), allows
him " thirty days from date of notice." I therefore affirm your decision
awarding to Murphy the right to make entry of the tract.
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MINING CLTAIM-PROCEEDINGS TO OBTAIN PATENT-POSTING.

PuATT v. AVERY ET AL.

The copy of the plat and notice of application must be posted in a conspicuous plaee
on the laud embraced in the plat.

Secretary Vitas to Commissioner Stockslaqer, December 19, 1888.

I have considered the case of Charles H. Pratt against T. M. Avery
and Samuel Allerton, upon. the appeal of the latter from yonr decision
of October 27, 18S7, holding for cancellation mineral entry, No. 150, Syl-
vanite No. 2 lole claim, GunniSon1, Colorado.

The record shows that T. MI. Avery and Samuel Allerton filed their
application for patent to the Sylvanite No. 2 mining claim, April 13,
1885, and made entry for the same July 11, 1885.

September 10. 18S5, Charles H. Pratt filed a protest against said en-
try, alleging, substantially, as follows:

1st: That said entry was allowed through the mistake of the local
officers before the period of publication had expired.

2d: That mineral has never been discovered.
3d: That there never was any plat or notice posted in a conspicuous

place upon said claim as required by law.
Byvyour decision of April 16, 1887, you overruled the first objection,

dismissed the second, anl ordere(1 a hearing to determine "1 whether a
plat and notice were posted in a conspicuous place on the land embraced
in said claim, prior to the filing of the application for patent," as alleged
in the third objection. No appeal was taken from your action in refer-
ence to the two first objections.

Hearing was commenced before the local officers June 27, t887, and
continued a number of days.

The testimony shows that the place of posting was the breast of a
drift, about fifteen tfet long, run from a tunnel at a point about eighty-
eight and a half feet distant from its month or entrance, and in the neigh-
borhood of fifty feet below the suriface of the claim. Artificial light was
necessary to rea(l the notice. A sign of " No admittance" was placed
overtlheenitranic(e of said ttunnel, and the forernan was instructed to allow
no person eXcl pt employes to enter said tunnel.

Whilst the evidence shows that it was unsafe, if not impossible, to
post the plat an(d notice on the surface of the claim at the season of the
year in which it was posted, such posting could, however, have been
safely made at the mouth of said tunnel, or on the walls of one of the
four houses erected at the tunnel's entrance, where it could have been
easily seen by persons passing over the claim.

It also appears that (luring a part of the time said notice was posted
at the end of Sylvanite No. 2 tunnel, which started from the old Sylva-
nite tunnel. This posting was fifteen feet from the main tunnel, and
during part of the winter this fifteen feet of space was filled with ore
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from other portions of the mine; thus rendering it impossible even for

the men working in the mine to read said notice and plat.

July 23, 1887, the local officers recommended " that the Sylvanite No.

2 lode claimants be required to make new publication, posi ing and proof

of same."
October 27, 1887, you decided that "the appeal of claimants fromi said

decision is accordingly dismissed, and said entry is hereby held for can-

cellation without prejudice to the claimants proceeding de novo in a reg-

ular manner."
From said decision claimants daily appealed.

Section 2325 of the Reeised Statutes prescribestthat in order to obtain

a patent for mineral lands, the applicant "shallt post a copy of such;

plat, together with a notice of such applicationi for a patent in a con-

spicuous place on the land embraced in such plat previous to the filing

of the application for a patent." The evidence shows that claimant has

not complied with this requirement of the statute.

I therefore affirm your decision.

TIMBER LAND-SETTLEMENT-ACT OF JUN3E 3, 1ST8.

WRIGHfT v. LARSON.

While laDds chiefly valuable for timber and stone, and unfit for ordinary agricultural

*purposes, are not excluded from settlement by the act of June 3, 1878, yet settle-

menrt on such lands should be carefully scrutinized as the exception in said act-is

in favor of the ' bonafide settler.

A settlement for the purpose of securing the timber on the laud, or for any otherpur-

pose than establishing a home, is Dot a bona fide settlement within the meaning

of said act.

Secretary Filas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 19, 1888.

I have considered the case of William Wright v. Hans Larson. on the

appeal of the former from the decision of your office of larch 15, 1887.

July 10, 1885, the appellee, Hans Larson, filed pre-emption declara-

tory statement, No. 10,184. for Lot 5, the NW. i of SEA. J and the SE. i

of SE. :, of Sec. 32, T. 24 N., R. I W., Olympia district, Washington

Territory, alleging settlement, June 18, 1885.

December 30, 1885, the appellant, William Wright, filed an applica-

tion to purchase said Lot 5, and the NW. J of SE. i, and the E. i of SE.

± of said Sec. 32, under the timber land act of June 3, 1878, and, on

April 5, 1886, tendered proof and payment therefor, and, April 29, 1886,

made supplemental proof.

February 23, 1886, Hans Larson filed a protest against the allowance

of timber land entsy of said land by Wright, and hearing was had in

July, 1886, both parties being present in person and by counsel, and a

large amount of testimony being taken. The local officers decided in
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favor of the pre-emptor, Larson, and disallowed the application of
Wright, and your office in said decision of March 15, 1887, affirmed the
decision of the local officers, and Wright now appeals to this Depart-
ment.

On the hearing, the appellant offered to prove, that the land in dis-
pute was "chiefly valuablefor timber" andl "iunfit forcultivation."' The
local officers refused to allow this proof to be made, and thisis one of the
errors assigned on this appeal. This assignment of error must be sus-
tained. In the case of Porter v. Throop (6 L. D., 691), I held, that
"while the act of June 3, 1878, in exempting from its operation lands
claimed by a ' bonafide settler,' ex vi termini, recognizes that there may
be a bona fide settlement on lands of the character described therein-
that is, lands chiefly valuable for timber and ' unfit for ordinary agri-
cultural purposes '-yet, for obvious reasons, such settlements should
be closely scrutinized, and the fact, that the land is of such a character,
might be a circumstance, taken in connection with the other facts of the
case, shedding light upon the question of the bonafides of the settler."
The exception in the act of June 3, 1878, is in favor of the "b bonafide
settler,"? and the issue involved in this case, is the bona fides of the set-
tlement of Larson. The evidence offered as to the character of the land
being relevant to this issue, under the circumstances of this case here-
inafter stated, should have been admitted.

It is true, as stated in your office decision, that "The question of Lar-
souns compliance with the requirements of the pre-emption law will be
enquired into when he offers to make proof," and it was not necessary,
as between him and the timber land applicant, that compliance with
those requirements should have been shown on the hearing in this case.
The bonafides of his settlement and not his conformity to the require-
ments of the law, was the sul ject of inquiry, and on this issue the
burden was upon the timber land applicant. A settlement to be bona
fide must be made for the purpose of making the tract a home. (Porter
v. Throop, supra.) This is the test, and a settlement for the purpose of
securing the timber on the landl or for any other purpose than estab-
lishing a home, is not a bona fide settlement within the meaning of the
act of June 3, 1878.

It appears from the evidence, that the tract in dispute was six or
seven miles fromn any other settlement in a dense forest of fir timber,
and accessible only by a foot path, that it had been returned by the sur-
veyor-general as timber land, and had on it (according to the estimate
of the witness) 4,000,000 feet of merchantable timber; and, while the
local officers decided, as above stated, that evidence that the land was
unfit for cultivation was not admissible, it appeared from the testimony
incidentally, that the soil was poor, broken and gravelly, and that it
would require the expenditure of an amount wholly disproportionate to
any possible returns which could be expected from such land to clear
and prepare it for cultivation. There seems to have been no induce-
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ment for a reasonable man of family to establish a home on such land,
surrounded as it was by a forest, located so far from any other settle-
ment and comparatively inaccessible.

Larson testifies, that he went on the land in May, 1885, and built a
house thereon about the last of July of that year, and was there about
three weeks the first time aud from one to two weeks in each of the
months of July, August, September, October and November, 1885, and
from November, 1885, to May, 1886, he was not on the land at all; that
he owned a comfortable well-furnished house in Seattle, in which he
and his family (a wife and son) resided during the whole of said time
up to April 16, 1886, when he and his family went to California, where
he remained about three weeks and then returned to the land, leaving
his family in California, and that, on account of sickness of his wife and
son, he, went to California again in June, 1886, an(l had just returned to
the land a few (lays before the hearing. The house built by Larson on
the land was a log house, twelve by fourteen feet, with walls six feet
high, chinks unstopped, a bark roof and gable ends which would not
protect from rain, a lirt floor, a door and window, hut no chimney. He
had dug up a few stumps, slashed the trees on from a third to a half
acre of land, and had spaded a piece of ground, twenty by thirty feet,
and planted oats and onions thereon. Ie had also laid down two or
three logs, as he states, for the foundation of a better house. His total
improvements were valued by his witness at $50, and by the witnesses
of the timber land applicant at not more than $20.

The character of Larson's improvements and of the land, its location
and surroundings, and the large quantity of merchantable timber
thereon(for utilizing which, together with that on other lands in the
vicinity, a railroad had been projected and commenced about the time
of Larson's filing), his maintenance of a home elsewhere after his alleged
settlement on the land, and all the facts and circumstances of the case,
convince me, that his was not a bonafide settlement for the purpose of
establishing a home on the land, but that it was a pretended, or, at most,
colorable, settlement, made ivith a view to securing the benefit of the
timber thereon.

The decision of your office is accordingly reversed. The filing of
Larson will be canceled, and the application of Wright must be acted
upon as though said filing of Larson had not been. made.

MIAING CLAIM-MILL SITE--TIMBER.

Two SISTERS LOD E AND MILL SITE.

Land not nsed or occupied for 1unifng Or milling purposes can not be appropriated
under section 2337 R. S., for the purpose of securing the timber growing thereon.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 19, 1888.
On October 29, IS85, John Brennan et al. made mineral entry, No.

'l 2924, at Central City, Colorado, for the Two Sisters' Lode and Mill-Site

: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4
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claim, situated in the Montana mining district, Clear Creek county,
State of Colorado, as per survey No. 2190 A and B.

One June 15,1887, the claimants were required by letter of your office,
to furnish evidence that the mill-site-survey No. 2190 B-was used or
occupied, at or prior to the application for patent, for mining or milling
purposes.

The evidence submitted in response to this requirement, consists of
the corroborated affidavit of entryman, Brennan, from which it appears
that said mill site was located for the purpose of securing the timber
growing thereon for use in working said lode; that the claimants have
been using such timber for the purposes stated, and construing tiuch,
use as equivalent to use and occIlpancy of the land for mining or milling
purposes, they seek to obtain patent for the tract under Section 2337 of
the Revised Statutes.

Upon consideration of the record as thus presented, your office, on
September 8, 1887, held the entry of claimants for cancellation, to the
extent of the area embraced in said mill site, survey No. 2190 B, on the
stated ground that " the use of the timber growing on the mill site is
not . . . . . such use or occupation of the land as the law con-
templates."

The appeal by claimants from this decision brings the case here.
It appears from the record in the case that there is upon the land ap-

plied for a considerable quantity of timber, such as can be used for ' tim-
bering the mine," but not suitable for saw lumber; there is no timber
within-tihe boundary lines of said lode claim suitable for use in working
the mine, and that said mine or lode can not be successfully worked with-
out getting the necessary timber from some other place. That the sit-
uation of the tract is a suitable one for the erection of a concentrating
mill, and the claimants allege that it is their intention and expectation
to erect on the tract such a mill, for the purpose of concentrating the
ores taken from said Two Sisters' Lode.

But it is at present only insisted by the claimants that it is necessary
for them to have the use lf the timber growing on said land for the pur-
poses aforesaid, and for that reason alone they ask that a patenttbe is-
sued to them for the land as a mill-site. No improvement of the tract
is shown, or alleged, nor has the land been used or occupied by claimants,
in any sense, except for the purpose of taking the timber therefrom.

By saiti Sec. 2337 of the Revised Statutes, it is provided that:
Where non mineral land not contiguons to the vein or lode is used or occupied by

the proprietor of such vein or lode for iniing or milling purposes, such non-adjacent
surface-gronnd way be embraced and included in an application forapatentforsuch
vein or lode, and the same may be patented therewith, subject to the same prelimi-
nary requirements as to survey and notice as are applicable to veins or lodes; but no
1neation hereafter made of slch non-atljacent land shall exceed five acres, and pay-
ment for the same must be inadle at the same rate as fixed by this chapter for the su-
perficies of the lode. The owner of a quartz-mill or reduction-works, not owning a
mine in connection therewith, may also receive a patent.for his mill-site, as provided
in this section.
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In the case of Charles Lennig (5 L. D., 190), the Department held
that the foregoing section contemplated the actual use or occupation by
improvements or otherwise, for mining or milling purposes, of the land
sought to be obtained thereunder; that the second clause of the section
makes the right to a patent of a mill-site dependent upon the existence
on the land of a quartz mill or reduction works; but that under the first
clause of said section, the use or occupation of the land for milling or
milling purposes, is the only prerequisite to a patent. That by the "use"
of the land for minling or milling purposes, is meant the operation of a
quartz mill or reduction works upon it or in any other manner, employ-
ing it in connection with mining or milling operations ; and that " oc-
cupation" of the land for Iuining or Imiilling purposes, so fir as it may be
distinguished from the 'use" thereof, is something more than mere
naked possession, and that such occupation must be evidenced by out-
ward and visible signs of the applicants' good faith. It was further
held in said case that " when an applicant is not actually using the land,
he must Show such an occupation, by improvements or otherwise, as evi-
dences an intended use of the tract in good faith for mining and milling
purposes," and that the use of water obtained from the tract is not a use
of land, as contemplated by said section.

This ruling was followed in the case of the Cyprus Mill-Site (6 L. D.,
706), in which it was held that land not improved or occupied for min-
ing or milling purposes, can not be appropriated under said section
2337, for the purpose of securiug the water thereon.

Viewed in the light of these authorities, it is clear that the land here
in question, has neither been " used " or " occupied " by the applicants,
for mining or milling purposes, within the meaning of either clause of
said section. The use of the timber thereon is not the use of the land;
neither is the mere naked possession of the tract, for the purpose of

* taking the timber therefrom, such an occupancy of the land as is con.
templated by the act.
* Your said office decision is therefore affirmed.

FINAL, PROOF PROCEEDINGS-REPUBIBICATION-HEARING.

MAGGIE A. GARRISON.

The necessity for republication, where the proof was not nmade on the day desig-
nated, is obviated by a hearing subsequently ordered on affidavit of contest.

First Assistant Secretary Muldrow to Commissioner Stockslager, Decem-

ber 21, 1888.

On November 30j 1888, this department recalled its decision dated
November 9, 1888 (7 L. D., 417), in the case of Maggie A. Garrison in
volving her title to SW. 1, Sec. 31, T. 1. N., R. 25 W., Bloomington,
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Nebraska land district, said decision being a modification of your decis-
ion in the same case dated March 15, 1887.

The attention of the Department has been called to the fact that prior
to the signing of the said decision of November 9, 1888, an affidavit of
contest filed by one Nicholas Deitz, July 14, 1888, had been transmitted
to this Department but said affidavit not being with the record in said
case at the time the same was examined by me, received no considera-
tion.

As a hearing upon said affidavit of contest will doubtless be ordered
by your office, and as all the facts necessary for a proper and just de-
cision will no doubt be brought out upon said hearing, a republication
of notice as directed in my said letter of November 9, becomes unnec-
essary, and I herewith return said affidavit of contest and the other
papers in the case for such further action in your office, as the case may
require under the law arid rules of the Department.

ALABAMA LANDS-ACT OF MARCHE 3, 1883.

DAVID J. DAVIS.

While bona fide homestead entries, male prior to the passage of the act of March 3,
18H3, were protected under said act, such protection would not extend to one
claiming un(ler the relinquishment of such an entry.

A homestead entry, allowed in contravention of the terms of said act, and under
which valuable improvements have been made, may be suspended, pending pub-
lio offering of the land, and treated ac an application to enter in the event that
the land is not sold on such offering.

First Assistant Secretary illuldrow to (Conmmissioner Stockslager, Decem-
ber 21, 1888.

I have considered the case of David J. Davis, on his appeal from
your office decision of December 2, 1887, holding for cancellation his
homestead entry made December 20, 1886, for SW. 1, NW. 1, E. A, SW.
l and NW. 1, SW. i, Section 24, T. 15 S., R, 4 W., Montgomery, Ala-
bama land district.

You say in said decision that the entry "' is held for cancellation for
illegality the land embraced therein being described in the mineral list
on file in this office as; valuable for coal."'

A corroborated affidavit of appellant filed with his appeal, shows that
claimant who was (illy qualified to make homestead entry of public
lands, purchased the improvemnents of one Elias M. Myrick on the land
above described, together with the said Myrick's relinquishment of his
homestead entry for said land made September 5, 1882. Claimant filed
said relinquishment in the local office and immediately made entry of
said tract under the homestead law. After entry he took possession of
the land, built a house sixteen anid one-half by eighteen and one-half
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feet with side room and shed room and with his family established a
residence, and has since built acrib and stable and cleared and put in cul-
tivation three acres of the laud. That in addition to the sum of fifty
dollars paid for improvements of Myrick, claimant's improvements are
worth over two hundred dollars, and his residence since a short time
after his entry has been continuous.

Your said decision is based upon the act of March 3, 1883 (22 Stat.,
487) which provides:

That within the State of Alabama all public lands, whether mineral or otherwise,
shall be subject to disposal only as agricultural lands: Provided, however, That all
lands which have heretofore been reported to the General Land Office as containing
coal and iron shall first be offered at public sale: And provided further, That any bona
fide entryunder the provisions of the homestead law of lands within said State here
tofore made may be patented without reference to an act approved May 1 0, eighteen
hundred and seventy two, entitled " An act to promote the development of the min-
ing resources of the United States ", in eases where the persons making application
for such patents have in all otheq respects complied with the homestead law relat-
ing thereto.

In case of Wiley v. Raymond (6 L. D, 246) it was held that the pur-
chaser of a relinquishment can acquire no rights to the land by virtue
-of his purchase. The only things he can buy are the improvements of
a prior settler.

The moment Myrick's relinquishment was filed the land covered by
his entry was abandoned and reverted to the government (Whitford v.
Kenton (10 C. L. O., 374) cited and approved in Thorpe et al. v. Will-
iams (3 L. D., 341).

While Myrick's homestead entry made in 1882, prior to the act of
* ~March 3, 1883, was protected by the proviso of said act, from the oper-

ation of the law, no such protection was extended to a purchaser of his
relinquishment, and as soon as the relinquishment was filed the land
became public land and all the laws applicable at once attached there-
to, and among these, the said act of March 3, 1883, providing that said
land must first be offered at public sale before it became open to entry.

It follows then that claimant's entry cannot legally be completed,
but as said land may not find a purchaser upon being offered and as
claimant seems to have acted in good faith and has placed valuable im-

* provements thereon, his entry may be suspended pending the offering
of said land at public sale, and if the same shall not be sold upon such
offer, then appellant's entry may be considered as an application to
enter of its original date and he may be permitted to make entry there-
under.

With this modification your said decision is affirmed.
3263-vOL. 7-36
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SWAMIP LAIND-FIELD NOTES OF SURVEY.

SUTTON V. STATE OF MINNESOTA.

The field notes of survey are presumptively correct, and must be taken as true untilP
disproved by a clear preponderance of the testimony.

The arrangement entered into between the Secretary of the Interior and certain-
States as to the credit to be given to the field notes of survey, was adopted for
convenience in the adjustment of the swamp grant, but was not in any proper
sense a contract between the government and the State that such field notes,

should be taken in all cases as conclusive evidence.
The falsity of the field notes of survey may be shown by a party in interest, without

requiring such party to also establish the fact that such survey was fraudulently
made.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 22, 1888.

I have before me the case of James E. Sutton v. the State of Minne-
sota appealed by the latter from your decision of March 9, 1887, reject-
ing its selection, under the swamp land grant, for the N. I of the SE. X

of Sec. 12, T. 63 ., R. 18 W., Duluth land district, Minnesota.
Your finding of facts which is fully sustained by the record herein, is

as follows:
It appears that Sutton settled on the land in June, 1884, some months

prior to the survey thereof, and about one year prior to the date of the
selection of it as swamp land (July 18, 1885). sis improvements are
valued at $200. The witnesses state that the land is all high and roll-
ing, and that there is no portion of the eighty acres in question that
can be termed, in any sense, swamp or overflowed, or could have been
of that character at the date of the swamp grant to Minnesota (March
12, 1860). They (the witnesses) were shown the official plat of survey
of the land, wherein it is designated as swamp land, and which they
pronounce to be false.

The single question presented herein requiring serious consideration,
is whether the pre-emption claimant, Sutton, can be permitted to show
by parole testimony that the field notes of survey designating said tract
of land as swamp are false, and that said tract was in fact at the date
of the grant, dry agricultural land; and thereby establish a settlement
claim, good as against the claim of the State, without going further and
showing that such field notes were also fraudulently made.

Appellant, by her attorney-general and his assistant, in argument in-
sists that you have given too liberal a construction to the case of La-
chance v. Minnesota (4 L. D., 479) in that such construction practically
nullifies " the adjustment of the swamp land grant as agreed upon by
the State and the United States." And that the State, on the two prop-
ositions submitted to it by this Department, having elected to adopt
the field notes of survey as the basis for the adjustment of the swamp
grant, such proposition and election constitutes a binding agreement
between the parties that the tield notes of survey, in the absence of act-
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ual fraud at least are to be taken as conclusive evidence of the character
of the land.

In support of the State's position, the case of Crowley v. State of
Oregon (2 C. L. LI., 1098) and 1 Lester, Nos. .574, 579, 582, 590 and 603
are cited. The question under consideration was not passed on in the
case of Crowley v. the State of Oregon. The only citation bearing di-
rectly on the question of the right of a party to file on or enter land
indicated by the field notes of survey as swamp by showing that the
land in fact was not swamp is the Winans case, 1 Lester No. 582. The
decision in that case was made in October, 1855. But few facts are
stated in the decision. The lands seem to have been selected by the
State as swamp land prior to Winan's application to enter. The appli-
cation, which was probably to make cash entry, was deified on the
ground " that the field notes of survey were to be regarded as conclu-
sive of the subject;" that is, of the question of the character of the
land. The other citations (Io not bear on the conclusive character of
the evidence afforded by the field notes of survey where their correct-
ness is attacked even by a party proposing simply to enter the land,
much less by a settler in good faith who has placed valuable imnprove-
ments on the land prior to survey. -Nos. 574, 579 and 590 are general
instructions to the proper officers in regard to the evidence required in
the adjustment of swamp grants. No. 603 embodies certain observa-
tions by Secretary Thompson in reply to a letter of Governor Randall
of Wisconsin, of May 2, 1859, in which Governor Randall suggested
"an examination and resurvey with a view of ascertaining what lands
have been erroneously omitted from the lists of swamp lands, that they
may be hereafter certified to the State." The Secretary in reply de-
clined to accede to this suggestion and gave reasons why the mode of
adjustment adopted by his and the governor's predecessors in office
should not be disturbed.

It is evident from Governor Randall's request, and the Secretary's
reply thereto, that neither of them regarded said proposition and elec-
tion by their predecessors as a binding agreement to take the field notes
of survey as conclusive evidence in all cases of the character of the land.
The Secretary spoke of the supposed binding agreement as a " method
of adjustment" and a "plan of selection" which had worked well, bat
gave no hint that he believed it to be an agreement binding on the gov-
ernment. Winan's case and the general instructions cited (supra) un-
doubtedly countenance the doctrine contended for by appellant, that.
where the field notes of survey indicate the swampy character of the
land, they must be taken as conclusive of the fact (unless attacked for
actual fraud), and that consequently all lands so indicated to be swamp
passed to the State under the grant, and that no adverse claim initiated
subsequent to the date of the grant could in any manner or under any cir-
¢umstances attach to said lands. Notwithstanding the countenance this
doctrine may have received from the Department in the past, a full con-
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sideration of it has led me to the conclusion that it is not based on
sound reason, nor so established by authority as to require that it should
be sustained in the case under consideration.

The field notes of survey being entries in writing made by a public
officer in the regular discharge of his duty are presumptively correct,
and are prima fadce evidence of the fact stated of a very high character.
They must be taken as true, till disproved by a clear lpreponderelnce of
the evidence, and while imposing a heavy burden on a party who at-
tempts to disprove their correctness and to show their absolute falsity
they do not, in my opinion, preclude this being done in a proper case.

The arrangement early entered into between the Secretary of the In-
terior and the proper authorities of certain States, as to the credit to be
given to the field notes of survey, was a speedy and inexpensive plan
adopted for convenience in the adjustment of swamp land grants, and
one doubtless which would generally prove correct; but it was not in
any proper sense a contract between the general government and the
State, that such field notes should be taken in all cases as conclusive evi-
dence of the facts stated therein.

The construction given by you to the case of Lachance v. State of
Minnesota, decided by my immediate predecessor, Secretary Lamar, is
not in my opinion too liberal. Said decision, as I understand it, holds
that the falsity of the field notes may be shown by a party in interest,
without such party being also required to prove that the survey had

been fraudulently made, as was held by the Commissioner in that case,
and whose decision was thereby reversed.

The following language of said decision, if standing alone, mightper-
haps give some countenance to the position taken by the State herein:

As Minnesota elected to accept the returns of the survey on file in the surveyor gen-

eral's office as the basis of the adjustment of its grant, there can be no question of the

propriety and correctness of your decision, in so far as it insists on abiding by the

field notes of survey, until such survey shall have been proven to be fraudulent.

But when this, language is considered in connection with the entire
decision it does not seem to militate in the least against the construc-
tion which you have placed on said decision.

The language of said decision bearing most strongly on the immediate
question under consideration is as follows:

As I understand the matter, the acceptance of the field notes as the basis of settle-

ment simply makes themprimafacie evidence of the condition of any given tract; it is

not tantamount to an assertion that the field notes shall govern always and absolutely,

irrespective of demonstrated fraud or falsity, but it places the burden of proof of

such fraud or falsity on the party alleging it. The grant in question was a grant of

swamp land; and if it can be proven affirmatively that any given tract was not

swamp land at the date of the grant, then such tract did not pass by the grant.

Your decision herein is based, in my opinion, on sound reason and
the most recent authority in the Department, and it is therefore affirmed.
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SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD-CERTIFICATION.

JOHN M. WALKER ET AL.

The right to make soldiers' additional homestead entry is not assignable.

A certificate of the additional right will not be issued where it appears that the sol-
dier has parted with his interest therein, and that such certificate if issued would
inure to the benefit of the assignee. Such eases are not protected by the eircular
of February 13,1883.

Secretary VTilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 24, 1888.

By letter of October 7, 1887, your office, pursuant to an order from
the Department dated March 17, 1887, (5 L. D., 504) transmitted the
papers in the case of John M. Walker et al., involving the question of
the certification of soldiers' additional homestead right.' The names of
the claimants are set out in your said office letter.

It appears that on April 20, 1882, there was filed in your office the
application of John M. Walker for certification of additional homestead
right; that on August 12, 1886, your office considered the application
and held that his military service was duly established-,and that he
was entitled to an additional entry of eighty acres, but declined to issue
a certificate to that effect.

Afterwards, on August 20,1886 the Acting Commissioner took up and
considered the remaining applications involved in this case and decided
that as said claims " are similar to the Walker case they cannot be cer-
tified to for the reasons therein mentioned," and stated further that,
" the parties, if qualified, may make their personal entries tnder in-
structions contained in official circular on the subject dated February
13, 1883." 

From these two decisions a joint appeal was filed, and the question.
is now here for adjudication.

The law granting additional homestead rights to soldiers is found in
section 2306 of the Revised Statutes, as follows:

Every person entitled, under the provisions of section 2304, to enter a homestead
who may have heretofore entered, under the homestead laws, a quantity of laud less
than one hundred and sixty acres, shall be permitted to enter so much land as, when
added to the quantity previously entered, shall not exceed one hundred and sixty
acres.

Section 2304 grants the right of homestead entry, with certain con-
ditions to soldiers.

There is no provision in this statute or any other, requiring your
office to issue a certificate of the additional homestead right to any in-
dividual, nor is it claimed by the appellees that the law directs the
issuance, of such certificate.

The clai'ms here are based on the provisions of certain circulars here-
tofore issued by the Land Department.

By circular of August 5,1874, applicants for soldiers additional home-
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stead entry were relieved from the requirement of going in person to
the local office to make the affidavit required in such cases, and it was

provided that such affidavit might be made before the clerk of any court
of record for the county in which the applicant resided, and transmitted
with the application and fees by mail or through an attorney to the
proper land office.

This regulation, however, led to so many abuses, that Secretary

Chandler on May 17, 1876, directed the abandonment of the practice

and required all such applicants to appear in person before the proper

local officers. His letter to your office is as follows:

I have considered your report of the 9th instant, upon the subject of frauds in sol-

diers' additional homestead entries, by which it appears that large numbers of entries

have been made upon forged applications, and genuine applications by parties not

entitled, and that the right to make such entries is the subject of sale and transfer,

effected by means of two powers of attorney-one to make the entry, and the other

to sell the land when entered.
Your instructions of August 5, 1874, approved by the Department, provided that

the requisite affidavit in this class of cases might be made before the clerk of any

court of record for the county in which the applicant resided, and transmitted with

the application and fees by mail, or through an attorney to the land office of the dis

trict in which the land applied for should be situated.
The purpose of this regulation was to relieve the applicant of the alleged hardship

imposed by the requirement of personal attendance atthe land office of the district in

which the entry is to be made.
While it is doubtless true that the requirement of personal attendance in many

eases must cause inconvenience and expense to the applicant, experience has demon-

strated that to dispense with it will open the door to frauds of serious magnitude, and

that under existing laws the requirement is essential to the protection of the interests

of the government.
I have, therefore, to direct that the instructions embodied in your circular of Au-

gust 5, 1874, be revoked, and that in future all persons entitled to enter additional

homesteads, be required to make their applications in person, with due proof of iden-

tity, at the land office of the district in which the desired land is situated, and that

the affidavit required by the regulations of this Department upon such applications

be made before the register and receiver of such office, and further that no entry of

such homestead be permitted by attorney.
The foregoing requirements are believed by me, after a careful examination of the

subject, to be necessary for the protection of the government against fraudulent en-

tries, and I am also satisfied that they are fully sustained by the statute regulating

homesteads. Tbe right to make entry is not assignable, and in all

cases the applicant should be required to make oath that he has not made or agreed

to make any sale, transfer, pledge, or other disposition of hisrightto make the entry,

or the land which he applies to enter. (2 C. L. L., 486).

These regulations were made applicable to applications and entries

then pending.
Instructions thereunder were issued May 22, 1876 (Ibid. 488).

Afterwards on July 10, 1876, Secretary Chandler modified his instruc-

tions so as to except from their operation entries pending at the date of

such instructions, as follows:

Referring to my communication of the 17th of May, 1877, upon the subject of sol-

diers' additional homestead entries, it now appears that owing to the death or change
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'of residence of the soldier it is often difficult, and in many cases impossible, to pro-
,cure his attendance at the local land officeforthe pdrposeof making the requiredaf-
fidavit, and in other caseswhere the entrylhas been made atalandoffice remote from
the residence of the soldier and the land subsequently sold, the soldier has no longer
any inducement to comply with the order of May 17th, above referred to. I have
'therefore determined to modify my order of the date above mentioned so far as the

same relates to applications for entry which were pending at its date, and to allow
all such entries as appear to have been madeby a duly qualified person in accordance

with the regulations of the Department then in force. . . . . . All entries
made subsequent to May 17, 1876, will be governed by the regulations now in force.
(Ibid., 480).

By letter of March 10, 1877, the Secretary farther modified his order
of May 17, 1876, as follows:

I have considered your report of the 17th ultimo, in relation to soldiers' additional
homestead entries, and in view of the facts therein stated, I have determined to mod-
ify my decision of May 17, 1876, so as to permit entries to be made in the following
cases, viz:

1st. Those presented prior to order of March 20, 1876, suspending all entries of this
kind, and rejected for reasons insufficient in law to bar their reception, but kept alive
by appeal which by such rejection were postponed beyond the date of the order, and
so lost.

2d. Those actually in the hands of agents or attorneys at the date of the promul-
Žgation of your instructions of May 22d last, in execution of my decision of the 17th
of the same month, which, under said instructions, have not been recognized and
'which still remain in the hands of such agents or attorneys; and

3d. To allow entries to be made by the agents or attorneys of the party originally
entitled to the entry, but only after the claim has been presented to you and certified
as valid, and that the party is entitled to the amount of land claimed, under such in-
structions and regulations as you may prescribe. (Ibid., 478).

Thereupon the circular of May 17,1877, embodying said instructions,
was issued. After describing the papers necessary to be )resented with
the application for additional entry the circular concluded:

When these papers are filed and examined, they will, if found satisfactory, be re-
turned with a certificate attached, recognizing the right to make additional entry un-
-der the law ; and when presented with a proper application at any district land office,
either by the party entitled, or his agent or attorney, they will be accepted by the
register and receiver, and forwarded with the entry papers to this office, in the usual
manner. (Ibid.).

Thus the practice of certifying to the right to make additional home-
stead entry originated.

This practice continued until 1883, when it was discontinued by the
circular of February.13. Smith Hatfield, et at. (6 L. D., 557).

Said circular of February 13, is as follows:
Section 2:306 of the Revised Statutes of the United States provides that any person

-entitled to make a homestead entry under section 2304 (providing for the benefit of

soldiers and sailors of the late war), who had, prior to June 22, 1874, made a home-
.stead entry of less than one hundred and sixty acres, may enter an additional quan-
tity of land sufficient to make, with the previous entry, one 'hundred and sixty acres.

The right granted by this section, and extended by section 2305 to the widow, if
unmarried, or otherwise to the minor orphan children by proper guardian, is a per-
-sonal one and is not transferable, nor subject to assignment or lien, nor can it be ex-
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ercised by another. It can lawfully be exercised only by the soldier or sailor, or by
the widow or guardian, as the case may be, in his or her own proper person.

The practice which has hitherto prevailed of certifying the additional right as in-
formation from the records of this office and permitting the entry to be made by an
agent or attorney is hereby discontinued.

The following regulations will hereafter be strictly observed:
1st. The party desiring to make an additional entry, and being entitled thereto

must present himself at the land office of the district in which the land he wishes to
enter is situated, and make his application in the same manner as in case of an
original entry. (Form No. 4-008).

2. In addition to the usual homestead affidavit the claimant must make a special
affidavit showing-

First. His identity as the soldier he represents himself to be, reciting his military
service, and stating his present residence and post-office address.

Second. The facts, in detail, respecting his right to make the additional entry, and
that be has fully complied with the provisions of the homestead laws in The matter
of residence upon, and cultivation and improvement of his original entry, and
whether or not he has proved up his claim and received a patent for the land.

Third. That he has not in any manner previously exercised his additional right.
either by entry or application, or by sale, transfer, or power of attorney, but that the
same remains in him unimpaired.

3. The foregoing affidavits must be sworn to and subscribed in the presence of the
register or receiver. This rule must be strictly adhered to in order to avoid false
personation; and applications and affidavits presented to the register and receiver
with signatures attached teill not be received. Department circulars of May 17, 1877,
and September 1, 1879, are modified accordingly.

4. These rules will not be deemed to apply to cases where the additional right has.
heretofore been certified by this office, nor to cases now pending, or which may be
filed in this office prior to March 16,1883. (1. L. D., 654).

It is under the last clause of this circular that the applicants here
urge their claim for certification. They say they were excepted from
the general provisions, of the circular inasmuch as their applications
were pending at the date of the circular, or were filed prior to March
16, 1883.

The question thus presented is much simplified by certain statements

and admissions made in a brief filed in the case and sworn to by M. J.
Wine, as attorney for the claimants.

Mr. Wine says, that he personally visited each of the applicants for
the purpose of securing a transfer to himself of the rights here inl ques-
tion; that he stated (to each), "that no bargain for the sale or transfer
of these rights could be made until after he had made application for
entry under the regulations then in force. Applications, duly prepared
and executed were then delivered to me to file as his attorney for cer-
tification and location, and by my directions were filed in the General
Land Office. Subsequently I bargained with each of these applicants
for his right to make these locations. I paid them a certain amount in
cash at the time, and agreed to pay them a larger sum when their rights
to make such entries should have been ascertained to be valid. .... . I
ask permission to state some of my reasons for believing that such
claims were legal and proper; that I had a perfect right to buy them
upon the conditions and at the time I did."
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Here is an express declaration on oath that the soldiers originally in-
terested in these additional rights have parted with their respective
interests therein, and have received part of the consideration agreed
on; that the applications were filed by the assignee with the under-
standing that he should be the beneficiary upon issuance of the certifi-
cates.

Such cases are not protected by the last clause of the circular of Feb-
ruary 13, 1883.

That clause merely provided that the rules laid down in the circular
should not apply to cases then on file or to those filed prior to March
16, 1883. The rules referred to are numbered 1, 2, and 3 in the circular,
and provide that the applicant must present himself at the proper local
office, make his application as in other cases, and make certain affi-
davits. But exemption from compliance with these rules in no way
authorized the assignment of the additional homestead right, for the
second clause of the same circular declares that the additional home-
stead right "is a personal one, and is not transferable nor subject to
assignment or lien, nor can it be exercised by another."

Nor was this latter declaration a new one in 1883. Under circular
instructions of September 1, 1879 (6 C. L. 0., 160) the applicant was
required to swear, " that I have not sold my additional homestead claim,
and that I have not made any prior application for an additional home-
stead eertificate.1 So in the instructions of Secretary Chandler, of May
17, 1876, supra it is said:

The right to make the entry is not assignable, and in all cases the applicant should
be required to make oath that he has not made or agreed to make any sale, transfers
pledge, or other disposition of his right to make the entry, or the land which he ap-
plies to enter.

See also intructions of May 17, 1877 (2 C. L. L., 478).
It thus appears that the Department has constantly adhered to the

opinion that these rights are not assignable.
The case here presented is one of speculation in these rights, an abuse

which the circular instructions of this Department have throughout
been intended to prevent. The practice of certification itself was but
a device adopted by the Department in its efforts to secure to the sol-
dier the benefits of the law. The practice proved a failure, and after
full trial was abandoned in the circular of 1883.

The assignee herein asks that certificates be issued for his benefit on
claims which he purchased in violation of the repeated instructions of
this Department.

His petition is denied, and for the reasons herein stated the decision
appealed from is affirmed.

This decision will in no manner interfere with the right of additional
entry in any soldier who is entitled under the law to make such entry.
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HOMESTEAD ENTRY-ACT OF JUNE 15, 1880.

JAMES K. JACKS 7ET AL.

An agreement to sell made prior to an entry under section 2, act of June 15, 1880,
does not render such entry fraudulent.

The right of the entryman under said act is not affected by the discovery of coal on
the land after the completion of final entry.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 27, 1883.

I have considered the appeal of James J. Jacks and J. T. Milner,
transferee, from the decision of your office, dated December 27, 1886,
holding for cancellation cash entry, No. 10,551, of the S. I of the NW. J
of Sec. 22, T. 16S., R. 3 W., H. M., made by said Jacks at the Mont-
gomery, Alabama, land office, on November 26, ]880.

The record shows that said Jacks made homestead entry, No. 4230,
of said tract on September 14, 1871, and the same was canceled for
abandonment in September, 1879, on account of the claimant's failure to
imnake final proof within the seven years required by law. Subsequently,
Jacks made cash entry of said land under the provisions of the second
section of the act of June 15, 1880, (21 Stat., 237). Upon the report
of a special agent of your office, a hearing was ordered to determine
the validity of said cash entry.

From the testimony taken at said hearing, the register found that
the entryman had forfeited his right to make cash entry under said act,
because he had sold his improvements and interest in the land prior to
making said entry, and also that, as the act expressly excepts mineral
lands, the land in question, being showntobemineral, could not legally
be entered by said claimant, and that his entry should be canceled.
The receiver dissented and held that, as it was shown that said home-
stead entry was properly made, the land not being classed as mineral
in the official survey, the fact that Jacks sold his improvements to Mrs.
McDaniel, oug ht not to invalidate his cash entry of said laud, and that
the same ought to be passed to patent.

Your office, on appeal, sustained the action of the register and held
said entry for cancellation, for the reason thatthe same was fraudulent,
because it was made "for speculative purposes."

The ground upon which your office bases its conclusion that said en-
try was fraudulent is, that it was made at the suggestion of the trans-
feree, who was intending to build a railroad near said land, and was
engaged in purchasing coal lands along the route, and who loaned the
entryinan the money to pay for said land, without taking any security
therefor; that, although there was no express agreement between the
entrryman and transferee, there was *' a tacit understanding that Milner
was to get the land; " that it is clearly shown that Jacks could not have
perfected his homestead entry, because he had failed to comply with
-the requirements of the law, and hence he is not protected by the act
,of March 3, 1883 (22 Stat., 487).
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A careful examination of the whole record shows that said land was
'at the date of said homestead entry properly subject thereto; that
Jacks made said entry, and resided upon and improved his claim for
'some four years, when, by reason of failure of crops, he was unable to
make a living thereon, and be, therefore, sold his improvements and
claim to Mrs. McDaniel for the sum of two hundred dollars. Mrs.
McDaniel paid a part of the purchase money, namely, $160, and went

into possession of the place. The entry of Jacks was canceled as afore-

said, but Mrs. McDaniel did not pay the balance of the purchase money,
nor did she make any filing or entry of said land.

The land was returned by the United States surveyor as agricultural
'laud, and the evidence fails to show that at the date of the homestead
entry, or at the date of the cash entry of Jacks, the land was mineral
land. Jacks made cash entry of the land on November 26, 1880, and

soon after sold the land to said Milner. it also appears that Milner
purchased all the interest that Mrs. McDaniel had in said land, and
there is no adverse claim to the tract.

Although Jacks gave no written instrument of conveyance to Mrs.
McDaniel, yet, if she was claiming said land in any way, a different
.question would be presented for conisiderationt. That Jacks had a right
to make said cash entry under said act seems evident. Even conced-
iug that he had agreed to sell the land to Milner after entry, that fact
alone would not make the entry fraudulent.

Acting Secretary Muldrow, in the case of George E. Sandford (5 L.
D., 535), construing said act, held:

There is nothing in the law authorizing the entryman to make a purchase nuder

said section and act, or in the regulations of the Land Departuient, which prohibits

him from making such contract of futnre sale, as is here shown to have been made..

The party, having made the entry, could "entitle" himself absolutely to the tract

covered by it, by paying the price therefor. And the fact that he made a previous

agreement to sell can in no way, so far as I can see, in the absence of a prohibition to

that effect, impair this right of purchase. No law was violated and no fraud prac-

ticed, but a clear legal right was exercised both as to purchase and sale.

The evidence fails to show that at the date of said homestead and
cash entries any coal had been discovered upon said land, and the sub-

sequent discovery of coal, on a small portion of the land, after the final
Zentry, can not affect the right of the purchaser, who had completed his
entry. Samuel W. Spong(5 L. D., 193); Deffeback v. flawke (115 U.
B., 393); Mullan v. United States (118 U. S., 271); Colorado Coal
Company v. United States (123 U. S., 307).

I conclude, therefore, since said land was properly subject to said
*entry, and there is no adverse claim and no fraud shown, and a long
course of decisions so requires, that said entry was properly made and
should be passed to patent in due course of business.

The decision of your office, holding said entry for cancellation, must
be, and it is hereby, reversed.
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SWAMP GRANT-EFFECT OF CERTIFICATION.

STATE OF OREGON.

In the adjustment of the swamp grantthe government is notbound by a certification,
procured through the false and fraudulent report of its agent; and the Secretary
of the Interior is vested with due authority in such case to revoke and cancel a.
certification thus procured.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 27, 1888.

On the 16th of September, 1882, my predecessor in this office (Mr.
Teller) approved a list of swamp and overflowed lands selected as in-
uring to the State of Oregon under the provisions of the act of Congress
approved September 28, 1850, as extended to said State by act of
March 12, 1860, known as list number five in the district of lands sab-
ject to sale at Linkville, now Lake View, Oregon, amounting to a total
quantity of 97,641.24 acres; of which, however, 6,803.87 acres had been
either previously approved or were in conflict leaving 90,837.37 acres.
Subsequently, it was reported to the Department that the examination
and report made by R. V. Ankeny, an agent of the government, in con-
nection with Charles Whittaker, agent for the State, upon which the
list had been prepared and approved, were false and fraudulent, and
that, in consequence, the list embraced a large amount of lands in no
sense such as were described in the grant. No patents having issued
upon the list, my predecessor (Mr. Lamar) on the 20th of January, 1887
(5 L. D., 374) notified the State to show cause on or before April 18th,.
1887, why the certification of this list should not be set aside, and a re-
examination of the land ordered. The time fixed for the hearing of this
order to show cause has been adjourned by different orders, some of
them at the request of the State or parties claiming under the State, so
that the matter now comes up for final disposition. Meantime, a com-
plete re-examination of the lands has been made by Charles Shackle-
ford, an agent of the United States, and his report is before me upon
this hearing.

The State has by certificate or otherwise parted with its right to the
greater portion of the lands embraced in this list to various parties, in
large bodies; the purchase from the State having, as it appears, been
made before even the examination and report by Ankeny and Whitta-
ker; and most, if not all, of these parties have been represented in the
hearing in opposition to a revo ation of the former certification.

It is represented by the special agent's report, as well as by petitions
and communications on file in the office, that many of the lands in-
cluded bv this list are in no sense swamp or overflowed, but high, dry,
arable land, and now in occupation and cultivation by settlers, who.
urge upon the Department a disposition of the controversy in accord-
ance with the law and the facts for their relieffrom the claims asserted
against them by claimants under the State; and in your communication
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of August last you earnestly recommend an early decision. The hear-
ing has been somewhat delayed at the request and for the convenience
of counsel, but the matter has recently been abundantly and ably argued
orally and upon printed briefs. The papers, reports, affidavits and peti-
tious are exceedingly volutninous, and the discussion has taken a range
which it will be unnecessary for me to follow in order to present the
facts and the views upon which I base my conclusion, which I shall en-
deavor to state as briefly as possible.

The order to show cause was based upon a report of Agent Shackle-
ford, accompanied by various affidavits and documentary proofs. From
these it appears that, prior to the time of the examination by Ankeny
and Whittaker, certificates of sale had been issued by the State of
Oregon to HI. C. Owen for over 480,000 acres of land in the State, title
to which it was expected wvould be derived through certification under
the swamp land grant. On the 26th of December, 188t, Ankeny and
Whittaker made affidavit to their report of the examination of lands
now embraced in the list under question. Whittaker, although nom-
inally the agent of the State, was really to some degree the agent also
of Owen, beinigso large a claimant of lands of this character. It is shown
that Owen made and executed with James H. Fisk, whose affidavit is
on file, a bond and agreement, dated the 23rd of December, 1881, by
which bond he promised to convey to Fisk for the price of $140,000 at
the option of Fisk to be exercised at any time prior to May 1st, 1882, a
large body of these lands alleged to be swamp, aggregating about
115,000 acres, for which he (Owen) then held certificates of sale from
-said State; and also a body of lands alleged to be of like character ag-
gregating about 1,400,000 acres, for which no certificates of sale had
been issued by said State, but upon which Owen had placed certain
filings in the State land office, and thereby claimed a priority of right
of purchasing-at the rate of fifty cents per acre for each and every
acre so accepted by said Fisk, and it was further agreed that said Fisk
upon such sale, should retain from said $140,000 the sum of $20,000 and
from the sum received from the sale of lands so covered by filings, one-
half thereof as compensation and commissions.

It is also shown that another agreement was made between Owen of
the first part, and Fisk. and Ankeny of the second part, bearing date
the 23rd day of December, 1881, in which it is recited that, whereas,
Owen, on the 23rd day of December, 1881, did sell and agree to assign,
transfer and convey to the parties of the second part at their option at
any time up to and inclusive of the 1st day of May, 1882, certain swamp
lands for which Owen had the certificates of the State of Oregon, and
certain filings upon other lands of like character, of the description and
for the consideration particularly set forth in the option bond, above
mentioned, "' which bond and its covenants are in fact to and for the
equal benefit of both J. IE. Fisk and said Rollin V. Ankeny, although
ffmade in terms to said Fisk alone ", "and whereas, it is the interest of
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the parties hereto and it is understood and agreed that out of the sumn
of $140,000 stipulated in the said bond as the price to be paid for those-
lands included within the certificates held as aforesaid" by Owen, said
second parties are to be paid $42,000 and out of the sum received for-
filings or on account of interests represented by filings, as stipulated in
the bond, the second parties are to be paid one-half thereof and a fur-
ther sum equal to five per cent upon the half for which the interest rep--
resented by the filings should be soldl eit was further stipulated and agreed
that if Fisk or Ankeny should within the time limited sell the property
for the consideration named, they should receive and retain as compen-
sation, costs, expenses and commission therefrom, first out of the-
$140,000 the sum of $42,000, second, in addition, the second parties-
should receive and retain one-half of the proceeds of sales of filings or-
of interests represented by filings, and five percent of the other half, etc.

It is argued that this transaction was simply the employment by
Owen of Fisk and Ankeny as his agents to sell his land, and involves.
no turpitude and no just accusation of official misconduct. It is very
obvious, however, that, inasmuch as the title of Owen to the lands fromnl
which Fisk and Ankeny hoped to derive so large gains if they effected
a sale, was essential to that result and depended upon the report otf
Ankeny and Whittaker and subsequent certification by the Secretary
of the Interior, the interest of Ankeny in this was entirely antagonistic-
to his duty as an officer of the government. The concealment of his-
name in the contract and bond with Fisk, and in the statement of Owen
himself, show that it was well understood that such contract was in--
compatible with his official relations. The contract was not acknowl-
edged until the 28th of December, although dated on the 23L1. Ac-
knowledgmenit was not necessary to its validity, and the date as well
as the affidavits of the parties, show that the transaction was in fact
negotiated before Ankeny made his affidavits to his report as an agent
of the Department.. Many other things in the record tend to impute
corruption to Ankeny; but there is also denial of most of it, and some-
of the affiants to affidavits accompanying the first report of Shackleford
have successfully impeached their own credibility by later affidavits
disputingthe statements in the former. All the circumstances of Owen's
dealing with Ankeny appear by no means to be disclosed; but the facts
as stated in respect to this contract, and mildly stated, are beyond dis-
pute. Fisk, who has disclosed the contract referred to and papers ac°-
companying it, also by his affidavits states that Owen informed him
" that he had all along given said Ankeny money and paid his (Ankeny's),
bills and expenses while he was engaged on the part of the United
States in examining the lands covered by his (Owen's) filings, and which,
were selected as swamp land by the State, and that Ankeny had cost
him a good deal of money." Owen denies this statement in a general
way by his affidavit; and yet leaves room for suspicion that Ankeny
received money through Whittaker which came from Owen, or payments-
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for his benefit, while engaged in the examination. The evidence, on!
both sides, is in the form of ex parte affidavits, and furnishes but an un-
satisfactory basis from which to draw a conclusion of fact in respect to
the nature and extent of the dealings and relations between Owen and
Ankeny, directly or indirectly. The contract alone is undeniable and
clearly brought. to light.

In such a condition of the evidence, the truth of the report made by
Ankeny and Whittaker, as the result of their examination of the lands
in their lists submitted to them, becomes of the utmost importance in
determining the probability of fraud in the action of Ankeny. If the
lands reported by Ankeny to be swamp had proven to be so in fact, the
suspicion of evil influence from his transactions might not be indulged.
But it now appears from the report of agent Shackleford, in large
measure supported by affidavits of a trustworthy character and, indeed,
in large measure not disputed, that he examined in the field 90,978.37
acres of the lands in this list and of them he reports only 57,012.11
acres to be swamp and overflowed within the meaning of the law, allow-
ing, as he stated on the hearing, the benefit of the doubt to the State,.
and against the United States, wherever a doubt arose; and thatl
33,966.46 acres are in no wise properly to be classed as swamp or over-
flowed land. Among the latter is an aggregate area of 20,178.92 acres.
of the lands in lists number five which are situated on hills or steep
mountains or sage-brush deserts, in many instances embracing lava,
rock hills ranging from four to eight hundred feet in height above over-
flow, and that of each legal subdivision in this body of land no part can
by any question be regarded as wet or other than entirely dry land.
Of the lands reported by him as not swamp or overflowed, P. M. Curry,,
the surveyor of Lake county, Oregon, makes affidavit that during the
summer of 1886, and parts of the months of May and July, 1887, he ac-
companied Shackleford upon the examination in the field of the greater
portion, giving the number of each tract examined, that he located the
corners of the tracts and that none of them are swamp or overflowed,
the great majority dry and arid, and in some instances the tracts are
mountainous. In corroboration of these statements there are among
the papers in the case some thirty affidavits mostly of residents on port
tions of the lands certified in said list, who state that the lands claimed.
by them are not swamp within the meaning of the granting act, but
are dry and good agricultural lands; also the petitions of two hundred.
and ten settlers in Grant county, and of sixty-six settlers in Lake-
county setting forth that most of the lands so certified to the State in.
these localities is in fact not swamp in character and asking opportu-
nity to establish their allegations by evidence.

On the other hand, the answers of the various respondents are con-
fined to showing that certain of the tracts so certified are in fact swamp,
within the meaning of the act, but no denial is made of the allegation
in said report corroborated as it is, that upwards of 20,000 acres certi-
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fled in said list are high and dry, located on hills and steep mountain
sides, embracing arid deserts and rock ridges of great height.

It thus appears that over one third of the lands embraced in list
number five were improperly classified as swamp or overflowed; that
no opportunity exists as to more than twenty thousand for controversy
in respect to their condition at any former time, because they lie upon
hills or desert ridges of which no change in natural condition can be
affirmed since 1860.

Had these facts been known to Secretary Teller, his certification of
list number five would never have been made. It was the product of
a false report by an agent of the government whom he was obliged to
trust. The magnitude of the falsehood of that report is sufficient to
show that it was fraudulent. It is impossible that an officercould have
returned in the discharge of his duty as swamp and1 overflowed more
than one-third of the lands so reported which were in fact dry, and so
great a proportion of which were upon mountains or arid deserts. He
was guilty of fraud if he made this return recklessly, without knowledge
of the facts; but in view of his relations to the largest claimant of the
lands, as to some extent disclosed by the contract shown, his action can
not but be regarded more unfavorably. The government ought not to
be, and can not be, bound by the act of certification brought about by
such means. lit must be revoked and canceled, as would very promptly
have been done by the Secretary who signed it if the facts had been
disclosed to him while in office.

Some question has been raised of my jurisdiction to make this order.
This question has been repeatedly considered by my predecessors in
office, and but one conclusion was ever reached. In the case of the
State of Michigan, recently decided, I have expressed to some extent
the reasons which seem to me to support the jurisdiction of the Depart-
ment to correct such an error. To that decision I need add nothing
for the purposes of this case. Suffice it to say, that unless the certifica-
tion may be revoked, it would appear necessary to follow it by patent
and thus invest the State with the possession of a grant which ought
immediately to be set aside by a court of equity. If such be the law,
the State and her grantees are not without remedy, and my assump-
tion of jurisdiction can be reviewed and corrected by the courts. It
ought to require nothing less than a mandate from the court of last re-
sort to compel the head of this Department, charged with the duty of
caring for the interests of the government and truly identifying the
lands it has granted,to become an instrument for so great an outrage
upon its grant as the facts here disclosed show a patent would be.

The certification of the list number five of the Lake View district is
accordingly revoked and canceled and that list entirely set aside. You
will prepare another list, in which you will include such lands only as
by satisfactory evidence, drawn from all reports and information at
hand, are unquestionably shown to be swamp or overflowed and unfit
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for cultivation. Such other lands included in list number five as are
doubtful in character, according to the evidence now at hand, you will
make a separate list of, and will detail two trustworthy agents to care-
fully and thoroughly examine, with a view to determining their true
condition at the date of the granting act in 1860, and require reports
exhibiting by an accurate plat and description the present condition of
each subdivision and such evidence as may be taken in respect to any
d-ifference in condition at the date of the act. In making this examina-
tion, opportunity should be afforded to the State and her grantees to
be represented, in accordance with- the usage on that subject. Such
lands in the list number five as are satisfactorily disclosed to be not
swamp or overflowed nor unfit for cultivation, you. will restore to

- the public domain subject to any rights which have attached to them
under the laws.

COAL ENTRY-CONTIGUOUS TRACTS.

C. P. M ASTERSON (ON REVIEW).

A coal laud entry embracing non-contiguous tracts, made in good faith, and in ac-
cordance with the practice then existing, may be passed to patent as made, or so
amended as to include contiguous tracts.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 28, 1888.

I am asked to review the departmental decision of August 10th last
in the ex parte case of Charles P. Masterson (7 L. D., 172), involving
coal entry No. 99, for the E. i of the SE. 1, the SW. i of the NW. i, and
the SW. i of the SW. 1, of See. 34, T. 16 N., R. 6 E., Olympia land dis-
trict, Washington Territory.

Counsel for applicant alleges in said motion-that the Department erred
in its decision aforesaid, in holding that the law requires coal land en-
tries to be contiguous or compact in form; and they ask that, if the De-
: partment should not see proper to change its ruling in this respect, said
decision be so modified as to declare that the rule prescribed in said
decision shall not be applicable to cases arising prior thereto, under
.another and different ruling in force at the date when Masterson's said
entry was made; or, in view of the perfect good faith of the entryinan
which is in no way questioned, and of the fact that no rights have in-
tervened, that he be allowed to relinquish the two forty-acre tracts held
for cancellation and to amend his entry by taking two forties contiguous

- to his remaining two forties.
The question as to the rule requiring coal entries to be made of con-

tiguous tracts and compact in form was fully considered in the decision
now sought to be reviewed, and I deem it unnecessary to enter into a
further discussion thereof.

I am unable to find that the land department has in any case directly
announced the principle that coal land entries may be made of nonucon-
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tiguous subdivisions; but it seems to be a fact that such was the prac-
tice of your office, and that in many instances entries consisting of non-
contiguous subdivisions have been allowed to pass to patent. It is
evident that such action was not an inadvertence but an erroneous con-
struction of the law. The entry in the present case was allowed under
a practice then prevailing in your office.

It has been held by the Department that where a decision operates
to change a practice or rule well established especially if it be upon a
point of interpretation not without difficulty, the action already taken

by private parties in good faith under the prevailing practice, may be
sustained in proper cases; and although such construction may have
been erroneous, it does not follow that any acts which have been
performed in pursuance of or in accordance with such construction or
interpretation are necessarily illegal. See Minor v. Mariott et al. (2 L.
D., 709); Allen v. Cooley 5 (L. 1., 261); Cudney v. Flannery (1 L. D.,
165).

While this motion has been pending, Robert Breese, Michael J. Reilly,
and Gottlieb Jaeger have joined with Masterson in an application, rep-
resenting that they have entered other lands in sections twenty-two
and thirty-four, and asking to respectively relinquish and anmend so

that their several entries shall be of contiguous land.
In view of the fact that these entries were allowed and final receipts

issued during the ruling of your office then in force, I think, and so

direct, that the decision of August 10, 1888, be modified so that the

entries previously made may either be passed to patent, or that the

entries may be amended in the manner asked for, so that each shall be

of contiguous land-whichever shall appear to you most agreeable to

equity; the latter course being preferable, in that it most nearly con-

forms to law.

DOUBLE MINIMUM LANDS-ACT OF JULY 2, 1864.

HENRY MCCREA.

After the map of general route was filed in accordance with the grant of July 2, 1864,

the reserved even sections within the limits thereof were not subject to sale for

a less price than two dollars and fifty cents per acre.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 28, 1S88.

Henry McCrea filed declaratory statement No. 4271, June 27, 1871,

alleging settlement January 16, 1871, upon the NE. J of Sec. 6, T. 137

N., R. 35 W, St. Cloud, Minnesota. August 2, 1871, he paid for the

land with Alabama agricultural college serip No. 5 (register and re-

ceiver, St. Cloud, No. 3190) at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre.

Your office letter "G" ldated March 18, 1875, required McCrea to

make " additional payment of $1.25 per acre for the reason that the

lands involved are double minimum in value."
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May 27, 1886, your predecessor directed the land officers that " as
there is no report on file with the papers as to action in the premises,
you will at once notify the party in interest that such additional pay-
ment is required. That he will have sixty days within which to appeal
or ninety days within which to make payment, and that if no action is
taken said entry will be canceled."

June 21, 1887, McCrea was notified of the above decision and on July
18, 1887, he appealed from the same.

The records of your office show that the land in question is within the
limits of the, grant by act of July 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 36 5) to the North
ern Pacific Railroad, and that the map of general route of the said road
opposite this tract was duly filed August 13, 1870.

Section six of the granting act, which reserves the odd sections with-
in said grant for the railroad company, provides that the " reserved al-
ternate sections shall not be sold by the government at a price less than
two dollars and fifty cents per acre when offered for sale."

Counsel for the claimant insist that the rights of the said company
did not attach to this land until the 21st day of November, 1871, when
the plat was filed in the office of the Commissioner of the General Land
Office.

In the case of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company v. Vaughn (6 L.
D., 11), decided in accordance with the ruling in the case of Buttz against
the Northern Pacific Railroad (119 U. S., 55) it was held " that when the
general route of the Northern Pacific, provided for in section six of the
act of July 2, 1864, was fixed, and information thereof was given to the
Land Department by filing a map thereof with the Secretary of the In-
terior, the statute withdrew from sale or pre-emption the odd sections
to the extent of forty miles on each side thereof."

The land within the limits of the said grant therefore, on and after
August 13, 1870, the date of filing the map of general route, became
subject to the operation of the act of July 2, 1864, and in accordance
with the said provisions the reserved even sections could not be sold
for a less price than two dollars and fifty cents per acre.

In the case of Lawrence W. Peterson (11 C. L. O., 186), the same doe-
trine is held.

Mc~rea does not claim to have made settlement until January 16,
i871. The entry at-one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre was there-
fore erroneously allowed by the local office.

While it is true that the claimant's entry could be legally canceled it
is still a fact that in refusing to pay the additional price of one dollar and
twenty-five cents per acre, he acted in. good faith, and also that no other
rights have intervened.

I fully concur in your conclusion that before the claimant's entry is
passed to patent, he should make the additional payment, but in view
of the foregoing, he should be permitted to do so within a reasonable
time after notice hereof, or to relinquish either one-half or the whole of
his said entry.
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You will therefore allow the claimant, within ninety daysafternutice
hereof, to either make such payment, or to relinquish one-half of his

entry; or else at his option to relinquish the whole of said entry, and

upon proper application have returned to him the scrip heretofore lo-

cated. In default of action in accordance herewith, you willcancel the

said entry.
Your decision is accordingly modified.

SCHOOL INDEMNITY-FRACTIONAL TOWNSHIP.

JAMEI1S LYNcH.

The improper description of the basis as a portion of section thirty-six will not defeat

a selection nade in fact upon a deficiency basis caused by the non-existence of

sections sixteen and thirty-six.
Under the rulings of the Land Department, as formulated in the circular of July 2°,

1385, a selection is not invalid though slightly in excess of thebasis upon which

it is made.

Secretary Vilas to Commissioner Stockslager, December 29, 1888.

By decision of your office of May 15, 1888, indemnity school selection,

R. &. R. 2519, San Francisco, California, of the NW. 1 of SE. i Sec. 3,

T. 25 S., R. 9 E., M. D. M., made in lieu of the SW. 1 of NE. i See. 36,

T. 28 S., R. 8 E., Ml. D. M. was held for cancellation, upon the ground

that, " There being neither section sixteen, nor thirty-six, in the town-

ship, the above selection upon the basis of a portion of the latter sec-

tion, which is shown to be miles out in the ocean, is invalid. For the

same reason it is apparent that the selection does not come within the

confirmatory provisions of the act of March 1, 1877."
Said township is a fractional township, embracing a quantity of land

equal to three sections, all of which is embraced in the limits of the

Rancho Santa Rosa, patented March 18,1865.
It is not questioned that the State is entitled to three hundred and

twenty acres of land as indemnity for said fractional township 28, under

the act of February 26, 1859 (11 Stat., 385), if she has not exhausted her

right of selection as to said township. But you held said selection in-

valid, for the reason that said selection was made upon the basis of a

portion of section thirty-six, which did not exist, instead of being made

upon a deficiency basis caused by the non-existence or both sections six-

teen and thirty-six.
This is a mere technical objection or irregularity, and does not defeat

the right of the State's selection, if it is shown that she is entitled to

that quantity of land, under the act of May 26, 1859, to compensate

deficiencies where sections sixteen and thirty-six are fractional in quant-

tity, or where one or both are wanting by reason of the township being

fractional, or from any natural cause whatever. Her right to lieu lands

in said township did not rest upon any prior appropriation or disposi.

tion of either section sixteen or thirty-six, but upon the ground that no
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such sections existed. Therefore, if it be shown that she has not ex-
hausted her selections as to said township, and the selection is in all
other respects proper and legal, it is a valid selection and should not be
canceled, because the basis is improperly described as a portion of sec*
tion thirty-six of said township.

It is contended by the counsel for Lynch that the State of California
has made six selections, which were duly listed to the State, and which
exhausts her right of selection to the three hundred and twenty acres
of land as indemnity for fractional township 28 south, range 8 east,
M.D.M.

From the records of your office it appears that selections were made
to compensate deficiencies in said fractional township 28 S., R. 8 E.,
M. 1). lM., as follows:
N. -of NE. i and SE. i of NE. c Sec. 35, T. 8 S., R. 4 W., in lieu of the SW. L of NE.

4 and W. o of SE. I of Sec. 36, T. 28 S., R. 8 E., M. D. M., selected October 19, 1868,
and approved January 20, 1870-120 acres.

Lot 3, 4, 7 and 8, Sec. 35, T. 28 S., R. 10 E, in lieu of part of E. 4 of SE. 4 of said sec-
tion 36, selected April 24, 1869, and.approved September 8, 1870-62.14 acres.

NE. 4 of NW. i Sec. 25, T. 7 N., R. 10 W., in lieu of NW. J- of NE. I of said Sec. 36,
selected December 12, 1869, and approved November 12, 1873-40 acres.

NW. J of SE. 4Se. 3, T. 25 S., R. 9,E., in lieu of SW. 4 of NE. W of said Sec. 36, se-
lected May 11, 1870, and approved November 15, 1871-40 acres.

NE. 1 of NW. 4 Sec. 7, T. 14 N., R. 14 W., in lieu of NE.i of SW4.4 of said Sec. 36, se-
leeted January 30, 1873, approved November 12, 1873-40 acres.

SE. 4 of NE. 4 Sec. 7, T. 14 S., R. 14 W., in lieu of SW. 1 of NW. 4 of said Sec. 36, se-
lected January 3, 1873, approved November 12; 1873-40 acres.

The aggregate amount of said selections is 342.14 acres, being 22.14
* acres in excess of the amount to which the State was entitled as conm-

pensation for deficiencies in said fractional township.
It is also contended by counsel for Lynch that the selection first

above set forth, to wit, the N. 4 of NE.;J and SE. J of NE. -1 Sec. 35, T.
8 S., E. 4 W., was embraced in three separate lists of selections, the
last of which was duly listed to the State, per list 11, January 20, 1870,
in lieu of the W. J of SE. 4 and the SW. 41 of NE. Sec. 36, "T. 7 S.,
R. 8 W.," Mv. D. 4.

He also contends that in 1881 the Commissioner, upon the request of
James W. Shanklin, the State agent, changed said bases to "T. 28 S.,
R. 8 E., M. D. M."

The records of your office show that, by letter of July 28, 1881, the
Commissioner addressed the register and receiver at San Francisco,
California, as follows:

Upon an examination and comparison of the records of your office with transcripts
of the record of the State surveyor general's offices (as presented by.J. W. Shanklin,
State surveyor general), in the matter of approved indemnity school selections, cer-
tain discrepancies have been discovered, as hereinafter shown, viz: . . . On page 3

of approved list No. 11, the W. -J of SE. 4 and SW. 4 of NE I Seo. 36, " T. 7 S., R. 8

W., S. B. M.," appears as the basis for the W. J of NE. 4 and SE. 14 of NE. 4 Sec. 35,
T. 8 S., R. 4 W., M. D. M. This is an error, the correct basis therefore being the W.

*u 4 of SE. 4 and SW. 4L of NE. 4 Sec. 36, T. 28 S., R. 8E., M. D. M.
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It is admitted by the counsel in his brief that said selection was made
upon the last named basis, November 4, 1869, which was approved Jan-
nary 20, 1870.

The action of the Commissioner above referred to did not change the
selection from one basis to another, as insisted upon by counsel, but was
simply a direction to correct the records so as to show the true bases
upon which said selection was made and approved.

The only question remaining in this case is, whether the approval of
the entire selections, covering 342.14 acres, made to compensate a de-
ficiency of three hundred and twenty acres, is valid.

It will be seen that before the two last selections of forty acres each
were approved to the State, she was entitled to 57.86 acres as a balance
due to compensate said deficiency.

At the date of said selections, it seems that a practice prevailed in
the General LandOffice to approve of selections where the quantity se-
lected was greater than the basis, provided the excess was less than the
smallest legal subdivision. In such cases the excess lvas charged
against the State in other selections thereafter to be made, or upon the
final adjustment of the grant.

This rule was formulated in the circular of July 23, 188., which pro-
vides that:

Where it occurs that a fraction in quantity of less than forty acres remains as the
basis for a selection in a fractional township, or a section or part of a section lost to
the State, a specific subdivision, containing a quantity equal to the basis or a little
more or less, may be selected and the State will be credited in the final adjustment
of the grant with the balance in her favor, if any such balance should then be found
to exist.

The rule was subsequently changed by the circular of July 29, 1887,
which provided that the area of the selected tract must be equal to the
bases, and that it the area of the deficiency was of such quantity that
it could not be comnpensated by legal subdivisions, selections may be
made by legal subdivisions as near to said deficiencies as can be made,
and the deficit will remain to be used in another selection.

In the case now under consideration, the excess of 22.1.4 acres being
less than the smallest legal subdivision, and having been made in ac-
cordauce with the practice prevailing at the (late of said. selection, I
see no reason for holding as invalid any part of the selections made to
compensate the deficiency due to the State in said fractional township,
inasmuch as said excess of 22.14 acres can be charged. to the State on
the final adjustment of the grant.

Said selection of 342.11 acres was approved and listed to the State,
because it was entitled to three hundred and twenty acres to compen-
sate deficiencies existing in said township. Its right to said selection
rested upon no other basis, and, although the basis May have been im-
properly described, as in lieu of parts of a section thirty-six, which did
not exist, instead of being- described as in lieu of deficiencies caused by
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the non-existence of sections sixteen and thirty-six, it can not affect the
validity of said selection.

It, therefore, follows that the State's right to indemnity for the defi-
ciency in said fractional township has been satisfied, and the purchaser
from the State is not required or allowed to purchase under the act of
March 1, 1877.

Your decision is reversed.

q ,
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Circular prescribing regulations for making school indemnity seleotions in the
Territory of Wyoming under the sisth section of the act of Congress ap-
proved August 9, 1988.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

11ashington, D. C., November 16, 1888.

* To REGISTE RS AND RECEIVERS IN WYOMING:
GETNTLEMEN: The sixth section of the act of Auguist 9, 1888, entitled

"An act to authorize the leasing of the school and university lands in
the Territory of Wyoming, and for other purp~oses,"1 is in the following
language:

That -where lands in the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections in the Territory of
Wyoming are fonud upon survey to he in the occupancy and cov'ered by the, improve-
meats of an actual preeniption or homestead settler, or where either of them are
fractionnl in quantity, in whole or in part, or wanting bdeause the townships are
fractional, or have been, or slinll hereafter be reserved for public purposes, or found.
to be mineral in- chararter, other lands may be selected by an agenit appointed by the
governor of the Territory in lien thereof, fromn the surveyed pinblic lands 'vithin the
Territory not otherwise legally claimed or appropriated at the time of selection, in
accordance with the principles of adjustment -rre.~cribed by section twenty two hun-
dred and seventy-six of the Revised Statutes of the, United States, and upon a de-.
termination by the Interior Department that a, portion of the smallest legal. tub-
division in a section numbered sixteen or thirty-six in Wyoming is ujineral land, such

* smallest legal subdivision shall he excepted from the reservation for schooils, anti ini-

deninity allowed for it in its entirety, and such subdivisiuns, or the, portions of them
remaining after segregation of the mineral lands or claims, shall be treated as other
public lands of the United States.

To carry out these provisions of law you wvill be gui ted by the follow-
Ing ins8tructions:

1. Selectionisimust be restricted to landlsnoni-rnincral in character, not
otherwise legally claimied. or approp~riatedl. The character of selected
tracts will be determined nnder the rules existing as to ag-ricultural. land
entries..- In all eases the selected tracts must he covered by non-mineral
affidavits made by the selecting agent appointed by the governor of the

* Territory, or an agent duly aIploiuted by the selecting agent for the
purpose, and in case of such appointmnent by the latter, evidence thereof
should accompany the affidavits. You will also require the affidavits of
such agent or suh-ageut that the lands at dlate of apltlication are not in
the occupancy of any actual pre-emption or homestead settler; and in
order that the settlers may have due notice of the proposed selections
you will require publication thereof, describing the lands by subdivision,
section, township, and range, for a, period of six weeks. Should pro-

* tests he filed the agent may elimninate the tracts involved fromn the lists,
or hearings may he bad to determine the facts by legal testimony should

* the agent in~such instances dispute the allegations of prior settlement
by the protestants. This rule is made in view of the restriction con-
tained in said sixth section of selections to lands "1not otherwise legally*
claimed or appropriated at the time of selection."

585
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2. The selected tracts must be connected with specific bases of ex-
actly the same quantity. Respecting the method of so balancing the
selections you are referred to the circular letter of this office of July 29,
1887, page 124 of the annual report of this office for 1887, which was
sanctioned by the Department in the case of Melvin et al. vs. California
(6 L. D., page 702), and now is applicable to your districts.

3. In presenting selections of indemnity lands based on sections 16
and 36, or portions thereof, found upon survey to be in the occupancy
and covered by the improvements of an actual pre emption or home-
stead settler, the Territory may proceed in one of two ways to have its
rights defined:

(a.) By proceeding to prove such occupation at (late of snrvey and
up to the time of selection by the testimony of at least two respectable
disinterested witnesses. In such instances the qualifications of the al-
leged pre-emptor or homesteader must be shown, and also the oncu-
pancy and improvement as to each subdivision used as the basis of se-
lection. Publication must be resorted to by the selecting ag-ent for a
period of six weeks of notice of intention to prove such occupancy, in
order to select indemnity, and the time and place of hearing must be
stated therein. Hearings may be held before you or the judge or elerk
of any court in the Territory having common law or probate jurisdic-
tion and using a seal, and where the testimony is taken before such of-
ficers of courts the papers must be made up with the seal of the court
affixed under the rules governing the affixing of jurats to the proofs of
settlers made before such officers. It is not regarded as mandatory
upon the Territory to select indemnity on bases of this kind, as the act
is wordled. It is a right which may be exercised, but it is a privilege
which might be abused, and consequently the above regulations as to
proofs are necessary for the ascertainment of the facts.

(b.) By relying on the proofs of pre-emption and homestead settlers
claiming by virtue of settlement prior to survey after entry by them.
The validity of such bases of selection would depend upon the establish-
ment of the fact of such settlement before this Department.

4. In making selections founded on the deficiencies in the school sec-
tions, or tracts in such sections in reservations for public purposes, the
bases should be carefully described in the lists of selections by section,
township, and range, or by fractional townships where the school sec-
tions are entirely wanting.

The manner of using the bases so that they shall be satisfied in quan-
tities exactly equal to those of the selected tracts is explained in the
circular of July 29, 1887, referred to in paragraph 2 hereof.

5. The language of the law is plain anti explicit as to the quantities of
indemnity lands that may be selected in lien of mineral lands upon a
determination of their mineral character, and respecting such determina-
tion the following regulations are issued:

(a.) A determination by the Secretary of the Interior, or a decision by
this office or the local officers, whliichl becomes final under the Rules of
Practice, that a portion of the smallest legal subdivision in a section
numbered 16 or 36 in Wyoming is mineral land, will place the entire
subdivision in the class of bases that may be used in selections of land
as indemnity.

(b.) All the lands in said sections 16 and 36 returned as non-mineral
must be presumed to be school lands for the purposes of this act until
the presumption is overcome in the manner hereinafter indicated. The
bare return of lands as mineral by the surveyor-general will not be re-
garded as conclusively classifying them as mineral, the returns of dep-
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uty surveyors as to the character of the land surveyed having been
found in many cases to be indefinite or erroneous.

(c.) In the absence of a decision by this Department that land in a
school section is either mineral or non-mineral in character, the Terri-
tory may proceed as follows:

First. By applying to the Secretary of the Interior, through the proper
district office, where the land has been returned as non-mineral, for his
certificate that the land was rightly so classed. Such certificate will
determine whether the reservation for schools took effect upon the lands
inplace beyond attack by mineral claimants. Notice of such proceeding
must be given by publication and posting in the manner prescribed by
the Rules of Practice.

Second. By proceeding to prove land which has been returned as
mineral to be in fact non-mineral in the manner prescribed in circulars
4 N " of September 23, 1880, and October 31, 1881.

Third. By relying upon the record for indemnity where lands have
been entered as mineral; where the Territorial authorities have infor-
mation that the mineral character of tracts in sections 16 and 30 is
shown by evidence in this office, a list of them may be sent here through
the proper district office, to determine whether they may be used as
bases for selection. If the decision should be in the negative, the
character of such tracts may be determined under the procedure indi-
eated in the first and second subdivisions of this paragraph.

0. The act of July 1, 1864 (seventh subdivision of section 2238, U. S.
R. S.), requiring fees to be paid in selections of lands by States and cor-
porations, is not construed by this office as requiring fees of Wyoming
Territory on making selections under said sixth section.

S. M. STOCISLAGER,
Commissioner.

Approved:
WM. F. VILAS,

Secretary.

A :~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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xiii. I man-4- ........ 

Wrongful dismissal of, in the local office,
Citizenship. and intervention of a second, will not defeat

See Alien, Homesnetead, Pre-emption. rights under the first, if said dismissal was

Coal Land. Pot through any fault of the first contest-
See Mineral Land, School Land. ant ............. 129
An entry made under section 2347, Re- Should be re-instated where it was dis-

vised Statutes, must be restricted to con- missed in the absence of the contestant and
tiguous tracts-....------ ...... 172 said absence was through the fault of the,

Entry embracing non-contiguoue tracts, defendant 60
made in good faith, under the existing prac- Should be dismissed, where the contestant
tice, may be patented as made, or amended fails to appear, either in person or by coun-
so as to take contiguous tracts ............. 577 sel, on the day fixed for hearing 252

Though the statute provides that but one Failure of the contestautto appeal will not
entry shall be made by the same person, preclude the Department from considering
said prohibition does not relate to the de- the evidence with the view to protecting
claratory filing, as is the case in the pre- the interests of the government 177
emption laws .........................-. 181 Withdrawalof the contestantwill notpre-

Second declaratory statement authorized vent the Department from considering the
as of the date suade, though filed without evidence, and passingupon the rights of the
authority therefor-.......................... 181 entryman as between him and the govern-

Entry of, made for the benefit of another ment ..-.....-... ...... . 394
is illegal and must be canceled ............. 422 Government may take advantage of evi-

Colorado. adece brought out in a contest, though onColorado. ~~~~~~~a point not charged in the affidavit of-....35,
See School Land.

Commutation. HOMESTEAD.
I Of divorced wife against the homestead

See Final Proof, Homestead. entry of her former husband on the ground

Contest. of abandonment must nail where it appears
See Application, Contestant, fEvidence, .Tu- ] that his family lived upon the land daring

risdiction, Practice. his absence, and that she forcibly retained
possession on his return thereto-.......35-

GENERALLY. Desertion of the wife can not be shown in
Government a party in interest .......... 394 support of the charge of abandonment or
May be rejected, if offered outside of the change of residence, except by her ........ 35

hours set apart for the filing of such papers 504 Charging failure to establish residence,
Affidavit of, should set forth the charges and abandonment, must fail where prior to

specifically ........................ 4......... 459 legal notice thereof the entryman hadcured
Affidavit of, may be amended 452 his laches ......-... 195
Date when the affidavit of, is received and

accepted determines whether the contest is PRE-EMPTION.
premature6 ................................. 36 Against pre-emption claims, should only

Affidavit of, in the nature of an informa- be allowed in exceptional cases prior to the
tion ........................................ 41 offer of final proof .............-......- . ... 126

Not material that affidavit of, was ex-
ecuted before a person that subsequently TIMBER CULTURE.
represented the contestant ................. 41 Application to enter not requised at initia-

Not held as filed where the papers are tion of ... . . ..-.......-....-. 
placed in the hands of a special agent by the An offer to sell is not a good ground of - 262
contestant .2.............................. 212 A general allegation of non-compliance

Second, should be received and held with- not good .................-....-.... . 408
out action pending final disposition of the An allegation of non-compliance with law
first 26, 400, 423, 428 will not lie when made prior to the expira-

Second, may be brought by an unsuccess- tion of the year in which it is alleged to have
ful contestant on new grounds, in which the occurred ..................... ........... 452
good faith of an intervening contest may he The eutrymau's good faith may be prop-
attacked .........-.. ..................... 468 erly considered ........... 331, 365, 440, 441, 468

The institution of a second, waives all Must fail where the default charged was
rights that the contestant may have had un- cured prior to the initiation of suit ......... 440
der the first ................-............. 346 Should be dismissed, when the default

Charge must be established by a prepon- charged was not due to the neglect or bad
derance of the evidence to warrant cancella faith of the entrvman, and was cured on the
tion .... ........... 3............ 373 ! day that notice issued for publication ..... 8
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' Paste. Page.

Where the rights of a third party are not PgRElEU NCE RIGTHT.

involved the government wvill not insist On Is personal -- ----- ........ 491

forfeiture unless bad faith is shownu - 89 Is personal and can not be transferred ... 186

Must be dismissed. although the requisite Waiver of, confers no right upon a third

number of trees are not shown, where the party as against the original entryman . 381

entryman has for a number of years com- Can not be secured thraugh a contest

plied with the law in good taith, and the de- prosecuted in the name of another . 186/

fault is not attributable to negligence . 27 Can not be defeated by purchase under

Slight deficiency in breahing will not the act of June 15, 1880, made pending con-

justify cancellation . -.. . 363,441 test ....... 1............... ........... 500

Executionof power of attorney containing, Secured through contest against a desert-

among other things, authority to sell, is not land entry- ..... .............. . 186

snfficient to warrant cancellation - 493 Depends upon the establishment of the

Contestant is estopped from charging non- charge laid against the entry -.............. .46

compliance with law, where he, as agent, Not secured by breaking S acres of land

had undertaken to fulfill the requirements while it is covered by the uncanceled tim-

of the law .......... 24 ................ ber-coulture entry of another ............. 352

Failure to secure the required growth
within the statutory period, casts upon the Continuaitce.
defendant the burden of showing that such See Practice.

failure was without fault on his pert -- 47,63 cltivation
Cancellation warranted where,after the' C inatPonm

lapse of six years, no trees are growing on Seemption 

the land and no excuse is offered for such Pre-emptian.

failure- -- 61 Deposition.

Contestant. See Evilence.

See Applieation, Con ets, Homestead (under Desert Land.
act of June 15,1880), Practice, under Notice. See -Entry, Final Proof.

Must sustain the burden of proof ........ e 373 Te character of lal d embraced within an

Death of, leaves the issue as between the entryforaer nds lyingan astream a proper

entryman and the government 491 subject for investigation ... ............... 17T

Can not insist on cancellation, because of Relinquishment v will be required of sub

s om e default not charged of--- evidence---. E9 divisions not substantially reclaimed .-. 253.

Can not tane advantage of evidence show- The partial irrigation of a tract while held

ing a default not, specifically chargedwbere as a pre- emption claim by the entryman will

the specific charges have failed - 408 not defeat his right under the desert-land

Personal attendance of, at hearing pra- act, where substantial reclamation remained

sumptivelyaessential, and the claimant can to be effected after the original entry ...... 374,

not take advantage of his absence, where it Strong proof will be required to establish -:-

was due to the fault of said claimant - 8 60 the desert character of land returned as

Second, can not question, collaterally, the good " or ' first-rate " bottom land ....... 425.
sufficien cy of the evidence on which a juddg- "goed" or ist-rat bott a

mont f canellaton wa rendred i the Land upon which there is anDal oral growth
nent of cancellation was rendered in the of timber is not ...........-.. .... -425

prior contest against the same entry-. . 400 Though itmayappearthat productiveness

Right of the, must depend on his ability is increased by irrigation such fact does not

to sustainthe charge, when the entry is can- establish the desert character of laud - 425-
a celed on intervening relinquishment not

the result of the contest -- 442 Price of, within railroad limits may be

Requiring the successful contestant of a prperty fixed at double minimum - 436.

timber-culture entry to file a supplemental Donation.
affidavit as to his quialifieation to enter, will Though the claimant mav be entitled at

not impair rights uder his application filed date of settlement to claim 320 acres, as a

at the initiation of the suit e-- 330 - married man, if his wife dies. befcre the

Of timber-cuilture entry not required to period of occupancy has been completed

file application to enter with initiation of certificate can issue for but 160 acres ....... 545.

contest. If successful, a preference right Where the claimant, as a married man,.

is secured under section 2, act of May 14, claimed 32C acres, he may be allowed to re-

1880 ----------------- -- --- ------- 9 linquish so as to approximate 160 acres, and

Is entitled to thirty dais after the receipt letain his improvements, in the event that

of notice of cancellation within which to his wife diesbefore the period of occupancy

exercise the preferred right of entry - 553 has been completed ........................ 545

Can-not be heat-l to assert a preference
right when it appeals that he has disquali. Duress.
fied himbself to make eatiny prior to the final Actual violence not necessary to con-

disposition of the contest . -.-.-... 542 Stitute- ............ .-......... 249
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Entry. Page. 4 Page.
See Equitable Adjudication, Final Proof, . May be allowed subject to the preference

Mineral Land, Relinquishlnent. right of auncessful contest ................. 227

GENERALLY. Amendmentrequired where the rule as to
compactness has not been observed 247

May not be changed by erasure on the Amendment after the period forreclama-
record .. : .............. ........ ..220 tion has expiredcan only include reclaimed

Land embraced within aprimafacie valid, ]an - 2
not subject to entry by another . ... 444

Contiguity of tracts included therein con- HOMBESTEAD.
sidered .--------------------------------- 172 |Isan appropriation of the land ........... 140

After final, the discovery of mineral on the Confers no right in the presence of a valid
land will not affect lights acquired there- I intervening claim, where the preliminary
under .... .... 0...... 5' affidavit was executed before a clerk of court

On cancellation of, under contest tile land without the requisite residence on the land. 245
covered thereby is open at once to appropri- Made while the entryman has a pending
ation, subject only to the right of the suc- ! nuperfected pre-emption claim, is not void,
cessful contestant . ........ ...... 186 I but prima facie valid, and only becomes

Apparently free from the preference right I voidable by the subsequent maintenance of
of successful contestant is presumptively I the pre-emption claim ...................... 215
legal, and should not thereafter be canceled May be amended so so to embrace the land
without due notice to the entryman ... . 49 covered by the actual settlement and im-

-May be allowed during theperiodaccorded provements of the entryman; and such right
the successful contestant, subject to his is superior to all intervening adverse claim
preferred iight .......... : . ... 186 made with a full knowledge of the facts - 387

Should not be allowed for land covered by Petition to make second, will not be con-
a pending railroad selection; but if allowed sidered in the absence of a formal applica-
will not be canceled but treated as an appli- tion for a specific tract of land ...... .. 254
cation and held subject to the selection 80 j The right to make second for same tract

Allowed for unselected land within the I denied, where the first was made while
limits of an indemnity withdrawal, subse- claiming other land as a pre-emptor, and
quently revoked, will not be disturbed . 240 commutationproof was submitted under the

Canceled on relinquishment filed under an first, pending application to make the second 215
erroneous ruling may be re-instated ....... 470 Failure to establish residence until after

Amendments allowed with great caution. 293 action upon the adverse report of a special
Inapplicationsfor amendment the written agent does not in itself warrant cancella-

opinion of the local officers, as provided for tion ................ 0........... .. 461
in sec. 2372, R. S., may be properly required Allowed in contravention of the terms of
in entries not expressly included within the act of March 3, 1883, may be suspended
said statute ....... 1...... 155 until after public offering of the land, and

Application for amendment should show then treated as an application, if the land is
what efforts were made to learn the true do- not sold ........ 560
scription of the land and how the mistake
occurred .... ... .. ....... .... .. 44 PRE,-EMPTION.

Pending applications for amendment May embrace a quarter section, platted
should be adjiudicated upon their merits as such, regardless of the actual area ...... 20
and under the practice heretofore prevail- Embracing tracts in different quarter
in ,. ... 155 sections is limited in acreage, and must ap-

If the evidence in support of an applica- proximate 160 acres ............... 2.......0.. 
tion for amendment is not satisfactory the Joint, allowed under section 2274, in case
-case may be remanded for farther showing of refusal to enter under an agreement to
under the rule requiring a written opinion convey ..................................... a
from the local officers ....................... 155 Under an award of joint entry the parties

are not authorized to divide equally the 40
DESERT LAND. acres in dispute and enter the same in ac-

Application to make, must show personal cordance with such partition . .............. 3
knowledge of the applicant as to the charac- In case of conflicting settlement before
ter of the land -1--------------------------- 312- survey, either party may enter the whole

When made prior to survey the entryman tract on condition that he tenders to the
is entitled ou survey of the township to have other an agreement to convey to him that -
his claim properly described by legal sub- portion of the land covered by his occupa-
divisions .. . . 177 tion ............................... 3

Made for the use and benefit of another Amendment not allowed for adjacent
is illegal .11------------------. 337, 378 tract, where it was not included within the

An individual or corporation not permited original filing and entry, for the reason that
through indirection to secure more than it was then supposed to not be subj act to
ne. 337 such appropriation .................. 261
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Page. Page.
Of double minimum land at single mini- Rule 29 applicable where failure to make

mum price may be rectified by the required desert proof within the statutory period
additional payment or relinquishment of was the result of ignorance, accident, or
half the land ........-.......-............ 578 mistake, and no adverse claim exists ........ 247
jT-iiBEiR CULTURE. Rule 30applicable wherefailure toreclaim

Land naturally devoid of timber subject and make proof under desert entry within
to, although it may have been broken. -. 373 the statutory period was the result of igno-

On application for amendment the written rance, accidenr, or mistake, or of obstacles
opinion of the local officers maybe required 363 which could not be overcome, and no ad-

Right of amendment defeated by an inter- verse claim exists .......................... 247
vening adverse claim ...................... 428

On amendment, may be allowed for 160 vdene.
acres where the first through mistake cov- See Contest.
ered- but 80 .................. . 863 In proceeding against an entry the her-

Onapplication to amend it should be shown den of proof is upon the government- .. 34
that the tract covered by the, proposed Sufficiencey of, on which judgment was
amendment is the same as that originally rendered, can not be questioned collaterally 400
selected after personal inspection, and that Offered in another case should not af-
the error was made through no fault of the feet the rights of one not a party therein- 497
entrymau . ....... . ... 363 Opinions as to acreage broken, not admis-

Amendtenlt dentied wher'the entryrman sible in limber-cnlture contest ............. 441
reAied upon thestatements of a land locator In hearing ordered on special agent's re-
end mad e no personal inspection of the land 219 port the entryman may show acts in eom-

May be amended so as to take the lands pliance with law performed f fter notice of
intended to be entered where the mistake is the hearing ........- .. 486
satisfactorily explained .................-.. 155 The statements of a party to his attor-

Second may be allowed, where the first, ney arenotadmissiblein evidenceas against
through mistake was for land not subject the interest of said party .................. 136
thereto, and good faith is apparent ......... 297 Objections as to the manner of taking tes-

Made through an agent, and without the timony come too late when raised for the
prethminary affidavit, is itlegal, bnt the de- first time on appeal .-101..................... 291

-- feel mnay be cured by affidavit i properly exe- Objection to the manner in which taken
outed, which will be held to relate back to comes toclate when raised forthe first time
the date of entry .......... -1............ .. 50 on motion for review ....................... 497

Mayv be canceled where the executor and Objection to a deposition, on the ground
sole devisee files relinquishment, and it ap that it was taken without due notice, should
pears that compliance with law can not be be made at the hearing to be considered on
shown within the life of the entry ......... 383 appeal -----..-....----. 447

Will not be canceled on the ground that After proceeding to trial, and submitting
the land is not "devoid of timber," when testimony, it is too late to apply for thetak-
allowed under rnlings inIforee, and the en- ing of further testimony by deposition .. 291
tryman afterwards proceeded il due com- Depositions can not be admitted if taken
pliance with law.... ........................ 75 without flue notice or without furnishing

the opposite party a copy of the interrog-
Equitable Adjudication. atories-............-.... 433

See Final Proof, Mining Claimn, Private
Entry, Timier and Stone Act Filing.

Invalid entry should not be submitted to See Coal Land, Iudian Lands, Pre-emption.
the board .................. 236 Failure to file a declaratory statement will

Does not extend to an entry for more than not defeat settlement rights as against the
160 acres, unless the quantity entered is as government ........-........ ...... 131
near that amount as existing subdivisions Is not equivalent to an entry 280

will allow .-......... .... 20 May be allowed subject to the preference
A homestead entry may be referred to the right of a contestant-.................:... 46

board of equitable adjudication where the Should not be allowed for land while it is
claimant, through circumstances beyond covered by the homestead entry of another 140

i; - control, failed to establish residence within Made without the authority or consent of
six months from date of the original entry 351 the claimant who did not subsequently rat-

A. homestead entry should be submitted ify the act, is no bar to the exercise of the
to the board of equitable adjudication when pre-emptive right . -...............- ...... 503
final proof is not made within the life of the Second not allowed where the first failed
original entry .........-.................... 388 through the fault of thepre-emptor ..30, 289, 316

'* Commated homestead entry should be re- Second not allowed where the -first was il-
ferred to the board of equitable adjudica- legal because the pre-emptor removed from
tion if residence was not established within land of his own in the same State to reside
six months from date of original ............ 488 on the land embraced within said filing ..... 316

3263-VOL 7--38
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Page. P'age.
plight to make second denied, though the When not made on day fixed may be ac-

first was made l ior to the adoption of the cepted, in the absence of protest, on republi-
Revised Statutes -.--- - .-- 395 cation and new affidavit covering the time

Second may be allowed where, through no up to the date of entry . -.-... 417
fault of the pre-emptor, the first fails by New, after republication, will be required
reason ofconflietwitb aplioradverseclaim. 323 where the proof was not taken on the day

Secondallowedwheretbefirst,bymistake, fixed, and a portion thereof was not taken
was for land not settled upon, and the right before the officer designated ......-........ . 420
of amendmrent wv:s deflated by an adverse If taken by an officer not named in the
claim ...-. - ... 38 notice, itmustbeatthetimeandplacedesig-

Ameudments of, allowed with great can- inated, and theofficeradvertised must certify
tion - ... . 298 to the absence of protest- ................ 327

May not be amended where made for The necessityfor republication where the
the land intended, though other land wouln proofwasnot made on theday fixed obviated
have been included if the preemptor had by subsequent hearing . . 559
known it was suhject to entry . 298 May beaccepted in theabsence of protest

on new publication by the transfer co, where
Final Proof. the first was not sufficient, and the where-

See Entry. abouts of the entrymau can not be ascer-
GENEItALLY. tained 197

Publication ofioticeanddueproof thereof Irregularly submitted by the entryman
should appear .........-..... ..- . 488 (now deceased) tnay be accepted, in the ab-

A proper description of the land in the sonce of protest, on new publication by the
published notice is essenftial -.. 467 transfere. ............... 891

Misdescriptiou of laud in published notice Transferee may furnish evidence showing
requires repurblication, when the proof may that on the day fixed for the submission of
be accepted as made, in the absence of pro- proof no protest or objection was made- . 445
test . .. 485, 539 Entry may be referred to the board of

Theouhblished noticenmust state definitely equitable adjudication where the claimant's
before whom and at what place the proof evidence was not submitted before the offl-
will be made -9. .7.. . I cernarued, butthctestimonyofthewituesses

Publication of notice must be in a bona was taken in accordance with the notice 485
fide newspaper ill general circulation, pub- May be referred to the board of equitable
lished nearest the land, whether such paper adjudication wrhere witnesses' testimony
is published in the county where the land was not taken on the day or before the offi-
is situated or otherwise ................... 59 cer named, but the claimant's evidence was

Notice must be published in the paper submitted according to the notice .......... 488
designated, and proof made on the day fixed. 231 May be accepted. and the entry referred

New publication and proof required where to the board of equitable adjudication,
the publication was not made in the paper where the proof was not made on the day
published nearest the land .- . 314 advertised, bat new publication was there-

Continuance of proceedings to a day cer- i after made .......-... 465
taim renders such proceedings continuous, Where part of the land was misdescribed
and the final certificate issued at the close in the notice and testimony, the entry may
thereof will relate back to the beginning- 418 be referred to the board of equitable adju-

Continnanceof proceedings should be to a dication, after new pablication bythetrans-
day certain .-.-........... .. 539 j feree ..-.-. 462

On protest against, the local officers may When submitted after the day fixed and
order a hearing .......... -......... 483 good faith is manifest, the entry may be ro-

An ariverse claimant who objects to the ferred to the board of equitable adjudica-
submission of, before a clerk of court, is not tion, in the absence of protest or adverse
required to submit his testimony before said claim ...... - ........ 326, 445
officer in the absence of an order under Rule May be accepted and entry referred to
35 of practice ....................-........ 315 the board of equitable adjudication, in the

Taken before business hours on the day absence of protest, where the day fixed for
advertised is irregular, and makes new proof its submission was a legal holiday, and proof
necessary .......... -......... . 249 was made the day following ................ 288

When made at the time and place desig- Where, through mistake, Sunday was des-
nated in the notice, but not before the offl. ignated for the submission of, and it was
cer named therein may be accepted after re- made the day previous, the entry may be
publication ill the absence of protest 371 | referred to the board of equitable adjudica-

New notice and proof required covering tion ............-............... 531
the testimony of a substituted witness 327 Irregularly submitted by the entryman

Where the evidence of the witnesses was (now deceased) may be accepted, in the ab-
not taken before the officer designated it sence of protest, on new publication by the
may be accepted, after republication, in the assignee, and the entry referred to the board
absence of objection ......................... 20 of equitable adjudication .................. 273
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Page. Page.
WVhlere th e testimony and final affidavit of Proof showing acts of reclamation after the

the claimant were taken prior to Ihe day rejection of tue original proof, is new, and
fixed in the notice, on filing new final affida- not supplemental, and shou1d not be sub-
Tit the entry may go to the board of equi- mitted without due publication 1 . 67
table adjudication -139 Where submitted after the lapse of the

Pending railroad selection of record enti- P statutory period the entry may be referred
ties the company to special notice of inten- to the board of equitable adjudication . 167
tion to submit - . . . 149 1 May be accepted and entry sent to the

Should not be received or considered white b hoard of equitable adjudication, in the ab-
the land is covered by a pending indemnity sence of adverse claim, where reclamation
selection - 149 is not effected within the statutory period,

An incorrect statement as to citizenship, and the dalay is satisfactorily explained. 79
made nuder a mdsapprehension of the law, HOMESTEAD.
may be excused- 471 Where made byan administrator, and the

Co011iUTATIox. final affidavit was executed outaide of the
Wh1bere not satisfactory, new proof may be land district by the heir, who was aged and

submitted within the life of the entry, bad infirm, the entry may be submitted to the
faith not appearing -------------- 87 'board of equitable adjudicatio -- 18

Made before a notatty nmay be accepted, Made by a guardian after his ward has
where notice of intention bad been given, reached his majority can not he accepte 34
-and the order for publication made before i Made by deserted wife . 35
the circular of Maich 380, 1886, reached the - When not made within life of entry the
local office - 345 case should he sent to the board of equita-

*When rejected, because irregularly sub- ble adjudication - 384
initted, with leave to submit new, the new PIZE-ENIPTION.
proof, though covering the sanse period as Time fixed for making under the pre-
the fist, if taken after due notice, may be emption law for unoffered land, by the acts
accepted nune pro tuna -................ 231 of July 14,1870, and March 3, 1871 13

When rejected, because made duoing con- A period should be fixed for submitting
test, thei new proof, though confined to the supplemental proof where the statutory life
-same period as that embraced within the of the filing lifa expired . 71
f,,rmer, may be accepted and held to apply , One who offers, in the presence of an ad-
by s-elation to the date of the suspended I verse claim, must submit to au order of can-
entry --175 - cellatien if his proof fails - 483

Wheso the entryman fails or refuses to Can not be considered without the testi-
subolit newproof, asrequited, his transferee | mony of at least two wituessess as to the
may be pe- mitted to show that the claimant settler's qualifications and compliance with
had in fact complied with the law prior to p law 88
transfer . -387. 367 In the matter of cultivation, the time of

Tlbe unexplained fact that the claimant yearinwhich residence was establishedmay
could not get the money to make payment | be considered where no crop was raised . 451
does not excuse failure to submit proof on If land is fit only for grazing, that fact
the day advertised, and new proof will be should be shown in explanation of such use
requited ......... 367 of the land in lieu of cultivation . 294

Good faith indicated by the character of Proof as to cultivation does not neces-
improvements .........- 231 s.ari.require a showing that a crop has

Evidence showing improvements to se- lbeen raised ........-...-.-..... -439
-cure pasturage accepted in lieu of the usual Proof of grazing accepted inliou of culti-
proof of cultivation, where the land appears vation on proper showing 455
better adapted to such use than to the cal- Where proof of grazing is tendered in lieu
tivation of crops that require tillage 200 of cultivation the extent of such use should

DESERT LAND. hbe shown . 455
Claimant may he required to appear be- Failure to submit within six months after

fore the local office and submit to a cross- sag filing renders the right of entry
examination .- . 337 there under subject to intervening adverse

Testimony of claimant and witnesses may claiems . 154, 277, 322, 457
be legally required to be taken at the same Failure to submit proof and make pay-
time and place and before the same officer . 337 I ment within six months from Osage filing
-Commissioner may require additional will not defeat the right of purchase in the

proof 337 absence of an intervening adverse claim - 277
Must show what proportion of each legal As between two settlers on Osage land

subdivision has been irrigated .. 253 who were both in default in the matter of
Which does not show reclamation can not submitting, thepreference must be accorded

be accepted, although good faith may ap- to the one who was first in settlement and
pear .-. 167 - making proof .......... 308
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Page. Page.
Failure to sttbtuitproof within six muntlts for failure to submit proof within the statu-

after Osage filing renders the land subject tory period ...........-.. .................. 301
to intervening claims, and such a claim will The preference right of a successful con-
not be lessened by the fact that the settle- testant superior to the right of pur-
ment therein was male prior to the expira- chase - ......- -- 329, 500
tlon oftheperiodaccordedthefirstelaimant The suspension of the right of purchase
to make proof ......... - .... 322 luring contest is for the benefit of the con-

TIMBER CULTURE. - testant only.......... ......-.. .... 145,194
Premature, if submitted prior to eight Purchase pending contest should not be

years' cultivation ,..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.231 canceled, but suspended, and beol subject
Final certificate, issued on timber-culture to the contestant's preference right ........ 104-

proof prematurely male, should not be ean- Purchase under said act pending contest
celed, bitt suspended, pending further corm- good as against every one except the con-
plianee with l-w- ----------- 231 testant-......-........... ............. 194

Purchase pending contest, where the eon-
Guardian. testant is apparently disqualified to enter,

See.Final l ' of (under Hounestead), Home- should not be canceled, blit sttspended, and
stead. opportunity given the contestant to assert

his caim.-. .. .............. 14a
Hearing. Pu chase made while the right was sus-

See Practice. pended in favor of a contestant may be held

Homestead. ~~~~~~~~~valid if the contestant waives his right -. 3- 1
Homestead. validThe rule as to purchase pending contest,

See Entry, Float Proof, Mlineral Land, laid down in Ft-eise v. Hobson, governs in all
Reesidence. cases not then fitally adjudicated .... ... 381, 500

GENEIRALLY. Right of purchase not defeated by the
Settlement, extent of protection under pendenci of proceedings on special agent's

the act of May 14,1880 ................. 537 report ...................-... ....-...... 342
Right defeatedby maintaining at the same Discovery of coal on land after entty will

time a claim under the pre-emption law- - -.215, not affect rights acquired thereunder- 570
225, 444, 447 'The entryman or transferee can not pur-

Right of the entryman not affected by the chase under-an entry depending upon false
fact that final certificate ha t not issued on and fraudulent statements and forged doe-
his prior pre-emption claim when he made uments, or where the entry was canceled
his entry, it appearing that he was entitled for fraud prior to the passage of said act -- 91t
to ouch certificate at that tune ......-..... 455 Does not authorize the entryman or his

The entry of a single woman is not af- transferee to purchase under an entry which
fected by her subsequent marriage ......... 470 depends upon false and fraudulent state-

Heirs of a deceased homesteader required ments or forged documents ................ 301
to show cultivation and improvement until Purchase of land returned as valuable for
the expiration of the statutory period ...... 309 coal bsrred under the Alabama act, until

Rights not lost by failure to contest a ' after public offering-..-.. . 512
prinm facie valid adverse claim . 385 The allowance of a purchase by direction

ACT OF JUNSE 15, 188o. ! of the General Land Offi3e will not preclude
See R~ailr-oad Granrbt. a departmental determination as to its valid-
Theright of purchase is not dependent Pcsty ....er should predate.the.e. 301

upon compliance with the homestead law. 281 Purchaser shoul produce the duplicate
34 receipt or account for its loss, showing that

Right of purchase extends only to entries no assignment thereof has been made- 281
made prior to the passage or the act ....... 329 COMMUTATION.

Puirchase batred by intervening pre-emp- . An entryman who has filed his deelara-
tion claim .----- --- -- 325 tion of intention to become a citizen is quali-

Purchase authorized even after cancella- fied to commute ............................ 368
tion of original entry, if it does not inter- I The right of commutation depends upon
fere with the subsequent right of another 281 prior compliance with the homestead law.

Agreement to sell made prior to purchase If the cash entry fails, the original entry
does not render the entry fraudulent ....... 570 falls therewith: .....................-...... 8W

The fact that after the cancellation of the Authorized on payment of the purchase
original entry the land was entered by | price and due showing ofresidence, cultiva-
another will not defeat the right of purchase tion, and improvement ........ . 231
where such sobsequsent entry was canceled Entryman permitted to commute, in the
prior to the application of the purchaser-- 281 absence of bad faith, after the expiration of

The right of purchase extends to a biuna the statutory life of the original entry and
fide transferee, claiming under an additional failure to submit satisfactory proof there-
entry, although the original was canceled under - 476.
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SOLDIEIS''. The act of May 15,1886, did not confer

Patent not authorized unless it appears the right to make, upon members of the
that the entryman is a citizen at date of Missouri Home Guard - .- 236
final proof .-.......... .. 362 The Department will not consider ques-

Residence, improvement, and cultivation tions between attorney and client arising
for a period of one year at least must be on application for certification where the
shown to authorize patent . - . 362 claim for the certificate no longer exists 356

Right not exhausted by filing a soldier's
declaratory statement and abandoning the Imiiprovemeniits.
tract covered thereby when such filing was See Final Proof, under Commntation;
rendered inoperative by a prior adverse I Residence.
claim .... 385

Right exhausted by filing soldier's declar- Indemnity.
atory statement and abandonment thereof. See Railroad Grent, Pievate Claim, School
There is no distinction in this respect be- Land, Swamp Land.
tween a filing made by the soldier and one
by his widow or the guardian of his minor Indian Lands.
children 136 See Final 'roof, under Pre emption, Res-

Conceding that a soldier's declaratory ercation.
statement is illegal if filed when the claim- Purchaser of Osage land not required to
ant was residing on another tract under the make affidavit before entry that he has not
pre-emption law, such illegality is cured by made any contract whereby the title he
subsequent entry under the filing, after may obtain will inure to the benefit of an-
completion of the pre emption claim, and in other 314
the absence of any intervening right - 225 To enter Osage land one must be an act-

Soldier's declaratory statement filed by an ual settler, with the qualifications of a pre-
agent and accepted by the local office will emptor .with the.qualificatioa. 24p
protect the homesceaderlthough the agent Purchaser of Osage land must show a
may not have the power of attorney re- bonas de settlement 277
squired by the regulations . 202 Where one having the qualifications of a
SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL. pre-emptor makes a legal Osage filing he

The right to make soldier's additional, is (an not make a second 30
not assignable . . ... 565 Puyallup Rteservation 450

A transferee claiming under the certifies- Gte lands under the act of June 15, 1880,
tion of the additional right has no other or subject only to disposal for cash 191
greater right than the entrywan 287 Ute lands nt subject to priv ate cash en-

The transferee occupies no better position I try until after public offering -. .. 191
than the entryman if the entry is invalid Land reserved for the Navajo Indians by
for the want of due military service 236 executive order of April 24, 1886, not sub-

Made through an agent in accordance ject to pre-emption - 234
with existing practice will not be disturbed. 165 A claim for Omaha land based on settle-

The right accorded to the minor child mont and filing made after the time fixed
must be exercised prior to the expiration of by the proclantation under the act of Au -
the minority 547 gust 7, 1882, and before the passage of the

That the certificate of right issued during act of August 2, 1886, is within the second
the minority of the child would not operate proviso of the latter act; and the first pay-
to extend the time within which entry could ment thereon is not due until two years from
be, made thereunder . 547 the passage of said act- 189

The exercise in person of the right, pond- The establishment of the White River
ing application for the certification of such military reservation on lands subject to dis-
right, precludes further action on the appli- position under the act providing for the sale
cation 356 of the Ute Reservation did not impair the

The right does not exist whero the period trust created by said a at, batt had the effect
of military service is less than ninety days- 287 to suspend the execution the re.f 191

Pending cases " excepted from the t-egn-
lations of V ebruary 13, 1881, were those then Instructions atnd Circulars.
pending on application for certification . 353 See Tables of, cited and construed, page

A certificate of right will not be issued if Xlll.
it appears that the soldier has parted with
his interest therein, and 'that it will inure Jl adgment.
to the benefit of the assignee. Snch cases Can not become final until the decision is
are not protected by the circular of Feb- promulgated and doe notice given thereof.. 42
vary 13, 1883 -565 The cancellation of an entry by oider of

Therighttomakedoesnotextendto momn- the General'tand Office takes effect as of
bers of the-Missouri Home Guard - 23 the date the decision is made .1 63
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Jurisdiction. but such protection will not include one

See Practice. -ces jodieata. claiming under the relinquishment of such
Acquired when the information is ac- anentry(Alabama) ........................ 560

cepted, notice issued, and service made Saline lands, or salt springs, must be dis-
thereof ...-............................ 41 posed of under the act of January 12, 1877.. 514

Not acquired by the local office in the The act of January 12. 1877, is not appli-
absence of due and legal notice -.......... 49,198 cable to Utah, hence there is no authority

The Department will not take action on a for the disposition of salt lands in that Ter-
question that lies properly within the jutis- ritory -----.........-------..-......----. 5409
diction of the courts ...-.-... .... 255

Acquired by notice to the settler .-. 4. 483 lTlinnesota.
Not defeated by death of appellee after See Swamp Lands.

notice of appeal ............................ 500

Land Department. - Mining Clain.
REGISTERt AND RECEIVER. Copy of plat and notice of application

The official acts of the register and re- mustbe posted in aconspicuous place on the
ceiver are subject to supervision, and may claim ..-... .- .............. -55
be approved or disapproved by the Commis- Entry may be referred to the board of
sioner of the General Laud Office .......... 86 equitable ad judication where the posting,

May, with the approval of the Commis- through inaccessibility of the claim, was
sioner, adopt regulations as to the order of made on adjacent claim...-................ 477
business in their offices ...... ................ 504 In the notice of application for patent the

Have no authority to change an entry of description of the claim should include the
record by erasure ........... ..... ....... 220 course and length of a line connecting sail

Removal of bical office from Deadwood to claim with the public survey or a mineral
Rapid City, Dakota5....... ................ 527 monument ................-.............. . 32

Survey must follow the location- notice
fliCllig: N*. nrpon which it is ordered. This rale applies

See Swamip Land. to amended as well as original locations .. 81

Military Reservation. Objeetofestablishingaminieralmonuments. 392
See Reervation. In requiring an amended survey the appli-

cant should be informed that hi entry will
Mineral Land. be canceled if the reqiiirement is not coin-

See Mising Claim, Patent, School Laud. plied with in a specified period .475
Is such land as will pay to mine by the Wheie the survey did not follow the

usual methods ......... 263 amended location the entrysholid l not be
The existence of mineral in such quaanti- canceled, but a new survey required ----- i- 8i

ties as to justify expenditures, in the effort Evidlence maybe submitted in explanation
to secure it should be established as a pres- of an appai-ent discrepancy between the sur-
out fact in order to bring the land within vey and the claim as marked out upon the
the class subject to mineral entry ......... 71 ground and described in the location - 160N

The character of land as it pmesent factis A new survey under the cimcimlar of De-
the question raised on issue joined as to its cember 4 1884. will not be required wheme
actual character ... ........ 261 one in accordance with exist ing practice had

The burden of proof is upoim an aaricult- been approved bythe survpyor-general prior
ural claimant for land returned as niun- to the receipt of.'aid circular .... ......... 310
eral .-.-. 265, 532 Amended surveyn will be required n-here no1

A decision that land returned as mineral connection is sho wn with a mineral monu-
is in fact agricultlural puts the burden of iment or a corner of Ibe public surveys ..... 475
proof upon one alleging a subsequent dis- Positive evidence as to the discoversy of
covery of mineral. ---------- .- . 532 the vein or lode must be furnished, showing

The presumption as to the character of the place where and the time when such dis-
land returned as mineral is not forcible covery was made, and the general direction
where, after long-continuled mining opera- of the vein or lode .........-..............- .
tions, the land has been abandoned by the Not necessary that discovery of mineral
mineral claimants as no longer profitable -. 265 should be shown within the land added by

Themineralcharacter ofa tract not estah- amendment, where stich land is reported as
fished by a decision rendered in a case mineral and the good faith of the entry is
where such qaestion was not in issue., .-_. 54 not questioned ..........-.............. 81

The phrase 'known mines ' construed. 71 TIhe proof should show that the improve-
Land returned as valuable for coal prior ments have been made for the puipose of

to the ast of March 3. 1883, is not subject to developing the particular claim applied
homestead entry until after public offering for .................... .................... 71
(Alabania) ...... - ........ 461, 512 A claim as amended is aln entirety, and it

Bona fide homestead entries made prior to is not necessary that the improvements
the act of March 3,1883, protected thereby; I should be upon a particular part thereof.-. 81
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A judicialidecision that the claimantis not A tract containing" a valuable deposit of

entitled to any credit for work done on the j mineral-paint rock in place " is not subject

claim renders it necessary that the supple- l to entry as a placer claim ...... ....... 66

mentary proof should sirow the requisite ex- Land' chiefly valuable for its salt deposits

penditnre since the date of said proceed- I can not he taken as a placer mine ---------- 549

ings- .......-...-... ......... ...... 411 Examination of a placer claim and report
An entry allowed prior to the final dispo- thereon by a deputy minei-al surveyor, at

sition of adverse proceedings inist be can- the expense of the claimant, should not be

celed where suchadverse claim remains an- required where the clair is upon surveyed

determined ...........................-.. -83 ,and and in conformity with legal sub-di-.
Entry prematurely allowed pending dis- isions ....-.... ---------.----------- 390

position of adverse litigation permitted to
starnt ou the withdrawal of the adverse Missouri H[onte Guard.
claims- .......... 1...... .......... . 336 See Homaestead under Soldiers' Additional.

In the absence of an adverse claim, the | ortgage
entry may be suspended and new proof See Ali;entiea.
made where that submitted was found in-
sufficient ................-.............. 359,411 Naturalization.

Error in the issuance of the final certifi- See Alien.
cate may be corrected ................-...- . 411

Department nay order a bearing to as- Notice.
certain whether there has been due compli- See Practice.
ance with the law, though afavorable judg- Officer.
ment against an adverse elainiant has been See Land Depac tmerrt.

secired in the courts ............... ........ .41 Governmrent not bound by the illegal act
The prr'test of a town site that iaises an of-.............................. 

issue as to the character of the land em-
bracedwithin a mineral application presents Osage Lands.
a proper subject of inquiry ............ ...- . 31 See Indian Lands.

Cost of a survey preliminary to the loc- Patent.
tion of a ditch fir the development of a For mineral land should not contain a-
claim will not be credited on the statutory clause r eserving the rigbtsof a town site2S3, 319

expenditure where such ditch has not been For a town site is inoperative as to all

dug ....-.-....... 3...1... ...... 359 lands I uown at the tine of the entry to be

Work done on a ditch outside of a placer valuable for mineral, or discoverdd to be

claim, and prior to the location thereof, can of such character prior to the occupation or
not be accepted in proof of the required ex- improvement of land under the town-site
penditure where the ditch was not made laws ...- 283
for the development of the claim .......- . 52 Not accepted- by a mrineral laimrnant, be-

*Failure to make the statutory annual ex- cause eontaining a clause reserving the

penditure renders the claim subject to re- rights of a town site, may be recalled with
location ------------- t----..----_--..--..-.506 the view of instituting proceedings to deter-

The occupaney of land by town-site set- -mine the relative rights of the parties-. - 319

tiers is nobar to its entry under the uuining Maylbe recalled by the Department, with
laws if the land is mineral and belongs to the consent of the grantee, wh-n not issued
the government ......................... 411 ir conformity with the judgment and not

Surpplemental proof permissible, after dre accepted by tie grantee, and another issued
notice to the State. where the status of the in accordance with sail judgment .- . 283

tract under the school grant had not been
author-italive-ly determined prior to the en- Prtice-
try ...................- .............-.-.. 64...5 See Conteat, Jusdgmrenrt, Jtrisd/dition, Res

May be located on land sr own by an ir- Judicata.
regular survey to be school land . -. 4. 149 GrNERALLY-.

The Vhlidlity of a relocation may not be Proceedings on special agent's report 464,486

questioned by the original locator in a pro- The Department may, oni its own rootion,

ceeding instituted to determine whether irrstitute proceedings looling to the cancel-

sald locator bad complied with the law in lation of an entry ........... .- 24 2

the matter of statutory expenditure ........- 06 To avoid delay, the Department will de- - -

The illegality of a relocation should be termine rights presented on appeal where

shown in a proceeding for that purpose-. o. 6 the parties are present in court, though the

Mill-site rnist be used er occupied for question so presented has not been passed
mining or milling purposes .........- _.. - 415 upon bv the General Land Office ............ 25

Land not used or occupietd for mining or Local officers may, with the approval of

milling perposes can nrrt be taken under the Commissioner, designate certain hours

section 2337 for the purpose of secr irrg the of each day in which papers may be filed in

timber thereon ........... -117------------. 557 theirotllces-1 ........................... 60£
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Ruile 35 to be followed in pIoceedings ariS- HEAIUG

iag on the submission of final proof -....... 315 Authority of the tCommissioner to order a
Intervenor required to disclose his inter- new, not affected by an erroneous ruling of

est . 454, 480 the local office -------------- --.------------ 433
Instroctions on renroval of local office Localofficersmayoderonprotestasiinst

fromu Deadwvoodl to Rapid Cilly, Dakota . 527 final proof ..................... 8
APPEPAL

Duorirg tire lrerlercy of; ioaction sironri NOTICF.
be taken irr the licaloifice affecting the dis- In the absence of, decision does not be-
posal of the hlod rintil instrrrcted by the come final ----------------------------------. 42
Commissio-er ----- . 140 Of animotion to set aside proof of service

Right of frrm Commissioner's decision shonld be given the opposite party 274
lost by failtre to appeal from tire decision Of cancellation to the successful contest-
of the lroal office -.--- ------- 358 ant not sufficient when given by unregis-

In the absence of, the decision of the lo- tered letter ---------------------------------. 335
cal office is deal as to tire fdicta, rnlesa tireoBy publication of no effect in the absence
case is wit bill oee of tie exceptions to rrlre of affidavit as a basis for the order therefor 49
48, though adiffererit conclusion irrigirt have Affidavit as the basis for publication is
been reslelied had alppeal been t k 08 sufficient which sets forth that afont livesbenraclreedt lipnt fop tilcal been ta eni in thievicinity of the lanri, is well acquainted

Failuore to appral from thie local officers' there, knows that the defendant does not

there reside, and that after diligent search
facts,so ifar ra tire parties aire coneernerl, he is nahle to find said defendant - 274
sulbject to cerrriri exe ~ptiurrrs, bitt tire Ge- heSlight error in the spelling of defendiant's
cral Larrld O3ice is riot thcrcby preclurdedI name will not defeat ......... 41
from palrirrllg nit the evide-rce when the il- 1
terests of the goveirnment require such e- Of' contest, prpeprly served, with correct
tion ---------- - . ........ 2 description of the land, the charge against,

Will not lie frin] al intel lo, utory order the entry, the contestant's narme, and tire
of ti tortiliout r erl-r--itor--order time and place for the, hearing is not fatall

othill 'lot lie iorir thrG Co404issioer's re- defeetrvy because of a misnomer of the de-
quirement of an additional affidavit in sup- fendautthereinastheproeesslsamendable
port of an entry ; only from filnal action on in that respect either before or after judg-
the case on the faihlre of the ciitiyruan to |melt_ .... ............ . ........... 61
theomcase onthe fald lquireoftetry to......... G7, 480 To an heir, who is also an administratorcomnply rwith said requiirerirenit - 0_ ... 7, 480, oftedcadenrmnmyheegdd

Of a straiger to the record should be dis- of the deceased entrynian, may be regarded
posed of undler rxlle 82, whbere thle appellaift :as notice to such party in both capacities - 267

has not shown his right to he bearl as an for hearing is notice to the plaintilff 252
intervellor ...... .. ......... .... ......... 454 fo e rn sn tc o th litf .... 5

The Inswonn sth to be given in pending cases on removal
the record is riot sufficient to show right Of ocaloffie e ......... 527
of ----------------- 480 REHEARtING.

From tie Cnrrrtoissioner's action in re- May be properly ordered where the case
jeeting an applicationt to contest an entry was tried below on evidence improperly ad-
roust be perfected trirder rrle 86 -. . 423 mltted ....................... 433

After ntrrire or, the death of the appellee Will nort be allowed where the applicant,
will not defeat tie jurisaictiort of the De- relying rrron technical grounds, dit not sub-
partment to proceeso witir the case . 500 mit testimony when the case catoe up for-

Abandoned byten arpplieation to purchase trial ........... -........... 312
the land - -------- 312 In motions fil, resting on alleged newly-

Ten datsa adiional allowed lrf, i when iro- discovernd evideince, itshotrld besrrwn that
tice oflocal officer's recision ii sent through saidevidence erld iotrihavebeen discovered
the mail ....- 387 by due diligence, antI the faets showilngr
COxtXtJANCrc. such diligence shoerld appear ............... 136

Motion for, adlressed to the sortnd dis- Wdil not bh granteor on the ground of
cretioll of the locall iffieera-s - --- .... 61 newly-discoverled evi

t
ence iless such evi-

On the grounrd of abseirt counsel or wit- dence is of that rhararter to necessarily
ness should be denied if diligence is not cause the trial court to arrive ata differeirt
shown - .------------- 497 conrclusior-- ... 136

Affidavit flr, rased onl the ground of ah- Will not be granted on the ground of
sent witnesses, should shrow that su h ab- newly discovered evidence where such evi-
sence is not the fault of the applicant, and dence tends sitirply to discredit or imupeach
what effer ts have been made to procure the a witness ..... 2... .... ... . 136
attendance of said witnesses ............... 63 An noffer to pr-ove statements made by the

lo beordered in pending eases onl removal opposite party to his attorney does not far-
of local office ............. ................. 527 nish groimird for a newa trial ...........- ..... 130
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Will be ordered where collusion between Right not lost through recognizing the

the plaintiffs attorney and the contestant title of another, when such action was the

prevented a hearing on the merits ......... 262 result of erroneous decisions of the Land

REVIEW. Office, and the pre-emptor re-asserted his

Objections raised for the first time will not claim as soon as ho learned that the land

be considered on review ------------------ 497 was open to entry ...................... 92

Objection to the affidavit of contest will Right can not be maintained by one who

not be considered when raised for the first is at the same time claiming another tract

time on motion for ......................... 497 under the homestead law .-. ............... 225

The commissioner has authority to review Delay in the issuance of final certificate

a decision of his office, sue sponte, and with- will not affect rights where there Pas been

- -out notice to the parties, where such action due compliance with law ................... 455

is required to put the office in accordiwith I Private Clatni.
its own records -------------- ---- 1 3 ! Scrip only authorized under section 3, act

Commissioner may review his predeces- 1 of June 2,1858, in case of confirmed claim;

sora decision, where notice of such decision and proof of such confirmation inrust be fur-

has not been given ------- 42 nished ------- I

Refusal of officer before whom testimony Section 1, act of March 3, 1819, excepts

was taken to grant a continuance not ground from confirmation lands claimed or recog-

of, where exception to such action was not nized under sections 1 or 2of said act ......

taken below.-........ ....... ... .. ... . .497 [ Where a claim depends upon section 3,

Preference'Right. .. ' act of March 3, 1819, for confirmation, tire
Srefere Cncestg t. I. |confirmee, or his legal representative, must
See Contestant, identify the land-

Pre-empltion. The third section of the act of March 3,

See Alie-enations, Entry, Filing, Final Proof, 1819, confirmed the amount claimed by the

Homestead. parties named in the Commissioner's list re-

' Lands containing known mines excepted ferred to therein; and indemnity is not an-

from .......................... 71 thorized for land in excess of the amount so

tight exhausted by one filing1 ............. 95 claimedl and confirmed -............---------- 152

Entry for 80 acres exhaust the right of-. 261 Puivate Entr
Right exhausted by an entry of 40 acres. 201 P rat Entry.
Removal from land held under contract of A tract is not excluded from, because it

purchase is within the second inhibition of bad been embraced within a list of swamp

section 2260, R. S. .------------------------- 472 selections, wherethe field-notes showed that

at the timeo te r al therefrom il the claim of the State was not noted of

not relieve the pre-emptor from the stati u Ford

tory inhibition ---------- .. -. 195 For land within a prior swamp selection

A pre-emptor is not relieved from the in- may be submitted to the board of equitable

hibition of section 2269, R S., by a pretended adjudication, where tire selection was sub-

transfer to his cife of the honmestead to seqoently canceled, and good faith manifest. 218

which he removed when he settled on the Allowed for land, enhanced in p-ice, when

preemption h laimn -0 . ..se9, 5 11 thre record of the local office showed it sub-

O ne who lemoves flora laud of his 6wn, ject thereto, may be referred to the board of

acquired under the homestead law, to reside eqoitable adjrdication on additional pay-

on public land in the samne State or Tern- scent of $1.25 per acre.495

tory, is within the second inhibition con- Protestant.
tlined in section 2260, R. S -..- 1............. 195 See Final Proof, Mining CtIOin

Second inhibition of section 2260, R. S.,

not applicable to one who had in good faith Public Land.
I)riortosettlemnentdisposedofthelandthen See Survey.

owned by him, though a formal deed there- Land formed by accretion belongs to the

for was not executed until after settlement- 436 owner of the adjacent land----------------- 255

Failure to file declaration of intention to 'The Depantinent has no jurisdiction over

become a citizen will not defeat his right to lands formed by accretion to atractto which

a patent if the defect is cured prior to the I the government has no title - ... 255

intervention of an adverse right ........... 471 Price of, within the limits of the with-

A single wom9an who marries, after filing drawal of August 13, 1870 (Northern Pa-

declaratory statement and prior to final cific), increased to double minim4m- 495,578

proof, deteats thereby her right of pur-

-(ame-...... -2...................... 280 PurChlaser.
Right of, not precluded by the fact that See Alienation, Final Proof, Homestead

-the land is not inhabitable throughout the (act of June 15, 1880), States and Terri-

aentire year --------------------....-. 57 I tolies,
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Railroad Grant. A homestead settlement right existing at

See Reservetlon, Riighi of Way. the date of indemnity selection excepts the
GENERALLY. land coveTed thereby from the operation of

Listing" by the company in nowise af- said selection --------- . 18Ž
fects the status of land within the granted Land covered by an uncanceled home-
limits ------------------- 357 stead entry is not subject to indemnity se-

Under the grant of Maich 3, 1857, as ex- lection ................ .........-...... -405
tended by the act of March 3, 1865, the A selection shoudl not he allowed ftr land
right to take lands, as granted lands, is con- included within a pending homestead appli-
fined to the 10-mile limit ................... 151 cation- ................... 244

That the cancellation of an ently was not A pending indemnity selection excludes
noted of record until after definite location, the land covered thereby from entry....... 8
though ordered prior thereto, woald not LA, DB EXCEPTED FROM TILE
operate to defeat the grant ................. 163 GRANT.

A declaratory statement filed after the A railroad company is precluded from in-
map of general route (Northern Pacific) quiring into the validity of claims existing
was accepted, but alleging settlement prior within its gran ted limits at date of definite
tosnchacceptancedoesnotestablishthefact location (Union Pacific) ....................- 15
of settlement as alleged, and a hearing will Land covered by a pre-emption filing and
be required to settle the status of the tract settlement at definite location is excepted
at the date of the statutory withdrawal... 235 from the operation thereof, and the validity

The right of the Hastings and Dakota of the claim can not be questioned by the
road, under its grant, attached to lands that company (Northern Paific) .... 354
were disembarrassed at definite location, A claim resting on settlement, improve-
though said lands were reserved at the date mont, anil occupancy serves to except land
of the grant .......-... 207, 223,241 covered thereby from the opera:ion of the

By accepting the tex masfixed by the State subsequent withbdrawal on general route
(Minnesota) the company authorized the (Northern Pacific) ..................- 131, 238
reconveyance of lands to which it had notac- The existence of aprinmafacie valid pre-
quired full title and that were occupied by emption filing at the date when the right of
settlersprior lothe passage of the State act. 184 the road attached excepts the land covered
ACT OF JUNE -22, 1874. thereby from the grant . - .. 13,85

Though relinquishment may not be an- A settlement right, though unprotected
thorized, such fact should not affect a prior by a filing, existing at withdrawal oln gen-
entry made in good faith - ~ .................. 80 eral route, excepts the land covered them eby

Relinquishment under, when accepted, is from the operation of such withdrawal ..-. 131
at once operative, and the land covered 2 The claim of a qualified pre-empto-, based
thereby becomes subject to disposal under on settlement, occupancy, and possession,
the general land laws 481 existingwhen therightoftheroadattaclsed,
ACT OF APRIL 21, 1876. is sufficient to except the lmmd covered

The third section confirms entries made thereby ftom the operation of the grant
within the limits of a grant after its ex- (Central Pacific) -------------- 40r5
piration-.......-........ ................. 223 A settlement right existing at the date

The phrase at a time subsequent to the when the grant becomes effective excepts
expiration of such grant," in section 3, re- the land covered thereby from theoperation
fers to the date at which tShe road should he of the grant ........................... 1... .F2
completed, and not to a time when a for- A prima facie valid pre-emption filing
feiture of the grant might be declared ..... 223 existhin at date of indemnity withdrawalIndemnity, ~~~~~~~~excepts the land covered thereby from thle

1 indemntistity. operation of the withdrawal .........------ 405
See Final Proof. An entry under the act of June 15, 1880,
No absolute right to granted land exists, existing at definite location, excepts the

and no right of indemnity selection can land covered thereby from the giant, and
possibly arise until the line of load is deti- this without regard to any subsequent de-
nitely located-.t. c........ .......... o ision as to the validity of such entry. - 148

The fee-simple of lands within the limits When land is excepted by reason of a sub-
of the grant (Northern Pacific), to which sisting filing or entmy, and such adverse
the Indian title had not been extinguished, right subsequently ceases to exist, the land
passed lunde-r said grant, subject only to the reverts to the public domain ...............- 357
right of Indian occupation, and said lands, To establish the allegation that a tract is
therefore, afford no basis for indemnity- l 100 excepted from a grant by reason of a settle-

Land not within the withdrawal on gen- hnent thereon, it mist be shown that when
eral route, but within the indemnity limits the grant became effective there was a valid
on definitelocation, was free from the opera- subsisting settlement of oneqimalified to per-
tion of the grant imitil dilly selected ..... 100 feot his olati- ... ......... .............. 225
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In determining whether, nuder the grant The order of August 15, 1887, as to filings

of July 2, 1864, land is flee from a pre-emp- and entries on lands covered by unapproved
tion, or other claim, or right, the validity of selections, made applicable to the second

the claim is not material - 5................ 238, 3 indemnity limits of the Northern Pacific, 332

Under the original girant to the Centrai Register and Receiver.
Pacific, and the amendatory act of 1864, the See Lacd Department.
equitable claimi of a settler is protected.... 406

Land within a military reservation, at Rehearing.
date of definite location is excepted from a, See Practice.
and no subsequent actof theExecutive could n
render the land subject thereto ............ e0 inqisInent

Effect of invalid school selection as See Entry.
against ...- ---:----*------------- 347 Made after affidavit of contest is filed, but

befere notice issued thereon, and without
WtTITDRAWAL. knowledge of said contest, does not inure to

The statutory withdrawal for the North- the benefit thereof .....................-... 46;

eTU Pacific took effect in Washington Ter- Filed pendin~g contest, prima facie the re-
citory when the map of JFly 30, 1870, was sult thereof, but such presumption is not

filed and accepted ----------- 1800 - conclusive ...... -.. 44P

Under the giant of July 2, 1864, a stati- Of a desert-land entry opens the land cov-
tory withdlrawal folliwed thefilingofamap e-ed thereby to entry and srttiement, with-

of general rotte. Said withdrawal once ox- oat action-on the part of the Comumissioner

ercised could not be repeated. but remained of the General Land Office ...... ......... 227
in effect urntil the definite location of the Of a timber-culture ent y by the executor

road - -- --- --- - 100 and sole devisee warrants cancellation
The filing and acceptance of an amended where it appears that com-plianeo with the

map of genet al foute was not authotized by law can not be shown within the life of the
the g-santing act (Xorlhern Pacific), andlan entty-383
Executive withdrawal made in accordance Purehaserot, agnquires no right to the land 560

with said map was without sanction of law. 100 Whlen fileet. oper-ates eo iittonti to release
The extension of the honestead and pre, the land fiout the entry 560

emption
t leaws by section 6 of the grant to

the Northein Pacific, " to all other lands on Rlepayment.
Ihe line of sldd toad when surveyed, except- Will not be allowed where a timberland
ing those hereby granted," prohibited an entry is canceled because the land is not

Executive withiraewal of any "lands on the subject thereto, antd the entry was made

line of said load" ......................-..... 100 without personal knowledge of the land - - 10

As there was no authority for thevwith- Allowed in case double miniutum price

drv-wal based on the map of amended route, has beet pail for land afterwat-ds found not

and the sixth section of the grant INortlhen to be witiit the limits of a railroad grati . 29'

Pacificlprolibitedan indernitywi.tudrawal, May be allowed of mooney paid for lani lie

it follows that land wi bin such withdrawals excess of the area actually etmbraced withite

was not excluded fiom entry ............... 244 the entry -------------------- . .32

Uinder section 12, act of March 3, 1871, it May be alluwed on caucellati,n of tiulher

was not competent for the Depaitment to entry, becausethelandisnot sultji etto such

withdt aw fti-m te Oe operation of the settle- appropriation, where rarid does not appear. 40-

ament laws the indemnity lands of the New No authority for, to one htohliltg numler a

Orleans and Pacific giant, and such with- patent rightfully issued, but clainitUg such
drawal is no bar to the allowance of an en- right by victue of anerther title derived

try- ............... 487 through a different source .........- 0......... 9
Theprovision in thegrsnt oftJty2%, 1866, Right of, limited to the cases specified by

that "the Secretary of the Interior shall the statute- -- --- -- - 295

withdraw fiom sale public lands herein Can not be allowed to one who voluntarily
granted on each side of said railroad so far commutes his entry and then claims that

as located and within the limits before his finadproof shows that he was entitled to

specified," renders unauthorized any with- patent without payment ------------------- 295.

drawal beyond the granted limits ......... 240 May be allowed where an entry is can-

The act of June 22, 1876, repealitg the celed for insufficient residence, hut no fraud

statute prohibiting the disposal of public appears .....- 474,5090
lands in Florida, oxceptunderthohomestead Consttnction of the phi ase " erroneously
law, did not relieve lands from the effect of allowed," in the act of June 16,1880 .8 . 50-

a subsistingwithdrawal; nor did the " offer-
ing" under the proclamation of July 13, See dia nds.
1878, affect their status, for "ilardolreserved See India Lands.

for raitroad purposes" were expressly ex- An order setting apart lands fur peniten-

cepted from such offering ............... 56 tiary purposes would not operate to relieve
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said Iandsfomi a prior mililarty res(irvation; When once established, absences rendered
but stich second appropriation smade under necessary by the sickness of a parent may
the enciucrrut authority of two depart- be excused .......................... 170
ments, and for a purpose not inconsistent Change of, not shown where the absence
with the first, would be conclusive as I vas the result of judicial compulsion 532
against any otherappropriation of the land 133 Can not be maintained on different tracts

Created for penitentiary purposes, would at the same time ...................-. 225
alot, in the absenCe of express words indicat- Claim of, not compatible with the main-
tig such intottt, be held to have been abro- tenance of a home elsewhere 267
gated by an act relieving the land from a Absences will not be excused on the plea
,ptror military reservation -............ 133 of poverty where good faith is not apparent 467

On the abandonrirent of the White River Want of, inferred from meager improve-
military reservation the land covered there- snouents and voting ind s sa iferent precinct 140
by became subject to disposal under the act HOMESTEAD.

-of June 15,1880, and not unoder the law pro- Not required of the heirs of a decased
viding for the ale of abandoned military homesteader-1 of t.. .eirs o00
Reservations .................... 191 hoetar................30

For the e ise of the Navajo Indian 0 by or- Alleged under the homestead law, not
der o' April 24,1886, excludes pro-euption - 334 consistent withterh ainteof theresde same

Courpensation provided for settlers on tmi nte tto h eiec eLfavajo-lpebaton povied fr sttles o quired as pre-requisite to citizenship under
Navajo ------- ........ .334 the naturalization laws . -................... .8

Actual ocetpation prior to the establish- On the original tract, credited under the
utent of' or settlemoent prior to January 6, art of May 14, 18dO in case of adjoining farm
1884, with continuous occupation thereafter, t
must be shown to secure the sight of home- entry .... .........-... . .. 33
stead entry under the act of July 5,1881 369 PRE-EMPT10N.

Disposition of lands fo-merly included Period of six months required to show
within Fort Sanders military - 403,430,348 good faith; but where otherwise showna a

The act of Jsue 9, 1874, reducing the area literal compliance is not necessary -.-. - 3
of Fort Sanders military, legalized settle- The pre-emptor is required to show six
snouts made while the land u-as not subject month's continoous residence prior to final
thereto, but did not coGnfer a new grant 10pon proof, but such residence is compatible with
the Union Pacific, or confirms to it lands temporary absences satisfactorily ex-
theretofore excluded from its grant ........ 430 plained .. .... .... 62

PI'yallup Indian -450 There is no rule of law or of the Depart-
ment which requires the pre-emptor's actual]Residence. personal presence on the land for six

See Enti-y, Final Proof, Homestead. Pre-eiip- months immediately preceding the offer of
tlion, proof ..-.......... .......- 62

GE INERALALY. Removal of the dwelling-house to an ad-
Begins with the first act of settlement joining tract on account of annual inunda-

where such act is follirwed by an actual in- tions, prior to final proof but after a period
habitancy of the land in good faith .... . 410 of four years' residence, not indicative of bad

On land and presence thereon are not - faith ....................................... 259
-synonymous or convertible phrases . 144 ' Res Judicata.

Of a settler presumed to be where his Authorities cited in discassion of the doc-
tfamily resides-...... .................... 35 trine ......... . 13
In good faitt indicate I by improvements. 231 Doettine only applicable to the land acta-
Where sufficiently shown, warrants the ally involved, though the decision may in

conclusion that the land was taken fora terms purport to settle the status of the
prrmanent home in the absence of evidence whole section -----------. : - 54

,to the contrary *7.................. ......... 12 A final decision by the Secretary of the
Must be acquired, in tle firstinstance, by Interior is conclusive as to departmental

-actual presence on the land, but continuous action therein, and will not be disturbed by
presence thereafter is not essential to the his successor where no new question is
-continuity of such residence _- 144 presented ....................... ........ 146

When once acquired, temporaryabsences A question. which might have been raised
that indicate no intention of abandonment and decided in a former case is barred by a
may be excused ..........-........ 8.... 219, 345 decision therein .......................... 146

Absences during the winter season for The Department willnot take jurisdiction
ithe purpose of earning money to improve where such action involves the considera-
the claim may be excused ................. 360 tion of a question finally determined by a

Absences excused where the land is not decision of the Supreme Court of the United
inhabitable throughout the entire year- 57 States ..... . 204

When once established, absence attending Decision that a ministerial dfity has been
-to official duties may be excused .-... 88 correctly performed not conclusive 283
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Allowance of an enlry by direction of the Applications to file coal declaratorystate-

General Land Office will not preclude do- ments may be received for sections 16 and
partmental action with respect to determin- 36, with duie opportunity for the State (Colo-
ing its validity .-. 301 rado) to be heard . 490-

Sections 16 and 36, embraced within the
Review. lands excluded from the Fort Sanders Reser-

See Practice. vation, are reseived for school purposes and

Revised Statutes. not subject to entry 548-

See Statutes, also Revised Statutes cited Scrip.
and construed, page xiv. See Private Claims.

Right of Way. Selections.
In the absence of statutory alltholitV See Railroad Giant, School Land, States

granting rightof way through tbe Pityallo p and Territories, Sicamp Laud.

Indian Reservation, an application therefor Settlement.
shoald be addressed to Congress 450 See Residenoe, School Lands.

The right to take material for construe- Rights, to the detriment ot one in poses-
tion purposes is limited to "adjacent" sion under color of title, can not be ac-
lands . . 541 quired by acts of trespass 68, 92

Lands 150 mil's d istant -rom the road are The notice given by improvements and,
not A adjacent" thereto in the meaning of extends only to the qoarter section as de-
the statute- .. 541 fined by the public survey . 76

Saline Land. A growing crop of grain on land is quite
Saline inealLand. as much notice of possession as an inclos-
See M finer al Letnd . ure thereof 92

School Land. ' Made without violence, within the unlaw-
Circular regulations with respect to fill incloaure of another, is valid and will not

Wyoming- 585 |be defeated by said unlawfuloccupancy ,. 340

Title to, does not pass by an irregular The assertion of a possessory right to
survey, apparently inaccurate, and subse- I land does not confer any right thereto under
quently set aside (California) - - the settlement laws-. 165

The State (California) is entitled to in- Prioeity of, maybe considered as between
demnity in lieu of land covered hy settle- 1 settlers on land covered by the subsisting
ment claims at date of survey 270 entry of another - 212

When selection has been made, title to the ' On land embraced within the entry of
land selected passes tothe State (California), t another confers no right as against the en-
which at the same time is divested-of all ityman or the government 212
right to thereafter claim the tract used as - Of a homesteader on unoffered land pro-
the basis, whether the settlement claim tected as against other and later settlers for
therefor is nuade good or not - . 270 the period of three months only by section

Indemnity selection resting upon a loss 3, act of May 14, 1880 ................ 537
alleged prior to Hsrvey of the township in On lands chiefly vatlable for their timber

which such basis is situated is not void, bht and stone, should be carefully scrutinized - 555
voidable, and becomes valid, in the absence On land for the purpose of securing the
of an intervening right, from the date when I timber thereon, and not for the purpose of
the loss is definitely ascertained - 347 a home is not bona fide 555.

The improper description of the basis as Solier's :omestead
a portion of seetion36 willnot defeat aselec- ldeste sta
tion made in fact upon a deficiency caused See Homestead.
by the non-existence of sections 16 and 36 580 States and Territories.

A selection of land subject thereto. ap- See School Land, Swanmp Land.
proved and certified, precludes the allow- The right of purchase under the act of
anceofanotherselection inlieu thereofuntil July 23,1866, section 7, is assignable, and,
such certification shall beset aside by proper in the absence of an adverse claim, should
authority . ... 91 be accorded to a purchaser in good faith
Effect of invalid selection 350 after the final, survey of the grant (Call-

Under the circular of July 23,1885, a selec- fornia) 210
tion was not invalid, though slightly in ex- The rejection of a State (Califomnia) se-
cess of the basis -580 lection prior to the passage of the act of

The State (Coloradlo) entitled to sections July 23, 1886, will not remove said selection
16 and 36, if said sections were not known to from the operation thereof where notice of
contain mineral when the survey was ap- such action was not given the State ........ 39?

proved; and the discovery of mineral after The act of July 23, 1866, confirmed to the

approval of the survey will not defeat the State (California) irregular selections,
title of the State . -.-.. . 450 where the land covered thereby had been
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sold to purchasers in good faith under the within the swanip or overflow will be classed
State law- 397 under the grant 424

A location marle tinder a warrant issued The adoptions of the field-notes of survey x
by the State (California) in part satisfac- as the basis of adjustnent did not amount to
tion of the internal improvement grant is a contract with the State (Michigan and
within the confirmatory provisions of the Minnesota) 514, 562
first section of the act of July 2:3, 1866 - 543 As the erroneous certifications, based on

,statutes. ~~~~~~~~the original surveys, Irad heen crirreeted on-Statutes. the evidence of the resrirveys prior to en-
See Acts of Conrgess and Jierised Strtutes, actment of the confirmatory act of 1857, it

cited and construed, pages xiii anti xiv. followvs that the origiral selections were not
Will be construed as employing words confirnied by said act 514

and phrases itt thie same sense as that given The falsity of tie field-notes of survev
in long continuhed departmental practice ntay be shown by a party in interest with-
under prior stirtutes weith ref,-rancs to the out requiring hint to also shorv that the sur-
same subject-matter . - . 172 vey was fraudulent . 562

In the adjustment of the grant toe gov-~~~Sn'vcy. ~~~~~~~~ermnent is not bound by a certification. pro-
See Xini up Claime. cutred through a false rnd fraudulent report
Accepted as showing the trite area of laur of its agent. and the Secretary of the In-

covered thereby, in the abseace of proof to terior may cancel a certification thus pro-
the con racy ............ ....... .207 cured ... . 572

Returns of the surveyot--grueral not over-
come by a private survey - 207 Timber culture.

When the ureanrer line of a strrey bor- See Contest, Entry, iedal Proo 0f.

dering on a lake was established lnt a time Good fiith of the entryinan to be consid-
-of extreme high water, and the recession ered- 331,365
thereof, shortly thereafter, leaves a large The entryman is justified in adopting a
body of land between said line and the per- omethod of planting fosnd to result success-
mainent shore line, such reliction should be ully in that vicinity 468
included within the public survey.- 527 Full area must be broken and cultivated

Field-notes of, presurtiptively orr-ect . 562 to trees prior to final proof- 365
Swamp Land. The entryman is responsible for the negli-

Swaltp Lall. gence of his agent in planting 63
The act of 1850. a present grant 255 A slight failure in planting the requisite
The act of March 3,1857, does not provide area may be excused where the good faith

for indemnity -...............................243 of the entryman is manifest - - * 440
The ascertainment of the tracts granted Absece ofa fire-break" not initself evi-

is a question of fact to be settled by the See deuce of bad faith . - . 11
retary of the Interior . -... 514 Failure of seeds to grow not a cause of for-

Thb grant of, may not be enlarged by any feiture in the absence of bad faith - 331
plan of ad justment . - . 514 Extreme drought furnishes a sufficient ex-

The Department hits no j urisdiction to in- cuiss for a short delay in replanting where
-quire into an allegation that a certain tract good faith is apparent . -l. . 331
is an accretion toother land that passed flu- The loss of trees by fire does not warrant
-der the swamp grant .. - . 255 the cancellation of the entry where no ordi-

The State (Ilichigaun) not entitled to in nary precaution could have prevented such
demnity for lands that do not appear from loss
the field-notes of survey to be swamp land --- 1.
within the true intent of the grant 243 Timber and Stone Act.

The "notes of surveys on file" must be Preliminary affidavit in entiy compared
interpreted as meaning the notes finally ap- to that required under the timber-culture
proved (Michigan.) ....................... 514 law .-. . 10

The adoption of the field-notes of survey Entry should be based upon personal in-
-as the basis of adjustment will Dot estop the spection of the land .- .. . 10
government from making inquiry as to the l Purchase should not be allowed unless it
character of a tract, although it may appear, appears that the land would be unfit for or-
from the field-notes, to be of the character dinary cultivation if it was cleared of tim-
granted (Miunesota) .. 313562 ber :-. -140

When the field-notes of survey are the Entry maybe referred to board of equita-
basis of adjustment and the intersections of ble adjudication where proof was not made
the lines of the swamp lands with those of within ninety days from date of published
the public survey alone are given, the in- notine, duo compliance with law in other re-
tersections may be connected by straight speots being shown . 496
lines, and all legal subdivisions the greater Protects the boas fide settler on lands
part of which are shown by said lines to be l chiefly valuable for their timber and stone. 555
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on contests between settlers and appli- I land than its present population would en-

cante under this act, the character of the title it to enter ............................. 143
land may be taken into consideration in de- Transferee.
termining the good faith of the settler.. 555 See AlIenation, Final Proof.

Tinmber Trespass. Warrant.
See Right of Wrae. Location of, issned by the State (Cali-

fornia) in satisfaction of the internal im-
Townsite. ! provemnent grant, conDfirmed by the act of

See Mining Gloe, Potent. July23, 1866 ........ 543

Additional entry can not be allowed to a Wyomnutg.
town that holds under its former entry mor6e See School Land.
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